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INTRODUCTION
TO THE FIRST EDITION.
'

Aware

Lmdon^ 1819.

may attach

to the measure
in
warlike
improvementB
practice
through
of cultivating
the medium of the Press, I must explain the circumstances which have led to the publication of this

of the objections that

Work.
Having, during the war, made observations and
formed opinions respecting tlie state of Gunnery in the
British Navy, which led me to reflect studiously how
this important branch of our martial sjrstem might be
improved, I occupied myself, for some time after the
and in
close of tlie war, in composing this Work
;

October, 1817, transmitted
of the Admiralty.

The long absence
.

it

to the

Lords Commissioners

of the Senior

(the late Admiral Sir

professional

G^rge Hope) from

Lord

the Board,

and the changes which took place upon the lamented
death of that distinguished officer, occasioned some
delay in taking my papers into consideration ; but I
was soon afterwards honoured with
the thankful ac-

knowledgment of the Naval Administration for the
very able " (they were pleased to say) " and valuable
communication I had made
but no decision was then
formed^ as to the use that should be made of it.
In November, 1818, I was honoured with a further,*

and

still

more

flattering,

acknowledgment from the

Diyitizeo by
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FiliST EDITION.

Admiralty, accompanied by a request, that I would
permit a Copy of my Work to be retained in the Admiralty Office, with a view to carry into efiFect the

my

whole, or any part of

and

considerations

plans, hereafter,

when

financial circumstances,

those

which at

that time prevented their adoption, might admit.
this

communication

1 returned the following

Famham,

Sib,

HAVE had

I

answer

To
;

Xov. 20th, lbl8.

the honour to reodye your letter of the 24th

which you acquaint me, by Lord Melville's directions,

instant, in

Board think very highly of the manner
Naval Gunnery,

that his LoKblil}) and the

in which I have treated the important subject of
ill

MSS. which
many

the sevcnil

their aj)probation of

papers

— and

Work at

I

have addressed

to the

AdiniraUy

of the suirirestious contained in those

their request to

be permitted to retain a (^opy of the

may be enabled to carry
any part of my plans, in the event of
changes in those circumstances and conuderations which at present
the Admiralty, in order that they

into effect the whole or

prevent the adoption of my suggestions.
I

am

gratified

to the

Board

my W

ork

this,

may

;

my

by

this

communication

;

and beg you

to present

consent to their Lordships retaining a Copy of

to whicli

I

request copies of

;ill

my

Letters, including

be attached, for the purpose of procuring reference to

me, should

1

be living, at the time anj/ adoption of

my

plans

may

be contemplated.
I

had formed an

intention of

making a

publication upon this

subject; but considenug this consent to the request which the

Board has made, as inconsbtent with the measure of publication, I
willingly abandon that intention unless it should have the approbation of their Lordships.
I

have the honour to be,
Scr.

(Signed;

2b Vkfi-A'imirai

&c.

ilowAKD Douglas.

Sir QraJmm Moore, K.V,/i.,
&c, &c.

In answer

to this

letter

I

wns soon afterwards acGraham Moore, that he

quainted by Vice-Admiral Sir
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INTRODUCnOK TO THE FIRST EDITION.
had " communicated

L

my

29th Noyember

letter of the

and was authorized to
actual ut me, that their Lordships did not see any
objection to the publication of my Essay on Nayal
Gunnery," which was accordingly soon afterwards returned to me, for tliis purpose, witli the following
letter from the Secretary of the Admiralty
t

'

M'

'I'l

Ivillr aii.l

the Board,

:

AdmiraU^

SiBy

Ofiee, 2&ih Nov., 1819.

Mt

Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, havhig had
mider till ir consideration your Kssay upon the Theory and Practice uf Naval Gunner}', submitted to them in your letters of the
15tb and 23rd October, 1817, command me to express to you
their Lordships* thanks for the communication, and for the atten«
tkm yoa haTe paid to this important subject ; and in reference to
your intimation of canang it to be pubUsbed, their Lordships
farther command me to acquaint you, that they have no objection
to your doing so, if you should think proper ; and with this view,
I am directed to return to you herewith the original Manuscript,

aad
tci

to add, that a

the

^

Members of

'opy of

it,

to«rother with your letters a(Ulre6sed

the Board upon the subject, have been retained

in this Office.
I

Your most

am,

Sir,

obedient,

humble Servant,
J.

V]nm the
r»*ct.'iv« «1

W.

Cbokbr.

receipt of this letter, I applied for

and

permission

my

I»rf1 Melville's

Worlc, in print,

to his lA)r<lship, as I

to

dedicate

had already done

and I send it forth, conscious of its defects, as
well as of niy inability to treat the importiiut subject
in M."^.,

iu the

way

it

merits.
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NAVAL GUNNERY.
PART

1.

ON THB ORGANIZATION AND TRAINING OF NAVAL
GUNNERS.
1. Soox after the termination of tlie wars arising from
the French Revohition (of 1793), the autlioi' puhlished
the first edition of his work on Naval Gunnery, v^'iih
the view of drawing public attention to a subject which
he oonfiddered of vital importance to the interests of
This he was induced to do in consethe country.
quence of the unsatisfactory state of practical gunnery
at that time, to which the author attributed some of the
To the remarks which
disastrous results which ensued.
he was then led to offer he would still solicit attention,
not for the purpose of conveying censure, which is far
indeed from the author's intention, but simply to show
in bolder relief the improvements which have since been
made, and to hold out encouragement to the exertion of
every e£fort for maintaining and increasing the advantages already gained. The author here takes leave to
state, that he has had the most gratifying assurances
from officers of every rank, and of the most distinguished
character, that the present improved condition of our

and seamen, with respect to this essential branch
of the naval profession, is mainly, if not wholly, to be
attributed to the means adopted, conformably to his sugofficers

gestions, for its cultivation theoretically

and he hopes he

and

practically

be able to show, in the present
work, the necessity we are under of extending our
Gunnery Establishment^ both as the best means of keeping up and advancing our attainments in the objects
B
shall
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Part

I.

of iiistrnction tlierc, and of placing; tlic country in a state
of security in the event of the occurrence of any sudden

emergency.
2.

When

late war,

the fleets of Europe, opposed to us in the

had been swept from the moe of the ocean by

the gallant achievements of the British marine, a period
of triumphant, undisputed dominion ensued, during
wliich our seamen were not, in general, sufficiently
practised in the exercise of those weapons by which that
dominion had been gained ; but, in the pride of con-

were suffered, in many instances, to lose much of*
proficiency in warlike practice which had been
ac(|uired in a long series of aranons service.
3. Reviewing carefully oiur naval actions with Euro] )ean enemies during the whole of the last war (1703181;')), and comparing them with the battles wliich were
fouglit in tliat which inmiediately ]>receded, there a])quest,

tiiat

*

pears abundant proof that the navies of Europe had, in
the later epoch, yory much deteriorated in the practice
of gunnery. In the later years of Napoleon's reign,
though considerable improvements had then been effected
in the marine of France, the state of practical gunnery
among Frencli seamen was so bad, that we have seen
ships, strongly manned, playing batteries of twenty or
thirty heavy gims against our vessels, witliout more
effect than might easily have been produced by one or
two well-directed pieces ; and we have seen some cases
in which heavy frigates have used powerful batteries
against our vessels for a considerable time without pro-

-

ducing any effect at all.
4. The danger of resting satisfied with superiorityover a system so defective as that of our former oj^ponents, has been made sufliciently evident.
We bectinie
too confident by being feebly opposed then slack iix
warlike exercise, by not being opposed at all and lastly^
in many cases, inexpert for want even of drill practice ;
and herein consisted the great disadvantage under which^
without suspecting it, we entered, with too great confidence, into a war with a marine much more expert than
that of any of our European enemies.
;

;
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I.

5. Comparative views of warlike skill, as well as of
bulk and force, beiddes other considerations, are necessary to a correct analysis of naval actions.
If a
vessel meet an enemy of even greatly superior force,
it is due to the honour of her flag to try the effect of a
few rounds but, unless in this gallant attempt she leave
;

marks of her
smaller,

is

skill up<jn

liit

the larger body, wliilst

slie,

tho

at every diseharp^e, she does but sidute

her enemy's triumph and discredit her own guimery.*
It is not disgraceful that a vessel shoidd be compelled
to yield to another of superior force ; but it is so, that
the enemy should not be made to smart for his conquest
yet the defenders of the devoted vessel could not
justice be blamed, so long as naval gunnery was not a
matter of professional cultivation and absolute obli^^ation.^
We do well to augiaeiit our naval strength by
the construction of laige ships, and by attention t-o all
the details of personal and material but it is even more
important to make it an object of timely consideration
how our ships are to be provided, at tlie beginning of a
war, with an adequate pronortion of officers, gunners,
and seamen trained to warlike practioe.
6. The material of our navy is in the finest possible
condition.
Our ships are greatly improved in every
Our ordnance is the
feature of streiif^^-th and quality.
best in the world every species of store and equipment
We possess excellent seamen, trained by the
is perfect.
operations of our commercial navy. Our officers, man^
of them educated at the public expense, are good navigators, excellent astronomers, and are full of energy,
activity, and courage but all these qualifications do not
satisfy the requirements of a good ship of war : to them

m

;

;

:

* In the action between the President and tho Little Belt, in 1811, the
WB8 iMftTiIy damftged, and had eteren men killed and twenty-one
wonnded ; wliile, on board the Prendenti a boy only was killed, not a shot

latter

struck her huU, and only two hit her matte. Jame»* Ifaval BiUoty^ vol. yi.
p. 10.
^ On one occasion the gunnerti of a vessel mistook the elevated sight of
their aima (oerronadee) ror the point-bbmk line; and, when cloee to the
enemy, fired at an elevation of 3^ degrees. The author has witnessed, and he
could nanie distinp^iiiiilied anthoritiet to prove the existence formerly, of much
more serious errors in practice.

B 2
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should be added a competent knowledge of the science
iiud } practice of gunnery.
lately tliis importtvnt element was almost
7. Till
wholly wanting. After years of war had afforded us
ample opportunities of practice, and yielded us many
splendid victoriesy our gallant officers were often sent
forth, with well-earned reputations, and the sacred honour of the British flag, depending upon crews on whom
no reliance could be placed, excepting for courage and
and under such circumstances it is not
srit'-ilevotion
surprising that we were, in some instances, severely disThe author trusts? he may be allowed some
appointed.
credit for having suggested the remedy to the then existing defects in our naval sjrstem, which has since beoi
so successfully adopted ; and he takes occasion to
assure the officers of the navy who may peruse this
work, that any remarks on public events which he may
think it necessary to make in the course of this treatise,
are not quoted to criticise, but, on the contrary, to
justify, or account for, operations which were always
most gallantly undertaken, and which could not perhaps have been better executed, witii the means at toeir
;

i

'

command.
remains only that we take special care to prethe high position which we have struggled
through years of difficulty to attain that we not only
secure it from defay, but also use the utmost tliligence
to improve it, by availing ourselves of all the resources
of science as tliey arise, and acquiring those facihties in
manual operations which contmual practice alone can
8. It

8er\e

;

bestow.

be considered improper here
few observations on the opinion that nothing
which is not coarsely simple can be used in naval gunnery ; and, consequently, that no delicate instrumental
Nothing can l»e
operations ought to be attempted.
opinion;
an
instruments
such
than
unfounded
more
which may be considered complicated and unmanageable
9.

to

It will not, perhaps,

make

a

at a gun for the first time, are
with the utmost facihty by well-formed artillerists.

hy persons quartered
itsed
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5

which the author's &ther experienced,
in procuring the adoption of gunlocks, and many other improvements wliich lie had made
in naval ordnance, are proofs how far tlie want of some
general system for the cultivation of the science and art
of gunnery causes impediments to the introduction of
measures which tend to the advantage of the service, and
which, instead of being undervalue, would be eagerly
received, were naval officers and seamen taught how to

The

difficulty

even from

officers,

estimate them.
10. In the former editions of this work the author
pointed out the important advantages wliich would
result from cnliglitening by theory and training by
practice, during peace, a large proportion of those who
war. He showed
are to serve our naval ordnance
that, whatever plan might be ado [> ted for the improvement of Naval Q-unnery, it should be calculated to instruct officers, master-gunners,* gunners' mates, and their
crews and that no measure wliich provides only for the
drill of the men, could effectually improve the service
tlie mere dexterity of a few privates will do
practice
little, unless directed by cultivated and well-exercised
intelligence on the part of the officers commanding in
the ship's batteries, and assisted hj a good crew of prac-

m

;

:

tical gunners.

1 1 . He observed, that to instruct the rising class of officers in gunneiy, a short course of theoretical instruction,
showing all the established principles of the science,
should be introduced at the Naval College ; and that
gunnery should also be made an item in the examinations for promotion. To instruct a proportion of officers,
midshipmen, master-gunners, gunners* mates, and some
seamen, in the practice of gunnery, Bepdts of IfisirucHan

should be formed. So much depends upon the nature and
composition of these establishments, that the author must
be permitted to show, at some length, the reasons which
have guided him in making the following suggestions ; and
* To avoid mistake, th» gnimeiB of ships are bere designated fnoilef^
ffunnen.
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the objections whicli appear to him to attach, in great
force, to some measures that have been contemplated.
12. It is assuredly important, and even indispensable, in establishing schools for instruction in the
practice of Naval Gunnery, that the posts of instructors
in them should, in consequence of the opportunities
afforded to such persons for the acquirement of great
proficiency and for originating improvementSy be conferred on those only who aie, afterwards, to practise, in
the profession, on service, what they cultivate and teach
during peace.
13. Tlie fundamental principles, then, that should
form the basis of any measin e that may be adopted ibr
the improvement of Naval Gunnery are, that no plan
which does not provide for instructing o£Bcer8y masterffunners, gunners' mates, and their crews, as well. as
drilling seamen in the exercise, can effectually improve
the service practice ; and, in order to render permanent
and effectual the benefits that would result from the
formation of Naval Depots of Instruction, a proportion

of intelligent seamen should be engaged for a term of
years, and formed into a permanent body, firom which
the important situations of master-gunners should be

and which, in a more extended form, might be
to furnish hereafter a considerable nmnber of expert seamen-gunners to act as captains of gmis or, if
not sufficiently numerous to do this, capable, at least, of
soon drilling to the established system, the ordinary

filled

;

made

;

crews of those vessels into which these trained men may
be draughted.
14. When the vessels which have been three years in
commission are paid off, and the seamen dispersed, what
permanent naval advantages do we reap nrom the in*
The instruct€(i
struction that may have been given ?
the instruct^?r5,
are thrown at large upon the world
though improved by the lessons tliey liave given, are
and it may happen
still not real-service naval gunners
that the system and expertness which they may have
acquired, will, in niunerous instances, be carried to the
aid of foreign nations, at the very time we most require

—

;
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tht*m ourselves.
Ship after sliip may be commissioned,
and the crews drilled, but, on the expiration of their serAll we can hope for from
vitude, these are dispersed.
such a plan is, that^ by this mode of introduciug buoceflsioiiB of trained gunners into the merchant service, we
may hereafter, in war, recover some for the Bojal navy
but in the mean time the rising generation of naval

whom but few can be employed afloat,

would
master-^nners and their crews uuimjiroved, and, most certainly, no permanent advantages

officers,

be

of

left miinstructed,

gained.
15.
first

Now to

engage a

remedy these serious objections, we should
certain, number of seamen, expressly for

the service of the gunner's crew, for periods of five or
seven years; renewable at their expiration, attaching a
small increase of pay to every such consecutive reengagement. The advantages held out to volunteers
should be, that master-gunners, gunners' mates, and a
certain number of seamen-gunners, will, eventually, be
incorporated and that a regidar advancement in tliat
department will hereafter take place according to merit
BO that seamen-gunuers may, if they can read and write,
consider themselves in the certain road to the attainment, according to their merit, of the situations of
gunners* mates, and master-gunners of ships.
Seamengunners should receive superior pay, and share prizemoney, as ^mners' mates do now, or have some other
rank superior to that of able seamen.
16. The practicability of forming such an institution
resolves itself into this ^whether, upon these advantages
being made known, a sufficient number of volunteers
can be procured to commence such an establishment.*
The experiment might be easily tried ; but the proposal
should be accompanied with an explanation that the
system provides, eventually, a term oi relief, or residence
on shore, for men so incorporated. If the experiment
;

—

was sii^jTCstcd to tbe author by a jsillant Admiral, that boys who may
at tho Asylum, or In* the Marine Society, ini:_'lit, after jiractice
have made them able seamen, become very tit persons for service in this
department.
It

"be cilucatetl

shall
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tlie confident and anthorissed expectation that
be entertained of iu success, a selection of naval
officers, tlie best practitioners of the late war, should be
named, to conduct the Depots of Instruction and the
author has every reason to believe that some very di&tm^uiflhed officers would come forward to commence
such a system/ In this way a nnmber of trained men

answer

may

;

The following extracts are made from some of the very numerous letters
reoeiTed, contiuning expnawi
of aitire oonTictioii of the
necessity of adopting his plan : the letten are from naval uflicers of the first
Those officers hodistinction, whose names the author is proud to quote.
noured him hy a<lvocatin;^ and unrin-j; the plan with all the wei<^ht of their
influence, and were materially instrumental in its introduction and extensiou.
*

oM

whidi the author

(Eztiact.)—SiB P. B. V.

" Dear Sir,

—As a brother

Bboo to Sib Howabd Douqlab.
« Brake HdUJolr

5, 1818.

though chained with the sinne duties upon
a different clement, I trust you will excuse this my frank adilrcss [the author
had not then made i>er8onal acquaintauce with this eminent officer],
" Your obliging letter and treatise arrived this morning, and I am much
flattered by your reference to me.
** T run
a most anxious well-wisher of your plan. We are all, indeed, deeply
indebted to an nfliccr who takes such pains and besto>vs such ability upon an
object so re<iuisite to the support of our national honour.
officer,

(Signed)

(Extraot.)—Sib P. B. Y. Baoss to

—A

My

dkar Sir Howard,
improvement in our naval
'*

*«

r. B. V. Broke."

Sa Howard Douglas.
Broke HaU» SqiCember 23, 1818.

stronp; proof of the exij^ency of enforcinf;

some

<j;unnery is the indilTen luv witli wliich the subject

but I hope
ib regarded, after the useful lessuus which the late war atVordcd us
your ezertions will effeet much. If you gbii get one email depftt established,
it will soon create an eioeUenoe that will excite emulation.
•*
I am, my dear Sir Howard,
" F. B. V. Broke."
(Signed)
;

Bbou to Bat Howasd Douolab.

(Extnet.)*-^ P. B. Y.

««

My dbar Sir

Howard,

—

Bn»k» Hall, January 3, 1819.

thank you for jfmr oommunication, but do most
sincerely ro;^et the contents of it
and it is mortifying to sec that all our
hopes in your s])irite*l aud assiduous endeavours arc for the present susix.'uded.
We must hope that hereafter circumstances may be more propitious to the
adoption of your plans.
But I hoi>e that, however great a sufferer from the non-adcfition of your
plans, I shall uot suffer hy tlicir not Ix-ing published, and rcijiiost you will
have the kindness to order some amanuensis to copy your work for me, reward
him liberally, and favour me with an account of the expense. It is a curious
pK>a that the present state of the country does not lequiie the improvement
*'

;
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—

would always be retained in the service successions of
commanders, and many officers who cannot be employed
afloat in a limited peace estal)li8hment, would, at the

expense of full pay, be improved in this important branch of their mihtary duties ; master-gunners
and gunners' mates would be trained ; and a permanent
stock of seamen-gunners brought up, to fill hereafter
triflinf^

proi»sed

:

it will

late to teach our hands to war when the enemy is
and Lloyd's In an uproar to have ships rigged and sent

be too

pillaging oar trade,
instantly to sea*

(Signed)

(Eztiaot.)—Sir S. J. Pmhblei to

<*

P. B. V. Bbokb.'*

Sm Howabd Dououit.

Stratford Phot^ 1818.
I gave your M.S. to Sir Philip Broke to read, who might do more good
than any other man, did he reside in London, with the views which he has
•*

expressed.
** Sir Philip Broke has so completely wviewed yoQr work, and been ao
decidedly of your opinion in every essential part of it, that there remains
nothing; for iik; to aild but my most earnest wish that something; should be
done to rescue that part of our duty from the state in which it now is ; and
notwithstanding you will yet meet with much oj)iH>sition in attempting to
carry your plaM into ^Bfoct, I sincerely hc^pc that yon wiU not lose sig^t of
the object to which yon have so ably diuwn o\ir attention ; and 1 am inclined
yet to hoi^e that perseveranos wiU overoome the {oejudice yon have had to
encounter.
" S. J. Fkchell.**
(Sigped)

(Extract.)

Sir S. J. Pechell to Sib

Howard Douolas.
" Albany, June 16, 1830.

old Flag Officer has done what even you could not effect, though not
an
to the extent that either of vs could wish ; bnt within these few
order has been given to establish a gunnery school on board the '^BzoeUent'*

The

dm

at Portsmonth*
(Signed)

"

S. J.

Pechell."

[The expression "the old F1a'4 OfTicer" in the alx)ve extract alludes to a
celebrated pamphlet which had been recently published, urging the immediato
adoption of the author's phm. That pamphlet was attributed at the time to
Admiral, the late Sir Charles, Penrose but it is now known to have bem
•written by an able and p:allant ofticer who, fortunately for the service, and
happily for his friends, is living Rear-Admiral Bowles, O.B. The author's
plan was also strongly urged in the leading articles of the ' Times * newspaper
of the 17th, 20tb, rad 24th of May in the same year, 1880.]
;

—

(Extract.)—SiB 8. J. Piobsll to Sib
**

Howard Douoi.ab.
Admiralty, November 3, 1831.

We

**
are now likely to do something moie. Sir James Graham has apmoved
**
of the plan, and has appointed the ** Bzcellent 'fat this service ; and I am
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and should it be extended ultimately in tlie manner liere proposed, it would furnish,
besides, a conjsiderable number of very expert captaius
of guns.
17. In the former editions of this work (see the pages
firom 17 to 24 and page 28 in those editions) there are
given in detail OLiimates of the composition and strength
of flie proposed estabUshmenty and also of the expense
which womd attend its formation, together with indications of the subjects which should constitute a course of
these important offices ;

practieal education for young ollicers, master-gunners,
these subjt^cts
gunners' mates, and seamen-gunners
comprehend the details of ])ractical gunnery with tlie
different natures of naval ordnance, both on shore and
afloat, and the laboratory operations required for the
service ; but the proposed measures having been carried
into effect, and the system of instruction being now
fully oi^nized, it is unnecessary to repeat here what
was then |)()inted out. The prospectus originally drawn
up l)y Sir S. J. Pechell, in conformity to tlie author's
suggestions, and tiunsmitted to him for revision, in that
:

ytm wiU not lofiuw me your atiristaQoe in dxawing up a prospectus for
our futnro Poa-<!iinncrs.
"I cannot 1m'1|> coni:r:itulatinc; yon on seoinc^ your lalwirs l»ron^ht to a
Batist'actory result, aud likely to cuuicr so much beueHt on the country.
sore

(Signed)

(Extract.)

—SmS. J. Pbcuell to

Siii

•«

Uoward

8. J. Pkchj5LL.'»

DoufiLAs.

" Admiralty, Kebrunry

I'

J,

1832,

you my compilation [a pros|)ectu8j from your book for the establishment on board the " Excellent/' and request you wiU be kiud enough to
The plan is yoiua, and
revise, add te it^ or correct it, as you may judge fit.
I may indeed say, the whole of it is yours, as anybody may see in a moment
by turning over the leaves of your book. [See Appendix E. ]
**

I enclose

(Signed)

S. J. PxciUtLL.**

(Bztiaot)—Sib 8. J. Fbobkll to Sib Howabd Douolai.
« Adnuxalty, Feliroary 10, 1S82.
** After writing to you I almost felt ashamed of having troubled you npon the
subject, when I found everytliinti I wnntt'd ready cut and dry in your own
work. 1 had, therefore, nothin;^ to do, taking, as you did, a twcnty-eight-guu
ship establishment to begin with.

(Signed)

**8. J. Pbchbix.'*
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distinguished officer's letter of the 22nd February, 1832,
will be given at length in the Appendix. (A pp. E.)
Tlie following remarks, which contributed in a great
degree to^ the adoption of measures for the systematic
cultivation of naval gunnery, aie, on that account, restated in this place.
18. As soon as one set of seamen arc returned complete in exercise and practice, they should be transferred
to commissioned ships, and should there drill the seamen
engaged in the ordmary way, according to the general
system so that in this respect these would be as well
trained, at least, as by the contemplated plan
and all
the j^ermanent advantages of the propojsed system would
be 80 far gained.
19. Fresh seamen should be engaged as gunners, and
drawn in to the Depdt of Instruction in proportion as
trained men are turned over to the guard-ships. These
again should, by degrees, transfer to the cruisers a certain proportion of the trained gunners that will have
been received from the depots; which, however, sliould,
together with the guard-ships and home cruisers, always
retain a sufficient number of trained men for newly
commissioned ships, in the event of a sudden armament.
In this manner vast facilities and advantages would be
experienced in fitting ships, and in rendering them
;

;

more immediately efficient. The plan now suggested
would provide people not only qualified to assist in
not
fitting the ship, but also to assist in working her
only f[ualified to drill to gunnery the fresh hands, but
to examine and arrange all the ordnance e<{uipment,
and very soon to make that ship, if properly commanded,
a good man of war.
;

—

20. In all departments of warlike organization, depdts
are allowed to be the ver^ hearts of the system, by

which imjnovement

is cultivated, circulated,

and

esta-

In all services tliis is recognised and observed;
no l)ody can be permanently good, no system uniform,
witliout them.
It is to this general measure that the
service-efficiency of every branch of our army is mainly
It is this which supports the imiform
to be attributed.
blislied.
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ByBtematic excellence of the whole machine, however
remote aome of its parts may he. It is a similar system,
connected with the naval profession, which has made
tlie marines what thev are, and which has so much improved perfected, indeed the Marine Artillery. Detachments of the Marine Artillery are embarked on
board the ships of a squadron sent out on a cruise of

—

—

exercise and practice ; and it was no uncommon thing
for naval officers fitting out ships to apply for detachments of this corps to drill their seamen to the gun

If such detachments had been drawn from a
permanent ]x>dy composed of seamen gunners, trained
by naral officers, instead of marines, there would liave
been no comparison l)etween the influence of the two
systems on the practice of Naval Gxmnery. For the
same reason that the Marines have their divisions, the
Boyal Artillery its schools of practice, and every regiment its depot, naval gunnery should have its permanent seat of instruction, and store of trained men.
21. The Marine Artillery has been raised to a condition of great excellence by its zeal, talent, and gallantry, and has certainly performed all the service tliat
exercise.

was contemplated at its formation. The author has
witnessed its efficiency on service, and bears willing
testimony to all the talent it lias put forth, and all the
distinction it deserves. It is well constituted, thoroughly
It is either a corps
instructed, and ably commanded.
of good infantry, of scientific bombardiers, or expert
and it should be allowed to retain all
field artillerymen
these characters, ]>y being kept for mortar sei vice afloat,
or for land-artillery service in desultory coast operations.
22. The advantages that would result from such an
establishment are beyond calculation. These dep6ts would
become the resorts of zeal and talents ^the nurseries
of improvements; and numbers of young naval officers
of all ranks would resort thither at their own expense.
Such is precisely the opportunity which the naval service wants in this brancli of tlie ])rofessi()n.
Improvement may thus be cultivated without pursuing it through
other departments : Naval officers would find a field
;

—

—
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opened to them, which is now occupied by

others.

Naval

Gunnery woidd become, as it most certoinly should be,
an organized department of the naval service, under the
and control of the Admiralty and the author
most ceiiaiii tluit this simple measure would lay
the foundation of a system which would soon be carried
to perfection by the professional genius and zeal which
it would call into action.
23. The meritjj of this plan do not depend upon the
limited extent to which we mav be obliged to confine it
at present, on account of the difficulty of makine financial

direction

;

feels

—

provision for a more general Operation. If it be plainly
calculated to do some good, it should not be rejected
because, for contingent reasons w4iich attach not to its
merits as a system, it cannot, at present, yield it^ full
The adoption of a good sound system is the
benefits.
question at present under consideration, not its immeTf we found our measure upon a good
diate extension.
professional principle, the superstructure may be raised
gradually, in proportion as we may require it. The
question for consideration is, whether the plan which is
suggested does not provide a good professional system

midshipmen, niaster-ginmers, and
of seamen
as captains of guns, as well as for drilling seamen engaged in the ordinary way whether such a measure
would not eminently tend to encourage the professional
cultivation of artillery knowledge in a permanent institution, which may hereafter be carried to any extent
whicli circumstances may demand. If it promise such
<'idvantages, it will be cheaply pmchased by any expense
for instructing olHcers,

gmmers' mates

;

—

for training a pio[)ortion

:

that may attend it.
24. Were this an exjKn-i men till measure

that could

not be commenced without first committing the country
to vast preparatory expense, we might hesitate about
making the trial ; out tne system may be instituted at a
cost that would not amount to the exjjense of adding a
The items of
twenty-gun ship to our establishment.
tlie expense of one dep6t were severally estimated by
the author and given in the former editions, but, as the
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question relating to such expenses, though important at
the tuney has now been decided, it will be unnecessary
to renstate either the items or tiie amount.
25. The author hopes he has succeeded in convincm^
the reader that the improvement of naval gunnery will
mainly depend upon tlie character of the dep6t,s of
Wlietlier seamen be raised in the ordiinstruction.

nary way for three years, and drilled as at present,
or be engaged for a longer term, and trained as naval
gunners in the manner here proposed, there can be
no reason why they should be taught by an^r but the
members of the profession to which the practice really
belongs.

Such were the observations made by the author,
on con tern pi at no; the
state of gunnery in the British navy at that time.
Political circumsta-nces and financial considei-ations prevented the British Government in 1817 from inunedi*
26.

in the first edition of his work,

i

ately adopting the proposition which, in that year, was
presented by the author to the Admiralty but, in 1830,
the former having materially changed, and the latter
no long-er existing, a commencement was made by the
Naval Administration to put the proposed plan in exe;

cution.

27. In that year Lord Melville, to
edition of this work was dedicated,

whom

the former

by an Admiralty
Minute," dated June 19, directed that a gunneryExcellent,** on a
school should be formed on board the
It was placed as a temporary
limited establishment.
measure under the superintendence of the late Captain
George Smith, Coumiander of H.M.S. " Victory, ' an
ingenious and zealous officer, well known as the inventor
of the moveable lever target.* In 1832 the system ibr
*

This contrivance waa inknided

for the instruction of

scamcn-gonners

in

Um pnctioe of iiAvml gunnery at ma, without the oonsumpdon of ammunition,
when, from the floating motions, tbc ships fired from and at, are mote or l&^s
unsteady an in?;eniou8 expedient, devised, as Captain Smith communicateil
to the author, to explain and illustrate tlie observations contained in i>agcs
226 and 227 of the Naval Gunnery, 2nd eilition, by giving the target an
artificial motioa whilst the gunner is taking his sight. This motion is stopped
by a line, leading to the tArget» connected with the trigger-line ; sad thus

—
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gunnery

instruction was extended and permanently
established by Sir James (jraham, £rst imder Captain
Sir Thomas Uastings, and, since his appointment to the
important office he now holds, mider Captain^ now BearAamiral Ghada, to both of whom Hie naval service and
the country are deeply indebted for the zeal and ability
with which, aided by a staff of meritorions officers, the
courses of study relating principally to Naval (iunnery
are unremittingly carried on, and the institution hrouglit
into so much practical efficiency.
The .school for

Naval Gunnery was estabon board the ^Excellent/' which is stationed
at Portsmouth for that nurpose it is now under the
instiniction in the practice of

lished

:

able Buperintendoice of Oaptain Sir

Thomas

Ifaitland,

28. In 1839 the building wliicli had been vacated, in
consequence of the abolition of the Naval College for
the education of young gentlemen destined lor the naval
service, was appropriated, in combination with the
Gunnery-school on board the " Excellent," to the
important purpose, as suggested by tlie author in 1817
(see Art. 16), of acoonmioaating and instructinff naval
officers of all ranks on half-pay, who might be desirous
of availing themselves of the great advantages which
there

is exhibited, relatively

wooden gun, any

error

with the line of sight through the centre of the

which the gunner

may have made

in pulling the

trigger-line at the proper instant to nit the centre of the target.
On Captain Smiili's appointment to tlie su[>erintcndoricP of this

commcnoe-

ment

of a system of wliich he, in several interviews with, an<l letters to the
had declared himself a zealous and earnest well-wisher, lie addressed
to tito anllKir a ooognitttbtoiy letter, of which the following is a copy :
autlior,

" EMS,
" Sir TTowARn,

—

Sxeelknt, PorlnBoafh Hartwur,
«• July 14, 1830.

T take the earliest opixtrtnnity, after having heard of your
return to Eu'^land, to inform you that the P.stablishment which you have so
long desired to see in our Navy has commenced on the ]imite<l plan I had the
honoar to suhmit to you ; and, if I may be allowed to use a iamiliar lemark,
tm ce fCatt que le premier pas qui coutCj I trust you will have eventoally Uie
p^atifieation of seeing the systr-m extended as widely as you can desire.
You
have clearly dcmoustrated the necessity ot it, and in such language as cannot
fail

in its effect.

" I have the honour to be,
" Sir Howard,
" Tour moBt ohecUent and much obliged Servant,
(Signeti)

**

Cieoeujs Smith.**
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and conjointly tender to
otherwise employed, to improve
themselves in the various branches of nautical science
and practice which enter so largely into tlie qualifier*
tions indispensable to an accomplished, skilfttl, and
experienced naval officer.
29. The vast importance of these Establishments in
proiiiotinf^ the efficiency of the naval service will be
immediately appreciated from the following outline of
their comstitution, and of the professional objects for
which instruction is there given. The Naval College
is an esta-blishment for twenty-foifr officers of all ranks,
on half-pay, from Captains to lientenants ; for Marine
officers previonsly to their entering the Marine Artillery,
and fo/twenlyive Mate,. T^e two last ela«e. 'of
officers go througli a course of gunnery on board the
" Excellent/' previously to entering the College
and
the Mates compete for a Lieutenant's commission, which
those

institutions

officers,

severally

when not

;

given at Cliristmas and at Midsummer to him who
has attained the greatest proficiency. All the above
classes of officers study, under a very aMe professor, the
higher branches of mathematics, including Astronomy.
Their course also includes the theory and practice of
Steam Engineering, with Mechanical Drawing, Fortification, and Gunnery.
The half-pay officers remain at tlie Colli^ge from twelve
to eighteen months, and the otliers, twelve months.
30. The establishment includes twenty Cadets for the
Marine forces, who may remain two years unless they
attain the required proficiency, and can undergo the
examination,
a shorter time. Their course of study

is

m

comprehends Fortification, Gunnery, History, and the
French language.
Field Works are thrown up on a small island in the
harbour, for the purpose of training the officers and
men, and also for the service of field guns. On the
same island there is a small laboratory, where all the
students go through a course of instruction in making
rockets, tubes, cartridges, fuzes, &c.
Field-practice with
shot and shells is carried on by them at South Sea.
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31. Besides the regular duties there are prosecuted,
tinder the direction of the Commander of this Institution, experiments of the most important nature, whenever the prospect of benefit to the service requires that
such should be made. Among these may be included
experiments for the determination of the relative values
of different natures of ordnance for the projection ]>oth
of solid and hollow shot; the cxtrrit of the ranges of
projectiles ; their powers of penetrating into materials
their crushing and splintering effects when fired against
wood and iron ; and the effects of ricochets from land
and water. It ought to be added, that other nations,
particularly Pranoe, have, since the termination of the
wars of the Revolution, carried on elaborate and highly
scientific courses of experiments, with the view <^

improving their naval-guiniery
of

practice.

Tlie

dct;nis

experiments, witli tlie investigations founded
on tliem, have been published and, to the experiments
conducted on board the " Excellent," in conjunction
with those at Woolwich and at Shoebury Ness, we are
indebted for the Verification (in some instances the
disproval) of flie' advantages ascribed to the discoveries
of foreigners. In these operations a vast amount of
science and practical skill lias heen brouglit to bear
upon every object of national utility within the limits
of their scope.
32. Since the institution of the school of naval gunnery on board the
Excellent," the total number of
able seamen entered as gunners amounted in 1861 to
about 2500. Of these upwards of 2100 passed examination, and obtained certificates of qualification to serve
as captains of guns, gunners' mates, and gunners of
ships.
Of that number 273 were, at different times,
appointed as gunners, and 500 as gunners' mates
while no less than 1140 well-trained seamen-gunners
were then serving in the British navy as first and
second captains of guns, or in other important stations.
33. Seventy or eighty lieutenants, and 160 mates
and midshipmen, of those who have at different times
been on the establishment of the " Excellent," passed
tliese

;

.

c
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certificates of pro-

ficiency in the theory, practice, and manual exercise of
naval guimery ; and of these, about sixty were then

serving as gunnery-lieutenants, mates, and midshipmen,
on board of ships in cx)mmission ; and so zealously have
officers of all ranks availed themselves of the advantages
of resorting to Portsmouth for improvement, that about
4()0

officers

nianders,

of

different

ranks,

post-captains,

coni-

and Heutenants, passed their examinations,

and obtained

certificates of qnahfication according to
attainments in naval gunnery.
34. The present establishment of the "Excellent"
consists of a Captain, who is also superintendent of the
Boyal Naval College, 1 Commander, 12 LieutenantSy
and 25 Mates (of these, there are in general 16 or 18
there are, besides tlie master-o;unners, 360
only)
seamen-gunners, and 200 boys under instruction, constituting all tliose who are not in sea-going ships.
35. The recent augmentation, to about 12,000 men,
of the Boyal Artillery, was made, as stated in Parliament, because none of our foreign garrisons were well
provided, and some very inadequately, with this most
essential description of troops; and also because the
gimners disposable at liome were not only insufficient
to furnish more than at the rate of one artilleryman for
every three gims in our coiist defences, forts, and
arsenals, as they now exist, but absolutely incapable of
furnishing a supply of artillerymen for the additional
armament reqmmi to man the numerous defensive
works which it would be necessary to constmet on the
occurrence of any serious alarm. In addition to the
above reasons for so great an increase in the landservice artillery, it was stated that six years are required
to instruct land-service aitillerymen, and render them
The complements of seamenpractically efficient.
gunners for our ships now in commission are too
limited; and a long time would elapse before new
levies of seamen could be pro])erly trained to the guns,
in the event of any emergency which might require an
extension of our naval force. Though we have an
tlieir different

;
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establishment for instructing seamen-gxumers during
peace, in the details of their duty, it is on a scale too
contracted to be efiectnal in war. As onr landnBervioe
artillery has been augmented to about 12,000 gunners,
so the number of seamen iiiider instruction in naval
gunnery should be increiised to an extent which may
suffice to fnrnisli at least 3000.
Tin's may be done, not
by increasing the establishment of the " Excellent" to
that extent, but by retaining the most expert of the
men that have been so instructed, and keeping them in
actiye employment in sea-going ships and gunnery
frigates,' two of which should be added to that important department for tin's purpose.
may thus nave
availal)le at any time a innnber of men well -practised
and ready for any emer^"oncy whereas, ]>y casting
them loose on the world, the means devoted to the purposes of their instruction are expended in vain, and the
ends for which the expense is incurred are defeated,
while the men are liable to be picked up and employed
for the benefit of rival nations.
36. Soon after the publication of the Third Edition of
this work, in which the augmentation of the important
establishment of seamen -gnmners was advocated (Art.
38 of the former, and Art. 35 of the present edition),
the " Edinburgh," of 58 guns, now A(hniral Chads'
Flagship, was, on the recommendation of that distin-

We

;

* Frigates of instruction for scamcn-gunnors in the French Navy are
appropriated to that important purpoM, and oooationally aooompany their
squadrons and fleets on sea-going service. Thus the Amazone, frdgate d*instriiction, formed part of Admiral La LADde's fleet in the Mediterrmean,
in 1840.
The ** Minerve'* Itt class frigate was tpedally oommlastoned for L'Ecole
des Matelots Canonniers, in 1848.
The Kussinns liave l(tn<^ since ji'loptcd tlic Frencli practice of forrainoi wlmt
are called Kf/aijxKjts de JJi/ne (ships' crews); of tlicse they have 40, each
consisting of 1195 men : viz., 27 in the lialtic and at Archangel, IG in the
Blaok* and 8 in the Oaspian Sea. Each '* Equipa<^ ** is divided into four
oompanies, of which three form the quota assigned to ships of three decks,
twonand-a-lialf to sliijis of two decks, and onc-and-a-lialf to fnjjjates of ("0
are the Kussiana less active than other nuiritiuie powers in teaeliiiig
the science and improving Uie practice of naval guuncry. It is scarcely nooeeeary to obeonre tiiat» on a recent occasion, they gave ample proof that they
can eflectiially handle those destructive weapons which have lieen introdnced
into the warlilie navies of other nations within the Ust foi-ty years.

^ns. Nor
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an additional gunneryand placed under the command of Capt. Hewlett,
Excellent," bad long acted
B.N., wlio, on board th$
under the former commander with so much zeal and
ability as to prove bupself pne of the best disciples of
the school and who, when called upon, will be found
fully qualified to jjut in practice his high scientific atgui.shed oflicer, coiiiiiiissioued as
ship,

;

tiiinuients.

When

not at sea, the " EdinhurglT' is stationed at
Plymouth, where it, in part, accomplishes the object
proposed by the author, of having a depot of trained
gunners at each of the great fitting-out ports of the
empire. This addition to the gunnery establishment is
a step in the right direction ; but much yet remains to
be done in order to attract seamen to, and retain them in,
PVom the sulv
that important branch of the service.
joincd table* it will be seen that, according to the present l egulation, those seamen who obtain certificates of
the first and second classes receive, respectively, only
2d. and Id. per day above the pay due to their ratings.
•
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2

2 14

0
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9

3

2

0
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0
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3

2

9

1
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2
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3

2
2

6
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7
6
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6
8
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2
9
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3

1

c
4
7
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1

8

5
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7

1
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0
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1
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1
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6
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6
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9

3

/

.
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.
.
.
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1

9

9

.

6

1

9

9

5

9

0

6

3
3
4 11
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4

11

1

10

5

Nodiff.

Nodlff.

1
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Tin's is not sufficient to induce seamen to enter the service for the purpose of being trained as gunners rather
than as mere seamen on board a ship bound for a port
to which they may desire to go, and under officers whom
they may prefer nor is tlie amount of pension awarded
to the class of trained gunners sufficiently liberal.
The
goveiTimeut and the country should consider what would
have been the state of the naval service if the Establishment for training seamen-gunners had not been formed,
and the deficiencies even now experienced from its
inadequate extension.
Wmle the "Edinburgh'* was a gunneiynship, its
establishment contained 250 seamen-pinners and 70
b<)vs. The total establishment on lioard the
Excellent**
and the "Edinburgh" consisted of OlO seamen-gminers with 200 hoys these su|)phed a limited number of
seamen-gunners to every ship of war now in commission ; and the whole establishment must eventually
be increased to enable this country to keep pace with the
other firreat maritime powers.
the niim^r of seamen^amters ava^^^^^^
immediate service when the country l)egaii to prepare
for the impending war
to tlieni, huwuver, nnist he
added the men previously trained on hoard the Exwho were serving in ships on the Peace
cellent/'
The naval force in commission was
Establishment*
then vastly and suddenly increased. The total number
of guns carried by the ships in the Black Sea Fleet is
the Baltic Fleet 2200. Sup posing
1394, and those
the ships' batteries are manned on one side only, half the
sum of these, or 1707, is tlie number of guns on the fight-ing sides of tlie sin'ps
and for tliis vast force we had
only ()10 men fit to starve as captains of guns in dej)6t, as
none could be spared from the ships previously in commission. This inadequate number Airnishes only one trained
seaman to each gun, as its captain, whereas there should
be three: the captain, the man under him, with the
man who serves the vent-tube and lock. Had the Establish ment for trained gimners been increased, as urged
by the author three years isince (see the preceding
;

:

StkHU

:

m

;
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Va&'v 1

how

would have been the

difTeroiit

oonditioTi of the fleets

!

The present

efifective

deficiency,

which

severely felt, notwithstanding the vast exertions which
the naval officers have made to train to the guns men
who, even, were not always seamen, cannot be too
strongly pressed upon the notice of the naval administration 01 the country.
37. It sliould be remembered that, when emergencies
shall arise, we shall require l)oth gunners well quahiied
to cope with opponents trained in all the improvements
which the practice with solid shot has everywhere attained, and wmbardiera highly expert in the more diffia practice
calt and delicate operations of snell-firing
wliicli, if not carried on with the utmost skill and care,
may be attended with accidents of a nature capable of
causing the loss of a ship, or even of compromising victory in a general action.
38. The extensive establishments at the five principal
naval arsenals of France for the organization of Equipages de ligne (ships' crews) (Ordonnance of the lltii
Oct. 1836), as well as the establishment for the instruction and training of Matelots Canonniers, will hereafter
be described in detail. From these reserves, together
with the extensive establishments of Marine ArtilIel'^''
and Marines, a very considerable numl)er of ships of
the line, firiffates, and other vessels may be promptly
manned and speedily prepared for service.
This
is

—

wonld be done oj immediately embarking the regulated number of companies, each composed of six p%tfy
officers, thirteen marine apprentices, and thirty seamen,
and the regulated number of Matelots Canonniers.
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II.

ON THE THEORY AND PBACTIOB OP OUNNEBT,
HOas rAATlCUULRLY APPLIED TO TUS SERVICE OF NAVAL ORDNANCE.

The discoveries made by Robins, ITutton, and
others in the science of gunnery have, within a few
years, been so much the aubjects of elementary instruotkm in the pablic seminanes of Great Britain for the
educatioii of men intended to enter the military and
naval service of the country ; and an artillerist has now
in so high a degree the power of attaining the pure
Knence of his profession, that it may seem unnecessary
to dwell at length on the matliematical theory of proThis subject will, therefore, be briefly introjectiles.
duced in notes ; and it is intended, in the text, merely
to exhibit the formuhd which comprehend the rules
employed in the practice of gmmery, and to explain
the manner in whidi those roles are deduced fix>m the
35^.

theory.

The

40.

admit tt^l to

the<^)ry

of gunnery, in

its

present

stiite, is

insurticient to serve alone as a l)asis for

tlie practice of the artillerist
yet, as it may be not
unreasonably expected that the theory will ultimately be
carried to a degree of perfection corresponding to that
which has been attained in other departments of ]3hy sical
•ance, it should be borne in mind that this object can
he gained only by a diligent cultivation of the theory
itM-lf
and it mav l>e added that it is only a scientific
nifmber of the profession who can direct exjxjriments
tending to useful residts, or can advantageously introduce in formulae the data which the experiments
;

;

While the procesBCS to be followed in investigatthe laws of projectile motion in resisting media
known only to a few men of superior scientific

41.

bg

«m
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attainments, it happened unavoidablyy the gtiide to a
correct and improved practice being wanting, that the
most indispensable precepts relating to constmcdon,
armament, and equipment were violated, and the m( »?>t
obvious resultij uf experiiuental lusearch were uuhteu or
disregarded.
knowled^^e of the principles of pmncrv is
42.
essential to tlu' naval artillerist tlian to an oHieer in any
other branch of the service ; to him it may indeed l»e
and it cannot be doubted
said to be al s< )lutely necessary
that he ought to avail himself of every means in his
power to study the theory which should form the groond
of his practice. It is true that the construction of a
gnn and the regulation of its equipment depend n<«t
alwavs on an individual ollicer, hut are deterniincd hv
the authorities in the ])inper de[)artnient under the
Board of Ordiianee it is also true tiiat tables of the
ranges of shot, with dift'erent cliargesof powder and dilferent elevations of the " arm,'' have been formed from
experiments, and published by authority, for the guidance
of the artillerist in like circtmistances ; but these tables
are, even now, not sufficiently extensive to meet the vast
variety of cases in which, afloat or on shore, the officers
of our navy may be called U]X)n to act and, the charges^
the elevations, and even the windages reinaiiiiiig the
sjinie, tlie ranges continually difVer in e«»nse(juenee of
variations in the ([uality ot the powder, the stale of the
atmosphere, the figure of the shot, and many other circumstances.
43.
familiarity with all the details of the theory of
projectiles can be acqiiired only by the aid of works
professedly treating of dynamics in its highest branches ;
but a course of study carried on to an extent which the
reading of such works implies may not Ix^ within tlie
.and, at ju esent, it is jx'rhaps unreach of every ollieer
necessary.
A certain knowledps however, of the principles is indispensable for all, in (»rder to enable them to
com) 'rel lend tlie deductions made from tlie theory, and
apply the formulas to such novel cases as may arise in
the course of tlieir practice.

mnw

A

—

—

;

;

A

;
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44. The numerical determination of points in the
curve described by a projectile in a resisting medium,

even when the analytical formulae are. given, is a work
of BO much labour that scarcely any practical artiUerist
would be disposed to execute it for a particular case
which niay occur, and such ullicer, coiifiniug- liiniself to
the su])ject of ranges only, woul<l probahly prefer making
approximative interj)olati()n8 between the rauges wlncli
have been experimentally determined yet even this
comparatively simple process cannot be eflfectively accomplished without a knowledge of the principles on
which the ranges are investigated ; and an officer of the
artillery shoim no more be unacquainted with these
than with the important discoveries which, in gimnery,
;

and armament. It is, in fact, of
utmost importance that ollicers should Ixi famiHar
with the velocities due to tlje charges thev use, with the
principles on which those charges have oeen regulated,
and with the effects which may result from variations in
It is particularly essential
their quantities or qualities.
that uiose naval officers at whose discretion and on
whose application the equipment of vessels with respect
to the nature of gun is freijuently regulated, should
know the laws of the action of p(>\vder in guns of different lengths, and witli rhaiges of dift'erent quantities,
also the effects of a plurality of shot as well as of single
Lastly, officers
balls, or shells, of different weights.
should be acquainted with the laws of the penetration
of shot of different sizes, when fired at different distances
into materials of different kinds, as well as with the
e fleets of the air s resistance on projectiles of different
magnitudes and forms when discliarged with different
relate to construction
tlie

velocities.

45. Persons unaware of the force with which a miliwhen impelled with great velocity, is
its passage through the air, and imperfectiv
refiosted
acquainted with the mathematical processes oy which
tary' projectile,

m

the trajectory, or path, in a resisting medium mav be
approximatively determined, still imapfine that the laws
of the flight of such projectile may be deduced from the
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well-known properties of the parabolic curve, which it
would describe in vacuo. This opinion is, however, unfounded, and the results obtained from those propertieR
are seldom of use in the practice of gunnery ; yet as the
some cases,
parabolio theory affords useful deductions
and a knowledge of it constitutes a step in the ordinary
courses of military instruction ; that theory is, in the
subjoined note, briefly explained.*

m

*

Let A, Fig.

1, Plate T., be the oeDtre of gravity of the projectile «t tbe
of a \nevc of orduanoe ; let
a vertiGel
be a horizontal» and
line, both jnussintj through that point ; also let A T, a tanj!;ent to tbe curve at
is the
A, Ix? tlie dirt'ctioii in which the shot is dischar;ied, &o that

AX

mouth

AY

TAX

angular elevation of the piece. Let this augle be reprc^uted by u, and let the
initial veloeity of the aiiot be repieeeiitcd dj v : let < lie any time redmuDg
from the instant of the discharge, alio lei os^ y be the hoiisQiital and vertical
co-ordinates of any point in tho curve.
Now, if the force of gravity did not exist, tlje shot would move with unifomi
velocity in the line
T, and if b were its place at the end of tbe time t, we

A

BhcDldhave

(s A B)s| 9 eoe.

jr

at,

frBalviin.at

by Dynamics, the deflexion (b P) produced 1^ gravity in the time
expraiood by |y ^ (9^32.2 feet) ; thmefoie we have
but,

y (sP R)sl p

Now, from

the

first

equatioD,

BID.

a>

1'.

X

we have t =

V COS.

and, substituting for

i

this value,

< ia

a

we have

again, by D^-namics, v'*z^2gh (h representing the height
velocity), therefore the equadon to the tn^eciory twoomee

«s«lan.a-7-r

=-

:

due to Uie

initial

(A)

and by the theory of curves of the second

order, this is the equation to a
parabcda, the diameters of the curve being parallel to
T.
When ysO, we have, first z=0, and secondly a;s4 h tan. a cos. a ; or, by
trigonometry,
2 A sin. 2 a. The first value of r corresponds to the point A,
and tho latter to the point I ; this last expresses the value of the range on a
horizontal plane.

A

=

Difforentiating the equation
COS. a» the

half-nmge

(A) and malung 4^a>0^ we have «=2A sin, a

(» A MX and

snbetitntiiig this value of c in (A),

jfsik sin.*
for tho greatest vertical ordinate
curve.

(=M K),

we

get

a

and

E is called

the vertex of the
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46. But no artillerist rc(|uin's now to be told that the
deductions from tlie parabolic theory are without value
in pnctioe, except when the initial velocities of projeotiles are less than two or three hundred feet in a seoondy
when the resifltanoe of the air is yery small. In such a
CMe, indeed, the propositions of gunnery may be solved,
by the parabolic theory, with tolemble accuracy; but,
with greater velocities, the conclusions obtained from it

4s
tbtX

tbe velocity of the shot in the borisODtal diroction at

i«,

A^n,

rince

icrtioBy At the

From Uwee

y=t v

sin.

Talaes of

ef e giv«i tina

lk«

a— ^ y

^and
f,

in the

velocity, in a vertical di-

U

V ^d:^-^df) (the

velocity at

in tbe diieetf<m of tlie earre)
v(jt sin.

a+yV»}*;

# n^prcs^jnt the angle which a tanijeiit to tlie curve at any point makes
hAjtiujuiski line, the velocity at that point in the direction of the curve,

if

m'.h a
will

Q ss v an, a

^ we have

= {»*-2
twt.

W6 have^(the

«nd of a giTW time

any point

be

mnmtA.

^7

.—

^

or

—^

;

that

is,

inch Telocity vivies in-

a.« the cmine. or directly as the Meant of the inclination of the cnnrey
given point, to the horizon.

rrrt^I y

ai tikr

ffom the vahn of « we bare im
that

u

—-—a
V

the whole range, the value of

,

and when ttaa^h

00s.

t

ain.

a

coa. a,'

becomes

4AaiB.e

ia Iba expression for the whole time of flight, and li evidently Tariea
with the sine of the 'jnvcn ani^le of elevation.
fSnce the product iiin. a cos. a remains the same for any ^ivcn value of a
abd for it» oumplexnent, it follows that there are two elevations (a and 90^— a)
•f a pier« of oidaanoe which, with the nme initial Telocity, giTe the eamo

horixootal nn^e.
Thrn kiaiiuB of a pieoe being the

nme,

the boiiiontal ranges (2 h sin. 2 a)

raiy with the hci^ta due to the initial velocities

;

or, since

A=

with the

afwaMB of tbe initial velocities lastly, the initial velocities being ccpial, the
b ri/ijQtal ran,iw var\' with th»' sitio of twico the pvt-n elevation, and such
ks eridentiy a mt^'ift"'" when a, the elevation, is io degrees.
;
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are grossly erroneous. It will neither serve to determine
the range, when the elevation and initial velocity are
given ; nor if the time of flight were observed and the
range measured, could the initial velocity be computed
from those <lata.
47. The determination of the velocity of shot at the
moiJient of being discharged from a piece of ordnance,
the charge of powder l>eing given, would be an easy
deduction from the known theory of forces, were it nut
that much uncertainty eiusts respecting the value of the
expansive force of fired gunpowder ; and it was to aaoertam that value by comparing the mathematical expression for the initial value of shot with velocities obtained
from experiment that Mr. Robins first invented the
Ballistic Peiididum, by which such velocities can be

measured with <2^reat precision.
48. The experiments of Mr. l?()l)ins formed an era in
the theory of gunnery, but having used only such shot
as could be discharged from musket-barrels, it became
desirable that expermients of the same nature should be
made on a much larger scale than the means of a private
individual could afford, and the prosecution of this important subject was entrusted to Dr. Ilutton, professor
of mathematics in the Royal Militaiv Academy, to

whom

the country

is

so

much indebted

for tlie

higli

knowledge which the British artillery
possesses.
These experiments were commenced in the
year 1775, and a copj of the report, being presented to
the Boyal Society, was honoured with the gifl of the
annual gold medal. Dr. Hutton carried on a second
state of theoretical

series

of the experiments in the years 1783, 4,

5, ikc.

•

;

and Dr. Gregory, his successor in the chair of mathematics at the Academy, was, in 1817, conjointly with
General Millar and Colonel Grithth, charged with the
superintendence of a corresponding

series,

in whicli a

pendulum weighing 7000 lbs. was employed. It should
be observed that experiments having the like object
in view, but with a different kind of machine, were,
in 1764, carried on by the Chevalier d'Antoni, at
Turin, and the results at which he arrived differ
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by

Uutton.
49. The Ballistic Pendulum, Fi^. 2, PL I., consists of
a large block of wood, suspended oy iron rods, so as to
vibrate on a horizontal axis upon receiving the impact
of shot projected into it.
In order to measure the arc

of vibration Dr. Iliitton aj)})h*ed a pointed piece of iron,
as at P, to the inferior surface of the block, so that its
lower extremity might, during the vibration, trace a
curve line on a bed of soft grease which filled a groove
B of wood. The number of dein the circular piece
grees in the act of vibration, or the chord of that number
of degrees, was measured on a scale of chords which was
and, fioni thence, the places
laid down on the machine
of the centre of gravity and the centre of oscillation,
toirether with the momentum of the inertia of the j)endulum being j)reviously found, the velocity of the shot
at the moment of impact could be determined.
50. In conducting their experiments at L* Orient, from
1842 to 1846, the French engineers made use of a pendulum consisting of a suspended gun in combination
with a suspended receiver {rScepteur), corresponding to
the block in the English pendulums; and, in 1843, the
United States' government caused a series of expeiiments to be made, mider the direction of Brevet-Major
Mordecai, with an apparatus constructed on the same
principle as the Frencn machine.
It consisted of a gun
(a 24-pofunder or a 32-pounder) suspended between two
piers by a horizontal axis turning on knife-edges ; and of
a hollow frustum of a cone of cast iron suspended in a
similar manner the axes of the gim and cone, when
both were at rest, being in the siime liorizontal line.
The hollow frustum was filled with sand, iti bags, to
receive the impact of the shot its front being covered
with a plate of iron having in the centre a perforation,
which was covered with sheet lead, and through this the
shot passed after bein^ discharged from the suspended
The whole weight of the gun-pendulum was
gun.
10500 lbs., and that of flie receiver pendulum 9368 lbs.
The distance of the centre of gravity in each, from the

A

;

;

;
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was about 14} feet and the sensipendulums was such, that when set in mo-

axis of suspension,
bility of the

Pabt

;

tion in an arc of 12 degrees, the receiver-pendulum continued to vibrate about 24 hours, and the gun-pendulum
about 30 hours.
51. The distiincc of the centre of gravity G, Fig. 2,
PI. I., from the axis of suspension at C, in the ballistic
Eenduhnn is, in some cases, foimd cxpcn-imentally by

alancing the whole apparatus, in two different positions,
on an edge of a triangular prism ; but the most accurate
process for its determination is (while the machine is
suspended on its horizontal axis at C) by a weight at
the end of a string attached near P, and passing over a
pulley, to draw the block up till its vertical axis C P is
Then tlie known weight of
in a horizontal position.
the whole pendulum being su])p()sud to act at G, the
required place of the centre of gravity, and being realso P representing the weight which.
presented by
By experiment, keeps the machine in equilibrio in a hori-

W

zontal position

;

;

we

have,

by the nature of the

lever,

P.CP = W.CG; thereforeCG = ^CP
Thus the required

distance of the centre of gravity from
the axis of suspension is known.*

* The position of the centre of gravity in each of the nendulums used in
found \jj iMlandng tlie machine, in difthe United Stetee* esperiments
ferent f>o8itioiii, on a steel bar ; bat the method employed by the French

wm

was

artillerists

iifarly as follows

position, n weij^ht

w

:

— The axis of the hoiv

bcini^ in a hori/xmtal

suflicient to cause that axis to take a position, as

A

AD

Fig. 3, riate 1., inclined to the horizon in a certain small angle
£, represen ted by 0, was applied, as at
under one extremity of the piece ; tiie
oentrc of gravity of the whole, which pxeviously was in a Terticat line V, Z
passing tlironjih tho axis (' of snsjicnsion, was consequently made to describe
an arc subtending an equal au;^'le ACT). Tlio same woiglit was tlien remove*!
to the opposite extremity K, of the piece, by which means the centre of
gravity was made to describe an arc subtending an angle 9t on the other side
being the weight of the pcn lulum with its gun
of ihe vertical line. 1'hcn,
or mortar I the length of the iH'iidulnm, or the f^crpendicular distance from
t)ie axis of suspension to a line 11 K, parallel to the axis of the bore, and joinwas attached under the piece, if
inz the points H, K, at which the weight
represent tiie required distanoe of the
tt be the length of that line, also if
centre of gravi^ from the axis of suspension ; we shaUlHave

W

;

w

G

Oe—
*W*
In the investigation of

tliis

«>-l-0
sin.

+

formula, 6 and

^ being small angles, cos. B and
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62. The centre of oscillation, in a vibrating body, is
that point in which, if the whole quantity of matter
could be concentrated, the time of a vibration about the
same axis of suspension would be equal to that of the
given body. In order to obtain, experimentally, tlio
distance oi the centre of oscillation from that axis, let
the body, when suspended freely, be made to pei fbrm
vibrations of small extent on each side of a vertical
plane passing through the axis of suspension, and let
the number of such vibrations which are made in a
E'ven time, as one minute, be counted. Then, the numT being represented by n, since, by Dynamics, the
lengths of pendulums are inversely proportional to the
squares of the number of vibrations performed in a p^iven
time, we have, / the length of a matliematical pendulum
vibrating seconds in the latitude of the place of experi-

ment being known,*
i^:(60)*:

r being the length of the equivalent mathematical pen-

dulum

or the re(]uired distance (CO, Fig. 2) of the
centre of oscillation from the axis of suspension this
distance is supposed to be measured on a line passing
through the axis of suspension and the centre of gravity
in the body.**
53. The centre of oscillation being found, the momentum of inertia with respect to the horizontal axis of suspension may be readily obtained thus
Let I be the distance of the centre of oscillation from
:

:

and sin. (6-\-6') is put for sin. 6'{-a[n,$'*
COS. 0' are, each, considered as unity
^(Kxijeriences (VArtillerie exicutSes d UOrUnt^ Paris, lb47.)
The fonnnU fbfr in the work just quoted (page 8) it more oomiilcx than
that Tirhich is above given, in conseqaenoe of the introducttcm in we former
of an additional weij!;ht called tlie Compejimtrfir, which is etn ployed in ordtT
to insure a ixriect horizoutality of the axis of the bore whan au experiment is
to take place.
/ = 39.13029 inches in the latitude of Ix)ndon.
^ The obser\'cd numl)er of oscillations should, in strictnoss, he rediicoil to
the number which \vould be performed by the body in an eijual time if the
For this pur^obu the observed number »
TibratioDB were infinitely small.
;

O

ihonld h8mnltlpUedh3r^l

+ ^^.

a being the height of the observed mean

arc of vibration, or Uic vertical distance from its highest to its lowest |X)int.
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the axis of suspension

G the distance of
m the mass

;

gravity from the same axis

body,

Pabt

;

the centre of

=

(

—

representing the body's weight, and
g
feet) the force of gravity ; then, by Dynamics,
tv

wG
and/r»<fm (the

recjuired

II.

)

of the

(«

32.2

*

momentimi of inertia) ^Omlox

9
54. If the block of a ballistic pendulum, when at rest,
be struck at any point in its fix>nt by a shot projected
horizontally a^inst it, the line of projection being also
in a vertical jjlane })erj)endiciilar to the axis of sus))enangle throngh whicli the vertical axis of the
jH'ndulinii is made to eeoil by the impact may be mea-

sion, the

l

sured by the sade on the machine; and this angle, with
the other data obtained in the manner just stated, will
aflford the means, by a comparatively simple process, of
obtaining the re<}uired velocity of the c^ot. The formula
for this pur|306e is

^

V

{

(G

W+u> /Q

(G

which v

W /-ft. h^)g

\

h

to

^

^w
•

required velocity of the shot at the
instant of sixiking the pendulum;
G, the distance of the centre of gravity of the pendulum
from the axis of suspension
W, the weight of the pendulum
w, the weight of the snot
/, the distance of the centre of oscillation in the peuduImn from the axis of suspension
A, the distance, in a vertical direction, of the point of
impact from the axis of suspension
gy (— 32.2 feet) the force of gravity; and
Of the an^lar extent of a vibration on either side of a
vertical line drawn through the axis of suspension.*
in

is

tlic

;

•

Letm

TCpiMent

tlie

quantity of motion in

it,

mass
and

^

=

mvh

of the ball; tben mvexprosaestbe
is

the

momentum

of the balPs motion.
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being equal, that the velosin. h By or with the chord

of the arc of vibration.

^^-it

h respect to that axis, at the time of impact, the

pendulum being then at

rest.

die angular docity of tbe pendiilitm after impact,
i/rdm reprasento the motico or «n element
of toe pendulum at the die*
tanoe r from the axis of suspension, and
v* r*<}f?i is the roomentum of the
Kofir

ff rapcesentiiig

dm

moikn

of the whole peudolum ; but

moteouki, and Jf^dmiB (Art. 68)
duluni) = 0

M

/

;

therefore

t/

G

M

^

J*

1/

is

oouttaut for all the elementary

«^^{, or (M being the maas of the penexpresses the

momentum

of the motion of

the whole pendulum. Also mt/ h being Uie motion of the ball in the pendulum, mtfh^ is the momentum of that motion. Then 1/ fGMZ-fm/**)
expTDseee the momentum of the motion of Itotli hidl and pendulum after the
impact; and, since the momenta before and after impact am equal, we have

vmh

V

vh

By the recoil of the pendulum after impact the centre of gnvity in the
or
pendulura is raised vertically to a liei*iht expressed by 0 (1— cos.
2 O sin.* i 6, and the centre of ^'ravity in tlie hall is raised vertically to the
height h (I->cos. $) or 2, h sin.* i 6-, multiplying the first by
and the
second by to, we have

W

for the force of gravity overcome hy the ball and ]x;ndulum during the recoil
But the
this is equal to half the vis viva of the system.
viB viva being equal to the product of the momentum of inertia by the square

and, by Dynamics,

of the angular felodtj

ii^

lor both

pendulum and

ball, ezpresied

by

^GW/+«rA«);
9
theieforo

~(G W i+ w

4 sin.*

4 •

(G

W + A »),

9

••'•"••(owT+^jEquating

this

with the second of the preceding values of 1/, we obtain

wi
If the distance of the point of impact from a horizontal line passing through
llie

to I

centre of oacQlation he VBty imall ; then
; and the laat equation willheoome

2(QW-\-wl)

•=-^^-5

h may be

/9

conaideied aa equal

.

«»-Hy^T*

or
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55. In the United States' pendulums, «ifter I had been
determined, as above mentioned, an additional weight
(667 lbs.) was applied under the gun and block, by
which the distance from the centre of oscillation to the
axis of suspension was rendered equal to the distance
of the line of fire, and point of impact, from that axis.
This weight, representing it by Wy is expressed by the
formula

•

b (b'^l)

W

which
is the w^eiglit of the original pendulum ; to
the additional weight to be applied
G' and G* the distances from the axis of suspension to
the centres of ^avity of the origmal and of the augin

mented pendulum
b the distance from the same axis to the centre of gravity
of the additional weiglit;
/' and I the
distances from that axis to tlie centres of
oscillation in the original, and in the augmented pendulum reepectiyely/

common

centre of

- 1/ /, tlM linear yeloclty of the centre of oacillation ;

tberefore

or (G' being the distance from tho ajua of suspension to the
gravity of the i^»cudukuii ami shot)

w)G'
But 2 Bin. 4

•

The

may

foruHila for u/

oentro of gravity. Of

being multiplied by

AT

,^

be iuvcstigated as follows

W+bvf = (W +vf) O

W-f- «/,

on the augmented pendulum.

gives G'

Now,

;

W-f 6

whence
ti/

:

— By

tlie

G=

—

for the

.h^,-

.

Thii,

momentum of gravity

(y
(Art. 63)

nature of the

is

the

momentum

of

9
pendulum also, by Dynamics, the momentum of
with respect to a horizontal axis passing through Its centre of

inertia for the original

inertia of uf

.

gravity (supjKisiug

to be

:

a cyliuder or prism)

is i

— c" (c being half the

height of the additional weight) ; and, with respect to the axis of suspension.
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In the above formula for v (Art. 54) W,
and I
be considered as expressing, respectively, the
weight of the augmented pendulum and the distanoes of
its oentres of gravily and osdUatLon from the axis of

may

suspension.
56. In the investigation leading to that fonnnla no
notice is taken of the resistanoe of the air against the
face of the penduhuii when made to vibrate ; but it is
shown by Dr. Hutton (Tract xxxiv. Art. 27) that the
diminution of tlie velocity on this account does not ex-

ceed rin of the whole ; and even this is, in part, corrected by the mechanical method employed in determining the centre of oscillation. It is proved also by Dr.
Hntton that no sensible error in the computed velocity
of shot arises from the time (ahont ijv of a second in the
pendulum which he employed) dui^ing which the shot is
penetrating into tlie block.
57. Tlie distance of the ballistic pendulum from the
muzzle of the gun being necessarily from 30 to 50 feet,
in order that the block may not be affected by the flame
arising from the discharge, the velocity of the shot at
the moment of leaving the gun is ^eater than Ihat
which is obtained from the formula in Art. 54; and
different formulae have been proposed for the purpose of
ascertaining one of these velocities from the other, or
the velocity lost by the shot in passing from the gim
to the pendulum before stating these, however, it will
be proper to show in what manner may be obtained
the coefficient of the square of the velocily in the expression for the retardative force arising from tiie resistance of the air. (See Art. 59.)
58. The initial velocity of shot has been determined
by firing the shot directly against one end of a hollow
:

+—i^.

is

But, e being
G'

jected

;

therefore

W' /'

w'

Toy

H—^

nnall, the first of these terms

expreesei. spproodmatiTely, the

the inertia of the original |)ciululum.

may he

re-

momentom of

It follows that

n 2
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cylinder closed at the extremities, wliile the cylinder is
the shot being fired
as nearly as possible parallel to the axis. The rule ibr determining the velocity by such a madiine is very simple.
Suppose we shot were to enter the near-

made to revolve uuilbrmly on its axis,

est race of the cylinder at a, and to emerge
from the farthest face at b (6 being, by the
revolution, brought opposite to a during

the tiuie tliat the shot is passing tlir(»ugh
Let tlie length ot" the
the cylinder).
cylinder be 24 feet; let the angle
C
be 30 degrees^ and let the time of the
cylinder's revolution on its axis be | of a second : then

A

B

'^^''^

360"=*

:

ao^

: :

i

:

^lli of a second

last term is the time in which the shot was
passing in a straight line through the cylinder, that is
24 feet; therefore 24 x 96, or 2,304 is the velocity of
the shot in feet per second.
50. Since tlie absohite resistauee of any medium
against a spherical body moving in it depends upon
the sur&ce which is acted on during the motion, u^n
the density of the mediimi, and upon some function
^suppose the square) of the velocity : let r be the semidiameter of the body, 5 the density of the medium, v the
velocity, and let tt re])resent 3.11150 (half the eireumferencc of a circle whose radius is unity).
Then, by
Dynamics, r* tt I
k' will denote the resistance, k' being
a constant coefficient, which can be determined only by
experiment. But the mass of the shot, supposed to tie

and the

a solid sphere, being
density of the shDt

;

» ^\ in

which

8'

represents the

the retardative force arising from

the resistance of the air will become

be represented by ^t-*, i being a

-

fi*action

,

which

may

whose value

must be found by experiments. Much doubt exists
concerning its true value ; but, according to the best experiments which have been made, it should be expressed
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The specific gravities of the air and the shot
sabetitut&d for Z and ^ respectively in the above

bv 0.225.

may be

f«»niiiila.

GO. Tin- fonniih^ alluded to in Art. 57 are obtained

from the

which

in

lisual differential

/ may

equation of motion

represent the retardative force arising
Then, if the resistiiuce
to the square of the

from tlie resistance of the air.
Le considered as proportional
velocity,

which c

have

it

is

may

be represented by c

put for the coefficient

y
r=-—

or © = V

,

or

above)

;

«^

(in

and we

(a)

V

In these expressions,

if

represents the initial velocity,

or the velocity of the shot at the mn/zle of the gim, x
tlie distance of the gim from the pendulmn, v the velocity
at the instant of striking the pendulnm, and e{= 2.71828)
itf the bafle of the Napierian logarithms.
Dr. Hntt<»n, making the resistance of the air ])roporti. .rial |nirtly to the square and partly to the first power of
the velocity 9 investigated a formula which is equivalent to

x=/>ii^'j>.

—

•«

whence

T^y.

Ia these expressions p

,

log.-—;

is

tiiUcxtutiatiu^ and dividing

(*)

put for

^oooo07566^rf«*

by dt, we have

d^

dx

tL^

'

fl gi wwit ia l tqnatioii of motioo fa iiriiBed.

vfciM

s— Of 41

iMve

A- V

beooines

i

mud Uiat

V;

Uiercforc, mai^iiig

cn^ualiou

Uxomes

i;=

x =0

in the equation for

V e-", aa in tha lait.
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weight of the shot in pounds, and d — its diameter in
inches) and q for 231, (Hutton*8 ^ Tracts,* Tract xuvii^
Arts. 78, 790
But the omcera of the French school at Metz, makinip
the resistance proportional, J)artly to the square, and
partly to the cube of the velocity, have more recently proposed the formula,

V
(Seethe 'Aide M^moire d'Artillerie Navale/ 1850) in
which (tr, y and x being expressed in English feet)
as 0.0007 and 7 varies with the different natures of
shot; for a 30-ponnder shot (French), correspondin.c:
nearly to an English 32-pounder shot^ it is equal lo
o.oo6io:]4.

For a 32-pounder

whose semidiameter

is 3.1
the initial velocity, V, is
1600 feet and a; is 50 feet, we obtain, from the lin>t
formula above, v
1588 feet. From the formula of
Hutton we have, in the same circumstances, t;
1580
feet ; and from the last formula, v
1579 feet : oonjaequentl V in a distance equal to 50 feet, such a shot wiU
It is
lose about 20 feet, or a of its original velocity.
evident from the first of these formuhe for r, that, other
tilings lKM*ng equal, the velocity retained hy a sh<»t after
having described a given distance in air will be
greater as tlie initial velocity, and also as the diameter
or the weight of the shot is greater.
61. Means being thus found of obtaining by ex|)eriment nearly the velocity with which a shot is projected
from a piece of ordnance, it is proper next to have
an expression for the velocity in terms of the charge c »f
powder employed. Tliis subject has l)een invcstig-ato!
i)y Dr. Hutton (Tract xxxvii.. Art. KJO), and his
suit, wlien modified so as to introihice in it the woiirht
of the gun and itd carriage, is expressed by an equatiou

inclies

(=

shot,,

0.2583 feet)

when

=

=

9

equivalent to

In this equation

(—2125

lbs.) repret>euts the

pressure
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of the atmospliere on a square foot,^ the force of gravity
(=32.2 feet), and 7r= 3.14159.
r denotes (in decimals of a foot) the semidiameter of the
shot, vi its weight, including the wad, and to the weight

of the

gun with

its carriage.

X

represents the length of the bore of the gun, X' the
lengtli of t lie charge in the bore, and j one-third of the
weight of tlie charge.
(=.43429) is the moduhis of the common logarithms, and n is an abstract number expressing the number
of times that the pressure arising from the expansion of
fired gunpowder exceeds the pressure of the ataiosphere.
Dr. Button foimd the value of n to be very variable,
increasing with the length of the gun ; and from a mean
of his experiments he assumed it to be 2200. The experiments of Dr. Gregory, in 1815 and IRK), make n
equal to 2250 ; that is, he found the force of fired ^nn]>()\vder to be equivalent to 2250 times the prdsuure of
the atmosphere.*

M

* The oentro of gravity of ilM chaigD movioe in the bore with al)out onethird of the Teloci^ of the ball, the wwght of the letter during ite movemeiit
fan the bore may bo considered aa increased by one-third of the wei^^bt of the
cliargc, siip]>osinf^ this to move with the sjinie vfUx^ity as the ball
therefore
the; ;icc4jlerative force of the guuixjwder on the ball, when in contact with the
the
of
foroe of gravity, by
charge, will be represented, in terms
;

«
If'

f>

r*

+

y
*

g

Now,

let T be, at any instant, the distance of the centre of tlie hall from the
extremity of the charge, during its passage along the bore ; then, the accelerative force of the fired gunpowder on tae ball being inversely proi)ortioinal

to the apace

it

occupies in the boze,

on the ball when

at a dSetance

^^^^^

« from

the atmosphere on the ball ami charge while in
finally, the acoelerative foroe

Making (by D}iiamfce)

^

on the

expreeflee the aooelenUive fovoe

the charge

ball

;

tlic

but the retaidatlve force of
bore

and charge

is

^-r-—--

;

therefore,

is

equal to this expression for the Ibroe ; and molt!*

plying both members hy 2 dx,
2<f*rf* x

^~dW '

we have

, \
2q pr* * \' ndx
w'-^q \ X
"^'J'

Integrating
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In this formula the measures of leng-th are all expressed ill feet, and the weights in pounds avoirdupois.
62. But, in the eni])loyment of the formula this value
of n should be diminished on several aeeount.s.
Firsts
because of the thickness of the bag containing the pow*
der, it should be diminished in the ratio of the area of a
fiection of the bore to that of a section of the j>owder
now the thickness of the bag being about ^ inch, the
areas of the sections are to one another (B being the
R, nearly,
radius of the bore in inches), as
to B*

—

or as 1 to 1

—

25~^

^^ly« therefore, on this account the

above value of n should be diminished hy a fractional
part of

which

it,

is

expressed by

Secondly,

g^^*

it

should be diminished On account of the windage of the
gun : now Dr. Button estimated that the loss of force
occasioned by windage was one-third of the whole force
when the lunaric area between a section of the Ijall
and a section of the Ix^re was one-tenth of the hitter ;
therefore, considering the loss as proportional to buch
lunaric area,

and, on this account, the above value of n must be di*
minished by a fractional part of it, which is expressed
Integrating Ik t wood

x

=

a'

ami x

= \ wo havo

thtroforo tho velocity of the Hhot at the

muulo

of the

gun

is

expreaMd b/

But the accelcrativo force of the firc<l i*uwdnr should Ik? further diminiftht>il
in the ratio of the sum of the masses of the gun, with its carriage and the shot,
to tiiat of tlio gnn mad ita euriags. If, thodbto, Uila eonditloii bo jadoded,
IP

the

first factftr

under tho radical

x'fi

be diTidad

bjr

lo^^aritbm of

tiuu

}

and thoa

M

nigii

^ ^

^

(tho moduloo of tho oommoii logttitbiiiiX tbo

may bo labatitoted
is

should be multiplic«l by

If, alao^

oonmoo

for the bjpefbolic logarithm of Uioi

obtaiued the equation for

V

fne*

in the te&L
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should be diinmished on account

the loss of force by the escape of powcler from
the vent
now, the semidiameter of the vent being
0.1 inch, if we consider the lost force to bear, to the
whole force, the ratio that the area of the vent bears
to a section of the bore, the value of n must, on this
account, be diminished by a fractional part of it, which is
f)f

:

expressed by

The sum

of the three corrections is
30 (R«~r«)

-h 5

100 U*

R+l
*

(li and r being expressed in inches), and this expression
denotes the fractional part of n, by which n is to be
diminished*
63. Since the weights of the shot and charge are
small compared with that of the p^iin with its carriage,
a near aj)pr()xiination to the initial velocity will be obtained by omitting, in the expression for V, the terms

and

q.

The equation then becomes, omitting

also

the two last terms because of their small effect on the
value of the ve|pcity,

A

64.
gun suspended from a horizontal axis like the
block of wood in a ballistic pendulum, has long been
occasionally employed to determine by the angular extent
of its recoil, the velocity with wliich a shot is projected
by a given charge of powder ; and in the experiments
alluded to in Art. 50, a gun-pendulum, as it is called,
and a ballistic pendulum, were combined for the purpose
of comparing together, shot bein^ projected m>m the
former, the initial velocities determined from the recoil
The formula
of the one and the impact on the other.
em])loyed for computing, from the recoil, the velocity of
shot at the instant of leaving the gun-pendulum was (V
representing that velocity)
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W

is the weight of the gun-pendulum, inin which
dudiiig that of the shot, and w' that of the ball and wad*
is the distance from the axis of suspeiisiou to the
centre of gravity of tlie peiiduhim.
/ is the distance from tlic s;ime axis to the centre of
oscillation, and t the distance from that axis to the axis
of the gun.
c is the weight of the charge, and c' that of the bag.
e is the angular extent of tiie vibration team the ver-

G

tical position.

II tlie

l

adiiis

of the bore, r that of the shot, and

force of gravity.
re]>resents the velocity

N

communicated

to

V denote the angular velocity of the pendulum, vl

motion in the pendulum, and v I

2 WQaln.*!^ ezpreBies the

w
—G

the

actioii

momentum

w

wG
—

States*

wiU cxpren

the

of that motion.

of gravity overoome

the centre of gravity during the recoil, aud vH

the

the pen-

dulum by a unit of the charge. (In tlie United
experiments it is estimated at 1600 feet.)'
If

g

tlic

by the

vU vim;

ascent of

therefore,

by

I^ynamioi,

4W0riiL«i#=»«/— G;
9

whence 4^ on.* 4 lae^i, and 9sS NO. 4

l^y^^

Thiavaluebdngrolistitutedino<-^,theUtterbeooineaa
the

momentum

Now,

we have

of the motion of the gun-pendulum.
the velodty of the shot at the moment of leaving the gun,

V being
V

•j-uf' for

the motion of the ball

and wad ; but the

elasticity of the

gunpowder prodnoes in the gun a motion which ezoeeds this in the
ratio of the areaot a aeotion of the ball to that of • iranmrw aectiaa of the
V R*
bofe ; that is, of
to B'; therefore j^** ezpranes the motioa of the gun
fired

and

V
—

«^ is the

momentom of that motico.

Next, aswuniiig the mean velocity of the

fired

gunpowder at the time the
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66. The force of fired gunpowder is, however, still
very imperfectly known ; and the results of experiments
with the gun-pendiiliim are very freq^uently at variance
with those obtained from the ballistic pendulmn. By
French artillerists the initial velocity of a shot, the axis
of the bore l)ein«^ horizontal, has oeen exjnessed by a

formula, whicli, wlien reduced, so that the req^uii'ed velocity shall be given in feet per second, is

4200(log.^)'.[log.(n-l,)]»

The measures

of length in this formula are in feet, and
the logtirithms are those of the common kind. {Account
of Experiments carried on cU Gavre, chap, xix* sec. 7.)
It must be observed, however, that the results obtained
from this formula are, in general, less than those given
by experiments made in England with the ballistic pen-

dulum.
66. Tlie expcrimentsof Sir Benjamin Tliompson (Count
Rumford) have fully 2)roved that the ignition of gunpowder does not take place instantaneously, and that

ball Icavca the
cartridcre

gun

to bo

and has. and
if it

V

;

is

2

Again,

i

then
tbe

—

will be the quantity of motion in the

momentum of tbftt moaoa.

g

be aasomed that the quantity of motion in the hred gunpowder

isproportioiuatotlwmaaiof theduig^
is

tiien

the momflntmn of the motion of the find guiqpowder.

Adding together aU Oie momenta lelating to the action of the duurge, and
equating it with the momentom of the gon-pendulum, we have

whcnoo

wo.hu4i^l.=j;jr«^+-^+
aW Giin.i#i/5>-crN
„
v=
p5

—
•

r"

Wlien the oentio of oaciUation ia in the axia of the gnn, we have V=l ; in
which case

»W08lB.i^^^/ir-cN

Va

=

JL—f

.
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wliole of llie cluirf^e in a gun is never in a state of
inflammation within the bore, though it is presumed
of a seoond. Fur^
that 8 ounces may be all ignited in
ther experiments have also shown that, for every nature
of gm^ there is a certain charge which produces a maximum of initial velocity, so that if a greater quantity
were eni{)loyed the velocity would be less the reason is,
that besides the greater quantity of powder which is
tlie

:

gun

powder which is
on the shot during a shorter
time than it would, if, &om a smaller quantity of powder
being employed, the motion of the shot in the bore were
The charge of powder which would render
less rapid.

thrown out of

tlie

unfired, the

actually ignited takes effect

initial velocity a maximum may be found, mathematically speaking, by differentiating the second memlxjr
of the ecpiation for Y, in Art. G3, considering \' (the
length of the charc^c) as varia])le, and making the result

the

eqiial to zero.

com. log.

There

is

thus obtained

= Modulus of com.

log.

;

whence X' =

;

»^p.JQ

the length of the charge producing the maximum
with the same gun, is equal to about one-third
of the length of the bore.
The charge which produces a maximum velocity is,
therefore, greater as the gun is longer, but the increase
is found to be not in so high a proportion as that of the
lengtli of tlie gun {Jhittons Iracts, vol. iii. p. 78)
and
Dr. Mutton's experiments have shown that, on account
of the rapid diminution of high velocities by the resistance of tne air, there is little advantage in point of extent of range by increasing the charge beyond what is
necessary to communicate a certain vdocily to the ball.*

that

is,

velocity,

;

* Major Mordecai, of the Umtod States* artillery, states that an addition of
Dine calibres to a gun of sixteen calibres* length iddt only one-tweUUi to tho
velocity of a 12-lb. ball, when fired with a charge of 2 lbs., and one-eighteenth
when tired with a charge of 4 lbs. It is observed also that, by incrcasinfj the
charge beyond one-third of the weight of the ball, the recoil is increjised in a
much higher ratio than the initial velocity of the ball. It may be added,
that for every pnrpoie on service, even for that of breaching, Uie advantage
guincd by using a charge greater than one-third of the weight of the shot is
unimportant, and docs not compcnsato for the iucouvcmcnt recoil, or the
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67. The force exerted by fired gunpowder on a shot
varies with the scjuare of the velocity of the fluid, that
isj of the ball which it impels ; and that force being also
proportional to the quantity of fluid acting at once on

b^

the

bally it follows tiiat the square of the
s velocity,
in the gun, varies with the quantity of fluid acting on
the hall, that is, with the square of its diameter ; and
from tliis law it may be proved that the decrements of
the initial vfclucity of shot in consequence of windage
are nearly proportional to tlie differences of tlie diameters of the shot in the same gun. From thence may
be obtained the equation

expressing the velocity which a shot would have if the
windage were zero. Here
denotes such velocity ;
the diameter of the bore of the gun, or of a shot which
would occupy the bore without windage d, d\ D' the
diameters ot different balls, and r, v\ Y their velocities
on being projected from the siime gun.*
68. The charge being supposed to have a cylindrical

Y

D

;

'

destructive Btrain on the gnn and carriage. The initial velocity of thot from
O-poiinder and 12-pounder guns, with charges of
Ih. and 'J^lhs. respectively,
is atiout 1450 feet
and this is considered (piite suflicient for field service.
The initial velocity of canist^T and spherical case-shot, fired from tieldbowitsen with the servioflHsfaarge, is about 1000 feet ; and that of ahella from
;

howitaen

ia

* l^noa

ahont 1175 feet
«r«, «M oc

a

••-^«

oc

fte.,

we have

d"-il»,or(»-»')(»+0

« (<f-<f)(<l-l-0;

oragam^

But the dilTereooe between v and
the last fraction

is

alao between

very nearly eqnal to

j

d and cf

therefore

,

being very email,

"j^^

naay be

consi-

dered as constant. Let the value of this friotion be obtained from experiments then
\iem% the veUxity due to any other ahot (projected'frcnn the
same gun) whose diameter is D wc have

V

;

,

V-V'_
whence

V=

(D . ly) +

r or V - V - ~£ ^/ D - D').
,
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form, and the density of tlie powder beinjpf constant, it
varies with the weip^lit of
follows that \ (Arts. 61,
the charge
hence the formula for V, Art. 63, indicates
that the initial velocities of shot vary, nearly, as the
square root of the weight of the charge directly, and as
the square root of the weight of the shot inversely.
These laws have been confirmed by the results of experiments,' and M. Piobert has proposed, for the purpose
of determining tlie initial velocity of .sliot, when its
weight and that of the charge are given, the em^^irical
;

formula

in

which

v represents the

experimented

initial velocity

of a shot whose weight is
and Y is the recpiired initial
velocity of a shot whose weight is i^?'; the weight c of
the charge being the same for both.
Major Mordecai, of the United States* artillery, has
found that the rule agrees nearly with l.is experimente
when the charges do not exceed one-third of the weight
of the ball, and the giin has not less than sixteen calibres
in length ; for higher charges he does not consider it
BulHciently correct.

If the factor

^^og^i^

repre-

sented by M, he finds that, with a 32-ponnder gun, the
charge being one-third of the weight of the shot, and
the windage 0.16 inch,
5200 ; with a 24-pounder,
the charge being one-tiiird and the windage 0.14 inch,
= 5400.

M=

M

* In 1}ie experimentB made at Wudihigtoii witli the gun and balUstio pendulmns combined for the purpose of asoertolning the initial Tclocities jinHluccd
l»y equal cliargcs of jiowdcr in the same piece of orJnance on balls of diflerent
weiglit.s, it was foinul that, with a 24-j>cnin(ler pun and a charge of 4 11 s. of

lewder, the windage being 0.175 inch, the initial velocity of a shell fille<l
with lead and mreighing 27*68 lbs. waa 1325 faet j of a marble ball weighing
9.29 Ibe., was 2154 feet and of a lignum vitaa ball weighing 4.48 Ilis., was
Tlie two first of these velocities are, in accnrdnnce with the
2759 feet,
;

fomuila, nearly in the inverse ratio of the .sijuare r(K)ts of the \vei<4hts of the
ehot ; but the two lout arc nearly a» tiio cube roots ^of tlie weights iuvers<:ly.
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In the British artillery service, use
of the empirical formula
ValfiOO.

is fre(jueutly

47

made

/q,

in which c is the weight of the charge, and to* that of
the shot a is a coefficient to he determined by ex{)eriments. Those of Dr. Hutton indicate that a varies between 2.1 and 2.5 as the lengtli of tlie gun, and also as
the ratio of the weight of the charge to that of the sliot
The experiments of General Millar, in 1817,
increases.
show that, with a windage eaiial to 0.202 inch, the
Talne of a should be 2.8, ana that on reducing the
windage to 0.075 inch it should be 3.55. On computing the initial velocities of the shot from the ranges
given in the Table of the experiments made at Deal in
1839, and also from those in the Tables of the practice
on board the " Excellent" from 1837 to 1847 (Tables
I., II., III., IV., v., VI., Appendix D), the meanyalues
of a for different windages were as follow :
;

Windages.

0.233

ValllMOfa.

m.

8.2
3.4
3.6
4.4

0.2

0.175
0.126
0.00

From

5.

by means of the formula for V, Art. 67, it
and
is found that when the windage is zero, a = 6.60
it may l>e observed that the numbers in this table are
nearly confonnable to the law of the decrements of
these,

;

velocity, as stated in that article.

For carronades, in which the windage varied from
mean value of a was 4.5.
69. Gunpowder when ignited expands with equal
forces in every direction, and consequently it acts equally
upon the bottom of the bore and upon the ball dnring
0.061 to 0.078, the

the passage of the latter along the cylinder, supposing
Hence, neglecting the allowance which
should be made for the frictions of the ball and of the
gun-carriage, the velocity of the recoil will be, to that
of the shot, inversely as tbe weight of the ^un to that
of the sliot : that is, if
represent the initial velocity.
it to fit tightly.

Y
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W

the
the weight of the shot, and
its carriage, the velodly of the

weight of the gun with
recoil, in feet

per Becond, will be expreaeed by

Thus, supposing the initial velocity of a 24 lb. sliot to
be IGOO feet per second, and the weight of tlie gun with
its carriage to be 57.7 cwt. or G4G2 lbs., we shall have
6.9 feet per second for the velocity of recoil.
70. In contemplating the nature of the resistance to
the flight of shot or shells it must be remarked that, in
the motion of a body through the air, no particle of that
fluid can be disturl)cd without moving others to a considerable distance about

it, while the displaced particles
time to fall back into the space which they before
As the moving body passes on, there is left
occupied.
behind it a kind of vacuum more or less complete according to the degree of the body's velociiy ; and when
the bcSl moves quicker than Ihe air can rush into the
space left behind, the vacuum becomes perfect. Now
there is a certain limit to the velocity w^ith wdiich air
can nish into a vacimm, viz., about 1300 or 1400 feet in
a second,"" and, consequently, when the velocity of a
ball is greater than this, it is manifest that the resistance
will be very great ; for there being then no pressure of
the fluid behmd the ball, while that which is
its front
is in a state of condensation from the particles there not
being able immediately to escape, the ball will be resisted by the whole pressure of the condensed air on its

tiike

m

fore part.

71. The resistance, besides depending on the velocity,
diameter, and the weight of the projectile, is affected by
so many circumstances which cannot be duly estimated,
that experiment alone can determine it, and this only
to a certain extent.
accurately as to hit a ballistic pendulum at considerable
distances, the loss of velocity occasioned by resistance
might be easily found but such a degree of accuracy
;

*

yoU

1366
iii.

feet»

when the haiomeler steads al 80 inches.—See Hntton's Tnida,

p. 195.
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cannot be obtained, and tbe ballistic experiments bave
liitherto onlv furnisbed us with these results at dilTerent
distances as l;ir as 300 feet, beyond wbicb shot cannot
be directed witb sufficient accuracy to liit the block.
72. Tbe method of determining tbe resistance of the
air by tbe ballistic pendulum did not, it was found,
answer with velocities under 300 feet in a second, on
account of the balls rebounding from the block instead
of entering into it. To ascertain the resistances to
smaller velocities, Mr. Robins bad recourse to experi-*
ments with bis whirling machine (Fig. 4, PI. I.). This
ingenious contrivance consists of a l>rnss barrel,
C,
moveable on its axis, and furnished with i'riction wheels
so as to reduce tbe friction to an inconsiderable quan*
light, hollow cone,
F G, is placed upon the
tityr
in the termination of tne axis
barrel, with the vertex
a fine wire,
H, supports the arm,
H, uj^on which
tbe body, whose resistance is to be tried, is fixed.
silk line is wound upon tbe barrel, and thence leads, in
a borizont^il direction, to the ])ulley L, over which it is
bung to its extremity,
Eassed, and a proper weight
be left at liberty, it will descend witb
f the weight
accelerated motion, causing the iJody P to revolve with
increasing velodtv, until the resistance on the arm
H,
and on the body r , become nearly equal to the weight
M, when the motion of both will be nearly equable.
Thus, when the machine has acquired an equable motion, which it usually does in five or six turns, ascertain
first, by counting a number of turns, in what time one
Then remove the body P and
revolution is performed.
the weight M, and find, by trials, what smaller weight
to revolve in the same time as
will cause the arm
when P was fixed to it ; and the difference of the two
weights is, obviously, equal, in efibi-t, to tbe resistance
of the air on tbe revolving body. Reducing this weight
in the ratio of the length of tbe arm to tlie snnidiameter
of tbe barrel, we shall have the absolute qiiantity of

A

A

A

A

G

A

M

G

GH

resistance.

73.

With

this

machine Mr. Robins ascertained that

the resistance of the air to a 12

lb.

iron ball,

moving

E
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with a velocity of 25 feet in a second, is not less than
lialf an oiiiiee avoirdupois
and that the resistance of
;

the air, witliin certain limits, is nearly in tlie duplicate
proportion of the \'eIocity of the resisted body, that is,
as the square of the velocity.
light, hollow globe, the size of a 12 lb. shot, was
fixed at the end of the arm, and a weight of 3i lb. hung
at M. Ten revolutions being first made, the succeeding
twenty were performed in 21i". The globe was then
removed, and a thin plate of lead, equal in weight to
when it was found that a
the globe, placed in its room
weight of 1 lb. caused the arm to move quicker than
liefore, making twenty revolutions in 19", after ten turns
had been suffered to elapse. Now twenty revolutions
in 21i seconds, the radius of revolution being 51.75
inches, give a velocity of 25i inches in a second ; whence
it is evident that the resistance on the globe is not leas
than the effect of 24 lb. placed at
and, the radius of
;
tlie barrel being nearly {-is) part of the radius of the
circle described by the centre of the globe, it follows that
the resistance of the globe is not less than
part of 2i
lb. or ^ of 36 oz., which is nearly I of an ounce.
In a second experiment, weights in the proportion of
1, 4, 9, 16, were hung on at
; and, after ten revolutions, the following observations were made :

A

;

M

j'^

M

With i

lb.

at

M the globe

turnea 20 times
is 10 times

That

.

Tims

With 2 lb. it turned
With 4^ lb.
With 8 lb.

....

20 times

in

54^".

in

27^".

in 27^".

80 turn in 27^".
40 times in 274**.

appears that the revolutions in the proportions
correspond to resistances in the proportions 1,
4, 9, 16, which shows that the resistances are as the
squares of the velocities.
74. From this machine and from the ballistic pendnrluni the following useful results have l)eeii obtained
1st. When tlie motions are slow, the resistance to
balls of equal magnitude and weiglit is nearly proportional to the square of the velocity, conformably to the
elementary theory of resistances in fluids ; for, in this,
it

1, 2, 3, 4,

:

^ kju,^
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assumed (the balls having equal diameters and
depends on the
number of liuid particles displaced by the moving body
in a given time, and on the reaction of each particle
against the body, both of which eflfects vary with the
But the exponent of the power of
elocsitv of the body.
is

it

densities or weights) that the resistance

the velocity expressing the resistance gradually increases
as the TelocilT' increases ; and, when the shot moves at
the rate of 1400 or 1500 feet per second, that exponent
attains a maximum, being then 2.125 ; beyond such
velocity

its

exponent decreases.

2nd. If balls have equal weights, but dilTerent diameterSy and move with equal velocities, the resistance varies
nearly with the surfaces or with the squares of the diameters, increasing a little above that proportion when
the diameters are considerable. Hence, if the velocities
also are different, the resistance is })roportional to the suror, r representing
face and tx) the square of the velocity
the semidianieter of the shot, and v the velocity, the rei^.
sistance varies with
3rd. If balls have equal diameters and different weights
or densities, the resistances vary directly as the squares
of the velocities, and inversely as the weights ; or, to
;

representing the weight, the resistance varies with

~.

4th. Projectiles terminating with conical or cfmoidal
front experience less resistiince than liodies

lieads in

with flat or w4th heraLspherical ends, the diameters being
equal.
5th. Tlie resistances experienced by bodies, in moving
through fluids, are considerably affected by the forms of
the posterior surfaces of bodies ; and much useful information on this subject is contained in the Nautical
and Hydraulic JExperiments' of Colonel Beaufoy, London,
1834.

When a body descends in air from a state of rest,
velocity increases for a time by the action of gravity

75.
its

on

it
but since the resistance of the air increases also
while the velocity increases, it must at length become
equal to the accelerative power of gravity, wliich is conE 2
;
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after wliich the body will move nniformly witli
Tliis is called the
the velocity acquired at that time.
terminal velocity of the body/ Making therefore, for a

stant

;

solid shot, the expression

force of gravity

(= 32.2

-j,

»*

(Art. 59) ec^ual to g, the

feet),

we Iiave

V (the temunal vdooity) =

and from

^ -~

either of these equations

(a)

%

we have

It being' supposed that the value of k is kno^ai, we
have a formula for computing tlie tei ininal velocity, and
conversely, if the terminal velocity were known, the
vahie of k might be found.^
76. It has been observed (Art. 59) that the formula
for the absolute resistance of the air against a spherical

body moving in

it is represented by Hir 8 t^ib' ; the retherefore, directly proportional to the square
of the diameter of the shot and to the square of the

sistance

is,

velocity.
Hence the resistance which would he ex])erienced by a shot of any magnitude, and moving with
any given velocity, may^ be found by proportion, if the
resistance actually experienced by a ball of given dimen-

* In strictness a terminal velocity is never exactly attained
but, in a short
time from the oommencement of the descent, the body acquires a velocity
which is extremely near being nrnform.
;

^

Since,

by Dynamics,

rV
follows that

is

—

expresses the height due to the velocity v,

it

the height due to the terminul velocity of a shot.

The wcij^ht of a solid shot in the British service l>ein^:, to that of a shell,
the terminal velocity of a shell will be expressed by the second
as 1.42 to 1
;

member

of the equation,

and the height due

to the terminal velocity of

a

shell

by

^^^^
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and moving with a p:iven velocity he considered
known. Now, from experiments both with the ballistic penduhnn and the whirhnt^; macln'ne, Dr. Huttou
fonnea a table (Tract xxxvii. Art. 17) of the resistr
ances experienced by a ball 2 inches diameter, moving
with different velocities from 5 feet to 2000 feet per
sions

as

Therefore, the actual resistance experienced hj
when moving at the rate of 1000 feet per
second, for example, being 22.63 lbs., if it were required
to find the resistance experienced ])y a 24 lb. ball, whose
diameter is 5.6 inches, when moving with a velocity of
1600 feet per second, the proportion to be used would be

second.

sach

ball,

(2x1000)*

:

(5.6x1600)*

::

22.63

:

x;

the last term x expressing the required resistance in
pounds.
If the given velocity is one which may be fomid in
Dr. Hutton's table, the resistances will be j^roportional
No notice is
to the squares of the diameters merely.
here taken of the contmual diminution of density which
takes place in the atmosphere from the surface of the
etutih upwards ; but when bodies £bJ1 from great heights,
also when they are projected vertically or at considerable angles of elc\ ation, it becomes necessary to attend
to that circumstance.
77. It is proved by writers on pneumatics that the
densities of atmospherical strata, of equal and indefinitely
small thicknesses, reckoning from any point down towards the earth, form an increasing geometrical series
of terms, while the depths of the strata from the same
point downwards constitute an increasing arithmetical
series
and Dr. Hutton has shown by an approximative
process (Tract xxxvii. Ai*t. (JO) that the density of the
in feet, from the sm ilice of the
air at any distance
;

earth upwards,

may be

represented

by -j^^

in

which

66000 nearly.
78. From the formubd which have been given above
(Art. 75), it is evident that the terminal velocity of a
body descending in a rebibtiug medium may bo com-

e =s
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when the value of a certain constant i is kno^^Tl
but as the terminal velocity of a shot takes place when
the absolute resistance which it ex|jeriences in the medium is equal to the weight of the shot, it follows that
the terminal velocity of a shot may be found from the
table of resistances given by Dr. Hntton (Tract xxxvii.
Art 17). For, assuming tiiat the resistances are as llie
8(|uares of tbe velocities, if we select from the table a
resistance, 0.71 lb., which differs but little from the
weight 17.477 oz. (= 1.092 lb.) of the shot on which
the table is formed, and take out the corresponding
velocity ; the terminal velocity of the same shot may be
found by proportion, thus :
i)UteJ

.71

:

1.092 :: 200*

and the square root of the

:

61504,

term

(= 248) is the tei>
minal vehx^ity of tlie shot.
But, from the formula (a) Art. 75, other things being
equal, the terminal velocities vary with the square roots
of the diameters of the shot ; therefore, if it were required to find the terminal velocity of any other shot,
another proportion must be made thus if, for example,
it were re(piired to find the terminal velocity of a 24 lb.
sliot whose diameter is 5.G12 inches, that of the above
shot being 2 inches, we have
last

:

j/2

:

V6.612

::

24S

:

415.43;

the terminal velocity of the 24 lb. ball.
height due to the termmal velocity may be

and 415.43

The

is

found by the usual formula A

=s

^

:

and, in this man-

ner. Dr. Button's table (Tract xxxvii.,

Art

69) was

formed.

The terminal velocity of a shell is easily derived
from that of a solid shot of equal diameter ; and for this
purpose, agreeably to the formula (b) Art. 75, Note b,
it is only necesstiry to divide the terminal velocity of
the shot by V 1.42 ; or, which is equivalent, multiply it

by 0.8392/
*

The

celebrated Carnot, in his proposition for defending phices by means
fire^
entirely overlooked Uie effect of tJie noBtance of tbe air in

of Tfrtical

hM
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The

Rubject of the penetration of sliot into mateone of considerable importanoe in the theory of

gunneiy; and

is a formula expressing the deptli to wliicli shot, on
striking with a given velocity, will penetrate into an

ol>ject

In

whose

resisting force is supposed to be

known.

this formula

p

represeots Che deptli penetrated;
instant of striking;
r the semidiameter, and
i tiie density of the shot ; also
feet) denotes the force of gravity.
^ (s

V the Tdodty of the shot at the

If the above formula be put in the form p

the

^ ^^[i^f

f

may he substituted for
determined by experiment.
the resisting material is the same,

specific gravity of the shot

hff.

The value of Rmust

When

poert^};

hi}

•

•

•

(a)

when

shot of the same density is used,
sisting material is the same,
also,

peered;
or, in the last case, the

and the

re-

•••(&)

depth penetrated varies with the

producing the terminal velocities of fidling Mies ; sod the author, In his
observatioDS onOsmot's work, has sodeavonivd to expcwe the falliusy of a
BjTBtcm erronoons in principle ; any apjilic4ition of which must, for other
reasons also, Ikj eitlier enormously ex[)ensive or extremely insecure.
The wall which that engineer proposed to be built in the main ditch of a
fortTMs, at the foot of the rampart, being eoirered by a countergoard, would
no doubt form a serious obstacle to the besiegers, sui»i)08ing it to be entire at
the tirne of an assault but the Huthor early foresaw that this would not he
the case : and it was in consequence of his renrcseutations that Uis Grace the
Duke of Wellington, when Master-General of the Ordnance, caused a trial to
be made in order to determine whether or not it was possible to breach the
wall by a fire of heavy ordnnnce directed over the covering- work.
For this
purpose, in 1823, a construction similar to that proposed by Caniot was
executed at Woolwich ; and in the following year, after six hours' firing of
soKd shot from eight 68-poimder earronsdes, ttsd Uts shells fhm ifane 8-fiich
and three 10-inch howitzers, at the distances of 400 and 500 yards, a pno*
ticable breach 14 feet wide was efTected in the wall ; the tO|« of the counterguard and uf the work in rear were also entirely degraded hy the shot which
struck them.
:
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diameter of the shot and with the square of the velocity
at the instant of striking.
From the hypothesis of M. Poncelet, that the resistance of a material stmck by a shot is proportional to
the square of the diameter of tlie projectile, and from a
comparison with tlie results of experiments, it ha^s been
found (* Krperieiices (V Artillerie executees a GarrCy
chap. 21, sect. 3) that the depth of penetration into
oak may be expressed by a formula which, when transformed so that the penetration shall be obtained in
Engh'sh feet, is
4.612r31og.{l
•

+

^J,

.

.

(c)

V being, in

feet per second, the velocity of the shot at
the time of impact, r the semidiameter of the shot in
decimals of a foot, and S the specific gravity of the shot,
that of water being unity.*
80. The differential equations for the determination
of the trajectory of a shut in a medium, which produces
a resistance proportional to the square of the vekx-ity,
may he seen in the Journal de I Ecole Pohitechnlqxie^
torn, iv., art. BaUktiqne ; in Poisson s * TraitS de Mi'
canique^ tom. i., no. 211, and in many other treatises
on Dynamics ; they are not capable of being integrated
in finite terms, but the values of the co-ormnates, for a
number of points in the curve, may be determined by
the metljod of quadratures, as it is called, in which
the diHerences in the density of the atmosphere at
different heights may be introduced, and thus the curve
may be approximatively traced. An example isjjiven in
Le Gendre s ' JExercices de CcUcid Intigi'al^' tom. i. p. 330.
'

*

The Toliime of the ipMe penetrated hy a shot

repre^nted by the

vis viva^ or active force

of

hi

tlic

sny material is freqnentlr
shot in motion

;

in

which

proi)ortional to the j>ro<lnct of the mass of the shot multiplied by the
S'juare of its velocity.
That is,
representing the weight of the shot, v its

cnsp

it

is

velocity,

and g

w'

vdth

y«*

;

or,

(

= 32.2)

the force of gravity, the volume of i>cnetration varies

r being the semiduuneter, and 8 the density (for which

may

be

snbetitated the specific gravity) of the shot, it varies with r" v* ^.
The nvcfficicnt in the fonnula (r) in the trxt is oonfomiahle to the recent
experimeuU indicated in the *Ai<ie Mcmoire d'Ai iiUcne iVoMUe,* Paris, 1850.
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When,

liowever, the elevation of the piece of ordnance
small (not exceeding 10 degrees) the equation to the
trajtxrtury is conijjaratively simple ; and in treatises on
dvnamics
it baa the form
m
is

in

whicb x

of any

is

the horizontal and

y the

vertical ordinate

being in the axis
'f the bore at the muzzle of the gun
a is the angular
t'l^'vation of the gun, h the heiglit due to the initial
velocity of the shot, e (=2,7i828) the base of the Na]X)int in the curve, the origin

<

;

picrian logarithms, and c

is

put for

the co-efficient

of the square of the velocity in the expression (Art.
50) for the retardative force arising from the resistanoe of the air, or (Art. 75, Note b) half the reeipi "^tl of the height due to the* terminal velocity of
the shot.

The following more simple expression for y, which is
mfficiently accurate for small elevations, is obtained by
its development by Maclaurins
solintitating for
theorem ; extending the series to the fourth term only^
since c is a verA* smiall fraction^ and A is very great com-

—

pared with x:

4A006.'a\3
or

j/

=xtMi.fl—

/

9^
2V*eot.<

V representing the initial velocity.
81. If the range on a horizontal plane were alone
required, it might be obtained from either of the above
fommlsB on potting for y, the height of the axis of the
pm, at the mmssAe, above that plane, prefixing to it a
thr first eipiation fory in the preceding
nepiiive hign
article may tlien liave the foim
;

»(8<^Anii.tfeoi.a4-2c)x-f 8c^Ayoot.*a

When the

.

•

(a)

horizontal pkine passes through the axis of
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at the muzde,

y being then

Pabt IL
zero, the

same equa*

tiou becomes

The second equation

for

y (Art 80)

gives, in the

same

case.

For the point blank i^ange, when a = 0, or tlio axis of the
gun is horizontal, y being the height of the gun above
tiie horizontal plane on which the shot &lls,

The equations (a), (6)y (d) being transcendental, the value
of J*, or the required range, can be obtained from either
of them only by tentative processes.
82. If X represent the whole range, when consequently ^=0, we have firom the second equation for y
(Alt. 80),

whence A (the height due to the

or

initial velocity)

y (the initial velocity)

Diflferentiatine the same equation for
we have, for
the tangent of tne inclination of the trajectory to the
horizon at any point in the curve,

dy

,

ten.

a—

<'i*+af

which, on putting tan. a in the form

^^^> and substituting for sin. 2 a the above value (when y= 0), becomes
at the fturthest extremity of the range, 0 representing
tlic angle of descent,
tui«S«

—

—7—7

•

•

(/)
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«

Prom

the expression for the initial velocity above,

we

have
*

and

2

go*

6xm tiiis

cities

formula, by means of experimental reloand ranges, the value of c (the co-eflScient of the

air's resistance)

may

be found.

In the 'Aide Memoire Navale' (p. 531) there is given
an expression for ?/, which is equivalent to the second
and tlnrd values of y in Art. 80, and differs from either of

them only by

the substitution of a constant

K, for y^J^i^ »

this consequenily restricts the application of the formula
to the same piece of ordnance, with equal shot and equal
cliarges.
Here a is supposed to represent the true ele-

vation of the trajectory at the nioutn of the gun, which
always found to exceed by a few minutes the elevation
of the axis of the piece/
83. The time of describing any portion of the trajectory, reckoned from the instant of the discharge, is exprised by the equation
is

l«

(e«"-l):

and when

ibr « is imbstitnted the whole nnge, the vahie
becomes the whole time of flight.
84. The longitudinal and lateral deviations of projectiles from the ol)ject aimed at are presumed to depend
on the following causes, independently, it must be
understood, of the irregularities which may arise from
the friction and rebounding of the shot against the
surface of the bore : ^First, the inequality of friction
f-. J
opposite sides of the shot's path by the air

of

t

—

*

(p.

The followint: empirical formula is given in Uie *Aide Memoire Navnlc*
535) for the ranges of shot when the elevation is between 10° and 30"
;

P (•m.Sa)^=X.

P

is 30°, considere<l ns that which
range, and supposed to have been determined by exi>oriis tho
roent ; a is the given angle of elevaUoQ between those limits, and
RMjiiired range.

Where

produces a

is

the range,

maximum

when theeleyation

X
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through next, the want of exact spheriand again, tlie want of perfect liomogeiieitv, on which account the centres of gravity and of
To these may be added
the figure are not coincident.

wliicli it passes

city in the shot

;

;

the diurnal rotation of the earth. The phenomena of
rotatory motion in bodies have during more than a century been made the subject of mathematical inveetigation
by many distinguished men of science,jparticolarly in
their relation to Physical Astronomy.
The rotation of
projectiles has been, in a manner purely analytical,
treated by l^^uler and La Grange ; but M. Poisson lias
made the rotations and deviations of military projectiles
in particular, the subjects of three elaborate Menwirea in
the * Journal de VEcole PolytechnicpAe^* tom. xvi.
85. With respect to the deviation caused by the
earth's rotation, it is shown that when the line of aim is
directed fix>m north to south, and from south to north,
the lateral deviations are westward and eastward respecand when directed from west to east, and trom
tively
east to west, the lateral deviations are southward and
northward respectively that is, in all cases, towards
M. Poisson shows that,
the right hand of the soldier.
in latitudes corresponding to the central parts of Europe,
a 10-inch shell weighing 112 lbs., when fired in any
vertical plane at aji elevation of 45 degrees, with an
initial velocity equal to 400 feet per second, wUl, on this
account, at the distance of 1200 yards, deviate from the
mark between 2 feet 10 in. and 3 feet 10 in.
12-inch
shell, weighing 200 lbs., fired at an equal elevation with
an initial velocity equal to 900 feet per second, will, at
the distance of 4400 yards, deviate from the mark be;

;

A

tween 15 and

.30 feet.
Hence, in order to strike an
object, the projectile should, if this cause of deviation
were alone considered, be fired in a vertical plane, making

w itli a vertical plane passing through the piece and tlie
object an angle equal to about tlu'ee minutes towards the
left hand of tlie soldier.
86. The equations for the motions of a projectile of a
given figure, involving the consideration of a rotation
on an axis and a non-coincidence of the centres of
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gravity nnd of figure, are too coin])licateJ to allow oven
an approximate value of the unknown quantity to be

deduced, with

and on

the

Bimplicity

this account

requisite

for

practical

M.

Poisson, in his investi^tiona, confines himself to the case in which the proutility

;

but litde from a sphere and from penect
homogeneity. With respect to a spherical and homogeneous projectile revolving on an axis during its motion
of translation, his analysis leads to the conclusion tliat,
if the rotation take place about a vertical axis, the
horizontal deviation induced by it is to the left or right
of the vertical plane of projection, according as the
anterior hemisphere of the shot turns from left to right,
or from right to left (the spectator looking from the
this deviation vanishes
fire-arm towards the object)
when the projectile turns on a horizontal axis. When
the axis of rotation is horizontal, and perpendicular to
the plane of projection, there is induced a vertical deviation of the shot, the effect of which is to elevate or
depress the projectile, and oonsequently to augment or
diminish the range according as the anterior part of the
projectOe turns, fi^m above, downwards, or from below,
upwards : this deviation vanishes when the axis of rotation is vertical, and also when a vertical plane passing
through the axis of rotation is at right angles to tlie ver-

jectile differs

;

tical

plane of projection.

In other positions of the axis

of rotation the vertical deviation bears a constant proportion to the horizontal deviation.
In a Paper on the Deviation of Projectiles,
Professor Magnus, of Berlin, which is published in the
Memoirs of the Boyal Academy, Berlin (1852), and
translated in 'Taylors Scientific Memoirs y* May, 18')'?,
the writer conceives that the observed deviations of shot
having a movement of rotation on an axis, as well as of
translation in space, may be explained by tlie direct
resistance of the atmosphere combined with a rotation
induced in the air immediately about the shot. M.
Magnus observes, from experiments ingeniously devised,
that, on one side of the projectile, the force arising from
the motion of the air which is generated by the rotation.
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has the same direction as the force of resistance arising
from tlie reaction of the air in the motion of translation
and that, on the opposite side, these forces have contrary
;

When the reacting force is great, compared
with the other, the effect on the shot is nearly the same
as if the latter did not rotate on its axis ; but, when
these are nearly equal, a pressure of the air takes place
on the side of the shot at which the direct motion of
the shot is coincident with the movement of rotation,
while on the opposite side the air, being expanded, is
Hence, supposing a spherical shot
strongly driven oflf.
diu*ing its progressive motion to rotate so that the axis
of rotation is always in a normal to the trajectory, and
in a vertical plane when the front of the shot turns
from left to right, the observer being behind the gun, a
decrease of pressure takes place on ihe right hand, and
an increase on the left, and the shot deviates to the right
on the contrary, when the front of the sliot tmns from
right to left, there is a decrease of pressure on the left,
and an increase on the right, and the deviation is to
directions.

;

the

left.

A Uke explanation is given of the deviations produced
when

the axis of rotation is horizontal and perpendicular
If the upper henusphere
to the plane of the trajectory.
turns in the direction of the motion of translation, the
projectile descends, and the range is less than if there
were no rotation. If the upper hemisphere turns in a
direction contrary to the motion of translation, the shot
rises and the range is increased.
87. According to Poisson, if a spherical and non-homogeneous shot oe discharged from a piece of ordnance
wifliout any rotation, the straight line joining the centres
of gravity and of figure will, in consequence of the resistance of the air, have its position continually changed by a
movement on the centre of gravity, till it coincides with
a tangent to the trajectory/ If the ball were projected
" The author tnists lie shuU be cxciiBcd for mentioning in this place that,
in consequence of the above obaerrations, together with what has been i-lsewhere in thU work stAtsd oonoeming tiie imporCtnoo of diot hoing fabricated
with tbo ntmoet attentico to perfect iphencity, and miiformitj of density
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initial velocity of rotation, that line might
entire revolutions about the centre of gravity, or
might make continual oscillations on all sides of a

with a small

make
it

tangent to the path. In this case the exceutricity, considered as small, would have an insensible effect on
the movement of translation, and consequently ^^ ould
Sroduoe only insensible deviations ; in order that these
eviations mi^ht become sensible, it is necessary that
the shot shonld be projected with a great initial velocity
of rotation.
tbrougbout the mass, the atteution of Mr. D. Napier, an eminent mechanician
and msDufiicturer of flteam-engines, was attraotoa to fh&t anbject an early as
the bfl^oing of the year 1831, as appears by a letter to the author hearing
that date and the circurastance led him to the iuvt*ntion of the ingenious
;

iiiethwl of forming leaden bullets for ritles or

compre^ion, from masses of solid lead which

common muHkets, by

liave prcviouslv

strong
in the
inequali-

been caml

form of cnrlinilifB. By this prooeas the tir-lmbble, and the tmeidar
wbicL always oocnr in bullets when cast, do not exist in buls io fonned

ties

;

one nniform density is produced in tliem, and the centre of (gravity of the Imll
coincident with its geometrical centre. It is easy to jierceive how much the
efficiency oi iulantir-tirc, and indeed of any in which leaden balls are used,
would he increased by the employment of missiles formed on this principle.
The following is a orief description of the process : The lead is first formed
by casting it in cylindrical ingots, each three feet long and three quarters of
an inch diameter, and each of these is then passed between tlic circumferences
of two pulley-shaped rollers, those circumferences being notched for the purpose of holding and drawing the ingot or cylinder forward. By tiiit openmoii
the cylinder is compressed in the direction of a diameter as much as a quarter
of an inch, the diameter at right angles to this being correspondent ly increased.
The cylinder is then passed between two rollers similar to the fonncr, but
having on eadi of liisir drenmfefenoes a nnmbsr of hemispheniidal indentathe compression of the cylinder now takes place in the direction of the
tions
longest diameter, and the indentations just mentioned cause the cylinder to
assume tlio appearance of a chain of bullets, each having the form of an
irregular spheroid, and each being connected with the next by a flat jx)rtion of
lead abont a quarter of an inch thick, which is in part cat through by the
machine. Each separate bullet is, lastly, received In A fixed die, and, a
moveable die being forced down upon it, the third compression gives to it a
perfectly spherical form, the bullets being now connected together only by a
portiim of lead about the thickness of a wafer, so that they may be easily
separated from one another.
Simple musket-bullets, belted rifle-l>alls and the Mini^ shot are executed
by the machine in the like manner and since steam-power has recently been
applied to this important i>ur]x>8e, it is hoped that the supply of balls so
fonned will be snffii^tly ample to SMSt all Uie wants of the service.
It is worthy of remark that^ in cast-iron solid shot there is a great want of
that homt^eneity which is essential to concentricity of gravity and figure:
very few such shot, when Halted in mercury, rest, as all of them ought to
rest, indillerently in any position
but it is highly desirable that some mo<le
should be discovered of obtaining perfect homog^eity, and the importance of
this quality will Ix* particularly shown hersafter in treating of the subject of
is

—

:

;

;

exoentric spherical projectiles.
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If the projectile be nearly spherical, and if it have
that rotation on an axis which is produced by being
fired Iroiii a rilled barrel, the deviations arise from two
causes
the first is due to the spiml movement, by
which the axis of the shot and the axis of rotation are
not coincident and the other to the rotation of the
shot.
The effects of this rotation will be different according as the shot is compressed or elongated in the
direction of the axis of the bore.
The result of the
investigations alhuh^d to in Art. 84 is, that an elongated ball deviates to the right of the soldier when the
rotation of the upper part is from left to riglit, and
vice versd.
flattened ball (one whose sliorter axis is
in the direction of the bore) deviates to the left when
the rotation of the upper part is from left to right, and
:

;

A

viceversd*
88. When pointed, or cylindro-conoidal shot are projected from rifled cannon or muskeis, it is observed that
they have always a lateral deviation towards the right
soldier, and never towards the left.
The deliowever, always less than that of a spheriail

hand of the
viation

is,

projectile fired

from a smooth bore ; and

it is

manifest

that this is caused by the rifle-grooves having a direction from the left to the right of the soldier^ in the
upper part of the barrel. It would, however, be proper
that experiments were made with barrels rifled in the
contrary direction, or from right to left, in order to ascertain if the deviations would, or would not, in that case,
be always towards the left hand.
M. Magnus, in a paper which has been quoted before
(Art. 86), describes some ingenious experiments from
which he ascertained that tiie axis of an elongated,
cylindro-conical shot is not exactiy in tiie direction of a
tangent to the trajectory, but makes with it a small
angle. He shows that, if the elongated shot had to
rotation, the resultant of tlie air's resistance, passing
through the axis between the centre of gravity and tlie
apex, tliat resistance would tend to raise the apex above
a tangent to the trajectory ; and that, wlien a rotation
towards the right is combined with the projectile mo-
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tion, the apex is not elevated, but the l()n<2^itu(h'nal axis
of the shot makes an angle with a vertieal plane passing
tlirough tlie axis of the fire-arm^ such that the apex is
towards the right ; the resistance of the air thus presses
the centre of gravity towards the same side, or towards
the right hand of the soldier, and causes the lateral deviation which is observed, at the same time it causes
the apex of the shot to tend below the direction of a
tangent to the curve. Professor Baden Powell, in a
Paper read at the Royal Institution in London, March,
1854, observes that the Mini^ projectile l>eing hollowed at the base, its centre of gravity will be nearer
the apex than in a solid shot; consequently that the
resistance of the air may tend to depress the apex and
cause a lateral deviation of the shot towards the left of

the soldier, r
89. Wliat^iver be the causes wliicli j)roduce the lateial
deviations of projectiles, the eft'ects may be considered
as being directly ])i()portional to the velocity v of the
projectile in its trajectory, and inversely proportional to
and its density h ; the aeviating force
Its diameter 2
is

therefore represented

by k

in

w hich £

is

a con-

stant depending on the state of the atmosphere and on
and the fornnda for tlie
the nature of the projectile
mean deviations resolved in vertical and horizontal di;

rections

is

found to be, for each of

distance

4;

from the gun,

thofcic

ordinates, at a

in which Y denotes the initial
same value as above stated, Art.

By

velocity, and e has the
80.
deductions from experiments with various natures

of French ordnance, it is found that, for solid splierical
shot, k may be expressed l)y 0.00125, and, for hollow
spherical shot, by 0.00135
dea Experiences
(/ ySuUe
d'Artillerie a Gavre,' Paris, 1844).
90, It has been stated that in the parabolic theory the
angular elevation of the piece which gives the greatest

p
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not the ease when the shot
for then the maximum
range depends upon the resistance as well as upon the
The best method of finding the elevar
initial a c locity.
tion which would give the maximnm mnge is to calculate,
by quadratures (see the works quoted in Art 80), tl^
ranpfes due to several different angles of elevation ; and
when, thus, two limits of the elevation liave been found
between wliicli the greatest range is produced, the exact
elevation required may be determined by the usual process of interpolation.*
In this manner it has been found, by the writer of
the MSmoire on Ballistics in the ' Jotimal of the Ecole
Pohfteohnique^ torn, iv., that when the initial velocity is
1595 feet per second, the elevation which, by the formula, gives the greatest range is 81® 59* 6" ; but^ in
proportion as the initial velocity is diminished, the angle
which gives the maximum range is greater. In fjict,
when the initial velocity was 500 feet per second, the
elevation producing the maximmn i-ange was 42*^ 14'.
This augmentation of the elevation, with the diminution
of the velocity, is exactly wdiat might Ixj anticipated,
since the resistance of the air would diminish with a
diminution of velocity, and the trajectory would approach nearer to a parabolic form. It may be observed
that, in the Deal ex|)erimeMts, the greatest ranges were
obtained (conformably to the deductions from theory)
when the elevations were 32*^. See Table !• Apraiip;e is

moves

45 degrees

tliis

;

in a resisting

pendix D.
91. Writers on

is

medium

6th

edit..

!

I

i

'

!

|

|

i

equal to zero, Dr. Robison obtained {Eucj/cl, Bril^

and making

Art. Fbojbctilkb) an equation equivalent to

4mA
•in. « (4

'

Dynamics have shown, that the

By (linercatiatini; aa equation of the trajectory, considering x and a
(tbo horiumtal oo-ordinate and the angle of elevation respectively) aa vmriabie
quantitioB,

!

;

m

A sin.

i

4MA+sui.a^

a+ 1)

J
*

|

sin.

a

*

and the value of « nhtained from tliis equation -^ivcs, approximativcly, the
elevation prvxlucing thu inaximiun range. In this manner was formed the
table for maximum ranges given hi lIntton*a Traete (Tract zzxvn.. Art.
118).

I
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ascending and descending brandies of the trajectory are
not similar to one another, as they are in the parabolic
theory ; the taiigenta at points in the ascending branch
makiiig smaller angles with a horizontal line than those
at corresponding points in the descending branch. The
former branch, if continued downwards, has an asymptote which is inclined to the horizon, and the latter lias
an asymptote which is in a vertical position. It follows
that, when tlie axis of the gun is inclined to the horizon,
the vertex, or liigliest point in the trajectory, is nearer
to the remote extremity of the range than to the place
of the gun.
92. The differences between ranges in a resisting medium and those which should result conformably to the
parabolic theory are exhibited in the following Table
and from these it appears that the ranges, instead of
varying as the squares of the velocities (Art, 45, Note),
are in a lower proportion than the velocities while,
from 800 feet to 1600 feet (the most ordinary velocities
with guns), the ranges are nearly as the square roots of
the velocities.
The Table, which has been computed from theory, exhibits the ranges corresponding to several given velocities
with which a 24 lb. shot may be projected in a resisting
medium, and also the ranges in vacuo, the elevation of
the piece being in both cases 45 degrees.
;

InitUl

VelodtlMtnFtei

RangM

in Air.
la Yards.

Ranses

in

VneaOb

Li Yarda,

200

350

415

600
800

1,760
2,230
2,650
3,754
4,340
6,180

8,731
6,632
io,nn2
20,528
41,460

1,6U)
2.000
2,eoo

70,060

From the experiments carried on at Deal in 1839
the range of a 66-pomid shot, with a charge of 16 lbs.
(windage
0.176 mch\ consequentlv having an initial velocity of 1622 feet per secondf, and fired at an
F 2

=
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32**, was 6720 yards.
By the parabolic
would have been 24,475 yarda, or nearly 14

elevation of

theory

it

miles.
93.

Having given

the

fonniihe

principal

for

pro-

jectile motion, as well in air as -in vacuo, it is

intended
now to offer a series of observations on the most important carcomstanoes in the piactioe of naval eonneiy,
and to state the means hj which the highest degree of

it may be attained.
These subjects are, for tlie sake of convenience,
posed under the foUow'ing heads

effimency in

dis-

:

L The effect of Sinters.
n. The effects of Heavy and Compound Shot

in increasing the force of Impact.
III. The employment of Double and Triple Shot in
action.
eflects of Windage on correct Filing, and on
the Velocity of Shot.
V. Effects of the Length of Gun on the Velocity of
Shot.
VI. On Becoil and Preponderance.

IV, The

VII. The effects of Wads.
VIII. Penetration of Shot into

IX.

On

^laterials.

Cylindro-conoiJal, and Excentric Spheriail

Projectiles.

94.

I.

—

T/ie effect

of Splinters.

—

have
powder at
reduce them as

It a])pear8 to

l)een a general rule to use the full charges of

the

commencement of an

action,

and

to

This is a very proper precaugiihs became heated.
tion to guard against accidents in continued, quick
firiTig ; but a general rule to commence action with the
Inll charges may, in some cases, interfere with the imtJie

might be produced from splinters,
he prodigious ravages occasioned by splinters,
naval

¥[)rtant effect that

m

sil>le,

we

should study as much as posconsistently with other views, to reap the fullest

actions, are sncli, that

from so destructive an agent and this depends
veiy much upon the degree of velocity with which the
eftect

;

balls penetrate.
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shot discharged from large guns

cloiie action,

powder tear off fewer eplinters
the same nature of guns with reduced diargeB. This may be iamiliarly exemplified by
firincr a
musket or a pistol cluirged with a bullet
iai..ui^h panes of glass, at different distances, or with
difft'rent charges.
Superior velocity will make a clean
round hole, without breaking or even cracking the
pkte; but a certain reduced celerily will dash the glass
to nieces.
In firing into mnnnon of timber, or any solid substance,
iimi velocity which can but just penetrate will occasion
the ^createst shake, and tear off the greatest number of,
and largest, splinters for, as in the luittle glass, the
parU stnick by a solid shot, moving with great velocity,
are driven out l>efore thev coninmnicate motion to tlui
circumjacent parts of tlie substance. This is particularly
the case with respect to the impact of shot on plates of
iron, as will be shown hereaflter.
Whereas by shot of
inferior weight, or moving with less velocity, or by
both of these circumstances duly combined, the rents,
shakes, and ravages made in perforating timber will be
m'>re extensive a greater number of splinters, and those
of iar;rer size, wnll be torn off, and apertures more difficult to plug ^vill Ik» made while, in the perforation of
iron plates, large and ragged fractures will be formed,
fvams and rivets will be broken to a greater extent, and
fragments will be driven on board, which are far more
Jest! uc lin e of life than if the shot had been discharged
with velocity sufficient to cause it to perforate both sides
of the shij). In close actions with heavy guns charges
iiLitv therefore Ik?, with advantage, greatly reduced.
In
fcit-t, the velocities communicated to solid shot by charges
exceeding one-third of their weight are too great to ])rodnce the maximum effect from splinters ; and charges
of ooe*8ixth, fitnn heavy guns, are found quite sufficient, at 600 vards, to drive single and even double
ihot through the tlud^est part of the side of anv ship.
Many other examples might be given here, but the subjwt will 1x2 fully treated iu the section on the i*euetration
of Shot.
foil miantily of

tfisn ImJIb fired firom

;

;

:
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06. The above observatione require, however, to be
modified according to circumstanceB ; their justness depending on the position of the enemy and on the degree
of 8tea£ne8B witn which the firing is carried on during
an action. If no greater force were wanted than that
wliicli is capable of penetrating the side of an enemy's
ship with the (^i^reatest eflfect from splinters, those observations will hold good.
Vessels armed- with the
heavier natures of guns, in dose, steady, broadside
action may certainly use reduced charges, if, as in
attacking an enemy at anchor, the relative positions do
not rapidly change : also, since the velocity of a shot
from a 32-pounder, at close action, with the service
charge, is more than sufficient to penetrate any mast,
we are at liberty to sacrifice some of the superabundant
power, by diminishing the charge, for the purpose of
obtaining an increased effect from the splinters which
may be driven o£f from masts, spars, or any other timBut, while we
ber, as well as firom the ship's sides.
keep this object in view, we snould particularly provide
for the destenction of masts, dismounting of guns, and
mining their carriages, breaking beams, and penetrating into masses of timber in firing obliquely, or at
great distances (see Art. 104), in which cases full
charges are required. Nothing, moreover, can be spared,
in force with any nature of gun up to ihe 12-pounder
with the higher natures, charges of oneinclusive
quarter of the weight of the shot may be occasionally
used with advantage, but in no case for raking or diagonal fire.
97. To increase still fui-tlier the effect from splinters,
hollow shot liave l)een proposed, and these may be used
with great advantage from guns of large calibre. For
whilst, by their magnitude, fractures or apertures of
great extent may be made in the side of an enemy's
ship, their relatively lower momenta, arising from tiie
diminished weight, render them fSur more conducive
to the formation of destructive splinters than solid
But it may be doubted how
balls of equal diameters.
far hollow shot are sutlicient substitutes for solid shot at
great distances; the requisite accuxacy aud certainty
:
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is, the ^preatest power of range with
the least elevaiion, being attainable only by the heavier

of practice, that
projectiles.

It may also be doubted whether or not we are ri^ht
in the general adoption of shell-guns for the bow and
stem armament of steamers, in preference to long and
powerful solid shot guns, poesessuigy in a his/her degree,
power of range, accuracy and penetrating force, in distant firing ; and whether, in the armament of our navy
in genenu, we have not so reduced the numher of guns,
in pr()[)()rtion to the dispLicei)ieiU^ in c()nse(^[uence ot* the
introduction of sliell-guns into the broadside batteries of
some classes of ships (the " Thetis " and " Castor " class
in particular), as to place those vessels in disadvantageous
circomstanceB when opposed to such as, though equal to
them in size, cany a greater number of guns, and which,
consequently, possess a degiee of superiority, from the
power of making a plurality of discharges in a given
time, and from the facility witli which the less unwieldy
gims may he worked relatively with the number of men
forming the crew according to the present establishment. The " Thetis *' and " Castor," the displacements
of which are, respectively, 1528 and 1283 tons, carry
onlv 36 guns (see Art. 249). The
Indefieitigable,"
wiw a displacement of 2043 tons, has onl^ 50 guns.
Our largest frigate, the Vernon," with a displacement
of 2082 tons, airries only 50. Where are our GO-gun
frigates ?
The French had (in 1850) twelve 60- gun
frigates afloat, and five were being built :* they had,
moreover, twenty-five 50's. The number, names, and
ratings of tlie ships and vessels afloat, building, and in
commission, have not been given in L'Etat O&idral de

— L'Androraaqnc

La Belle Poule La Didon La Forte
;
I>aMinorvc; La rerse'v^rante ; La Kenomme'e;
La S^miliante ; ijX'ranie ; La Vengeancu. (See tsoim by Uie author ou
*L*EDqn4te l^lementaire sur la Sitaalion et l*Orguu«itioii det Servioes
Marine Militaire.' Pftris, Jan. 30, 1852.)
de
Orient ; L'KntroLa Victoire, at
FVigates BuihUntf, Janunrf/, 1850.
Se'iniramis, at Jioc/u lle ; La Tallas, at L^Oricnt ;
preuante, at UOriaU ;
La Querri^re, at Brest, The ImroortiUiU and the Melpomene, buth of them
fint-daM fngprtei of 60 guns, bava, imoa, been laid down.
•

Frigates Afloat.

LTnfypendante

U

;

L'Tphifj^nie

;

;

;

;

—
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but, according to a statement in

;

thie French had theu (1852)
and thiii: v-four corvettes. (See Appendix

Ki'^nquete Parlementaire,
fifty-six frigates

We

had then only twenty-six frigates above the
44 guns, and of this cuass only twelve
The
war armament of the United States' frigate " Congress,'*
and eleven others of that class, is upwards of 50 guns
and of the Independence," 60 the peace armanient
The first-class frigates in the
of this sliip is 5-4 guns.
Russian navy carry 60 guns; the second class, upwards
of 50. The Dutch have their 60-gun f rigates, though
In the Turkish navy
in peace they carry only 50.
In the French
there are ten of from 54 to 64 guns.
service, the mzies carry 58.* Our ** Warspite,*' reduced
from a 76, originally with a displacement of 2490 tons,
but lighter now, at the load-line, by 2 feet 4i inclics,
C.)

class of

!

;

;

loG tons, carries only 50 guns.
Tlie
"Arrogant," with a displacement of 1872 tons, far from
retaining the full gunnery power due to that tonnage, is
reduced to 46 guns.^

equivalent to

98. II.

TTie effects

of Heaoy and

—

Compound Shot

in

^To gain an increase of
increadnff the Force of Impact.
penetrating power, or to augment the force of the blows
with which shots strike, balls made of heavv material

may

be used with advantage.

A

shell, filled

with lead,

blow than an iron shot of the
same diameter, discharged with an equal quantity (A
powder; for the penetrating power, which (Art. 79)
varies with the product of tlie densitv and the square
of the velocity of the bodv, will, in tiiis case, be proportional to the weight of shot. The former may also
be made to range farther than the iron hall, from
being better able to overcome the resistance of the air,
will produce a greater

and, consequently (see Art. 60), retaining longer the
velocity communicated by a greater chaige

Buperior
*

a

An accurate

account of the armament of foreign navies wUl be given on

riitnre occasion.

* The whole subject of the unuauieut of the British
coneiderad on a future oocaaion.

Navy

will be fully

^ kju,^
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of powder*
From tliis an increase of accuracy also
results, because the same range may be produced with
less elevation ; and accuracy is gained as elevation is
reduced.
From experiments made in France it was found that
a shell filled with sand, and weighing about 46 lbs.,
being projected with a charge of 9 lbs. from an 8-inch
Paixhaiis gun, witli an initial velocity of 1200 feet ])cr
ranged twice as
second, and at an elevation eciuiil to
far as a shell filled with lead weighing 75 lbs. when
projected with a charge of 7 lbs., tlie initial velocity
bein^ 840. But, at an elevation of 3°, the ranges were
nearly^ equal ; and at 6° (the weights and charges being
as before) the range of the shell filled with lead surpassed that of the other, amounting to 1800 yards,
while the range of the shell filled with sand was only
1400 yards.
This proves that great initial velocity
is not alone essential to the power of range, but that
much depends upon the weight, or inertia, of tlie shot,
by which the velocity of projection is longer retained.
shall revert to this subject in treatii^ of hollow

We

shot.

99.

Heavy,

or, as

they

may be called, compound shot,

may be used with

great advantage against vessels, such
as w^e are told Imve been constnicted for floating batteries, with sides so thick as to be proof against tlie
known penetration of ordinary shot for l)alls made of
heavier matter (strong sliells run full of lead) will penetrate farther, and be more formidable in every way.
If
the sides of these vessels be made of solid masses of
timber, then red-hot solid shot should be used ; and if
they lodge, the effect will be rendered the more certain
but as the furnaces for heating shot on board of shipscannot sup|)ly as many balls as may- be discharged, cold
shot must also be used.
The eftect of these will be
more or less formidable, in proportion to their powders
of penetration and their momenta, both of which will be
;

•

"

The

like is evidently true in

comparing the

clfccts of solid

and hollow

shut.
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heavy shot than with sohd

iron balls.

The weight of a 56-poimder

shell, having its cavity
65.443 lbs. for the whole diamet^
being 7.475 inches, and the thickness of the metal onesixth of the diameter, the weight of the shell itself is
38.827 lbs., while the weight of the solid ball of lead
which occii})it's the cavity is 26.610 lbs. Now (Art.
68) the velocities of balls of equal diameter, but different
weights, and disci lar^^^ed with equal quantities of powder, being inversely as the square roots of the weights,
the velocity of a homogeneous 56>pounder shot will be
to that of the shell when filled with lead, as V65.443 to
V56 ; so that, the velocity of the solid shot with a
charge of 14 lbs. being by computation 1596 feet per
second, the velocity of the shell filled with lead, with
the siime charge, would be 1476 feet per second.
But
the velocities of balls of equal weiglits being directly as
the square roots of the charges, or tlie charges being as
the squares of the velocities ; if we increase the charge
from 14 lbs. in the ratio of the squares of those numbers,
we get 16.36 lbs. for the charge, which will render the
velocity of the shell filled with leiMl eq^ual to that of the
homogeneous 56-pounder shot This is a simple way of
increasing the weight of metal, as it is popularly called
and on particular occasions it may be used with considerable advantage.
In Table IV. (Appendix D.) there will be seen the
results of experiments made at Deal in 1839 to determine
the ranges of homogeneous shot and of shells filled with
lead fi^m a 56-pounder gun whose dimensions are
From these it appears that with charges of
given.
17 lbs., at an elevation of 15% the first graze of a solid
filled witli lead, is

;

;

shot

was 4001 yards, and

at

an elevation of

35^, ;>2()0

yards while, at the former elevation, the first graze of
a shell filled with lead was 4029 yards, and at the latter
;

elevation 5600 yards.^
At the siege of Tatliz the French n>m\ shells tilled with lead, which, discharged with a velocity of about 2000 feet {ycr second from howitzers (one of
whun is now plaoed as a miKtary trophy in St. James** FM), rangBd to U»
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In chasing, or in flighty heavy oompoimd ehoty fired
from long guns with charges increased
the proportion
just shown, will increase uie power of range, and conse^
quently the chance of canying away a mast or a spar,
at a very considerable distance.* For snch special purposes as these, it may, therefore, be exptulit'iit to ])rovide
a few compound sliot, witli directions how to use, and

m

injunctions to economize them.
100. Oblong shot, of a cylindrical form and terminating at each end in a hemisphere, may be used occadonally either against ships or in breaching batteries
by land. The great uncertainty of such shot, however,
firom irregularities in their flight, would not, at great
distances, be compensated by the advantages contemplated ; but they might sometimes be used at moderate
distances with ^eat effect, particularly by vessels carrying only 9 or 12-pounder guns; for the weight of
metal may thus be increased so much as to be capable
of carrving away a mast, which a round shot, discharged
from the same gun with equal velocity, could not bnng
down ; and the oblong shot would maike lar^e irregular
fractures in the side
an enemy's ship which it would
be very difficult to plug up.
The windage of oblong shot sliould not be greater
than .14 of an incli (the windage of a carronade), so
that, in fact, a 12-pounder gun discharging a solid of
iron of 24 lb. weight (which its oblong shot might be),
with a charge of 4 lb., would be capable of producing as
great an enect as a 24-pounder carronade ; and if the
'oblong shot were to stnke with its larger dimensions,
the effect would be much greater. Oblong shot should
For a 12be cylindrical, with hemispherical ends.

m

pounder, a shot of the shape above indicated, and exactly
distance of three miles. Greater ranges than this have been obt&ined with
shells in exf>eriment8 reoently (1862) ouried on at Bboebury
in Ibis
country. So€ Art. 188.
'
very distiuguisUed naval commander mentioned to the author thai he
knew a penon who had served In an Ameitoan priTateer whioh, having heen
out of snot, and being unable to prooofe a aapply of iron balls, used leaden
This penon alwayi mentioned with great lurpriee the
shot as snbstitntcR.
superior effect of leadeu balls.

Hub

A
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equal to the weight of two 12-poiinder balls, should be
2.935 inches long in the cylindriail part, and the total
length 7,338 inches. In cuxie action the chance of hit^
ting with separate balls is so great, that two round shot
should then l>e preferred to a single oblong projectile
but when the distance is such, compared with the mag^
nitude of the object fired at, that nt>m the divergence
of the ballsy both cannot hit, it may frequently prove
advantageous to increase the weight of metal witn the
smaller nature of guns in the manner proposed.
The proposition for using oblong shot is not new.
Some very extensive experiment's were made at liandgunrd Fort, in 1776, to ascertain the conq^arative ranges
and accuracy of long and round shot with 42, 24, 18,
and 12 pounders. It is not intended to notice the trials
made with the three higher natures of ordnance, because
it is not necessary to increase the momenta of their balls
for any naval service, but some of the experiments
made with the 12-pounder are given in the following

Table :—

Halnra«f8hol.

IbiL

oc.

5

11

5
6

24

lbs.

Round

•

•

•

Lon<4

•

•

.

Round

.

.

Long
Round
Long

•

•

•

•

•

11

8
3
9
3
10

•

•

•

23

8

•

RmoO.

of

jflnlOiMa.

ShoL

P0Wd«T.

11
£4

5

^

Inch.

4.4
4.3
4.4
4.24

4 4

la.

r.B.
r.B.
1"

6'
6*

4
7
4
6

5
4
4
o

4

5

6

0

Ydi.

33i"»

818
774
1,789
1«879

1

The weight of the oblong shot was more ihan double
that of the ball, but the windage of the former was
about one-tenth of an inch less. The ranpfes with the
ohlong shot were, of course, cnnsidoraMy less than with
the halls; hut it docs not appear from these ti'ials that
tlic variations, or errors, were greater than they are
with round shot; and it follows that, within the limit
of elevation in tlie Table, we may, on suitable (XH^u^ionH,
safely adopt a practice which would increase^ the eflfect
Oblong shot would occasion
in a consiaerable degree.
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great ravapccs in the revetment-wall of a fortress, and
be more likely than round shot, by the great shake they
would occasion, to briu^ it down after iiiQ part intended
to be breached is disnnited from the adjoining parts by
round shot fired with full charges. There can be little
jdonbty also, that oblong shot are far preferable, in naval
warfare, to barnshot.
If an oblong shot, tw^ice the weight of a round shot
of equal diameter, be fired with the same charge, the
velocity of the former will be less than that of the latter
in proportion as the square root of the w^eight is greater.
That is, the weights being as 2 to 1, the velocities will
But the e£fect of impact, measured by
be as 1 to ^2.
the volume of penetration, being as the weight of tlie
shot and the square of its velocity (Art. 79, Note), it
follows that, with equal charges, the effect of the oblong
sliot will be just eq^ual to that of a round shot of half its
weight.

m

Employment of Double and Triple Shot
101. IIL
Firing^ The reason which has been given for the occasional use of oblong shot leads to a consideration of the
pi^ce of firing two or moro balls at once from the
same gun, and it is here intended briefly to notice iter
defects as well as the case in which it may be advantageous.
It must be observed, first, that wlien two equal, or
unequal, shot are projected at one time, they issue from
the gun with different velocities which ma^ be determine by the theory of the collision of bodies. Thus,
the velocity communicated by the expansive force of
powder to a single shot ecfual to eilher of the two if these
are equal, or to that which is nearest to the charge if
not so, being determined, sn})pose by the second formula
in Art. 08 (the denominator under tlie radical sign
being the weight of that shot), let that velocity bo
then, e representing the force of
represented by
elasticity, which from the results of some experiments
may be expressed by the fi action |, if t; represent the
required initial velocily of the shot nearest the charge

—

V

;
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;

also, if
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w and w

the weights of those shot respectively,

we

represent
have, by

dynamics,

When

the two shot are equal to one another, theee
formulae become

•-|-(1-0V
or

and

r'=y(l4-0V,

^''"q"^'

•"'^^

Now the velocity of a shot from a 32-pounder medium
gun, whose length is 9 feet and weight 50 cwt., with a
charge of 8 lbs., is, by computation, equal to 1693 feet
while with two balls
per second fwindage= 0.198)
and an equal charge the veloGitieB would be 753 feet
and 941 roet. The greatest of these velocities would,
therefore (since the velocities are as the square roots of
the charges), be the same as that of a shot propelled
But the pomtJalank
singly by only 2 J lbs. of powder.
range of a 32-pounder gun, with a charge of 2i lbs.,
would be less than 300 yards, while, with a charge of
8 lbs., it is 610 yards thus, with the former charge and
a single shot, or with the latter charge and two shot,
there would be required an elevation exceeding one
degree to obtain ranges equal to the poinlrblank range
produced in a single shot by a charge of Slbs. In using
two si lot, therefore, tliere is a loss of accuracy, not only
arising from the divergence of the balls, but also from
This should
the greater elevation which is required.
deter us from adopting such practice, excepting at cloee
quarters, when it is scarcely possible to miss ; and never
with carronades after one breediing (for they should
alwavs have two) is broken ; nor, as in fighting
weather side, when the inclination is much in the oiieo;

;

tion of the recoil.
102. In practice with two shot there are some other
causes of irregularity, which it is proper here to point
out, that will fui'ther show how little it can be depended
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upon, excepting in close action. Besides a difference of
range, frequently amounting to above a hundred yards,
there is also a lateral divergence, which, in firing at
ships, at long ranges, or at any objects whose man^nituiles are not snfficient to subtend the divergence of the
balls, incurs a considerable risk of missing entirely, and
a certainty of not hitting with both.
If the balls touch
each other on quitting tlie gun, which very frequently
happens, some deviation must arise, according to the
nature of the collision. If it be direct, one ball will be
accelerated, and the other retarded by the blow.
But
this will rarely happen— it is more likely that the blow
will be obUque ; nom which both balls wiU diver^,
very considerably, in directions compounded of the
projectile velocity, and the force and direction of the
collision.

In firing two

shot, another cause of deviation, still
destructive of accuracy, is operating during the
passage of the balls along the bore particularly when
the windage is great.
The shot nearest to the charge
impelling the other, will evidently be forced to one side

more

;

of the cylinder, as at A, pressing the outward ball to
the other side, B, of the bore.
From this it is manifest
that the outward ball
must
fig,,
receive an oblique impetus on its
denarture from the muzzle,
5, which
will disturb, from reaction,
on, the
) (Jf
)
direction of the other. This de»
viating cause may eiiher operate
in a lateral or in a vertical direction : in the former

B

^^^^^^^

^

case it will affect the line, in the latter aise tlie elevation
of the shot's departure, and consequently tlie length of
range or the error may exist in both directions.*
103. It has been found, from experiments on board
the " Excellent " (1847), that, in firing triple shot with
three times the elevation required for a single shot, the
;

It is said to Ix) a rule in the naval service of the United States not to fire
double shot, even at 400 yards, from f^uns of less calibre than 32-i)oundera
(Ward, p. 82) ; and never with 32-ix)uader8 under 46 cwt. (Bureau of Ordnance, 1845).
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balls took very good directions, but one frll latlirr short
of the mark, and the otliers over or beyond, and that
The "jrun
tlie carriage did not a}i]>ear to be distressed.
used in tiring the three sliot was a .j2-jK)undt'r,
feet
6 inches long, and weighing 56 cwt. ; the charge was
6 lbs. It would probably be unsafe to fire three sbot

from a 32-pounder9 weigoing but 50 cwt., even though
ihe charge were reduced to 5 lbs. ; and if the chaige
were less than 5 lbs. the penetrating effect of the three
shot would be uncertain, at least beyond 50 yards. It
has been observed that, on running alongside of an
enemy, the first broadside mi^lit l)c ^iveii with tiiple
shot; and it is siij)pose(r that triple shot mi«rl>t an.swer
the purjH)se ag-ainst flotillas of gun-boats ut distauceti
not exceeding];' 100 or r)00 yards.
104. After a few lirings from the same gun a certain
diminution of the charge becomes necessary ; for, tlie
ffun being already heated, the powder on bemg intit>duced ignites more completely than at the commence*
ment of the firing, ana thus its expansive force is
increased: hence considerahle provision of reduced
charges among the quantity of filled ammunition should

always be made

;

it

would even

Ik;

convenient

if

some

projxntions l)etween the nund>ers of tlie full
and of the reduced charges, to In? used with single and
with double shot, were made and adliered to.
In tlie
United States' service there are used two reductions of
tlie full chaige, or three charges in all, viz., ird, jth, and
ith of the weiglit of the shot, and the cartridges of all
three are painted with diflTerent colours. In the Freiicl!
service, ot the total of filled ammunition, Aths are full
chai^g^ t^ths are charges first reduced, and the remainder
are still further reduceo. Care should, however, be taken
that die diminished charges are not rendered too low,
since the penetratin;^^ force may, at the same time, Ik? fo
far mluced as to render the sh(»t incapable of ]H»rforating
a side of an enemy's ship.
This circninstance occurred
in the action betwi'cn the Shannon and the Chesa]>eake,
on the termination of which some shot from each of tlie
ships were ibund sticking iu a side of the other,
la
reiiTuIated
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this case either the charges were too much reduced, or
the weight of metal projected was too great. Had these
shot perforated the side which they struck, the most
serious conseouences might have ensued.
105. In au naval actions the essential point is to
ensure penetrating force sufficient to drive the projectiles through, or, at least, into the opponent's ship,
whatever may be her position. Tliis point appears to
have been somewhat lost si<^ljt of on suvural oeeasions
durinp^ the late war
and it may be feared that, in earrj'ing 80 for as is proposed the use of hollow shot and a
plurality of projectiles, the momentum will be too mueh
dimimshedy paii:icularly in the employment of shellguns.
Naval actions are subject to such sudden and
unforeseen mutations in the positions of the contending
ships, and are liable to such great alterations in the distances of the ships, that until the affiedr becomes close
and the struggle is near its termination, no two rounds
can well be fired exactly imder the same circumstances.
An .affair wliicli liad commenced in parallel order and
in direct broadside battle, at well-ascertained distance,
may speedily change, altogether, its circumstances and
aspects.
The enemy may be suddenly brought into a
position in which he is exposed to oblique, diagonal,
or raking fire ; and for this an experienced commander
should always be prepared. In every case he should
ensure the penetration of his projectiles into and through
the whole dimension of the enemy's ship, however she
may be struck. Accordingly, he must not carry too far
the theory that the greatest ravines which can be produced by a projectile on the object which it strikes is
when the stnking velocity is just sufficient to penetrate
a stationary body, because if this be too strictly followed
in direct action, there would be no perforation at all in
the event of the enemy being struck obliquely.
It is
not possible to foresee, it would not l)e prudent to j»re;

scribe,

what

particular descriptions of ])rojectiles or

what

may be

required to take proper advantage of different positions ; but it has often happened
that penetrating force has been improperly sacrificed to
particular charges

o
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the practice of double or triple shotting ; and thus
when, by superior skill, the antagonist's ship has been
suddenly brought to a position in wliich it is exjx)sed to
a diagonal or a raking fire, the penetrating foroe haa
not been sufficient to perforate it, or otherwise do upon
it effectual execution.
Seamen are prone to overload
their guns with shot in close action ; and many instances
of this may be found in descriptions of naval enfrag-ements wliieli might have terniiiiated differently liad the
projectiles, which c)nly stuck in the side, gone through
This pi-actice accounts, in some degree, as
the ship.
Captain Simmons observes in bis Ideas as to the Effect
of Heavy Ordnance^ &cj (page 69), for the comparatively little damage done to the hulls of line-of-battla
ships in general actions.
106. In the action between the Ohesapeake and the
Shannon, iron bolts, as well as chain and bar shot, were
found sticking in without penetrating tlie side of the
latter, and it is remarkable that there was found sticking
in the Chesapeake a pump-bolt which had been fired
from the Shannon, no dount without autliority. Five
18-pounder round shot struck without penetrating into
the Ohesapeake ; but all the 32 lb. shot (carronades)
that strucK perforated the sides; none of these last
struck the masts high up, and only one the bowsprit
but some 18-pounder round shot struck the mast.s 20
and 25 feet above the decks, So far it appeal^ that the
carronades were, ])robably in part owing to their small
windage, truer than the 18-pounder guns.
The report from which these facts were taken was
made by the carpenter of the Shannon, by order of
Lientenanty now Rear-Admiral Wallis, an officer of the
highest distinction and merit, who served on board the
Shannon during the action. The effect of the shot on
^

these ships, with respect to penetration, aff(^rds many
practical deductions, and will accordingly l>e
given in full on a future occasion.
useful

107. Double shotting nifiy be used with all 32pounder guns above those of 32 cwt., at distances not
exceeding 400 or 500 yards, but the most efficient prao-
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with two shot is at 300 yards; the 32-pounderR of
32 cwt. and 25 cwt. sliould not, however, be so used
beyond 200 or 250 yards. Shell-^ms of 05 and GO
cwt. cannot use double shot beyond 200 yards and at
that distance they can only use hollow shot, with a
tice

;

charp^e of 5 lbs.

With charges of 0 lbs. for the 32-poiinder8 of 56 cwt.
and 50 cwt. ; of 5 Ibe. for those of 45 cwt. and 42 cwt.
4 lbs. for those of 32 cwt.» and 3 lbs. for those of 25 cwt.,
the gons recoiled with a considerable degree of vio*
the charges, therefore, have been reduced to 5, 4,
and 2^ lbs. respectively. With these charges the recoil
was found to be easy tlie guns may be fired throughout
an action without injury to their tiickhng, or to tlic ringbolti^, and at 400 yards the i)enetration is snfHcient.
With double loadings of round-shot and grape, when
the shot is put in iirst, the projectiles range more
together than when the reverse process is used
such
loading reqnires, however, more elevation to be given
to the gun than when single shot are used, on account
of the grai)e-flhot impeding the flight of the other.
double load of gmpe from the same gun ranges
tolerably well together for 300 yards.
With a double
load of case-shot, even with lialf a degree more elevation

lence

;

3,

;

;

A

than wlien a single load is used, a great many halls will
not range above 100 yards to the first graze within
this extent they lose much of their velocity, and few
reach an object at 200 yards.
32-pounder gun of 56, or of 50 cwt., double
shotted with charges of 6 lbs., requires, at 400 yards,
of elevation ; at 300 yards 1°, and at 200 yards half
a d^ree ; and, in general, half a degree inust be added
with any double loading, to the elevation required with
;

A

W

sii^le shot
1

For round and grape, at 400 vards, there is required
of elevation, and at 200 yards half a degree. These

range well together at a target, but they
a greater distance than 150 yards,
on account of their dispersion, and the ditVerences of
projectiles

sliould not be used at

their striking velocities

and penetrating

forces.

a 2
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With single grape (a plurality of projectiles) at 400
yards, the elevation reciuired is 1°, a full charge of
powder being used. With double grape, at 400 yards,
and the reduced cliarge, the elevation required is 3^"*
at that distance double grape scatters so much as to

make very bad

practice.

108. lliere is some difference, particularly with heavy
guns,
the times required for loading with single and
and when vessels are engaged so
with double shot
when, conclosely as to be within double shot action
secpiently, the most rapid firing should take pia( e. it is
evidently of the utmost importance to reduce as much
Other things Inking
as possible the time of loading.
equal, a ship which can, in the shoitest time, give a
second broadside, will liave a great advantage over lier
opponent; and, in order to effect this, it is recommended
to nave ready a few rounds of double shot sewed up in
thin canvas, with a little oakum between the shot, and
the whole secured by a line passed round between them,
no wadding being used.

m

;

;

•

—

The etfWts of \V'ui<]ti(jr on Correct Kiring
109. IV.
and on tlte Vtlocity of Shot. Wimlage is the diften'nee
between the diameter of the shot and the ealiluc of the
piece of ordnance; and its amount ior the diti'ereiit
natures of ordnance is given in Table
11., Appen*
dix D.
From ex|>eriments which have been made on this im|)ortant subject it appears that very great differences
the initial velocities of shot arise from very small
differences in the windage that, with the degree of
Avindage formerly establisbeil in the British service, no
less than between one-third ami one-l'ourth of tlie force
of the po\\<ler was lost; and that, as balls are often
less than the regulated si/e, it frequently happened that
lialf the force of the powder was lost by uimeccishary

XV

m

:

windag(\
110. In the account of the Artillery Practice carried
GJavre, iK twecn the years 1830 and 1840, there is

on at

given a method of determining by experiment, approz*
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imatively, and from an empirical formula, the effect of
windage on the initial velocity of shot. The snhstance
of the method ixS given in the sul)joined note, in which
the weights and dimensions are expressed in English
denominations.*
From this it mav be shown that a
windage equal to 0.0512 inch reduces the initial velocity
in the ratio of 1.14157 to 1, and a windage equal to
0.3189 inch reduces it in the ratio of 1.6377 to 1 ; com-

parison being made, in both cases, with a velocity resulting from the windage being zero.
111. From suhsequent experiments at L'Orientwith
the 30-pounder long gun, it appeared that the loss of
Telocity on account of windage was independent of the
weight of the projectile, and was proportional to the
lunaric area between a great circle ot the shot and a
transverse section of the bore.
Now 11 being the semi-

diameter of the hore, and r that of the shot,

—

will

express the ratio between the lunaric area and the area

* Id the experiments, spherical iron balls of two difleretit diamctcr8, but of
veif:hts all accurately equal, were projected from the same piece of ordnance
(30 pounder, French, long gun), each 1>aII, of both natures, with two difi'erent

chaiges of powder. The dkmetmr of the smaller hall was 6.1784 inches, and
of the lari^er 0.4415 inches ; the diameter of the bore was 6.4923 indies
consequently the windage of the smaller l>all was 0.3189 inch, and of the
The axis of the guu was horizontal, and the initial
larger 0.05i2 inch.
velocities of the halls, oompnted from the measitred ranges, wers as follow :
With a charge eqnal to lOlb. 13.4 o/.., the mean velocity of the smaller, in
With a chan^'e eqtml to
feet per second, was lOGO, and of the lanjer 1588.

5 lb. 6.5 oz., the mean
1263 ftei.

Kow, with eqmd

velocity of the smaller

was d32

feet,

and of the

charges and equal weights of shot, the

on the windage, which

may

be represented ^7

»

larger

Tdodty depends

which a = the diameter

V

Then, if
denote the initial
of the shot, and A the dianifter of the l)ore.
velocity on the suitpositiou that the windage is zero, and
any one of the
above computed initial velocities, we shonldf have the values of V on suhstiin the empirical equation
tating, suoossatvely, the above values of

V

V

r=v[.-(.-|l)^].
When
and

the charge

for the larger

smaller ball ib2d

is 10
1720

lb.

we (i1 tain for the sinaller ball 1732 feet,
when the cliarge is 5 lb. 6.5 OS., for the
the larger 1511) feet.

13.4 oz.

feet.

feet,. and for

Also,
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windage may

K being a constant which depends on the charge.
The following is a table of the valnes of
pouiider gun, with different charges :

Qutfge.

Vb*.

•

Kfor

K for

SolUSbot,
weighing
Xi Ibe.

Hollow Shot,

K for the

30

wi-igblng
23 IbA. 130K.

ox.

2

3

813.4

891.5

5

8

789.7

881.9

11

0

G&&.3

710.6

Major MorJecai found, liowever, that the above formula does not give results in accordance with his ex|3©riments at AVashington and he agrees with Dr. Hutton
in considering that the loss of velocity by windage is
;

l^roportional to the linear value of the windage, or to
the difference between the diameters of the bore and
shot.
(See Art. 67, and the Note.) He also found that,
with a given windage and corresp)nding charges, the
loss of velocity decreased as the cahbre of the piece was

increased.

In some experiments which were made in Sweden in
1846, with cyiindro-conoidal shot project^^d from a rifled
gon, the loss of velocity occasioned by windage was, in
party avoided by pasting paper round the e£ot.
The
initial velocities of balls strapped to sabots are rather
greater than those of balls without sabots, probably because the force of the charge is increased in consequence
of the escape of the gaseous fluid, by the windage, being
in a great measure prevented.
112. The prejudicial effect which great windage has
upon accuracy arises from the reflections of the ball in
passing along the bore. These will manifestly be greater
in proportion as the difference between the diameter of
the shot and the calibre of the gun ingreases.
From
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these reflections a shot acquires a sort of zig-zag motion,
and does not generally quit tlie cylinder in the diret tiou
of its axis.
If the last bound be upon the lower part of
the bore, the angle of the shot's departure will be increased
if above, diminished: these affect the length
of range. If the last retiection be on either side, right
or IdLtf of the bore, the direction will be altered ; and in
every case the friction arising firom these mbs will give
the ball an irregular whirling motion, productiYe of inequalities in the resistance of the air, unless the rotation
be at right aneles to the direction of the projectile's
;

A

flight.

high degree of windage

may nave been

when guns were

imperfectly bored, and shot
incorrectly cast but proofs of the accuracy of both are
now so rigid, that no allowance need be made for any
errors of construction.*
113. It is well known that the diameter of the shot
is the datum from which the quantity of windage and
the calibre of tlie gun were originally determined. Thus
the diameter of the shot was supposed to be divided into
20 parts one of these was allowed for windage, and
the calibre of the gun made equal to the sum of that
diameter and windage. Thus the diameter of a 24 lb.
shot being 5.547 in., A of it, or .277, was allowed for
windage, and 5.547
.277
5.824 in., was the calibre
of the gun.
This degree of windage was exclusively observed, till
the proprietors of the C'arron Company, availing themselves of the discoveries made in the ballistic experi-

necessary

;

—

+

=

* The stAtemento contained in the five articles succeeding that to which
this note bekmii^ ooDcenung Uie defects and inamvenicnccs arising from the
great and anomalous windages formerly allowed in the Britisli firtillery,
in
1817 to the afipointment of a select committee at Woolwich for tlie iir] oso of
taking the subject of windage into consideration (see Art, 117), and the result
was
adoption of a lower and nxire onfform windage for both services ; but,
as something in this respect remains to be done, the author has retained the
whole of the articles on windage which were given in the former editions of
[

we

this work, partly because those articles serve in some degree to show, historimade in oorrseting the evil, and partly heeanse they may
be nseful in pointing out the importance of giving the most scrupulous attention to acciuiMjy in boring guns as well as in the formation and preservation

eally, the progress

of the shut.
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ments in favour of ruduccd Avindafre, determined to
apply tlie principle in tlie const met ion of their carronades; but as no alteration was made iu the windage
for ^tms (which should have been done hy increasing
the diameter of the shot), the Garron Company lessened
ihe calibres of their new ordnance, to acunit ordinary
fibot with reduced windage, by which great confusion
and complications arose in the windage, not only of shot
but of shells also. The shells lor guns were of the same
diameter as the shot, but carronade shells were smaller
by about .1 of an inch. Now if carronades admit ordinary shot, there can be no reason why their shells should
that is, there can be no reason why the
be smaller
winda^ should be greater for a shell than for a shot
This indeed is practically admitted by the windage
allowed for mortars and howitzers, which is only .15 of
an inch for all natures, excepting tlie 4^ inch, which is
The considerations which should Ix? provided
.2 inch.
for in deteni lining the degree of windage are, Istly, the
expansion of shot by a wliite heat 2ndly, the incrustation of a little rust ; 3rdly, the foulness of the cylinder
in continued firing ; and 4thly, the thickness of the tin
straps for wooden bottoms114. The degree of expanaon of shot by white heat
is found to be about
of the diameter of the shot for a
for a lO-pounder; and b« for a C-pounder.
24-pounder;
I'he French allow 1 line 6 parts for tlie windage of
heavy or siege ordnance, and 1 line for field ordnance*
The former, reduced to English measure, is .133 of an
inch, and the latter about .088, which are not much
more than one-third of ours.
The calibre of a French 24-pounder is 6 inches, 7.625
lines, and the windage (=1.5 lines) or about ii of the
calibre of the gun.
The ailibre of a French 8-pounder is 3 inches 11
lines, or 47 lines ; and the windage is one line, or ^ of
the calibre of the ffun.
If then the windage must be proportioned to the shot
or gun, it may safely be decreased to ^, or at most to ^
of the calibre* These degrees of windage, and the
;

—

;
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corresponding diameters of

lowing table

balls,

in the sevcntli

;

sent degree of windage

is

shown

are

89
in the fol-

column of which the pre-

show the

inserted to

diflerences.

-

1

1

11

IDIUIkc

of

of

Gnu.

Qmu

Caiibn.

Pn.

in.

Id.

42
32
24
18
12
9
U

4
3
1

1

Diameter
of Shot

Diameter
11

inilage

of

7.018
G.41

.183

5.823
6.292
4.623
4.200
3.UG8
3.204
3.013
2.019

.151
.132
.12
.105
.092
.086
.058

.2

ii

GiiUbiv.

in.

in.

6.818
6.227
6.6o7
6.141
4.491
4.08
3.563
3.112
2.927
1.961

.175
.KJ
.145
.132
.115
.105
.092
.08
.075

.05

of !>hot
a of

Present
Windat^p
1^ of Shot's

Cdibra.

viamater.

in.

in.

6.843
6.250
5.678
5.16
4.606
4.095
3.576
3.124
2.938
1.969

.88
.30
.27
.25
.22
.20
.17
.15
.14
.09

115. But it uiav be re])eat('d, why should the difference l»ct\veen tlje diameters of the ball and cylinder,
which may be neccssiiry to penuit the shot to enter
freely, vary with dili'erent cylinders ?
The impediments
to it^ entrance bear no relation to the magnitude of the
cylinder or ball, excepting the expansion of the latter by
heat; and that, in the largest balls, is only, on an
average, ^ of the cahbre, or ^ of the proposed windage A.
The windage of carronades recognises this reasoning;
for it is fixed at .15 of an inch for the three higher
natures, viz. for 68, 42, and 32-pounder8 ; .14 is allowed
for 24-pounder8; .12 for 18 and 12-pounders; and .15
is the allowance for the windage of aU the higher natures

of mortars and liowitzers.
Suj)pose the windage of a 24-j)o\mder carronade (.14
of an inch) were adopted for all the higher natures of
ordnance ; this in the 24-pounders would be i of the
calibre ; but the Freneli allowance (whichy as we have
seen, does not vary with the nature of the gun) is only
A of the calibre in the 24-pounders. Now no degree of
foulness from quick firing, and no coating of rust that
should be suffered to remain^ or can well remain on a
shot, is equal to .07 (about x\) of an inch, which a
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windage of .14 would allow. If^ therefore, we adopt .14
for the winda^ of heavy guns, we proceed upon a certainty in the improvement but, pernapa, ,13 of an inch
is windage suflSdent for all natures of^guns and carronadesy from the 68-pounder carronade to the 12-pounder
indusive and downwards from the 9-pounder gun in;

;

clusive, .1 or .11

tions

may

be recoiamendea.

which these degrees of windage hear

of the

gun

are

shown

The proporto the calibre

in the Table below.

GUilm

Propoaed

(Mmosa.

(Mmdm.

WiiMkfe.

Pr«.

tn.

In.

Proportion
of]

toOUtbnor
OVD.

42
82

7.018
6.41
5.823

24
18

5.21>2

12

4.023
4.2
3.668
3.204
3.013
2.019

0
6
4
3
1

.13
.18
.13
.13
.13
.1
.1

it

.1

.1

.1

This iinpoi-tant reform would admit of a considerable
saving of powder for those velocities which at present
require charges of ^ the weight of the shot, might be
produced with smaller quantities of powder. We should
also have greater accuiaqr in piactioe, and consequently
greater effect; but a series of experiments should be
;

made, before this

scale is altered, to ascertain whether
shot of the proposed magnitude will roll fireely home,
repeating these trials with a great many new shot, and
Also trials should be made with
in a great many guns.
tlie new shot heated to white lieat, and with cold shot
under the various circumstances of foulness from quick
firing, and the incrustations of rust.
116. But whether a new scale of windage be adopted
or not, it is important that shot be protected as mu<m as
possible from those vicissitudes, and from that treatment,
which are continually operating to diminish their size,
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Every

pos-

should be used to keep shot
fruui rust by painting or greasing them, and to keep
them as dry as possil)le jK'i haps some better way of
storing tliem might be found than throwing them promiscuously into the shot-lockers. When shot are cleaned,
the rust should be care&Uy rubbed off, and not beaten off
with hammers. This mode of cleaning shot, as practised in the arsenals, should be strictly prohibited ; and
also the more destructiye method of putting a number
of rusty balls into a rotatory machine, in whidi lliey
are literally ground to very reduced magnitudes, and
the windage prodigiously increased.
It is useless to
consider the effect.s produced by a minute regulation of
windage so long as such practices continue. These precautions should be strictly observed, for if the degree of
8il)Ic'

])n'(.aution, therefore,

—

windage demand

rigid

and nice

restriction, it is

no

less

important to secure it from increasing, and this can only
be done by carefully protecting the shot £rom all destructive agents and operations.
117. The preceding remarks (Arts. 111-116) on
windage, having been brought under the consideration
of the Master-General of mb Ordnance in 1817, his
Lordship referred the paper to the consideration of a
select committee of artillery officers, who stated in their
Report that " they were very desirous that experiments
should be made w^ith a view to ascertain to what extent
the benefits which the author of this work had anticipated could be realised."
The connnittee, therefore,
proposed to the Master-General to be permitted to make
a course of experiments on this subject, commencing
with field artillery, and for that purpose recommended
that a proportion of shot of various increased magnitudes should be provided. These measures having been
approved, a course of experiments, founded upon the
suggestions communicated by the author, was instituted
accordingly.
After repeated trials with a 6-pounder, a 9-pounder,
and a 12-pounder, at 300, 600, and 1200 yards, it was
proved, "tliat, with charges of powder one-sixth less
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than usual, the larger shot, and smaller windage, produced rather the longest range."
Becourae was also had to the ballistic pendulum, to
discover the proportional excess of momentum of the
larger balls over the smaller; and the result, after a
very sjitisfactory course of experiiut-iits, assisted bv the
scientific research and well-known matheniatieal ahihties
of Dr. Gregory of the Royal Mihtaiy Academy, corroborated the trials by rangesi leaving no doubt of their
accuracy*

In consequence of these trials the Committee fixed
the quantity of windage for field guns at one-tenth of
an inch, the same as had been suggested by the author.
(See the Table, Art. 115.)

Now

it

is

clear tliat this

improvement may either be

applied to save one-sixth part of tlie quantity of jMjwder
provided for field-service, without diminishing the power
of range, and consequently to economise, without detriment, the means of transport of anmiimition; or the
alteration may be applied to produce longer ranges, if
this be preferred to the economical consideration.
This
preference has, very properly, been given, and the estarblished charges adhered to accordingly.
118.
great collateral advantage has followed from
It was at first apj)rehended
this correction of windage.
that the increased elTects arising from the additional
weight of shot and diminished windage would injure
With the rebrass guns ; but it is quite the reverse.
duced quantum of windage ffuns are much less injured,
and will last much longer uian formerly ; and tms has
been so well ascertained that, in consequence of this
correction, it is now proposed to al>andon the wooden
bottoms to which shot were fixed for the purpose of
saving the cylinder, substituting for them the paper cap
taken oft' the end of the cartridge. This being put over
the ball is quite sufficient to keep it from rolling or
shifting; whilst, b^ supporting or fixing it thus, the
centre of the ball coinciaes with the axis of the cylinder,
and the space for windage is reduced to a complete annulus, which admits of the percussion from the charge

A
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being equally received, and which prevents, or very

much

which tlie
on the lower

reduces, that injin v, or indentation,

cyhnder receives wlien the

hall touches

it

part only; for when the space for windage is all ahove,
the action of the powder is exerted in a manner to produce that eflect on the bore, near the seat of the ball,
which is soon discovered in brass guns. With iron
^uns the expedient of putting a paper cap over the ball
18 of less importance as &r as the preservation of tlie
bore is concerned, iron guns being not so susceptible of
iivjury as those of brass; but wiui resnect to accuracy
of fire, the expedient will not fail to oe productive of
^ood effect, ana it is important that it should be adopted
in Naval Gunnery.
110. Experiments were also made for tlie ]>ur]>ose of
ascertaining what advantage \\ uuid arise from diminishing tlie windage of heavy iron ordnance in the manner
proposed.
For this purpose larger shot, having various degrees
of diminished windage, were fired, from an iron 24pounder, ship or ^rrison gun, with the service charge
and with reduced quantities of powder ; when it appeared so advantageous that the benefits arising from a
reduced rate of windage should also be extended to the
higher natures of guns, that the Committee recommended a diminution of windage to .15 of an inch for
all natures of siege and garrison guns from the 12-

pounder upwards.

The importance of

tliis

measure

is

perhaps sufficiently

but as it is moreover necessary, in cidtivating imi)rovements in practical science,
to consult the experience of actual service as much as
possible, and to state any strong facts tliat may liavo
occmTcd to guide and support us in such pursuits, it is
important to exliihit here the Oj^inion given by a late
very gallant and highly distinguished aitillery officer
estahlished

V)y this

decision

;

* lieatenftnt-Colonel Sir Alexander Dickson, K.C.B.,
Uittt rinz-tralii »t all the sieves in the reninsula.
"Most fully," says this olliccr, "do I suhscrilK) to
nishiiig the \viuda;^c of

who commanded

your

proi>osal for

the

dim i-

uur orUnaucu, by cubliug shot of a hirger size than tho
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in a letter on this subject, and to show u^^ou what solid
grounds that opinion was formed.
120. There could be no doubt of tlie advantages, in
aocuracy of practice, and either in economy of powder
or in increase of effect, that would result from extending
this improvement to naval guns ; but here we were met
by a very formidable obstacle, which, so long as it was
permitted to exist, prevented the adoption of the improvement bo til in the naval and in the land-eervice
This obstacle arose from our having adoj)ted
artillery.
a nature of ordnance (carronades) of smaller aihbre
than guns of the same nature. From this extraordinary
anomaly it resulted that shot for carronades, considerably above gauge, ^^ ere received in the arsenals and di^
Ships were actually sent to sea
tributed in the 8ervice«
stored with new and perfecuy dean shot, which, when
required for use, were incapable of being introduced into
the carronades, the incrustation of rust, which in tliose
days was permitted to form itself on the sliot in the racks,
being frec^uently thicker than the amount of the windage.
present.

Exporinicnts are certainly necessary to ascortain

how

small this

windage may be made with safety hut the rej^ulation ou tliis hea<l, as jtractiscd by the French, atl'urds &u excellent scale to follow, and the rates you
fropoee, of .18 inch for hemry orclnanoe and .1 indi fiir light ordnanoe, iro(iId«
am oonviiMsedt answer perfectly well, and be conducive to future accuracy.
" T remember a very convincing proof of the advantage of high shot, which
I think is worth mentioning.
" The batlering-tnun was assembled at Almeida previous to the sicgD of
Ciudad Rodrigo, and there beinc; a great deficiency oi transport to bring forward the shot from tlie rear, it became a very iniix)rtant object to collect as
|»<>88ible from the shot Ixjlonging lo the fortress, of which there was
many
a consiUeruble quantity, and of an infinity of calibres. In order, therefore, to
obtein every sfaiot that would Muwor, gauges of the full diameter of our S4«
pounder bore wen used, and eveiy shot was selected as serviceable that passed
through these gauges so that many of the hi;:host balls chosen would not,
when heated, go into the gun ; and this 1 a8C<;rtained by trial. When this
operation had been completed, the selected shot were again tried with a gauge
rather imaUfir than the ordinary 24-pounder shot gauges and all that went
through it were rejected as too small. The number of verj- high shot, however, amonntc<l to two or thre<' tlmusand
and as I know they were brou;:lit
forward in the latter uart of the siege, it has always been to tlie use of thci$e
ahot that I have attrimited the nngnlar correctness of the fira in making Um
smaller breach ; for although the Mttery w ns from 500 to 600 yards distant
from its object, every shot seemed to tell on the same part of the wall as the
])rece<lin<4 one.
Now, this was not the case in firing with comtn'Oi shot at
such a distance; for some struck the wall high and others low, althuugh the
pointing, aa the heit gnunen have aasnied me, waa carefnlly the aaine.^
;

m

;

;
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The matter could not rest thus. Land-fervice shot of
magnitudes correspoiuling to the windage, .15 of an
inch (the quantity fixed hy the Committee for siege and
garrison ordnance), cannot he issued to the navy, hecause
tliey cannot he used with carronades and as this species
of ordnance is frequently used in land-batteries also, two
sorts of shot were rendered neoessarjr for laud-flervioe.
The only perfect remedy for these evils was to re-bore,
or ream cut^ all existing carronades to eqnalily with
the calibres of guns ; to introduce one uniform system of
windage for all natures of ordnance ; and, consequently,
to have but one scale for the gradations of shot.^
Great objection was at first raised to the proposition^
but it was soon afterwards carried into effect.
The
advantage thus obtained seems to have led to the pnictice of l)oring up the old guns to tlie next Inp^lier
cahbre in order tliat, with a diminution of windage,
the weight of metal projected jnitj^lit be increased.
To
the first of these objects tlie bored-up gims owe their
success, and the &vour with which the expedient has
been received.
We shall, hereafter, inquire whether bored-up guns are
efficient substitutes for new ordnance of the cahbre to
whioh they have been enlaiged, and whether they are not
still to be considered as imperfect ^ns which, howeyer
useful ihey may be as gamson artillery, should, except
on particular occasions, oe abandoned as naval ordnance.
121. The differences between the caUbres of guns
;

.

;

*

•

A

term for uniiing out.

The author proposed

the measure to the late General Millar f»orae time
before the publication of the first edition of tbia work ; and a letter, of which
^

the following ia an extmct, fonns part of a ooiuidemble oormpondence which
took place on the tabject.

Extract of a letter from the late'llajor-GeDena Millar to Sir Howard Douglas,
dated Woolwich, March 2nd, 1817.

"I have

well considered the subject, and ftfiree with you that the only
radical way to ov<^rct ^rie the difficulty about winda-jc is to Ixjre up the carronades as you originally suggested.
In forwarding your idea I have projKjPcd
to Oeneral Sir Thomaa Blomefield to have one pr^pMed in this way, to show
tin- comniittee when they meet, as a matter of exreriment, to ascertain the
practicability of the propoNritioa, and what may be the cost should the mcasuro
be generally adupted.**
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cai ronades of corresponding natuies are
the following Table :

and

Natnre
of Orduance.

in

I'ifliriiRT

of
their Caiibna>

Qun.

Calibre.

Calibre,

42-pr.
32-pr.
24-pr.
18-pr.
12-pr.

shown

in.

tn.

in.

7.018

6.84

.178

6.41

6.25
5.68
5.16
4.52

.16

5.823
5.292
4.023

.143
.132
.103

To equalize the calibres of guns and carronades,
therefore, the thickness of metal of the latter would
only be reduced by half the differences in the last
column of the preceding table, or about .07, or .08 of
an inch. This trifling reduction of metal in the chase
only might certainly be made without incurring any
greater risk of bursting than at present for it is a fact
Eretty well known, that although numerous accidents
ave occurred in action from the bursting of guns, yet
carronades liave never been known to fail ; they break
their breechings, draw their bolts, and split their sides,
but do not buriat; and this 2)ower of resisting their
charges may be esiablished by referring to the original
proof returns.
Tlie weight of metal required to be taken out in order
to enlarge the calibres of carronades to an equality with
guns of the corresponding natures is very small, as may
be seen in the following table and though sudi diminution of weight is not in itself desirable, it cannot be
objected to, considering the advantages to be derived
from the equalization of windage.
:

;

W(
of OuiuudAt

cwu

qni. lbs.

0

42-pr.

22

1

32-iyr.

17

24-pr.
18-pr.
12-pr.

13
y

0 14
0 0
0 0
8 10

6

ight r.f (he M. tal
to be Uiken out from

nrqoiml

GnnmMle*.
lbs.

26.2
1
1

6.2

or about in>,

1
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When the former edition of this work was pubour arsenals were stored with vast numbers of
carronades which it would have been wasteful to condemn and expensive to replace, while many circumstances were fitvourable to the measure of enlarging the
calibres.
First, it was found that the calibres of great
numbers of carronades had become so enlarged by rust
and wear that they could be rendered serviceable only
by being reamed out and, secondly, to eulai gc tlium
by boring, it was foiiiid unnecessary to traiis])ort tlieni
io the l)orinfj;'-]ionses, for machines were devised to }x?rforni tliu oi>erati()n as thev lav on tlie skids.
It mav l»e
ad<led that a cliange, which had been siit^p^ested hy the
late General Millar, had then been made in the chambers of carronades by forming there a hollow frustum
of a cone, connecting the cylindrical bore with the
The existing
hemispherical bottom of the chamber.
carronades were, therefore, l)ored up and chambered in
this manner ; but beine still, in some measure, an imperfect nature of arm, their retention in the service was
always viewed as a temporary measure, to be abandoned when more perfect ordnance could be substituted
for them.
123. The chaniher is a recess formed to cont^iin the
cliarge of powder, at the lower extremity of the l>ore of
a })iece of ordnance, in the direction of tiie axis and of
The conical, or gomer,
less diameter tlian the bore.
chamber was proposed expressly for mortars, with a
view of placing the centre of gravity of the projectile
in the common axis of the chamber and bore a position which, on account of a mortar having considerable
elevation, the shell necessarily takes in descending on
This puts the projectile, tul it
the conical sur&ce.
begins to move by the force of the powder, in contact
with the conical contraction of the cliamber, and allows
the w^indage, in a plane passing througli tlie centre of
122.

lished,

;

;

the shell perpendicularly to the axis of the bore, to

assume a form correctly annular, consequently it enahles
the whole charge to act directly upon the projectile.
But this is not the case when a piece of ordnance is in,

H
A
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or nearly in, a horizontal position, since then the proon the lower part of the hore, and the space
between its surftice and that of the horc takes a limaric
form, so' tliat the axis of the charge does not pass
through the centre of the projectile.* On this account,
and because, in horizontal firing, the cartridge, on being
rammed home, is apt, when rtSiuced charges are nse^
to shift from its place in the conical chamber, the
French reject the gomer form for howitzers, and make
This is tlie case
tlie cliamher perfectly cylindrical.
with the Paixhans ^nn, which is employed in tlie naval
services both of France and of the United States, and
the diameter of the chamber is equal to that of the bore
of a gun of the next lower calibre.
Even the cylindrical chamber is attended with some
disadvantages ; it must be large enough to contain the
full eliarge, and, therefore, when reduced charges are
used, there will he a void space between the powder and
the hall, which will afTect unfavourahlv hoth the extent
of the range and the accumcy of the firinn;.*' The s,amu
space is occupied by a quantity of the ignited Huid
before the projectile is moved, and this increases the
It may be added that .the ordivelocity of the recoil.
nary sponge cannot, at the same time, clean the bore
and the chamber of a piece of ordnance ; and llins accidents from explosions are very likely to occur in Ui^ing
The evil may, in a «^reat incasurL', he obviated by
it.
tlie emj»l<)vment of a sp()n<j^e of a conical form, nietdy
iitting the chamher and caiefully used; the extremity
of this entering the contracted space at the bottom of

jectile rests

• Iq order to remedy this defect, it is the practice on board the "Excellent"
Mt the shot frt\\ home with a wnd. thus forcing it up the tower part of tho
conical surface, and, oa far as possible, into the chamber.
^ This is a fact well kno\\ii to all who liave had much ex|>orionce in mortar
and liowit/x-r practice; and the author has found the defect so ^rejit, that in
order to reineay it, he was long since led to insert, between the charge and the

to

a tompion, or piece of wood having the form of the anoocnpied part of
the chamher. l^his exjMHlient appears to have bet-n adoptol in the French
and it has been asoTtained that a tompion so j.lacetl baa
artillery service
caus<'tl an increase in the initial velocity of tlie shot.
j cruncct WArtiUf rie
Pttmiin parties ch. xii. aect.
1880-1840.
Oavre,
tjectili't h
p. 61.
]*kris, 1841.
Bhot«

;
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the bore, and being carefully turucd on its axis, more
comj)letely removes tlie residuum of the charge.
Yet
the most eflicieiit form for a In oadside gun is evidently

that in which the diameter of the bore is equal throughits whole length, it being understood that there is a
sufficient thickness of metal at the lower extremity of
the gun to resist the charee»
124. With respect to &e quantity of windage which
may be considered proper for all natures of iron ordnance from the 12-pounder upwards, there cannot be
any doubt that .15 of an incli, as already voted for siege
and garrison ordnance, would be quite sufficient. Consulting experience on tliis bead, we know, that .14 of
an inch is the (juantuiu regulated for the 24-pounder
earronades.
AVe aie e(|ually certain that this allowance

out

has
it

l)een very rigidly observed
for any departure from
would be an abandonment of the principle which
;

renders earronades so

We know also

efficient,

that the

with such small charges.

windage of

all

French iron ord-

nance, reduced to English measure, is only .133 of an
inch ; and the American windage is rather a copy of
the French practice than of ours.
125. It has been apprehended that any diminution in
the windage of naval guns would occasion more frequent
accidents from bursting than at present.
This opinion
is fomided upon tlie fact, that the action of tlie charge
is increased i>y its taking place in a more confined space
than when the windage is greater. To this it is only
iiecessjiry to reply, that the danger cannot l)e gi'eatcr
than at present, if the economical tendency of the measure, as fully admitt<}d in this objection, be taken advantage of as it ought to be ; for satisfied, as appears from
what has been said, that the velocities of shot, according
to our present practioe, are quite sufficient frather,
indeed, too great than too little), and knowing tnat the
increased action of the same charge when inflamed in a
more confined space, would communicate greater velocity
than with the present windage, we should, in reducing
it, diminish also the charges to such quantities as should
be proved by experiment to be capable of maintaining
u 2
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practice given in our present tables, and put the
In tliis
savings of j)Owder in the pockets of tlie ])ul»lic.
way, guns would not he more liable to burst than with
the present system, if shot be carefully ))roved.
12G. The preceding obfiervatiou introduces an important remark on the modes of aauging shoL With
ring-gauges, shot not perfectly spherical may pass in
one direction, or section, but not in all ; and may therefore jam in rolling into the cylinder of the gun.
Shot*
gauges should therefore be cylindrical, as in the French
service ; for balls which roll freelv through gaugetubes, cannot possibly jiuu in the cylinder of the piece,
if it be perfect.
127. What has been sai<l on the subject of windage
shows that very minute ditlerenees in the magnitude «»f
the shot produce, by the variations in the quantity »)f
windage, very great di£ferences in tlie practice. It follows, therefore, that to preserve shot as much as possible
in their primitive magnitude and condition, is no leas
important than the nice and ver^ minute investigations
from which the prosier dimensions of balls have now
been determined ; and consequently that it is of vast
importance to protect shot on Ixxird of ships from the
'J'he ease, and trim, and
destructive effects of rust.
sailing of vessels, do not admit of their shot lieing
stowed, in large ([uantities, any where :dK)ve the waterThe great store of slK)t,
line, or near the extremes.
therefore, must be in the lockers, where they are at
present kept; and there it is impossible to prevent their
some degree, corroded by rust but a suffiDeooming,
cient number of balls for at least fifteen double-shotted
rounds, should always be kept on deck.
Now these
balls being the first for use, should be preserved from
rust as enectually as possible, and cleaned with every
Shot from the h Hikers should not Ik»
degree of care.
used till the deck shot shall have been expended, and
the n])permo>t biills in the hx'kers should be fuMpientlv
exammeil, cleaned from nist, and greased or p;iinteii
by such means, together with fretjiu nt insjx.'ctious, an
enlaigement by rust would be efi'ectually prevented*
tlie

m

:
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This 'wonld contribute much to accuracy of practice
the prmligious resistance of the air upon
the surface ()f a cannon ball, moving;' with the usual
service celerity, it is evident that the niu^t minute protrusion or inecpialitv on that surface must occasion a
very irre,G;'ular whirling motion, and consequently a
great deviation from the intended direction. The rifle
principle is a oontrivanoe to reduce the errors arising
m>m tne unequal action of resistance on any superficisS
inequalities in the ball, by giving it a rapid rotation
perpendicular to the axis of projection ; but it is found
that a ball of uniform consistency or homogeneity,
smooth and perfectly spherical, may be projected from
a plain barrel with as much accuracy as a shot from a
rifle.
Numerous very
(See the Note to Art. 87.)
delicate experiments with niusket-harrels show that
accuracy depends very essentially upon the ball being
for, considerino^

smooth and perfectly spheri«il and this being" tlie case
with respect to the minute inequalities on small bodies,
it may easily be imagined what must be the effect of
large and rough protrusions of thick coats of rust,
upon the surface of a cannon ball whose velocity is
resisted by such a vast force.
Independently, therefore,
of any consideration relating to windage, it is of great
importance to keep shot as dean ai^ as smooth as
;

possible.

—

128. Y.
The effects of the length of Gun on the velocity
It is known, both from theory and practice
of Shot.
(Arts. Gl and G6, Note), that, with e(pial charges, and
guns of e(jual weight, but of difYerent lengths, the vehK'ity
of the shot increases witli the length of the bore, but in
a small proportion only the velocity varying, as appears
from experiments, in a ratio between the square and
cube roots of that length and again, experience shows
that the velocity of iJ^e ball increases with the charge
2» to a certain amount, which depends on the nature of
e gun ; and that, by further increasing the charge,
the velocity gradually diminishes till the bore is quite
full of powder, the recoil always increasing with an in-

—

—

;
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These circumstances lead us to concrease of cliar^e.
sider the relative merits of lon^ and sliort pins.
The partiality in favom* of short guns for naval sct r.
vice had its origin in a misapplication of some of
llobins s maxims and observations.
That disting^slK
dvilian, by whom the theory of gunnery has certainly
been much improved, having had no practical knowledge of artilleiy service (as he observes in the preface
to his Proposal to Lord .Viison/ printed in 1747), it is
not surprising that the maxims which lie deduced fiom
his own investigations should fre([uently tend to a diminution of that accuracy and practical eilicacy wliich ))ersons better acquainted with the profession would have
studied to increase.
129. Mr. Robins says, that neither the distance to
which a bullet flies, nor its force at the end of its flight,
are much increased bv very great augmentations of the
and therefore that,
velocity with which it is impelled
in distant cannonade, the advantages arising from long
guns and great charges are but of little moment.
Another of his maxims is, that whatever o]>erations are

M

'

;

to be performed by artillery, the least charges with
which the object in view can be efiiected should always

be preferred.
In conformity with these maxims, Mr. Robins became
a great advocate for reducing the length and weight of
guns, for the purpose of enabling ships to caiTy ordnance of larger calibre.
Mr. Robins also asserts that the objections which
attach to short guns in batteries on shore, viz. ruining
the embrasures, hold not at sea, where there is no other
exception to the shortness of the [)iece than loss of force,
whicn, in the instances here proposed, is altogether inconsiderable ; but this is a very erroneous conclusion,
for wnth carronades it is frequently impossible to place
them so that, when fired, the flasli should not Imrn the
rigging, or fire the hammocks in the barricade, without
bringing the vent under the rail over the port, so as to
expoAe the hammocks to the vent-fire, and the lock to
injiuy when the piece is fired under depression* This
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a very serious and a very well-supported contradiction
of Mr. Robins's conclusion and the danger and inconvenience arising from the shortness of c^iironades liave
been so often noticed, that it would be very exj)edient
to make hereafter the 24, and particularly tlie 32-pounder
can onade, a little longer iix bore, and to add sometiiing
to the flash-rim.
130. The advocates for the short-gun system 8UT)port
their theory by quoting the deductions &om the baUistic
experiments, nx>m wluch it appears that the superior
velocity of shot discharged from long guns is reduced
to an equality with the velocity of bam m>m short guns,
afler passing over certain spaces, and that the extreme
ranges do not much differ ; but the main principle which
should go vera our choice of naval guns is, to prefer
tliose which, with equal calibre, possess the greatest
point-blank range and the practical maxim for using
them should be, to close to, or within that range, and
depend upon precision and rapidity of fire. This is the
most simple and the most efHcacious use of artillery : it
avoids all the difficulty of determining, and the uncertainty in regulating elevation, and it is therefore of the
greatest importance in naval gunnerv/
131. In the maxims above alluded to, the advantages
arising from the su[)erior accuracy of long guns at
moderate distances appear to have been overlooked.
From experiments carried on at Sutton Heath in 1810,
it was found that the greatest |)oint-blank range of a
24-pounder, whose length was 9 feet (i inches, was, to
the first graze, 275 yards, and the mean of three such
ranges from the same gun was 248 yards while the
least point-blank range of a 24-pounder, whose length
was only 6 feet 6 inches, i^vas, to the first graze, 200
yards, and the mean of three such ranges with the same

is

;

;

;

• Dr. II\itt/)n found that, with a <^un of 20 calibres
continuiMl to inca*ase with the increase of charge till
{thi of the weight of the shot, and ooenpied ^th of
With a <;nn of
after this the velocities decreaseil.
charjic equal to one-half the weiu'ht of tlie shot, aad

the length of the bore, gave the

<ircat<;st

in

lenj^'tli,

the velocities

the latter aniounteil to
the length of the bore
15 calibres in len^jth, a
which occupied .275 of

vtlocity.
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The clinrn^c was tlie same (6 lbs.)
yards.
the cases. Again, from the Deal practice in 183 9,
with 32-pounder guns of the same length respectively
as the 24rpoiinder8 just mentioned, with equal charges
(6 lbs.) and equal windage (.175), the elevation being
1 degree, the range of the longer gun was 853 yards,
while that of the shorter one was only 734 yards.
superiority of range with the longer guns does not
always tiike place, hut the alK:)ve circumstances will
serve to show that, at moderate distances, a long gun
might be laid point-blank, while a short one might require an elevation of half a d^ee.

gun was 222

in

all

A

A

comparison of the point-blank range of Sir
132.
William Congreve's 24-pounaer with a gon of equal
calibre and of the old pattern, appears at first sight to
militate against the above conclusion; but on examina-

The first
it will btj found that tliis is not the case.
of these guns, wliich weighs 404 cwt., is 7 feet long,
and, from its great thickness alx>ut the chamber, the
dispart • subtends an angle of not less tlian 5 degrees.
The other, which weighed 50 cwt, was 9 feet 6 inches
long. The windages were equal, and the charges onethird of the weight of the shot ; and from experiments
made at Sutton Heath in 1813, the point-blank ranges
of the Congreve gun varied between ;")(),> and 640 yards,
while those of the heavier gun were about 370 yards.
tion

The Congreve gun was also tried with two 24-pounder8
of Sir Thomas Blomefield's construction, one 8 feet and
the other 7 feet 6 indbes long, and weighing respectively
43 cwt. and 40 cwt. ; and at point-blank ranges, the
first graze of each of these two last was between 370
and 400 yards. To Sir William Congreve certainly
belonfj^s the merit of having fii-st proposed a dilVerent
distribution of the metal in his guns, adding much to
the part about the place of the charge, and diminishing
the quantity in the chase. Ue also placed the trunnions
*

The

at the

difTerenee lietweeii the Mmidiameter of the gun at the Hue-ring and
of the muzsle. This, the length irf the
Ixing the radius, is

8weU

tlx- t:in 'ojit

iiK'tul

rtf

generally from 1* to
the bore.

iin aii;ile varviticr

makes with the axis

ol

2^% which the

line oi
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farther back than they were in the old ordnance of a
but bis assumption that " the
corresponding nature
propelling or reacting ])()\ver of a piece of ordnance may
be increased by augmenting tlie quantity of metal about
the charge, though a greater quantity be taken from
the other parts, and consequently that a lighter gun
maj have a greater propelling power than a heavier
one, by a judicious distnbution of the metal/'* is not
supported by &ct8. In the extreme ranges of the shot,
the advantaj^ was invariably in &vdur of the 50-cwt.
and with elevations of 2i and 5 degrees, at which
;
trials were made, the excess of graze was sometimes on
the side of the Congreve gun, and sometimes on that of
The presumed superiority of tlie former at
the others.
the first grazes, when fired point-bhink, is ascribed to
the UveUness of its recoil and to tlie preponderance of
metal at the breech, by which, in being lired, the muzzle
Disof the gun is thrown up. (Captain Simmons,
cussion on the present Armament of the Navy,' p. 10.)
133. With respect to Mr. Robins's maxim (Art. 129),
that the force of a ball, at the end of its flight, is not
much incr^ftsed by great augmentations of the velocity
with which it is impelled, it may be observed that, if
the force of impacT alone were the object, in naval
actions, the full charges of powder need seldom be used.
charge equal to one-sixth of the shot's weight would
be sufficient to drive a ball from any large gun through
tlie side of a ship at 1100 yards; but with this small
charge the gun would require twice as much elevation
to produce such a range as would be necessary with the
full charge, and thus the accuracy of the fire would be
sacrificed.
To ensure this great object, the charge
should be such as will allow the elevation to be the
least possible ; nor should reduced charges be employed
unless the action take place within point-blank range or
;

gm

*

A

A

at close quarters*
The superiority of long guns over short ones, in respect of extent of range, will be readily seen on referring
* See ' A ooocise Aooonnt of the new Claae of 24-pomiden pnpoeed by Bir
William Congreve,* 1881 ; Introd.^ p. i.
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;

and

it

may

Fabt IL

be depended on

that a well-cominanded vessel fitted with lon*^ '^un^, will,
hy keeping at a distance just within the range of such
guns, have great advantages over a vessel of superior
ii fitted only with short guns of equal and even
larger calibre.
134. The preference whicli, during the last war (17931815)y was given to guns of reduced lengths, lees weight
relatively to that of the shot, and to comparatively fow
charges of powder, is, even now, not whofly abandoned.
The aiuse of the ])reference at the time lay in the practice whicli then prevailed of pointing guns by the liiie-ofmetaly*^ as it is called, which, on aecount of the dispart,
makes a greater angle with the axis of the gun as the
latter is shorter ; thus causing the axis to be more elevated, and consequently the range to be greater than
when a longer gun is used. In the former editions of
this work the author objected to this cause of preference,
on the ground that the greater elevation induces less
accuracy in the practice and in fiict tlie method of
pointing 1)V the line-of-metal is now aholinhed in the
British artillery, tlie tangent scale being generally introduced, though the ligne de mire is stiU, or was till very
recently, retained in the French naval service, the artil-

rate,

;

lerymen allowing for the angle of the dispart according
the elevation or depression of the piece. The prewhich is still given to short and, as
the author considers them, inferior ])ieces, leads him in
this place to make some observations on the relative
merits of guns whicli, with equal charges, require different elevations to produce equal ranges.
135. In determining the preference which should be
given to ^nns of di£ferent lengths, weights, and calibres,
and in estimating the charges proper tor ^em, the most
important point to be kept in view is the degree of probability of striking an object at a distance which allows
the projectile to retain sufficient force for producing the

,to

ference, however,

most destructive

ejects.

A line drawn (n>m the top of the hese-ring to the top of the mniile.
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136. Exclusive of errors in pointini^ and layinf}^ ^T^ins,
and those caused hv occasional variations in the state of
the atmosj>here, the irrefj^nlarities which are produced

while the shot

is in tlie

hore,

by

friction, rotation,

windage,

and the imperfect influence of the charge, with many
Other circumstances, combine in unknown and variable
degrees which theory cannot determine, to affect the
probability of striking the object aimed at; and it is
only by extensive experience, or by reference to tables
exhibiting the mean results of numerous trials under

many

different circumstances, with all the natures of
ordnance in use in the service, that correct judgments
can be formed with respect to the probable deviation of
tlie projectile from the vertical ])laTie in wliicli it should
move, or the errors, in excess or defect, in the extent of
the ranne, so that the proper means may be used to

obtain the ret[uisite accuracy.
M. Piobcrt, in his valuable
d'Artillerie'

work

*Traite
useful
the lateral, as well as the longitudinal,

(torn.

ii.

p. 270),

entitled

has made

many

observations on
deviations of projectiles ; and he has formed, from
numerous experiments carried on during several years
with various natures of ordnance, and both with solid
and hollow shot, some interesting tables exhibiting such
deviations, together with the probabilities of sfariking
targets or other objects, of different superficial extent
and at various distances. Thus, with 24, 16, and 12pounder iruns (French), at the distance of Oof) yards,
the charges bcinc: one-sixth of the weight of the shot,
tlie average nuniljcr of hits in 100 rounds were respectively 6.2, 4.9, and 4.7; while, witli the same guns and
charges equal to one-third of the weight of the shot, the
number of hits per cent, in the same object and at the
same distance were 8.6, 5.6, and 7.2. On these tables,
in part, the autlior has foimded his conviction that the
best means of obviating both the longitudinal and lateral
deviations is the empoyment of heavy guns of their
respective natures, with full charges, at low elevations,
the shot being solid and accurately formed, and the
windage as small as posiiiljle.
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Of

the two kinds of error, tlic lateral deviation
most pernicious in naval gunnery ; for, in
this respect, beyond certain limits the shot would be
wholly wasted ; while, with respect to the error in extent of range, there is a considerable probability that it

137.

18

by

far the

may be redeemed by

tlie

production of some secondary

efiect.

The

probability of striking an object fired at depends
magnitude (in a vertical plane ]u ipunWith like guns the prodicular to the plane of fire).
bability of striking, at different distances, diminishes

on

-

its superficial

rapidly as the distance increases ; but against bodies of
various ma^itudes, at the same distance, the probability
increases with the surface when the latter is small (not
exceeding 3 or 4 feet square), while it increases in a much
There
hipfher ratio than the surface when this is great.
is, moreover, a magnitude (the length of a side of a ship,
for example) which will exceed by two or three times
the extent of any error arising from the latei al deviation at the given distance, and then such an object cannot be missed, provided the error in the length of range
should not cause the trajectory to intersect too In'gh or
too low, a vertical line passing through the object.
138. When an object moves with gieat velocity in a
trajectory having small elevation above the hoi izontal
plane (the level of the sea, for example), it is evident
that, whether the shot fall short of or go over the point
aimed at, the errors in the extent of range will correto very small errors in a vertical direction at the
oe of the object ; and that the latter errors are so
^
much less as the elevation of the gun is less, or as the
trajectory is less incurvated.
Hence there may be considerable differences in the length of the range, and yet
a great probability that the shot will l)e intercepted by
some part of the body or rigging of the ship, or other

Xnd

object fired at.
If the first graze of the shot falls short of the object,
the angle between the horizontal plane and the descend^
ing branch of a trajectory having small elevation, is
more favourable to the ricochet than the greater angle

^ kju,^
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formed by a more elevated trajectory would be ; and it
is manifetst that a shot^ moving in a trajectory of the
first kind, might take effect on the hnll or rigging of a
ship which in the other it might entirely miss.
Again,
if the first graze should fall heyond the object, the shot
whose path is least elevated, if it pass over the hull of a
vessel, will scarcely f^vil to strike some part of the
wliile one whose trajectory is liigher would
1 iggiiig
pass above the whole.
The like observation will hold
good with the equal ranges obtained from a long and a
Hhort gun ; the latter, which has greater elevation than
the former, describing a higher curve. These two cases
suppose the actual .elevation not to be disturbed by the
floating motion ; but it is evident that an error of this
nature must, in general, be to the disadvantage of the
shorter gun.
139. Ricochet firing, at elevations under 8 degrees
or 3i degrees, with shot from guns near the level of the
water, may take place at distances not exceeding GOO
yards with considerable effect. But in this practice it is
;

essential that the angles of graze should be as small as

therefore great charges should be used, and
the elevation of the gun should not exceed 2 degrees.
The penetrating power of shot fired a ricochet is, however, much inferior to that of shot fired directly ; and
therefore in this respect, as well as for correctness of
fire, the direct practice is, to a certain extent, the most

possible

;

advanta^us.
In firmg to windward, the steep sides of the waves
are unfavourable to practice; for shot striking those
sides do not rise, or they soon lose their velocities ; also
ricochet firing against boatij will be found most effective
when the water is smooth.
Table X., Appendix D, exhibits the results of the
ricochet practice with solid and hollow shot from on
board the " Excellent," in 1838. The extents of the
ranges were such as were made before much deflection
took place.
140. It has long been imagined
that the. ranges of shot,

artillerists

by many

when

oractical

fired

over a
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broad valley or over water, are less in extent than wlien
fired over a level or a gently undulating ground, tlie
charge and nature of the ordnance being alike in lK)th

and M. Pioberty in his TraUi dC Artilleries has
given a table of the comparative ranges of shot in such
circamstanoes, which appear to confirm the opinion.
This o£5oer, in endeavouring to explain the cause of the
diiference in the ranges, suggests that when a shot is
fired point-blank, or at a low elevation, over ground
which is either level or which rises in the direction of
the line of fire, the air driven off in evorv direction
about the ball in its flight must be condensed between
its path and the ground ; and this condensed air reacting
against the l)a]l may prevent it from descending so
rapidly as it descends when the repelled air is enabled
to escape freely thus it may be that the ranges are
longer when the fire is made over a level plain or gentle
eminences than when it is directed across a deep valley,
which affords room for a greater diffusion of the air.

cases;

:

When shot is fired over the sea, the eoiivex siirfaer of
the water, which is depressed in every direction alx>ut
the gun, and the absence of such inequalities of surface
as exist on land, readily permit the escape of the air
imder the trajectory. Hence there is little or no reaction frcnn bdow against the shot ; and to this circumstance M. Piobert ascribes the supposed inferiority of
the ranges over sea compared with those over land.
But from experiments made at Gavre in Franc<\ in
184.'i, it was found that, ccet<'rls jxirilms, the ranges at
sea are very nearly equal to those obtained on land.
The general opinion of the inferiority of the former
appears therefore to be unfounded ; and it is observed
hy the writers of the Report" on those experiments,
that the ranges stated in the work of M. Piobert, which
are in favour of that opinion, liave been taken from an
old work on gunnery, and are not the results of any
known
141.

experiment's.

The ordnance employed

at

Gavre

to

detennine

the extent of ranges over sea and land, and also to
ascertain the amount of the longitudinal and lateral de-
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viations of projectiles in naval gunuery, were a 'long
30-potinder gun, weighing 61 cwt. 1 qr. 4 lbs., the
diameter of tne bore being 0.484 inches, and the windage
0.1772 inch and a canon obiisicr of 80 (//r.), weighing
72 cwt, 3 qrs. 16 lbs., the diameter of its bore being
8.709 inches, and the windage 0.0945 inch.
SoHd shot
only were projected from tlie former, and liollow shot
;

witli wooden bott<3nis from tlie latter.
The ordnance
was placed in a barge {ponton) above GO feet long and
24 feet wide, which was moored at convenient stations.
The lines of fire were dii ected from west to east, and
allowance was made for the oscillations of the vessel.
In each day's practice twenty rounds were fired^ and

the table below (p. 112) exhibits the mean restdts.
In the Table the lateral deviations have been referred
both to the line of fire, or rather to a vertical plane
passing through the produced axis of the gun, and to
another line which is called the line of mean direction.
This last was determined so that tlie sum of the deviations to the right miglit be e(|ual to tlie sum of those
U) the left
and if there were no cause of the shot deviating constantly one way, these two lines, in a mean of
many firings, would coincide. On comparing the seventh
column with the second, it appears that the deviations
of all the lines of mean direction, except one, took place
towards the side opposite to that from which the wind
blew, which proves that the deviations were affected hy
the action of the wind. The excepted case is in the last
horizontal line bat one of the Table, and at the time of
this experiment the wind was light. The extreme lateral
deviations appear to be, in some cases, more than twice
as great as the mean deviations; and this may be
accounted for partly by the windage of the ordnanci^,
and partly by the wind acting at times across the lino
;

of

fire.

The

nciir agreement of the ranges over land
the following Table, appears to be at variance
with the results of experiments made on land and at sea
with the artillery employed in the British service. On
comparing the ranges over the land, from, the experi-

142,

and

sea, in
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ments at Deal in 1839, with those over water, from the
Excellent *' in 1838, the
experiments on board the
nature of the ordnance, the charges, &c., being alike,
there were found to be only three in which the ranges
In all the
over the sea exceeded those over kind.
others, the ranges over land were the greatest.
In

many

of them the diflferenoe was as much as one-tenth,
and in some it amounted to one-sixth of the whole
range. This is in some measure due to the height of
the guns al)0ve the ground, in the Deal experiments,
being greater than that of the guns of the
Excellent
above the water; but the cause of the discrepancy,
whatever it may be, requires to be investigated by ex-

periments purposely conducted, with precisely the like
natures of oronance and with equal charges, in order,
should the variations be found to be only such as may
be ascribed to accidental circumstances, that the siime
tables of artillery practice may with confidence be used
in both services.
143. In estimating tlie probaljilities of eorrect firing,
all the sources of error should l)e anticipated and allowed
for ; and it may be observed here, that it is near the
further extremity of the range that the velocity of the
hghter and smaller kind of projectile is most diminished,
consequently, that, in this part of the trajectorv, the
causes of the two kinds of deviation are most effective
Hence it follows that the two
in producing them.
kinds of deviation may be much diminished by the employment of those guns which, with the least elevation,
have the power of throwing solid shot, with their momenta nearly unimpaired, to the greatest distance and
;

this fact

is

what

it

was

int^inded in the present article

may

not always he deficient when
and lighter nature
of gun, yet the probabiHties of striking objects at considerable distances are much higher when ordnance of
a contrary description is used.
This subject will be further conridered in treating of
hollow sho^ and of the lighter natures of ordnance employed in the British service.
to establish.

Force

missiles are projected from the shorter

I
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144, The disadvantages we suffered from the numerous frigates of the inferior classes which we had in our
navy during the late war were severely felt. P^rom not
had a sufficient number of frig-.ites capable of
1 hiving
bearing the nature of armament which was likely to l>e
opposed to them, we were obliged, in common prudence,
to employ two vessels where one of superior force might
have answered better. Frigates capable of bearing the
8 feet 24-pomider8y or 32-pounder8 of 60 cwt, are oertainlpr vast and expensive ships ; but they perform their
service at a cheaper rate, and in a much more certain
and creditable manner to the nation, than two vessels of
very inferior rate. The full service of two ships acting
against traders and privateers cannot be ellected w^ithout
frequently parting company ; and then the honour and
interest of the flag they bear are at risk, from exposore
whilst the enemy's force, against
to unequal combat
which these two inferior vessels may have been sent,
;

remains alwajrs entire. Two ships, once divided, may
be beaten in detail by a vessel by no means a match for
both together; but the honour of the large ship is
always secure, and the chance of capture remote. She
may meet a superior but if so, to take her would be

—

;

no
must keep

to yield,

A

disgrace.
fleet of line-oftogether, resisting all tempta*
tions to chase single ships; but two vessels, sent to
cruise on predatory service, will only exert half tibeir
powers by keeping company ; for this restrains separate
exertion, lialves the chance of meeting an enemy, and
when one is discovered, there always ensues a cliauce of
the two vessels parting company in tlie cliase.
creditable

battle ships

145. The American frip:ates of the large dass all
carried long guns. The " President had, on the main*
dedc, 24-pounder8 (length 8i feet, weight 48i cwt.)
on the quarter-deck and forecastle, 42 lbs. carronades
(length 4 feet 4 inches) ; both English calibre. The
**
Chesapeake " mounted on the main-deck, twenty-eight
18-pounder8 (lengtli 7 feet 8 inclies, w'eighing 39 cwt.
1 qr.), and twenty 32 lbs. carronades, nearly of British
The Essex,'' on the contrary, was armed
pattern.
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almost exclusively with carronades ; and the effect of
these we shall examine hereafter.
146. Much of the reasoning contained in the preceding articles attaches to carronades. At close quarbut at
ters they are a lonnidable species of ordnance
long ranges, on account of the inferiority of tlieir
charges, they are no niatcli for long gims, even of
smaller ailibre (compare tlie ranges of shot from carronades with those obtained from otlier ordjiance in Tables
Y., VI., VII., and VIII., Appendix D) ; and any vessel
fitted exclusively with carronades might, undoubtedly,
be destroyed or captured by a vessel of wry inferior
;

rate mounting long guns, if her commander knew how
to avail himself of the great superiority of his weapons.
147. The veiT mortifying situation in which the gallant Sir James Yeo found himself, in September, 1813,
on Ijake Ontario, shows the danger of tlie carronade
system of armament. Sir James stiites, in his letter of
the 12th Sei>tenil)er, " tlie enemy's fleet of eleven saiJ,
liaviTig a partial wind, succeeded in getting within
range of their long 24 and 32-pounder8 and, having
obtained the wind of us, I found it impossible to bring
We remained in this mortifying
them to close action.
situation five hoiMre^ having only six guns in the fleet that
would reach the enemy. Not a carronade was fired. At
;

sun-set a breeze sprung up from the westward, when I
manoeuvred to oblige the enemy to meet us on equal
terms. This, however, he carefully avoided."
In Sir James Yeo's dispatch of the 16th November,
he complains in strong terms of the want of long guns
in the Lake Erie squadron.

Captain Barclay
teml)er,

1813:

of the 12th Sepother brig of the enemy, sup

states, in his letter

— "The

ported in like manner by two schoonei-s, and apparently
destined to engage the * Queen Charlotte/ kept so far
24to windward as to render the Queen Charlotte's
poimder carronades useless, whilst she and the ' Lady
Frevost ' were exposed to a heavy and destructive fire
from the ' Caledonian ' and four other schooners, armed
*

with long and

lieaxn/

'

guns^
I

2
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The action of the " Phoehe " with the American fri^te "Essex" illustrates and confirms, tliongli lia]»j)ily

•

in a reverse sense, all that lias been siiid on the serious
dangers of the earronade system of armament, opposecl
to a vessel, fitted with long gims, commanded and
managed as the British frigate was. The " Phadx3
mounted long 18-pounders on the main-deck, and 32pounder carronades on the quarter-deck and forecastle.
The " Essex " had forty 32-pounder carronades, and
only six 12-pounder guns (length 6 feet 8iV inches).
Captain Porter, of the " Essex," says—" The * Phoebe,'
by edging off, was enabled to choose the distance which
hest suited her long guns, and kept up a tremendous
fire, which mowed down my brave companions by the
Again " The enemy, fi'om the smoothness of
dozen."
the water, and the impossibility of reaching him with
our carronades, was enabled to take aim at us as at a
target; his shot never missed our hull, and my ship
was cut up in a manner which was perhaps never before

—

witnessed."
This action displayed all that can reflect honour on
the science and admirable conduct of Captain Hillier
and his crew, which, without the assistance of the
" Cherub," would have insured the same termination.
Captain Porter's sneers at the "respectful distance'*
the " Phoebe " kept, are, in fact, acknowledgments of
the ability ^vnth ^\Oiich Captain Ilillier availed himself
of the superiority of his arms and this brilliant affair,
;

together with tlie preceding facts, cannot fail to dictate
the necessity of abandoning a principle of armament
exposed to such perils ; and to teach the importance of
adapting the tactics of an operation to the comparative
natures and powers of arms.
148. The defects of carronades, and the danger of
employing this imperfect ordnance, are now generally
felt and admitted ; that ordnance, however, rendered
important service in its time, for it taught us practically
the great value of a reduced wnndage, the advantages
of quick firing, and the powerful effeeti:; produced at
dose quarters by shot of considerable diameter striking
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a ship's side with moderate velocity. I^t it be observed,
Glatton/' under Capalso, that the carronade-armed
tain Trollope,* proved victorious over a siipLrior force
by dint of the heavy blows inflicted at close (inarters
while the defects of the same iiatin-e of ordnance, in
long ranges, on the occasions mentioned in the ]>receding article, exposed the gallant commanders of the
British ships to the severest mortifications, and the
naval service of the country temporarily to reproach.
The like reproach, but in a still more serious degree,
will undoubtedly be incurred if that imperfect arm be
still retained in the British service, and its place be not
supplied, at least in large vessels, by a superior nature
In the French navy the carronade may
of ordnance.
for the carronade a tourill)e 8^^id to exist only in name
;

lorn is in reality a powerful

gun.

—

—

149. YI.
On Recoil and Preponderance, It has
been found, by suspending a gun in the same manner
as the block of a hallistic pendulum is suspended, that,
on attaching weights to the piece in order to diminish
its recoil, the im'tial velocity of the sliot discharged was
the same as when the gun was allowed to recoil to its
full extent ; and even when the recoil was entirely preIt is
vented, the velocity of the shot was unaltered.
evident, however, that some uncertainty in artillery
practice must exist in consequence of the irregularity of
the recoil ; and it was at one time supposed that, by
mounting a gun on a non^reooil princi})le, the shot
might be projected to greater distances, but the experiment's above alluded to serve to show that this is not the
formula has Ix^en given (Art. GO), by w^hich
fact.
the velocity of tlic recoil may be computed, and it is
there shown that the motion of the shot must he very
slightly affected bv the recoil if the latter were steady
but it is evident that an imperfect equilibrium on the
trunnions, or an accident happening to the gun or its
carriage at the moment of firing, such as a bed breaking, a quoin flying out, or a truck coming off, will sen-

A

• James's

^aval Uistory (1847),

vol.

i.

p. 335.
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sibly affect the length as well as the direction of the

range.

The

followinp^ Tal)le contoins the rosuhs of

periments made
sea-ser\ iee

some ex-

determine the extent of the recoil of
iron guns on ship carriages, upon a horizontal
to

platform.

flhot

and Chaii^.

SS-pr.

1 ihot» duurge |

•

2

ahok» chaige 1 of A

liii^ ihot

2

shot, duurge | ditto
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Id.
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0
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6

18

11

6

12

0

0
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In an experiment lately (1848) made at Woolwich,
on a platform inclining 2i degrees, two hollow shot,
weighing together 112 Bw., were projected with a charge
of 5 Ihs. of powder from an S-incn gnn, weighing, with
78 cwt.
the initial velocity
about 709 feet per second,
recoil, by the formula Art. (JH,
Now a 32-pounder gun, weighing
9 feet per second.
with its carriage 05 cwt., projects a solid shot, tlie charge
being 10 lbs., with an iniUai velocity of 1600 feet per
second, and the velocity of recoil is 7 feet per second.
By observ\ation the recoil of the 8-inch gun, on the
inclining platform, was 14 feet, and that of the 32ponnder 9 feet ; and these extents are, as by theory they
ought to be, nearly proportional to the velocines of
its

8ea-serviee carriage,

must coiise(jTiently have
and the vek;city of the

;

.

l>een

recoil.

150. On the discharge of a gun, the uiiHteadiness of
the recoil and the jump of the piece l)y the striking of
the breech on tlie quoin or on the elevatinij; screw, are
gi'eatly aftectcd ])y what is called the prejfunderance, an
element whicii depends much on the position of the
If these are placed too far forward, the
trunnions.
projection of the gun in a ship's port may be too small,
while the breech is rendered too heavy if too far back,
the muzzle droops on firing, and violent shocks arc
produced on the quoin or screw ; and these effects are
;
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much aggravated when the common axis of the trunnions
below that of the bore. In order that such inconvenieuces may be avoided as nmch as possible, tlie
pressure of the breech, when the axis of the bore is
horizontal, is usually made equal to one-twentieth of the
whole weight of the gun. The preponderance of a piece
of ordnance is a very important feature in gimnery, on
account of its effects in producing shocks, and in rendering the practice inaccurate ; and the amount of it is
now made a subject of a particular proof.
151. It is remarkable that, in the experiments which
were carried on at Shoebmy Ness, in JTunei 1852 (Art.
188), the higher elevation of the ordnance always gave
the greater recoils, ihough the charges and weight of
the shot were equal and the guns the same.
At an
is

elevation of 32°, for exanq)le, the recoil was 4 feet 1 inch,
which is nearly double the recoil (2 feet 2 inches) at an
The circumstance is so contrary to
elevation of 28°.
wliat should Uike j)lace on mechanical principles, if the
platform were, in all the experiments, horizontal, that

must be ascribed to some particular eHect produced
in the platform itself. Maj not a
fired at a considerable elevation acquire a jumpin^^ motion up and
down, thus shaking the carriage irregularly, and making
it recoil on the dides more than it would at a less
elevation?
With respect to the strain produced in the carriage of
a gun by the discharge of shot, it may be observed that
experiments made in France show that the initial velocity of the shot, and, consequently, the velocity of the
recoil, increases with the elevation of the gun ; and this
is sufficient to account for the increase of the strain witli
At 10° of elevation the
the increase of the elevation.
strain is greater than, with double the charge, it is when
It is evident, therethe axis of the gun is horizontal.
fore, that, in order to have the strain as little as possible,
the lowest elevations should be given which wul afford
the required range. The strain on a gun is supposed
to vary with the sine of the elevation.

it

pm
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152. YU.— The Effects of Tf^.—Experienoe has
proved that different degrees of ramming, or different
dimensions of wads, make no sensible alteration in the
velocities of the ball as determined by the vibnitions of
Stout, firm, junk-wads," so tight as
the suspended gun.
with dithculty to be rammed into the gun, have been
sometimes they were placed between tlie powder
used
and ball, sometimes over botli, but no difference was
:

discovered in the velocity of the

ball.
Different degrees
of ramming were also tried without wads. The charge
was sometimes set home ^Wthout being compressed,
sometimes rammed with different numbers of strokes, or
pushed up with various degrees of force : but the veloWith gi eat windcity of the ball remained the same.

age, the vibrations of the pendulum were much reduced,
although tight wads under the shot were used
so that
wads do not prevent the escape of the inflamed powder
;

by the windage, nor under any circumstances occasion
any sensible difference in the velocity of the ball.
153. It follows that tight wads should not be used in
action, because they increase the difficulty of loading,
without doing any good they may be used in loading
guns before an affair ; but, with a view to quick firing,
the wads used in action diould be no tighter than is
necessary to prevent the charge from shifting while the
Occasionally the operation of ramming
ffun is run out.
home a tight wad lias taken up two or three minutes.
This is a very sei ious and unneccssiiry waste of time.
When a wad is so high,' or tight^ as to require the
force of a fdow, instead of a jncsh, it spreads from tlio
stioke, and conseauently becomes harder, and more diftiGai'e should therefore be taken to
cult to be movea.
provide easy wads, correctly gauged, and made so as to
spread under a pressure sufficient to retain the charge
from shifting, upon being set up with a smart blow.
154. From experiments made in France (1842-1844)
:

'

• Wadl are generally made of rope-yarn rolled up in a cylindrical form
;
they are usually placed immediately on the sliot, and they fit tlie ^im rather
tightly, 80 that they may preveat the shot from Hhiitiug its place or rolling
grummet wad ooosiata of a piece of rope fonned like a ring,
oi*k.
eitenial ^ametor being equal to the cabbre of the gon.

A
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witli a 30-ponnder and a 12-poiinder, long guns, projecting solid and liollow shot, witli and witliout wooden
bottoms, it apjxjais that, geneially, tlie charges being
eipial, tlie cartridge wliich lias the greater diameter
Ciiuses the shot to have a greater initial velocity.
This,
however, was not -always the case
aiid it was found
that, with the 30-pounder gini, the initial velocity was
the greatest when the diameter of the powder wn'tln'n
the cartridge was 5.95 inches (Eng.), and, with the 12pounder gun, 4.33 inches (Eng.). In 1845 the diameters of the mundrina (moulds) used in making cartridges
for the French canons-obusiers were regnlat^ conformably to the above results.
(See Arts. 217, 218.)
It may be observed that the velocities were greater
when tlie hollow shot had wooden bottoms than when
thev had not, in the ratio of 1 to 0*08 nearly.
155. From experiments made onboard the " Excellent" in 1847, it was found that a grummet wad is
more efficient than one of junk, in preventing the cartridge from, shifting its place in the bore when the guns
(a 32-pounder and a l(V-inch and 8-inch shell gun) were
run out \vith a strong jerk. From the experiments
alluded to, it must be mferred that, both with junk
and grummet wads^ the cartridge is more liable to chan^
its place in the guns with conical chambers than
those which have none ; and the fact affords strong evidence of the disadvantages of using chambered ordnance
(see Art. 123) for broadside sliut-ginis in (|uick firing,
the chambered ordnance requiring the introduction of a
wad over the cai-tridgc before the shot is jmt in, whereas
in a cylindricid hove the shot may always be set home
in immediate contact with the cartridge.
Several valuable experiments have recently been
made by Major Mordecai, of the United States' artillery, on the deviations of shot from the object when
wads of different kinds were employed the gun being
a 14-pounder9 the windage 0.143 inch, and the charge
;

m

:

6

lbs.

These deviations were found to be the greatest when
junk wads were used, whether one wad was placed on the
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one on the powder and another on the ball.
deviations were also considerable when hay wads
"were used and they were the least when grummet wads
w'ere employed, whether one only was placed on the
ball, or there was placed one on the powder and another

ball only, or

The

;

on the bail. The deviation was rather greater when a
eabot was next to the powder, and a grummet wad over
the ball.
156. With respect to small arms, it is found that
wads of different kinds have different effiacts upon the
modifying the action of the charge ; and
projectile
from expenments which have been made in the United
States with a musket-pendulum, the following results

have been obtained.
Witli a charge equal to 77 grains, a musket-ball
in cartridge-paper, and the paper crimipled
into a wad, the velocity of the ball was 1342 feet ; and
when two felt wads, cut from a hat, were placed on the
powder with one on the ball, the velocity was 1482 feet.
With a charge equal to 140 grains, two felt wads being
placed on the powder and one on the ball, the velocity
was 1526 feet ; when cartridge paper was used, crumpled into a wad, the velocity was 1575 feet ; and when
one wad of pasteboard was placed over the powder with
another on the ball, it was 1599 feet. These results
seem to indicate that wads made of the stiffest materials
are the most advantageous.

wrapped

—

157. YIII.
Penetrations of shot into materials,
The
experiments which have been made to determine the
penetration of shot into different substances, have led to
very various and often discordant results, arising, no
doubt, from inequalities in the consistencv of the materials or in the degrees of elastidtv", hnt lul of them tend
to confirm the laws which have been stated in Art. 79.
In that article there is given a formula (c) for computing the depth of the penetration of shot into oak timber
and Table XYI., Appendix D., contains the computed
amounts of penetration, the shot being fired from
diiierent natures of French ordnance and at different
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distances of the gun from tlie object.
Tlie Table is
aluidged i'nnn the Aide Memoirs Namle, Paris, 1850
the wciglits and measures being expressed in English

The velocities at the time of impact are
computed from the formula (c), Art. 60 and the depths
penetrated, from the formula (c), Art. 79.* M. J?iooerty in his Traits dArtilleriey has giyen Tables professing to contain tlie results of experiments made in
France on the depths of the penetration of shot into
masoniy, wood, earth, and water, from gans of different
calibrefl, with yarious charges of powder, and at different
distances from the object struck.
158. In order to determine the circumstances approaching as Ileal ly as possible to those which may
occur in the naval service, many experiments were made
in 1838 on board of H. M. S. " Excellent," under Captain
Sir Thomas Hastings, by firing both solid and hollow
shot against the Prince George hulk, which was moored
at the distance of 1200 yards.
The guns were laid at
small angles of elevation, generally between 2 and 3»
degrees, except when the sliot was intended to strike
the hull after ricocheting on the surface of the water,
when the elevations were 1 degree ; and the following
is a brief statement of some of the most remarkable
effects winch were produced.
It should be observed
denominations.

;

that the shots often entered the side of the hulk diagonally, and pierced or splintered parts of the structure at
different places in the interior
the depth penetrated is
expressed by the sum of the distances in solid wood,
which the shot passed through or deeply furrowed.
Several 18-pounder shot, with charges of 6 lbs. of
powder, penetrated to depths varying horn. 21 to 33
;

* In order to have the penetrations of shot into other media, the numbers
in the TiUe miut be multiplied by 1.64 for firm eertb, oonmeting of aand and
clay in equal portions ; by 1.3 for sand and gravel intermixed ; by 3.21 for
ejirth newly raised, and 0.41 for sound masonry.
Experiments in France
have bbown that wood, in conseijuencc of its elasticity, recovers nearly its
origiual volume after being penetrated, and thns eloeee up the cavity formed
by shot on striking it. Exirarimeuts have also shown that a itrojectilo
remains emljodrlcd in oak only when it lias poDotrated to a depth nearly equal
to its diameter.
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wood, and there
The effects produced by 32-|){)under sliot
were much creator with a charo^e of G lbs. one passed
throuju^li the sliip's side diagonally in indifferent wood

inches, according to the state of the
stuck.

;

(30 inches), then, continuing

on the opposite

its

course,

side of the ship,

it

struck a knee

making one large

sphnter, and, aft^r rebounding, it struck the oombings
on the side which it first entered. Another, with an
equal chai^, passed through the how portsill, and
stxuck upon the iron knees of the cable-bitts, which it
broke in two ; the standard of the bitts was also shaken
The shot itself was broken in pieces, and the
to pieces.
fragments cut the chain-cable in two places. With
charges of 8 lbs. the 32-pounder shot penetrated to

depths varying from 22 to 48 inches.
Two 32-pounder shot fired singly with charges of
10 lbs. 11 oz., entered at the same })lace so as to render
impossible to distinguish their separate effects ; togethrough the ship^s side in firm
wood, they shattered a sound wooden Imee : they then
passed across the deck, cutting down a wooden stanchion
6 feet long and 8 inches square under the beam ; this
they Bhattend in pieces, causing many spUnters, eiz of
which were very large, and one of them swept the deck
One of the two shot penetrated
as far as the pumps.
its (jwn de])tli in sound wood on the op])osite side of the
ship, and there stuck ; the other struck and splintered a
it

ther, after penetrating

poi't

on

tlie

op])08ite

side,

after

which

it

rebounded

against the side which it first entered.
G8-pounder shot (solid), with a charge of 10 lbs.,
penetrated diagonally through an oak chock of sound
wood, which it shattered to pieces, flattening a lar^e
iron bolt ; from thence it passed into the ship*s side in
good wood, making a total penetration of 46 inches.
159. Many hollow shot were fired with remarkable
effects from 68-pounder guns, makin«2^ pcjietrations
which varied from 25 to 56 inches. One of these, with
a charij^e of 8 Ihs., penetrated the side of the hulk,
passing throuu^h 28 inches of ^'ood wood, tore out the
iron hook which holds the port-hinge, and fractured the

A
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after side of the port, driving the splinters about the

deck. It rent away the end of a beam, grazed the deck,
passing through two planks, and catting down a
stanchion 8 inches square, making several large splinters; it then struck against the opposite side of the ship,

whence it rebounded ap^ainst that which it entered.'
Hollow shot from a (JS-pounder carrouadc, with a

iroiu

cliarge of 5 lbs. 8 oz., penetrated to depths varying
from 28 to 31 inches. One of these pierced through

•

the ship's side (24 inches) just above the water-line, in
fair wood, and then passed through the ceiling in the
orlop ^7 inches thick), consisting q£ veiy strong wood,

shattenng it considerably*
160. In 1848 some experiments were made to try the
penetration of shot into water, when fired with small
angles of depression towards its sorfiMse. In these experiments three targets were placed vertically in the water,
8 feet asunder, the nearest being about 37 yards from
the mouth of a gim, wliich was a 32-pouiider, and
charged with 10 lbs. of powder.

When

gun was depressed 7

degrees, the shot
the water's edge, and, passing
through it, rose from thence and pierced the other targets at the heights of 12 and 18 incites above the water.
Again, the water having risen 2 feet, the gun, charged
as before, was fired, when the shot striking the water
at 8 feet short of the nearest target, rose and passed
through llie three targets sucoessively the first at 6
inches from the water, and the others successively
higher. The same gun being fired with a depression of
5 degrees, the shot passed through the first target under
water, grazed 4 feet, and rebounded from the second

struck the

the

•

first tiirget at

:

-

target.

The
grees,

gini

when

was

fired

once with a depiession of 9 decome up again. It passed

the shot did not

* At 800 yards, with heavy gims, a charge or one quarter of the weight of
shot m.iy always be used ; at 500 yards the chart^o may ho reduced to onesixth i and, within 400 yards, two shot at once may lie used with advantage.
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through the first target at 2 feet under water, and,
grazing along the mud, rel)ounded from the second
With a deprestarget, having entirely lost its force.
sion of 7 degrees, the shot being fired into the water
where it was 1 foot deep, rose, after grazing about 8
feet idong the mud, and at length fell at the distance of
Being fired with the same depression into
4CK) yards.
water 2 feet deep, the shot did not reach tne mud, but
immediately rose, and finally fell about 600 yards off.
161. In order to ascertain if shot reflected from water
would damage a ship, shots from a 32-})()umlur gun,
with a charge of 10 lbs. and a depression equal to 7
degrees, were fired from a lump alongside of tlie Leviathan, and the following are some of tlie effects j)roduced: At the distance of 16 yards, the shot struck
the water at 4 feet from the ship's side, and in one
experiment it lodged in the cutwater ; in another it
indented the ship's side, and in both cases it struck at
18 inches below the water-line. At the distance of 36

—

yards, with a depression of 5 degrees, the shot struck
the water at distances from the ship's side varying from
2 to 15 ivvt and ricocheting, entered the ship at distances above the water line varying iiom 2 inches to
;

3

feet.

In consequence of the loss of force which the balls, in
these experiments, sustained by striking the water,
it has been inferred that, if a shot be fired with such a
depression as a ship's gun will bear, it will not penetrate into water more than 2 feet; and consequently
that it will be impossible to injure a ship by firing at
all

her under water. The correctness of this inference we
must however be permitted to doubt till further experiments have been made. It is highly j)robable that
conoidal shot would penetrate to a certain depth into
the water, and strike the ship below the water line.
162.

From

the tables of ricochet practice

made on

board the " Excellent" in 1838, against the " Prince
George" hulk, at the distance of 1200 yards, the following particulars are extracted:
shot fired from a

—A
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32-poiind^ at an elevation of half a degree, with a
charge of 10 lbs. 11 oz., penetrated, after one graze
from the water, the after port-timber of one of the
ports, to the dcptli of 28 inches in very good wood,
shattered the head of the rider, started the plank between the ports, and passed over to tlie opposite side,
where it penetmted to the deptli of 10 inches. Tin's
shot also broke the beam-clamp, a piece of good wood
6 inches thick.
68-ponnder hollow shot, with a charge of 12 lbs.
and an elevation of half a degree, after five grazes
struck a chock of solid wood 4 feet 8 inches thick luider

A

the fender, and shattered it in pieces. It stmck also a
large iron bolt, which it flattened. Another, with a
chu*ge of 10 lbs. and an elevation of 1 degree, after
two grazes penetrated the ship's side diagonally (34
inches), in tolerably good wood, below the chocks, and
lodged behind a cluster of iron knees on the orlo])The planking
deck, which were shaken considerably.
third,
on the outside of the ship was also started.
after two ^azes, struck a chock used for the sheers,
tearing off a piece 6 feet long, 1 foot deep, and 24 feet
It then penetrated 11 inches deep in the ship's
broad.
side, in bad wood.
68-ponnder shot, with a charge of 8 lbs. and an
elevation of 1 decree, after two bounds, penetrated to
the depth of 24 inches, close to the side of a port just
above the lower port-sill, in bad wood, started the inside
planking, and tore off a piece which splintered. One
of the splinters, a very large one, was thrown beyond
the main-hatchway to the opposite side of the deck.
The shot having crossed the deck, struck a corner of the
main-hatchway conihinofs, and tore out a large piece on
It struck
eacli side, destroying the use of the combings.
a winch-handle which was lying on the deck, and drove
one end of it through a port-scuttle. After striking the
combings, the shot grazed a beam and fell on the deck.
Another shot, with a charge of 7 lbs. and an elevation
of 1 degree, after three bounds, penetrated through the

A

A
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ship's side diagonally (29 inches), shattered the oeiUng,
and made several splinters.

A

hollow shot from a 68-pounder carronade, with a
charge of 5 lbs. 8 oz. and an elevation of 4 degrees,
after one bound, struck the ujjper surface of a bulwark,

and went overboard.
Kicocliet practice is now niiicli better understood
than formerly, and is daily becoming more important
When made with large ordnance it is
in the service.
susceptible of great accuracy on level ground, or on the
surface of smooth water.
163. In 1838 experiments were made at Gavre with
two solid balls fired at once against a butt of oak timber,
in order to determine the dmerent penetrations of the
shot, and the distances between their centres at different
The diameter of each sliot
distances from the piece.
was 6*283 inches (Knghsh), and its w^Mght 33 lbs. 4* (3 oz.
Three different natures of ordnance were used a Ions:
30-pounder (Frencli) gim, a canon-obusier of 30, and a
30-pounder (Frencli) carronade. One ball was in contact with the cliarge, and the other in contact with the
former.
In the carronade, a grummet wad was placed
over the shot which was farthest from tlie charge, but
in the other pieces a junk wad. The following tables
exhibit the results :
:

Taslb
InitUl Velocity.

or

Ball
neare«t
the
Cluige.

Owiiwiiwii

ft.

Long 30

pr.

GBnoa-«lnisier\
of 30 .
./
30-])r.

naif

CniTO-^
.

.

per Bee.

I.

VeUxliyMStrildiig.

from tbc

Ball
nearest
the

Cluu-ge.

Ghttge.

Ball
fartbeHt

ft.

per

aec. ft.

per sec.

Peoelratioa.

liall

Ball

Ball

Tartbest

nearest
the

frantte

from the

fartbed

GkMRB.
ft.

prr sec.

incbcii.

Inches.

8

4.3

938

1194

889

1129

29.61

42-12

4

6*4

761

958

718

905

21.06

30.51

3

8.4

727

856

689

810

19.68

35.59

1
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Tablb 0.
Txmg 30-pr.
CaMrge8UM.4.Sot.

OlatMHM

mm

nUMDoet between tki

DlsUi'c<->

Geo ties.

ButL

HbriMOtal.

ft

to.

Obusier of 30.

Caiii n

Centres.

BMiontd.

YflittaL

In.

ft.

8.3
7.3

0
2

0
2

0.

0.4
6.3

9

4

8.6
3.5
7.7
7.9

0.2

0

1

1

IM

U.2

3

0.8

4

219
274
328

3
2

1.4

4
9
9

1

4
4

im

5

4.3
8.6
3.4

437

0

8.

From

all

these experiments,

4

VvtloiL

n.

1

11

13

3.

4.6
0.2
8.9

•

4
9

0.

3.6
11.4
8.5

Ite.

8.4

m.

Ctatna.

in.

65

Charge 3

Distances betweao tha

1

II.

109

30-pr. Carronada,

Ui&rge 4 lU. 6.4 us.

^SorisQBtaL

in.

ft.

7.9

0
0

9.8

1

6

3.6

3

6
5

6.3
6.5
10.7
6.4

5
7

10
11

it is

fa.

5.9
11.8
5.7
6.9
0.6
6.5

YarlkaL
ft.

Id.

1

3.7
5.7
5.9

1

8
2
2

4

1.6

11.4
4.7

evident tbat the ball

which was in contact with the charge had the least
velocity and the least penetrating power (see Art. 101).
It is iurtlier remarkable that, at distances beyond 200
yards, the vertical dispersion greatly exceeds the horizontal dispersion.
164, In the summer of 1835 some experiments were
carried on at Metz, in order to ascertain the effects of
cannonHshot on plates of forged iron, carefully manu&ctured by rolling ; and the following account of them is

extracted from the Mimorial d*Artilleriey No. 6, page
361. The dimensions and weights are given in English

denominations :

No. 1 plate was 48.8 inches lony;, 18.4 inches wide,
1.44 inches thick, and wx^ighed 343 lbs.
No. 2 plate
was 40 inches long, IG inches wide, 1.72 inches thick,
No. 3 plate was 62.4 inches
and w'eighed 220 lbs.
long, 18 inches wide, 3.08 inches thick, and weighed
The shot were fired from 12-pounder and
581 lbs.
24-pounder guns (French), which were placed at the*
distance of 66 i feet from the plates.
From the 12-ponnd6r ^un, with a charge equal to
2 oz. and a velodly eqtuu to 340 feet per second, impresdons from 0.16 ind& to 0.2 inch were made in No. 1
and No. 2 plates. The shot was unaltered in form, and
reboimded oack to a distance of 117 feet. From the
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24-poiinder gun, charge 8.8 oz., and a velocity of 463 feet,
the shot pnxhiced a crack in the rear face of No. 2 plate
with a cliarge of 1.1 lb., and a velocity of 633 feet, the shot
completely pierced No. 1 plate, and detached a fragment.
From the 12-pounder enn, charge 1.1 lb., velocity
866 feet, the fire being directed against Xo. 1 plate,
also with a charge equal to 2.2 lbs., and velocity 1216
feet, the fire being directed against No. 3 plate, we shot
did not pass through, but produced deep impressions
and cracks towards tne bottom of the indentation. The
shot were broken, and the plates were brought to a heat
wliich produced a deep blue colour at the places of
From the 24-pounder gun, cliarge 4.4 lbs.,
fracture.
and velocity 1266 feet, the shot did not pierce No. 3
plate, but produced cracks diverging from the centre of
the impression ; but with a charge equal to 6.6 lbs.,
and velocity 1500 feet, the shot perforated No. 3 plate,
carrying out a portion corresponding nearly to its own
diameter. Witn charges above 4.4 lbs., the shot passed
completel}' through No. 1 and No. 2 plates, and the
diameters of the noles were found to approach that of
the shot in proportion as the velocity of the latter was
greater.
In one case the liole appeai*ed as if punched
in a form very nearly circular.*
• This warrants tho condemnation prononnced by high authority on iron
Bteamers in France
" De tous les uavircs a vai^ur, lea plus improurea a
gnerrc sont ceux en fer," (Les Principes et VOrganimtion de la MarinM de
Ont rrr^ par le G(<ntfral Du Bourg, aooion oflBcier de la Marine, p. 318, Paris,
1^<40,)
Tho French were tlie first to proixwe the intn)duction of the use of
iron in the formation of steara-vcssels amied with
nouvdh artne " the
canon-obusier. Colouel Paixhans entertained an ojnnion that such vessels
might thus be made sbeUoproof, and aooordingly propouoded this in his work
(^XoffvrUc Force ^fnr^^imc, ] age 7), in which it is announced that the gieamvesscls so armed au<l fitted were to he made proof against artillery by hc\n%
cuirasses en ftr\
This proiMjsition was taken into consideration by the
CGmittf CoMultatif da la Marine, to which the whole of the project was
teferred, for a Report
and seriously entertained and discussed by them
(see section No. 19, ]i]>. Vt2 rt nrq, in the work just quoted) ; and this it was
that led to the ooustruction of irou steamers in our naval service.
The proposition of rendering ship impenetrable to shot, hi this or any other manner,
was found to he impracticable by any means available in ship-building. The
French soon afterwards came to the conehision that, of all vessels that am be
Christ ructe<l, those made of iron are the most impToi>er for war ; and they have
long since desisted from any attempts to iutroduce iron ve^isels into their naval
:

—

U

;

service.
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in 1834,

been fractured not only at the point of oontacty but also
at points eonaidmtbly distant from thenoe.
It was found
also that the aides of a traversing gon-cama^ of iron,

whose dimensions exceeded those of any carnage which
can be employed on sendee, were broken by an ^pounder
ball, having a velocity of 492 feet, which proves that
carriajires of this iiiiture would, if struck, be rendered
urisi-rvie« ahle
and that a collision which, with a
f^<«Hli.u carriage, wiHild liuve damaged only an accessory
part, witliout requiring it^s being replaced, would, with
a c-i>i-iron carriage, have a more fatal efi'ect. Not only
is the object struck destroyed in a short time, but the
bngjnomU scattered in different directions are highly
;

daageioiis.

In An^nst^ I84O9 some ezj^eriments were made
Woolwich, in order to determine the effects of shot
upon an iron target lined with a composition of caoutcIkmic a id cork, tlie invention of Lieut. Walker of the
Jt^yal Marines.
The thickness of the iron was |- inch,
arid of the c<>m|M»sition 9 inclies.
The gun was a
32-fN>untler, and was placed at the distance of 40 yards
at

I

from the target.
With a char^ eqoal to i lb, of powder the sliot
but with
leLcMuided, making only a small indentation
a charge e<ii]al to ^ lb. the shot penetrated the iron and
loJgidd in the composition : had the shot been heated,
the composition would have been set on fire, when by
nri immediate possibility could tiie shot have been taken
wit, f*) that tne consequences might have been fatal.
With a charge of L lb. the shot passed through both the
ir^n and the coni[>osition, ]tr<Mlueing a clean, round hole,
tii«- dixk
which was strurk out Ix'ing nearly a circle
MS^i with a charge of 10 ll>s. there was formed a clean
W-e. but the &
tnts struck out were very nuiuerou%
fOial), and jagged.
The target was thm turned so as to present to the
K 2
;

;
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gun the face armed with tlie coin})osition when, with
a charge of I lb., there was formed an irregular fracture
13 inches long; and, with a charge of 10 lbs., the
target was pierced and greatly torn, the meiin diameter
of the perforation being 18 or 19 inches. I t does not
appear, therefore, that any advantage would be gained
by thus lining or covering the sides of an iron vessel.
167. In 1840 a series of experiments were also
carried on at Oavre, in France, with grape-shot, consisting of 10 balls of 4 lbs. each, disposed in two layers
between two plates of wrought iron, through whicli
passed a central stem the balls were confined laterally^
Dy three iron hoops, one above another, and the upper
plate was kept close over the balls by means of a screw.
The grape, which w^as fired from a canon-obusier of 80,
with and without a wooden bottom, weighed in the
former case 72 lbs. 12 oz., and in the latter 67 lbs. 12 oz.
And the following is a table exhibiting the dispersions
of the balls at difterrat distances from the gun :
;

;

Onpe with Wooden

DUUuioe
Jn

I»i-;MT-

'

'fi

in Fi ct

Gnpe without

Bottoms.

\S'uo<liu liuuuui$.

DiBporsIon in Feet and InchM.

\\xv\

>

N
Ilurizuiilul.

ft.

In.

Vertical.

ft.

in.

Mean.
ft.

109

3

2

9

7

6

itrt

11

9

6

219
274
328

15
18

1

13
15
18

4
6

12
15
18

28

6

25

0
22 11

Horizontal.

in.

ft.

4.5
7.5
2.5
3.

8.5

Mean.

Vertical.

In.

in.

ft.

ft.

6

4

7

7

6

12
16
19

7

11

7

0
7

18
21

12
17

4

26

7

29

3

1

20
27

in..

11.5
1.

0.5
5.5
11.

«

From
that the

the gim,

the experiments alluded to, it may be deduced
deviation, at the distance of 1 yard from

mean
is

For grape-shot ivitlx ivooden bottoms
without ditto
ditto
For

From experiments made on

.

.

.

0.96 inches.

1.M

„

g*rape-shot, the balls beinir

contained in a canvass bag as usual, when fired from
the same nature of ordnance, the mean dispersion^ at
An
1 yard from the gun, was found to be 0.94 inches.
iron plate in front of the ball causes, therefore, the dia-
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plate.

A

fi^reater tliaii

it

would
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such

wooden bottom causes a diminution of the

dispersion: but sucli bottoms arc very liable to be
broken to pieces in the gun, hj wbich the dispersion of

the balls is rendered irregular.
On the whole, however, grape-shot confined between
iron plates ap[)ear8 to offer no advantages over that
which is in canvass, and at sea the hoops would soon be
corroded by rust.
The mean dispersions of i^nipe shot from a canonobusier of 80, at a distance of I OH yards, are as follow
^raj)e-slK)t, coiisistiii<j^ of 48 balls, each 1.85 inch
A gra])o-sliot consisting"
diameter, 13 feet 4.5 inches.
inches;
of 10 balls, each 3.100 inch diameter, 7 leet
and a grape-shot, consisting of G balls, each 4.798 inches
diameter, 7 feet 9.2 inches. To the extent of 437 yards
the dispersions were proportional to the distances from
the piece of ordnance.
Grape, consisting of 48 balls, each 1.85 inches in
diameter, were fired from a canon-obusier of 80, with a
charge of 8 lbs. 13 oz«, the balls being disposed in three
layers, and mounted on a wooden bottom of a conical
form, and the whole weighing 47 lbs. 9 oz., when the
mean dispersion at 1 yard from the gun was 1.9 inch
the greatness of the dis|)crsi()n would not permit such
shot to be fired at a gi-eater distance from the butt tlian
2in yards. By applying a w rought-iron ])late, instead
of the wooden bottom, the mean dispersion at 1 yard
:

—

A

;

was

1.6 inches.

Grape, consisting of 64 balls of the above size, with
a wrought-iron plate, were fired firom the same nature
of ordnance, and with the above charge, when the mean
dispersion at 1 yard was 1.75 inch. It is evident,
.therefore, that the dispersion increases when the number of balk is increased.
In 1837 a number of experiments were made at
Gavre, with different natures of ordnance, on the penetration into oak of balls constituting grape or case-shot,
the guns being at 544 yards fi'oni the butt; and the
following is a Table of the results
;
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Fast n«

Velocity

Vaivtoraiot.

Mean

Velo-

at Ibc
instant

Peuetra-

city.

of

tioo.

Initial

Katon of (MBneSh

ImpacL

Canon>Obusier of 30
Canon-Ubusier of 80

Long 30-pr.

(Fr.)

.

Cnnon-Obuaier of 80

Long 30-pr.

168.

(Fr.)

.

15
120
48

ball*,
balls,

2.1 inchdioB.
1.05 ditto .

balls, 1

.85

ditto

.

.

.
.

ditto .
15 balU, 2.1
.
10 balls (4 lir.) 3.199 do.

no

balls, I'O.'i

ditto

.

.

Iba.

oa.

Feet.

4
4

6.4
6.4

764
758
924
886
924
945

8 13.
8 1.5
8 13.
1.5
8

FlMt.

715
666
854
830
882
830

Iiirlim

7.56
3.35
8.5
9.61
14.8
4.7r,

When

fired at the

a cluster of grape and one round-shot are
same time from one j)iece of ordnance, it is

the grape is placed in contact with the
being l)eyond it, the plate of the grape
is often fractured, and when not broken in pieces, it
takes a figure decidedly curved with the convexity
towards the round shot; the balls of grape are fre*
quently broken by their mutual percussions, and the
stem is either broken or forced out of its place. The
like effects are produced, but in a much less degree,
when the shot is placed in contact with the charge, the
grape being beyond. It was ascertained from experi*
ments made at Gavre in 1838 that, when the grape was
in contact vnth the charge, the dispersion of the balls
was twice as gix'at as when the round-shot was in such
It follows that the dis}>ersion of grape-shot is
contact.
diminished by augmenting the thickness of the ])late;
and it is found that with the same piece of onluance tlie
dispersion of grape-shot is nearly proportional to the

found that

if

cliarge, the ball

number of

balls which compose the cluster.
Also, the
dispersion is smaller in proportion as the piece of ordnance is longer.

169. The effect produced by shot when fired against
iron steamers was remarkably exemplified on the
lizard*' during the operations which took place in the
Paran& in 1846, when it was found that, on being
struck, the plates of the sliip bulged, and the perforations were so irregular and jagged that, for the purpose
of stopping them, tlie common plugs were quite useless.
This circumisUuice suggested the expedient of employing
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what has been called a parasol plug, which consists of
an iron bolt furnished with arms of the same metal and
covered with thick canvass well tarred. On beinj^
thrust through the shot-hole, and then forcibly dra\\ u
back, the head expanded, and thus, the aperture bcin^^
In conse(jn('nce also of
covered, the leak was closed.
the ship beiji<j^ struck, the splinters and rivets detached
bj the shot Hew about like grape, and nearly all the
men killed and wounded suffered from this cause.
Grape-shot fired at a distance of 200 yards pierced the
sid(^
and persons presen^ who were highly capable of
judging, concurred in opinion that a 32-pounaer shot
would have ^ne through the sides of three or four iron
;

steamers, domg damage which would be successively
greater in those more remote fix>m the ship first struck,
till the force were spent.
remarkable circumstance
Alecto" at the same
is said to have happened to the
time.
An infantry soldier fired his ramrod at her,
when, like a dart, it went point foremost quite through
the nearest side of the funnel, but being prevented by
the button from passing through the other side, it fell
do^^^l in the interior.
170. In the years 1849-1861 some experiments, of
which notice is given below, were carried on at l\)rt^^mouth under the direction of Captain, now Rear- Admiral,
Chadsy CB., in order to try the effects of shot in and
upon iron ships ; and a distinct knowledge of all the
facts established by these trials is a matter of such immense importance, that the author thinks it necessary to
present to the reader a summary of all the experiments that have been made, to ascertain exactly the
effects of shot of various descriptions on plates or ribs of

A

iron.

The first experiment, made on the Gtli of November,
was for the purpose of testing the resistance of

1849,

iron plates against musketry, canister, and ^rape shot.
Oak planking was also fired at, to make a conv*
marine's perparison between the two materials.
drs. ; distance, 40
cussion musket was used : charge^
yards.

A
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tSk&il«*

}AUp««dU.„ugh.

Canister, 100 yards

oSk&itooh

}

6 lbs. charge.

:

6 Hm. diaige.

All paimod through.

1

I

0UpIank.4io^
}

M

:

Canister proof.

Grape, 200 yaidi

"

Fast n.

6 inch

AU p«-d though.
Generally ptaaed throiigh.

Experiments were made in June, 1850, against two
Simoom,"' |^ inch thick, placed 35 feet
apart the guns and charges were those used in all
sections of the "
:

steam-vessels.

The result was, that two or three shot, or sometimes
even a single one striking near the water-line of an
iron vessel, must endanger the ship.
Another most serious evil is, that the shot breaks, on
striking, into innumerable pieces, which pass into the
ship with such force as to ran^e afterwards to adistance
of 400 or 500 yards hence the effect on men at their
quarters would be more destnictive than canister shot,
supposing them to pass tlirough a ship's side, as when
;

the plates are only f inch thick.

Rcar-Admiral Chads stated, in a letter to the author,
that out of seventeen 32-pounder shot which struck the
iron butts at the distance of 450 yards, with charges
varying from 2i to 10 lbs., sixteen were shivered to
pieces on passing through the first side, and became a
cloud of langrage too numerous to be counted.
Experiments were further made on the 11th o£ July,
1850, against an iron section similar to the ^* Simoom
it w^as filled in and made solid, with 5i-inch oak timber
*

This ship

oilier

is clinker-built

inm Tene!

;

aud

its sides

are thicker than those of

any

in the navy.
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between the iron ribs, and 4i-incli oak planking above
waterways, which were 1 foot thick, and with 3-inch
fir abore the port si lb ; these were strongly secured to
the

by bolts.
The results were as follow
The hofes made by the diot were not

the iron plates

:

so irregular as
All parts
of the shot passed ri<^^lit tlirough the iron and timber,
and then split and spread abroad witli considerable
Tehx'ity ; parts of tlie iron j)lates, and a few very small
piec-es of hiiot, were sometimes retained in tlie tind)er.
With low charges the shot did not split into so many
pieoes as K-fore.
With high charges the splinters from the shot were
as nnmerons and as severe as before, with the addition,
in this and the former case, of the evil to which other
TesMfls are subject
that of the splinters torn from the

on the former occasion, but as clear and open.

—

timbers.

On

the 13th of August, 1850, an iron section similar
Sini(M)m" was prepared with a covering of fir
plank on tlie fnitside, of the thickness of 2, 3, and 4
ti.

the

luchett in diftcrent jcirts.

The re^iult of this ex|xM iment was similar to tlie last,
when the wcxkI was on the inside, with the exception
of the sjilinters

The hoh

from the wood.

made by

the shot were regular, of the full
and open.
Every shot split on passing through ; those between
the ribs into a few pieces onlj ; those that struck on
both cases, when comthe ribs into a great number ;
Ltned with the spHnters of the iron side, the effect must
s

le of the shot,

m

pmve highly destructive.
A fY)riij>;»risrin as to the effect of shot on iron and
liiuiH-r was iii.'ule by firing S-ineh hollow shot, and
?»2-lh.

solid shot, at a butt built for experinicnta] shell-

£nng, with timber having G-inch plank on the outside,
and 4»incb within ; the result was, that the splinters
from the wood were trifling when compared witn those
from the iron.
Again, experiments were made on the 10th Octoberi
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1850, against an iron section similar to the " Simoom,"
on the inside with a composition called by Mr.
Walters, the inventor, kamptulicon the result was the
same as the former trials when lined with wood. It
neither prevented the shot from breaking into numerous
small pieces, nor did the hole close up, as was anticipated, after the shot had passed tlirough.
171. Experiments w^ere made on the 5th July, 1851,
at a butt constructed with oak and fir uprights, to
represent the 'timbei-s of a ship one half covered with
Iths, and the other half with ^ths sheet-iron.
lined

;

;

The

was with tlie iron outside (Fig. 3)
and 8-inch hollow shot, with distant
charges, passed through the f ths iron without splitting.
practice

first

:

32-lb. solid shot,

Fig. 3.

aUt» »
1

t
>n.l
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a
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1

-

10
1

//

/J

1

II has not been thoight necessary to describe, in detail, tlie fractures and ravages made
by the shot. The delineations, faithfully reported, saataxi aux yextx, and carry

con^iction to the mind.

In firing against the 4tlis iron plates, two of the shot,
on striking a double part where there was a joint, split
into four or five

manner

as

pieces,

but not in so destructive a

on the former occasion against the |ths

plates.

Some shot that passed through this part were picked
up and found to be starred or cracked, showing that
•Itlis is the extreme thickness of iron which should be
em])loyed in constructing iron vessels, in order to prevent the breaking of the shot.
The shot on passing through the i plate iron made
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own diameters, without rending the iron further, hut the disc struck out was inv^ariahly hn)ken into numerous pieces?.
Fig. 4 represents
the reverse of the tiirget, and exhibits the eflfects on the
clear, clean holes, of their

timbers.
Fig. 4.

The
the

butt

wa« subsequently turned, so as to represent
where the shot would strike the

off-side (Fig. 4),

before passing through the iron
reduced
charges were used to aiminish the velocity of the shot
to what it would be after having passed through the

tiiobenB

:

front side.

A

32-pounder shot passed through an oak timber,
away the iron at the back in a fearful manner,
laj^-ing open a space of 19 inches by 12, and curhiig
the iron up so as to preclude the possibility of stopping
it if under water.
An 8-inch shot also" struck a fir timber, with almost
carry ing

a similar result ; the hole was 2 feet 6 inches by
10 inches.
On the 11th and 12th of August, 1851, experiments
were made the particular objects of which were to
endeavour to diminish or obviate the destructive effects
produced as above on iron plates by tlie impacts of
ibot, and to prevent the shot from splitting into pieces.
For tliese purposes a butt was constructed to represent
t •tction of the " Simoom," formei^l of iron ribs of f-inch
iroa, 4i inches wide, and
inches apart, instead of

Hi
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were covered witli 5-incli teak plankand 2-inch on the inside (Figs. 5 and
The breadth of the 5-inch planking was lOi inches,

iron plates

ing on
6).

Part

tliese

:

tlie OTitsirle

and of the

2-iuch, 9f inches.
This butt, 10 feet long by 8 in depth, was fixed
between piles firmly driven at the distance of 450 ^ ards
from the guns, and with the outaide face towards
them.
No. 1. Solid shot, 32-pounder, 56 cwt. gun, 10 pound
charge.
Hit direct about 3 feet from the centre of the

—

making an open

hole (1, Fig. 5) the size of the
shot with a jagged edge through the 5-inch teak
it
then cut directly through an iron rib, cariying away
7 inches of it the shot then, with the pieces of the rib,
passed through the 2-inch teak close to the edge of a
plank, carrying away an extent of 3 feet in length by
IJ in height.
butt,

;

;

Fig. 5.

A

large

were found
yards
No.

:

number of
;

tlie

splinters both of wood and iron
iron ones ranging from 200 'to 400

the shot passed on to 1300 or 1 jOO yards.
Solid shot, 32-pounder, 56 cwt. gun, 10 pounds

2.
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from the bottom (Fif^. 5),
of the butt, making an open
hole the size of the shot with a ja^i^^ed edge through
the 5-inch teak; it then cut througli the back of an
iron rib, canying away 10 inches of the lower part of
it ; the sliot then, with the pieces of the rib, passed
through the 2-inch teak in the centre of a plank, car^
Tying away an extent of 3 feet in length by 1 in height,
which probably would have been greater but that the
allot struck so near the bottom of the butt and centre
of a [il.tnk.
A larire numlx^'r of sjihnters both of wood and iron
were prothieed ; tlie iron ones ranging from 200 to
400 yards the shot passed on to 1500 or IGOO yards.
Xf». 3. Hollow shot, 5(> lbs., 8-ineh, 65 cwt. gun,
10 p»unds charge. ^Hit from ricochet 25 yards short,
about 2 feet from the side and 3 from the top of the
Initt, making an open hole the size of the sliot with a
j-tg;re<i edge through the 5-inch teak ; it then cut
dim.'tiy through an iron rib, carrying away 26 inches
of it ; the shot then with the pieces of the rib passed
throufrh the 2-inch teak at the edpre of a plank, carryin;: uwMV iUi extent of 3 feet in length by about 2 feet
in hei;.'ht.
A hirge nuinlx'r of sph'nters l>oth of wood and iron ;
the iron ones ranging from 200 to 400 yardfi ; the shot
pMed on to 1300 or 1400 yards.
Xo. 4. Hollow shot, 50 lbs., 8 inch 65 cwt. gun,
10 pounds charge. Hit direct, about 3 feet from the
etntre <^ the butt, making an open hole the size of the
shoe with a jagged edge through the 5-inch teak ; it
then eat directly through an iron rib, carrying away
^ inc hes of it ; the shot then with the pieces of the rib
thnujgii the 2-inch teak, in tne centre of a
.airying away an extent of 3 feet in length
i Liik.
charge.

and

alwjut the

micMlc

iiiflies

]»Mrt

:

—

—

Lt

1

A
tbe

in lieight.

inm one< miiLnng from 200

fumd on

A

wood and iron;
400 yards; the bhot

hirge numlK:'r of sphnters botli of
to

to

1400 or 1500 yards.
same description reversed was then

butt of the
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used, to try the effect of shot pa&sing oflf the opposita
side of a ship fitted in this manner.
For tliis purpose 5 lbs. charges were used with the
8-inch, and 4 lbs. with the 32-|X)under gun, to allow for
the decreased velocity of the shot after having passed
through the first side with a lO-pounds charge.
With solid shot, 32-pounder, 56 cwt., 4-pounds
charge.
Hit direct 2 feet from the bottom and about
the middle part of the butt (B, Fig. 6), making an
open liole the size of the shot w4th a jagged edge
through the 2-inch teak ; it then cut directly through
an iron rib, carrying away about 7 inches of it ; the
shot then with the pieces of the rib passed through the
5-inch teak near the edge of a plank, making an open
hole 12 inches in length by 6 in height, but the wood
much splintered to 3 feet in length by 14 inches in
height.

—

Fig. 6.

n

A

» ^

.'i

/

1'

:

1

.

\
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J

o

\

I

1

Jen
I

I

J

splinters, but not many
the shot passed on to 700 yards.
Hollow shot, 56 lbs., 8 inch 65 cwt. gun, S-pounds
Hit direct, at A, Fig. 6, about 2 feet from
charge.

great

number of wooden

iron ones observed

;

—
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making an open hole

of the shot with a jagged edge through the
2-inch teak
it then cut through the buck of an iron
rib. cjirrying away about 18 inches of the upper part of
rhe shot tlien, with tlie pieces of the rib, |)as8ed
it
the

flize

;

;

tlie
.>inch teak in the centre of a plank,
uiaking an open hole 12 inches long by 9 inches wide,
but tlie wood much splintered to 3 feet in length by
1 foot in height, and toe next plank above half oroken
throng in the centre.
thr( u^j^li

A

great nmnber of wooden splinters, and some of iron,
ranged from 100 to 200 yards ; the shot passed on to
900>ards.

The holes
wou]<i iiiive
ThiLs,

it

these

two shots made on passing out,
iin]>o.ssible to have stopped.

it

been almost

a[>pear8 that the destructive effects of the
on iron Ciinnot be prevented.
the

H

imjiacts of shut

are of the thickness required to give adequate
strength to the ship (I, or at least 4 of an inch), the
shot will be broken by the impact; if the iron plates
be thin enough to let the snot pass into the ship
iri.ii

si<h-i

whboQt

breaking, the iressel will be deficient in
strength ; the shot will do its work, particularly in
oUiqiie or raking fire, more effectively than its erolinters,

snd in pnssing out, make apertm^ more difficult to
phj;: or ht*>\j than in j)assiii;j^ in.
When a clean hole is
laade by a shot penetrating an iron plate, the whole of
the diwc struck out by the shot is broken into numerous
wiial! pieces, wliieh are driven into the ship with very
destrui-tive effects; and if the plate be so thick (viz.
txf iwards of I of an inch) as to cause the shot to break on
sinking, the fragments will nevertheless pass into the
ship as in the case of a concussion or percussion horinmtal shell (Arts. 257, Note, and 261), and so [ oduce a
The
terrific oompound effect bv the fragments of both.
author has now before nim a heap of the specimens
of l«,th, conHisting of small, ragged, deadly splinters,
Tsri'iiig in weight from two or three ounces to as many
|v»uud?-, wldch he picked up in experiments he witutaitsd.
Better to nave a neat, clean hole made in
i
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one's body, than to be lacerated by the cruel and, in
cases, incurable wounds produced by splinters
detached from iron sides. The expedient of combining
wood and iron, either by substituting timber for the
outside planking for the iron
iron ribs, or the reverse
makes the matter worse. The pieces of ribs
plates

most

—

—

sometimes of great length, pass on with the
more extensive ravages elsewhere.*
172. From what has been stated, it cannot be denied
that iron veseelsi however convenient and advantageous
in other respects, are utterly unfit for purposes of war.
This opinion haa been confirmed by the decision of a
mixed committee of officers of the naval artillery and
engineers, who were assembled under the authoritjr of
the Admiralty and Board of Ordnance to consideT how
far it might be ])ossible to carry into cflect a plan for
arming the Contract Mail Packet Steamers, and to
report wliether or not the terms of tlieir contract have
burn observed bv tlie several companies as regards the
struck

off,

shot, to produce

ada[>tation

of their vessels for

this category the

war-purposes.

From

committee entirely and unanimously

of some of the splinters of Iron Plates, Rivets, and Shot, picked up la
bttwem the Taif^ set up to represent a section of an iron vessel. The
were taken prontocttoualy firam inmimer»Mf ftagmeate found tben wbcn thn

* Descriptions

the spaoe
splinters

firing ceased*

Descriptton.

Inches.

Splinter of a plate* extremely jagged and point<xl
Splinter of a plate near a riret, bent, jagged, and
pointed.

Weigbt.

PhnnnrtML

T

Inchei.

u

1

2

1

n
n

f

Piece of a rivet, a good deal tiattencd, bent, and
jagged.

n
n

Splinter of a plate extremely ji^;ged and pointed
jointer of a plate, with part ofa rivet attached,

2

of very irr^pihur diapc^ pointed and jifpd in
•all parts.

I^linter of a ahot, very jngged, and two of the
edges sharp.
The hirger specimens raried from 3^, 4^, and
6 oonces, to nearly as many pounds; all of

Tootreglilar to

bo

n

detined.

Ditto

them were eatremelj jagnd, pointad, and, hi
aooMoaica, aharp at the edgea.
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Exdufidve of these ihey found that
reject iron veBsels.
of the fifly-three vessels helongin^ to the Peninsular
and Oriental and the West mdia Mail Companies,
ei^ht only (of wood) were capable of being effectually
fitted to receive an anaanient especially directed to the
()]>]<'et of defence; though some of the others might be
fitted to serve as armed packets or armed troo]>-s]iips.
In almost every case it was considered impracticable to
have a pivot-gim either forward or abaft on account of
the sharp form of the bow and the great rake of the
stem. To put the vessels in a condition to carry and
fire the guns assigned to them, it was estimated that
the expense of alterations, and the fittings of ports with

a magazine and

shell

room, would vary

m>m

600/.

to 800/.
173. It becomes now a question of serious import to
decide whether iron steamere wliich have been condemned as shi])s of war, on account of tlie extensive
ravages produced by th(i impacts and penetrations of
shot uj^on and in vessels formed of that material, are fit
be employed as transports for the conveyance of
troops and stores in the event of war.
In vessels made of iron the weight of the wlu^le material is considerably less than that of vessels of the
same dimensions but made of timber. With equal displacement (the weight of water displaced) therefore, the
former can carry a greater weight of cargo, their capacity for stowage bemg greater on account of the tmnnesB of their shell. But when an iron vessel is bilged
and becomes filled with water, the superior weight of
the material of which she is formed is a momentous
consideration.
Timber, wlien immersed in water, loses
as much of its weight as is ecpial to that of the water
cubic foot of oak timber
displaced by it, and it floats.
has a buoyancy, when immersed in stilt water, of 76 oz.,
aud a cut)ic foot of fir, a buoyancy of 450 oz. ; but the
excess of the weight of a cubic foot of iron over an
equal volume of salt water, is 6180 oz., and, with this
force, the iron sinks.
When, therefore, an iron ship is
to

A

bilged,

having

lost its

power of

floating, the

weight of
L
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the iron tends to break and destroy it» unlen it be
stranded on a smooth and Bhelving bank or beach.
This was the case with the "Great Britain," wliich
rested, throuc^hout her length, upon the beach on which
she ^imded ; but when an iron vessel strikes upon,
and 18 perforated by a rode, as was the case with the
" Birkenhead," she becomes bilged, and there she remains with deep water at her extremities she tlien
berumes filled, either wholly or partially, and the ir«»ii,
de|)i'ived of buoyancy, exert.s a prodigious f«>rcc to break
tliu vc'sa l's back and sink tlie portions which are not
Even if the portion which iii
in contact with the rock.
not in such contact should be furnished with compiut*
ments which may not permit the water to enter, tlio
difference between the power of floatation in that waterborne portion, which acts in a contrary direction to the
weight of the iron, will constitute a strain which no iron
vessel can resist, tending to fracture it at the section
which divides the filled from the unfilled jKirtiou.
Should there be no water-tight compart uients, or should
these not effectually act, then an iron vessel, perforated
near the midship's section, with deep water under her
extremities, will infallibly Ix) destroyed by the weight
of the iron at both ends, acting upon the fulcrum on
w hich the vessel rests.
When an iron vessel parts, all the fragments of tlie
material of which she is coinposed sink, and nothin^j^
floats to save lifia but a few loose spars : whereas the
fiagments of a timber ship float, and many, perhaiis
most of the crew, mav thus be saved. In the fearful
wreck of a transjtort, in which the aullior once wiu^, the
whole of the (piarter-deck, from the mainmast to the
stern, with the top-sides to which it was attached, came
on shore like a raft, when the vessel broke up. What
had been our fate if that tran^rt had been ibrmed of
:

iron

?

Applying these observations to the melancholj case
of the Birkenhead," and on a full consideration of the
facts as taken from the report of the proceedings of tlie
court martial on the surviving oflSom and crew of that
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there cannot be the least doubt that, had she been
a wooden Tease}, she wonld have held together long
eiioup^h in a sea so smooth as to permit all her hands to
be sfived. To tin's oonchision it may be o])jt'cted, l)y
persons wlio have not duly considered the ihflVronee of
8hi[),

cirrumstaiices, that the " Aveng'er, tlion^"]! eonstructed
of timber, w ent to pieces even more (piickly than the
" Birkenhead," when, going at full speed, she Btnick
upon a reef of rocks ; and that, witli the exception of a
but, on that
small boat's crew, all hands perished
occasion, the sea broke over the reef with such violence
as to render it impossible that any vessel could resist it,
or that any of the crew could be saved hy clinging to
the fragments into which it was broken.
174. Having several of these vessels on hand, the
Admiralty have acted wisely in employinp^ them as
bV)ur have accordingly been
troop-ships at present.
"

;

ap[)ointed

to,

and

fitted

for,

that imj)ortant service.

The armaments have been removed from the maindecks, and a few liij^ht o-nuH ])l;iced on the
where timljcr is substituted for iron in the
their bulwarks ; this removes some of the
iron sides, inasmuch as the men fighting

upper-decks,
formation of
objections to

the guns on

those decks would not be liable to suffer more nrom an
enemy's shot than in a wooden ship.
There can be no doubt of the advantages and expediency of employing those vessels as troop-diips in time
of peace. Tneir safety from ocmflagration ; their speed
with steam power ; the advantages of the screw, which
admits of such vessels havinp^ great sailim^ power, and,
on the whole, their c;rreat capacities and cajjabilities of
voyaginii;, which have been so well exemplified in their
]>erfoi niances, prove that the best possible use is beini^
made of those vessels by so employiuf^ them during
But, in war, it is not enougli that the people on
peace.
the upper decks "svill not be exposed to the destructive
etfects produced by shot on iron, by the substitution of
timber for that material, in the upper works ; for the
main-decks appropriated to the troops will still be liable
to the terrific effects described and delineated as above

L 2
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and although, by the happy expedient of water-tight
compartments, the vessel, however deieperately damaged,
may be prevented from sinking and the troops from
being drowned, the latter cannot be protected from
being killed and wounded in great nimibers, or captured,
in the event of falling in with, and being attacked by,
any enemy's vessel armed with even a very few heavy
guns.

How far iron ships are

fit and safe as packets, in times
another question, which will have to be well
The Government packets are, by their
considered.
contracts, to be so built and fitted, that they may, in
the event of hostilities, be converted into vessels of war
if so, it is clearly demonstrated by the &cts established
in these most important proofs, that vessels subject to
for of this
these stipulations must not be made of iron
we arc sure, that iron vessels are, and will be found,
unfit for all purposes of war.
Whilst, therefore, the
best and the most is being made of our existing iron
ships, employed as they now are, we should be prepared
with other means to carry on that most important serWe have noble ships, which have whole
vice in war.
decks available for the reception of troops, great space
for the stowage of stores
vast steam ships, possessing
full steam, fiili sailing, and fidl gunnery powers, admirably adapted to these services, nighly capable of executing them quickly, safely, and easily; prepared for
any contingency, whether to fight or nm, and therefore
best suited to carry out that grand maxim
that promptitude, celerity, strength, and certainty in the modes and
means of communication, either to succour and su})port
our i-emote possessions, or to defend tlie centre of the
empire, is, in fact, a practical multiplication of the forces
of the state.

of war,

is

:

—

—

175. IX.
cal Prmectilea.

On

CylindrtHSonoidal and Excmtnc-spheri-

— Sir Isaac Newton has given in the Prm-

dpia (UK ii^ schol. to prop. 34) an indication of the
form of a solid body wEch, in passing through a fluid,
would experience less resistance than a body of equal
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magnitude and of any other form. He imagined that
this might be of use in ship-building, and it is evident
that the principle is e<][i]all7 appIicaUe in the theory of
projectiles.
Investigations of the differential equations
of the curve may be seen in Yince's Muxians, in Airy's
Tracts (p. 237), and in the writings of other matliemaThe body is a solid of revolution, and the
ticians.
differential equation is
dz*

^

dy*dx

C is a constant.
The form of a section through the

in wliich

^ven

in the annexed diagram.
the direction of that line
the solid is to move; y is
any ordinate, as
0 ; and
dx, dyy dzy are elementaiy
portions,
P,
D,
P

m

axis of the solid

AB

is

is

the azi% and

D

E

B

D

respectively.
The end B, as
well as A, of the solid is a
plane surface ; for the nume-

rator of

tlie

fraction in the

above equation wHll, evidently, be always greater than
the denominator, and therefore y, the ordinate to the
curve, can never be zero.
176. It is plain, however, that the minimum of resistance would not be obtained with a shot of an elongated form, when discharged from a musket or piece of
ordnance, unless the axis
B can be kept in the direction of the trajectory. This may be accomplished if the
shot be caused to have a rotatory motion on that axis
by being discharged from a rifled bore and without
such rotation, not only will the axis perpetually deviate
from the direction of the path, but the projectile will
even turn over.
177. The advantages of this form of shot arc, that
wlien rotating on their longitudinal axes, and moving
with their smaller extremities in front, they experience
less resistance from the air than spherical projectiles of
the same diameter. To this form alone are to be referred

A

;
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the long range with the great momentum and penetrating power of the projectiles for rifle-muBkets (ApEsndix A.), which have recently been introduced in the
ritudi and foreign military eervicee.
178. Hollow cylindro-spherical projectiles, filled with
powder and furnished with percussion caps at their
points, were pro})Osed some years ago for rifled muskets,
by Captain Norton, for the purpose of penetrating into
and exploding tlie ammunition packed in tumbrils and
limber-boxes, and the experiments made with them met
with some success ; but, on account of the great ditliculty of insuring die ignition of the charge on the sliot
striking, these missiles were found so uncertain that
they have not been adopted.
179. The desire of obtaining the advantages which
are stated in Art. 100 to be possessed by oblong shot,
in combination with those alluded to in Art. 177, proImbly led to the formation, for heavy ordnance, of shot
uniting the cylindrical with the conical or conoiihil
Cylindro-conical and cylindro-ogivale (cylindro-conoidal) sliot and sliclls, fired Iroiii rilled cannon,
liave recently attracted so much of the attention of pro-

figures.

fessional and otlier persons, that perhaps some account
of these projectiles may be looked for in a treatise
which, though dedicated more particularly to the servioe
of naval artillery, is intended to explain generally the
theory and practice of miUtai y projectiles.
Iron rifled guns for the purpose of discharging such
projectiles were, in 1846, invented by Major Cavalli, of
the Sardinian artillery, and by Baron Wahrendoi ff, a
Swedish noble. Tliese are loaded at tlie hreecli, and
experiments for the pur]K)se of testing the merits of
their shot have been carried on both at ^^ker in Sweden
and at Shoebury Ness in this country.
(See Arts.
233-235.)
The projectiles alluded to are represented in the subjacent ngures 8 and 9 ; the first is designated cylindroconical, and the other cylindro-conoidal ; their entire
len^hs are about 16] and 14} inches, respectively, and
their greatest diameter 6i inches : each has two pro-
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Fig. 9.

Fig. 8.

jections, a 6, directly opposite to one another, and i inch
dve]), which enter the grooves in tlie rifled hore.
(These

make an an<2:le of 7° 8' with the axis of tlic
Each shot, if hollow, weighs ahont G9 Ihs. and

])rojection8

shot.)

;

H

Ihs.
ahont 10
The hollow projectiles of
M. Cavalli are each furnished with a donhle percussion
agent ; one part is the ordinary percussion cap, and the
other consists of four small capsules of glass containing
sulphuric acid, placed about the neck of the shot, the
intervals being nlled with chlorate of potash^ while the
upper part of the neck is filled with common gunpowder, and stopped with wax.* It is said that the
shock produced by one of these projectiles, when let fell
on a pavement firom a height of several metres, is not
sufficient to cause explosion, and that this \vill not take
place when the shot fired with a small charge strikes
earth
it heing only when fired with a service charge
sufiicient to hreak the glass gloljcs hy the shock tliat
M. CavalH admits, however, that
explosion takes place.
inconvenience and uncert{iinty exist in using such means,
from the difficultv of combining the chemical ingredients
so that the shell may resist the shock produced by the
explosion of a service charge of powder, and yet be
acted on by the shock of impact, which, in general, is

if soHd,

;

•
•

projectiles are fully daieribed in a pamphlet by 1^1. Cavalli, entitled
Canons so charj^eant par la Culasse,* d(C, Fuii^ 1847, p. 28.
i^lasB globes are uot ehown in the above figures.

The

M(^ni<^ire sur les

The
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much

This difficulty
less than that of the explosion.
attaches to e31 such modes of procuring the explosion of
shells on striking a resisting body, and, in point of fact,
has hitherto sto^ in the way of the production of a
guod concussion ftize or an efficient percussion shell.
180. Dr. Iliittuu recognised, from his experiments in
1796, tliat there was a certain position of a projectile in
which its deviations were less than in other positions,
but no development of the discoveiy appears to have
taken place till M. Clement, in 1808, remarked, not
only that the irregularities in the lengths of the ranges
depended on the same cause as the lateral deviations,
but also that the obua (a shell whose exterior and interior surfaces are not concentric) occasionally afforded
ranges longer and more correct in proportion as the
distonce of its centre of mtvity from the centre of the
At length, between 1836 and 1840,
figure was greater.
a series of experiments were carried on in Belgium with
great care, and with ordnance of different calibres, from
wliich it was ascertained tliat when the centre of frravity
was above that of the figure, tlie ranLjfe was greater
than when it was below, in the ratio of 24:()7 to 1315 ;
and that when the centre of gravity was to the right or
left^ the deviation of the shot was in like manner to*
wards the right or left.
181. These results were confirmed by experiments
which M. Paixhans carried on at Metz in 1841.* This
officer caused to be projected from a 12-pounder (Fr.)
field-gun a homogeneous spherical shot with the usual
sabot at an elevation of 4°; and afterwards, witli an
equal cliarge and elevation and a like sabot, a ball
having in it a cavity which caused the centre of gravity
to be at a certain distance from the centre of the ti«xure,
and diminished the weight of the shot from 13.24 lbs.
The following were the effects observed
to 11 lbs.
When the centre of gravity was above the centre of
the figure the ranges were the longest, and, w^hen below,
the shortest ; when to the right or lefk hand, the devi:

• See *Goi»titotion IfiliteiTe

de

la

France/ nofo p, p. 243.

Paris, 1849.
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The mean raiio-e
ations were also to the rip^ht or left.
which, with the usual shot, was 1()40 yards, was, with
tlie shot whose eentres of gravity and of figure were not
coincident, the centre of gravity being upwards, e(jual
The
to 2140 yards, being an increase of 500 ^ards*
mean of the lateral deviations, which with common
shot was Aths of the range, with the last mentioned
Similar results were obtained at
shot was only rS^ths.
the same time with shells 0.15 metres (5*9 inches) diameter, both with high and low charges, the elevation
being 4° when, wim a charge of 1 Hlogr. (2.206 lbs.),
the mean range of the ordinary shell was 1275 yards
while with shells wliose centres of gravity and of figtn e
were not coincident, the centre of gravity heiug uj)wards, it was 175G yards.
The mean lati lal deviation,
which with common shells was TMotha of the range, was,
witli the last-mentioned sliell, reduced to uVths only.
M. Paixhans remarks, however, as an anomaly, that
with this howitzer the lengths of tlie ranges were more
nearly equal when tlie ordinary, than when the other
kind of shell was used.
In 1842 M. Paixhans made experiments with his
canon-obusier of 80 livres, from widch he foimd that,
with a charge of 13.24 lbs. of powder and an elevation
of 10°, the usaal shell had a range eqnal to 2560 yards,
while the non-concentric shell, its centre of gravity
being placed upwards, had a range equal to 3198 yards
vnih a charge of 17.G lbs. the range pf the latter shell
;

:

wan 3540 yards.*
182. M. Paixhans infers from these experiments that
if this method of ])lacing shot, in which the centres of
gravity and of figure are not coincident, should he employed with projectiles w^hich are not spherical (as the
cyhndro-conoidal shot), the advantages above mentioned
will be obtained in a mucli higher degree ; and he adds
that experiments with such shot would east light upon
a part of the theory of projectiles which is at present
involved in considerable obscority. At the same time
•

•

Constituliou Militairu de la France,' note d, p. 24G.

Paris, 1849.
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there are artillerists who go bo far as to say that the
influence of excentncity in the projectile, on the form
of the trajectory it describes, is sucli as to ])ermit what
has hitherto been considered an imperfection, and a
cause of error, to be made the means of regulatint,^ and
compensating the deviation to which all shot are subject, and thus to render the practice with excentric shot
more precise than that of concentric spherical balk,
whether solid or hollow.
This assertion^ if tnie, wonid entirely overthrow what
has ever been stated as an essential condition of accuracy in the flieht of projectiles, and would impugn what
has been incmcated in this work (Art. 87, with the
Note, and Art. 116), on the importance of making
sphericid projectiles as perfect in form and homogeneity
as possil)le, and of piosorving them, wnth the most
scrupuKnis care, free from rust, perfectly clean, and well

•

lac(pierL'd.

No doubt the form of the trajectory of an excentric
spherical projectile will be very much influenced by the
position which its centre of gra^^ty occupies when
placed in the gun ; and to M. Paixhans is due the
credit of showing that the de^^ation8 may thus be made
to take place either in vertical or lateral directions with
tolerable certainty ; and if the amount of the deviations
were in every case constant, the practical value of such
projectiles

would be most important.

has been said by a
secret the remark made
a projectile is placed in
of its centre of gravity,

foreign artillerist that we "kept
by Hutton, in 1796, tliat when
a gun, there is a certain position
with respect to the axis of the
bore, which dimiiiislies the lateral deviations and increases the range" (which it does when the centre of
gravity is placed upwards), " and that in 1813 the
secret was communicated to the Prussians, who accordIt

ingly made some important experiments with projectiles
of different degrees of excentncity, and discovered a
method by which the lateral deviations might be diminished." It is added that
in 1826 and 1827 experiments were made at Mayenoe to ascertain the effects of
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and it is stated that, from these, the tlieory
of tlie flight of s])lieiical projectiles was proved to be
erroneous
hut the results were kept secret^ and little
was done to improve the practice."
But there is no obscurity" as to the cause of tlie
rotations wliich produce these deviations, nor any difficulty in nndmtanding the manner in which they may
be made to act in particular directions ; and it will be
shown hereafter that the experiments which have been
made in this country with excentric spherical projectiles,
far from overthro\^nnpf, confirm, in a remarkable decree,
the soundness of the theory, and tlie truth of the luaxini,
that of all splierical projectiles, those are the most accurate in their fiig'ht, which are most perfect in s])h(^j icity
and homofreneitv
and it will be seen that the onlv
practical advantage resulting from the employment of
excenti ic shot and shells, is the increase of range which
takes place when the centre of gravity is placed upwards; it must be remembered, liowever, that this
increase is^ variable in amoimt, and that it can only be
of use in firing at great distances, as against arsenals,
roadsteads, or fortresses, so large and crowded that the
objects can scarcely be missed.
When the centre of gravity is not coincident with
that of figure, the projectile is made to revolve ah iniito
on the former centre ; thus occasioning a compound
motion in the flight of the projectile. Now, the shot
])eing placed in, and fired from the gun, with the line
joining the centres of gravity and figure in a vertical
plane, and perpendicular to the axis of the gun if the
centre of gravity be above that of figure, the shot on
leaving the gun must continue, as when passing along
the bore, to tarn over on a horizontal axis perpendicular
to the plane of projection, the resultant of the projectile
forces in the powder causing the front to turn in a
direction from below upwar£: hence the resistance
engendered at the antenor sur&ce of the projectile, by
the rotation, gives rise to a force of reaction which produces a motion of the shot upwards. The resistance
engendered at the posterior surface of the projectile, by
excentrieity,

;

;

;
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the BJiino rotation, ^ives rise to a force which produces
hut, as tlie density of
a motion of the shot dowiiwjinls
the air is ti:reater in front of, than behind tlie hall, on
the whole tlie ni(»tiuu is upwardis, aud this increaiieti the
extent of the range.
If the hall moves in a direct line, and it« axis remains
always in the direction of that line, the air will be compressed in front of, and rarefied behind the projectile,
Dut will remain symmetrical with respect to aensity on
the sides around tlie axis of lotation ; and no deviation,
or error of derivation^ as M. Tamisier names it (because
it is derived from the rotation of the projectile), will be
;

engendered.
When the centre of gravity is below the axis of the
bore, the resultant of the projectile forces will cause the
front of the shot to turn from above downwards, and, a
rotation in this direction continuin<r, the ran«re will W*
diminished.
In like manner, when the
centre of gravity is placed on the right

or left hand of the axis of the hore, the
shot will turn on a vertical axis, and
produce deviations to the right or left
hand respjectively. The cut represents
a front view of the muzzle of a gun,
with the projectile in it. The points a,
ft, Cy dy show
the different positions of
the centre of gravity in a vertical section tnrough the
geometrical centre of the shot.
183. With respect to the ricochet of excentric spherical projectiles, there can be no doubt that the rotation
which caus<'s deflection in the fliglit mtist ac-t in a simiWjun
lar m.'iniier t<» iinj»e(le a straiirhtforward graze.
an ordinary well-formed homogem'ons spherical pr«»jectile,

tijiou

whieh

|)rol)altly

very

little

rotation

is

impressed, makes a graze, the bottom of the vertical
diameter first touches the plane and, immediately, the
{>rojectile actjuires, by the reaction, a rotation upi»n its
lonzontal axis, by whicli the shot rolls onwards through*
out the graze, favourably for a straight»forward second
flight.
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But in the case of an excentric Bpherical projectile,
placed with its centre of gravity to the ri^ht or to the
left, its rotation upon its Tertical axis during the graze
must occasion a fresh deflection in its second i\\<^ht
and it is only when the centre of gravity is placed in a
vertical plane passing through the axis of the gun, that
tilt* rotation occasioned hy touching the ground will not
disturb the direction of the graze, though the extent of
i*ange to the first graze will be afifected more or less,
accordingly as the centre of gravity of the projectile
may have oeen placed upwards or dow nwards. Li the
former case the rotation of the projectile conforms with
that produced by the graze, and will not therefore
;

Fig. 11.

Firtd with the Centre of Gravity Upward*.

retard the motion so much as when the centre of gravity
is placed below.
In the latter case, the projectile turning in the reverse direction tends to increase the resistance of the plane to the progress of the shot during
In neither of tliese cases is there any
the graze.
tendency to produce deflection it the medium stiiick be

uniform.
184. Although convinced of the soundness of the
theory respecting the homogeneity of spherical projectiles and the truth of the practical maxims founded
thereon, as well as aware of the deviations occasioned
by excentricity, the author deemed the subject one of so
much impNortance as to require the fullest exDerimental
investi^tion ; and he addressed accordingly to the
Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, and to the
Master-General of the Ordnance,* an earnest recommendation that courses of experiments should be insti-

•

Jvly

9, 1850.
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on board Her Majesty's ship ^ Excellent/' and at
Shoebury Ness, to ascertain the amount of the deviations, vertical and horizontal, in the flight of ezcentric
spherical projectiles when placed in the gun with the
centres of gravity and figure in different positions ^^ith
respect to the axis of the bore, and to compare tlie
tated

flight of sncli projectiles \v\i]i tliat of ])roje('tiles

formed

the utmost possible attention to liomogeneity and
The object in ha\ang such expeilnu iits!
sphericity.
made was to ascertain whetlier the deviations of the
former were so regular as to admit of being allowed for
in pointing the gun ; and whether any result might
appear to disprove the maxim that spherical and homogeneons projectiles are the truest in their flight. The
^vitll

recommendation was, with the utmost promptitude and
liberality, carried into effect; and courses of experiments were instituted both at Portsmoutli and Shoebury
Ness.

The following are the results of the experiments
made on boaixl the " Excellent*' at Portsmouth.
The positions of the centre of gravity are stated
]

with respect to the geometrical centre of the shot;
and the ranges with the deflections, which are expressed in yards, are the means of those obtained
m>m the different rounds fired in the like circumstances.

July 18, 1860. With a 32-pr. gun of 56 cwt., the
quantity of metal removed from one side of the shot
being

1 lb.

:

Charge 8 lbs., £leTation 2o
pMltlaD or tlM Centre
of Oimvltv with
rmpect to ifie Oentre

Charge 10 Ifaa., EleTation

Saagp.

Banfa.

3*>

30'.

Deflaatlaa.

of the Shot,

On
On

the Kieht
the Left

C

.

•

.

•

1032
1163

7 l<lt

•

.

14:5.1

7

ri^iht,

Dowuwaidf

•

•

5

right,

Inwards
Outwarda

•

•

•

d3U
1150

•

•

•

Coooentric

•

•

•

Fjiwarchi

.

1097
1160

U74

right.

1479
.3J

3

left.

left.

4J right.
4§ right.

4

right,

3

left.

1991

1499
1608
1428
1624

20 right.
24} left.
20 ri;:ht.
2 right,

r,
,

t>4 left.

b\ right.

9 tight.
1 light.
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July 26, 1860. With an 8-iiich gun, 9 feet long, of
65 cwt., the quantity of metal removed from one aide
of the shot

=

5

lbs.

CbtBtgt 10 Ibt^

Podtfamoftbe
OntnoTCbwrflgr.

Hitrht

Lett

EkvtliM

....
....
.

Inwards

•

•

.

Otttwanb
Coocntrio

•

•

•

•

•

•

loiifc.

of the shot

Chaise lOlkfl^ Ekrailoii 2« SO'.

5*.

Ddhetlan.

1617
1684
1940

.

l

1040
1028
1146
957
1126|
1080
1033

i] ripht.

17 right.

•

1740

1702

8)r|glil.

5 riglit, I left.
2 right, 44 Idl.
4| lea.

3

right, 3\ loft.
riKht, 1 left.

n

8i

left.

3) right,

2

kft.

A

32-pr. gun of 5G cwt., 1) ft.
Quantity of metal removed from one aide

Aiio^ust 7th, 18 .)().

G in.

:

Bmii».

Upwards ,
Downwards

,

5 oz.

=

1 lb.

:

PMUkaorflw

Range.

Centre orOmTtlj.

Upwards
Downwanli

3614
2676
3058

.

.

Coinddait

Deflection.

Variable.

Yaridbh.
18| right, 29 kft.

An 8-incli gim of 65 cwt., 9 ft. 6 in. long. Quantity
of metal removed from one side of the shot = 3 lbs.
:

Chaigt lOltw., EleTaUoa
Potdtion of tbft

Range.

OatnofQimTt^.

Upwards
Downward^

•

.

Coinddrat

•

.

.

3612
2480
2765

—

10''.

Deflection.

Variable.
Variable.

13

right, ld| l«ft.

185. The experiments were carried on under the
direction of Captain (Rear-Adiniral) Chads, C.B.
Tlie
shot were rendered excentric by a hole drilled in eaeli
of tliem on one side, and afterwards filled up with a

wooden plug, or covered with a

brass plate.
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From

Pabt IL

the preceding abstract

it is evident that the
ansing from the centre of gravity
being placed upwards produced considerable augmentations of range, and, though these were variable in
amount, yet since they miglit become of great practical

vertical deviations

utility for ]);irticular ])urposes, it was desirable to
ascertain whether a like increase of range might not be
obtained when excentric shells are projected at great
elevations from the most powerful guns.
186. The author, in consequence, addressed to the

Master-Q^neral of the Ordnance (Memorandum of Sept.
5, 1850) a recommendation that experiments should oe
made at Shoeburv Ness with a 32-pounder gun, with
solid shot careMly selected, and with shot made excentric by removing some of the metal, as in the
previous experiments, and hkewise with excentric 68pouiukr shot and excentric 8-inch shells at moderate
and at great ranges. He also reconiinciKliHl tliat experiments should be made in order to ascertain how much
an excentric projectile revolving (as when the centre
of gravity is placed sideways in the gun) upon its
vertical axis would be deflected firom its original course
on grazing the ground.
Experiments with these particular objects in view
being immediately ordered to be made, they accordingly took place at Shoebury Ness, under the direction
of Captain Walker, R.A., and tiie following Tables
*
contain an abstract of the results
Sept. 16, 1850. With a 82-p«)un(ler gim of GO ewt.,
charge 10 lbs., elevation 2° 80', when the shot was
strapped, and

the

mean

its axis placed accidentally in the bore,
of 10 rounds gave for the range 1392 yards^

* Iq the preceding
tlie right

and following Ubles the means of the deflections towards
and left nand are gSven separately. This method has heen pgefarwd

it exhiluts the mean ratio of tlie deflections in oj)po8ite directions.
Ti e nsti;il jirocess is to add to'jcfber (algebraically) all the deflections, considering tliose on the rij:ht and left to have contrary signs, i^tsitive and
ne;^ative, and to divide the sum by the whole number of rounds ; but this
process exhibits an appearance of accuracy which does not always exist.
Some artillerists have preferred takin;:^ the arithmetical mean of the deflectkniB

hoeaiiso

to the right and left without distinction of direction.
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6U yards to the
the axis of the shot
was placed in coincidence with the axis of the ho re, the
mean range was 1416 yards, and the mean deiiection
6f yards to the right.
Sept. 17th. With the same gun, charge 8 lbs., elevation 2° 30', when the axis of the shot was placed acddentivlly the mean range was 1299 yards and the mean
deflections 121 yards to the right, V yards to the left
and when the axes of the shot and bore were in coincidence, the mean ranfi;e was 1296 yards; the mean
deflections were 10 yards to the right, 2f yards to the
and

means of the

for the

4^ yards

right,

deflections

When

to the left.

left.

Sept. 19th

and 2(Hh. With the same gun the

follow-

were obtained. (The first column in the
three tables which immediately follow kIiows tiie position of the centre of gravity with respect to the
gcD metrical centre of the shot. The distances are in

ing

results

yards.)
Chuge 10 Ibft.,

Cluurg^ 81U.» Eleration 2« 30".

MUsaof the
Below
Above

....
....
....

Iswafd*

•

.

1137
1570
1395
1252
1355

Otttwaidt •

•

•

1322

Bight
Left

•

•

•

^MMn

iiema DeflecUoiia.

.

6| right, 4 left.
6| right, 20f lift.
9j ri^'ht.

IS^kft.

October 3rd and 9ih.

McAn
10

1287
1633
1346
1364
1393
1388

17i lert.
6J left.

fileration 2*> 30'.

DefleciloDS.

left.

9| right,

21

left.

13) right.
19| left.

4 left.
2|rii^t,3|kft.

With a 32-poimder gun of

56 cwt.
Chargt lOIbi., EkvatioD
Mean

MiiiMk«rth<>

Cfattrge

IS*.-

•

Accidental
In the axisof the bore
.

Rigbt

.

•

•

.

•

•

.

Upwards .
Downwnnis

80*.

Banges.

OmmofOnviiy.

Ldft

10 lb., Elmrtiaa 8*

1

3114

59
72

right,

80 kft.

right,

kft.

M

• •

•

3498
2598

185 right.
24k right, 178

left.

1401
1397
1257
1244
1594
1180

75 right, 2

left.

41 right, 6 left.
16 Tteht, 8| lift.
8] left.
2 Jf right.
4| right, 2

left.
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Past

II.

October 10th and 12th. With an S-inch gxm, 65 cwt.,
and the weight of the floHd shot = 68 lbs., from which
4 lbs. of metal were removed in order to render the
shot excontric.
Charge 10

.

.

.

....
•

5**.

Charge 10

lbs.,

EieTaUoa 10°.

Mtan
Eange*.

In the axis dT tb* bore
Ridit
Lett
.
•
•
•
Upwai-ds
•
•
•

Downwards

Elevatioa

M«'an

PofliUoo of the
Centre of Qravity.

Aooidmtal

lb«.,

•

1890
1762
1726
1608
2207
1462

16| right, 18^ Itft
15] right.

9016
2702

531 right.

2558
98S9
3339
2051

15

right.

26| right, 4| Idk,

20

right.

4J right, 23| left.
80j right, 39 left.

181 right.

57

left.

141

66

left.

right.

In October^ 1860, Capt. (Bear-Adnural) Chads made,
on board the " Excellent," some important experimenta
witli ten-inch shells, which he rendered excentrie by
boring two holes in eacli, diametrically opposite to one
another, stoj)pini>; up one with 5 lbs. of lead, and the
other with wood. The interior was occupied by a
quantity of sand and ashes equal to the weight of the
powder required to fill the shell. The lead was intioduced in a melted state, and some of it was allowed to
flow about the interior of the apertore, which was of
a conical form with the amaller ditmaeter inwards.
Shells thus prepared, and others premred in a similar
manner with 6 lbs. and with T lbs, of lead, also common
shells, were fired at elevations of 15^ with 12 lbs. of
powder ; and, while the mean range of the latter was
3073 yards, the others, when the centre of gravity was
upwards, ranged from 3200 to 3050 yards. Tliese
iin})ortant results were produced hy an excentricity
which amounted only to 0.15 inch a circumstance
which will no doul)t he noticed, and lead to the trial of

—

a greater excentricity, in future experiments^
187. The method adopted in making experiments
with excentrie shot wa% first to ascertain the position
of the centre of gravity, by floating the projectile in
mercury, and mamne^ its culminating point or vertex
then a mark upon we shot diametrically opposite to
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that point, gave the direction of the axis in which the
two centres lay ; thus the shot, when fixed to a wooden
bottom, could be placed in the gun with the centre of
gravity in the seveml positions, upwards or downwards,
right or left, inwards or outwards, in which the flight

was

to be tried.

On making

these experiments,

it

apj)eared tliat not

above one iron shot in a himdred, when floated in
mercury, was indifferent as to the position in which it
was so floated, but turned immediately until the centre
of gravity arrived at the lowest point, and consequently
that not one shot in a hundred was perfect in sphericity
and homo^neity. This defect demands the most serious
consideration. It has been remedied, as we have seen

•

(Art. 87, Note), in the &brication of leaden bullets, and
there can be no doubt that, if duly notified to the contractors for the supply of iron shot, mechanical skill
and ingenuity would discover some mode, by the employment of wTOUght iron,* of providing more perfect
• A proposition, omanatinc!; from an officer of tlio Royal Engineers (Ca]»tain
SjmmuuB^, of great acquiremeuts aud Intel ligcuce, aud much experieuce ia
the mananctare of wion^i-iron girders and other hearj article8» au reeently
been made for fabricating guns of wrought iron, which, with equal powers of
rpsistance to guns of cast iron, may be much lighter, and more capable of
resisting the explosion of the charge.
The reader will perceive hy the Note,
Art 211, that Mr. Daniel Treadwell, of the United States, eonstmcted a
32 pounder sea-service gun, in un at part of pieoes of wrought iron welded
together, and compresse<i by a hylrostdtic machine of great ix>\ver, the whole
mass formed into a guu by turning and boring therefore this is not a new
projioaitioD, so fiir as material is conoemed ; bnt it is anticipated that the
means recently discovered for welding and consolidatinc; 1 ar> of wrought iron
into imiform masses will allow of a gun being protluccii of that material,
sufficiently sound and teMociuus to withstand the action of repeated discbarges
of Aoi by the agency of gunpowder.
Widi rsspect to shot, it may be stated that a manufacturer of great expe->
rience is now [>rcpare<i to make shot of wrought iron for experiment. These
will not be so apt to split or break as shot of cast iron ; they may also bo
made mors spherical, sod peifeetly homogeneous : it is, therefore, extremely
instituted to try that imix)rtant propodesirable that experiments should
sition.
Wrought-iron shot may be more liable to rust and cc)rrodo thaii castIf heated to a
iron ; but by proper precautions this may be prevented.
certain temperstore, sad then plunged into a tssssI contsining {ntch, a very
enduring lacker will \ye formed.
In a letter from Messrs. Fox, Henderson, and Co., addrcsse<l to ra]>tain
Symmons, it is stated that a wrought-iron shot 6.2 inches diameter would
wirigli 84.24 lbs., and one 6.8 inches diameter would weigh 86.92 lbs.
OsstIroD shot of (hose dSftinstsn weigh, respectiTely»
lbs. and 33.46 lbs.

—

M

91M

M

2
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Fast

shot, as well in figure aa in densily.

which

this

may he

effected will

The

process

II.

by

no doubt render the

bliot much more costly, and, if it were necessary for
general service, the expense would prove a fatal objection to the suggestion, but this is not required.
Ordinary shot, however imperfect in these respects, are
sufficient at distances and under circumstances which do
not require a high degree of perfectibility. But when
a successful result may depend upon the efifect of one
or two rounds suppose feom the pivot-gun of a large
steamer, which may have just attained a favourable
position, not likely soon to be regained, if the effect
ot its shot should ftil economy in expense becomes
the worst of prodigahty. It is now proved, beyond all
doubt, that perfect concentricity is indispensable to
accuracy in the flight of spherical projectiles and no
ex})en8e, therefore, should be spared in providing at
least a few correct shot for such occasions.*
188. On analyzing the experiments both at Ports-

—

—

;

mouth and Shoebury Ness, it a})pears
of the ordinary solid shot was the most

that

tlie

flight

true, the lateral

deflections being frequently but one half, sometimes one
third or one fourth only, of the deflections of the excentric shot ; that these last. deflectionB were always
in the direction in which the centres of gravity of tlie
shot were placed in the gun
and that the increases or
diminutions of range caused by the vertical deviations

Also that the price of 200 wrought-iron shot weighing 35 VbB, each (in all
3.12 tons) would Ix; (5s. r^^d. each) 54/. 12s. If the shot were galvanized, the
additional cost would be (is. ^d. e&ch) W. 2s.
Hence the total cost of 200
wrought-iwm ihot 6.2 in. diameter, galvanused, would be 67/. lit.
* It is rather singular that the French, while professing to attach great
importance to the perfect sphericity and oniic«'!)tricity of projectiles, as l>eing
essential to their steadiness of tiight and accuracy uf practice, should, in their
noent fonnatioiis, have departed from the principle. It being found that tho
windage of the canons-obusiers was not sufficient to admit soeh ahdls as were
strapped by slips of metal to the wooden bottom in order to remedy this
inconvenience they diminished the equatorial diameters of the shells by
0.5 millim. (.019 inch\ extending the reduction over a zone about 32 millim.
(1.26 inch) broad. Ihcy have thus bnmgfat the shell to th« fonn of m
spheroid, and haTe» therein, entirely deatrojed the good qnalitiea aboT*
mentioned.
^ There is one exceptional case only in the whole of the trials.
;
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were produced, respuctivt'ly, as the centres of gravity
of the shot were j)laced upwards or downwards.
It
appears also that the lateral deviations, though, in
general, constant in direction, were very variable in
amount. In the experiments carried on at Shoebuiy
Ness, on the 9th of October, 1850, the vertical deviation

of a 32-pounder shot, with a charge of 10

lbs.

and an

elevation of 2^*", produced an increase of range equal
to above 400 yaras. And, on the following day, the
vertical deviation of a 68*ponnder shot from an 8-inch

.

gum of 65 cwt., with a charge of 10 lbs. and an elevation of 5% produced an increase of range nearly equal
There can be no doubt, therefore, that
to 750 yards.
from a G8-pounder gun of 95 cwt., witli a full service
cliarge, and an elevation of 15" or 20^, a range may be
obtained, which, under certain circumstances, may be of
very great importance to tlie naval service of this country.
In compliance with the recommendation of the author,
as above stated (Art. 186), four gims of 112 cwt.,
mounted on carriages which admit of elevating the
gun up to 32** inclusive, were prepared as proposed by
Captain (Bear- Admiral) Chads, and the experiments
were resumed at Shoebury Ness in July, 1851.
The shells were made excentric by being cast with a
solid segment, a, weighing 4 lbs., of the interior sphere,
left in the shell (fig. 1 2), by which the weight of the
shell was increased to 91 lbs.
The figure shows the
position of the excentric sliell as placed in the gun with
the centre of gravity upwards, for the purj)Ose of determining the longitudinal deflection, or increase of range,
thence arising.
Fig. 12.
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Part IL

lO-inch Guns of 112 cwt., 10^ Tect in
with Kxocutric ;iii<l Cfincontric Hollow Shot of I'l llis. aiid 87 lbs.
ros|x ctivuly, aud 15 lb«. Chaxges of Powder, token at bhoebury Ness, in
the ycur Ibol.

Bnui/r of CSompabatitb Tbials from
leii:j;t1i,

lUage

i«ff

obtaincil with

CoDoeoUic

Tutto.

«

2

rEioMtrio
1

Concentrio
Excentrio
Exootitric

1192

3J
1?.«k

1830
1695
2485

}

{

3024

481

'.'oncrntric

Exceiitric

10

Not

Ex'>-ntric

•21

Coooeatric

Exowtrio

16

Cooooatiic
Esoentric
Coneeatrio

20
24

531!

Ooaceatric

4605
5566
4650
5536
4866

28

lxoentrio
\('oncentric

32

(Exientric
\Coacentric

I

4656
3709
5076
4137

"Exl I'M trie

l

I

61
13

50

^47-'

CoMtnliitt

12

1--

9
6

18
Not takeo

Coneentjic
ICxoeotric

taken

iir,

54
146}

30

89
1051

210

749

871

939

167
162
45
185

706
916

670
{

}

taken.

37
72i

109
2'.5

280
221

89

I'.tS

361
321

139
298

It appears from the preceding Table, that the excentric shell reached its greatest power of range at 28%

whilst that of the concentric shell continued to gain up
to 32* ; it remains to be seen whether at higher elevations the concentric shell would gain upon or overtake
the other.
The deflections with both projectiles at these high
elevations were very great, but those of the excentric
ctinnot ])e said to have been in everv^ case f!:reater tlian
seeing that at 12° and
those with tlie concentric shell
20° it was the reverse, and at 32°, whilst the deflection
to the right was nearly equal, that to the left was more
than twice as much with the concentric as with the
excentric projectUe.
In these experiments both the excentric shells and
hollow shot were occasionally found to be cracked when
recovered after firing. In prosecuting these experi;
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it mav therefore be necessary to increase
the
kness of metal in botli tliese projectiles. The increiu^e of wei^j^ht thus rendered necessary, the cliar^re
reniaininf]^ the siiine, will reduce somewhat tlie initial

ineiit.s

thii

velocity in some ctises it may increase, in others diminish the Hinge (Arts. 238, 243)
but the projectile
will be enabled the better to overoome the resistanoe
of the air, and though the striking velocily may be
lecBy the momentom, and consequently the penetrating
pcywer, which Yaries with the density of the projectile
(Art. 79)9 will be greater, than that of the lighter shell.
It is very important that these experiments should
be carriefl out to their utmost practical extent with
lis
made still more excentric, by increasing the
:

;

of the intVid sefTTTient a, fig. 12, left in the sliell,
Hot <»rdy with the 10-ineh guns, but, as recommended
by the author in his letter of the 5th Supteiuhfr, 1850,
addn-ssed to the Master-General of the Ordnance, with
the 66- pounder guns of 05 cwt., from which it may be
exnected tiiat useful results may likewise be obtained.
It must, however, be remarked, that firing at these
high elevations partakes so much of the conditions of
vertical shell firing as to be liable to all the uncertaintiea of that practice with ordinary projectiles (Art.
260), and is socli that there would be little probability
of hitting a ship or battery ; but in shelling fortresses,
2krs»-:nals, crowded roadsteads, or any extensive space,
the*<e *^^'xtreme ranges might be very serviceable.
The beason being then too far advanced to prosecute
exj>eriments with excentric shot and sliells
tlie
it
being, moreover, necessary that excentric sheila should
be cast on purpose, and that there should be provided
a carriage which might admit of high elevations as well
as resist the shock of a discharge with the maximum
senrice-qnantity of powder, those experiments were

Wfi^'-lit

;

oavoidaUy d^erred.
In Jone, 1852, experiments were resumed at Shoehurr Vees with a 10-inch gun, of 116 cwt., carry ing
an <*xcentric shell of 100 lbs., and the following is an
aittUact of the resultii.
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Charge 161bs^ Eleratioa 28^.

.

Fist

JJU

Charge 16 Uw., Eleratkm 32°.

Tank.

Mean range

Hean

in

10 IHNHlds

deflection, right
left

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Mean range

5342
5473
88i
880

in

28 TOBDib

ll«.M<^ri.ht

.

Mn •

•

fp

•

•

.

.

5675
5860
107

•

884

is deserving of remark that, aft^r the greatest range
(5860 yards) had been obtained, at the next discharge
This was at the 54th round.
the gun burst.
In December of the same year further experiments
were carried oh at the same place with a 68-pounder
gun of 95 cwt. and a charge of 12 lbs.

It

NatweerPl^Mint.
Elevation 24*

(Hollow^ot)

.

.

.

.

(Sbdl fitted with MoofMMn't pli«Ot
(Ditto with Moorsom's fuzes)
(Ditto with wooden plugs) •

Elevation 26^

(Hollow shot)
(Shell fitted with

.

•

.....

Meao Range
o,«atMt
Mean Range
Ucan Bange

Mean

liange

Moonom's plugs) Mean Range

(Shdl with plug cut

off)

(Bhdl wldi wooden plug)
(Shdl with wooden nue)

(Jf^^t^"^

.

.

•

.

Mem

.

.

HeanRMgo

Range

=

5744
6500
5297
105rigM»8ka.
5470 }
40 right, 125 left.
5587
250 light* 350 kft.
4637
5368
95 right.
5415 73 li^t, 83
5767
|l8Sloft.
6000
4950 800 left.
5800

left.

All the results aliove stated prove decisively the correctness of the deductions from tlieorv, and of the
practical maxim that errors in sphericity and homogeneity in a shot are causes of its deviation from a
correct path ; and it follows that spherical and homogeneous projectiles, bein^ the most simple^ and quite
mdifferent to the position
which they are placed in the
gun and rolled home, as well as to tioat in which they

m

pass through the atmosphere, are decidedly to be preferred to the others.
In ricochet firing, whether the rebounds take place
from water, as in the experiments made on board the
**
Excellent," or on land, as in those carried ou at
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the shut wln^n revolvinf:^ on a vertical
graze, suffered
(ii-flwtions which were invariably towards the same side
of tlie line of fire as the centre of gra\ ity ; and at
every graze up to the fourth a new deflection took
phoe. (See Art. 184.)
189. Ezoentric as well as irregular shot can only be
made to deecribe nndeflected cnrves by having rotations
OQ tbeir azee, on the rifle principle, by which the
tendencies to deviate may be compensated ; and from
ail that has been alx)ve adduced it may be unhesitatingly
MBerted that the employment of shot, purposely rendered
ex«>-ntri<^'. cjin only exaggerate tlie errors occasioned by
til'- iriijM.
r» rti<»ns
in the sj>lK'ricity and liomogeneity of
ordinary spherical shot. Could these conditions be practically fuifillefl, no deviations could take place, except
from caiVKS quite independent of figure and centreing
but the expectation of producing corrections by increasing the cruises of error must for ever be vain and dehiBve.
When, however, mere extent of range is contemplated, .that important object may be gained by
excentric projectiles, siooe the recent experiments, concmrentlv with theory, show that if the centre of gravity
1^ placed directly above the centre of figure the range
i» greatly increased.
The re>*uits of th»se vtrv curious and instructive
ex[<*riraent*^ fully explain the extraordinary anomalies,
they have heretofore been considered, in length of
Hing^' and in the lateral deviations
these have been
attributed to changes in the state of the air, or the
direction of the wind, to differences in the strength of
the gonpowder, and to inequaUties in the degrees of
village. All these causes are, no doubt, productive of
in practice, but it is now dear that those errors
are chiefly occasioned by the excentricity and nonhomogeneity of the shot and the accidental positions
Fli<X'l»urv

axLs,

instead of

making a straightforward

i

:

man
'•f

the e».»ntre of gravity of the projectile with resj)ect to
of the l)ore. The whole of these experiments

Ui*: axiii

cleeisivo proof of the necessity of paying the
scrupulous attention to the figure and homogeneity

f'lrrikh

BkQii

-
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of BoUd sbot, and the oonoentridty of shells ; and they
exhibit the remarkable fkct that a very considerable
increase of ran<re inav be obtained williout an increa^u
in the charge, or elevation ot the gun.
of the Rhot biirv X«'s>4
The abstract given in Art.
experiments is fonned from the Kipuit made !<> th»j
Master-General of the Ordnance bv the Sulcrt Committee to

had

whom

*

the consideration of those experimentvS

refened and, in ooncIiKling the snnjoct, the
author has great satisfaction in stating that the lieport
alluded to is perfectly in accordance with the views w hich
induced him to recommend that those experiments should
be instituted. The Report states that, though no useful
application of the exoentric principle can be made in
general service, and that its use is limited to cases in
which a more extended ran^ may be required than is
practicable under ordinary circumstances, yet the Coml)een

;

mittee exprea«ies a decided opinion that the wvy intrrostiii'T experinu'iit.s which have l)een made, agrcrab] y to
the author's suggestions, must be considered as highly
instructive, since they ])rove that the most inllut-ntial
among the various causes of the detlection of shut, in
their llight, is the want of perfect homogeneity in their
material.*

A

very ingenious invention has lately been
190.
patented by Mr. Lancaster, for causing a shot to rotate
on its axis throughout the range, by firing it firom a
carbine or a piece of heavy oranance, having an ellijH
tical bore of small excentricity.
The helix, which has
a turn of about one-fourth of the periphery in its length,
is not uniform, being nearly rectihnear to a certain
distance from the bottom of the bore, and increasing
gradually but rapidly in curvature from thence to the
muzzle.
In August, 1S')1, some experiments were
carrii'd on at Slioebury Ness, with an 8-inch cast-irnn
gun of this nature, 10 ft et li»ng and wi ighing JMl wt.
The eilipticity of the bore, or tlie difference between
.

*

The

Rcix)rt

was comxnimfeatfld to

Um

Gmna of tUOrdnniio^ Jan. Uth, ISBl.

aiiUMr

hf

Ofdar of the Mastar-
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the axes, was 0.27 inch
the shot, of which a section
perpendicular to the axis was elHpticnl, was hollow, its
form cylindro-conoidal, and it weighed 75 lbs. An
elliptical piece of felt, rather larger than the base of the
projectile, was fixed to that base, with a plate of iron of
the like fomi, but smaller, below it. This felt performed
the office of the patch in the ordinary rifle, and it liad
the effi^ of taking away the windage without creating
:

much

friction.*

The

following Table contains the results of the experiments referred to :
(1hi|» 111 Hm.
1st

)

2iid

>

Sri
4th

1

5th
6th

7Ui

BOBMfcl.

10

The

shell broke
shell ranjred

•

The
The
The

\
1

f

{

j

The

on leaviug the gun.

800 or 900

yards.

broke ou leaving tlie gun.
which was of mroQ^ iron, broke.
eheU^ which
of cart inn, brolte.

tkhell

shell,

mm

No

loaded shells were tried.
he perceived that all the shells broke in,
or on leaving the gun, except that used in the fourth
round. The others were all blown to atoms, as if they
had been large iron canisters for holding powder, inThat round
stead of being designed for projectiles.
alone aftbrded the means of forming an o])inion concerning the ethciency of the inventor's method of proIt will thus

ducing rotation the shell came out of the gim entire,
but it wabbled on to the distance of 800 or 900 yards,
in a manner which seemed to preclude the expectation
that any useful effect would be obtained from this nature
of ordnance with shells or hollow shot. If solid shot, or
shells so strong as not to break, be used with the maxi*
mum charge of 16 lbs,, it would probably be a severe
trial for the gun.
In December, 1852, some further experiments were
carried on at the same place, with a 68-pounder gun of
:

' It will be seen in Art. 20G tliat, in the United States, shot have been
enveloped in felt in order to prevent tiie abrubiou of the bores of the guns.
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92 cwt., formed as above described, and carrying a
The ranges and deflections were as in
the ioliowing Table

8j)]ieroidal sliell.

:

1

lUnge
f|e in lbs.

KleTstfon.

first

to the

DcOmOoo

in Y«rdK.

Onie

o

10
10
10
10
18
12
10

Two

2

5
10
15
15
15
17

1340
2290
3540
4400
4400
4800
6600

7

• •

5
2
• • •
• •

•

•

50
50

10

5

• •

8-inch round shot fired from the same gun, with

cliarges of 12 lbs., and at elevations of 15°, ranged, one
of them to the distance of 8200 yards, with a deflection
to tlie right of 50 yards, and the other 3350 yards, with

a

deflection of only 2 yards, to

the right.

At

the eighth romid, the oval or spheroidal shell
stuck in the gun.
Some further experiments were, in the present year
(1854), carried on with Lancaster's projectiles ; and it
appears that the results are highly favourable to the
principle on which ordnance of the nature above

descnoed

is

constructed.

December, 1848, some experiments were
made at Woolwich, in tlie presence of Colonels Dundas
and Cbalmer, with a shell weighing 57^ ll)s., of a
conoidal figure, having curvilinear grooves on its convex surfac e, the invention of a Captain Thistle, of the
United States* army. Sour rounds with this shell being
fired from a 32-pounder gun, with a charge of 4 lbs« of
powder, the ranges were found to be 550 yaitls, except
in one instance, when the shell ranged 950 yaroiEu
Four rounds were next fired from an 8-inch gun
(65 cwt.), with the usual shells, each 56 lbs., and
charges of 4 lbs., when the mean of the ranges was
about 870 yards. Two rounds of solid 32 lbs. sliot, of
the usual spherical form, were then fired from the
32-pouuder gun, when each shot ranged about 1000
191. In
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yards*
All the toimds were fired at the same elevation,
3 J degrees. The superiorily of the spherical projectiles is
in this case manifest ; though it is said that tlie conoidal
shot went forward hke an arrow, with its point in front.

The experiments were resumed January 15th, 1849,
when Captain Thistle's conoidal shells, projected from a
32-p()under gun, were compared with spherical shells
lbs., projected from an 8-incb gun as
before.
The charges were one-twelfth of the weights
of the respective shells, and the elevations were 3
At the first round Captain Thistle's shell
degrees.
ranged 1155 yards, and entered the butt after ricocheting on the ground; and, at the next, the spherical

weighing 48

ranged 1010 yards. At the third round Captain
ranged 1000 yards, hut^ on this occasion,
instead of going straight forward, it turned over several
shell

Thistle's shell

Hmee

in its flight
192. In March, 1849, Dr. Minesinger, an American,
exhibited at Woolwieli a spherical ball (23 to the lb.),
having attached to it a fo\n*-grooved tail resembling tlie
first screw-propellers witli four leaves.
The ball was
fired from a gun 5 feet 7 inches long, with a percussionThe gun contained ;it the breech a space for a
lock.
chamber (an old construction), and five of these chambers, each 3 inches long, being previously loaded, might
be sucoessiTely introduced in the barrel, no ramrod
being necessary. Each chamber has a projecting nipple,

on which

is

>

The grooyed tail of the
the charge, and 20 rounds may

a percussion-cap.

ball is placed next to
be firea in a minute.
Dr. Minesinger exhibited also an oblong
shot or shell (ng. 13) for a 32-pounder gun,
with a four-grooved tail similar to that of
the musket bullet it weighed 46 lbs. when
used as a shell it is cast hollow, and has a
copper cap placed on the end. Neither of
these projectiles was found to answer the
pro[)osed ])urpose.
Dr. M.'s shot were fired
from a British 32-pounder of 56 cwt., with
a charge of 10 lbs.*, and were found to be decidedfy
;

;
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used with that nature of
ordnanoe.
193. The bombardment of a fortified place is more
destructive to the non-combating inhabituits, generally
very numerous, than to the defenders of the works,
wlio, when not on duty, are lodged in shell-proof
barracks, and produces les8 effect upon the military
works than upon the dwellings of the citizens. In fact,
inferior to the service balla

bombardment is to compel the g}irrisf»n
by the injury which it may sustain,
but by the slaughter and misery iniiicted on the unand no retrospect can bo more
offending inhabitants
afflicting than that which intrudes on the mind of one
who, like the author, has witnessed the horrors of a
bombardment.
When the very existence of a nation is menaced,
when, consequently, self-defence, active as well as passive,
is a paramount consideration, the infliction of the greatest
possible injury on the aggi'essor, by any means what^
but, in a war of policy, wliirh
ever, becomes justifiable
the object of

tlie

to surrender, not

;

;

should be directed rather against the chief of a state
and his forces than against his sul jeets, a measure, the
dreadful consequences of which fall u]K)n these alone,
must inevitably engender among them feelings of bitter
animosity agamst the nation by which they have been
so cruelly outraged.
194. But, if it be determined that a place, whether
it be an inland fortress or a naval arsenal, shall be
bombarded, the ordnance used should be of lar^ calibre,
and mortars should be employed rather than howitzers.
When the object is to crush buildings or destroy shipping, bomb-shells, fired at considerable angles of elevation, should be used, in order that the momentum acquired in their descent may be sutlicient to penetrate
magazines or casemates do^^^l to the foundations, and
there exploding, set fire to the buildings and create
havoc and disorder among the troops ; or should they
fail on sliips, either pierce through and sink them, or,
by exploding, blow them up. Neither percussion nor
concussion shells, fired at comparatively small elevations,
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; and it may be doubted whether
any time fuzes can withstand the shock of the charge
which must be used in firing excentric shells (Art.

will serve itds purpoee

188) from a 68-pounder gim, or a 10-inch eliell-gun,
But it is
to obtain a range of 5000 or GOOO yards.
known that the fuze of a 13-iuch shell will resist the

shock produced by the explosion of 20 lbs. of powder in
a sea-service mortar, and the fuze of a 10-inch shell will
resist the shock produced by 10 lbs. of powder.
The
effect of the recoil of a 10-inch shell-gun downwards on
the deck of a steamer, 8( verely damages the vessel by
but no distress is caused by
straininp^ it in every joint
the discharge of a 13-incli shell in a mortar-ship, in
which the ordnance is placed on a soUd mass of material
resting on the bottom of the vessel/
195. For the bombardment of a naval arsenal, the
13-inch mortar is a most valuable piece of ordnance
and, as its transport by sea is neither so difficult nor so
costly as by land, the considerations which prevent, or
inij)e(le in a gieat extent the employment of these, and
of 10-inch mortars, in the land-service, are not sufficiently cogent to warrant the disuse of sucli ordnance
in naval expeditions.
It appears to the author that a
;

large fleet litted out specially for the

pmpose of bom-

bardment, should be provid^ with a certam number of
boml>-ships.
These are very inexpensively fiirnished,
draw httle water, and may be towed to their fighting

'

Tlie ranches of the IH-inch anil 10-incli sea-sorvico mortars differ very littln
funiier being 4200 yards, and tho hitter 4000 yards, the

from each other, the
.

€Aevaticotinbothcft8eebeiiip46aegi«es. (Table XXVII., A pi)endizD.) The
weighlof a 13-inch mortar is 101 cwt,, that of a HVinch {jiin K(5 cwt., and of
a B8-pr. pun 95 cwt. The wciorht of a 13-inch slit-ll, cm]ity, is 190 llis., and
th^ of ita bursting |iowder U IbH. 12 oz.; the weight of a lO-inch shell, empty,
LasUy, the weight of
ia 85 11m., and that of its Imratiag powder 2 lbs. 12 os.
an 8-inch shell, empty, is 411ba., and tliat of its bursting jxjwder 1 Ih. 14 OS,
(Art>Ucrist*8 Mnniuil.)
The practice of tlioso large shells, frora their comparatively small iuitial velocitieM, with respect to range, time of flight, and
Telocity
the eurve, may be determined with toleraUe predsion from the
(See Art. 45, Note.)
A ranjje of 4000 yards, or about
paral)olic theory.
2\ miles, is qnite adequate to the iKjniWdmcut of any arsenal, with ita
maga/.ines, barracks, dock-yards, and basins : these could scarcely be missed
at every discharge, aad a few IS-incfa ihella would suffice to orash tho
buildings and dertioy tbo shiivbif.

m
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H.

small steam-tuffs: an officer and a few
snffice far the serrioe of the mortors : they are also small objects for tbe enemy to fire
ami, it' destroyed, there is comparatively Httle loss,
at
Seven Iwmb-ships
in value, and small risk of life.
wore attached to the Baltic fleet in 1801, and, tmni
these, at the time of forcintj^ the passage of the Sound,
shells were thrown into Cronenherf^ with eonsidcrahlr
eft'eet, while the fleet sustained no injiuy whatever from
Adminil Nelson made use of those
the enemy's guns.
bomb-ships at the battle of Copenhagen ; and to this
bombardi;^ power was greatly mdeSted in bring^
those very critical operations to a SQCcessiul termination.
In the British naval service, though bomb^ips no
longer exist, 13-inch andlO-inch seapservioe mortars are
retained fsee Table
11., Appendix D) : from this it
appears tbat horizontal or howitzer shells, fired from
the pivot gims of steam frigates, are sopposed to be
efficient substitutes for mortars in bomwirdments of
fortresses and naval arsenals
hut tliis is not so
antl
therefore to employ large and costly stt-ani i^hips in this
Wiiy, is to incur a risk of very great loss in pruju rty and
life, without the power of accomplishing the peculiar
conditions required in bombardments, and which mortar
shells can so much more effectually fulfiL
(See the
positions

marine artiUerymen
;

XV

:

;

preceding article.)
The Ix^mhardments by the French of St. Juan d'Ulloa,
in 1838, and of Vera Cruz, in 1839, prove snffidentlj
that our neighbours have not abandoned the use of seaservice mortara; and, from the Aide Memaire Navab
we learn that such mortars are considered in^toensable
for bombardments.
The French possess several mortarships (bofnbardea), as
La Dore,^' ^ L'Acheran,** ^ La
Vesuve," ** Le Cyclope," &c., each canying two mortars

and complements of 500

shells.

Tbe following Table gives

the ranges, delK tions, ftc.
of a 12-inch French st»a-service mortar; and to tliesc are
added the number of shells in everv hundn-d firtd,
which, in exj)eriment with different mortars, fell within,
rectangular areas of various magnitudes.
(
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Tablb of PBAcna wRh « Frmdi Mortar oTSQ Cent (12|

luA), 1840.

MMttD•vtetfoB.

Bh«m.

todbiaL

Yds,

ft.

Ydfc

ft

15.7

545

9

2

15

1

2

5.8

654

li

0

17

1

2

10.7

763

13

0

19

2

2

15.4

872

15

1

22

2
A

0

1

3

5.

981

A4

0

50

0

3

9.6

1090

16
% A
18

59

0

4

0.

1199

19

5

1

O

2

1

3

16

1

•

1

24

0

32
1

40

2

1'6

279

2

3.2

601

10.6

10

3

4.8

984

13.5

16

4

6.4

1333

15.8

21

5

8.

1651

17.85

At

6

a.6

1994

19.53

7 11.9

9191

90.65

88

9458

99.55

43

0
A
3

67

ft

3

4

6.1

1808

20

9604

93.6

49

0

75

1

4 11.9

1417

21

0.

9909

94.4

04

1

AJ
84

0

5

1.1

1596

19

1.8

3118

95.1

98

2

24
AA
20

13

4.

3971

95.6

68

0

11

5.8

8405

96.15

95

15

7.

8497

96.6

16

8.6

8589

97.08

78

17 10.4

8671

97.47

18 19.

8744

97.85

10 18.6

3817

90 15.4

99
99
94

9 14.4

A4

2

5

7.9

1685

0

5 14.9

1744

A
3

6

5.3

1858

AO
28
AA

6 19.3

1969

32

0 116

0
A
9

7

3-4

9071

74

0 120

75

1

98.99

7o

8889

98.6

1.

3961

2.6

4026

4.2

4091

91

AA
99
4 AK
1 105
n
2 111

A

31
AC

85
AA
38

1

3
A

0
0

0

41

1

1

44

3

A
2
A
2

48

35

0

54

80

1

^A

51

A

0
1

2180

87

A
0

57

8

1.9

9989

40

1

•8

0

1

127

1

8

9.

9398

42

1

65

1

77

1

139

9

9

1.

9507

44

aA

A
9

28.92

78

1

189

0

9

8.8

9616

29.23

79

2

134

0

10

1.2

2725

47
CA
50

29.53

80

2

136

1

10 10.

2834

3.4

78

0
1

7U

')

2943

54

1

85

0

3052

66

3161

59

0

02

0

99

1

64

1

103

2
0

2

137

1

11

83

0

139

1

11

27

9.2

4267

30.3

84

0

140

2

12

5.1

28 10.7

4316

30.5

85

0

141

2

13

3.8

29 12.4

4349

30.65

86

0

142

2

14

2.9

3379

30 14.1

4360

30.75

87

I

144

0

15

89

1

93

2

3.9

3488

67

o
am

111

16 10.5

3*97

71

0

116

2

3.2

3706

74

0

122

0

18

same as

MA

1

81

this Table is the

68

52

29.8

TIm uniigeiBeni of

Mm

A
8
A
0

76

30.05

12.

Atf

0

4'Jll

o

oo 1 ly

76

1

127

»>

7.2

3924

78

1

131

0

which the time of 23 4.3
bt miXj diitiBgaiihtd from 25 13.

4033

79

2

1.34

0

4142

81

2

137

1

4251

84

0

140

3

4860

87

1

144

0

Mimairt^JbiakrkNmok, fnm
which ttwwtakn; tho iatoitioa hdng thai the

i

y

1J

.

Aiit

21

riuirges, Itonges, ftc, for

the otlkera.

0

A4

A

7 10.4

4151

wmf

A
2

A
2
A
8

27
AA
29

1

7.6

given,

.

A#V

0

5.9

is

i

24

124

4 A^

25

Flight

I

A
3
A
8

*J6

io tho

LaU'ral.

Tank.

Ydi.

1

7.33

iMgl.

Lateral.

ft

1

11

Bier. 420.

MMBDwtatioB.

TinMoT
todlnid.

8 13.8

177

27

3.9

80 14.

N
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Table of Pnctioe with a Mortar, &c.

Komber per cent, of Shelle whidi etmck
I.

A

II.

eoniinued.

Gromd wilhiB—

RcctAn»;!o of {ntkftnlte length In the dirvctlon of Ike

Line of

o

Mortar of 32 c. (12^ in.) noiut^d at)
34.
.
. |
an object dbtant 654 jude
ami 27 o. at 6547arde|
Mortar of 32
17.5
in.)
. f
.
.
(12^ in. and
13.
Mortar of 27 c. (8^ in.) at 654 yards
MortAr of 15 c. (6 in.) at 327 yards . U.
l/iiu»
ditto
at o54 yaroa •

the

Pabt

Fire, aiul

11

22

wbo«e Breadth was.

33

In Yardi,

44

54

65

96.

98.

35.5 53.5 74.

86.5

93.

26.

40.

72.5

84.5 91.5 96.

20.
27.

30.5 48.
63.
50. 80.5 95.

60.

87

99.5
99.

.

75.
99.

84.5 91.4 96.5
100. 100. 100.
1

8.

3

3}

A Square whose Side was, in Yards,
11

Mortar of 32 c. (12^ in.) pointed at\ 0.72 1.95 5.78
an object dintant 654 yards
Mortar of 82 c and 97 c at 654 yards) 0.53 1.43 4.32
.
./
(12 J in. and 1(4 in.}
Mortar of 27 c. (8 J in.) at 654 yards. 0.33 0.9 2.53
Mortar of 15 c. (6 in.) at 337 yards .
at 654 yank . 0.11 0.68 3.56
ditto
Ditto
.

.

22

33

44

54

65

109

87

15.8 27.1 39.5 50.4 60.3 72.6

80.

12.8 22.7 ?5.9 48.1 59.0 72.3

80.

I

.

7.7 15.1 24.4 34.2 44.3 59.8
10.3 21.4 34.9 48.

71.5

62.8

100.
1

196. It mi^ht have been foreseen that numerous
gun-boats womd be required to act with the naval force
sent to the Baltic sea, as no expedition intended to act
in shallow waters was ever unaertaken without being
accompanied by such craft. Numerous gun-boats, each
armed with a powerful gun, formed part of tlie eipiipment for the naval force sent to Walcheren in 1800, and
were found extremely useful, on all occasions, in shallow
inland waters. The day alter the landing of tlie troops,
a gallant and ellicieiit attack was made hy those boats
on the fort of Ter Yeer, then invested on the land
side, which ended in the place being taken.
After the action at Copenliagen, in 1807, the Danes
lo^t nearly all their line-of-hattle ships and iHgates, but
they still jpossessed some stout brigs of war, and a great
number of well-armed gun-boats ; and during the calms
which frequently prevail in ,the Danish waters, the
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were particularlj destructive to the British
and convoys.
On the 4th of June, 1808, during a calm in the Great
Belt, the " Tickler" gun -brig, commanded by lieutenant
Skinner, was attack^ by 4 Danish gun-boats, and after
a conflict of four hours, in which me commander was
killed, she was obliged to surrender.
few days afterlatter

feruisers

A

wards, the bomb-vessel " Thunderer," Captain Caulfield,
and the gun-brig " Turbulent," Lieutenant Wood, witli
a convoy of 70 vessels, were attacked by 25 Danisli
gun-boats, wlien the "Tmlmlent" was captured, with
10 or 12 of the inercluint-sliips
and on the 2nd of
j\u<]:ust, tlie ti;un-brig
Ti<j:ivsH," Lieutenant (ireeusW(mm1, was tiiken by IG Danisli ^'uu-vessels.
On tlie
25th of October, in the same year, the British 64-gun
ship " Africa," with a homeward-bound convoy of 137
sail, was attacked by a Danish flotilla, consisting of 25
large gini and moitar-boats, and 7 armed launches;
nearly all the convoy escaped, but the ** Africa" was
severely damaged; and, had the daylight continued
two hours longer, she must have surrendered or sunk.
Jame8*8 Naval History, vol. v. pp. 74-76.
On the 7th of July, 1809, a British scjuadron of 4
Martin, while
ships, under Captain Tlionias Byani
cruising oft' tlie coast of Finland, discovered a Russian
:

—

of 8 gun-boats, and a lleet of niercliant vessels, at
anchor under Porcoln Point. The position whieli tlieso
had tiiken was one of extraordinaiy strength, being
flotilla

between two rocks, which

sei

^

ed as covers to their

wings, and from whence a destructive fire of grape
could be poured upon any boats that should approach
them. Notwithstanding this, the boats of the ships,

17 in number, advanced

close

up

to the gun-vessels

without firing a musket, and, boarding them, carried
all before them : 6 of the vessels were taken, 1 sunk,
and 1 escaped ; 12 merchant-vessels also, laden with
powder and provisions for the Russian army, were
taken.
On the 2f)th of the same month, 17 boats
fiom a Ihitisli squadron, under (^iptain Dudley Pater,
attacked 4 Russian gun-boats, and, after a sjinguinary
N 2
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contest, sooceeded in capturing 3 of them.
Ibid^ pp
180.182.
The BuBGoanfl have now in the Baltic numerous gunboats, which, keeping in comparatively shallow water,
among the islands, where no large ship can approach
them, are ready at every moment to issue forth and
seriously annoy the most formidable fleet of line-of-battle
ships on the coast.
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III.

ON ORDNANCK KE-ROHEl), AND NEWLY CONSTRUCTED, FOR
THE BRITISH AND J?X)REiaN NAV1E&

I.

The

practice of reaming-out guns, or boring them
took place in the British service in the year
1830y when about 800 guns, 24-poimders, 7 feet 6 inches
long, which had been made according to the construction recommended bj Sir William Gongreve, and about
as many more guns, also 24-pounders, of Sir Thomas
Blomefield's construction, were bored up to 32-pounder8
for the navy. (See Table XVIL, Appendix D.)
The
practice was afterwards extended to iron guns of all
natures, from the 9-pounder to the 32-pouii(ler inclusive,
by enlarging the lx)re of each to the next, and, in some
cases, to the second higher calibre, and leaving reduced
windages.* This may be considered as a teni])orary
expedient to increase the weight of metal projected from
such guns as were then on hand in this country, at a
time when the advantages of large calibred ordnance
were not absolutely decided on, and when the Oovemment was not prepared to sanction the expense of
casting new guns for projecting the heavier natures
of shot or sh^. But now that the vast advantages
of heavy shot are well understood, and that France, the
United States, and other countries have determined on
arming their ships with new, long and powerful ord-

107.

.

BORED-UP GUNS.

up,

first

•

The French, on the rcconanendatiou of General Taixhans, had previously
decided to bore up th«ir long guns to the next greatest oaUbre : bat all guns
ao treated have ueea supeneded in tbeir naval aenrkse by new guna and
canoDS-obusien.
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in wliicli the half niea^snre, as

that the boredbe abandoned
up guns in the service, with such exceptions as will be
mentioned presently, should be superseded, and that
good and efficient gims should be provided of calibres
equal to those to which the bored-up guns were enlarged.
By such a measure only can it be expected that in a
future war our ships should be able to contend successfully with those of nations which have adopted in their
navies the most approved natures of ordnance.
198. The great advantage arising from the reduction
in the windage, together with the increase in the weight
of metal projected, procured immediately for the boredup guns a certain degree of consideration, wliich, it is
to be appreliended, has caused the imperfections arising
from the diminution of the quantity of metal in the
gun itself to be overlooked. The reduced windage
indeed permits, in some respects, equal effects to be
produced with lower charges of powder than were used
with the original gun.
For mstance: the old 24pounder gun, whose windage was .211, when bored up
to a 32-pounder, with a windage eqpsA to .123, and
charged with 7-J- lbs. of powder, would, with ratlier
higher elevations, propel its shot as far as the gun
in its original state with its usual charge of 8 lbs.
The
initial velocities would be the sjinie (about 1(500 feet
per second), and the^force with which the sliot would
penetrate into any material would be, at all practicable
dist^ces, in favour of the bored-up gun. Again, if the
latter were charged with 6^ lbs. of powder, by which
an initial velocity equal to 1490 feet per seccmd would
be produced, it would be found that toe force oif penetration is at first greatest in the original 24-pounder
gun, with the charge of 8 lbs. ; at the distance of about
400 yards from the object the peneti-ating forces become
equal
and at all greater distances, the penetrating force
of the lai'ger shot of the bored-up gun is the greatest.*
it

l)e

called, slioiild

;

^

;

• It i« to

be regretted that, wlien the old gims were bored up to a higher
measures were not taken to introduce tuUfomiity in Uhc quantity of
windage, and that great anomalies in this respect wero allowed to subsist.
calibre,
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199. It is not, however, from a comparison of the
produced
the hored-up guns with those produced by the gun
its original state, that the relative
values of the former, and of a gun equal in calibre but
of more perfect construction, are to be determined. Tlie
advantiiges witli respect to the power of penctiiition,
Avliich appear to be so niucli in favour of tlie l)oied-up
gim, are perha|)s more than coinitei balanced by tlie
defect arising from tlie diminution of the weiglit of
metal in the gun, by wliich its recoil is rendered considerably greater than that of a gun of equal calibre
and of the original fonnation. This circumstance, besides producing greater strain on the carriage, renders
the gun more unsteady, and the practice, in conse-'
quenee, more uncertain. If, in order to diminish the
recoil, smaller charges of powder be employed, the
penetrating power of the shot will be diminiblicd in
a corresponding degree.
200. Captain SiiuuKms, in his
Discusmon on the
effects

m

Armament of the Navy*^ lias calculated a Table
(page 18), in which are sliown the rclatiN c penetrating
powers of a 24-pounder gun, and the same gun reamed
out to a 32-pounder, the charge of the latter bein^ diminished so far that the initial velocities are proportional
to the weights of the guns with their carriages ; when,
oonsequenuy, the recofls or strains are rendered equal to
one another. In this state the penetrating force of the
bored-up gun £eJ1s even below that of the original
24-pounder, till the distance of tiie shot from the gun
is about 3000 yards ; but at such a distance as this, the
elevation of the gun being necessarily high, the practice
must be extremelv uncertain. It is thus of the utmost
impoilance, as well with respect to the extent and
Prefient

Thus the diameter of

the lx)ro of the old 32-pounder weighing 56 cwt., and of
thoso weighing from 48 to 50 cwt., in 6.41 inches, while Congreve's and
Blomefield's 24-riOuadera of 39, 40, and 41 cwt. were bored up (as 32poondm) to 6.36 IncheB ; and again, B1omefield*b 24-p(ninder of 82 ewt. and
his 18-ixnmder of 25 cwt. were borod up, as 32-p<»nndcrs, to 6.3 inches.
The
Thus there have Iwn introcalibre of Mr, Monk's gim (A) is 6.375 inches.
dnced in the service tour didereut diameters of bores for 32-|)ouuder guns,
oooaeqiiently four diffinrant windages for shot of equal diameters.
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accuracy of the range as to the penetrating power of
the shot, that a gun should contain a certain mass of
metal with relation to the weight of the projectile;
a deficiency in that mass causing the advantages of a
diminished windage to be in a great measure lost ; the
sliaking of the piece before the projectile quits it, particularly wlieii high charges of powder are used, unavoidably producing irregularity in the initial direction
The })erf"ection of a gini consists in an
of the shot.
union of both qualities, steiuliness and the least possible
windage for oidy by these combined can it be rendered capable of throwing shot to the greatest distance
within battle range, with the least elevation, and, consequently, with the greatest amount of useful effect.
201. Since the country now possesses a considerable
number of new guns of laige caUbrc and improved
oonstructionSy no reason exists for retainin^^ bored-up
guns as part of the armament of the British navy,
except, perhaps, for bri^ and other small vessels, or
for private ships hired into the service.
The French
have no bored-up guns on the broadsides of their ships
nor are there any bored-up
of the line or frigates
;

«

* The French ships are armed, or are ni>iH)inted to 1m armed, with the following natures of gun, exclusive of canoD8H)busier8 (the wei<;hts and dinien3G-i>oundcr8 (Fr.), length
Rions arc expressed in English denominations):
9 ft. 7 in., and weight 69cwt., the weight of the shot being 43.21 11 «. aopoundera (Pr.), No. 1, length 9 ft. 3 m., and weight 59 cwt. ; 30-jx)nnders
O^r.), Xo. 2, length 8 ft. 0 in., and wci<:ht 49 cwt., the weight of the shot
and 24-i»ounder8(Fr.), length 9 ft. 4 in., and wt ight
tor both boinf? 34 lbs.
41^ cwt., the weight of the shot being 26 llw. 10 oz. The decree of the 27(h
by
which the SO-ponnoer gun, 10 feet 2 in. long, and weighing
of July, 1849,
84 cwt., had liccn ordered to be introduced into the French naval service, was
Enqtielc P<irh mrntuire*^
rescinded by tlio commission which drew up the
(soe torn. ii. p. 405 of that work), and 30-pouQder guns were ordered to Xto
substituted tat them : this was done on the ground t^sit, as the wei^t of the
60-poundcr is far greater than that of a 86-poander, by the sobstitiitioii of
the lighter but very oflirient gnn, veR.<?cls may Iw armed with a greater number
of pieces ; and, from the circumstance, it is evident that the cotnmiKsion
attached more imix)rtancc to the fire of the smaller onhiance than to that of
the hesTicr nature, which would, necessarily, be fewer in nnmber. It appcan
by the procredings of tlic commiasion of Gavro, 1848, that three other new
pieces of ordnance have been atloptod in the French naval service.
1st. A
canouHibusier (Xo. 3) of 80 {Uvrta)\ its charge for hollow shot being 2.5 kil.
lbs* B oz., and for solid shot 2.6 kil.w5 lbs. 12 OS. : these are so ewhat
shorter than the iiieces of the same nature already cstablidied. 2nd.
new

—

;

;

m
A
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^ons in the United States' navy, except the 8-inch
guns, wliicli were hored-up from 42-pounders.
All the
guns retained in that s( rvice are either the most efficient
of the old ordnance, or certiiin otliers whose use has not
yet been discontinued.* A great prejudice cxista in tlie
United States against the practice of boring-up, since
a 42-pounder bored-up to a 64-pounder, the diameter
indies, Avith a charge of
being enlarged from 7 to
14 lbs., burst on board the Fulton
the service charge

was 8 lbs.
The lonff 42-pounder so reamed out, and carrying a
ball of 64 Ids., is said to afford, with a charge of 12 lbs.,
a better range at the second ^raze than the gun in its
•''

original state (Ward, United States Navi/, p. 105) ; but
at the first graze, and at elevations not exceeding 3
degrees, the long 42-pounder with a charge of 12 Ihs.,
which the reamed-out gun could not sustain, is greatly
superior to the otlier.
Since the publication of Lieutenant Ward s Treatise
there have been introduced, in 1851, a new shell-gun
8 feet 10 inches long,

and weighing 63

cwt.,

and another

8 feet 4 inches long, weighing 55 cwt. Besides these,
in 1850, a new 64-pounder tmchambered gun 10 feet

8 inches long, and weighing 105 cwt., was adopted as
a pivot-eun for vessels of all descriptions. Thus has
been reauzed Lieutenant Ward's announcement that a

gun possessing, in the highest degree, extent of range,
accuracy of fire and power of penetration, was being
piepared for purposes which essentially retjuire those
important laculties.
80-potinder (Fr.) gun (No. 3), its eli«r^, with solid shot, being 3 kil.=>
6 lb8. 10 oz. (re<1iiccd charge 2.5 kil.>B5 lbs. 8 oz.), and for hollow shot, 2 kit.
~4 11>s. 6 oz. The coramission asrortained the ranges of a new fiO-i'Oiuitlcr
gun, with solid shot and charges ot uuo-third of the shot's weight : they also
coropared together the efifocts pfrodtioed hy this gun, the new OO-pounder and
the new 3()-pounder guns, with respect to range, and to the nvages made by
their shot in targets rc[ircs<'ntin;4 tlio sides of sliips.
' 'I tieso are long li-i-i)oundor8, length 9 ft.
4i in., and weight 50 cwt., and
18-poundcrs, length 8 ft. and weight 38 cwt., on board of the '* Constellation,'*
**
Ward, p. 30. It is perhaps to be regretted
Macedonian,** and other shijis.
that the long 24-|M^nn(h r (Ion;:th 0 ft. 6 In., and weight 60 cwt.) should have
been discarded from the ikilish navy.

—
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202. The defects of bored-up p^uns were sensibly experienced on board the " Sesostris " sti^ani-ship, Capt^iiii
This vessel was armed with
Ornisl)y, commander.
32-poiinder ^nns, which liad been bored-up from 24and it was fomid th.at, after a few hours
poimders
firing, the breechings were destroyed, and the bolts
drawn so that her ordnance became unserviceable, even
with greatly reduced charges.
203. Bored-np gnna, besides being subject to the
defect just mentioned, are found to be not altogether
sidTe when fired with two shot ; there are even some of
{hem for which double-shotting was always prohibited
and, where the practice was allowed, very reduced
charges were considered indispensable. The following
Table shows the charges with single shot for bored-up
guns. No charges for double shot are now officially
;

given.'

Cli.irjri'

NatoNcf Owl

in

Service Charge
Id Ptmnd^

Shot.

Wad.

Ingle awt.

(

32^ander

.

39 and 40

12

1

10
9

6
5

1

32
25

1

1

4

1

1

1

1

15

3
3
o

1

7
7
5

1

<

22
20

1

1

I
1
1

18*poiiiider

•

.

.

1

All the lK)red-up guns, with single shot, have been
proved with charges equal to about one-tliird of the
shot's weight ; but it has been found that, after being
bored-up, many of the old 24-pounders with two shot,
when fired with a charge of 11 lbs. of powder, burst,
after having stood, with a single shot, a charge of 18 lbs.
In order that such guns may be considered safe when
doublcHshotted, it is evident that they should be tried,
80 shotted, with quantities of powder considerably
greater tlian the reduced charges stated in the Tal)le.
This uncertainty respecting the safety of the bored-up
* It

is

no longer oootemplated to use double shot with any nature of

l)oreU-up gun5.
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guns is surely ^ strong argument against tliem; and
though it would be unicli better if all were discarded,
it is satisfactory to find that tlie only bored-up guns
which are now to be retained in the Royal Navy are
the 32-poiinder8 of 41 cwt., 40 cwt., and 39 cwt., which
have been so converted from Blomefield's and Congreve's
24-pounders and 18*poiindeT8, which have been bored
up £rom 9 and i2-poimderB for the armament of small
vessels. The 32-poimders just mentioned are ultimately
to be replaced by the 32-pounder new gun, 8 feet long,
and weighing 42 cwt.
;

II.

MONSTER OUN8.

204. In 1810, the French having caused some large
pieces of ordnance to be cast at Seville, formed with
them batteries at the Trocadero Pointy from whence
they threw shells into Cadiz, a distance of more than
5000 yards. (Art. 100, Note.) In order to obtain this
range, it was necessary to use enormous charges, and to
fill the shells nearly with lead.
These pieces of ordnance were the invention of Colonel Yillantroy, of the
French artillery. They were a sort of long howitzer,
witli trunnions, and were capable of being fired at great
elevations with liigh charges; they also possessed great
powers of range, even at low angles, with hollow sliot
and it lias been stiid that the construction of these
howitzers suggested to Tolonel Paixhans the principle
on which he afterwards formed his canon s-obusiers. It
is, however, a remarkable circumstance that the Emperor
Napoleon was, in £em^, the ori^nator of both natures
of ordnance ; since, in addressing the Ministre de la
Marine, Decres (1807), he writes to the following
effect :
I desire that you will cause to be cast for
trial, in the foundry at Douay, a gun which may project
shells of 8 inches diameter.
Provide also some solid
sliot of 78 lbs. to be used with those pieces, and try the
ranges and efTucts which may be obt^iined.
Causes also
to be cast shells and hollow shot of 48 lbs., and let
tlium be tried.
Such projectiles, fired from batteries

—
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of twenty pieces of the above descriptioii, should produce
*
great efieda."
At the siege of the citadel of Antwerp, in 1832, the
French used a mortar whose calibre was 24 inches,
and weight nearly 7 tons, and it projected a sliell
which, with its hursting charge ( = 99 lbs.), weighed
1015 lbs. The effect, however, was not so great as
was anticipated, aud the mortar afterwards bui*st whiile
being fired.
205. In the years 1842 and 1843 there were cast in
England, for the Pacha of Egypt, three large pieces of
ordnance, of which one was a simple gun, without
chamber, 12 feet long, having a calibre of 10 inches
(windage .16 inch), and weighing 11 tons; this was
intended to project solid shot, each weighing 128 lbs.,
or shells, each weighing 82 lbs. The second was a
howitzer gun 13 feet long, having a calibre of 15.3
inclies (windage .2 inch), with a chamber on Paixhans*
principle, and weigln'ng 18 tons; it threw solid shot,
each weighing 4G0 lbs., or sliells, each weighing 326 lbs.
Tlie third was a mortar, having a calibre of 20 inches
(windage .2 inch), and weighing 13 tons; its chamber
was conical, and similar t^ tliose of the British seaservice mortars ; it threw a solid shot weighing 1030 lbs.,
or a shell weigldng 658 lbs.
206. In the year 1845 there was cast at Liverpool,
for the United States* steam frigate Princeton, a gim,
having a bore 13 feet long, with 12 inches calibre
(windage .25 inch) ; the gun weighed about 7^ tons,
and it was intended to project from it solid shot weighing 213 lbs., or shells weighing 152 lbs. The gun is
without a chamber and a remarkable circumstance is,
that the shot is to be enveloped in felt, in order to
prevent the abrasion of the lx)re this expedient appears
to have been advantageously adopted with other giuis
of considerable magnitude in the service of the United
It is said
iStates, windage being allowed accordingly.
;

;

* Thiers*

*

Uutory of the Consulate and the

Km[tire.*
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that this gun was intended to replace that which some
time before had burst on board the same vessel, by

which accident several persons, among others the Secretary of State, lost their lives.
207. The Pacha's 130-pounder gxm was fired at Deal,
in July, 1842, from a carriage similar to those which
are used on board the British steam-vessels, with cliarj^es
equal to 2G lbs. (considered as the established charg*e),
but as very little
29 lbs., and 32 lbs. of powder
additional extent of range was obtained when the higher
charges were employed, those only which resulted from
the charge of 26 lbs. are given in the subjoined Table.
The other ranges in the Table are results of computation, with the charges there stated, which are such as
are supposed to be employed on service. In all the
ranges the height of the j^un above the plane on y^hich
the shot is supposed to fall is 16 feet :
;

Eler«tioDs.
Wfllitltflf

Shot or Shell
in

Poandi.

Ghurge
in

Point
blank.

20°

Foiuuk.

BMfMlDTMdi.
130pouader .

Pacha's

.

Pacha'* 15-inch
JCUIJ

.

.

Shot,
Shell,

128
82

26

I

16

558
420

Shot,

460

-45

3;i3

45
45

307

J

.\

l';Kh.Vs -iO-inch

mortar .
United Staid*
gun .
French mortar

f

Shell,

:V2(i

1

\

Shot,

10; 10

Shell,

658
2V\
152
1015

1

,

I

1

Shot,
Shell,

Shell,

45
30
30
30

• •

360
400
• •

2151
1767
1235
1553
700
907
1617
1853
400

3253
2532
2130
2534

4040
3130
2810
3110

4069
3440
3370
3500

1035
1716
2600
2759
834

IG93

2078
3267
3370

1970
2479
3730
3924
1317

1033

On comparing the above ranges with those wliich
were ohtained in the practice onboard tlie " ExcelK'iit,'*
(Tables V., YT., A])peiidix D.), it will readily he seen
little or no advantage would he gained, in this
respect, by the employment of such unwieldy pieces
over the more manageable ordnance in use in the
tliat

British service.
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208. It has been observed (Art. 132), that Sir WilCon^reve was the first who pro}X)sed to diminish
the quantity of nictul in the cliase of a <j^nn and incivase
the q\iantitv about the seat of the cliart^e, in ordvr to
piin a greater deprrre of strenfrth without inereaHinir
thu weif2:ht of the <run.
The piccis of onhiaiu-t' ennbtrueted l)y tliat oflieer were 24-pounders, 7^ feet lon^*-,
and weighing from 40 to 42 cwt. ; and a ecrtain
number of these constituted the armament of th(»
**
Eurotaa fri^te at the time ahe engaged the French
frigate "Clorimlt /' which was equipped witli lontr
18-pounders.* These experimental guns certainly did
not do so much execution in proportion to the duration
of the action (nearly two hours) as bad been done on
many other occasions by an equal number of long 18pounders, or in proportion to what she, the ** Eurotas,"
This, perhaps
suffered from the fire of the " Clorinde."
was owinp^ in part to deficiLiiey in the ginni«*ry of the
Britisli frij^ate, ])ut tlie main deftrt was in tlie short
24-]>ounder f^uns, whirli, howt'vcr th» y may havr sueeee(h'd in the experiments at Slieerncss (when th« y
Iminded but a little more than the lon<:^ 24-poTnHler
against which they were tried), acted most violently on
their carriages when heated with contiTiueil firing in
that protracted action. This is ascribed partly to the
greatness of the windage, partly to the charge (one*
tiiird of the weight of the shot) being too high, and
again, to the diminution of the preponderance of the
breech by the trunnions being placed so fBX back.
(General 8ir Thomas Blomefield, about the same time,
procured to be executed a considerable number of 24pounder gims on nearly the same principle but as
neither of these kinds of ordnance were eonsidered as
havinir succeeded, others were cast upon a ])rineij>le
whieli was lirouprht forward by Mr. Afonk in 1S,'>8.
That principle coxibibtd in maintaining the proportion
liaiii

*

;

*

Juuot*! NavaI Uutory, vol. vL pp. 272, 273.
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which the weight of metal in a gun should bear to that
of the shot* (about 1} cwt. in the gun to each pound in
the weight of the shot) ; at the same time increasing
the thickness of metal round the cylinder of the charge,
and diminishing it in the chase.
Mr. Monk's proposition having been approved, he
first

apphed

his

method

in the constiaiction of a

5(5-

pounder, 11 feet long, and weighing 98 cwt. (Table
XVII., Appendix D.)
and in this he so far reduced
the thickness of metal in the chase, that he was able to
appropriate an additional quantity, amounting to about
10 cwt., in the part immediately siurrounding the
cylinder of charge; thus he considerably increased the
thickness of the gun to a certain distance in front of the
load, and formed a piece of ordnance much stronger in
the part where strength is most required, and yet
lighter than any other iron gun of tiie same calibre
before made. The windage in this ^un was reduced
from .235 inch, or about Virrd of tfie diameter, to .176
inch, or about iVth of the diameter.
;

209. At that time, 1838, the lieaviest solid shot gun
in the naval service was the 32-pounder, 0 feet () iiielies

long, and weighing 56 cwt., tlie 42-pounder having
been discarded, and not yet replaced by one of improved
but sliell-guns ot large
construction (see Art. 214)
calibre for hollow shot and shells, had then recently been
introduced for the armament of steamers.'' Whether
Mr. Monk designed his 56^under gun as a rival to the
8-inch shell-gun or not, does not appear ; but that his
guns, and some others of large calibre (the 68-poimder
of 95 cwt.), do enter into very favourable competition
with the shell guns, and prove themselves to be more
efficient in distant firing, and therefore preferable for
the bow guns of steamers, is a ti uth wliieh forces itself
utK)n our serious consideration, and to this Kul)ject we
shall accordingly apply ourselves hereafter.
His immediate object in bringing forward his 56-pounder was to
;

As in the 32-pouudcr gun for general service.
In 1824 the 10-hidi gun ; in 1BI2B the 8-inch gun, weighing 50 owt
end in 1838 the 8-inob gun of 66ewt.
'

^
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more

efficient

ranges for general

GUXliEEY.

and aecoraie practice at great
but more particularly for

ser\'ice,

which aililleiy having the greatest
S>wer8 of range seaward is of the utmost importance,
nt the 56-pounder of 87 cwt. has now become a naval
gun, and on this accoont it will hereafter be particularly
compared with shell guns and others which are employed

coast defences, in

in the naval service.
210. In Table IV.,

Appendix D., will be found the
ranges ol>tained from the r)fj-]K)under on its trial at
Detu, in 1830, with cliar^es of I(i ll>s. and 17 11)8. of
powder, at difierent elevations and it may be remarked,
that at an elevation of 32 degrees, with a charge of
16 lbs., its shot ranged to the distance of 5720 yards
exceeding the range of a 32-poimder, with a charge of
12 lbs., at nearly the same elevation, by 8G0 yards
(Table I., Appendix D.). Experience showed that the
16 lbs. charges gave ranges, with solid shot» as long as,
if not longer than charges of 17 lbs. ; and 16 lbs. of
powder were consequently adopted as the maximum
^ai^ for such guns!
heavy 42-pounder, whose weiglit (80} cwt.) was
216 times the weight of its sliot, was com])ared witli tlie
5n-pounder, whose weight (HOi cwt.) was 2*H) times that
of its shot, at an elevation of 15 decrees, the greatest
which could be given to the 42-pounder and likewise
with the 10-inch gim of 85 cwi;., with hollow shot, when
the following ranges were obtained ;
;

A

;

llie 56-poanclor (TftUe lY.)
The 42-poun<ler
„

The

The

lO-iDch

gun (Table L)

.

.

•

.

,

•

.

.

....

4087yardi.
3732 ^
3546 „

the 56 and 32-pomiders were continned np to an elevation of 33 degrees, when, at the
sixtieth round, the 32-pounder burst.
G8-pounder of 110 cwt. was then prepared, and
afterwards one of 112 cwt.
The former was trie<l witli
a charge of 18 lbs. (j fr of the weight of the shot), and
the latter with one of 20 lbs. (i't of the weight of the
shot), l)ot]i of them with solid shot
but their lanp^es
were not superior, if equal, to those of the 56-pounder,
trials between

A

:
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of IG lbs., or t't of the weig^ht of the shot.
of the most vakiable gmis in the service is tlie
>>-p<imider wliich has been constructed by Colonel
Dondas ; its length is 10 feet, and it weighs 95 cwt.
Ito irreatest service charge is 16 lbs., and its proof charge
witli a charfre

One

25

n»s.

(?Jee fig. 12, plate II.)

211. It had been intended to bore-up all the 6-feet and
B-feei 24-poimderB to 32-pomider8, bu^ in the trials made
with aeyeral, they fidled, partly through a diminution of
the windage firom .21 inch to .15 inch, and partly from
the increase in the weight of the shot ; on which accounts,
tlioujrh the diminntiou of the weiu'ht of metal was inconHd< ral'le in itself, the strength of the guns was so much
n*<bu*ed that they ronld not resist tlie charges
it therefi}rv U-came necess;try to provide new 32-pounders,
ifiediuni «nni8, as they were called, in order to complete
the gradation to the old standard, the 32-pounder, 56
cwt.. and ^ feet 6 inches long.
Mr. Monk accordingly applied his method in the oonftmction of the new 32-pounder of 50 cwt., 9 feet long
and he nrodaced the excellent gun marked
(TaUe
XVII., Appendix D.,Bee fig. 13, plate II.) ; though no
iMTier than the old 24-pounder, 9 feet 6 inches long,
it M thicker in the cylinder of charge than the 32|-»under, weighing 50 c^v^., and its shot ranges very
ni.-arly as far with 8 ll>s. of powder as the shot from the
old long 32-j«»iinder ranges with its charge of 10 ll>s.,
thofiffh the gim is shorter by G inches.
This very
-fb^'i'-nt gini lias now gencially superseded the old 24|» ^Tinders of 50 and 48 cwt. in the naval service.
Mr. Monk next appUed his metliod, with some modifier tionsi, to the constmction of the 32-pounders, 8 feet
6 inches and 8 feet long, marked BandO (Taltlc XVll.,
Appendix D.). Of these, with the guns marked A, no
Uam than 4279 havB been proved without a single
Culm, although the proofe to which they were subfsfifA were more severe than those applied to the old
^TQiM. from the windage being less, and the charges
All
m^prt hy 2 lbs. than double the full service charge.
tiue guiiii now enter largely Into the aimament of the
;

A

o
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navy, and, though not siij^erior in innge either
24-pounder8 (old guns) of equal weight and
with equal charges, they liave great advantages over
these from the suptihor magnitude and momentuiu of
Britisli

U) the 18 or

their shot.

In Tahle I., Appendix D., w^ill be found the ranges
obtained at Deal, in 1839, from the new 32-poimder
guns A, B, and C.
The windage of these guns is
0.175 inch; but on introducing them in the Navy,
that of the 9 feet gun was increaaed to ,2 inch, and of
the 8 feet gun, to 0.198 inch.^
212. Table XYIII., Appendix D., exhibits a comparative view of the ranges of French guns of 30
(livres), long and short, with those of Enghsh 32]KJuii(ler guns.
The ranges of the French guns are
ohtained by interpolations from the general Tal>le
founded on the experiments ninih^ at (lavre, between
1830 and 1840 while those of tiie English guns are
obtained from the Tables of Experiments, cai'ried on in
the year 1838, on board the
Excellent ;'* and, from
the comparison, the following important circumstances
are deduced.
With charges of 10 lbs., and elevations not exceeding
8 degrees, the ranges of the English gun are superior
to those of the French gun, though the windage of the
former is rather greater than that of the latter ; but the
differences are the greatest between the elevations of 1**
;

*Mr. Daniel Tread well, of the TTnited States, executed, for experiment
merely, in 1844, four a'i-pounderseA-servicejrtins oil anew construction they
ounsist of a number of riugs or hollow cylinders one within another} the
interior part of eadi ring, equal to about one-tbird of the thickneai of tha
ring, was of steel, and the exterior part of inm; these junts, as well as tha
din'ercnt rinj^s, wero welded to'jetlier, and compressed 1>ya iiydrostatic machine,
which is said to exert a jjower of IWU tons, bo that the iiores of the metal are
closed, and the metal itself condensed, to a de^cc not to be attauied by hammering the whole was then formed into a gun by ttuning and boring.
'i'lie
lH)rcs are 5 ft. 10 in. long, and the \vei;;ht of each pcim is
tJian
lOOO lbs. One of the gnns lK>ro a succos.sion of charges commencing with
8 lbs. of powder and one shot, and ending with 12 Ibe. of jwwder, 5 shot^ and
3 wads.
The evil attending tlie enijiloyment of these guns would l>c the greatness of
the reajil.
The inventor contrived a means liy wliich he coiueive*! it mi^ilit
bo chocked ; but it is doubtful whether it would cfi'cctually serve the purpose.
:

;
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With charfres of 7 lbs. and G lbs. tlie English
and
gun maintained its superiority, in respect of range, at
the elevations up to 9°; the diftbrences being the
when the elevation was less than 7**. But it is
a remarkable anomalj, that when the charges were
8 lbs. and the elevations more than 4% the ranges of
the English gon were considerably less than those of
the French gun. It may be remarked, in addition,
that, conformably to theoiy, the ranges of a long gun
almost always exceed those of one which is shorter.
Table XIX., Appendix D., contains an abstract of
all

greatest

some expciiments made with

different eanoiis-olmsiers

of BO (liviTs), as well as with French 3G-])ounder and
and, on comparing the ranges of
AO-pounder guns
these last guns with those of tlic English 32-pounders
in Table XYIIL, Appendix 1)., it ap]>ears that the
ranges of the latter, with a charge of 10 11 >s., and even
of 8 lbs., always exceed those of the French 36-ponnder
with a charge of 13 lbs. ; and up to an elevation of 4"*
the English 32-pounder, of 56 cwt., and a char&e of
10 lbs., gives ranges exceeding those of the French 5(>pounder gun, with its charge of 17 lbs. 10 oz.
213. Throughout the late and previous wars the 42ponnder gun had formed the armament for the lower
decks of some of our line-of-battle ships, and the regulation to that clfect continued in force till 1839, when the
32-puundL'r of 50 cwt. (one of Monk's guns) was sul>stiNow, neither in the French nor the
tiited for it.
Kussian navy has the 42-pounder nor the 3G-]iounder
been discarded; and, by a decree of the French
Government in May, 1888, no less than one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-eight 3 (5 -pounder guns have
been cast for the lower decxs of tiie ships of the line
built previously to 1834 ;* while, in fhe United States*
;

"

The Navy of Pmnoe oondited in 1862 or^—tihipe of the Une, 27 afloat^
now fitted with sorew-|)ro|*<.'lk'r8, and 23 building; ffigatos,

of which 11 arc

-0 building; corvettes, .'H afloat and 5 buildinfr and a va«t
smaller vessels, exclusive of an extensive force in steam-ships.-—
VEnquHe Paihmmiairtt toL i. p. 415. See alio Appendix (C). An aoca*
rate account of the French Navy, with thie aiaamenl of tho ahipa, will bt
afloat

number

iiixl

;

oi

given on a

fiitare occaaion.

o 2
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Xavv, not only have tlie 24-poun(ler p^ins boon retain(Ml,
but the •12-|)()umkTP, 9 feet lonp:, and wei<rhing 70 cwt.,
are mounted on thu lower decks of.ships of the hue.
214. Three 42-j)ound('rs, eacli of G7 cwt., were constructed in 184G for tlie naval service, and tried, first
at Portsmouth to asceiiaiu their ranges, and tlien at
Woolwich to prove d outrance their strength. One of
these guns was constructed by Colonel Dundas, another

by Mr. Monk, and the
tne two others.

third

is

intermediate between

In March, 1846, the three guns were received on
board the " Excellent ** for the purpose of bein^ compared with each other, and with a 32-iKmnder of 56 cwt.<,
in respect of stability, steadiness, and extent of range.
After tiiaLs continued durinir eight days, it was found
that all the 42-p<)nnders were admirable guns, alike
steady in rajtid firing with the established charges
(lOi lbs. wit! single shot, and G lbs. with double shot),
and that they have advantage's in these resiKx-ts ovir
the 32-pounder guns, whose charge is 10 lbs. ; their
recoil also was not so great as that of the latter gun.
It was found, however, that they work heavier with
15 men than tin 32-pounders with 13 men; and that,
in training and elevating, the latter were rather easier.
The ranges of all the guns were nearly the same, the
32-pounder alone apncaring to have very slightly the
advantage with double shot.
With respect to. the strength of the confstoiction of
the 42-jK)under gun, that which had Ikch most often
No. 1 gim stiXHl 40 roninl-,
fired, ]m>jected .'JO.') shot.
with two shot and two junk-wjuls, the charge bnng
10 J lbs.: it bore 10 roiuids, with three shot and three
jnnk-wnds, the charge being 12 ll>s.
but it burst at
the iifth round, with three shot and tliree junk-wads,
and a charge of 14 lbs. No. 3 gun stood 40 rounds
with two shot and two wads, the charge being 101 lbs.
it stood 10 rounds, with three shot and three wads,
and with an equal charge ; but it burst at the first
round with three shot and three wads, tlie charge
being 12 lbs. No. 2 gun stood 18 rounds, with two
I

;
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shot aud two wads, the charge being lOi

lbs.,
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when

it

burst.

Mr. Moiik, tlie constructor of No. 2 gun, could only
account for the less endurinf^ form of his gun by
ascribing

it

some inferiority in the metal. The
a small cube of metal taken from

to

specific gravity of

toe same position in each gun was

was

tried.

The

result

:

No. 1 gnn
Ko. 2gaii
Ko. 8 gan

.

.

•

.

.

•

7.2879
7.8112
7.1964

I
>

TIm

sp.gr. of ivsterlwiog 1.

|

Mr. Walker, the founder, stated that the guns were cast
from an exactly similar mixture, a certain portion of old
gun-metal, some remelted iron pigs, and some pigs as
he purchased them. Mr. Walker is satisfied there is
not a shade of dilVerence between the metal of whicli
The carriages stood well till
the three guns wei'e cast.
the guns were bmst, when they were, by the explosion,
destroyed. The conclusion was, that the early bursting
of No. 2 gun is attributable to an inferiority of conThe charges of powder were talcen fresh
stniction.
from the laboratory daily ; the mean diameter of the
shot was 6.776.
Gun No 1 (see T^ble -X.V11., Appendix D.), Colonel
Bundas's oonstmction, was reconmiended for adoption in
the naval service on account of its greater endurance,
and such were introduced accordingly as lower-deck
guns in the " Blenheim " and " Ajax," steam guardbut having been found too heavy, recpiiri ng
ships
crews so large as to overcrowd the fighting-decks of tlio
small 74-gun ships of which the steam guard-ships were
composed, those ^uns were removed and the 56 cwt.
;

32-pounders substituted,
IV.

NEW GUNS FOR SHELLS AND HOLLOW

SHOT.

216. Large caUbred guns for the projection of shells
and hollow shot were introduced into the Naval Service

of Great Britain subsequently to the adoption of the
Paiidiaus guiib in Fiance in 1824 (see the section on
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Fait

III.

Foreign ArmainentB and the French Shell System, in a
forthcoming work) as analogous or corresponding pieces
of ordnance.* First, in tliat year the 10-inch gun,
9 feet 4 inches L dig*, iind weighing 85 cwt., \s'as lormed ;
but, being found too heavy for ordinary ships, the
8-inch gnu, G feet 8^ inclies long and weighing 50 cwt.,
was introduced. Tliis gun was, however, deemed too
light and short for the armament of great ships of war ;
and at length, in 1838, the 8-incli gun, 9 feet long and
weighing 65 cwt. (see Fiff. 14, Plate II.), was brought
Tins has now become the favoorite arm in
forward.
the British Naval Service, and it enters larselv into
the armament o£ ships of all rates and dasKs, for broadside batteries as well as for the pivot-guns of steamers.
Table XYII., Appendix D., contains the weights and
dimensions of British shell-guns, with their service
charges and in Table T., Appendix D., are the ranges
obtained from them by experiments carried on, on
board the "Excellent," in 1838. The supposed inability of shell-guns to bear the great charges necessary
for propelling solid shot, which, being 10 inches and
8 inches in diameter, w eigh 130 lbs. and 68 lbs. respectively, is the cause that, till recently, those natures
of ordnance were restricted to the firing of hollow shot,
or shells, with charges not exceeding 10 lbs,,** and that
;

*

The

orijjnnal

Paixhans canon a homhfs

is

ahmit 8 cwt,

lir-avier

than the

British 8-iuch shell guu (65 cwt.), while it is 4 inches louger ; but bj a
judicious difltnlmtion of the metal, the French gim was so nmch ranforeed
al)ont tlic chamber, or place of the charge, that it could bear being fired with
soliil shot weighing from 80 to 88 lbs, avoirdu[>ois and cbanrea nmountinq to
10 lbs. 12 oz. It was fuuud also, by exporimcuts made in the Roadstead of
Brest, that the same gun oould bear without detriment a double leading, either

two shells weifihing together 133 lbs, uearly, with a charge of 10 Ibe, 12 oz.,
or two 8oli(l shot weighing together itoax 164 to 176 U)s^ with a ofaarge of
21 lbs. 8 oz.
^ See * Experiments on board of H.M.8. '* Excellent,** 1882tolS49,' page 11.
With 8-inch chambered guns of 65 cwt. and a charge of J.0 lbs., are used
hollow shot plugged Avith iron weighing 66 lbs., and shells weitzhing 48 lbs.,
which, with the bursting ]x>wder (2 lbs. 11 oz.^, make up nearly 51 lbs. The
comoMm fliheUa used with the S-moa suns for laod sertwe wei^ 46 lbs., and,
when ohttged with tha bursting powder, 48 lbs. Hollow shot, used with the
like £rniis,

is

made up

including its iron plug.
designated hoUow shot

to tlio

same

woie;ht as the

fillcil

shi'll.

viz.

thinner than the projectiles which are
of tba Urge quantity of powdnr whidi

SShells are cast

on

aooml
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dnuM»'-shottiu^ was forbidden.
Tliis restriction no
lougvr ex^i£>te witli respect to the 8-incb guns of G5 and
CO cwt. (Art. 24G.)
216. There remains, apparently, an anomaly in the
wiikdageB reepecting the projectiles used in the naval
and land •ervices, with the B-inch shell gim weighing
65 cwt^ whose diameter is 8.05 inches. The average
diameler of sea-flervice hoUow shot and shells is 7.926
indies; the windage is, consequently, 0.125 inch;
whereas, in the landniervice, the 8«inch shell gun is
nsed with the mortar and howitzer shells, whose avera^
«li.inw tiT is 7.86 inches, and windage 0.19 inch.
Tlic
ditFerence in the winda^^es is small, but the extent and
the aceiiracy of tlie ranges are considerably afiectcd by
and there exists no good reason why the windacros
it
shonld not be e<jualized by the adoption of the same
magnitude and weight of shot and shell for both serUntil this is done, mistakes ma^ be made in the
vices.
vvups, according to the present practice, of sliot and
shells of different diameters and weights for the same
calibre of ordnance in the land and sea services.
217. Shell-gans in the British Service are chambered
in tbe Gomer form (see Fig. 14, Plate II.), the bore, at
the extpemity nearest the breech, being contracted in
the form of a frustum of a cone as in tlie carronade
mentioned in Arts. 122, 123. This form of cliamber,
whicfi ysiis originally intended for morUirs, is not well
r*d.ij»t»^l for howil/.t i> or shell-guns, wliich are to l)e
fire*l horizontally, on account of the difficulty of retaining in their proper plac(\s the reduced charges, in
cartridgef) which do not fill the chambers, and which
are liabh- to slide down the sur&ce of the conic frustum
on which they lie, thus cansing the gun to miss fire.
6odh &ilmres are reported to haveoccimred in the ezpe;

to raqoii^ to bunt them ; nd H maj he ohsorvc <1 hcra
A mamSlrr qoantity of powder ^ltl(^ic<^I to burnt an 8-inch kIh II w)ru the
uajt K-rewtil in, than when Fn'ehurn'M wimxIlu fuze was
f'lxe
aoMMO mpfal
tmimL 'JIk diameter of ihc hole tor the nifUl liuc wa« U.8U inch, aud that

««cU

dbwiM

tetf

mt tal
tbOM wluoh

that ibells fttted with

llBB feveC with greater violence, and arc more dwtnwIiTa^
fWFidil wish woodea aom (Me Art. 273.)

m

tllin
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riments made on board the "Excellent" (October 12,
1838) and other ships; tliey have been frequently
witnessed by the author, and on one occasion tliis took
phice at AVoolwieh (July, 1849), when, though the tubes
acted, an 8-inch gun missed fire several times, and could
not be made to go oft' but by pouring loose ]:x)wder
through the vent into the chamber. The chambers of
the French canons-obu&iers are cylindrical, connected
with the bore of the gun by an enlargement in the form of
a frustum of a cone (Figs. 14, 15, and 16, pp. 202, 203).
Thus the cartridge is less liable to shift its place than if
the whole chamber were conical ; there is however a
greater difficulty in introducing it ; and the French, as
well as ourselves, feel all the inconvenience of chambut our neiglibours, ever attentive to'
bered ordnance
adopt processes whicli may t^nd to promote rapidity in
loading and firing, have found means of overcoming
this dilhcuhy l)y giving to the cartridge tlic form of
the chamber itself."
When diminished charges are
employed, the cartridges are made smaller in (I a meter
while their len^hs are the same, and thus one extremity
of the charge is always in contact with the shot.
218. Strong objections attach to guns for the naval
service being chambered, psurticularly if they are to be
employed in broadside batteries. lii dose action every
means which can be obtained to &cilitate quick firing
with safety and accuracy is indispensable ; but, wit£
;

i

* For fhii pun)08e the cartridge is made on a wooden plug (mandrin) of a
figare oorresponding to the chamber ; in one-half of its lengtli it is <7lindrical,
while the other half has tht- form of a truncated cone. The parts are of
strong paper {^a^itr narcliemiu), and the extremity, which is hemispherical,
of pvchment ; the latter, havin)j; been steeped in water, was stretched over
the spherical ]uirt of the ]ilug, and kept on by sail-twine ; when dry, it was
taken off, and i^lucd to tliesinaller oxtrcrnity of the conical part.
The cartridge thus prei>ared and tilled with 2 kilogrammes (4 lbs, G.4 o/.,)
of powder was 23 centimetres r9.06 inches) long, from the bottom of the
homispherB to the nearest end of the oyIind<^. It was tevenl times suooessively pressed into the howitzer without exi)criencing any impediment, and
was afterwards withdrawn without exhibiting an)' ai)|)eftrance of the friction
which the old cartridges experienced at the enlargement of the chamber.
This mode of forming cartridges may api^ear tedious, Imt it is essjr to see
that it would in time be simplified
wliile, by adoptil^ it, the yvuci ss of
loading the howitzer is greatly facilitated, and IS beades assimilated to that
of loading a gun or carronade.
is

;
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chambered p^ms, ^reat care must be

ttiken (see Arts,
123, 217) in luadinor, from tlie dilKculty, in quick firing,
of getting a small cartridge Si't properly home, and from
the risk of its place being shifted in running the gun
up; to prerent this it becomes necessary to place a
grommet-wad over the cartridge.*
219. The neceasity of forming chambers for shellgiutt, as well as for carronades, arises from the weight
of metal in those g;mi8 being comparatiYely small, conklering the weights of the Dodies which are projected
from them ; so mst a much greater tiiickness of metal
is requisite alx)ut the seat of the charge than elsewhere,
in order to witlistand the great expansive force of the
this excess
i;ridte<l gun|>owder and render the giui safe
ot* thickness is obtained by contracting the cylindrical
l«»re of the gun near the lower extremity^ and thus
fumiing what is called a chamber.
220. Tlie canon-obusier originally constructed by
Colcinel Paixhans for the French Naval Service was
9 feet 4 inches long, and weighed 74 cwt. nearly ; and
it was intended to project either solid shot weighing
80 livres (8G|^ lbs. English), or hollow shot weighing
56 liTres (60| lbs. English) ; it was subsequently deThe
siiniated the canon-obosier of 80, No. 1, of 1841.
charge for this gun varied from 10 lbs. 12 oz. to 18 lbs.
o( powder, or from i to y of tlie weight of the solid shot
and the diameter of the lM)re is 22 centimetres (8.G5
iijchf-H).
The diameter of the cylindrical part of the
chaiuU-r wjis made alx)Ut e({ual to that of the bore of a
24-j"'imder gun (French), consequently the contnictiou
wms considerable ; and tliis was the cause that a dilHcolty was experienced in ^tting the cartridge into its
Another inconvemenc(3 was that the sight piece
place.
na the swell of the muzzle projected too much, so that,
in the recoil, it caught the upper sill of the ^n-port
wiien the gun had a small elevation. These mconveniences were remedied in the construction of a new
;

•

T?iit

ino rivfiiicur*' of cliainK'n-*! pins is f^tron^ly «*.'t forth in
Kuiuc ruxut iriaU of what thu French call la diuiye timultauco

jirartica!

IW Moru

(m Aft. 2S0V Nac«.)
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canon-obasier (No.

1,

pabt

m.

of 1842), Fig. 14, about equal
in

calibre to the
former; the diame-

Fig. 14.

Canon-obiuier of 80 (Xo. 1, 1842).

ter of

4n,Mim.

its

cliaiuher

was equal to tluit
30 -pounder
a
;::J of
—J (French), and the

oontraction of the
bore was oonBequently lesB than in the other ; thifl piece
had also, in order to receive the sight, a support on the
re-inforce at the commencement of the chase, whereas,
previously, the sight had been fastened by bands passing round the gun.*
At a former period (1838) a different construction of
the canon-obusier of 80 was tried, but tlie reeoil of the
piece in firinn^ was found to be too preat, on which
account it wan rejected.
modilication of No. 1 (of
1842), designated No. 2 (Fig. 15), has been fiince executed for tlie armament
Fig. 15.
of frigatcK of the second

A

Canon-obusier of 80 (No. 2, 1842).

and third
charg-e

is

classes.

Its

3 kilogr.

(6

10 oz.), and it was
adapted for moderate
ranges,
the tangent
scales being graduated
only to 1200 yards.
Of this description are the 18
canons-obusiers of 80, whicli have been mounted for
experiment on tlie main deck of the frig-ate " Payclie."
(See the section on Foreign Armaments in a fortlicoming work " on Shell Firing and Steam Warfare.")
lbs.

•

On

account of the fireat contraction at the entrance of llie cliambor in the
mentioned, it wan found that the practice of ramniiug home the
oartridge and shot at the same time, called by French writers *'
chargo
simultan^" (wliicli M. Cliarpcntier acknowledges to have been first proposed
by the autlior of this work), could not be depended on with thai piece, a
charge haviu<; jomniod short at the second round of the trials ; with the
chamber eularjicd as above mentioned it succeeded perfectly. It is stated,
as the result of some trials made recently bj tiie oomnMuider of the British
S(]iiadron of Exercise, tliaf altlioie^h some advantaae accrues fr»»m simultaneous loatling with nnlinarv guus, it ia not desirable to attempt it with
any of the new pattern chambered guns. (See the articles on Quick Loading,

gup

first

U
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Anotlior varietv of the canons-obusicrs of 80 conin placing the trunnions farther back, in order to
prive grejiter projection to the nnizzle.
This p:ini, wliich
wa.s lighter tlian the first, was tried on Injard the
*'
( )ceaii
in 1843, but it has not been adopted in the
sif^ted

atrv'iee.

a new canon-obtiner (No. 3) oi 80 was added

In 1848
in

the other variety of this species of ordnance for the

French navy.

hoUov

shot,

charge is 2.5 kil. (5 lbs. 8 oz.) for
2.6 kil. (5 lbs. 12 oz.) for solid shot.

Its

and

G^ee Art. 201, Note.)
canon-obuflier of 150 (}iy.)j whose bore was 27
centimetres (10.6 inches) in diameter, was introduced,
but \xh va>t \vri<:;ht, ii8 well as the weifj^ht and niat^nitude
of the jirojretile, wliicli ren<ler it difficult to he trans-

A

worked on

p«»rt«Ml

and

whirli

will proluihly

was o

to

kilop^.

(11

Ixjard a ship, are objections

prevent

its

adoption.

Its

charge

lbs.)

French naval service there are also canons30 (livres), Fig. 16, whose charges are 2
f)
oz.) and
(4

In the

obuiners of
kilog.

1.5 kiloe. (3 lbs. 5 oz.) ;
the diameter of the bore

hfing 16 centimetres, or
6.4 inches : it is regulated

thev shall
boUow or solid
thst

^

f^rMSH
Lri"
;

fire either

shot,

^

.^^rr^'''"'
^

^

t'"

'"•^

-'-'-f^y^

and

provisioned acconliiiLdy.

Besides the above

pxniH of 24, 30, .*>(>, and
ronades, are K]M(ially destined, in

livres, and carFrench ships of the

thfv are
i'^ »/.%/tr.«,

lifj*-.

for tn

iiJtr

Hvl* shells.

221, Kxteiirtive experiments were in 1850 made in
Fnmoe on the important questions as to the description
of carriage and mode of mstalhng the bow and stem
ffons of steam-vessels of war, with a view to decide
Mween the travermng and pivot sUde, and the ordiatnr carriage with trucks, which may be shifted from
For the proseI« rt to port as occasion may require.
nttioo Of these experiments several vessels have been
itu^A with frtms mounted conformably to these two
diff^erent

principles.

Several varieties of traversing
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under trial in the French service, but
they are all, more or leflS, analogous to thoee in use in
"
the British service. The Ouvier " and the ^ Oassini
are fitted with the affKit k double pivot (Fig. 17), as
elides are also

Fig. 17.

I>oaUt Pfv«fr<Sinrfaf» wtth Hi rapport,
(8.65

KJ.^TIie
made

for

a

OuoB-oMer «f 22 cniiDuIni

ittcbe*).

dotted pnrt> A, P, C, C, C", C" of ihe support ii .ficnte the mfxlificationf
thoM ot (ht like kind whidi are mounted oo boaid (Jia *' CaMini " aud

in

Cu?iar.'»
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Infernal
whilst the
previously tried on board of the
" Cameleon " and " Pliiton " * have been fitted with the
The ships are armed
afifut a dchantignole (Fig, 18).
Fig, 18.

Ctani^ «f «bt OnoB-obwiir of 80 (No. 1 of 1841), ia Hm « GunlUbtf *' and « PlattA."

with two canons-obusiers of 80 and two SO-ponnder
guns, iostalled in broadside porto in the ordinary way.
*

The state of the Saflioff and Statin Naviea of France in tbe jmr 1851
exhibited in Appendix (C) at the end of the work. The total number of
composing the Steam Navy of England was, in March, 1854, one
hundred and fourteen (Official Navy List) ; and though, in our merchant
•teaoiera,
liavo a vast reaoitroe (Report on the Steam Navy, FkrI. Papers,
March 27, 1849), this cannot be made available at the commencertient, that
is at the most critical moment of a sudden rupture.
When we consider how
much our Steam Navy must be disporsod throudiout the domiuiuns of the
Biitiah Empire, and ffaie oonoeDtration of that of rranoe on the ooaata of the
country, the com arisen appears very unsatisfactory. It results from these
statements, that the number, rather than the force, of their steam. 8hi|w is
the object chietiy contemplated by tbe French authorities. This is an indioadon that their purpose will rather he to act in a desultory manner Msinst
our trade and coasts, than in regular operations sgsiost our ships of irar.
This suViject will bo considered hccoafter, at large.
Shipbuilding is now being carried on with great activity at Cherbourg, where
the '*Thlegeton,** 450 hone-power, and two other steamers, besides a firstfirst-rate ship of the lino, the
oUsibrig, are in progress of construction.
«* DMBsiZy'*
is to be laid down on tbe slip lately vacated by the " Henri Quatre."
is

vessels

m

i

A
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great diaadvaiitage of the pvot travereuig prinappued, is that the halwarb must
be struck for action, when tli« una being* what is called
en barbette^ the men working the piece are exposed to
be swept off, if within the range of musketry, grape, or
whilst the aljsenee of all cover, however
case sljot
slight, is, besides the piiysical disiidvantage, most preOn the other hand, as in
judicial in its moral effect.
the " Cain616on and " Pluton," the installation of heavy
^ns in ports or embrasures, the sweep or open of which
18 hmited to about 14*^ or 15° on each side of the directrix, renders frequent shifting of tlie guns from port to
port necessaiy—an operation which must always be
difficult and objectionable in action, on account of the
time it requires, and which, when there is much motion,
may be almost impracticable : no decision, to the author's
knowledge, has yet been made on these important trials.
In the Ih itisli service, tlie two princiides appear to he
very ha])]>ily comhined hy the following simple contrivance
the slide is made to traverse on shiftinor
centres, and to take up fighting points which are e^tal>lislied on the deck coiTespondently with suitable {X)int8
in the several ports which each ^un thus mounted is
intended to serve.* Thus the serious disadvantage of

The

ciple, as heretofore

;

'

:

•

—

This sim])lc mcthcHl of chancnn? tlie contros on which traversin*: plat forn^a
may be readily shiitcd irum the turning to ihe Jiyltdng
applied
point, which
ity tlie late Ocueral MilFig. 19.

turn, 80 that tbcy

ms

lar to the

bow and stem

gang of 8t<iam-sbips, was,
as <1m G«neTBl adroow
ledged in a letter to the
author, borrowed from
his invcntioa of that
principle,
1806, for
movntiiig ji^na on rotind
towers and circular bat-

A bolt

y, terics (Fi^. ID).

rough tll0 hols
iitttevearof the tr»«

rkSj^iug

ill

versing; platform,

l>cing

inserted in the socket at

A, tlie giiu is turned
upon that ]mni in the
ing through any fighting point a, a',
pointa are catablitibed. The bolt at

c,

c',

&c., in

direction of a radius passwhicli those

tlu- circle in

A being then takeu out,

and thai of the
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striking the bulwarks is avoided, and the advantages of
the pivot carriage are retained.
In the first application of this principle, ports 4 feet
wide, embrasured with sloping sides, were opened in the
bulwarks, the height of whicli was 5 feet the upper
;

of the ports wa^i made to unship when great eleva^
tiona were required ; w^hilst in close action the men
were sheltered to this extent. The embrasures admitted
of the guns being trained three points forward, and as
many ^t ; but tiie ports are at present very much
enlarged, in order to mcrease the sector of fire, and the
height of the bulwarks is lowered : the expediency of
this alteration may be doubted.
very ingenious contrivance, invented by Colonel
Cohjuhoun of the carriage department, a skilful and
scientilic ollicer, has been adopted for facilitating the
ojDeration of shifting the centres upon which the slides
travei*se, and for establishing in the deck, housing points
or centres upon which the guns are with great faciUty
turned,
222. In 1842 an extensive course of experiments was
carried on at Gavre with canons-obusiers of 80 ; and the
following are the results of some of the experiments
With two boulets creux, having no wad between
them ; the projectiles always issued from the piece in a
multitude of fragments.
With a hollow shot and a live shell, having a wad
between them when the shell was next to the charge
the liiz(? was invariably crushed or broken when outward, the charge being high, the shell was frequently,
sill

A

*

;

;

front pivot h or 1/ dropi)e(1 into the oorresponding socket underneath the
gun (which, not bein^ seen in the fi-ztire, is indicated by • dot perpendicularly
over if, on tlie to;* of the trim), the platform is turned on tliis new centre into
The other KUU is traversed iu Like mauuer,
the i>ositiou shown in tlio figuro.
and thus the two guns may be pointed at the same object ; or both to the
right in the dircctioiis fi' and e^ or to the left in the dinetiODS <^ s^ or OOS OB
euih side in the direotioDS d* and e, or <l and e^*

•

• Extract of a Keport of the Select Committee, dated Royal Anennl, July 12, I80fj :—
Tbe Committee arc of opinion that Mi^r Doo^as has conplctod very tiilly the obj«el
to oht.iin; viz., that he cnn trnrenip pin^, in a circolv htMMTJfiutnf
which he
directioD, with facUity, upou diHerent ccotrcs witlkia a givea area."

**
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and sometimes boih the

sihot

and

shell

were rednoed to

fragments*

Tnals were likewise made with a solid shot of 88 Ihs.
and a hollow shot of 57 lbs. then with a solid shot and
;

a cl large of large grape (20 balls, each of 4 lbs. weiglit)
then with a live shell and a charge of grape in all
these cases comparatively little effect was produced
and it appeared that sliells, with whatever load combined,
were frequently broken in the gun.
Two solid shot were likewise fired together, but the
recoil was so great, and the effect on the carriage so
severe, that with the canon-obusier of 80 double shotting
Upon the whole it
was peremptorily interdicted.
appeared that 4puhle loading could only, in some cases,
be advantageous ; and therefore, as a general mle, it
was decided that such ordnance should he restricted to
the discharge of single hollow shot.
223. The ravages occasioned by tlie bursting of guns
on board the French frigjites " Provence," " A'eiius,**
"Triton," and otliers, tlie first before Algiers and the
second at Brest, on which occasions great numbers of
men were killed and wounded, while terror and demoralization were spread among the crews, have caused
the naval authorities of France to enforce the utmost
attention to the proof of the ordnance used on board
With respect to the canon-obusier of 80,
ships of war.
on a first trial the chamber of the piece is quite filled
with powder, and a cylindrical shot weighing 53 kilogrammes (116 lbs. avoirdupois) is projected; on a
second trial, an equal charge is maae to propel two
cylindrical shot and on a third, thi ee such shot, a junk
;

:

;

wad being rammed down on them by

four l)lows.
Ovlindrical or obloiie: f^hot arc reserved for this extraordinary ]^roof of the canon-obusier but by a regulatioii, dated April, 1837, it is directed that no piece
wliicli has actually been subject to such proof shall be
admitted into the service. It is often found that a gun,
;

•

though it may have ebodi this severe proof ajyparentlj
uninjured, is so strained as to give way on service when
the ordinary charges are used; and the practice in
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France is to subject one gun only of each batch of metal
to the extraordinary proof, all the other guns of the
batch being made to undergo the ordinary j)roof tlieso
are deemed capable of resisting the extreme charges,
and passed accordingly*
;

This method of proving tlie strength of guns rather
by great loads of metal projected, than by extraordinary
charges of powder, is worthy of imitation in proving
naval ordnance in general. No such error can be committed, as that of putting double charges of powder
two cartridges ^into a gun in action ; but wer guns
have been foaded with the foil, or distant churges and
single shot, in running into action, and getting quickly
within 300 or 400 yards, it may suddenly be necessary
to put in a second shot, and upon sucli an occasion,

—

seamen, in their ardour,

may

may

put in a third.

Wliatever

and breechings, the gim at least
should stand the most severe trial
and on this account
all naval gims should be proved so as to ascertain what
]iap]x*n to bolts

;

loads of shot they will bear, with the full service charge

of powder

;

individual

gun should not be

and though,

French

as in

proofs, everjr

subjected to the extraordinary proof, yet some one or two of every batch of metal,
and from every contractor, should be tried ^ auiranee.
224. On comparing together the ranges of the French
canon-ohusier of 80 (No. 1), weighing 74 cwt., with the
• Pioof cbargcH of the raixliaiis guiis are

— with

gBllier 133.78 Iba., 10 lbs. 18 os. of powder ;
togsthcr 172.61) lbs., 21 Ibs. 8 oz. of jwwder ;

two shells, weighing towith two solid shots, weighing
and the mazimiitn charge with

is 2H Ihs. 1 oz.
Tlie grentost proof charge of the British 8-inch
of 05 cwt. was, previously to 1848, 20 lbs. of |)owder with one solid
shot, and a single hollow shot only was to he fired at one time ; hnt it has
since been found that this gun is cai able of resisting far grentor charges of
jxiwder, and of firing two hollow shots at once (see Article 240),
'i he
full
service charge of the French canou-obusier of 80, No. 1, is 10 lbs. 12 oz. ; that

two

solid shots

shell

gun

of the Engush 8-inch shell gun of 65 cwt. is 10 lbs. Though, as has been
the hollow shot, grape
jost said, the Vaiihans gnn is restricted to the use
and c:m' shot in gencml service; this is not on ncconnt of any inability to
bear tiring with solid shot and eflicient charges, but on account of the inconvenience and difficulty in handling and loading, in quick firing ; and the great
proportion of the tonnage or displacement of the ship which that great weight
would absorb using low charges, the canon-obvusier of 80 is caj ablo of ilischargingat once, without danger or damage to the carriage, 200 or 300]X)uudii'
weight of case-shot {mitraUU nwlofife ou pUmgeemU),
;

P
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English S-inch shell gon weighing 65 cwLf both of
which are considered as the best of their dass, the
followiii<j^

conclusions are obtained.

Usinpr, at

first,

the

experiments carried on at Brest in 1821 and 1824, with

weighing iyOh lbs. and solid shot woifrhinf*" 8(1^
the diameter of the In^re being 8.95 inches, winda^'-e
and the exj>e0.09 inch, and the charge 10 lbs. 6 oz.
rimentfi made on board the "Excellent" in 1839 with
shells
lbs.,

;

hollow shot weighing 56 lbs. and solid shot weighing
68 lbs., windage 0.125 inch, and the charge 10 lbs. ; it
was found that, at an elevation of 3°, the range of the
French solid shot exceeded that of the English solid
shot by 661 yards, and tiie range of the French hoUow
shot exceeded that of the English hollow shot by 574
yards. At an elevation of 16*, the excesses of the
French solid and hollow shot over those of the like
English sliot were 336 yards and 400 yards res|H'ctively.
If, thereiore, tlie Kejx)rt on the French ex]>eriiii<'ntsj
above alluded to were alone consi<lered, it wuuld aj>jKar
that the French canon-obusier is, in res]>cct of range,
and an English
far superior to the English shell gun
but
writer of ^eat ability has, in fact, so esteemed it
a comparison of many ranges more recently obtained
with the French and English gnns has proved, beyond
a doubt, that the advantages of supenor range, with
eaual charges and elevations, are decidedly on the side
or the latter.
225. In making this comparison, the ranges of the
French canon-obnsier (of 80), weighing 74 cwt., were
taken from a general tame formed from the ex]>crinients
made at (lavre lH?twcen 1830 and 1840, the inclinations
in tliat table being reduced to cK vations above the
The ramies were rc<hiced to Enjrlish vards,
horizon.
and afterwards, by inter]K)lations, reduced to those due
to the j)articular charges and elevations for which the
ranges of the English 8-inch shell gun of 65 cwt, are
given in the tables of the experiments carried on on
boanl tlie " Excellent" in 183!) (Table V., Appendix
D,), The French and English Aot were hollow, and
the weights of the gnns and shot were as above specified.
;

:
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The windage of the English gun was 0.125 inch, and
that of the French gon 0.1378 inch.
Of fourteen ranges obtained from each ^n, the
charges being 10 lbs. and the elevations vaiymg from
22' 30" to 13% the mean of the ranges of the English
gun exceeded that of the Fieiicli gun by Hi yards;
whik*, of seven ranges from each gun, the charges being
8 lbs. and the elevations varying from 37' 30" to
2^ 7' 30", the mean of the ranges of the English gun
exceeded that of the French gun by 12 yards. In tlireo
of these ranges, the elevations being the lowest, the
advantage was in favour of the French gun biit, in
the four others, the advantage was on the side of the
English gun. The ranges obtained from the 8-inch
sheU gun, weighing 60 cwt., being then compared with
the canon-obnsier of 80, weighing as above, the charges
being 8 lbs. and the elevations varying from 22' 30" to
10°, it was found that, in eleven ranges obtained from
each, the uieau range of the English gim exceeded that
of the French gun by 11 yards; but, in fuur cases, tlie
advantage was in favour of the latter gun, the mean of
the excesses being 25 yards.
226. From experiments which liave been made on
board the " Excellent" with an 8-inch shell gun weighing
66 cwt., and double shotted, it appears that 8U( h practice
cannot be made with good effect beyond 200 yards.*
In the experiments alludied to there was set up a Dutt of
sound ship timber, consisting^ of two planks crossed, each
6 inches thick, and bolted to timbers 12 inches thick
when, at the distance of 260 yards, three rounds being
fired with two solid shots and a charge of 6 lbs. of
powder, 5 of the shot passed through one side of the
DUtt, striking the opposite side and indenting it one
at tlie distance of 100 yards, of two shot,s fired at
inch
once, one struck the bull's eye, and the other a point
about 1 foot from it. Of 30 solid shots £red two together,
;

;

*

permitted in action at or within 200 yards, and the
lbs. of powder ; but duuble-shottiug is not allowed with
wd^dng leis tbiin 00 cwt.

This practice
charge

maximum
8-iiicb

gmw

is

is

5

p 2
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of 30

others so fii^, with no wad, onhr 1 broke. In 11
rounds, a shot and a shell being ftred toprether, with
wooden bottoms, 3 of the shells broke and in 3 rounds,
with two si lots separated from each otlier horn 2 to 4
inches, 3 of the sliots broke.
In 1849 double sliot from 8-inch guns, weighing G5
and 60 cwt., were fired in a series of experiments made
on board the " Excellent'* against a butt representing a
Princess Cnarlotte*' at the bends and
section of the
lower deck. The shots were hollow, and weighed 66
lbs. ; the charge was 5'lbs., and the distance of the butt
200 yards. At the first round both shots strudc, 18
inches asunder (one in the centre of a timber), and,
after passing through, ricochetted in the water at 300
yards beyond the butt.
;

V.

ON RIFLE QUNB LOADED AT THE BREECH.

227. The practice of loading guns at the breech is
not of modern date. In a work, by an Italian named
Moretti, which was printed early in the seventeenth
century, it is stated that the Venetians had many guns
which were so loaded, and which carried shot of 4 lbs.
weight.' And the readers of works on Military Antiquities will find in them frequent mention of tliat
primitive method of loading ordnance which is now
reproduced.
Many curious specimens of such guns may be seen in
tlie Koyal Military Repository and in the United Service
Institution.
The most ancient one of tliis description is
that which was recovered from the wreck of the " Mary
Rose," sunk at Spithead in an action with the French
in 1545. It is made of wrouglit-iron bars, secured with
iron hoops and fixed in a solid bed of elm 9 ft. 8 in.
long : it was loaded at tiie breech by a detached chamber, which was kept in its place by a chock of elm.
Several ancient chambers of gmis of smaller enzes, of
wrought iron, of the time of Henry VII., have been
*

DoM work was

translated iuto English

by Moore

aboitt 1650.
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at Dover
and likewise the chase or body of a
gun which was loaded in hke manner. The (hameter

found
of

its

;

bore was

1

i

inch.

chamber

Artillerv loaded at the breech

in China and the
brass jingal, or swivel gun Ij inch diameter, is of that
nature several specimens of these may be seen in the
United Service Institution.
small brass 4-pounder,
with a detached chamber for loading at the breech, and
witli a dettiched

is still iisud

;

;

A

bearing a cypher of the Dutch East India Company,
was found on an islet on the coast of Australia, upon
which a Dutch ship, named Zeevyk/' was wrecked in

1727 ; and a piece of brass ordnance of Dutch make,
and bearing the date 1650, ha^ recently been l)rought
from the Gand)ia by H. M. Steam vessel *' Teazcr."
Tlie gun is made to load at the b^pech
and the charge
and shot were ke})t in their places in the bore l)y a quoin
or wedge in a manner nearly similar to the plan of
Major Cavalli. (See the following Article.)
The method of loading at the breech does not seem
to have been much in use for small arms.
There is,
;

however, in the United Service Institution, a small
petronel of this description, of the time of Charles I.,
and two carbines of about the year 1740 or 1750.
228. It has been said. Art. 179, that, in 1846, iron
rifled-cannon, capable of being loaded at the breech,
were invented by Major Cavalli and Baron Wahrendorff,
for the purpose of firing cylindro-conical and cvlindroconoidal shot (see Figs. 8 and 9 in that Article).
In
these guns the mechanical contrivances for securing the
breech are very superior to the rude processes of earlier
times ; yet it appears doubtful whether or not, even now,
thej are sufficiently strong to ensure safely when high
charges are used in long continued firing.
229. The length of the Cavalli gun (see Fig. 15,
Plate II.) is 8 feet 10.3 inches ; it weiglis 66 cwt., and
its calibre is
inches. Two grooves are cut spirally
alonff the bore, each of them making about half a turn in
the length, which is 6 feet 9 inches. The chamber,
which is cylin<lrical, is 11.8 inches long and 7.008 inches
diameter.
With respect to windage, it must be observed
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that in all rifles with forced leaden shot of any shape
there is ])raetically no windage and, accordingly, no
waste of the cliarge but it is not so witli iron shot fired
from rifled cannon, since the iron cannot he made to
expand so an to fill the bore and enter into the grooves
there must, consequently, be some windage ; and, in
fact, if there were not some, or if the charge were not
greatly reduced, the blowing off the breech, an accident
which happened to M. CavaUi's own gon, would be of
frequent occurrence.
Inunediately behind the chamber there is a rectangular perforation in a horizontal direction and jperpendicular to the axis of the bore ; its breadth vertically is
inches, while horizontally, it is 5.24 inches on the left
This perforation
side and 3.78 inches «i the right side.
is to receive a wrought-iion case-hardened quoin or
wedge which, when in its place, covers the extremity
of the cliamber Avhich is nearest the breech. The projectile, whicli lias been described in Art. 179, being introduced through the breech and chamber into the bore
of the gun, and tlie cartridge placed behind it, a cuht or
false breech of cast iron is made to enter 2^ inches into
the bottom of the cliamber behind the cartridge ; and a
copper ring, which also enters the chamber, is placed
over it. The iron wedge is then drawn towaras the
right hand till it completely covers the chamber. After
being fired, the gun can be reloaded without entirely
taking out the wedge ; for the latter, which is shorter
than the rectangular cavity in which it moves, can be
withdrawn far enough, to allow the new load to be
introduced.
To explain at length the objects of the copper ring
and the culot would require numerous drawings and
occupy a space that would not be altogether convenient
or consistOTit with the object of this work ; for all such
details the reader is therefore referred to the work of M.
Cavalliy quoted in Art. 179.
230. TheCavaUi gun is mounted on a cast iron bed,
placed on a platform constructed of strong beams of
timber. When this platform is horizontal the maximum
:
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gun is 15^ The
prodnoed by means of graduated quoins or
hedges, which are worked Yery ingeniously in and out
by an horizontal screw turned easily by the hand (sec
Fi;^. 7. riate V., 'uvaUi's Mt'moire') the giin ismounttd
on u ii<»n-recoil principle, wliich is eftVcted by a strong*
eleTstion that can be given to the

ehvuikm

is

(

*

IP

M\

tninnion attached to the front

:

ot'tlic

bed nnderneatli,

and working in a socket firmly fixed in front of the platfonu the length of tlie trunnion being sufticieut to allow
;

for the jump of the gun when fired, while it
prevented from gettmg out of the socket by a forelock
imtleroeath.
The trunnion performs the double office of
preventing recoil, and serving as a pivot on which the
The shock
D«d may lie traversed on the platrorm.
occasioned to the platform by the jump and rebound of
the immense weiglit of the gun and l^d is softened by
the eliisticity of the platform, which consists of nine
strong U-aias ( Platel V.of tlie ^J/t'moiV^') laid transversely
on strontr slet pt rs. 'J'lie ends of the beaniK, though
j>liioii v».'ry nt ar, are ncjt united to each other, so that
thf chijjti' itv of t ach mav be separately exerted and the
whole forms a highly elastic surface, by which alone the
dencent of the gun with its carriage, in the jump which
it makes on being fired, could be sufficiently cushioned

some play
is

;

and

rt'sisted.

231. From experiments made at A**ker, in Sweden,
in ^V'ptember, 1846, it was found that, with charges of
6 Hm. 9.8 02. and an elevation of 14^ 45', the mean of
the first grazes of the hollow cylindro-conical shot weighin tr frr»m 68 lbs. 13 oz. to 69 lbs. 1ft oz. was at 3329
\ar*is, and the mean deflection 85 yards to the ri<2:ht
hand. With charges of 8 lbs. l.'J oz., and an elevation
the m«"an nf the first grazes was at 3n()8 yards,
of \
and tiie mean th.tlection 100 yards, to the right band.
With cliarges of 0 lbs. 10 oz., and an elevation of 14'
34/, the mean of the first grazes of the solid cylindroconical shot weighing 101 lbs. 8 oz. was at 25U2 yards,
and the mean deflection 28 yards to the right. Lastly,
the
with charges of 8 Ujs. 1 oz. and an elevation of
mean fint graze of the hollow cylindro-conoidal shot was
I
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3818 yards, and the mean deflection 99 yards,

lit.

to the

right.

Tlie superiority, in extent of range, afforded by ih(f
hollow over tlie solid shot, ainount8, from these experiments, to al)ove 1000 yards; Imt the delieetions of the
solid shot are mucli less than those of the hollow shot.
The mean range of the cylindro-conoidal shot exeeeds
that of the cylindro-conical shot by 150 yards and the
The projectiles are said
deflections are nearly the same.
to have, invariably, stiiick the ground with the point
;

foremost
232. The rifled-gon constructed by Baron Wahren*
dorff differs in some respects from that of Major Cavalli.
(See Fig. 10, Plate XL) Its whole length is 8 feet 10.9
2 feet 3.2 inches.
inches, and its greatest diameter
'J'he diameter a b of the l)ore is 6.37 inches from the
nniz/le to within G inehes of tlie chamber, in which
space c d e f it has a conical form, tlie diameter at c d
being G.Oo in. the diameter of the chamber c d g h is
rectangular wedge, 12.2 inches long, 8.1
7.5 inches.
inch broad, and 4.25 inclies tliick (a face of which is

AB

;

A

shown
or

lef t

at Fi^. 17), is

liand,

made

to slide,

towards the right

m aperforation, formed transversely through

the breech, for tne purpose of covering, after the

gun

is

loaded, the aperture by which the charge is admitted
notch 7.2 inches long and 0.7 inch
into the bore.
broad is made longitudinally in the wedge, and through
this y>asse8 the stem, or bar, of a cylindrical plug, by
which the charge is kept in its place. This l)lug (Fig.
18) is 7.4 inches diameter and 4.7 inches long, and it is
provided with a stem or bar, 15.75 inches long, at the
extrcniity of which is a screw nut having two handles.
The plug is introduced in a direction parallel to the axis

A

of the gun, through an orifice in the breech ; and i\&
stem passes through a perforation made in an iron door
which closes the orifice. When the gun is loaded the
door is closed; the plug is pushed forward, to the rear
of the charge, by means of its stem, and the wedge ia
made to slide into its place : a turn of the screw nut at
the end of the stem is then taken, when the whole iis
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drawn tightly torrether and is ready for firin^^:. After
firing, the wedgi* is drawn out as far as a pin whicli fits
into a groove in its top will jx'nait
and this just allows
ihf plug to
<lrawn back close to the door, which is
Lollowt'd, as at
to receive it the door will then open
to that the plug may be withdrawn from the breecn of
the gnn, preparatory to a re-loading being made.
233. 8ome important trials were, during the year
lh50, made at Shoebuiy Ness with the Cavalli and
Wahrendorff gmis, in conjunction with the British
32-poiiiider gun weighing 56 cwt. ; cylindro-conoidal
•hot weighing 64 lbs. being fired from the former, and
round shot from the latter, and, from those trials, the
rt'Litive values of the three natures of ordnance may be
said to have been in a great measure determined.
The
;

;

fen ign

guns are

thos(?

which wxtc

cast at

A^ker

;

and

has been carefully and ably described
bv Tolonel Talisier of the Koyal Artillery.
At the efficient service-elevation of 5 degrees, with
charges of 8 Iba., the ranges, and also the deflections of
the different projectiles were nearfy equal to one another
and the like is true with chaises of 10 lbs. At eleva^
tioos of 10 degrees, the ranges of the foreign guns
exceeded those of^the English 32-poander, withchiuges
€f Ibe., by 380 yards ; and with charges of 10 lbs., by
690 yards ; and at elevations of 15 degrees, the excess
wis, with charges of 8 lbs., about 700 yards
and witli
Lirges f»f 10 lbs., about 1100 yards.
The ranges obl;»iiie»i
from the Cavalli and AVahrendortl gims, with
eriuni charges and elevations, agree very nearly with
iIk/K: whieh were obtained at A^'ker in 1840.
'I'lie deviations were always in the direction of the rotation of
the piojectiles; buit they were so variable in amount
thil no allowance could l>e made for them in laying the
with reqpect to the object.'
It miist be admitted that the Wahrendorff gun has
dODsiderable advantage, in respect of range, over the
English 32*pounder at a high elevation ; but it ought to
their cun>trurtif)n

;

<

gm

* r«r
-

vl

tam^mmm of

.-UM^

iM

immd with oonoidal thot,

llrtd

fhnn 32-poimder

ttiil

Artik 191, 193.
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be observed ihat the practice is, in that case, very uncertain.
Such guns cannot enter into the armament of
ships of war, but they may be used with advantage for
flanking detences in casemates, or in coast-batkjiiejs for
firing at objects at great distances.
234. With respect to ricochet firing, it is obvious that
tlie rapid rotation of the shot upon its axis, and the projection of tlie ol>Hque wings by which tlie rotation is
i)roduced in the gun, must, on the shot grazing, cause a
brdble action on the surface of the plane struck, whether
remarkable proof of this appeared in
land or water.
the recent experiments at Shoebury Ness; when, at
every graze of the cylindro-conical or cylindro-conoidal
shot, it took a fresh direction, deviating more and more
to the right an important dicomstanoe, which will no
doubt be found to prevail in the ricochet of all cylindroconical rifle shot from muskets as well as from cannon.
When fired a rieochet over sea, it is probable that the
shot would jK^netrate into the w^ater so far that the impulsive force, resolved in the vertical direction, would
not be suflicient to allow it to rise from thence.
235. The Cavalli gun became unserviceable after
having fired four rounds, by the copper ring or bush
imbedded in the metal of the gun at the bottom of the
bore being damaged. This rendered it necessary to
remove the ^un to the foundery, in order to have a
new copper nng put in ; for this purpose it was necessary to cut away some of the metal of the gun, in order
to set in the bush afresh. But however nicely this was
done, it did not succeed, and at the next trial the whole
of the breecli was blowm off.* The Wahrendorft' gun
stood well, the wedge resisting more effectually the

A

—

• Of three guns which had been constructed by Major CavdlL one broke
At ihe first trial in Sweden, in consequence, as be alleges, of toe bftdneM
of the metal ; and the third brokr at the fourth round of the pmctice at
Shoebury Kess. M. Cavalli considers that the mechanical arran>;enienta
for closing the breech were all but iwrfect, and he regrets that the failure in
this country preventeil the effect of bis ammgement from being made evident.
It is said that M. Cavalli seeks compensation from this Government for his
invention ; hut liavin<r, l>efore the experiinonts took place, made it known to
the world l)y a detailed publication of his whole scheme, and this iiaviug
failed, be can have no other daim than to a remniMiatioo for his expentea in

attending the

trialf.
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of the discharcrc than that of the Cavalli gun.
when it faileil, had been on boi\rd a ship,
the l»reech would have {mssed through, or have made a
prodifpons fracture in the opposite side; and conaeoaently, besides the physical injuiy, H must have prodiiced the worst moral eftuet on tl^e crew.
236. Baron Wahrendorff has invented a 24-potuider
gaii» whioh is aba to be loaded at the breeeh.
It is
moinited on a cast-iron travemng carriage; and, taking
little room, it appars to be very fit for casemates.
The
aj>|)er part of the carriage has, on each side, the forui
ot an inclined plane, which rises towards the hreecli,
and t»*nninates near either extremity in a curve whose
c«»n(-avity is upwards,
rreviously to the g'un beino^
fir»-d the trunnions rest near the lower extremitv
and
on the discliar^e tiikinji; place, the gun recoils on the
trunnions, along the ascending plane, when its motion
it presentij stopped.
After the recoil, the ^on descends
on the plane to its former position, where it rests after
a few mart yihrations. The axis of the gun constantly
niains a parallel position, so that the pointing does not
Moire rndjnstment after each round.
eight men, apparently
The gun was worked easily
without any strain on the carnage. With a charge of
B Ibp.. and \^nth wdid shot, the recoil w^'is about 3 ftct,
and the trunnions did not reach the upper extremity of
the inclined plane, though the surface was greased.
force

If the latter,

;

n. BBLATIVB YALUES OF

SOLID

AND HOLLOW SHOT.

237. The British shell guns having been compared
(Arts. 224, 225) with the French canons obusiers, it is
now intended to make a like comparison between the
former and the solid shot-guns, which are at present
wpioyed in the Naval Service of this country, in order
k> aaeertain whether or not the shell-guns do really

poiMi such

qualities, with respect to extent of /ange,
accnraey of nre and penetratmg force, as to warrant
their ;tj#propriation as the pivot j^ims of steamers which
Muretlly tihouhl, with equjil ur inferior weight, possess
:
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those qualities in the highest degree. It is proposed at
the same time to ascertain whether or not shell-guns are
better adapted than others for the broadside batteries
of sliip8, in wliicli .situations ra])id firing and extensive
perforations are tlie essential conditions of tlieir action.
238. From the fonnulre for Y, the velocity (Arts.
61, G3, and 08), it is evident that if shot, of equal
diameters, but different weights or densities, be projected with charges whose weights bear the same proportion to the weights of the shot, as 4 or ^, the initial
velocities will be very nearly equal, any difference
which may eziat arising only Irom the small difference
in the lengths of the charges. Now, since the quantities of motion lost by shot in passing through a short
extent of space in air are very small, as may be shown
from the formulae, Art. 60, it follows that, when the
gun is laid point blank, or with a small elevation, the
ranges of solid and hollow shot of equal diameters, and
charged proportionally to their weights, are very neai ly
But when the elevation is increased, so that the
equal.
extent of the range and the time of flight are considerable, the solid shot, from its superior momentum, retains
greater velocities at the end of equal times, and thus
ranges farther than the hollow shot.^ Since, also, a
hoUow shot issues from the gun with a greater velocity
than a sohd shot of equal diameter, when the charges
are equal, and even when the charge of the former ia
rather less than that of the latter ; it follows that, when
laid point blank or with a small elevation, the hollow
shot will range farther than the other yet it will bappen, for the reason above mentioned, that by increasing
the elevations, so as to increase the ranges and times of
flight, the less rapid diminution of the velocity of the
:

made on board the *' FxGS-jwindtr mins, wciizhing 91 cwt. and H7 cwt., and 8-inch
shell-guns weighmg 65 cwt. and 00 cwt. The lateral deviatious of hollow
Bbot were aleo much greater than thorn of folid shot when the ranges exceeded 3000 yards. In firing at a target resembling a shij-'s side, at the
distance of 3(HV) yards, it was found that the different ran^^cs iA' hollow shot
varied from 300 to 400 yanla, while the different ranges of solid shot did not
vary more than 200 yards.
'

Tliishfts l)OPn dislinrtly proved in experiments

ccllcnt," with
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heavier shot will cause the ranp^es to approximate
and, at length, the elevations and times of iliglit heing
farther increased, while the charges remain as at fii'st,
the range of the solid shot will exceed that of the

hollow shot.

When

the velocity with wliich a hollow shot
than that with
"which a solid shot strikes such object, provided it penetrate, the magnitude of the fracture, as well as the
splintering and shattering effects produced by the hollow shot, will be greater than those prodnced by the
solid shot
(See Arts. 158, 159.) But when, in consequence of the greater distance of the object from the
gun, it Ijecomes necessary to give to the latter a considerable elevation, in order to obtain the reipiired
range, the accuracy of the firing and the ])robabih"ty
of striking the object are diminished and, in this case,
the solid shot has advantages over one which is hollow
the latter, even if accurately formed, is much more
liable to lateral deviation than the other, particularly
when fired across the direction of the wind the deflections are very great in long ranges, and take place
OTincipally near the &rther extremity of the trajectory.
Hollow shot, and especially shells, are more Uable than
solid shot to irregular rotations during their flight, from
their centres of gravity and of magnitude not oomciding.
Even when empty, this will
(See Arts. 180 to 1,89.)
arise from the protrusion of the fuze, and the removal
of metal to form the fuze hole, as well as from the
unequal thickness of the metal in different places, in
which respect shells are seldom perfect and this irreKlarity is nnich greater when tlie shells are partially
ided with lead, sand, and even with the Dursting
powder, any of which is liable to change its place in

239.

^rikes an

object, as a ship s side, is less

;

;

;

the shell during its flight. Tlie disadvantage produced
by partial loading is manifest from the fact that shells
so loaded neither ranee so correctly nor so far as when
they have been entirely filled with the loading material.
240. In confirmation of what has been stated above,
the following resultii of experiment are adduced
:
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On comparing together ifae 8-inch shell gun of 65 cwt.
with the 32-poimder weighing 56 cwt., the fomer projecting hollow shot weighing 56 lbs., and the latter solid
it will
shot, tlie charges being equal (10 lbs.) for both
be found, from tlie tables of practice on board the " Excellent" (see 'J'ables Y. and VI., Appendix D), that, at
equal elevations, from 1° to 10°, the ranges oi' the IVl;

])ounder invariably exceeded those of the shell-gun, the
dift'erences increasing with the increase of elevation,
and amounting, at 10% to 300 yards. Similarly, with
charges equal to 10 lbs., the ranges of the 32-ponnder
giui exceeded those of the 8-inch gun, when loaded
lbs. were fired irom the latter, the
amounting to 460 yards. The ranges
of the 56-pounder guns weighing 98 cwt. and 87 cwt.,
the former having a charge of 16 lbs., and the latter

sheUs weighing 51
difference at 10^

of 14 lbs., in a still higher degree exceeded, at equal
elevations from
to 15°, tlie ranges of the 8-inch guii
of (>5 cwt., with its charge of 10 lbs., and projecting
liollow shot weighing r)G lbs. and 51 lbs., the differences
gradually increasing with the elevations, and amounting

P

at 15° to above 800 yards ibr the 61 lbs. shot, and 447
yards for the 66 lbs. shot.
The following table, extracted from the practice made
at Deal, in 1839, exhibits the relative values, with
respect to range, of the 8-inch gun projecting hollow
shot, and other natures of iron ora^oance projecting
solid shot.

Weight

Nature

£«nges

ill

Yunbt

1

of

Length.

OrdtMOce.

orti.

8-lii.OnD.
Dttto .
42-IV.
56-IV.

.

Windage.

btlow

Gun.
ft.

65

9

50
63

9
9
10
11

.

80

.

97

241.

The

in.

inch.

lU.

P.B.

10

474
475

6

0.125
0.233
0.233
0.175

10
12
14

0

O.m

16

0
0
7

8-iiich

shell-gun

tlie

to thi' flretUtaie.

iurn->]>oaidlng

Elevations.

'

2°

30

805 1133 1323 1602 1920
877 1311 1407
30*; loSl 1 832 1998
1340 lt>Uo 1542
•
1S50 1600
• •
1

•

•

• •

(65 cwt.)

is

moreover

range to the 32-pounder gun, solid
shot being projected from both. For, from experiments

inferior in respect of
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made on board the ^ Excellent " the charges (10 lbs.)
and the elevations (from 3** to 8°) being equal, the
ranges of the 32-pounder exceeded tliose of the shellgun, bv distances varying from 2.')0 to 3(»0 yards. The
nmgt-j* of the shell-gun on hoard the ''Excelkrit" comj«ajrtil with those of a 42-pomider gim weighing G7 cwt.,
charge iU lbs. 8 oz. and a 68-pounder gun, weighing
95 cwt., charge 16 Iba. on board the same ship; also
with those of a 32-poimder (56 cwt.) at Deal, solid shot
being fired frcpi all, presented similar results in proof of
tbe inferiority of the shell-gon. But the most striking
inrtince occurs in the compariaon of the above shelt
gim with Mr. Honk's 56-pounder, weighing 97^ cwt.,
charge 17 lbs. (solid shots being fired nom each), the
ranges given by the latter at Deal (in 1839) exceeding
tii«'>e of the shell-gim at equal elevations by distances
varying from 400 to r)!10 vards.
242. With resjK.'ct to tlie velocities and penetrating
f«»rc^*s of shot at differeiit distances from the gun, the
f<<llnwing table will show that hollow shot from an
English 8-inch shell gim, with greater initial velocity,
preacrvca at eqnal distances greater velocity and penetrmting power than hollow shot from the French canonoboner of 80 ; and that solid shot from a 68-potinder
nn, with less initial velocity, has at eqnal mstances
u \ «»Qd 800 yards greater velocity and penetrating
force than the liollow shot from the 8i-inch gun. Again,
it Appears that the 42 lbs. and 32 lbs. shot have, at
-^jfiaf distances, less penetrating forces than the shot
frMHi the lii^-t-nientioned gmi
and that the shot from
tb»^ .'i^^-pounder gim has Imtli greater initial velocity
and grejiter j)enetrating power than those from the
K-tnch gun, and indeed from any of the guns above
;

,

;

Bamed:

0
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1

I

lailtal

do-

WW ^^^flmw

WiiMk«e.!

or

of

of

Qoti.

fibot.

ChArge. cltl« tn
Ft-et por
Second.

1

qrs.

8-{ii.

Mk

0.1378 73

.

56-Pr.

48«Pr.

0.125
{

.

Dorrespcnid-

1

*

A

1 i < kU.

of

peiietratiQC

Force*
at the
ailiereal

nifonww.

ft

3

14

58.8

10

1323

^

56

10

1418

}

.

.

Yards
from the
Gun.

100
500
1000
100
5o0
1000
100
500
1000
100
aOO
1000
100
500
lOoO
100
500

Cwt,

ShcU

gnn,Ei)g-

•tfhe

lbs.

lb*.

CaDoa1

Velocities

tn

i

cwu

In.

DbtaaoM

0.2

95

68

16

128oj

0.175

98

56

16

1646

9.2

67

42

101

1360

0.238

56

32

10

1600.
[

1000

'

6492
3020
1879
6945
4114
2250
5812
3799
2318
8934
5499
3115
5489
3n(H
1849
6819
3846
1991

1225
915
615
1324
1019
753
1211
979
765
1546
1-M3
913
1273
988
739
14«6
1116

803

243. In some triak which were made on board the
^'ExcellenV' with solid and hollow shot from a 68pomider gun, with equal charges and elevations, the
range was found to be in favour of the hollow sliot
from the point blank direction, to an elevation of If*
at 3-|° the ranges were nearly equal
after
inclnsive
the (lifference was irilightly in favour
which, np to
of the solid shot also the number of times in which the
shots struck the object were nearly in the proportion
of 5^ to 4 in favour of the denser projectile. In the
remarks on these trials it is stated that on the day of
the experiment the wind was very fresh, blowing across
the ran^, and that the solid shot were more true in
their flight than the hollow shot; partly because the
windage of the former was less, and partly because the
hollow shot, bdng Ughter than the others, were more
affected by the wind.
;

;

:

• The windage is to be reduced to 0.2 ineb, in a new 32-pounder of 58 cwt.
From cxix;riment8 made on boftrd the ''Excellent*' in 1847, it is concluded

that with

t!iO

32-]<>nn(lcr -^on,

TiH

cwt., ^vllOso reduced charjic is 0 Iba., dotildc

may l« eniploye<l with a certainty of in'iictratin^ up to 400 yards;
with the 32-|)Ounder, 42 cwt., and clmr<^e of 4 lb:i., up to 300 yards ; aud
with the 32-poiiiider, 25 owt., charge 21 lbs., up to 20O yatds.
shottirij^
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fouTul that, at the disti^nce of

8-incli shell

gun,

3000 yards, the

dif-

ferences between the ranges of liollow shot Jinionnted to
between 300 and 400 yards, while the dilTerences between
the ranges of the solid shots did not exceed 200 yards.

Experiments were likewise made with hollow shot and
loaded aheUs, from an 8-inch gun ; when it was found
that^ beyond 1500 yards, the fire with the shells was
more uncertain than with the shot ; the number of times
in which the object was struck by the former being, to
the number struck by the latter, as 3^ to 5. It was
found too that the snells required halt a degree more
elevation than the hollow shot to attain the same range
and that, when the shells were quite filled, they ranged
farther and more accurately than wlien not fully charged,
on account of the loose powder revolving within them
during their flight. (See Arts. 180, 239.)
;

The subjoined table of experiments is introduced iu
order to show the different elevations at which, with the
SVen charges, solid and hollow shot projected from four
fferent natui-os of guns attained the same range, 1250
yards ; the object fired at was a tar^t in the Marshes
at Woolwich, at that distance from we guns.
Weight

Nature

and

of

Gun.

Ordnaaoe.

56-Pr.

/
.

\

32-Pr,
lO-Iuch
S-Inch

a.

in.

cwt.

11
10

0
0

97
86

6

56

4
0

84
66

.

9
9

.

9

.

WeJ^t

of

C1hi|».

Shot.
Ib«.

1 Solid

56

32
RoUoir 84
66
,f

.175

I

.233
.16
.125

lbs.

o

14
10
12

2|

3| full.

10

3

21
(

From tliis table, it appears that the 8-inch gun required
| of a degree more elevation than the 32-pounder gun
and it is said to have made mucli worse practice, notwithstanding the greater windage of the latter.
;

245. In the absence of experiments carried on expressly
for the purpose of determining the relative deviations of
solid and hollow shot from the object of aim, at different

Q
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distanoes from ihe gun, the following table, computed
from the formula, Art. 89, tudng the -mues of the coeffi*
It is
cient k for the two kinds of shot, is introduced.
extracted from the table in the " Suite des Ea^Criences d
Oaire,'' Paris, 1844, (page 42,) and exhibits the horizontal and verticiil deviations (supposed to be equal) for

a 30-pounder long guu, (French,) and a canon-obusier
of 80.
OtetaaoM te Tanii.
Nature

XatanorOMtaiAce.

DUoncter

of

Of

Shot

SbuU

056

1094

1750

2188

Horizontal and Vertical I>i:\uUoik>.
inches.

Solid

.

6.28

30-Pr. LongiiuD.j

BoUeir
Canon-OlKHier80,(
.

•

A

Solid

.

Hollow

6.83
8.61

8.67

Ibt.

18
15
18

oi.

4.4

8.2
4.4
]5 8.2
7 11.5
7 11.5

ft.

In.

7

8
3

11
11

4
5

3
3
11

2

4

ft.

ft.

in.

58

9

2

81 6
39 9
46 10
51 6
22 4

5

42

4

72

in.

10 10
12
15
16
8

14

2
1

9

ft.

in.

59 4
83 8
91 10
38 4

«

From this table it appears, that, with the canon-obusier
of 80, the deviation of hollow shot is, at all distances,
eat as that of solid shot.
about twice as
246. Till recently, as has been observed in Art. 215,
the English shell guns were restricted to the use of single
hollow shot, grape and case-shot but this restriction
being manifestly a disadvantage to the service, and its
necessity being doubted, at least with respect to the 8inch gun weighing 65 cwt., experiments were carried on
at Woolwich, in 1848 and 1849, in order to ascertain
how many rounds the last mentioned nature of gun
would stuid with double shot; and what charge of
powder it would bear up to the bursting quantity. The
experiments decided against the necessity of the restriction, at least for ordnance cast like the gun with which
the experiments were made. This was an 8-inch gun,
weighing 65 cwt. 3 qrs. 14 lbs., 9 feet long, cast at Low
Moor Foundry, whicli is distinguished for the strength
On many other occasions
of its constructions in iron.
when guns have been burst on trial, a high charge was

p

;
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at once used, bat, in the present instance, the first
charges were low, and the rest consifltod of gradually augmented quantities of powder. Thus two hollow shots,
each weighing 5G lbs., and one wad, being used throughout, GO rounds were fired with 5 lbs. of powdor, ( half
the service charge for one shot,) then 10 rounds with (>
lbs., afterwards 10 rounds with 7 lbs., and so on, every
succeeding 10 rounds having the charge increased by 1
lb., till 230 rounds in the whole were fired ; the last ten
rounds were consequently fired with the great charge of
23 lbs. These charges were resisted admirably, but the
recoil was very great, though the platform was inclined
in an angle of 2^ degrees : with a charge of 10 lbs. of
powder and one hollow shot, the recoil was 8 J feet ; with
5 lbs. and two shots, it was 14 feet 4 inches ; with a 10
lb. charge, and a single solid shot, 14 feet 10 inches ;
but, with 10 lbs. and 2 shots, it was not less than 24 feet.
The gun was mounted on a sliip carriage. In January,
1849, the same piece of ordnance was used for tlie purpose
of trying its efficiency in the discharge of two solid shots
of G8 lbs. and a junk wad, when it bore well the fire of
two rounds, each with a charge of 20 lbs. ; but, at the
third round witli an equal charge, (the 243rd round,)
and two solid shots, the gun burst, its fragments as well
as those of the carriage being driven in all directions.
On examining the vent after the 220th round, it was
found to have enlarged to .28 inch at ton, and 1.13 inch
at bottom. This severe trial seems to Imve established
the safety of the 8-inch gun of 66 cwt. when double
shotted, with moderate charges.
247. Experiments liave also been made witli a new
32-pounder gun of 42 cwt. from the siime Foundiy ; its
service charge w4th one shot (solid) being G 11)8.
and
the following results liave been obtained, solid shot and
double wadding being used throughout. At first 40
rounds with two shots and a charge of 6 lbs. were fired
then 20 rounds with 3 shots and the same charge ; next
20 rounds with 3 shots and a charge of 7 lbs. ; again 20
rounds with 3 shots and acharce of 8 lbs., and so on, the
charge being increased by 1 lb. of powder in every 20
;

Q 2
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till it amonnted to II lbs., when at the eighth
round, with this charge and three shots, the gun burst.

xoiinds,

In Ihese trials 404 wots were fired, and 1128 lbs. of
powder consumed.
Two 32-pounder ^uns which had been cast in Belgium,
were also tried at Woolwich; and the following table
contains a statement of the number of rounds which each

gun bore :—

Um.

8
8
9
10
11

2

2

40

3
3
3
8

2
2

20
20
20

2

9

The last round burst one of the guns, which, in the
explosion, struck its neighbour, and damaged it so much,
that it only stood one more round with the same charge
at the next round it burst*
In the trials, 287 shots were fired from the first gun,
and 959 lbs. of powder were expended.
248. In addition to the considerations of extent of
range and precision in firing it is necessary to contemplate the effects of shot and shells with res])ect to
a subject of no less importance
their powers of impact
than either of the otliers. The penetration of shot has
been already treated of in Arts. 79 and 98 ; and it is
intended in this place to notice the effects arising from
the impact of shot or shells of different diameters.
solid or a hollow shot striking a mass of timber, as the
side of a ship, crushes, fractures, and splits the wood to
an extent which depends, in a great measure, on the
superficies of the shot, or upon the area of a section
through its centre and, consecjuently, is proportional to
Thus, a large hollow shot
the square of its diameter.
will make a greater fracture, in conse(|uence of a greater
separation of the fibres of the material, than a solid ball
of equal weight ; though the latter may penetrate deeper.

—

A

;
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in other respects,

a greater effect
evident, moreover, that tlie destnictiveness of shot in action must also be pro|)ortional
to the number of shots wliich strike the object at a given
distance from the gun.
e have no certain evidenoe
is

W

from experiment by which we may determine the average
number of hits made by shot on an object at different
distances, up to the greatest at which diot can be projected with any chance of striking, suppose 2000 yards

and though, according

to M. Piobert (see Art. 136),
large shot struck ap> small object within 600 yards more
frequently than smaller shot, yet it appears very probable that at 2000 yards the causes of deflection (particularly wind blowing across the range) would act more
powerlidly on large than on small shot, and certainly on
hollow than on .^olidsliot, and thus cause a smaller number of liits to take place in an equal number of discharges.
However, in the absence of sufficient data to
determine this ]K)int, let it be assumed that the number
of hits of shot of different natures and descriptions are
equal ; and then it may be inferred that the splintering
effects of shot are proportional to the squares of their
diameter.
This is an important advantage in favour of the 8-inch
shell-gun individually ; but, on the other hand, it must
in feimess be stated that magnitude of fracture is not
the only thing to be considered in selecting ordnance
for the general armament of ships.
249. It has already been stated (Art. 97) that it may
be doubted wliether the appropriation of 8-incli shell
guns to the bn)adside batteries of ships of all classes has
not been carried too far, some ships being armed chiefly
with that description of ordnance ; and whether it would
not be more advantageous to limit, in all cases, the
number of shell-guns to a lower proportion, and to combine them with others by a judicious selection of those
best adapted to the circiunstances of each case.
All vessels, according to their displacement, can only
carry a certain weight of metal, of wnich their armament
is to consist, and can afl'ord only a limited tonnage for
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the stowage of their ammttnitioD, projectiles and storee.
The weights of the 8-inch shell-gun and of the 32-poiiiider
gnu arc respectively 65 cwt. and 50 cwt., while the
of the shot for the 8-iiicli and the .*?2poiinder gnn, supposing an equal nnmher to l>e distril)Ut<Ml
hence it will l>e
to each, arc as 56 to 32, or as 7 to 1
found that eleven 8-inch guns are nearly equal in weight
to fourteen 32-pounders, their complements of shot Ixjing
included.
Thus a vessel which could cany on her broadaide only eleven 8-inch guns might be aimed with fourteen 32-pomiders,
In engaging an enemy's ship the aggregate magnitude
of the fractures made in her side by the shot from the
eleven 8-inoh guns of her antagonist will be to that pro
duced by the shot frt)m the fourteen 32-pounder gims,
(assuming that the magnitudes of the fr'ac^res made bv
the shot from the two natures of ordnance, supposing all
to hit, are proportional to the ninnher of shot.s fired and
to the squares of tlu ir diameters,) as 704 to 54() which
no doubt is an inqiurtant advantage in favour of tlie Sl^ut is not the greater nmnber of discharges
inch shot,
made, in equal times, by the fourteen 32-|K)unders relatively with the discharges of the elevon 8-inch guns,
and therefore the greater probability of damage to tlie
opponent, a very important consideration, which ahoold
enter into the question of armament ? In this case the
number of discharpes and the proportion of hits, suppo^
ing equal skill
gunnery and that both sliips fire
equally qm'ck, wiU be as 14 to 1 1 ; a disparity which
could scarcely be compensated by the greater magnitude
of the fractures.
In this proportion, nearly, have the numlH r of pins
in many of the shij»s of the Britisli Navy, new as well
as old, frigate's, corvettes, and small vessels in ]K»rticular
(the Thetis, Inconstant, (\istor, Cambrian, and Daedalus,
weif^lits

:

;

m

for instance), hoen reduccnl, in order that they may c;in v
the heavv 32-pound('i'8 of o6 or 68 cwt. with the 8-incii
guns. Some frigates have been reduced from 42 gun«
to 24; others horn 46 guns to 24, 26, and even to 19

guns

(see Return
April 29, 1850).

to

an Order of the Home of Conmwnt^
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250. The author Tentures, with great deference, to
think that in man^ of the combinations of S-inch guns
with 32-pounders
the armament of ships and vessels,
too much consideration has been sliown to the weight,

m

too little to the number of guns.
He thinks that
the number of shell-guns has been made too great in the
broadside batteries of some ships and vessels, several of
which, indeed, liave the whole of the batteries on one
deck so armed the " Rodney," 26 8-inch guns " Prince
Regent," 32 ; " Albion," 26 ; " Indefatigable," 28. These,
he believes, are exceptions, permitted for experiment, as in
the case of the French frigate Psyche,"" in conaequenoe
of sj>ecial applications made by their captains. All exSenmentB with such ordnance are, no doubt, extremely

and

—

esirable,

;

and cannot but be

beneficial.

251. Judging from the armament of their ships, the
problem concerning the relation l)etween weight of gun
and numl>er of guns is solved by the naval ai tillurists of
foreign nations with greater regard U) number than by
•

The " Psyche"

as she was

fitted

frigate is an exception to tliis regulatloil.
out at Brest, in 1845, was as fuUows

Main deck

„
Qoarter-deck
Forecastle

Th\s fn^AtVy

Her amiAinait,

:

.

.

•

.

.

.

•

.

...

18 80-|)ounder8, Paixhans IIowitzeisKo. 2.
2 30-iwuuder8 long guiis forward.
2 dO-pouuders long guns aft
4 SO-pounders caironadM.
4 SO-pounders long guns.

altb(ni|4h rated in tiie P.iKli^et as a 4<V;Tiin shiji,

was

built to

carry bat 32 guns : she had, in 1845, but 30. iicr complement of crew was
as &at of a 40-gun ship, vis. 826 men, on the war estaUuhment.
the
Her scantling la much strtxiger than that of any 4r>-gim frigate.
The ei^jhtecn ?^0-pounders on the main deck of the " Psyche" are the Paixhant canoQS-obasiers of 80 No. 2 (see Art. 221), weiglit only 53 cwU 2 qrs. 141be,
(the Paixhans gun No. 1 is 71 ewt. 2 qn. 16 lbs.), charge 6 lbs. 9 os. ; the
chamber which, in No. 1 gun, is a cylinder of the diameter of a 24-poander
gun, being in gim No. 2 c'iilar?:ed to t1i;it of a 30-i)ounder so that the contraction being leas, the operation of spongius ia more readily performed, the
cartridge more easily got into its place, and the charge tinudtanie fiunlitated.
The canons-obusiers of 80 No. 2 are deficient in powers of range ; they are
intended for mod«'nitp ranjjcs their largest scales are only gTr\<luuted to 1300
yards, which admits that they are not efficient beyond that distance, and consequently that the ** Psyche** shonld avoid aetioii at greater distanoes.
The ohesnration made in Art. 97 on the rednetion of the number ol guns in
a 8hi|>N armnmcnt, relatively to the dis|)laccment, is verifietl in recent practice
by what is rclatt'<l of the " Pique" frigate, which was long under repair in
Pembroke Dockyard, when she was rendered capable of carrying 40 guns, her
former ratuoig bring 36 only.

sme

:

;
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The problem is one that has been
those of this country.
much discussed; and practical limitations have been
assigned to the number of shell-^uns which should be
allowed to a i^p of war in most of the foreign services;
but in none of them has tlie limit been extended to the
annainent of wliole decks. By a regulation of April,
1838, first-rates in the French navy were to carry 34
but, hy a
Ciuions-obusiers of 30 on the upper decks
recent regulation (1840), all these were to be replaced
;

by 30-pounder ginis No. 3, which shows that, calibre for
calibre, guns are preferred by the French to chambered
ordnance. By the decree of 1838 the number of canonsobusiers in lin&of-battle ships was limited to four of 80,
and these were ordered to be placed on the lower deck f
but the number of canon&obusiers was subsequentW^ increased by introdudnff six others, of the pattern ISo, 2,
in Ihe middle decks of first-rates and in the' upper de<^
of second-rates, and four of the same pattern in the upper
decks of third-rates.

According to the decree of the 27th of July, 1840,
the numbers of canons-obusiers, and of solid shot guns
on board of French shij)s of war, are to be as follow
ships of 112 guns will carry four canons-obusiers of 80
Xo. 1 on the lower deck, six ditto No. 2 on the middle
deck, and six 50-pounder guns ; the rest of the armament^
from the lower deck upwards, being 30-pounder guns
Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4. The 90-gxin ships will carry four
canons-obusiers of 80 No. 1 on the lower deck, sax of
No. 2 on the upper deck, the rest of the armament being
:

six 50-pounder guns and 30-pounders Nos. 1, 2, and 3.
The 82-gun ships, new model, will be armed in a similar

manner with ten canons-obusiers Nos.

1

and

2.

The

80-guji ship, old model, allied 86, will carry four canonsobusiers of 80 No. 1 on the lower deck, and four of the

pattern No. 2 ou the upper deck.

The 70-gun

ships.

In conformity with a resolution of the oommissions composed of the chief
maritime engineers and marine artiller}- (see Taixhans
I'll'' Arnic Nouvcllef also ExpSriences /uitcs jtar la 3/ar*Me,pp. 44 and 5S\
And in corapliAi)Lce with the opinion and advice of the Comittf ocNisuItatif dc la
Marine 9f ^e !itth f«ne, 1824, ibid., p. 49.
*

ftutboritics of the navy,

tiur
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old model, called 74, will carry four canons-olinsiers of
80 Xo. 1 and twenty-four olJ-pounders on the lower deck.

No

ainons-obusiers will

l>e

carried on the upper deck.

two canonsThe second and third class Agates
obumers of SO No. 1
and ras^s will be armed in a similar manner, each
carrying two 50-poimder guns.
252. The proportion of shell-gims yaries very much
in the ships of the British navy, even in those of the
same class. See Parliamentary paper, May, 1849. The
first-rates carry twelve 8-inch ^ns of 65 cwt. and 52 cwt.;
ships of the ** Kodney," " Albion," and ** Prince Regent"
P'rigates of the first class will carry only
.

twentv-six 8-iiicli guiiKcaeli the " Prince Kegent,"
thirty-two ditto, which for experiment are all placed on
By the Parliamentary paper. No. 120,
the lowTr deck.
(Return dated the' lOth of May, 1840, Storekeeper s
Department), it appears that the total number of 8-inch
shell-gimsy weighing from (55 to 52 cwt., in the sailing
ships and vessels of the British navy, was at that date
2238, and the total number of 32-pounders, weighing
from 56 cwt. to 42 cwt., was 8418, of which 3320 were the
56 cwt. gun. In line-of-battle shins the total number
of 8-inch shell-guns was 1136 ; and of 32-pounder guns
6196, of which 2498 were the 56 cwt. gon. The Return
does not specify how many of the B-inch guns stated in
the tal)le were of 52, 60 and G5 cwt.
The extent to wliich shell gims should enter into the
armament of a ship of war is a suhject deserving much
consideration, and will be examined in a more advanced
part of this w^ork.
253. The disadvantage of shell guns, compared with
solid shot guns, in respect of the number of blows given,
if all the shot of both kinds are fired with equal precision,
holds good from the commencement of an action, when
the finng is distant, till tiie crisis approaches, when
double shotting is used. ^ Now, 32-pounder guns, of 56
and 50 cwt., charged with 6 lbs. and 5 lbs. of powder,
may commence double shotting at 400 yards with a
though, at 300 yards, double
certainty of penetration
clas.s,

;

;

shot firing with that nature of ordnance

is

most

eliicient
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(Art. 107) wliereas tlie 8-incli giins, of 6.3 and GO cwt.,
bein^ limited to 5 lbs. charges when firing two hollow
shot, cannot coininence double shotting with any effect
at a greater distance than 200 yards therefore, a ship
BimA witii 32-poiiiider English, or SO-pounder French
guns, should never approach so near to a ship very
extensively armed with shell guns or canons-obnsierB as
At
to be witiun readi of her doddle shotted ordnance.
distances, therefore, between 200 and 400 yards double
shotting can be used with effect from the 32-poiinders
only ; and between these limits the ratio of the magnitudes of the fractures produced by the two natures of
or as 64 to 70.4
ordnance woiil'l l>e as (8)* to 2
nearly; but as tlie rapidity of loading with single shot
is greater than with (lmi})le sliot in a certain projK)rtion,
therefore giving to tlie 8-inch gun, when using single
shot, the benefit of this advantage, the above ratio of the
effects of impact becomes, according to the best estimate
With respect to shellthat can be formed, as 7 to 8^.
firing, the 8-inch eons are restricted to the firing of only
single shells or uiot at distances beyond 200 yards,
whilst the 32-ponnders may fire two solid shot, or other
projectiles, at 400 yards ; but as the destraetive effects of
shells of different diameters increase in a much higher
ratio than the squares of their diameters (see Art. 249),
;

:

may

be presumed that the 8-inch gun will have, in
over any 32-poTniders at
that distance
it musl be considered, however, that solid
projectiles from 32-pounder gmis, fire<l in greater nimibers tlian the sliells, in equal times, and with their high
degree of penetrating power, may produce destructive
efi'eets equal, if not superior, to those which are expected
from the 8-inch ordnance.
It must be remarked that the recoil of the 8-inch gun
exceeds that of the 32-pounder gon ; with the chiurgee
above-mentioned, the velocities of recoil are 16.2 feet,
and 15 feet per second, res}>ectively ; and, the weishts
of the guns with their carriages being 78 cwt. ana 68
cwt., the momentum of the recoil of the 8-inch gun
exceeds tliat of the 32-pounder gun in the ratio of 7 to
it

shell-firing, a great su}>erioritv
:
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In comparing together the practice with
5.7 nearly.
solid shots and that with two hollow shots, it must bo
borne in mind that there is alwavs some risk of failure
wit] I the latter, since one or tlie other of the two is

two

frequently found to be broken in pieces in the g"un

when

fired with considerable charges, although, by experimente
recently made, it appears that this very seldom oociirB

when, suppressing the wad, the shot are placed in conWith respect to the lighter 8-inch
tact with each other.
guns, they are incapable of being fired, either with one
solid or with two hollow shot.
254. It is, in general, only in direct broadside action
at close quarters that double-shotting should be applied
when, if on either side any errors sliould be conmiitted
in such practice, serious consequences inav arise from
want of sufficient jK'netruting power. In all ol)li([ue and
raking fire, sino:le shot and heavy charges, from all
natures of ordnance, are required, particularly in raking
a ship by the head, in order to break through the great
masses of timber at her bow, and penetrate into and
throughout the interior, for which purpose the single
shot is most e£Bcient. This observation on the importance of great penetrating power is again touched upon
here, in order to introduce the very valuable and instructive Beports to which reference has already been
made in Art. 106. The reader is requested to refer to
that and the previous article and then to the statements
which are given at length, in the note below,* These

*

An

acoonnt of ihoC which entered His Majesty's ihip

•ctkm with

the

**

Shanium,*' in the

June 1st, 1813
away in the wal<e

Chesapeftlw,'*

oiitcr ;;animoning, 2 in. deep
Shot, round 32-ix)under, cut
grape, 7 in number, between 4 in. and 7 in. deep.
deep,
15 feet above deck.
Foremast. Shot, round 32-pounder, 4 in.
MammoMt. 32-poaiider, main-deck, 1, depth 1^ inch; 18-pounder, 10 feet
grape,
alvive dock, IJ in. deep; .^rapc, 10 feet above deck, 2 in. deep
1] ia. deep in dilTerent places ; chain, 1, depth 1^ in., 15 feet above deck,
3 feet deep i grazes in several places, 1 in. deep.
JtfiteiMiiaif^—SS-poander» round, 16 feet above dedk, 8 feet split away in
breadtii, 5 feet np nnd down, and 6 in. deep ; gnipe^ 4 do. abteMt^ 3 in.

—
—

;

deep.

CutvoaUr and Knee of

the

Head,

—32-poander, round, 2

18-poiinder, round, near Ike

ame

plnoa

;

in number, through ;
82-p(mnder, round, in tbo
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documents contain detailed accounts of the number of
shots, of different descriptions, which penetrated, struck,
entered, or stuck in, the sides of H.M.S. " Shannon" and

gr^ 2 in.

; hawn pieces fpUt away under Che Imee ; seveial
deep,
^2-i>ouuilcr, round, through bows ; knight-heads shot away

httwae holes

£ow8.

—

;

several

giuiw through bulwark.

Beiwem

Iti

and 2nd Otau.—18, round,

throagh ; IS-ponnder, nrnnd, 2

in.

deep.

wren 'Ard and ith Guns.— 82-FOUDder, round, through
forecastle ; 6 grape, 2 iii. deep.
Shot, IS'ponnder, thioogh ; chain, depth 8 in.
Wixter'9 Edgtf Fore (fhaini,
1 lx)lt, iron, 10 in. deop, and 6 cliain-plates.
grajw, 2, 3 in. deep
between ')th and Qth (inns in the Wak. 32-]X)undcr, round, 2, 10 in. deep ;
18-pouuder, round, through ; grape, 2, 4 in, deep ; 7 grai c, 5 in. deep.
Waiet*9 Bdge, 7th OHi».^0h«n, 1, 5 in. deep ; 6 grape, 4 in. deep.
Main Cfiains, Sth and 9//i Guns. 32-poundier, round, through ; 1 raniiter,
6 in. deep; 18-pounder, round, 4 in. deep 4 Ijar-shot, 8 in. dcej>.
Water's Kdge^ lOth C/wn.— 18-i)Ounder, through; 12 gi^ajM', 3 in. deep; 4
ehain-platee ; 1 holt, 8 in. deep 6 grape, 8 in. dc«p ; 32-poander, rennd,
through larboard side.
18-i>ounder, round, through; 3
12tf« Ouny Water^s Edije^ Chinnd Wale.
grape, 3 in. deep ; 32-pounder, round, through ; 4 graj e, 2 in. deep.
381^ Qunt Mizen CwUna, Water*9 Edge^lftm bo1tflr2 in nnmher, throng
2 chain-])lates 5 grape, 2 in. deep.
14//i Oun in the Wale.
18-pounder, round, thro\igh
1 graj-e, 3 in. deep.
Quarter Gallery in the Wale. 32-jX)under, round, throuKh ; 6 grape through.
Foreeattle.
Grape shot, 20 through ; larboard hnmpin shot away ; fore dban*
forecastle and wai.st hammock Ptanchions shot away.
ncl shot away
Mulwarks Qnarfetxteck. Main chains or alx»ve, 8'2-pounder, round, through ;
10 grape, 3 in. deep. Main chains much shot away ; 18-{x>undcr, round,
through, 3 gra^^e through. Mlaoi chains or above, 32-pouDder, rotindt
through ; grape, 10 thrmi^. Miaen chains, muoh shot away.

Under Fore Chaius,

In

t

—

—

;

—

;

;

—

;

—
—

;

—

;

—

—

H.M.S. " Shannon.**
(Signed)

P.

W.

P. Watj.ts,

Commanding OflBoer

Captain at Sick Quarters.

An account of shot which entered the sides of the American frigate "Chesapeake," in the acti<in with His Maje.'-ty'a ship " Shannon," June 1st, 1813:
Jiowspi'it.

—

32-|)()under, round, inside

gammoning, 3

in.

deep

;

out«de

do.,

7

grape, 3 in. deep.

~1

10 in. deep, 6 fwit above deck ; 4 grape, 4 in. deep^ SO
feet above deck; IS-joundcr, round, 4 in. d('e]\ "0 ffet above deck.
18-poundcr,
round, in. deep, 5 feet from main-deck ; 9-pounder,
Mainmatt,
round, 10 in. deep, 12 feet above quarter-deck ; 2 grape, 10 in. deep, 20
feet above deck.
18-pc)under,
7 grape, 3 in. deep, 10 feet alx)vo quarter-deck
JfuMfMlMU^.
round, 6 in. deep, 12 feet above deck ; 4 grape, 3 in. deep, 15 feet above
deck.
1
Bail, Imrboard Bead,-^ grape through.
under
4 gnp0 through.
„

JFarernn^f

.

grajte,

—

—

;

Sluf
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the American frigate Chesapeake,** also of those which
hit or wounded their masts and spars respectively, in the
action of the ist of Juue, 1813
the statements, tliere:

Blaff of Hoira.—18- pounder, nmnd, 6 in. deep.
I)o.
4 18-poundere, round, 8 in. deep; 30 grape, 8 in. deep.
2nd ami 3rd Oum under Jflore Chaiia in Me Wide*, 4 gimpe, d in. deep ; 2
grwe, 2 in. deep.
9rd and 4th Ouns. 6 grape throogh ; 8 grape, 3 in. deep.
4th Oun under ('hnnnet. 6 gnpe, 4 in. deep.
Fore-chain Plates. Shot away,
ii graj c-shot, 3 in. deep.
6th and 1th Gam, between.
71* Own «n 1^ W€^, 18-pounder, round, through ; 11 grain;, 2 in. deep.
Oun under Main Chains.—^ gfVP^t 2 in. deep.

—

—

—
—
—
—
—

—
—

Oun^ side. 2 IS-jwunders, round, thri)imh.
Do., water't edge. 32-pounder, rouud, 2 through ; 2 grape, 2 in. deep.
Aftermost Portj xoaterH edge. 2 32-pounder8, round, through ; Ib-jtounder,
rouud, through ; 1 pump-bolt through ; 3 grape^ 2 in. deep.
Quarter Galkn/, Fornnast Wale. 3 32- pounders, ftmiid, through ; 10 grape
through Iranie-work all carried away.
4 feet abaft After Fort. 2 32-poundei-8, round, through; 3 grape, 2 in. deep.
f) feet ahaft after Port.
2 32-ponnder8, round, through.
3 feet above IVater's Edge, in the Ilun. 32-poundcr, round, throiu^li.
Kdye.
2 feet jrom Strrn Ports 2 feet above ]\'<itt
18-ix)undcr, uuud, 14
in. deep; 32-iX)under, round, throui^h ; 12 grape, 3 in. deep; steruport«, 2 IS'pounderB, round, 3 in. deep.
Starhoanhid'' CovadsTf—l planka, through ; stem ports carried away ; grape^
13f/*

—

—

—
—

;

—

—

—

i \<i

l

10, throu<;li.
Vjiper Counter.
18-pounder, rouud, through.

Bmwarkt:

— —

—

GO ?;rnpe, through ; 2 IB-pounders, round, through.
Above Chains. 5 graj^e, through- 3 chain-platee.
Chains. 5 gra^w, through.

Forerxuitlr.

Main

—
—
— grape, 8 deep.
—18-pouuder, round, through

jtfiMii C^kUnt,

^12

in.

G grape, 8
Jhqft Ditto.
United States Frigate " Chesa|)eake."
(Signed)

P.

W.

P.

;

in« deep.

Walus, Commanding

Officer.

James's 'Naval History,' vol. vi. p. 201, tliat the
*'
Shannon's" main-deck guns were Ictaded nltcniatoly throu-^liout tlie l)rt»adside with two round shot and a keg coutainiug 150 muskcL balls, and with
one round and one double-headed diot. Seeing that no vestiges or impressions of douhle-headcd shot were found in the " Chesapeake," the author
upplied to the gallant and distinguished ofTicer who instituted and certiticil
the above surveys, for iuformaiion which might account for this discrepancy.
Ckiptain Wallis states, in reply, that no double-headed shot were firecl tnm
the ** Shannon ;" that the main-deck guns were loaded alternately with two
round shots, and with one round shot and grajK) that kcjs of musket Italls
were not fired as stated ; that only a few of these were provided for the boat's
12-pottDder carronadee. Whether any musket-balls were pot into the quarter*
deck guns, he (Captain Wallis) could not say but he thinks riot. The
Chesapeake" tired round shot, grajM?, canister, double-headed, star, chainshot, and other missiles, such as iron bolts and bars, about three feet long,
bound together, and buck-shot in her musket cartridges.—Autrob.]
[ft

is

stated

in

;

;
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•fore,

present 8eryio&-iarget proofs of

Par
fiftctSy

IIL

wfaicb cannot
|

but be bigbly instmctiye, and abow tbat even in tbat
celebrated action tbere were several inatances of a
Wbether tbe charges
deficiency of penetrating power.
of powder were too small, the weigbt of metal projected too
great, or the
is

not

powder of the " Shannon" was deteriorated,

known

for this

|

;

the hist circum^stance

was undoubtedly the case

is

liighly probable,

in the unfortunate but

gallant action of the Guerricire.
These documents thus
convey warnings of tlie extreme impoiiiince of insuring
abundant penetrating power in all cases, and aflbrd notices of many other useful facts to which reference will
hereafter be made, particularly in the article on tbe effects
of Grape Shot^ Section IV., Part IV., and in the account
of tbe action between the " Shannon'* and Chesapeake"

in Part V.
255. The destructive effects of diells on ships are
tonuned to be proportional to the cubes of the diameters,
upon the principle that the effects produced by the
explosions of live shells depend on the quantities of
bursting powder they contain, which, being as the
volumes of the shells, are evidently in that proportion.
In strictness, however, this law holds good only for
shells which are fired into, and explode in earth, where
they act as mines. In such cases, live shells are used
with great advantage; for example, in the attack of
fortresses, w^ien they serve to destroy ramparts of earth,*
make breaches in scarps of masoniy, or for the purpose
of rendering them practicable for assault.
By analogy, however, a shell lodged in a ship^s timbers,
and there exploding, is supposed to act as a mine, with
a force depending on its charge that is, proportional to
the cube of its diameter.
The greatest etTect which a
shell can produce in and on a ship, in action, is evidently

I

i

;

•

**

Les botnbes lano^ KorinmtKlement prodairoot en orarant des entonsohrs

—

ile poudre dont elles seront remplis.**
Bousnianl,
I'Effet de$ JJombet horuonUdei but ten Owmige en Tarn^ toL i. ]>. 303,
30.
l>l
firad were ^iplied with great skill and ecienoe at the aegeef
Shells

proportionnfis aiix quantitds

w

Uooltan.
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when

SHIPS.

penetrates into and lodges
and then explodes."
shell 8U8j>ended hetweeu decks, amid-ships, and
then exploded, acts with equal force in every direction
and in such circumstances, the efl'ect upon the crew
would unquesdonably be more destructive than if the
ibell were moviiig with great horizontal velocity when
gain, a shell placed in contact with the deck
it bants*
above it, and then exploded, would blow np the deck,
and Ukewise produce destructive effects in lateral direoAlso a shell placed on the deck, and then ex*
tions.
ploded, woold, no donbt, make a prodigions breach in
the deck below it, drive up the deck above, and act
The shell which exseverely in lateral directions.
ploded I'V accident on board the " Medea" whilst cruisinf):
witli the Hpindron blockading Alexandria in 1840, took
plar-e on the lower deck just alK)ve the shell-room
killed
tlie lk)mbardier who was unscrewing the cap, wounded
several of the crew, knocked down all the bulkheads from
the captain's cabin to the boilers, broke three of the
beams aa the lower deck ; forced up some of the planks
of the upper deck, and produced, for a considerable time,
miidh panic among tne crew, and threw the whole
These are portentous
aquaditm into consternation.
proob of the terrific effects, physical and moral, produced
upon » shin by the explosions of shells at rest within
her, even though not imbedded in the mass of her sides
or Ixxly
and the like effects must be expected to ensue
kIiouM an enemy's shell Xxi })lauted or lodged in the ship
before the explosion takes j)lace.'*
256. It is this faculty of sliells by which they act as
mines that renders tiiem iiH»st destructive to ships. In
the ex{)eriments cjirried on at Brest during the years
1h21 and 1824 (Paixhans, Sur une Arme Nouirlle, pp.
38, 62), at Portsmouth in 1838, and at Woolwich
1650, the terrific effects of shell-firing on and in a ship»
lijai

wliicli

takes ]»lace

it

in the nide or LkkIv of the ship,

A

;

A

;

;

m

•

* Lt

d»
^

M

pnjlectiles n*mr% Urate I'tffioMiU doDt il ett lUSOeptiMc,
oonaerTcront a&si de vitosse pour ea logST dans Im munoUet
rjarires."
ExfiricnccM exectUec* a Uavre, ib44.
uuSm la the niifdMt «t Woolwich, Nov. 19, 1860^
Exi^rimcnte

fp'ititj&rit

tar

<k

qalU

/.

mm
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when the shells, having penetrated sttfiBciently into the
timbers to lodge and explode there, took fullenect, were
strikingly exemplified.
Bnt the numerous failures of
fuzes in those experiments* show that time-fuzes, which
are essential to enable a shell to act as a mine, are verv
inefficient in horizontal shell firing.
It is found that
four fuzes out of five are extin2;uish('<l on strikinpc tlie
water, and about one in three on striking a ship if the
shell strike with tiie fuze end forward, which is genenilly
the case, it is found that the timber, by its resistance,
forces itself into and efifectually plugs the fuze.
In the experiments made at Portsmouth, with sheila
buried in eartb,^ and in others with shells embedded in
masses of timber,** the explosions which took place
afforded also the strongest proofs of the prodigious
power of shells acting Uke mines. In these circumstances, the comparative effects produced by the 6.3
;

V ith a view of testing the efifcctB of metal and wooden fuzes ; and, on this
oooMion, ahella were fired from 82-|ioandar8 and 8-{iieh gtms agnintk a stnog
bulkhead. The quantities of bursting joudt r were 1 lb. to each of the 32pounders aiul 2^ lbs. to each of the S-inch .shells the chnrije to each gun
being b lbs. Several of the shells exploded on striking the bulkhead. One
of tne 8-incli shells struck t!ie ground short, and afterwards buried itself at
the lK)ttom of the bulkhead : it did not burst till after the next shdl had been
fired, when it explo*led with trcmouiVnis cdVct, tearing the massive timbers
into hundreds of fragments and scattering them about, besides breaking and
twisting the numerons bolts with which me wood was held together.
^ViUilysiD^ the shell ex|)criment8 of 1838 against the ** Prince George**
hulk, at 12(X> yards' distance, it appears that^ on the 22ttd of Novembtfi
were tired, of which 3 did not explode.
shells
7
Nov. 23rd. i shells were fired ; 2 did not explode.
Nov. 29th.— 10 shells were fired ; 7 did not explode, and none that gnoed
;

survived.

—

Kov. 30th. 12 shells were fired ; 6 passed over the hulk, and of the other
e, 2 did not explode.
Dee. 1st—81 shells were fired ; 16 did not explode, and all that grsied
were extinguished.
Dec. 3rd. 22 shells were fired ; 8 did not explo<le, 1 burst short, 1 passed
over the hulk, grazed, and was extinguished, 1 went over, made threi
grazes, and then exploded.
Thus, out of 80 shells that struck, 38 did not cxjdode.
In the ricochet ex{)eriments at Southsea, in 1838
Oct. 27th.
10 shells were fired ; of which 2 burst.
Oct. 30th.— 14 shells were fired; 8 burst.
Oct. 3l8t.
8 shells were fired nono burst.
So that onlj 5, out of 32 shells fired, burst in rioochetting.

—

—
—

;

No. 13, 1847—" Excellent.**
Experiment No. 26, 1849—** Excellent.**

* Exi-eriment
•
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and 8-mch sheUs

respectively, were proportional to the
charges, or as the cuoes of the diameters of the sIk^Hs.
257. In the experiments, No. 13 of 1847, and No.
26 of 1849, the shells were buried in earth at considerable depths, or embedded in masses of timber.
Such
as were loiltred in earth formed re^^ular mines, whose
cliarges in explodincr compressed the earth in every
direction, according to well-known laws, forming what
is technically called a *'^lobe of compression,*' the
craters having their axes in the lines of least resistance; while the shells lodged in timber, from the
fibrous nature of that materi^, formed irregolar wounds
of considerable length, and detached lar^e masses of
splinters, but in a manner to show littje analogy
between the effects of shells embedded in the two
yet the shell which explodes when
different mediums
lodged in the side or body of a ship is, in fact, a mine
and, as such, is capal Je of producing the most destrucBut to obtain this effect on so small an
tive efl'ects.
area as a ship occupies on a horizontal plane, from
shells projected at a considerable elevation, as in what
is call^ vertical firing, is a very difficult matter, and the
practice forms a very different case from that of shells
Concussion fuzes,*
projected horizontally (Art. 2 GO).
or percussion shells, are best adapted to the latter, but
are inapplicable to the former. Time-fuzes, therefore,
must continue to be employed in horizontal shell-firing,
though, for this purpose, they are not always to he
depended on.
Even when good and safe percussion or concussion
:

here ho neoenuy to explain to some readers wherein consmts the
between the terms " concussion" and " ]<'rrnssion," apj-liid to fuzes
and shells. A concussion fuze is provided with an internal meclianism, so
nicely adjnflted as to withstiind tbe first shock which the shell leoeiTes—vis.
that ocoasioned by the explosion of the char;j;e and resist any other that may

'It may

difference

—

be occasioned by grazinj*

short, while

it

shall yield lo the concussion occasioned

the imjtact or the shell on the body struck ; this ooDCUssion, by shaking
the burning com|)08ition of the fine into the loadetl cavity of the shell, in" percussion** fuse or shell is one
stantly causes the latter to explode.
fitte*! or filled with a chemical comijosition of highly explosive character,
without being previou^ily
striking,
of
which bursts the shell at the moment

by

A

igniteil.

R
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have been obtained,* time-fuzes \yi\\, neverbe required in the naval service for shell-firing
at troops on snore,*^ at open boats crowded with troops,
ships tilled with men on their upper decks; also for
^the bombardment of towns and fortresses, and the
'destruction of storehouses, barracks, or magazines ^Art
194) ; for idl which puiposes mortar, and not howitaer,
shells are required, with time-fuzes to cause the shells
to explode after having penetrated to their basements.
Without time-fuzfes, what would Lord John Hay have
shells shall

theless,

* In the meantime it ig latisfactory to know that « very near ap))roach to
this has been attained : a hort-nmge fuze having been mvented which b
capabln of acting by the concussion arising from the impact in striking a resistins body, as a ship ; while it is enabled to resist the shock of the discharge.
* The answer to question 45, page 11, of the * Catechism on Naval Gun*
nery,* used on botid the ** Excellent/* states, " that fuzes, not being always
driven with the same weight or force of blow (that is, by hcind), do not bum
equal parts in ei|ual times ; and it is rccommcmled to ascertain ex{)criincDtally
the rate of burning of the batch of fuzes intended to bo used, by trying one
or more with a pendulum, before the practice commwiess** a caution highly
necci^sary froin tlie deterioration of fuzes, in long services on foreign stations,
from h<^at and damp. This observation carries the author back to a time
when, in the command of an extensive brigade of 8-inch howitzers, be had
ample experience of this, and of the difBealties, nnoBrtaintieB, snd intrioaeist
involve<l in the whole question of fu/.cR.

—

It then appeared to the author tliat tlie o[icration of driving fuzes raijiht
best be performed by mechanical agency, which alone can give that perfectly
oquable conipnssioii to tiie compontioo which is vsquisito to ensure eqnali^
in burning.
For this a Uiachine was contrived, by which each addition of composition
received an equal degree of compression throughout, by hammers or mallets,
of equal weight, falling freely through equal spaces, with nice adjustments by
which the s{«ce8 of descent of the hammers wi^i he aoeuimtely mihitaineJ
throughout the operation.
The fuzes thus driven were found to burn much more equably than those
driven hy hand ; and by thie machine a great many fuies might he driTen at
the same time, with the same moving power. The machine was of a very
niil*- and im[>erfect construction, having \>Qcn made for tlie trial.
Perhaps
the author was not wrong in principle iu proposing such a machine ; and having often since witoeseed much emr and uncertainty in shell-firing on eenriee,
he has looked back with regret that some such process had not been adopted.
Having read the very just observation quoted from the " Excellent,** and
considering that the description of shell-firing to which this note relates
demands tte utmost perfeetkm that can he given to thie little implement, the
author conceives that it may not be unworthy the consideration of the able
nnf\ distingnishe<l officer who now presides over the Laloratory Department
to apply his skill and ingenuity to devise some instrument more constant and
unerring then the arms and hands of men» wfaidi exert very dSlTsrent dcyitse
of physical foroe, howerer kng habituated they may be to that partionlar
occupation.
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nomomAh shsi^l-hbing.
done at Bilboa»* or Sir B. Stopford at Acre?

(See
Art. 196.)
258. From experiments carried on at Gavre, in
France, in 1836, it is found that a projectile will not
lo(l<j:e in a mass of timber unless it penetrate to a deptli
nearly equal to its diameter; the stren<j^th or elasticity
of the fibres forcing the sliell out/' if the penetration be
not deep enough to allow the fibres to close behind the
projectile^ and thufi keep it mbedded in the wood.
It
18 m>m this circumstance that, in ordinary fihell-firing
(

from ahipa which are continually varying their

dia*

tanoesy charges sufficient to obtain the necessary pene-

and ensure the lodgment of the sheU^ must
always be used* and fuzes prepared for corresponding
timea of flight ; but the percussion or concussion fiize
tration

obviates all these complications.
•

The

practice of II.

extremely

eflicieut.

M.

All

S. "

Phnmix "

accciuiitfi

in Afay, 1837, at St. Sebastian, was
concur iu attributing to the unexpected

arriTal of the steamera, and the extraordinary effccta of live-shella,
the success of the attack maile by the Queen's troops on the entrenched position of the Carlists.
Shell-firing against trofjps on shore had Ix'cn pre%Mou.sly

hat timely

tried, nearly in the 9une place, from some of the British frigates acting on
the north-west coast of Spain In 1811, and in the naval operation* of 1812.
These were undertaken before the campaign was opened on shore, to distract
the attention of the French forces in the north of Spain, and thus ]>n'vcnt
their detaching, as was intended, a large portion of those troops to reinforce
llaishal
annont ; alao to intercept and oieak up the communication which
the French atill carried en by sea with Bayonne ; and further, to succour and
supply the guerilla corjis with arms, amniunition, and stores. For these
desultory enterurises, the author, theu serving in the north of Spain, directed
the issue of 6Hnch shells to the British frigate the ** Survelllaate,^ and aom«
other 24-pounder frigates, to be used against any French " colonnes mobiles**
which mi<iht 1x3 endeavouring to opf-ose or prevent the landing of arms and
supplies to the guerillas, should those columns ex[:ose themselves to the tiro
of tne ships at distances which neither case nor grape shot could reach, nor
round shot bo used with advantage. Ilie shells were applied by the late
frallant Sir (ieorge Collier, his first lieutenant O'Heilly, nud other meritorious
otliccrs, with great skill and effect, in a manner tp furnish strong proof that,
for such purposes, live-shells with time fuces might always be used with
great adtantage.
In attacking a re^loubt, under the protection of which the Turkish sliiji.s had
run on shore, in the ojicrations of lb07, a considerable body of Asiatic troops,
together with a part of the crews of the ships, having remained on the beach,
were dispersed by a few shells from the ** Pomp^'*>-James*s * Naval History,*

M

vol, iv., p. 181,
^ This frequently occurretl in the shell exiwriments of 1838, by which it
appears that many shells rt^bound^U on strikiug, from not having penetrated
sttSdentiy.
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In horizontal shell-firing considerable velocity is
required, that the shell ma^ iiave su£Bcient penetrating
power to act as a shot,* if from any defect in the fuze it
fail as a shell ; for, if the striking velocity and pene>
trating power he small, the explosive action is rather
towards the exterior, on which side the line of resistance is the least, than towards the interior of tlie sliip
and this is the reason whv shells that do not strike
with considei*able horizontal velocity so frequently ex(See
plode outwards, and throw their fragments back.
shell experiments of 1838 agjiinst tlic " Prince (ieor<re"
With a little more penetrating
hulk, at 1,200 yards.)
power the explosion may take place both ways. If an
8-inch or a 10-inch shell, either of which constitutes a
powerful nn'ne, should hit and lodge in a vessel anywhere below the water-line, and explode outwards, it
might prove most serious, and even fatal to her;
whereas, if it should hit anywhere above the waterline, and act outwardly, the effect would not prove very
injurious to the ship, and not at all so to the crew.
259. The maximum effect of horizontal shell-firing
with time-fuzes is when tlie shell perforates the near
side of an enemy's ship, crosses the deck as a shot,
penetrates into the other side just so far as that tlie
line of least resistance may be inwards, and then ex]>lodinp^, scatters its fragments back into the ship (fig.
20.)''
It thus combines, in one and the same projectile,
the effects of both shot and shell ; but this recjuires a
tare

A

and almost miraculous concurrence of the con-

•
remarkftUe proof of the importance of this occurred in the shell exferitnents of the 22na of November, 1838
round No. 5, when a 32-jouiiiier
shell pcDetrated the side of the hulk " Prince George,** below the water,
lodged behind » rider, and made an opening in the ^de, which alloired flie
water to rush in with ooneiderable force : the perforation was in such a v<m»
tion tli.it the carpenters who were present stateil that it wonUl have Dc^n
impossible for them to have plumed or stopped the leak from the inside : the
shell did not explode.
Had the ftue acted concussivel}', no such seriooa
penetrating effects could have been produced.
as in
The targets, intended to represent parts of the sections of sliij
Figs. 20 and 21, pa<;es 245, 250, consisted of piles driven into a mud-bank
at low-water : the oank, when not covered by the sea, exhibited on its surface
the graaea of tlie firagmaita wUcb passed beyond the surfaces of tbe tai|pets.

—
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and circumatances under which the

firing

is

made.

260. In vertical
difficulty

and

sliell-firino^ acraiiist

a

sin']),

iincci tainty is tu hit tlie ohjcct,

the p^rcat

—a

mere

speck in the amplitude of a long^ range
but if a shell
should chance to fall upon a sliip, it must either lodge
in her, or pass through her bottom and sink her. In
this practice the fuze must burn long enough to exceed
somewhat the time of flight. In horizontal shell-firing
the conditions are very different: the probability of
hitting is very great ; and, in close action, in a smooth,
sea, may be considered certain ; but the difficulties and
uncertainties relating to the fuze become then very
The horizontal velocity is such that the shell
great.
pasvses over large jx)rtion8 of the range in times so
;

smallest error in the estimated tinie
during which the fuze will burn, destroys the eftcct.
The shell may either explode prematurely, or may pass
throiigh both sides of the enemy's ship without exploding. The latter will be most frequently the case
from the great care which must be taken tliat the shell
should act as a shot in the event of the fuze being
extinguished on grazing the water or striking the ship.
an average the probabilities of the former event
sht)rt,

that the

'

On

happening and not hampening are as 4 to

5, and of the
(See Art. 256.)
261. Prom what has been stated in the preceding
Aiticles (25() to 2()0), it is evidently essential to flie
efficiency and simplicity of horizontal shell-firing, that

latter as 1 to 3.
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the shells should be of a nature to explode with the
utmost certainty on striking the object It became,
therefore, of vast importance to endeavour to obtain
either an infallible concussion fuze, *Qr a safe and
efficient percussion shell (see the definition, Art 257,
Note), which may be free from the danger arising
from unscrewing the cap of a metal fuze (Arts. 855, 274),
and may not require to be introduced into the gun
Lulbre the cap is t4iken off; so that the gun mav be
loaded with shell as quickly as with shot.
It is of
equal importance that the vital principle of the shell
should not be destroyed in its flight by being immersed
in water, in grazing, which so frequently extingmshes
the fuzes of the common and concussion shells, nor be
Uable, like them, to be choked by the fibres of the

medium

struck.

Should such weapons of destruction be obtained, their
effects upon and in ships will depend mainly on the
number of impacts, in a given number of rounds, on
such solid parts of h vessd as present sufficient resistance to the blows to occasion the explosicm of the shell,
by which, together with the horizontal force of the
latter, the fragments may he driven througli the side
and into tlie ship with power sufficient to produce an
e£fect similar to that which is depicted in fig. 21, p. 250.

The
-

explosive agents contained in a percussion shell

being necessarily so fortified as to withstand the resistance of a graze and the reaction which produces the
rebound, and being capable of exploding only when a
more violent shock of impact takes place, it follows
that a percussion shell might perforate a slender or
unrigid body without ezplomng, and even enter a port
and pass across the deck to the opposite side of^the
«hip, without producing any effect as a shell.
It may, therefore, here be remarked that neither a
concussion

weapons

fuze

nor a

percussion

shell

are

suitable

to be used for dismantling purposes (see Sect.

for altlitnigh a shell may he caj>al)le of
IV., Part IV.)
bringing down a mast by a direct hit, whether it burst
or not, and would infallibly fell a lower mast, did it
;
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explode on striking, yet this

and therefore

is

247

but a remote proba-

whose explosion depends
uj)uu striking a resisting body with great percussive
force, would be waited if fired at the rigging
and in
general it may be said that although sheik which do
not explode will produce as much damage to masts,
sails, and rigging as sliot of the same diameter, yet this
equably of effect would be obtained by a projectile
which costs two or three times as much as a shot:
shell-firing with such an object must therefore be enormously expensive. Shells may, no doubt, be used with
considerable advantage for dismantling purposes at
bility

;

shells

;

considerable distances, particularly in chasing or when
chased
but for this they sliould have time-fuzes and
should burst at a suitable distance short of the ship
(Sect. IV., Part IV.).
262. It has been stated (see Articles 136, 248) that
large projectiles are found to strike objects more frequently than small projectiles of equal density, fired
with proportional charges
but that some of the causes
of deflection (as a strong wind blowing across the
range) act more powerfully on large projectiles, especialfy those that are hollow, than on solid shot ; and
that the probability of large hollow projectiles striking
an object as frequently as solid shot, diminishes as the
distance of tlie object increases ; also that the deflection
is most apparent towards the end of a long range (Art.
239.)
When large and small projectiles are, both, shells or
hollow shot, and are fired with charges whicii are to
each other as the densities of tlie projectiles, the siune
law obtains ; the inferiority of precision in the smaller
shell, with respect to the proportion of hits, is manifest, and increases with the distance of the object, on
account of the ^eater surface of the smaller sphere,
;

compared with

momentum*

its

The

weight, and consequently with
flmaller shell has, in &ct, less

Piobat, TiaUed'ArUUerie^ torn. ii. p. 270. Ward, p. 28,
menti, 1816 to 18*^6 ; and Suiie det Brf». d Oamre, 184i.

its

power

McU

experi.
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overcome tlie resistance of the atmosphere, and
therefore does not retiuu iU velocity so long as the

to

larfi^er shell.

But wlien larf^e and small })rojeetilL's are not of equal
density the former bein^ a shell or hollow shot, and
the latter a solid ball tke case is materially altered,
and even reversed.
Lieutenant AVard^ in his excellent treatise, already so
frequently noticed, as well as all other naval authorities, la^s it down as a principle that, at long ranges

—

—

and with guns of different calibres, the probabilities of
hitting a eiven object are as the squares of the diameters of the baUs, supposing all to be of equal density,
and to be fired with proportional charges.* But wlu ii
the densities are so unequal as those of hollow shot, or
shells, and solid shot, whether of the same or of dillVrent diameters, the probability of hitting, in distant
firing, is in favour of the denser projectile; and it
ap|)ear8 from the experiments of 1838, made on.board
the
Excellent," that tliis was found to be the case at
short ranges likewise.^
Thk maxim teaches an important lesson in faTour of idlid shot guns of
Ifti^e calibre, which npitotn not to
been wiUioat profit to the tervioe to
whicli liicut. Ward belongs.
•»
On the 18th of Octol)or, 18S8, on \xmd the "Exwllcnt," 11 rounds of
single shot were fired from a 32-])Ounder, 9 ft. 6 in. lon^, and weighing 66
cwt., against a target set up at the distance of 400 yarns ; the duurge was
K lbs. and tlic elevation lialf a de}:^ee. At every round the tnrtzet was struck ;
hut at the fifth its top was just grazed. The gun was worked hy 13 men,
and the time in which all the 11 rounds were fired was 7 mins. 10 seconds.
On the same day II rounds of single shot (hollow) were fired against the
target, at tlie same distance, from a 68-ponnder <z\m, 9 feet lon'_: and weifzliiiif;
()') cwt.
the cliargc was 10 lbs., and the elovation ^ths of a degree.
At tlic
first, second, and fourth rounds tlic target was struck ; but at all the otlx is
the shot fell short-, except at the eleventh round, when it fell close to the
right staflf and at tlie sixth and Hth rounds the shot was dfjflected to the
i'iie gun was worked by 15 men, and all the eleven rounds were
right liand.
fired in 7 mins. 40 seconds.
On the same day also 11 other nmnds of solid shot hmsnf^ fired horn the
same 32-jx)undcr irun, with an equal charge and elevation, there were tlirtc
hits, one of wliich was in the bull's eyo, and time other shot touche<l the

hm

;

;

target: while 11 hollow shot being fired from an d-inch gun, weighing 08
owt.» with a charge of 10 lbs. and an elevation equal to half a de^ee^ tiro
only hit.
Kxixrimcnt, 17th of OctM>or, 1838. 15 rounds of hollow shot K iiij: firrd
from an 8-inch gun, of OG cwt., charge 12 li s., elevation J', at 4U) yards, and

—
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at great pains to examine very
problem of the })rohal)ility of
hitting small objects of ecpial and diffi'rent surfaces,
under all varieties of circumstance
and he would
refer the reader to the subjects of probabilities and
deviations which are stated at Articles 130, 137, and
143. Also to Articles 158, 169, IGO, 241, and 242, for
the results relating to ranges aud penetration which
have been obtained from experiments made on board
the ^'Excellent.'*
Reference ma^ also be made to
Articles 242 and 243 for the relative accuracy of solid
and hollow shot, and of solid shot and shells.
263. Although, as has already been sliown (Art.
256), the dcstiuctive effects of an exj>]<)ding sbrll are
the greatest when it is enilx'dded iji a material whose
fragments may be torn and scattered in every direction,
and consecpiently that the maximum effect which a shell
is aipable of producing on and in a ship is when the
shell lodges in some part of her mass and then explodes
yet so ^reat arc the difficulties of obtaining such a
result in practice, that it Las become a higldy important
object to endeavour to obtain some safe method of
causing shells to explode, whilst moving with sreat
horizontal velodtv, on striking a ship ; and the effects
of horizontal shell-firing we are now to explain.
The actions of shells which explode on striking some
solid part of a ship, though extremely formidable both
to tlie vessel and to her crew, are far less so to the ship
tliau those of an embedded shell ; aud the two ca^s are
Ijeeii

closely the important

;

the same uumber of rounds of solid shot fired from a 32-pounder kud, of 56
cwt., charge 10 lbs. 11 oz., elevation l\ the last five rounds doubte'shottcd,
samp distance, the 32-poancler gun made the best practice.
With rt'Sjtect to the accumcy and penetrating power of siilid wliot fire<l from
32-i>oundcr i^iins at 12(.K) yards, the following results wen- obtained from the
Exi)crimcnts on the 17tb of October, 1838. Six rounds of solid shot being
fired rrom a 82-poander gun, 50 cwt., charge 8 Ibe., elevation 2|", there were
tlu- jK-netrafive direct hits; and one shot ricocheted and struck t\u' Inilk
tions wore 22, 25, 3<'., and 48 inches.
The two first ]x'ii('trjited directly or
diagonally into ficrlectly sound wood ; the last diagonally into solid hut unoand wood*
-If! cwt., clmrp:e (» U s.,
Five solid shot Kmc;; fired from a 32-pounder
elevation 21**, all struck the object directly.
Penetration 3^ inches diagonally,
solid
timbers.
aud
into
thruugli sound plank

—

;
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essentially

different,

since,

if

the

Paet

percussive

111.

agent,

whatever it be, pi'i t'onn its peculiar office, the shell to
which it is attached cannot lodge in the wood. AVhen
a shell explodes in passing through a ship's side, tlie
effect resembles that which accompanies the explosiou
of a spherical case-shot after being projected m>m a
gujk : the splinters, usually fifteen or sixteen in number,
are carried. forward into or across the ship in diverging
paths, whose directions are compounded of that of the
original projectile force and of those which the splinters
would take from the action of the bursting charge
The cone of dispersion formed by the splinters
alone.

21) has frequently been observed by the author
in a line perpendicular to the axis of the
cone, or in the direction of the target. The paths of
the splinters, being thus in the directions of the resultants of the two forces just mentioned, have not a great
and therefore the risk of casualties,
lateral divergency
at some distance from the original dii*ection of the shell,
is small compared with that which attends the explosiou
of an embedded shell. Whilst it is admitted that the
force and effects of the explosion of an end redded shell
on a ship are in general more destructive than thase of
a shell which bursts in passmg rapidly through the
side, it is equally true that the latter are more destructive than the former upon the gun crews of the adjoin^
ing, and still more upon the opposite, guns, when both
lotteries are manned, and upon all the people on the
(fig.

when standing

;
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fighting decks within the limits of the oone of dispersion.

The 32^imder gun most frequently nsed in the
ezperimenis referred to in the note, Art. 262, in the
comparison with other ordnance, was the 56-cwt. ^n,
the windage of which (see Tables YI. and XvII.,
Appendix D., and Art. 198, Note) is excessive, being
.233 inch, whereas that of the gun against which its
range and precision were tried is only .125 (Table
XVII., Appendix D.). This old pattern gun is the
only specimen of naval ordnance of former times
remaining in use. Tt is no doubt a powerful gun, from
its length and service-charge, but it is defective in precision on account of its excessive windage : it is therefore very much to be desired that the new 32-pounder
of 58 cwt., length 9 feet 6 inches, charges 10, 8, and
6 lbs., windage .2, proposed by Colonel Dundas, should
be sanctioned ai^d forthwith provided, at least for trial.
It may then be determined what more can be done
towaroB the improvement of that vahiable class of gun,
and particularly whether the windage might not be
reduced to .175. The 32-pounders of 45 and 42 cwt.
(Monk's guns, B. and C.) liave only .173 windage, and
and
all the gims bored up from 24-pounders only .123
there can be no reason why the new 32-pounder of
68 cwt. should have more. The pernicious and discreditable anomaly which still exists with respect to the
windage of 32-pounders (Art. 198, Note) will then in
a great measure disappear.
264. From all the preceding statements of the relative practice with shell-guns and the new ordnance
for projecting heavy solid shot, it appears that, for
power of range (see Arts. 240, 241, 243), for pene;

trating force (Arts. 158, 242), and particularly for ac*
curacy. of practice (Art. 262, with the Note), the solid
shots fired from the long and powerful guns recently
constructed are more efficient tlian hollow shots from
shell-guns. ii|By many experiments (see Arts. 243, 244)
it is found that the deviations of hollow shot from the

point of aim are greater than those of solid shot.

The
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inferiority of shell-guns would, however, he amply compensated by their great capacity for throwing projectiles

of superior magnitude, either hollow shot or shells, if,
as was generally the case during the last war, a slnp
could always attain a position for action witliin 1500
yards (Art. 244) without previously sulVering serious
daniaj^e vet one disadvantaw to wliieli a sliin carrvinti*
sliell-guns would still l)e siibjeet is tliat, being eharnbered,
those guns are not so iavouiable as others for quick
loading (Art. 218).
Shell-guns and shell-firing are, as yet, untried in
actual eond)at, in broadside batteries; but there can l>e
no doubt that, in a future war, a ship armed chiefly
with shell-guns, and tiot carrying with them a due proportion of solid shot guns, by which it may be adapted
for action at great distances and at close quarters, will
have to endure the serious ordeal of much distant firing,
in which the superior accuracy of solid sliot, in their
flight, will _!L;'ive to the opj^osing ship, if more abundantly
j)rovided with such projectiles, and if its crew have
ecjual skill in gunnery," a decided advantage over the
other (Art. 241J).
It appears therefore, to the author, to be a great mistake to suppose that the propulsive power of steam, and
the effects anticipated from shell-g^uns, will cause actions
at sea to take place at close quarters only, and to be
decided in a few minutes. Steam gives the means of
avoiding, as well as of closing to action, and when that
giant power shall have been applied to line-of-battle
ships, as well as to other vessels of war, as a locomotive
battle jx)wer, naval evolutions will be capable of being
executed with the utmost ])recision and hence the principles of naval warfare with steam as well as wind will
re(piire to he well studied and ju-actised by naval oflicers,
in order that they may qualify themselves for the various
:

;

* " L*artillerie mt une aoieDOft tres coTnpli(}ii(<o.
L'officier de marine qui
possMe cette sciencp est Ic maitre de celiii qui I'ignore : ojj^ unc nssertion
qui deviendra pour voiis une v6ritd ^vidente, en j)roix)rtiou ncs connftissances
rtfoUes quo voiia ac<iu^riez dans la science du rartillerie."
General Du Bourg,
L' Organisation de la Marinf, p. 358. Pturis, 1849.

—
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new power in alliance with the
destructive effects of shell-firing
at short distances, and the extension that has been given
to the projectile powers of artillery for very distant
firini;-, far from tending to render close action uiiavoidable or preferable, and naval battles of very short duration, will, it may rather he presumed, cause actions at
sea in geuer:d to be commenced at great distances, and
be conducted with the utmost cii'cumspection, tactical
operations to which the

sail will

skill,

give

and

rise.

The

practical science.

2G5. The final struggle at dose quarters will, no
doubt^ be preceded by ettorts even more strenuous than
those employed on former occasions to cripple the enemy
at a considerable distance, whilst endeavouring to close,
as in the actions between the ^ Macedonian * and the
**
United States" (see Part V.). No longer will a ship
be permitted, with impunity, to run down, end-on,
against her opponent nor, without serious damage, will
divisions of fleets in line a-head, as at Trafalgar, be permitted to advaTice, almost unscathed, against the broadside batteries of heavily armed ships waiting to receive,
and, with improved gunnery, well prepared to meet that
mode of attack. Of this we find distinct warning in all
the commentaries that have been written on the naval
actions of the late war.
(See * De la Gravi6re,' vol. ii.,
pp. 185, 188.) Seeing the progress which is now being
made by foreign nations in in^oducing into their ships
new and more powerful guns, with uie doubts which
begin to be entertained of the superiorily of canonsobusiers and the incendiary system (* De la Gravi^re/
vol. i. pp. 98, 90, and other writers; see also Arts. 249,
2r)3), we cannot fail to be convinced that distant firing
will be the ruling practice on which success will prinI'his will ro(]uire a corcipally depend in future war.
responding armament of long and ])Owerful guns in our
ships of war, and particularly in steam-vessels. At present the heaviest solid- shot gun in line-of-battle ships of
the British navy is the 32-pounder while shell-guns are
preferred for the bow and stern armament of steamers.
It is important to remark h^re that the weight of the
;

•

1
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French SO-pounder shot is ahout 32^ lbs, English, and
that the French 36-pounder shot weighs nearly 39 lbs.
English.' The new French 60-pounder (weight of shot
66 The. Enelish), tried at Gayre in I8489 &o«]gh not
yet adoptea as a naval gun, is nearly eqiial to our 68under, which the author has no doubt will hereafter

K applied

to the naval service.

With

respect to the United States, the naval
are slow to imitate, and
cautious not to conmiit thein.s<.'lves l)y any extensive
adoption of shell-guns; they liave accordingly incurrcni
very little ex|)ense in providing new guns of that description for the broadside batteries of their sliips of the
line and frigates ; and the naval oiEoers of the United

266.

authorities of that country

States, in general, do not appear to view with much
fikvour the appropriation of snell-guns for the bow and

stem armament of steamers. The Bureau of Ordnance
know too well what they owe to long and powerful
gpins when these were opposed to carronades and short
guns in the actions on t£e lakes of Canada (Art. 147),
as well as on the ocean (see Part V.), to be induced,
w^ithout mature consideration, to provide shell-gims for
service, more paHicularly for steam warfare,

geneml

whicli they think requires guns possessing, in the
highest attainable degree, power of range, accuracy in
distant firing, and penetrating force. The United States'
shell-gun, called the Paixhans' gun, of 63 cwt., is only
the old 42-pounder of 70 cwt., bored up to the calibre

of a 64-pounder to fire hollow shots of 43 lbs., wliicb,
filled with sand, are increased to 46 lbs.
These
shell-guns are incapable of firing solid shot : four only
of them are placed on each deck of line^f4)attle sbips,
and two on the main decks of frigates.^ They have
been found greatly wanting, both in range and accuracy,
two points most essential to a steamer s battery (Ward,

when

•

*•

A

Aide MSmoire NavaU*' p. 664.
oew 50-pounder gnn, wbidi, by ft
of the 27th July, 1849, was to have entered largely into the armaof the Freuch navy, haa since been withdrawn from the Wttejic^

refjtilation

ment
ships.

^ Present armament of the ships And Tenels of the United
Bvreau of ArtUlery, May 20» 1S45.

Stfttea*

KaTf.
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and ftooordingly we learn that new ordnance is
;
every reason to believe
Deinj? prepared, which there
will be pins for solid shot, combining" accuracy with
extent of ranjo^ so as tu enable a steamer to reach a
line-of-battle ship with effect, at p^reat distance.
In the work jm^t quoted we find the following important and very ^ijx^ question propounded
Might
not the weight of metal required to make a shell-gun

p. 32)

w

:

be much more
fortified,
c:iin)re ?

—

employed

if cast into a doublygun, even though of less
Such a gun would oe Dbu: more accurate and

usefully

long and

efficient

; and at close quarters, when
donble-sbotted, would do powerful execution.
Since
die pibiicatifm of the tibird edition of this work a 64pomider unchambered gun, fulfilling in all respects
these conditions and exjiectations, has been introduced
iuio the naval service of the United States, as mentioned in Art. 201.
There has lately l>eon tried in the United States a
new ^helI-^ln, called a Columbiad its calibre 12 inclies,
and weight of shell 172 lbs. With a charge of 20 lbs.,
aiKl an elevation of 10*, it gave a range of 2770 yards
and, with its maximum elevation and charge, produced
m fmnge of 5761 vards, or about 3 J miles. (United
Stain Ordnance Manual, 1850, p. 364.) But the weight
of this gun, 25,000 lbs., was found to render it inappBcabie to sea service, though the results of the experiare said to have been highly satisfiictory.
New 32 and 64-pounder long guns, of various weights
aTid dimensions, are now under trial in the United
r^Uitt-s, for the naval service, aud the best of these will

efficient in distant firing

;

mmts

dfmbt Ik* a<lof)ted.
2G7. Hevertinfi: to foreign navies, it is important to
f-tate thut the Russian navy during the war with Turkey
in 1*>21* eonsistei] of five divisions, each comprehending
nine line-of-battle ships, six frigates, eight corvettes and
This force has since 1:>een
brigs, with eight steamers.
augmented, in each division, to twelve line-of-battle ships
whk a correspcmding number of frigates and smaller
Tcasds. The total establishment of the Russian fleet now
consists of «xty ships of the line, armed with from 70 to
Iiu
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120 gaiis; thirty-seyen frigates of from 40 to 60 guns
seventy corvettes and brigs; forty steamers, and two
hundred gun-boats. The system of manning is by estiiblishraent^ of Equipages de Ligtie, as in France (Art. 35,
Note).
Of this vast naval force tln-ee-fiftlis are stationed
In the
in the Baltic, and two-fifths in tlie Black Sea.
former there were, in March, 1854, thirty-two wiil of the
line, armed and readv for sea, in the arsenal or harhour
at Croustadt, with the full proportion of frigates and
smaller vessels ; and in the Black Sea, at Sevastopol,
thirteen sail of the line, ready for sea, with a large proportion of steam sliips and small vessels.
The Russian three-decked sln'ps carry a mixed armament of canons-obusiers, French pattern, and heavy solid
shot gune^ on the lower deck, 36-pounder long ^uns on
the middle deck, 36-pounder8 No. 2 on the mam deck,
and 36-pounder8 No. 3 on the quarter deck and forecastle.
Two-decked sliips have the same natures of guns
on their lower, main, and upper decks, as the three-decked
ships have on their lower, middle, and u])per decks.
The armament of the "Pallas" frigate, of IGOO tons
measurement, which was pierced for 54 guns, hut C4irried during the peace 50 guns, may be taken as a correct specimen of the general armament of the RuRsian
The " Pallas " is provided with 30 guns on the
frigates.
main deck; viz. twenty-six 24-pounder8 (9 feet lon^),
weighing 50 cwt., and four 8-inch shell-guns (65 cwt.),
British pattern; she carries on the forecastle two
24-pounders similar to those on the main deck, and
six 24-pounders (6^ feet long) of 30 cwt.
On the
quarter deck she lias twelve 24-pounders of 30 cwt.
The Russians have no |)ercussi()n shells, nor have they
adopted the French Billette shell (Art. 299, and Note).
They prefer time fuzes, and use the metal screw luxe.
It was with tliese that thev set fire to, and burued the
Turkish si^uadiou iu Sinope Bay (Art. 302).

• Judging fVom the fact stated in note, p. 900, oommnnicated to the fratlior
hy Vicc-Adniiml Pcnna Duiulaf, conceniing the nature of tlie shot picked up

at Sino|)<>, these pins must Invvc ]mm 42-]xmnder8 (equivalent to gtius firing
sliot of 3S ll»3. weight, I'ngli.^h).
Such guna are known to be in use iu the
Husaian Nnvy.
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The Bufisian 36-poimder is superior to our
and
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32-potinder,

shot is equal in weight to 22 lbs.
English.
new 60-j)ounder (the weight of its shot
nearly equal to 55 lbs. English) is being prepared for
the Dutch navy
this is an excellent gun, wei cubing
4624 kilog. (equal to 91 cwt.) its preponderance of
l)ret'c]i
and tlie length, from the base ring to flie
muzzle, 3638 milliin. (equal to 12 feet nearly).
The
Danish gun-boats are armed with long and powerful
60-pounaer guns (the weight of the shot equal to about
G74 lbs. English). The weight of a Danish 36-pounder
shot is 39 lbs.
oz., and of a 30-pounder shot| 33f lbs.
English.*
These fiK^ts, and others which will be stated hereafter,
are distinct indications that in the foreign naval services
professional opinion is undergoing a considerable reaction with respect to the value of shell-guns and shellfiring.
They also demonstrate the prevalence of an
oj>inion that distant firing with powerful solid sliot guns
will >e tlie most effectual means of avoiding or counteracting the destructive effects which hollow shot and
shells would unavoidably produce if the ship which
uses them were by any chance to gain the requisite
proximity.
It will not indeed be always in the power of the
commander of a ship, however desirous be may be of
avoiding close aetioni to be able to aooomplish that purpose ; for in thick weather, or in a dark night, vessels
may unexpectedly fell in with and be very near before
they discern each other. These contingencies may happen, and a close action may be thus suddenly brought
on ; but it may be presumed that the occurrence of suoh
their

lbs.

A

:

;

i'j,

Hi

l

*

To

oooTert tiM weights of foreign ordnance and shot^ in pounds, inlo
tabk may be naed

Engliflh poandi, tbe fdUowing

iDttDish

Dutch

pounds
ditto

A of that number.
^

Spanish ditto

^

Snbtract rronH Swedish ditto
Uie number ofi KoBsian dHto

ditto.

T«,

French ditto

ditto,
ditto.

ditto.

j
Jameeli

dittOb
<

Navd mtory,' vol.

I.

p. 42.

S
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9iirpri86B will be as rare as they have been in former
wars between ships armed in the usual way. Either
the ships may come together by aoddent, and then the

surjmse will be mutual; or one 8f the two, previously
position of the other, may titke advantago
of the obscurity to approach her unseen but this implies a difl'erence in tlie degrees of vigilance on board
the two ships which is scarcely within the limits of proShould the surprise be mutual, the disadvanbability*
tage mil certainly be on the side of the ship which is
not armed with shell-guns if both are so armed, and
of equal strength, it is eyident that they may then

knowing the

;

;

engage on equd terms.
268. The lO^inch shell-run is no doubt a formidabie
piece of ordnance ; its shell in exploding is a powerful
mine but it is inferior in i*ange to the hea^'y guns
now in use in the Britisli navy, excepting the lower
The weight of the 10-inch
classes of 32-pounders.
shell-g^n, when first introduced, was 84 cu t. (see Table
;

XVII., App. D) ; but this was increased to 8G cwt., by
surrounding the breech and charging cylinder with an
additional 4 cwt. of metal, and takmg away about 2 cwt.
from the forepart, by which means it has mom preponderance/' and is made to approximate nearer to the
new principle stated in Art. 208. The small proportion
of wmdage given to the 10-inch shell-guns (.16 of an
inch
the same as a common howitzer
the 68-pouiider
gun hjiving .2 of an inch) is also an improvement.
US-pounder fi;un (Art. 210) may be used for firing"

—

—

A

8-inch shells as well as (>8 lb. snot.
For shell-tiriug,
indeed, it is not superior to the 10 or 8-inch giinS|
because shells will not bear higher charges tlum those
established for shell-^uns ; but a 10-inch gun for firing
hollow shot is inferior in range to a 68-pounder gun
with solid shot. The difference of weight between
these two pieces of ordnance is only 9 cwt., hat the
superiority of the latter in power ot range, accuracy,
and penetrating force, is of TasI moment in steam
warfare.
This suoeriority of G8-pounder unchaml>ered guns, to
the 10-incn chambered Bliell-giinSy for the pivot guns of
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steamers and sailing^ips, so strongly asserted by the
author in the tliird edition of tliis work, is confirmed by
the introduction of the new G4-ponnder gun, uncliarabered (Art. 201), which has been adopted in the naval
service of the United States, to be exclusively the j)ivotgun for steamers, and indeed for all classes of vessels
in which guns so mounted are employed. The reasons
assigned for this substitution are precisely those which
have been expressed by the author in the preceding
passage ; to which we may add that the uncnambered
gaa can fire shells as well as solid shot, whereas the
chambered guns cannot fire solid shot at all, nor even
shells so far, so accurately, nor with so much penetrating power as the nnchambered gun can project
It may be added that the principle upon
solid shot.
which is founded the new field artillery proposed by
the Emperor Louis Napoleon, and lately ado|)ted uni-

French service, is tliat an unchambered
12-pounder gun will do the work of a howitzer as well
as its own, and will thus render the last nature of arm
nnnecessa^. See Appendix B.
Comparing a 10-inch shell-gun of 84 cwt., charge
12 lbs., and a hollow shot of 84 lbs., with a G8-pounder
gnn of 95 cwt., charge 16 lbs. and solid shot, in respect
of their range, we see that at an elevation of P the
£fibrence of range is 142 yards, at 2^ it is about 190
yards, in both cases in favour of the latter ; at 3^ the
68-pounder gun ranges about as far as the 10-inch gun
does at 4°; the range of the former at 4° is greater
and at higher elevations
tlian that of the other at 5°
the differences in favour of the 68-pounder increase
At 15° the range of the 10-inch gun is
considerably.
3050 yards, and that of the G8-pounder gun 3G73 ynrds
(Tables V., VI., Appendix D). If we compare the
trajectories of a hollow shot from a 10-inch gun, and of
a solid shot from a 68-pounder, the elevation of the
former gun being 5** and that of the latter 4* ; also the
ranges of the 10-inch shot and the 68-pounder shot
being, by the experiments, 1670 yards and 1737 yards
respectively, the angle of descent for the solid snot is
much less than for the hollow shot ; or the former, near
versally in the

^
"

;

8 2
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the end of its flight, approaches much nearer than the
other to a horizontal direction ; and the chance of hitting a small object near the extremity of the range of a
shot is manifestly greater in proportion as the trajectory* approaches,
that part, nearer to a horizontal
direction
that is, as the angle of descent is less.
It
slioiild be added, tliat hollow shot, being greater than
solid shot of equal weight, are more liable than the
latter to snft'er lateral deflection from the action of wind
and other causes. (Arts. 141, 239, 243.)

m

;

* The practice of representing the trnjectorios of sliot may ho very ndvantagcously cm|iloyi'(l to exinltit the coini>arative curves in which pruj«'ctile8
move ; and, from tliencc, the circumstUnces which determine the relative
efficiency of shot and shells, of cliflereat diameters and weio;hts, when projected from onlnance of equal or different dimensions and wei.:ht8, at various
I he autlior haij laid down,
elevations, and with various charges of jowder.
by means of the first equation for y, Art. 80 (the second, or tliird equatioa
for sfi on pege 57, is more simple but rather leas accurate), the trajectories,
amons others, of a solid shot from a nS-poundcr ^n, and a liollow shot from
a 10-inch gun, the mngcs 1737 and 1G70 yards, at the rcsj^cctive elevations
of 4** and 6°, having been taken from tlie results of exi>erinient ; the iucouyenient mi^itude of the scale baa, however, deterred him from haviog them
Tn onlcr to ohviate any misapprehension which mav
eii;;raved for this work.
arise on the part of tlie practical reador, with resj^ect to tin- concctness of sn<m
tracings, from an opinion that, because they are made by means of a theoretical fomrala, they may difler materially inm the figures of the paths in
nature-— the author thinks it riiiht to observe that such difference cannot
The ranges having bci-u friven by exi eriniejit, the initial velocity, or
exist.
the height due to it, may bo obtained from the formula itself without the
imoertafnty which loay attend the direct computatioD of that element by thm
formula for v., Art. 61, or otherwise. The ordinates of the curve, corresponding to any assumed values of r, may therefore Ih» (U temu'ned with as
much correctueas as simplicity, the value of c, for the jvarticular nature of
In the examples alluded to,
projectile, being determined as in Arts. 69, 60.
the range of the G8«pounder shot is, by experiment, greater than that of the
is
less;
therefore
shell,
elevation
while its
the curves must inters<'ct
10-inch
one another near the end of the range, and the angle of descent of the hollow
shot be necessarily greater than that of the solid diot. On this depend the
limits within which an object may be struck, and it is capable of being
ascertained with all requisite accuracy.
The computation of the ordinates from the formula, and the manner of
tracing the curve, should be taught in all schools of scientific gonnery' ; the
pnctice of doing so is capable, if the work is laid down on a siMie of suffideot
magnitude, of giving very correct notions concerning "the various circumgtances on which the probability of a shot or shell taking good effect^ at a
given distance, depends. This subject is of particular im|x>rtan€e where the
comparative trajectories of solid and hollow shot are rcquirtnl, on account of
the difl'erent degrees of rapidity with wliicli the proj(x;tiles lose their velocities
in (laasiog through the air, and the consequent increase in the iDcliuationa of
the descending branches to the horison, as the projectiles a}iproacib the end of

their flight.
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260. Table
YIT., Appendix D,exhibite the strength
of t he British Warlike Navy at the present time, March

1854/
For these there have been provided 112 10-inch guns.^
So &r as these have been appropriated as bow and stemguns to steamers, the expediency of the measure is very
much doubted, and it seems to be deserving of reconsideration whether or not it might
l)Lttur to replace
them with G8-pouuder guns of 1)5 cwt. in large vessels,
and hv the 88 cwt. 68-ponnder guns for tliose that cannot well carry the heavier ordnance also whether or
not vessels that cannot carry those sliould be armed with
32-pounders of 56 cwt., or of 58 cwt., in preference to
the 8-inch shell-gun.
Vessels, however, which are n liable to carry these guns at bow and stem, cannot be
considered as efficient war steamer8«
;

—

THB STOWAGE OF SHELLS AND THE PRECAUTIONS
NE0BB8ART TO PREVENT ACCIDENTS IN SHBLL-PIRINO.

VII.

270. (iruat alterations have been made in the armathe British Navy since the regulation of July,
1848.
Shell guns have been introduced to a much
greater extent, and the complements of shells for all
rates and classes of H.M. ships and vessels*^ have been

ment of

considerably augmented.
following table :

*

SkUing ShiiM, and

See the statements in the

Navy

Official

.Ships propelled

hj 8arew»,

tn

Libt.

Commbslon.

in

OrdbUHT,

md Mug BoUt.

Rates.

17

Qiuurd, Troop,

Seoond.

TUid.

Foorth.

Fifth.

Ostk

50

24

48

44

84

84

88

8h^ pnpelkd )gr PiMldlM.
Slixips.

Guard. Troop, and Store Ships.

88

8

1

Besides 97 Tenders.

Parliamontrirv Paper, No, 127.
Seo statcmcut, No. 128, in the Appendix to the Second Beport of
Select Committee on Ordnance Expenditare, 1849.
*

«

tjie
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To provide space for the stowa^ of these increased
complements of shells, great alterations have necessarily
been made in the internal fittings of all ships and vessels.
271. In line-of-battle ships the sliell-roonis for (i-inch
have been obtained by converting the upper part
of the shot-lockers before the main-masts into rooms for
space about 4 ft. (5 in. deep has thus
their reception.
been tiiken from the shot-lockers, and appropriated to
the stowage of G-inch shells instead of the shot formerly
contained in that space. This arrangement is sufficient
to enable two-decked ships to receive their additional
complement of 200 6-inch shells ; but in three-deckers it
is found necessary to make more room by unfixing,
emptying, and removing as many of the 8-inch shells as
may be necessary one 8-inch shell occupying nearly as
much space as two of the others.
The two 8-inch shell-rooms, in line-of-battle ships, are
abaft the main-mast, one on each side of the passage
under the scuttle. Over the loaded shells there is space
sufficient for a considerable number of empty shells,
whicli may accordiufj^ly be placed in compartments on
Shells fitted witn 3-inch fuzes are placed in
the crown.
one of these shell-rooms, and those fitted with shortrange fuzes in the other. The 4-inch fuzes are considered as spare fuzes/' and kept for distant firing.
shells

A

—

DiMLNsiONS of the

8-Iiich

aocording to Begnbtioo.

SuKix- Rooms ia Siups and Vessels of diffeivnt II&tes,
Mo tiro StwU-Boomt wn, however, oneUy of then lihnnn

sions.

FiniBaUi.

.

SMOod

.

ditto

110
i
I

/
1

TUidditto
FoQrtliditto

.

Fifth ditto •

•

Sixth ditto

.

'

The

•

/
1

92-friin

to

Shells, diatrflnited

Athwart

eqnnlly In

Ships.

120

92*
84
74

70
50

s«

420
600
360
200
200
340
100

ship

only eight : hcDcc the
of the sheU-foomi.

is

In.

9
12

5
3

9

8
0

6
5

1

6

1

3

4

3

7

8

4

8

5
6

1

7

M

Aft.

fL

8
8

100

IXmensioas
Fore and

ft.

5
5

in.

tt.

2
2

6
5

0
10

6

10

1

4
6

0

5
5

0
0

5
3

7

2

4

7

6

In.

7
4
7

3i

—

anned with twonty-four 8-inrh gxma the 84 h;is
the complement of sheik, aud the ca|jadty

dififcreuce iu
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Vmmmom oftlM 6-Iiidi SiiBUb^Rooiii in Simi Rates, CoBTsmi, and Sloopi.
OOH.

Complement of

.

22*

.

18
16

80 (Stowed in
80{ two Shell80 {Rooms.

Athwart*
•Up*.

SMto.

\

j

12

In.

ft.

ia

7

4

0

5

3
6

4
4

9
3
3

4
3
2

6

4

7

7

10

2

1

4

9

2

]

fU

In.

ft.

Sixth Rattt
Corvette
Brig
.
.

IVnoid Aft.

The dimensions of tlie shell-rooms in the
and "Formidable," 84, uio:—

" Loudon/*

92,

" Londoo.**

Height .
Fore and Aft

.
.

Athwui-ehips

• Forraiaable."

ft.

in.

ft.

In.

6
2

0
11^

10|

9

0

5
2
7

8
10

The two last dimensions being dependent on the size
of the shot-locker, no IiximI (|nantitv cjin be assigned to
them lor other classes of vessels but it appears that
room sufficient will be found in ships of inferior classes,
to stow the additional shells in the present shell-rooms,
and in the spaoes allowed for passages.
;

The DisTAHOSs

betwm the tmd Water>Lioe,

and the toM or crowoi of the
SheU-Boomii in the unaermentioiied Ships

S{>aocs allotted for the 8-Jiicb

eU, are
Clan.

Calcdoidft

London

•

•
•

.

Formidable

•

•

Benhow

•

•

•

•

.

Camberltnd
Vernon .

•

•

Besistanoe

•

•

Pfqne

•

•

70
50

44
86

5

8
0
8

>

•

4
4

•

i

•

i»

•

•

•

•

0
6

4
0
6

1

•
•

3

G

10

m

2
2
2

<

•

12

.

1>

•

7
7
6

1»

•

Esjiicgle

m

•

i

•

•

•

In.

6
8

1

•

•

•

84
74

ft
•

2G
18
16

Alarm*' .
•
l>i(lo, Correite
BitUni ,
•
,

vzo
92

t

•

a
10

The water-tanks intervene between the 8-inch shellroom and the ship's side, and should therefore always bo
kept filled. The chain-cables, shot^lockers, and spare
hawsers, as well as water-tanks, lie between the 6-mch
* Old claHi esnying only two 82-poiiiicler giine» and twenty 82-ponnder
carronades.
^ Be^des the "Alarm," 26, we still have a small class of sixth-rates
(fonneny the 28-gun flrigates), which now cany only two 50 cwt. 32-pounder
gnns, and twenty-two 32-poinKlcrs of 40 cwt., ami wliich therefore take a
conipleir.eut of eighty O-incli siiclls, instead of 8-inch, as in the cases of the
" Alarm,*' *• Vestal," and " Trincomalee " classes.
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shell-rooms and the ship's side in these
the rooms inaccessible to shot.
The shell-rooms in frigates being
to receive their complements of 6-inch
to those of 8-inch, there is no necessity

removing any of the

I'ABT

classes, to

UI

render

sufficiently large

shells in addition

for emptying and

latter.

The

operation of passing shells through the tiers to
the main hatchway, in frigates, requires so many hands,
and is so slow, that it has oeen found necessary to make
a new scuttle, immediately over the present one, to communicate with the main deck, as in Ships of the Line, to
admit of two shells being passed up at the same time.*
Sloops are provided with 6-inch shells only ; and, of
Short
the established number, one-fourth are fitted with
as many are stowed away in the shellRange Fuzes
room as it will hold, and the remainder are placed empty
in the win^ of the bread-room.
The sheU-rooms of smaller briffs are constmcted in
the wings, or spaces on each side of the bnlk-heads of the

magazine.
DisTAXCES between the Load Water- Lines and the tops or crowns of the
Magazines (column 1) in the undermentioued Classes of bbi}>8 and Vess<*ls,
and the difiSmnoe in ibet and inoliM between tlie Jiboiiy Sorvioe and Light
Service Water-Lines (cdiunn 2)^.
t.

I.

OlMI.

Caledonia

•

•

London

.

.

Formidable

•

Benbow

•

.

Cumbeiland

•

A^ernon
Bcsistanoe

Pique

.

•

Alarm

•

•

Pi do, Corvette
Bittern
Espibgle

.

•

120
92
84
74
70
60
44
d6
26
18
16
12

.

«

.

•

.

•

.

•

.

•

.
.

.

•

•

ft

in.

5
6
6
5

6
6

6
4

3
2

.

•

.

•

8
2

.

•

1

.

•

1

n.
.

•

1

.

•

.

•

1
1

in.

G
4

0
6
0

.

•

1

.

•

1

2

10
G

.

•

1

.

•

1

0
0

4

.

•

0

10

4

.

•

1

0

0
0
0

6

0
9
7

.

•

.

•

.

•

3
3

8
6

frij^ate " Psyche " (see * French Armament,* in the fortfi*
Shell Warfare *) a scuttle is opened in the deck between tlie
guns, through whicli the sliolls are handed up, for the service of every piece.
(Sec the new method of banding up cartridges for the supply of tbe gundecks. Sec. v., i'art IV.)
^ Tbe fignree in the last column denote the ^'riae " of the leq^eet^ fhipa
on tbe auppcNBition that they have exhausted two months* water and pvoriaioDa
as raucn, prohahly, as any British man-of-war consumes hefore replenishing
either water or provisions, unless extraordinary circumstances have prevented

•

In the French

coming work on

*

—

tbe leplenidnngnt fipom taking place.
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tlie Load Water-Line to the Crown of the Magazines and ShellBooms of tht oadanMBtioiMd Semr-PtopelM Sana.

-

I

-II

Fitted wlfh Detr*

Ship*

Powder

Name aad

After Xaculne.
ft.

Koyal Albert, 121

.

Agamemnon, 91

•

80

.

4

4
6

.

10
9

6

Crmj,90.

4

•

TribaM, 31

8

8

* BsAm

tibt

Ship

'

in.

Fore Magaitne.
ft.

in.

ft

to.

6
5
5
3
5

3
9
0

5
2

3
3

6

6

4

8

8

5

5

3

1}

WM aduplsd ftr tht rweptioii of » Sevnr Praptlkr,

In the Prince Regent, wliich has hitely been armed
for shell firing,* there is space
sufficient for the stowage of 740 8-inch shells.

and fitted to a ^reat eiiteut

The 6-inch shell-room is before the main-ma.st, having
two doors which open into the main-hold, lined throughout with co[)per, and 9 feet 6 inches wide, 5 feet 3 inches
long, and 6 leet high. The top of the space for loaded
8-inch shells is abont 5 feet below the load water-line, or
2 feet below the orlop-deck.
272. To avoid as much as possible the inconveiiieiico
and danger of filling and fuzing shells on board of ship
they are in general sent on board in boxes, each contain-

ing one

shell.

-

space required for stowage is computed from
the dimensions of the boxes (Fig. 22), which are as
follow :

The

fflor

Length

Width
Depth

the lO-iocb SbeUl.

...
...
.

.

The hoik of 100
M
n

Incbea.

12
12

aa-Ptnmden.

8-lndi Sheila.

ladMS.

Indiea.

10

8.2
8.2
8.8

10
11

12i
10-inch Shells in boxes is about 87 cubic ftet
8-inch Shells
64
„
.

32-lb.

Shells

38

n

Thirty-two 8- inch guns of 65 cwt. on^the lower deck thirty-four lone
32-pounder8 of 56 cwt. on the main deck ; and twenty-six 32-pouQder8 of 42
ewt. on the quarter dodc and foraeutle. The lower deok of the ''Qneni**
was, in 1849, armed with 8-inch shell guns, dii;[)1acin^ the 32-pomidMni of
56 or 58 cwt. Parliamentary Paper, No. 128, 1849. The whole of the lower
deck of the *' Kuyal Albert " i« armed with 8-iQch shell guns of U5 cwt.
;

—
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Fig.».

Fig. 28.

An

But such is the difficulty of finding stowage for the
large equipment of shells in boxes ol the above dimensions that it is proposed to substitute for .the boxes a
in Fiff. 23.
wooden fuze cover, as represented at
For the purpose of carrying or suspending the shell, the
is attaclied hy a rope to the wooden bottom
cover
CD and between these plates the shell is confined, but
so that it may be easily detached from tliem a\ lien it is
Tlie height for stowage
to be introduced in the gun.
would be thus reduced from 8.8 inches, wliich is that of
the box, to 7.6 inclies and the breadth from 8.2 inches
The French, experiencing the like want
to 6.25 inches.
of room, propose to suppress tne box* and to trice the
shells to the beams.
273. Wood fuzes having been found perishable, or to
deteriorate by damp or heat in the vicissitudes of naval
service, and more liable to be accidentally ignited than
metal fuzes,^ all sea-service shells, before they are shipped.

AB

AH

;

;

Sec Frcncli system of Stowage, Sect. V. Part IV.
The followiui; awful catastrophe occurred on board H. M. S. the
** ThcseuH " in 1799, from the explosion of Frencb shells, fitted, as shells are
in that service, with wooden fuses :
Captain Miller, when in command of the "Thcsons," havin]^ a jrreat
desire to try the use' of shells fired from ships ; and having obtained seventy 3G-i)ouuder and 24-pounder shells from a French store-ship which
hiid Men captured, directed the gnnner of the tbip to stow them in a secure
place and some time afterwards, to examine and sec that the shells were fit
For this purpose the shells were brought up and placed on the
for use.
•

;

quart<>r deck.

Whilst
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FUZES.

with metal screw fiizes, whose lengths aie
and
inch (see Figs. 24, 25, 26,
p. 271), and these are protected by metalUc caps.
Exclusiye of the advantage of these metallic nizes, on
the ground of safety and that they suffer no deterioration
from long custody on hoard of ship, shells fitted with
them burst with greater violence than those wliicli have
wooden fuzes. The diameter of the fuze hole for the
former being only .9 inch, whilst for the other it is 1.2
inch, the larger tap permits tlie escape of the charge in
some degree and thus, either tlie shell is not broken or
it bursts with comparatively little effect.
An 8-inch
shell with a wooden fiize requires a charge of 22 oz. of
powder to burst it, but a shell with a metal fuze bursts
with n charge of 16 oz. a G-inch shell with a wooden
fuze requires 14 oz. of bursting powder, whilst a metal
fuze shell of the same nature requires only 5 oz.
shell with a metal fuze is therefore a much more powerful mine when it explodes on being fired into an enemy's
ship than a wood-fuzed shell of the tame nature.
On all
these accountvS, therefore, wood fuzes have been abolished
in the naval service.
274. To avoid danger in supplying gims with shells,
the latter should be brought up in their boxes, the fasten^
are

4

fitted

H

inches, 3 inches,

;

;

A

WliiUt the gunner and his mate were so employed, the fuze of one of the
fire, the sheU exploded, and set off all the rest in qnick suooeamon 1
ship wafl instantly in names, in the main ri(;^ng and mizen top, in tlio
the whole of tlio
cock-j»it, in the tiers, in several places about tlic main deck
poop anrl after part of the qiiart<'r-deck were blown to pieces, all the booms
beams
and
eight
main-deck
broken.
destroyed,
Captain Miller, the gunner
and his mate, and 32 men were killed ; 42 men were wonndod ; 9 men jum|)ed
overboard and were dro^\ ned. The ship was reduced to a fif iTcct wreck, and
nothing but the great exertions of the surviving ofiicers and crew saved her
from total destruction.
Shells fitted with metallic fuzes are not liable to snch a deflagration as this
Kmii sur V Artillrrie de nos Kaiu'res de Qucrrr^''
yet it ai'i)ears (Chirpcntier,
p. 167) that the French, notwithstanding the fragility of wooden fuzes, their
liability to break in the gun, the perishable nature of wood, the chemical
action of the composition, and the difficulty of preserving them from humidity
on board a ship, prefer wood to metallic fuzes; tluir ari^ument iK'iiig tliat
thesw are conductors of beat, which wood is not, and are raiseil to such a temperature by the iutlammation of the charge, and the ignition of tlie priming and
contents of the fnze, as to set fire to the powder with which the ftue is in conshells took

The

;

;

*

tact, hefore the shell sTrives at its destinati<yn.
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ings of which should not even be loosened till the sliell
required to be put into tlie gun, and the cap of the
fuze sliould not l)e taken off or unscrewed until the shell
is actually introduced into the gun ; the cap is then
removed, and the shell is pushed home, the rammer head
having a cavity in it to receive the head of the fuze,
and thus protect the .priming from contact with the

is

rammer.

The

precaution of not unscrewing the cap of the fuze
the shell is in the gun is of the utmost consequence.
terrific accident occurred in the shell-room, or on
deck, on board H.M.S. the " Medea," by tlie ignition of a
fuze in unscrewing the cap (Arts. 255, 261), and the
like accident occurred on one other occasion.* The screws

till

A

have

since, as a preventive, l^een fitted on the outside
of the fuze (see Fig. 27), and this method has been found
to succeed.
275. As it may not be practical)] e to bring up shells
from the shell-room rapidly enough for quick broadside
firing after an action shall have conmienced, two or
three shells per gun, enclosed in Uieir boxes. Fig. 21, or
fitted with raze-covers, Fig. 22, are, before going into
action, placed on shelves l)ehind, or triced to the beams
of the nghting decks amid-ships the reason given for
this arrangement is that shells so placed are less exposed
to the danger of being struck by the enemy^s shoty than
in any other position on the deck.^
;

While the crew of the "Hogue" were being exercised at Pljinouth, one
HMD, ill taking the cap from off the fuse of an S-incli ahell, turned the
the wrong way, by wliich the fuze itself became unscrewed the 00Uifr>
qucnce was that, when the shell was fired, it split the g\m (one of 50 cwt.)
near the muzzle in three places. Such an accident having occurred in a mere
eiperiment, and with trained seamen gonnefs, wliat dangen mar not he
apprehended in a naval action, and, throQd^ onr inaolBoienGy of akuftd bomof

tlie

oraw

;

bardiers, with men impj-rfectly trained ?
^ By a recent general order, issued to the fleet in tlie l^ltic, the number of
abells to be placed on the fishting decka of ships going into aetioo !• fncraMed
ftom four to five; the whole to be ranged on the opposite side to that
engaged ; and cases of reserve ammunition litm<:» up amid-ships ready at
r of loaded shells and cartridge cases
This itirrense in the
quarters.

mnuU

the clmiices of shells being stmck and exploded,
and ik ammnnition being ignited. Nor does this arrangement appear to bs
preferable to that of stowing sheila amid*sbips on shelves behind the beams;
will multiply, in

jiroi portion,
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276. Quick broadside shell-firing will not in general
till the distance is within that which admits
of the short range fuze being used, viz. 600 yards, for
if the firing commence at great distances, it would he
necessary to begin with the 3-inch fuze, and then change
to the short-range fuze ; or, if the distance be much
greater, to commence with the 4-inch fuze, then change to
uie S-inch fuze, and ultimately to the ahort-range fiize

commence

Um nds

muMnenneni

of the battle ma^ suddenly
on lx}th aides at the
either case, will iifocssitate the immetliate removal of
originally
cugu^ed.
It may therefore be inferred
the shells from the side not
that the action thus to be prepared for, is such that one side only will be
leqnired for action ; and this can only be in the attack of fortresses or other
•tatiomur^ objcctfl, when cnch of the attacking ships shall have taken a fixed
which to bring the guns of a single broadside to bear on the object
position
of attack ; but, in so far as the attack may be against walls of slone, shelh), as
hit Imo tlmdy obierf«d» had lietter lemain in tho dwU-voom.
Ibr

noi engaged tt

nqidra to be manned
same time; wliich, in

for

tlis

actkm on that

side alone, ur

m
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hut any change made in the class of fuze in action is
highly inexpedient, and should be avoided, if possible.
If, however, ships are fumidied with so large a supply
of diells as not to be obliged to reserve them for close
action, shell-firing may commence with 8-inch gnns as
soon as the ship gets within the distiince corresponding
to the time of the 8-inch fuze, viz. at 1,800 or 1,900 yards.
In sncli cases, olhcers must bear in mind tliat the necessity of a change in shell-firing, from one class of fuze
to another, is as great as that of the change from one
charge of powder to another, and may be made with
equal facility.
277. From the difficulty and inconvenience there
would be, in action, in reducing the lengths of fuzes or
the times of their burning, in order to suit the distances
at which shell-firing may be carried on as vessels approach
each other, time-fuzes have been divided into three
classes, as stated in Art. 273.
By this very necessary

arrangement

inaptitude of time-fuzes to horizontal
for altliongh, in
changing the class of the fuze, it is theoretically true
that a jump is made from one class to another in respect
to time, without relation to other circumstances, and
that there is obviously a large
for error in taking
any one time-fuze as constant when all other circumstances, as distance, charge, elevation, and actual time of
flight, to all of which the fuze should be nicely adapted,
are variable, yet practically this classification is an
important element in the use of tinie-fuzes. Where the
4-inch fuze of 20 secontLs ceases to be suitahle, the class
of 3-inch fuzes of seven seconds and a half come into
use and when the distance of 000 vards is attained, the
short-range fuze takes place of the other.
Shells fitted
with any one of these different fuzes are calculated to
range the corresponding distance with the lowest charge
before exploding.
At shorter distances shells so fitted
might penetrate both sides without exploding.
In
Table AY., Appendix D., the times of flight have been
made intentionally longer than are strictly necessary, by
J of a second, to obviate any risk of the explosion taking
tlie

shell-firing is in

some degree remedied

;

mamn

;
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place before the ship fired at is struck.
Should the explosion take place prematurely, it is obvious that the
projectile womd be lost both as a shot and a shell. This
quiurter of a second would allow for anj litde error lhat
might exist in the fuze from a defect of length. If the
fuze be too long the error is of less moment, since there
would be at least a tolerable certainty of the shell exploding soon after striking, from the shortness of the column
of composition then remaining nnconsimied.
278. The 4-inch fuzes,
24, are (hiven with fuze
composition, and are intended lor distant filing ; their
full time of bm*ning being twenty seconds.
They may
be cut off, or bored into, or reduced with the slitting saw,
or bored up with the fuze auger as occasion may require
but it must be observed that if the 4-inch fuzes are cut
into with a slitting saw very deeply, the lower part of
the fuze is liable to be broken off by the concussion of the
charge ; the composition may then be disturbed, and,
consequently, premature explosion may take place.
Tlie 3-inch fuzes, fip^. 25, are driven with mealed
powder their time of burning is seven seconds and a
half; they are not to be cut oft', but may be bored into,
or down, from the to}), when to be used for distances
under lUOO yards. The 1} incli, or short-range fuze of
•35 of an inch of fuze composition, fig. 2G, is, with the
priming, intended to bum a short two seconds.
Metal screw fuzes possess this great advantage, that
they do not protrude so much as common fuzes above
the surfEtce of the shell, and, being firmly screwed into
it, ihey are not so liable to be broken or knocked out^
either in the gun or on striking and passing through a
;

ship's side.

To

ascertain the comparative capability of shells
fuzes, with metallic caps, to resist
explosion of a contif^ious shell, nine shells so fittc'(l

279.

having metalhc screw
tlie

in a pile, and one of tliose most covered by
Noiu; of llie fuzes of the other
the others exploded.
eight shells were ignited by the explosion, as undoubtedly
would be the case of sheik having common wooden fuzes

were placed

with canvas caps*

T
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From

the above experiment it was concluded, that
with metallic fuzes would be proof in all
cases against the explosioii of a contiguous shell ; but it
appears by subsequent ezperimentSy that this is not an
invariable fact. It is now known that any loaded shell
at rest, when struck hj a solid shot| fired with even a
moderate charge, firom a sea-service gun, will be exploded, if n6t with as much violence as when burst by.
its own fuze, yet with force sufficient to scatter in every
direction, and to considerable distances, any other shells
that may be placed together.
Sixteen shells were ])iled on the top of each otlier, on
Plxcellent," and tired
the mud, about 4.0 yards from the
at with a solid shot from a 32-pounder gun of 56
charge 0 lbs. ; the result was, that the shot, on strikiiig
the meU, broke it, exploded the powder it contained, and
Nine were
scattered the otheor shells in every direction.
driven into the sea, the rest into the mud, and could ncyt
be found. It was thought,^' but this is not certain, that
only the shell that had been struck exploded. This
experiment was repeated with tlie like result.
"It follows," states the Report on this experiment, ^' that
a shot will explode a shell on striking it and although
with less force than in the ordinarv manner, vet snfficiently so to render such an explosion disastrous ; consequently great care should be taken in action to expose
shells as little as possible."
280. To account for the explosion of a shell on being
struck by a shot, it has been surmised, that the shot first
breaks tne shell, and in doing so, elicits a spark which
fires the bursting charge contained in it.
There is reason to doubt this. The powder which the
shell contained, exploded, according to this sup]x>sitiou,
when in a state of dispersion it could not therelore have
stren^-th sufficient to scatter the other shells in every
direction, so far and so forcibly as in the experiments by
which that effect was pix)duced. The only rational
of accounting for this fact is, that the powder contained
in the shell was ignited contemporaneously with, or at
least instantaneously after the breaking of the shell by

sheik

fitted

cw^

;

;

way
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; and this could only be by the powder in the
having been exploded by the percussion. This
will also account for the detonation being less than iisual^
while the force of the explosion was still so great as to
produce the above-mentioned effects.
281. The direct and secondary effects produced by
firing a solid shot into a pile or mass of shells, were first
exhibited in Holland by the following experiments, to
ascertain whether the effects that might be produced in
a ship in action, by a shot striking a rank or pile of
shells, were as destructive and serious as tlie autlior of tlie
Naval Gunnerv had stated in Art. 252 in the third

the blow

shell

edition of this work.
For tliis a pile of 430 shells in their boxes, ranged
three deep, was fired at with solid shot at a coiisideral)le
distance.
At every round that hit, 3 or 4 of the shells
were broken, and their contents exploded, w^ithout the
usual " report," but with sutticient violence to derange

the whole mass, and to set £re to the fuze of a shell
which had not been struck by which O0fni!n<Miip^ the
shell exploded with its full force
282. These results being far more formidable and
alarming, than those obtained firom the previous experi*
ments (Art 279), by which the explosion of a shell on
being struck by a shot was fully proved,* the author
deemed it his duty to communicate to the first Lord of the
Admiralty this confirmation of the apprehensions which
he had long entertained of the extreme danger of stowing ranks and multiplicities of live shells on the fighting
decks of ships in action and he strongly recommended
:

;

that a course of experiments, similar to those made in
Holland in 1852, should be undertaken at Portsmouth, to
try wdiether it is safe and prudent to leave in force, the
regulation wliich presci ibes, that all ships on going into
cloee and the closest action, should have two shells (increased to five by a late regulation, Art. 275, Note) per
gun of every nature and description, placed, ready for
was tbonf^lit at the time that this explosion produced the socondnry
of exploding a shell which had not been struck directly ; but the cxplosion of IIm litter ibaU
oraied by the ignition of ito own ftise.
•

It

efifect

wm
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on their fighting decks. This was accordingly done.
did not attend the experiments, hut the ibi-

The author

lowiug are tlie results as communicated to him by several
naval and military officers his friends, who were present
and for the accuracy of which he can Youch.
mass consisting of sixteen 32-pomider 6-inch sbeUs,
in their boxes (Fig. 22), some fitted with 3-inch, others
with short range metal fuzes (Figs. 25, 2G), were piled
in three tiers, one ahove another, Init only one tier deep
(so that no more than one shell eould l)e striiek hy tlie
same shot) the mass \v;is then fired at with a solid shot
from a 32-pounder gun of 56 cwt., with a charge of 10 lbs.,
The shell struck was
at about 60 or 70 yards distance.
broken to pieces, the powder it contained exploded as
in the preceding expenments, without much detonatioiiy
but with force sufficient to demolish or injure many of
the adjoining boxes, to break the strappings hy which
llie shells were fixed to their wooden bottoms, and to

A

:

scatter the shells in various directions to different dis-

These were the immediate and direct effects.
effects were, that tlie fuzes of two shells
which had not been struck were ignited, thoufrh
capped, by the explosion of the shell which had been
large splinter
hit, and both hurst with full force
passed over tlie ship from which the gun was fired, 60
yards distant from the mud l>ank on which tlie shells
were piled, and fell within the dockyard. Thus the
blow of one shot caused, directly and indirectly, the
explosion of three shells The experiment was repeated
with the same results upon the pile ; the secondary
effect was the explosion of one shell by the ignition of

tances.

The secondary

!

A

!

its fuze.

To

try wdiether 8-iiich shells or hollow shot are as
be broken by the blow of a solid 32-])ounder
shot as the G-inch (32-pounder) shells in the previous
experiment, a number of 8-inch empty hollow shot
(unloaded shells), in boxes, were piled in three tiers,
and fired at with a soHd shot from a 32-pounder gim of
liable to

Two of the hollow
66 cwt. with a charge of 10 lbs.
shot were broken into pieces, some of the splinters were
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driven forward to a distance of 500 yards the remaining hollow shot scattered in every direction, though to
no great distance, but all the boxes were broken or much
;

injured.

Had the empty hollow shots been loaded shells, the
powder contained in those which were struck would
nave exploded with greater force than the 6-inch shells,
in proportion to the cubes of their respectiye diameters,
and the effect upon the other Bhells,in driving them out of
their boxes, scattering them about the deck, and igniting
the fuzes of shells not struck, would evidently have been
far more serious than in the preceding case.
The
object of the experiments being to ascertain the amonnt
of danger produced by solid shot striking shells, the
greater as well as the minor effects should have been
but this not having been done, the experiments
tested
were ini})e) fect witli respect to the former object this
niav, however, be vrcttv accurately deduced from the
results obtained in the case of the ()-inch shells, wliich
show how much more formidable and disastrous the like
trial against the same number of 84nch live shells
would have been.
283. Shells fitted with short^time fuzes frequently act
b^ concussion, from the column of composition being
dislocated on the shell striking the side of a ship ; in
this case the explosion is almost instantaneous, and the
The displacement of the fuze
effect very destructive.
composition in the gun by the shock of the discharge is
prevented with considerable certainty l)y an ingenious
contrivance, adverted to in Art. 257, note, which gives
to the short-range fuze a high degree of value in hori;

:

zont^il shell-firing.

284. To obtain the advantages specially, which the
short-timed fuze gives incidentally, the production of a
good and elhcient percussion fuze, which should fulfil
all the conditions stated in Art. 261, would, it was considered, be a most important discovery for horizontal
shell-firing.
For the attainment of this end, efforts
displaying greeU ingenuity have lonff been making with
every prospect of success by an abk and aooom^ished

278
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officer, Captain Moorsora, of tlie Royal Navy, in his
percussion fuze, which being intended to explode on
striking a sufficiently resisting body, may be used at
any distance, aii<l the fuze having no other cap or cover
than a kitt plaster, whick need not be removed when
the shell is put into the gun, the loading is performed as
simply as with a shot, care being taken, however, to
enter the shell with the fuze outwards, lest the explosion of the charge should damage it; and that the
rammer henA should be made sliglitlj concave with a
hole in the centre, to receive the head of the fuze (for
it does protrude a little, at some sacrifice of accuracy in
the flight of the shell), to protect the fuze. from injury
in ramming home.
285. It was generally imagined, and such was tlie
author's opinion, that percussion or concussion sheila
would be more liable to explode by the action of their
fuzes, if struck by shot, than common shells ; on the
principle that a body made explosive would, on striking
a resisting medium with a sufficient amount of force, be
as likely to explode as if, being at rest, it were to receive
the blow of a shot moving against it with the same
momentuiu. But tliis does not appear to be the case
whether it arises from the circumstance that a percua^ion
slicll is so contrived as to resist the shock produced by
the firing of the charge, and to require, in order to be
that of impact
or that a
exploded, a second shock
shell, when struck by a shot, is broken before there is
time for the percussion principle to act, is doubtfuL
This, at least, is proved, tuat percu&sion shells are not
less liable to have their contents ignited or exploded by
the blow of a shot than common sheUs ; for all loaded
shells, however they may be fuzed, or if not fused at all
(the fuze-tap being st^>pped by an iron plug), will be
broken by the blow of a solid 32-]X)under shot, fired
even with a reduced charge of 6 lbs., as in the
experiments of 1847; and in every case their contents will be exploded, as was fully proved by the
experimentis of 1853, in which a solid 32-ponnd shot,
.fired, into a mass of 70 or 80 percussion shells, broke
;

—

;
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and ignited tlie powder they contained,
ma«8 down to the lowest tier, and
It was
displaced many of the shells Irom their cases.

four of

tlicMii

d^'iangt'd

tliu

wliolo

also found that wiien a ])eieussion shell struck a percus-

sion shell, both were ])rokeii, and the charges which
they contained ex|>loded.
286. Were shells stowed according to regulation, or
distributed throughout the figliting decks in positions
deemed least accessible to shot, the extreme cases stated
in the preceding accoimt of the experiments, in which
the shells were piled or massed together, could scarcely
happen. The chances of shells heing struck by shot
will depend, first, upon their number and the positions in
which they are placed on going into action ; secondly,
on the ntmiber, which must be brought up in quick succession after the action has commenced, and, again, upon
where they are placed. The complements of shells for
all ships and vessels have been so largely increased since
the publication of the third edition of this work (see Art.
270 of the present edition), that great diiliculty has been
experienced in providing shell rooms sufficiently capacious to contain tliem, and in distributi?ig throughout

the fighting di-eks the large number recjuired for immediate use, in positions the least hable to be struck by
shot.

The method proposed in the Keport on the experiments of 1847, Art. 279, is to trice the shells close up
to the deck between the beams amid-ship, inside a foreand-aft carling, in which position it is stated that the
shells can only be struck by shot coming in at right
angles to the side of the ship.
By the method now in use {Admiralty order of the
Sth beomber, 1849) two shells for each ^
are placed
in boxes on shelves between the beams (Fig. 22, page
268), in which position, it is stated in the instructions
for shell firing, these can onlv be struck by shot coming
that is, as admitted in
in at right angles to the keel
both methods, when the antagonist ship is a-beani, which
is precisely the ])ositioii for action in which the shells
are most exposed to be struck.

m

—
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287. The figures 28, 29, 30, below, show the method
of stowing filled shells, two for each gun, on the lower,
middle, and upper decks of the Boyd Albert.
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half of the athwart^ship section, showing
firom the middle line of the ship ; the live
shells tliere represented being two for each gun on that
Side.
The like supply of ^ells for the guns on the
other side being iu luce manner placed on shelves behind
the other half of the beam.
Pig. 29 is a transverse section of the beam, the shell
being placiKl K'hind it.
Fig. 30 represents on a smaller scale an entire beam
witli tour shells behind it, from whirh it is j)laiii tliat
there are as many ranks of shells, consisting of four in
each nink, ;is there are guns on a side, all exposed to be
itmck by broadside fire ixom an antagonist ship.
Figr.

28

half the

is

beam

.

Sevrn ^heUs A

in

j'A

their

Boxe^W

0

V

HATCHWAY,
C^Utmit^

24

SkdU.

Stulf fgr SheOM

In addition to this supply of shells, the finre and main
lixitchways are fitted with shelves inside, by, and a])ovo
which twenty-four siiells in their hoxes
the coinhinffs^
are fdawl.
The main hatchwav, containing the shells
the fore liatchway, tliose for the
f«>r tije aftennost gims
;

fortm<^»t*t (juarters

;

somewhat
by the sides of

tlie shells l>eing, it is sjiid,

pfiitected trom shots

coming in

O'beain,

the hatchway, and from raking sliot, either before* or
ahaft. by the lx»ams iM tween which the hatchways are
placed, in the directions for thus filling the hatdiways
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enjoined that the boxes sliould be placed as low

Put m.

possible, the better to protect the shells; but

it is

as

found

that this alone is not sufficient to protect the tops of the
shells, at least 6 inches of the boxes being" exposed.
288. In a l ecent regulation drawn up by Admiral
Chads, and adopted by a General Order, the oomplement of shells on the fighting decks, on going into
action, is increased from 4 to 5 per gun ; so that in
a ship's battery of 15 guns on eacn dde, there will be

75

shells.

289. When the action commences, the shells, triced
to, or placed behind, the beams, are used first ; then the
and, in ])ro})ortion as they are
sliells in the hatchways
expended, supphes must be brouicht up in quick succession, to nal'lr the battery to keep up quick shell firing;
for if this be interrupted, from want of shells, the guns
must be loaded with shot, which requiring an alteration
in the elevation used in firing shells, and a different
charge of powder, would be extremely disadvantageous.
The supplies of shells brought up from the shell room,
durine the action wiU neither be triced up to, nor be
placed on the shelves behind the beams; but will be
placed on the deck, behind each gun. This circulation
of the shells, and manner of placing them, is a new condition of the case, in whicli it is im})0s.sible to compute,
by the doctrine of cliances, how many may be struck hv
shot, \mt every shell put into the G:niis will have to
under<;'o that ordeal
and it aj)])ears to he ini])ossible tliat
they should all escape. The complements placed on the
decks are so large, that they cannot be dispersed and
isolated : some paust be grouped together.
Those in the
hatchways are in mass ; those beliind the beams in ranks
and it is vam to suppose that either a carlin^," or a
combing,** or a l^m, can protect the ehells m>m the
impact of solid shot, capable of perforating any beams,
or of penetrating from 22 to 48 inches into sound oak.
(Art. 1:")8.)
The expedient of stowing twenty-four hve
;

t

;

shells in the fore

establish

two

Surely that

and main

liateliwnys,

is,

in

fact,

to

shell-iooms on everv fighting deck
a desperate measure. And is not the con-

e.rj>ense

is
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an important tliorouglifare extremely
was an invariable rule of the ser-

It

vice, and for verv sufticimt reasons, to batten dowTi
the hatchways before going into action, leaving only
the scuttles, through whicli ammunition was handed up.
The (juestion tried and solved by these experiments is
one of fact, and not of chance. It is no doubt possible,
but very improbaitle. that in a ship in action, or a tar^t
hulk, having on her lighting decks the regulated number
of live shells, &c., no shell may be hit, and conserpicntly
no explosion of tliis description take place ; but it does
not follow that ther» is no danger of such a catastrophe :
one ship in a fleet might escape the danger, whilst

another mi^t have twenty of her shells struck, and
exploded. The author founds his conviction upon no
theory, but upon well established facts : he thinks De will
be considerea, from this, and his other practical works,
or, it" a theorist, that it is on*
to be a practical man
matters of exact science, that admit of no mistake. Those
are theorists wlio would disregard the facts of the case,
and stake the results upon the most uncertain of all
;

theories

— the doctrine of chances.

The preceding experiments are sufficient to
account for the frequent explosions of grenades collected in the tops of French vessels in action, to throw
In the
down upon the decks of their enemy's shij)
action with the 'IToche* and her consorts (1798) a
shot from the * P'oudroyant ' struck the *Bellone's*
mizen-top, and ignited some hand-grenades which had
been placed there for use against the enemy ; these set
fire to her rigging and saOs, and, but for the imnnpt
exertions of the crew, would have burnt the ship.'*
Jame8*a Naml Bhtoi^, vol. ii. p. 130.
291. When the shell system was first introduced in
the French navy, and imitated in that of Great Britain,
it was asserted tliere, and believed liere, that loaded
shells were liable to no such accidents as those demonfor that gunstrated in the preceding experiments
powder contained in iron shells, f/lobes de fer, must, it was
said, be less dangerous than powder enveloped in bags of
290.

:

;

—
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serge;* that no danger was to be apprehended from
the accidental ignition of a fnze well luted, the shell to
wliicli it is attjielied being, moreover, shut up in its
and that huncase, and deposited in the Bhell-room
dreds of shells might be placed there with far less
danp*(^r than as many barrels of gunpowder, which we
are habit uaUd to phice in shij^s* magazines.**
l^ut it has since ])een abundantly proved, that tliese
for such tliey are, never
opinions and assumptions
having been verified by actual experiment are utterly
erroneous ; for powder contained in an iron shell placed
upon the deck of a sliip in action; is by no means so
In the one case the blow of a shot
safe as a cartridge.
explodes the contents of the shell with great force;
whereas, in the other, it only breaks the cartridge and
It appears, too, that fuzes, howscatters the powder.
ever well capped and luted, may be ignited by the
explosicm of a contiguous shell when struck by a shot.
One should, therefore, have thought that strict attention ought to have been paid to the regulations, enjoined in the French navy, and likewise in ours, viz.
that shells should be stowed away in the shell-room, as
soon as tliev are shipped, and there remain untouched
that no shells
UMtil reipiired to be put into the gun
should u[)on any account be placed any^vhere else, and
that shell-firino* should be confined to shell-guns (Art.
Vast numbers
274). • But the reverse has been done.
of live shells, increased by a late regulation from 4 to
5 per gun, are accumulated on the fighting decks of
Shell-firing, at first the exception, is
ships in action.
now the rule in the British na-fy; and in all other
respects the precautions de^ed indispensable, before
these dangers were known, are now either relaxed or
;

—

—

:

abandoned, notwithstanding the proofi9 which have been
given that those dangers exist.
*

La

poudrc, enfcrm^c clans des globes de fer, sera ^vidennnml moaiil
celle qu*on emploie dans des barils de bob oa dss
gaigousses de serge." Paixbans, p. 84.
^ *' En
oentaines de bombes b bord, bien
quel
que
:
et encsMes
dans leur soute, soront infinunent moins dangereuses quo les osnteillfls de
barils de pondre auxquels ou est babitud."
Paiihana, p. 86.
**

expos^ aux accidcns que

i^m^

—

—

L
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292. The moral effect produced upon the crew of a
ship in action, by the unexpected explosion of one of
her own shells, would naturally be far greater than that
occasioned by the explosion of an enemy's shell ; a contingency wmch the crew must be prepared to expect.
It nas oeen well said by a gallant naval ofBcer, that
the panic occasioned by the explosion of one of her
own shells on the fighting-deck of a ship in action,
would be greater than that produced by the bursting- <»f
one of her guns, and what that is, we know by the efVects
produced hy tlie hnrsting of a ^ini on hoard tlie " Kedouhta hie " at Trafalgar the " Isis " at Copenhagen ;
the "Cie8{ir" on tlie 1st of June, 1794
the " AmbusBayonnaise */* the " Princess
cade " in action with the
Royal " at Toulon the French gunnery-ship " FUra•

;

;

;

<fec. &c.
The eftects upon the
material of a ship produced by the bursting of a shell are
Medea
(Art. 274), and
shown in the case of the
the experiments mentioned in Arts. 279, 282.
293. The worst enemy to be dreaded in naval
action is internal explosions; panic is the invariable
accompaniment of them. The great object sought to be
attained in all the improvements in the material and
service of naval artiUery, has ever been the ]»reveution
of accidental explosions of powder in ships during action,
and security against fire. For this the flannel cartridge
was introduced, in order to avoid the danger of pieces of
a pa])er eai ridge, lurking in the gun, or flickering about
like toueii-|)aper between decks, being brought in by
the wind after the gun is fired, or hy indraughts of air
through the j)orts. For this, also, was introduced tlie
quill-tube, in order to get rid of the priming of loose
powder; and the lock to banish the lighted match.
In former times no ship was allowed to fire a salute, far
less to go into action, until all the fires had been extinguished.
By a wise and resolute disuse of hand-grenades
in tiie tope; the avoidance of all firing from aloft
amon^ the sails by carefiil inspection on the *part of

nie" in exercise

in 1852,

t

;

the omcers ; and, in general, a wholesome dread of

all
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incendiary projectiles from which the French suffered
so severely durincf the late war, our ships have l^een
more tVee from aecidental fires, than those ot any
other nation, luid there is no instance on record of an
English ship of war blowing up in action, during that
protracted period.
294. But now receptiides (shells) containing gun-

powder, infinitely more dangerous tlian cartridge-cases,
and these, to lioot, are accumulated on the f^htingdecks of ships ; and, with respect to fire, actions
now be carried on in the midst of heat and smoke mingled with sparks, in steam-propeUed ships, particularly
on the nj)per decks and this, with every respect and

^

;

value for the intiudurtion of that giant power so successfully applied to the ])roj)nlsion of ships of war, adds
imquestionahly a new element of danger arising from
fire, which demands more tlian ever the utmost precaution to exjxjse as little as ^ssible any explosive or
ignitable bodies upon which it might act.
From this,
together with other dangers and contingencies relating to their machinery, it has been truly said, that

compared with sailing ships, have vastly
more vulnerable or vital points than they, and far more
steam-vessels,

Report on the National Defences of
to dread from fire."
the United States, 1852.
295. The author has considered attentively the numerous instances which are to be found in naval historv
of the panic which is invariably created by anv unexpected catastrophe of the description above alluded to.
Suppose a ship having vast numbers of live shells on
her decks to take fire, either in action or not ; what is to
be done?
The magazine may be flooded, and the

powder immediatelv rendered innocuous ; but the shells,
whether in the shell-rooms or on the decks, are imper*
vious to water.^ Those in the shell-room cannot be got
at, or at least got out in a hurry
those on its decks
;

should be innuediately tlirown overboard
but all this
can scarcely be expected of a crew in a state of panic.
In the case of the " Ajax,'' even without the presence of these terrible agents, on the alarm of the ship
;
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being given, 380 men jumped overboard, and
the crew perished.
{Jamea's Naval History,

vol. iv. p. 301.)
21m;. There ciin be no doiil)!, tliat if a solid shot were
to priiLtraie into a shell-room \vith mueh I'oree, and
Ftrike a row uf shells, as in the Dutch experiment mentioned in Art. 281, and in those of 1853, there would 1)6
an end of that ship. Is it quite certain that tlie shellrooms of ships in general are sufficiently below the
wat4?r-line to oe perfectly secure a^inst such accidents ?
Their crowns should be, at least, six feet below the load
wmter>line
Excellent'* experiments, No. 10, pp. 22,
23). Are they so in all cases? It a pilars from the
table given in Art. 271 that, excepting in first and
5*^'(X)nd-rdte ships, the crowns of shell-rooms aie not so
6 feet helow the load water-line, and still less
iiiurh
are they Im Idw li<rht water-line in all smaller vessels,
down to the lowest class, the shell-rooms are less and
leas safe.
It must he remarked, hkewise, that when a
ship in action heels off from her en^y, as wlien iight«
iniC her w< ather-guns, she exposes much of her side
between the actual and general water-line ; also when
she heels towards her enemy, her deck may be penetrated by shot ; and again, when engaged at a considermUe diiiance, a shell, fi*ed at a high elevation, may
<iesoend upon her deck. The author saw a shell fall
apon the deck of *• L'Ai^^le," British frigate, when in
action iji the Scheldt in 1800 it penetrated into hei'
l'r».;id-room and there exploded within a mass of bread
Had the bread-room been a bliell-room there
iu bulk.
would have been an end of her.
297. Nor can the crowns of shell-rooms or magazines be lowered in steam-propelled ships in particular
for so much space is occupied by th( engine (the great
object being to keep this entirely below the water-line),
tfa^t it is not pOflsiDle to stow the large coinplement of
sbdls, under a less height. In order, tlierefore, to pro^ide sufficient space for tlie stowage of shells, their
ITenee,
r'>»m8 must be made proportionally longer.
tLt: neccittiity uf luakiug ships uf greater length in
:

;
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mainly attributable to the vast capacity required for
the stowage of shells^ each of which being placed in a
rectangular box, absorbs a very large poiiion of the
interior of the ship. Powder, packed in hexagonal caseSy
is stowed compactly and with no loss of space.
298. It was first enjoined peremptorily, by regulation, that shells shonid always be stowed as fstr as
possible from the sides of a ship but live shells are
now stowed in iucrtased numbei-s, on the fightingdeeks of ships, either on shelves between and near to
both sides of the deck, or massed on the side op[)osite
to that engaged.'
So that in the first ease, a shot
might strike and explode a whole rank of several shelU ;
and, in tlie latter case, strike a mass of shells so placed.
These regulations cannot be all right or rational. The
discrepancy between the former rule (Art. 274) and the
recent regulations is most alarming as to the future, and
the author, being certain that the original precaution was
;

well founded, while the relaxation is perilous in this
respect, as well as in others, strongly urges the necessity
of a return to the first nietliod, confirmed as its advantages have been, bv the results of experiment's, which
concur in proving the danger of stowing live shells anywhere but in rooms appropriated for their reception.
299. The French, as well as ourselves, have long
been experimenting on percussion fuzes, and appear,

from what is stated by M. Charpentier and other
authors, to have 1 jrouglit an instrument of that description to perfection in the Billette sheU.^
'

*

See

New

fienci-al

Order, June, 1854.
sur la flotte doivent {l(^somiai8 etre assii-

Les bouleU creux employ

Jettif au
Billette.

m^canisme percutant, de rinventioa do M. le ca{>itainc d*i corvette
Koiu avons dit lea raisons que ne none pennettent paa de nous
^toiulro 8ur ccb projectiles, •rinvontion iiuuvclle, raisons quo Ic lecteiir saiatim
aig6tneut."
Enai tur le Matcritl de V ArlUI' ir de nos Kavires df Oufrrr^
M. Billettehad previously applied the fulminating principle to the
p. 1G4.
i^ition of the fuses of sea*service grenadee, to be thrown by band, or toesed
by hrucdefs (a sort of slinji;, one end of which is Strapped to the right arm of
tlie user) from tlio t^ps of French ships on the decks of the enemy's vrsw*!
;
and all French sliips of war arc now largely supplied with these incendiaries,
Tis., ships of the line with 300, and frigates with 250 and 170, soooiding to
i

their dssses.

CfhorpentieTf p. 174.
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Tliufl it apt^ears that the naval forces of the two
great maritime Powers are both provided with appalling weapons of mutual destmction, and were prepared, if unhappily there had been occasion, to use
them, d outranee, against each other*8 ships, in a barbarous and ignoble strife, in wliicli it seems the only
question is, which shall be burnt first
know
the dangers of the shell system, and it is our duty to
provide against them. The French, it should be observed, experienced very ninnerous terrific proofs of the
treacherous and suicidal effects of incendiary and combustible projectiles in action witli our ships and
fleets in the course of the war of the Eevolution
a
detailed account of these will be given on a future
occasion.
It is sufficient for our present purpose to
state, that, exclusive of numerous comparatively trifling
explosions, ^^Qui s'est trop souvent renouvel^ dans la
longue et funeste guerre de la revolution/** four or
five ships of the line, six frigates and smaller vessels,
were either burnt, blown-up, or so terribly damaged
by their own incendiary and combustible weapons,
as to be incapable of further resistance, without injuring
or destroying one of ours; and that in those awful
catastrophes many hundreds of Frenclniicu pei'ished
whilst numbers of those who threw themselves into
the sea to escape the fury of a more relentless element
were rescued from a watery grave by the humanity
and intrepidity of British seamen,'* who in the heat
of action, at great risk to themselves, and with some
loss in killed and wounded, succeeded in their humane
!

We

;

;

attempts.
•

Do

la Gravidrc, vol. i. p. 97.
In the action of the 13th July, 1705, tho Alcido, 74, act fire to herself
with her own grenades. Of the G15 men on board, 300 were saved by the
boato of the British ships.
(De In Oravibre, vol. j. p. 97. Jameses Naval
History, vol. i. p. 271.) The Achillo, at Trafhljiar, set herself on fire in tho
**
As soon as Captain
8:ime manner, when closely ensa^cl witli the Prince.
Grindall perceived that his opponent was on lire, and her crew jumping overboard, he sent his boats to the lesoue, which, together with those of tho
Swiftsnro, Captain Rntherford, soon after aide«l hy those of the Pickle
»»

schooner, and the Entreprenantc cutter, elTecttHl their noble and generous purJames's Naval History, vol. iv. pp. 74-77.

jKwe.'*
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We feel deeply eensible of the atrodoos character

which sach a system of warfare must assume, and in
which we maj be involyed ; but the adoption of that
qnrtem by ns will cast no alor upon our national chamcteVf for self-defence is the first law of nature, and
the first duty of nations; and we are provided with
abundant means to try the shell sy^stem in war, if
unhappily it should be forced upon us. But are we
quite prepared, in all respects, to carry out the incendiary system on equal terms with those from whom we
The
have to a great extent already imitated it ?
French naval shells contain incendiary bodies,* which,
when ignited by the bursting of the shell, are scattered
about in every direction, Immwith far greater intensi^
than la roche h feu, develop more heat, and give ot^
dense smoke during the combustion, which must interrupt for a considerable time the working and aiming of
the guns. The incendiary fiumlties of these cyUndres
ineendiaires must increase prodigiously the chance of
setting fire to any antagonist ship in close action, with
comparative safety to that from which they are discharged, xmless the opponent possess and use the like
means. If he do, then must tlie issue be tried by the
practices and artifices of the brulotier, and both combatants perhaps, or at least one, will surely be burnt.
If we disdain to descend to such a practice and this,

—

•

'*

les niCmcs |X)ur tons Ics ])rnjcctiles creiix
et ils ue
cux 4UU par leurs dimensious, qui varient suivaut le calibre

Cos cyliiulrcs sont

diflurent entre
des projeotilM.

;

*• I>a nouvelle
composition dont on se sert ]X)ur gamir les cylindrea, briile avcc
beauconp d'intensit^, et donne im grand developpemcnt de chaleur ainsi
quo beauooup de fumee pendant sa combustion j en sorte que cet inccndiaim
remplaoe aveo avautagv la roche feu et lea mtehes que ron employ ait poor

obtenir

Le

le

m#me

effet.*

Marine a adopts ce perfectionnemcnt et \m taldean,
mode de chargement des projectiles creux et la computtition da
iKNivel inoendiaiie, a Ittf envoys dans tone lee Anenanx Maritimes pour que
let artifiden aient i s'y oonranner/*
Essai sur le Materiel de VArtilUrie de
noi Navirea de Oucrre, jmr F. E. A. CharpentUr^ Cdoml d'ArtiUerie Jdarme^
and Gassendi, p. 179.
p. 165 i Aide Mimoirt Navale^ p. 270
*'

de'jMirtement de la

indiquant

;

le

;

* The quantity of this composition
It 0>i70 k. (9-S8 OS.) ; and l&io fhe

put into the shell of the canon-oboaier

euimMiMer of 80^ O'lM k.

of

oc).
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80 £ELr, appears to be the case ^then we must endeavour
to aet in some other way which shall not expose ns so
disadvanta^eously to the terrific effects of a destructiye
weapon which we scorn to use. What would Nelson
have Siiid to this incendiary warfare ?*
Red-hot shot, too, a projectile incendiaire wliich Napoleon denounced (* M^moires,' torn, i.) as a dan onerous,
troublesome, and difficile weajx)n, so repugnant to the
feelings of Frenchmen as to have been renounced, will
again come into use, if not in ships, at least in coast
batteries (witness the fate of the Christian YIIT., Danish
ship-of-the-line, Art. 330), and, no doubt, shell-equipped
ships will, mxxdi more than others, invite a return to
that practice. Notwithstanding the assurances containea in the * Aide-Memoire,' p. 438, that " Le tir h
boulets rouges est atijouid'hui presque inusit^,'' and
Charpentiers observation {EaacU sur VArtiUerie Namle^
^
p. 183), que Fusage de &ire rougir an feu les boulets des
ciatteries de cdte a beaucoup f^rdu de son andenne
feveur,** several vessels of the combined fleets in the
Black and Baltic seas have been struck with red-hot shot.
Two lodged in the " Vauban ** at Odessa, which obliged
her to retire out of action, in order to have them extracted, which with the aid of some carpenters sent
from a ship of the line, was eflfected, when she rejoined
the squadron in action. The practice of firing red-liot
shot from land batteries is not without its danger.
32-pounder of 56 cwt. burst at Gibraltar in October,
1852, in using hot shot, by whicli fatal accident three
officers and ten men were either wounded or killed.

A

—

• Translation hy the Ifon. Capt, Plunlcet^from De la Gravi^re :
"Having
witnessed tlie destruction of I/Alcide and L'Orient, Nelson considered
Before the bftttle of
rinceitdui aa the greatest danger of a naval action.
Trafitlgar oommenoed, he ordered all the hammock ooren oo the sides of the
Victory to be well watered, and to throw into the sea or remove everything
It waa to this pre-occupation, above all,
that could serve to aliment fire.
that the absence of musketry in the io\)8 of the Victory may be attributed.
Nelson thooght that a careless discharge, a fortuitous explosion, might set
fire to the tops and rio;.,nng, and become the cause of a frightful accident.
This, in fact, happened in that very battle to the French ship L'Achiile."
224.
[He might have added, the Redootahte.]—Yol. ii.
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The gun broke into many fragments, some of which
Another
were thrown to distances of 140 yards.
melancholy accident of this description^ for which no
cause has been assigned, took place at
Malta in May, 1854. The gun burst into eight pieces,
one of wliicii was tlirowii to a distance of 100 yards:
one man was killed, one lost his leg, and three were
satisfactory

wounded
three of the officers present miraculously
escaped imminent danger ; the carriage on which the
gun burst was broken to pieces; the. carriage of the gun
next on the right was broken; and the gun thrown
The expansion of the shot by bein^
into the ditch.
raised to red-heat is less likely to have occasioned
such an accident with this gun than with any other
;

However this may be,
for its windage is greater.
^were such a catastrophe to happen in a ship, it
This resumption of the use
might be fatal to her.
of red-hot shot in land batteries cannot be revived in
ships, without extreme danger.
It may be said with
respect to steam-ships, that as they have furnaces in
which shot may be heated without any dilhculty, so the
case should be exceptional with respect to them ; and
this appears to have been so at Odessa, where red-hot
but there is already
shot were fired from the " Terril)le
80 much danger of fire in all ships by the incendiary
now in use, that it were better not to add another
Bnt to those perils.
find in the chapter on Projectiles, in M. Charpentier's work * L'Artulerie de la Marine^ that experiments have been made at L'Orient and Brest, witli a
new description of missile, denominated asphixiaiUdf^

—

rm
We

•

"

Une

nouvclle cspecc do ]>roioctilcR, dits u.^pliixiatifs, ] nrcc qu*ils ont
la propri^te de i>roUuire i>ar Ic dt'veiopiKinieiit dc ga2 dtletero
Tasphixie immMiale dea Ctres or^is^s, ce qui lea rendiait snrtout reduutable poor 1m imviTes ennemia, siir lesquels ragglonK^ratioo d'un trrand nonbrd

en

effet

d'homracB dans un c«pace resscrrc^ en favoristrait puissaninicnl relict siillfx^ant."
Essai 8ur VArtUlerie dc nos iSavirts dt Uutrre, \\ \^b.
Jn 1861 expt-rimentA were made secretly at Brest with boulets asphbciante, under the dirvc*
tion of a special committee appointed for tbe purpoee.
The author learns, with great regret, that some awful eNperimcnts have
Lcen made, with fearful success, in the Poyal Arsenal, with ] r.>i. cfiles
aspbixiants, combining in a frightful degree incendiary with sutU cuiiug t tkcta

—
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because it develops a deleterious gas, wliieli produces
the immediate suftbcation of all organized beings."
Whether those truly diaboUcal weapons^ as M. de la
Gravi^re denominates all such means (vol. i. p. 98),
have been adopted in the French navy, is not laiown ;
but they stand in type as one of the weapons of the
new French system of warfare.
Sockets are included in the category of projectiles
adopted in the French navy for incendiary purposes
particu(Gharpentier, p. 200). They are said to be
lidrement propres pour les navires k vapeur, qui ont la
faculty de s'approcher anssi prki que possible des cdtes,
et compenseraient d*aillems avantageusemcnt sur ces
bouelies k leu que leur nature
navires le petit nombrc
permit dy placer." The Kocket system is explained
further on (Art. 315 et seq.).
301. The " Vengeiu-'* was sunk in the battle of June 1,
1794, by tlie fire of the " Bnniswiek," 74, Captain
Harvey. AVhen in a sinking state, all the boats of the
" Alfred," " Culloden," and " llattler " cutter, that could
swim, were sent to sjive as many as they could of her
people.
Thus 213 men were saved by the boats of the
"
Alfred;' whilst those of the CuUoden *' and " Battler
rescued nearly as many more.*
But these noble and generous impulses these humane
exertions ^&r from bemg cherished and practised, will
be smothered and repressed in that n^ercilesB, ruthless,
and inglorious system of warfare for which we have
been compelled, with the utmost repugnance and at
enormous cost, to prepare. The blfjck flag displayed
over the depository of the sick, the wounded, and the
dying, in a besieged fortress, is ever held sacred by tlie
usiiges of war, as marking a locality appropriated to
purjx)ses of humanity. Tliere the medical officers
non-

—

—

—
mournful
})erform
safety
—
and the wounded are no longer exposed
the

combatants
the sick

duties in

;

to

casualties of

what

their

war

;

and the dying depart in peace. But
innuman system prepared for

shall be said of that

*

Jamet's KftTal History, vol.

i.

p. 164, Chamiflr*! edition.

iji.,^ud
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Baval warfare, in this age of enlightened humanity,

would advisedly, purposely, and deliberately eonthe whole of these, and all other survivors, to indisci iminate and instant death or mutilation ?
ship
may be sunk in action ; yet, as we have seen, there u
always time to remove the sick and womided, and saye
the smrvivors ; but who shall approach a ship on fire to
rescue her crew irom the sadden and awral eflfects of
that merdlesB and barbarotis syslem, the object of which
is to set fire to her at hearty and if possible blow
wliicli
fcign

A

her up

?

302. An awful and portentous realization of the
horrors depicted in the previous article has marked the
commencement of the ])resent naval war, at Sinope,
where the Russians Ijuve proved that they well understand, and can eft'ectually use, the weapons which they,
tf)o, ha\ e imitated from France ; and, from what they
efiected, they may learn what they have to expect in
retmm, when, in combat with ships armed in a similar
manner, they shall be exposed to the incendiary projectiles of their opponente, as well as to the eniicidal
efiects of those which they carry on board of their own
ships.

"

*

neqnr cnim lex

Quam necu

a^qiiior ulla,

aitifioes arte ]>erire 8u4.'*

— Artis AmatoruB,

lib.

i.

v.

G55, 606.

of the Turkish squadron, which, when
related in our journals, produced such a burst of
popular liorror, liatred, and detestation in this country
but in which the Russians only did that which our
noble ships are e^mressly designed, and fully equipped,
to do ^was not effected by percussion or concussion
shells; neither of which, as has been already observed
(Art. 267), are so destructive on a ship, nor so likely
to set her on fire, as shells coming in with fuzes
blazing, and especially if they lodge before they hurst.
The Russians have not adopted either, but use shells
having screw-metal time-fuzes attached and with these
the Turkish ships were either blown up by the sheila^
which having lodged, then exploded in their interior ; or
which ignited, by their fuzes as well as by their

The burning

—

—

;
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plosion, the powder circulating' on the fighting decks,
and thus occasioned so niucli }>anic among the crew,
that they were unable to extingin'sli the fire
in
consequence of w^hicli the whole of the Turkish squathus verifying
dron was either burnt or blown up
;

;

prognostication of General Paixhans, expressed
" Enfin la grande faculty
in his original work
incendiaire des canoii»4-bombes sera de mettre do
feu aux poudreB qui dreulent pendant le combat;
effet terrible^ qui causera une d^nagration totale, que
rien ne aaura emp^her"* ^the very catastrophe which
occurred at Sinope, as reported by the Gommianon of
naval oflBcera sent hy the French Oovenunent, at the
request of (General Paixhan% to inquire into the facte
and drcumstanoea of the destraction of the Turkish
frigates.^
The Turks have great cause to dread incendisuy warfare in general, ana Russian shells in partieularge Turkish squadron was wholly burnt in that
lar.
manner by the Russians in the bay of Tschcsme in 1770.
The Greek Brftlotier " Canaris" and otliers destroyed a
Turkish squadron and many Turkish ships in the war
of the Greek revolution by setting them on fire
and
the services of the " Karteria," under the command of
Captain Hastings, during that war, furtlier inspired the
Turks with terror of the incendiary warfare, wliich that
commander prosecuted with red-hot shot and shells
by the former of these principally he obtained his
mavy however, rely upon it, and
successes*
take warning accordingly, that this mode of naval
warfare, which the Russians were the first to practise,
and which proved so destructive at Sinope, will
be used from land batteries with still greater effect
a^inst ships, in proportion to their magnitude, and
with more safety to themselves than when employed

the

:

—

—

•

A

;

We

Paixhans, 'La NouveUe Farce Maritime de la France,* ]>. 78.
It is vcrv probable that thete shells may have contained cylindreg
incendiaire$t described Art. 300, Note, as ia the French naval service;
but that the projectilt h used by the Russians on that occasion were not
lx)u1cts aspbixianta, as has been stated, nor percussion shells, the aut)ior has
it in his power to stste oa the authority of the Commission mentiouod above.
>>
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fcliip

against ship,

UfliTs,

ns

stat<'rl

fraiifrlit

as

by Paixlians,

it

is witli

Jeffers,

danger to the

aii<l otliers.

Siiell.s HtU'd with time fiizes combine the incendiary
with the explomve quahty, wliereas percussive sliells
are purely explosive.
The RuasianB prefer the former
fihells
and in order that there may be time for them,
before burstiDg, to set fire to the ship in which they
lodge, they use rather long fuzes. It is to this circumstance probably that the pliant youn^ Lucas owed his
life, and his comrades their preservation, while, by his
;

heroic conduct, the ship was saved. Percussion uiells
are useless for an attack on stone walls; and in the
incendiary warfare carried on by British sliips apfainst
works which may be biu-nt, they are not so efficient as
time- fuzed shells.
303. The affair of Sinope, in which the Paixlians
shell system was first used in war, fonns so inijiortant
an epoch in the history of the new system of naval
warfare, that the reader will naturally expect to find
some account of that conflict in these pages; and mnch
interest is ^ven to that subject by an important paper
written by General Paizhans, and entitled ^ OUervatuma
mtr rincendie^ dans la Met Naire^ dea Bdtimenia 7\ares
par la Flotte Russet The observations are dated 15th of
February, 1854, and were })ublished by autliority in the
Moniteur a few days afterwards. In that document it
a{)])ears to have been liis ])rincipal object to point out
the errors committed, as he thinks, in France
and this
of constructing
api)h'es to us in a greater degree
ships of ^eatly increased magnitudes, and concentrating in l^cm multiplicities of explosive and ignitable
bodies, instead of the reverse, as proposed by him and
approved of at the time (pp. 20, 22 of the work above
quoted). He states in his original work, and in his
recent publication, that, as a few of his canons-obusiers
in a comparatively smaJl vessel are capable of destroying any ship however vast, costly, and well manned,
so no shi]) should l)e armed with more than four or six
canons-obusiers
no shells should be exposed on, or be
conveyed to great distances along her fighting decks

—

—

;
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he adds tliat liorizontal bIk'IIs fired with skill from
a ship so equipped will destroy any vessel, and this
with the greater certainty in j)roportion as she is
large
because the circulation of powder, and the
accnmidation of projectiles for tlie service of a greater
number of guns, nnist multiply, in that proportion, the
chances of an entire explosion of the vessel ; lie therefore strongly recommends that, instead of investing in
a single vessel, the vast sum of money required to construct a ship of 80 or 130 guns, armed and fitted for
shell-firing, and so risk the total loss of the ship, and
the lives .of a thousand men, on one fatal chance, it
would he hetter to lay out the same sum of money in
constructing two or three smaller vessels, which might
together carry that amount of armament and the same
numher of men. But before entering further upon that
important document, the author will endeavour succinctly to explain, as he has often been recommended
to do, for the information of the gcTieral reader, and of
naval and military oflRccrs who may not have acquired
a compet(Mit knowledge f>f the Paixhans system, from
better sources, tlie princii)les, efifects, object**, and dangers of tliat new system of naval warfare which has
now become an object of intense interest and vast importance to the country.
304. The reader, if an adept in the practice of artillery,
should remember if not, he should be informed that
the shells which produced those very extensive ravages
upon the " Pacificator" hulk in the experiments made
at Brest, in 1821 and 1824,* upon the evidences of
;

—

•

800

The

Pacificator hulk, of

toiiefl

—

80 guns, was moored

in the roadstead of Brest, at

(639 yards) from a small jxtnton de service (a lighter), on which the

The

struck the vessel low, made a fracture 8 inches
diamcttr, i)erforatin<; the side, which was there upwanls of 28 inches thick,
and explotled in-hoarJ, committing very extensive ravages. It set the ship cm
lieen sent to work the
fin ; and she would have been oommmed, had not
pumps, whicli had l-een ]»rcviously prepared. The second slicU jierforatcd
the quarter-deck, and carried away two [tlanks ; after this it struck the mainmast^ taking off a splinter 3 or 4 feet long, and 9 inches deep, and then (ursf,
carrying off anjron hoop 10 feet in circumrerence, weighing 130 lbs., a larj:o
frasjment of wlii( h was driven with ureat force against the opposite side of tlio
buljc.
The B|>Uiiter8 of tho shell did vast damage to the materialti, and muiii

was

pli\ced.

first bIicII

mm
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whicli the French naval shell system was founded, were
loaded shells, having fuzes attached, which, ignited
bv the explosion of the discharge in the gun, contmaed to burn for a time somewhat greater than that of
thus prothe estiiiiated flight, and then exploded
ducing tlie mazimiim effect which any shell is capable
of producing on a ship. But, as has been already explained in Article 259, so much difficnll^ has been
expmenced in getting a time fuze to fhml the conditions of the case, t£it it appealed preferable to our
naval authorities to Baerifice tnat precarious advantage
to the minor effect, which may be obtiiined with greater
certainty, hy causing tlie shell to explode on striking
any resisting part of the body of a ship.
But General Paixhans, considering that the maximum
effect of one of his shells is far more destructive on a
ship, than any percussion or concussion shell can possibly
be ; and that, should the former take its fullest effect,
it would prove more fatal to the ship than perhaps all
the percussion shells that might be fired at her, adneres
to uat description of foze to which his system is in*
;

Ilie
ofif a great many of the crew, had the vessel been maDoed.
third shell pvformted the
betireflB her ports, hrdke off an otken knee,
7 feet long, and from 6 to 13 inches thick, which, with its iroo bolU,
weighed upwards of '200 H s. it then exploded^ knocking down upwards of
fotly planks, placed to represent men at quarters, and doing very extensive
damage to the material. VaixhoM, ^p. 38, 39, 40.
In the ex]>criments made at Brest in September, 1824, a shell penetrated
into the hulk at P. feet above the water-line, and then oxplodcHl, making an
owning of nearly 3 square feet, ravaging, tearing, and separating the planks
above and below. Tlie Reix)rt states, p. 54, that had that effect taken place
at the line of floatation it would have verf soon snnk the ship. Another sbeU

have carried

im

;

exploded in tlio linlk, and set her on fire, and wonld have bomt her bad not
prompt measures been taken to prevent it.
So at rortsmouth, in 1838, in the shell experiments against tlie Prince Geor^,
and in others more recently made, the meet destnictive effects in the hvUc
wers produced by shells which lod;^ed and then exploded. Assuredly no such
formidable cfi'ects could have been produced V)V concussion or percussion shells;
and it must bo observed that the latter have never, or rarely, been found, in
the experiments made wiUi them, to est Uie bulk target on firs. They pa«
too quickly, andbnrat too soon, to communicate their incendiary qualities to
the medium through which they pass. They may blow up cartridiies and
powder-bags, but not directly set hre to the ship. The extremely de&truo*
tlve effiwts of Paixhans* sheus in ivar is a great fret, whioh has been proved
at Sinope. The perfoimanoe of pereossioii-sbsUs is a saliject whidi baa jwl
to be tested.
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and for its ultimate
have seen in the affair at Sinope that
adoption.
the Kussians have niiicli reason to be satisfied with the
destnictiveness of such sliells; and we may be sure that
they will be used in any naval action, ship against ship,
and likewise from fortresses and other land defences
against fleets, if these should l)e so indiscreet as to
attack in that manner such formidable positiona : and,
in trutby it must be said, that in any encounter, large
ships, particularly three-decked ahips of 120, 131, or
140 gons, are marks bo large aa scarcely to be misiaed,
even at considerable distances ; that their frames are
so tUck and stout that no shell could pass entirely
through them ; and, consej^uently, that any shell which
hits &e hull will lodge in her body, and, embedded
there, will, by its explosion, produce the destructive and
terrific effects of a mine sprung in her interior.
This is the Paixhans system, as stated in the General's original work, and in the following exposition
in both of which the essence is declared to be, to avoid
the error of building large ships, and the equipment of
any ship so extensively for shell firing as necessarily to
expose her to the greater risk she would thereby run of
being set fire to, or blown up, by her own weapons.
It is added th;it the effects of this system upon an
enemy consist rather in the destnictiye powers of a few
canons-obusiers, in comparatively small and swift vessels
drawing little water, than in accumulating many in the.
same huge ship. Into these extremes, however, both
France and England have rushed, but England furthest,* in rivalry to each other : out of so expensive,
debtee! for its success experimentally,

We

dangerous, and extravagant an extreme, both

may

hereafter have occasion, if the General is right, to
retrace iheir steps,
* TiMratTOailj leveD ships of ihfee daoks aflott in the Fkvndi iwTy, and
none of more than 120 ^uus. The 100-gun ship od three decks is to be suppressed, and no three-decked ships arc lx?in£f built. Tlie disadvaiitaj^e of sliips of
three decks, as having a ballistic force not much more considerable than tliat
of ft 90-gun abip^ tbe expense of tbeir oonatraotioD, and tbe laroe nrfaoe
tne n^noh
thflv present to the enemy's prpjeotilea, aie alfoiiglx nigad
ftulnontiea.

VEnquSU Parkimiam,
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305. ObMervations ou the Burning of the Turkish JFri^ates by
tlie liuuian Fleet in the Black Sea,
|lh

ft

IflMor written

The RuBMan

bj Ckneml

Paixhan^, and pnWMhiid in ihm Umittar,
February, 18d4.J

and violent attack* at
two or three fold, 'of guns, but»
moreover, the advantages of an anaanient of a different nature
from that of the Turks. The Russian admiral, after having explained in his official Report the manner in which he commenced
the combat, states, " Our ves-^els, having entered the bay and
" taken their positions, canTioiiaded the enemy with a wellHlirected
iniquitous

ships, in their

Siiiope» not only

had a

saperioriQry

In less than five minutes, a ship-of-the-line, Grand-DucConstaiitin, destroyed the battery under her lire ; and the enemy's

*' fire.
•*

was directed
on the lower
Abort time afterwards
deck of the Rinriao ship, blew up.
the ViUe de Paris, Riisaan ship-of-tne-line, blew up by her shells
another Tnriush frisate/' Another Rnsoan aoconnt sent to
Berlin states, that in the second tack of the Russian ship Constantin the 'i^urkish frigate carrying the admiral's flag blew op

•*

frigate anchored near to that batter^', on which
principally bhells fired from the Paixhans guns

A

also.

Every one will allow that, in seeing my name thus placed, it
was natural for me to feel the necessity of making some observaon this occasion ; the publication of these, however, I deferred
might affirm nothing luitil I should have other information
tlian that given in the Russian bulletins.
To obtain these I addressed myself to tlie French Ambassador
in Turkey, in consequence of which an investigation was made at
Sinopc, and I select the following passages from the reply to my
questions :—" None of the Tiu*ki^ phips destroyed had any Paix'**
bans guns ; their largest pieces of ordnance were of the calibre
of 24, and there were but few of these."—** The land batteries
** were not armed with Pmzhans guns, but with
cannon of smaJl
*• calibre."
" Those batteries were in a very defective (pitoyable)
*' state of defence.''
Then comes a description of the projectiles
tions

that

I

.

—

• Tho gallant Oenenl designates the Rtissian attack of the Turkish squathe ground, probably, that the attack ou^t
dron at Sinope as iniquitouB,
not to have Ix'on made under tlio ])olitjcal ci rami stances then existing.
It
may, however, be conaidered as iniquitous from the fact that the Kiissians
used shells in the action ; for such was their superiority in nunilKjr and calibre
of guns (th^ were heavily armed many 68 and 42-i)ounder solid shot fired
by them were picked up at Sin()}>e), that, instead of burning the Turkish
8liii>8 and exterminating tho crews, they might have taken the whole scpiadron
without tiring a shell, and have brought away the surviving men as prisoDcra
of war. The aliipi night have aenred to inonaae their own effcctivs foroe.
:
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used by tlie RnsnaDS, some of which not having exploded, enabled
the commission to explain them exactly.
After having described them the Keport proceeds,
One of these j)rojectile8 bad
*'
Iodised in the earth near one of the batteries, and, on exploding,
*'
projected its splintera to distances of about 300 or 400 metres."
Then the Report states that the Turki^li officers interrogated as
to the eflect of these projectiles, were unanimous in attributing
to them the setting fire to the greater number of the Turkish
shi^, and in statins that the fire (incendie) was followed by
tbeir explosion or olowing up.
The Renort condndes with
these wordSf " The Turkish Colonel of Artillery sent {rom Constantinople to inspect the state of the forts is so much impressed
this truth that he urgently demands that Paixhans howitsers

" with

" be supplied."
The facts of

my

are

The
in

the case having been thus certified, the following
observations
:

named as above were tried first at Brest
1821 and 1824?), and from these experiments, as

canons-obusiers

1823

(qy.

well as others
tliat

made

elsewhere, the great destructive effects

oi"

piece of ordnance have been generally inferred.

distant fads of war have since

added to those oroofs

;

Several
and recently

the English Adnural P. said to M. B. that, ir two vessels armed
with these guns were to fight, it might happen that in a few
instants one would dib<ip])ear in the air and the other under the
water. In short, in tiie disastrous combat of Sinope the effects
produced on the Turkish frigates, all of which perished, and even
on the town, have but too'distinctly proved what will in fiitun^ bo
the issue of maritime combats, every navy in Europe and in America having adopted that nature of ordnance.
Whatever be the sad impression resulting from these facts, it is
impossible to throw the least blame on the introduction of that
new arm. For, if blameable, why should Governments the most
enli^tened have hastened to adopt it ? Improvements in arms
have never been rejected any more than other improvements. Is
it not establish^ in history, that the more powerfiil the arms, the
The truth is, that with naval
less bloody have been the wars ?
artillery whose eifect will be prompt and decisive, a comixiratively
small vessel, well using this powerful artillery, may make herself
feared by tlie largest ship ; but, when the weak is put in a state
to be no longer despised by the strong, the means employed should
not be unfavourably judged. Will it not be, on the contrary, fortunate for all maritime nations to be able to arm their ships, their
coast batteries, and their seaports, with ordnance the most capable
of repelling aggressions, against which the ancient artillery was
often comparatively inefl^ual ?
As to the deplorable disaster of Sinope, the

Turks displayed

-
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the iBOtt admirable energy, hat fiiresight had prepared no chanee
fbr the noeem of their courage. ^ Taey expoeed tbemaelfea to
a most nnequal combat, in opposition to the soundest counsel.
They placed themselves in a roadstead under the protection of
batteries to which thev had only given the semblance of an
armament. And it may l)e affirmed that, if a part of their naval
armament, and, above all, their land batteries, had consi^ted of
canons a bomhes properly served, the Russian ships could not
have approached without receiving a severe lesson land batteries
firing much more accurately than those of ships, which are always
more or leas afptaled bj wind and water.
That whidi haa lately happened in
Blade Sea, and that
which may aooD take place ebenliere, la that which will always
happen in fiiTOur of any power which may first use eflectnally and
ably a new weapon of war; and this truth, if unfortunately war
iliould ensue, is about to appear in another manner, by the musket^
which ia now receivii^such remarkable improvements in ita range
and accuracy of fire.
To these observations I add two others, which, if just, will
perhaps at no remote period prove useful one relating to our
navy, the other to our artillery
1st. Guns which fire shells horizontally will destroy any vessel,
and will do this with a greater certainty in proportion as the
vessels are large, because the circulation of powder and projectiles
during an action, being more multiplied for the service of a ^ater
number of these guns, will multiply the chances of an entu% exFrom this fiwt results the important qoestioQ
plosion of the ship.
whether, uistead of concentrating in a single ship of 80 or IdO
guns and 1000 men, and exponng that large quantity of mDitaiy
and financial power, and that amount of lives, to perish sudden^,
it would not be better, from motires of humanity and considerBr
tlons of economy, to lay out the same sum of money in constructing two or three much smaller vessels, which might together
carry the same amount of armament and the same number of
raen? Our principal ships, being then far less enormous and
drawing less water, may enter a greater number of our ports,
which at present are limited to five, accessible to large ship.
The construction of three smaller vessels would neither require
Our fleets would
so much time, nor timber, nor be so costly.
then find at home, and in our colonies, more ports of refuse accessible to them, and they would find more points aocessiole to
The battery of a firigata
attack on the coasts of the enemy.
may, as well as the battery of a large ship, carry the means of
keeping at a distance or of destroying an enemy. In the combat
of two or three such ships against one adversary of colossal macnitnde, the latter may doubtless, if near, be able to destroy eittiar
;

—

:
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of the others singly, but these might oonoeotrate upon him, at a
distance, mortal blows, and remain maetert of a field of battle
from which the greater ship will have disappeared.
Without entering into the details, I shall add, that, in considering the different maritime and commercial conditions of other
nation?, it will l)e perceived that the mode of warfare best adapted
to our country should rather be a system of desultory and unexpected expeditkma and olfiioeive eniifles, than the heavy and (UsastrooB Sjfstem of re^lar battles and general actioiis.
hundred
powerful and rapid friffates will evidently be more nsefnl to Fianoey
than 40 or 50 snips-of-the-line ; and this change of system is supported by two authorities of great weight that of the Emperor
Napoleon I. towards the end of his career, and the decisive facts
Other powers may indeed adopt the same
of our recent history.
change, but, if it were not to give this notice too wide a circulation,
it would not be difficult to dem(mstrate that, if a general abandonment of the expensive system of fleets were to tttKe place, France
would have little to losa and much to cain.
2nd. With an arm the effect of which Is very destnictiTe, the
adTantage will evidently be in iavour of those who know best how
to give it length of range and accuracy ; thos, both in our
actual armaments and in the progress to be made, these two conditional together with a superiority of calibre, should above all
to this I shall add, that if the same efiects
others be satisfied
could be produced by lighter pieces of artillery of the same description, and which do not require vessels of such great draught
of water, nor expose so many men, we should have resolved a
problem which, together with great speed in our steamers and
greater numbers of them, would give to PVance a system of naval
economy which suits her in the highest decree.
In general, on tiie land as weU as on ttie sea, to enable combatants to keep distant from each other by inereasing the range of
their arms, is to reproduce that effect which happened when firearms supersede<l the pike and the club, and gave to science and
addreas an invincible superiority over brute force.
One cannot tell whether nations will ever obtain from their
governments the abandonment of warlike conflicts by sea and land,
in which flows the best and most valiant blood of the peoples ;
but, until that period arrive (if ever it arrive !), those who increase
the power and the range of arms, will at least constrain combatants
to keep distant from each other, and will therefore have acted in
a sense fiivourable to civilisation and to humamty.

A

—

;

(Signed)

PmV,

lOik

FArmry,

Gbmbbal Paixhans.

1854.

306. Adverting to

what General Paixhans has stated
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in his original work, and in his late remarkable publication, there can be no doubt that there will now, more
than ever, be reason to dread the ignition of ammunition circulated or circulating on the fighting decks of
Numerous instances may be found in
ships in action.
the naval history of the late w?iT (Jainess Naval Ills'
torj/y vol. ii. ]h 245," and in many other places) of tlie explosions of powder on the figliting decks of ships in action,
and of the panic iYito whicli tliosc exj)losion8 threw the
crews, before the airency of live sliclls was iiitrodiR^*d.
The danger incun cd in bringing up and distributing
throughout the decks, ammunition and shells for the
supply of all the guns of a ship, must hereafter, irrespective of other perils, be greatly increased, and is,
in the opinion of many naval officers whom the author
has consulted on these matters, perhaps more to be
dreaded than the accidental explosion of sheUs. This
dictates tlie absolute necessity of adopting additional
precautions to prevent as far as })raeticable such fearful
and assuredly there can l)e none so effectual
accidents
as to forbid, as in the United States' service, any accumulation of sliells or of inflammable or combustible
bodies on the fighting decks of ships, which may be
exposed to the chances of being ignited or exploded by
Paixhans observes, page
shells or shot striking them.*"
C'est h\ surtout qu'il devait y avoir opposition,
18 :
parce que Fobjection principale consistait k aire, qu'il
sera ds^eereux d'empio^er, k la fois, beaucoup de projectiles charges, au miheu d'un Equipage nombreux/'
But far from listening to the proposition that this accumulation should be forbidden or reduced, it has by a
late regulation been greatly increased (Art. 271, Note).
;

—

* '* In the tetion between the Amhneeaile and the Beknuuuae, an explasion
of some cartridges took ])lacc on board the British fri^Jite, which, h^desthe
panic it created, badly wounded every man at tlic ndjoininc pnn, and occasioned so much confusion, that she was immediately hoardt'd, and, after a

very abort atniggle, captured.** Jamt^t Naval HittcXy, vol. ii. p. 245,
^ See the letter of General Paixhans a1 ovc.
Tltc Ttme^ with ita uanal
viijilnnce, has thrown out the sul'i<'Ct of that letter for consideration
and
certainly it nr.ost nearly concerns ns, who have such immense sbijis as the
Duke of Wellington, Pnnoe Albert,
;

.
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Lieutenant Jeffers, of the United States' Navy, says,
his treatise on the " Theory and Practice of Naval
No acciinniGiinnery^^* New York, 1850, p. 174, that
lation of shells in the batteries should be allowed, sinee,
if struck l)y a shot they will explode, and cause great
damage for that tlie shock occasioned by the stroke of
a shot on irou develops a heat so gi eat, that the pieces
cannot be held in the hand, and their blue colour indicates that the temperature has been raised to about
600°, the point at which powder ignites.
If a loaded
shell be struck by a shot^ the heat developed may ignite
the charge, and cause a most disastrous explosion" ^an
awful fact, which has since been fullv established.
It is enjoined in our regtdations tor conducting shell
firing, that the greatest possible care should be taKen to
expose shdls as little as possible to the chance of bein^
struck 1^ shot; for which reasons the shells which
are placed on the fighting decks for the service of
tlie guns are directed to bo stowed on shelves behind the beams, because iu that position they can only
be hit by shot coming in at right angles to the keel
(Art. 275, and tlie Re<julatiom for Shell-firinrf .) Should
a shell be struck, though it might not explode witli full
force, yet the ignition of tlie charge which is the immediate result, must produce, as Lieutenant JelTers snys,
the most disastrous results.
Can it be detrimental to
Are they known to
state these facts and opinions?
the officers of the British Navy ? Is it not right that
these warnings should be given ?
To conceal from
ships' companies, and from the country, any danger
which seamen must &ce, in the new and peculiar
system of war&re in which they are engaged, but have
not yet experienced, and in which the people of this
country, of every class, are so deeply concerned, with a
view to prevent seamen from being panioHBtricken when
the case occurs on service, and to avoid alarming the
country, by suppressing the truth, will assuredly produce effects the very reverse of that intended, and inevitably give ground for the outbreak of panic, at a
moment when it is most to be feared in action. Prein

;

—
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pare British seamen for wbai they have to expect, and
must face, and they will meet it like brave men. To
conceal danger from them is to treat them Hke children
whose nerves are not to be dependrd u[)<>n and \vht*u
the truth which had been concealed or suppre«8ed, is
practically disclosed, the very mystery that has l)een
attempted will magnify the danger, and surprise the
men into a panic which it will not be easy then to allay.
This will act disadvantageously, not omy immediately
on the ship's company actually serving, bat on tb
people of this ooontnr in general, who appear to be
kept, by this policy of concealment, totally ignoruit of
the true character of the new system of naval warfiro^
and for which they likewise shonld be prepared.
It is no doubt wise, prudent, and even nect ss;irv, xo
;

conceal the destructive effects which may be jinKluc^ d
on a foe, by the discovery and introduction into the
to reserve to ourservice of any new weapon of war,
selves the initijitive, and the exclusive use of the new
arm (although the French did not so with respect to the
Paixhans' system, nor can anything of a practical description be kept secret in these times) ; but when the
sabject of experiment is to ascertain how £ur the new
weapon or system may be used with safislgr to oonelvea,
or tne reverse, the results should be divulged to the
profession at large, to enable them to understand the
nature and extent of the danger, and ii. ii|k»u a full
considemtion of the fact« of the c^ase, it should \h} decided that the danger is miavoidaltle and must l>e

m

encountere<l, brave men will meet it with the advantage
of being well j)re}>ared to face it.
Had the facts which are now fidly proven, here
and elsewhere, been established and as well knowD
before the shell system was carried to its present dan*
gerous extent, it is impossible that it should have been
permitted to go so Bur, at least without a positive prohK
oition against placing live shells anywhere on the
Let not the reader
fighting-decks of ships in action.
imagine that this is the first announci'Uient of dangt-r to
It was lirst declared before a select couir*
the users!
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mittee of the House of Gommons in 1849,* as the present
First Lord of the Admiralty well knows, in answer
to some questions propounded by Sir James Graham,
namely, that ^ in order to conduct with safety the dangerous serv ice of shell-firing on board ships, which has
of course greatly increased tlie cliances of a shi]) being
set fire to in a general action/' it was necessury to send
every filled shell on board in a wooden box, and to provide stores and implenicntj^ (niet^d screw-tuzes) fbrsbellfiring. This i'rariul announcement greatly strengthened
the apprehensions entertained by the author and by
many British ofiicers and seamen, of the perils incidental
to shell-firing penis wliich it is neither possible nor
prudent to attempt to deny.
The dangers mcidental to shell-firing having thus
been declared by authorilr five years ago, but the
causes and amount of the oanger never living been
full V examined and ascertained, the author, rather tardily
I^rhaps than otherwise, proposes to examine in this edition of his work, in what the danger consists ;
^whether
**
sending shells on board in separate boxes, with the expensive implements^' above alluded to, whicli the select
committee were led to believe would be found ellectiial
safeguards against the accidental explosions of shells,
have proved so what is the amount of danger to
the usei's what the chances of accidental explosions
taking place the eft'ects produced l»y the Imrsting of a
shell on the fighting decks of a ship, its consequences,
—and wdiether by any, and what means, those dangers
might be obviated, abated, or avoided.
The danger of the entire explosion of a ship—and par-

—

—

—

•

—

—

—The

change of the armament introduced a variety of
added annTiaUy to tlie Ordnance vote ; amongst tiiem are
the stores necessary for firing shells horizontally, and the implenicuts lucessary
We are ubli jed
for conducting that dangerous servicr safely on loard ship.
Of course this emj^uy*
to send every filled shell on board in a wooden box.
tnmt <fiheB» ha$ frtaUy mertami tk» ehtmea cfu d^p heiny Mt ftrt to
m
•*

Question 5075.

OTpamat,

^ieh

kftve

m

gCTi'^raJ action.

"

has been necessary to substitute leather boxes for that purpose, having
a cap fitting so tightly that, in the event of the powder boy being killed, the
box might roll about the deok without a chance of the powibr being ignited
by the bursting of shells uauit.** Second Bi^port on Arm^ and Ordnanet
Expenditurt, 1849, p. 325.
It
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ticularly of a larpre ship

HL

—

^by the accideirtal ignition of
ainnmnition, or by the explosion of her ovvd
projectiles, having heen pul>licly declaivd ami widely
circulated, on the authority of the great originator of
the system of horizontal shell-firing (which we liave
imitated in principle, and far sinpassed in degree), Ska
a warning of danger to hia coimtrymen, to which no
doubt they will listen, and endeavour as much as
possible to avoid
inclines the author to think thai
General Paixhans' opinion and advice demand the most
serious oonnderation from all who are interested in the
British Naval Service.
The multiplicity and accumulations of incendiary and explosive projectiles on the fighting decks of our ships, tlie system of slirll-fii ing from all
natures and drscri]>tions ^>f ordiiaiirr, and the inordinate
magnitudes of sliips, not only exceed what Geneml
Paixhans proposed in his original work (La XoNnlU
Force Maritime), but even surpass the extent to which
subsequent French naval administrations have asBumed
the responsibility of transgressing his proposition; and,
consequently, we are more likely than they, or any other
naval power, to incur the risk of such a catastrophe as that
which Genmd Paixhans has darkly foreshadowed.
The author has stated in the previous edition of
this work (page 270 and the Note), that M. raixL.n.s*
original proposition was to apply t\\r eanon-i>hu>;ii'r to a
small exti'iit only in tlie naval serviiv. The rom mission
appoint^'d by the Minister of Marine, to witia-Ks and report upon tlie experiments of 1821, apjuoved of Colonel
Paixhans' new and powerful canon-obusier of bO,and ra»
ported that it was well adapted to Ixcoine the armament
of small vessels (as a pivotpgun), but that the introductioo
of shell-firing into the naval service would require the
utmost precautions to prevent the many fearful acridenta
which might arise from the use of live dielk on boaid a
ship, and therefore recommended that if introduced into
shij)s of the line, it should be in very limitt d nnmlKTs.
In 1821, thcMinisttr ofMariiu-, unwilling to carry into

her

own

—

i-ftVct,

nil

his soK' responsihility, tlie

n t-ommrndatiun of

of 1821, nominated another, the members
of which were to revise its liejxnt, and to state their owu
tlK'('oniniis.si<)n
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opinion and decision.* Botli rc])orts were then referred
to the Comite ( V^iisultatit" de la Marine, with a series of
questions upon them to tliese the Comite replied upon
the subject of danger,^ th^t no ])ossible precaution could
altogether sufiBoe to prevent effectually the most dangerous consequences if the use of canons a bambea and
ve shells should be extended generally to every deck
of a ship ; but^ bein^ of opinion'' that, if the number of
those guns were limited to two^ or at most four, placed
only on the lower deck, and near to the shell room, the
dangers would be comparatively small, the Comity consented to this limited arrangement. Upon the question
of map^iitude of vessels, they stated that, as large ships
in which great numbers of men, guns, sliells, and quantities of ammunition were concentrated, would be exposed, in proportion to their size, to the chances of a
defiagratioii <jencral, or tine explosion entihre, therefore the
Committee recommended that comparatively small vesRi'ls should be introduced in place of laro^-e ones.
The
reader will have perceived that the adoption of a contrary measure in France has produced General Paixhans* severe condemnation of the error. These limitations and regulations for the safe custody of shells, were
(as may be ^oi ti by referring to Section No. 16 of
General Paixhans' work, page 85,*^ where the danger
;

*

lUppwt fait

lirest, eu Janvier, 1824, jpar
xnarine, du g^nie marititne
Faixhans, p. 41.
Sisiiie de MM. le Vice-Amiral Comte de Gourdon, commandant la niarino
k Brest i De Kerienx;, maior-geu6ral de la marine; Qeofl'roi, dircctcur den coaBtraclioas Bavsles; D'HeHi, dtnoUnr dn port; Oodehert, directeur do
rarfeiUerie} Lemarant, Lahalle, Conrcy et Touffet, capitaines de vaisseau;
Simon, sons-directeur des constructions; G^ro<lias, sous-dirt'cteurde rartilleric
Lettr^, De l^osey, Coubitte, et
Clicquot des Touches, sous-directeur du [)ort

sur les preiui^rea exp^rieuces de

uoe oommtssion compost des ohefs stip^eurs de

U

et de rartilleric.

;

;

Demard, capitainea de fr^te.—Pairik/^^, ]). 44.
^ Avis du Cotnit^ (Xnsultatif do la Marine
Xouvelles ezpdrlenoM
Pai.i fmns, p. 47.
ordonn^es, plus p'tondups que lea prt^cddcntps.
« Rapport t'ait sur Ics 8ooon<les experieucea de Brest, en iSeptembre et
Octobre 18^, par one oommlaaion oompcM^ des chefs sup^enn de la marine,
du gdnie marl time ct de Partillerie. Paixham, p. 67.
.Sirjnd de M^r. le Contre-Amiral Ber_'eret, president de la commission;
;

le

Colonel

Godebcrt, directeur de rartillerie navale;

Lassale, Uuasel,

et

li^ic, capitaines de vaissean ; Simon, soua-diTectonr dee ooosbuctioos navales
Qe'rodias, sous-diroctcur de I*arttl1eric navale ; Longneville et Fteqnier, capiFnirham, p. 50.
taines de fr<^^ate9.
**
Oij^ierv-utions sur le danger que puurrunt cuurir nos vaisscaux ^>ar les

—iV»<gtons,

bombes quUls emploienmt em-mimes^

p. 84.
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III.

wliich slioll-armed vessels will incnr from the explosion
of their u\vn sIil'Hs is pointed out) IViimed expressly to
prevent the recurrence of such awful catastrophes as
those which occurred on board tlie " Theseus*' (Art. 273,
Note), which produced a prodigious sensation at the
such
time, though she was no longer a French ship
also as the explosion which took place in a French ship
the burning of the " Formidable," which
at Aboukir
took fire in the poop in the combat off the island of
Oroix, in 1795, from the explosion of shells, by which
she was disabled and obliged to surrender, with the
:

:

220 men out of a crew of 666; and lastly,
the blowing-u}) of a French ordnance store-ship, conAll these accidents
taining: quantities of live shells.
were Mserihed to want of prudence in the safe custody
and stowinp; of shells, and particularly to exposing tliem
wliich accidents, a strict
on deck, " autour des canons
observance of the foregoing regulations and precau-^
loss of

tions, it is asserted,

would have

effectually

prevented

:

relying on the efficacy of those regulations, we adopted
them; but they have since been either rescinded or
violated, both in the French and in the British service,
and thereby the dangers said to have been extinguished,
are' reproduced and reactivated.
The Academy of Sciences was consulted on the whole
of those proceedings, and reported their concurrence in
the views taken by the Commissions and Comit<5s Consul tat ifs, to which the professional questions had been
referred.*

By decree of 1838, in conformity with the Reports
and recommendations of the commissions and Comity
Consultatifs, as stated in the previous pages, the introduction of canons-obusiers into line-of-oattle ships was
limited to, at most, four; these to be placed on the
lower deck, and near to the shell-room ; and Ae like

• Rapport fait 4 P Aond^iiiio des SoiaooM et appnmW par «U«
1824.— AaVAaiM, p. 45.

MM.

le

10 Vai,

Baron Vano, ancicn ins|x^cteur <:(^no'ral dcs constnicUona
uavak's; De liosse, contre-auiiral
Do lioui ; Marquis de La Place; la
Marshal Due de Raguae, rapporteur et
Fonriar, aecnitafae perp^tael
da rAcadtfmia pour ka Sciflooaa l£alh^t^iNa.--^PaM>N% p. 46.
Si'^no

«!('

le

;

;

Bam
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limitation was long obserred in our service, with respect to the analogous and equivalent pieces of ordnance, the 8-inch shell ^ns. But since 1838, successive French naval adruinistrations, regardless of the
limitaticms prescribed by the commissions of 1821, 1824
in defiance of the injunctions of the Comite Consultatif, and of the decision of the Minister of Marine, by
whom those recommendations were approved and confirmed, have sanctioned the great augmentations decreed
by the regulations of 1848, 1849, and subsequently, in
the number of canon8H)biisier8 assigned for the annament of the French navy.' These augmentations, with
the increjused magnitude of ships, and other extensions

—

which General Paizhans disowns having had any share
in promoting, and against which he now remonstrates,
we on this side of the water have &r exceeded. See
Armament of the British Navy, as.regiilated in July,
1848, Appendix F, compared with what it is now, Ait^
271, and Note, p. 267.
It was not tlie author's intention to open, or even to
touch upon, this delicate subject on the present occasion,
farther tlian he has already done in the third edition of
this work, (Article 246 et seq.), but the whole of this
question having been opened by the distinguished originator of the shell system, in the important document
which he has recently published and concurring entirelv, as the author does, with him as to the great
perib which he apprehends from such an extension of
the armament, and magnitude of shipsj seeing also that
the fleets of England and of France are now acting
together upon a flystem, the dangers of which, irom its
exceaaesy mav be perilous to both, particularly if they
should attack powerful land batteries or fortresses,
he has been induced to express himself strongly, in the
hope that the threatened danger may be diminished
;

• It will he perceived, on referring to the reirnlation for the nniiament of
the French navy (Appendix C), that this limitation wtm strictly observed in
tiM deeraet of 1824, 183B ; ralazed in that of 1848 $ furtbMr ntoMd
\f tha
decree of 1849, and subsequently still more so hy extendilig diell-Slulg to
30 and 3&-pounder guns as well aa caooDa obuaiers.
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attention in high quarters to the advice of Greneral
Faixhans, and the suggestionfi which the author has
lon^ since ventured respectfully to offer.
AVitli respect to the remark of General Paixlians, in

hy

more the weapons of war are
powerful, the less are battles destructiv'e of
the author wishes to observe that, however
hunuiii hfe
this may be true of the number of men killed or
wounded in actual conflict, it is not so of inoendiai:^
war&re, whether practised against ships or towns : it
was not so at Sinope, and wilTnot be so in like circum*
stances hereafter. The loss of life which will take place
when incendiary projectiles are employed cannot but
be far greater than on any occasion in ancient warfare.
War may be made sufficiently costly to deter nations
from entering into it, unless when forced to do so by
circumstances similar to those in which this nation is
now |)lace(l but it may be rendered effectual without
bcluu' entirely merciless. The great Nelson prayed that
humanity, after victory, might be the predominant
characteristic of British seamen.
307. If General Paixhans be right in stating that the
danger of a ship being blown up, increases in proportion to the number of explosive projectiles and the
his recent ]iaper, that tlie

n

lulered

;

;

quantity of inflammable matter which may be accomur
lated on, or in circulation throughout, her fighting
decks, the author cannot be wrong in asserting that the
dano;er will be lessened in proportion as the causes are
diminished, and consequently that the danger must
disappear wlien no such cause is present. This being
BO, it must follow, when a ship has no live shells stowed
on her fighting decks (mines, in fact, ready laid to her
enemy B hands, and ever ready^ to be sprung by the blow
of a solid shot or the explosion of a shell), and is so
armed, in the main, as to be able to drive into and
through her opponent the greatest number possible of
solid shot, in the least time, from guns double shotted,
at distances beyond the reach of shell guns similarly
charged
that such a ship, all else being equal, must
carry the day over any vessel armed with much heavier.
;
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and therefore,

in pro|)()rtion, fewer pieces of

for shell-firing

:

ordnance

the latter vessel must, moreover, have

vast numhers of live shells stowed on lier decks
she
have to contend with the rapid inpourings of her enemy's solid shot, and at the same time
be exposed to the treacherous effects of her own pro;

will, therefore,

jectiles.

Upon a full and very serious consideration of the
danger, admitted by Greneral Paixlians iu his original
worK, and the limitations under which -only his system
was adopted (as stated in the preceding article), the
author cannot forbear to express his opinion that no
shells should be permitted on die fighting decks of a
ship under any circumstances ; and the time for making
this alteration is apt
because the reason for placing
complements of shells on the fighting decks of ships
was, to enable them to keep up qnick shell-firing
when in close action with ships, lint tliis is not
likely to occur in the present war, at least not so
suddenly as not to have time to bring shells up as
quickly as necessary.
But in action against i'ortresses,
forts, and land-d^'fences faced with hard-stone walls,
neither quick shell-firing nor any shell-firing will be
required from the broadside batteries of ships (see Art.
331, et seq.)f though howitzer or horizontal shell-iiring
from the pivot-guns of steamers, against troops, or for
enfilading, or for incendiary purposes, and mortar-shells
from bomb-ships, will always be important adjuncts in
ihe attack of fortresses and arsenals.
308, It appears from what is stated in the proceeding
of, and the eyidence taken before the French Parliamentary Committee (FEnquSte Parbmentaire) thatFrench
naval officers are becoming very sensible of the fact, that
they have overloaded their vessels with armaments
which exceed, in the aggregate, the just ])roportion
which should be maintained between the total weight
of metal Jind other material forming the armament, and
the displacement of the ship and consequently alTecting
that they have
prejudicially her stability and speed
;

;

;

augmented the weight of armament

for these ships, to

ui^u.^ud by

Go^le'
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tents disproportioned to the "
(le

leur careiie."

tlieir

developpementa relatifs
That they have not onlv overloaded

ships with too

much

weiji^ht

of metiil in the aggre-

gate, hut have introduced ordnance of such surpassing
weight, individually, as to have reduced the numher of

guns beneath that which ships should carrj, in relation
That displacing a saperior number
of gims, (30-pounder8 No. 1), by a smaller number of
canona-obusiers^ tax from adding to the real battle-poww
of a ship, detracts firom it. The number of hits or
impacts, all else being equal, will be proportionally

to their tonnage.

when the armament oonmsts of 30-pounder guns,
than when canom-obusiers are used instead of those that
30-pounder shot have force sufhcient to penetrate the
that
side of any ship, even when two shots are fired
firiuf]: two shots from canons-ohusiers of 80 is interdicted

greater

;

;

;

that the principal and most decisive battle-power in
dose action, is the &culty of pouring into an enemy's
ship a superior number of solid shot in the least possible
time ; that the use of solid shot should therefore be the
rule, shell-firine the exception ; that a single man cannot easily, and quickly, put into a gun, a projectik
larger or heavier than at most a 36-pounder; azid that
the time required for loading heavier guns, even with
increased gim crews, hecomes greater in proportion as
the weight and magnitude of a projectile increase
tliese disadvantages are exclusiw of the objections
to all

chamhered guns

in quick firing.

De

la

Graviere

" C*est k cette sup^riorite dans le tir que
declares
nous eussions dfi attrihuer les pluspart de nos reverses
depuis 1793
c*est k cette grtie de boulets, cconme
r^crivait Nelson, que I'Angleterre devait alors Tempire
:

:

absolu des mors, qu*il devait lui-m^e la victoire
d'Aboukir, et qu*il allait devoir ceDe de Trafalgar.
lis jonclmient nos ponts de cadavres." (voL ii.
And in another place he adds: •*Au)p. 175, 176.)
^ourd'liui memo, en effet, ou la science pyrotechniqiie a
ait d'immenses progres, on pent se demander encore si
les boulets creux meritent bien reellement reffrayante
reputation qu on leur a faite, et si le tir plus rapide et
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des projectiles pieins n'est point toujoars celui

dont Tefficacit^ demenre le mienx ^taolie.'* (vol. i. p. 99.)
These Ttews and opinions coincide so much with what
the author had previously stated in the former edition
of this work, and has now more expressly enunciated in
tiie foretroing" article, that he may be excused for thus
avail infj^ himself of the imp:)rtant wei^i^ht of opinions
coming from so experienced and enlightened a body of
men of science and ex{)erience, on the other side of the

Channel, concunently with those of

bome.

But before quitting

many

persons at

this part of his subject,

is anxious to state explicitly, that tliough perhaps it

he

may

be generally regretted that sheli*firing should ever have
been thought <n for the naval service, yet, having been
iotrodnoea in other navies, it is no longer a question
whether or not we should adopt it likewise. The author
is far

tV«im

thinking that

it

ouglit to be abolished in

our <i«?rvir»' so lonj^ as it is retained in others. No
doubt the burning of the 'riirkish squadron at Sinope
ii? an awful proof of the destructive eft'ects of the Paixbans* shell practice, and may well be brought against any
pTOTxipition for the rejection of that practice ; but the
uinor does not propose to relinquish or to enfeeble that
sjitem : be affirms it in principle, but condemns the
ekoesKS to which we have carried it. Its originator
disowns the excesses, and the author, agreeing with
UflB, condemns them, from a thorough conviction of
the dan^feni to which they give rise.
If the armament of tlir Ihitisli Navv consisted
a jiidicinUH cnml»iiiation of shell-guns nml solid-sliot
piins. ea« h c<»nti?i«'d to the UKi; of their l«';_Mtiinatr and
appropriate projLctiN s, our ships would he de|)rived of
none of their real battic-powci-, by restoring to solid^hot fx^um the exclusive use of their own missiles.
The
shell-power of a. ship would, by such a wise combination, suffice for a special use of shells ; there would be no
need to place any shells on the fighting decks, and there
woold be nodifficulty in providmg amj^e space for stowiair them in shell-rooms ; whilst by restoring to solidndiotKUiis the use of projectiles suited to their very natures.
'iOi*.

ii(
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the danp^er of placing multiplicities of shells on the
fi^htiii<j;MkHk fur their use, would be entirely avoided.
" If it were proposed," observes the Comity considtatif
de la Marine, pp. 49, 50, " to give hollow projectiles to
a hundred pieces of ordnance on board a ship, the precautions to be taken would be niimerouSy and the danger
would be difficult to avoid ; but it is proposed to have
only four or eiz canons h bombes, which bein^ placed on
the lower deck, can be supplied with theur sheik hv
conveying these last a short, distance only ; and, though
powerful guns, being few, they will requu-e but a moderate quantity of ammunition.*'* Yet we have vastly
multi]>lied the number of shell guns, and thus we
persist in braving the dangers against which these
w^arnings are pronounced, and have hurried on the
French to do the like. The difficulty of providing
safe stowage, for many hundred of shells, in some
cases, in shell-rooms whose heights are limited, by the
necessity of keeping their tops or crowns sufficiently
below the water^Une, renders it necessaiy to add to their
len^h, and hence has arisen, in a ereat degree, the
cosfly lengthening of ships, to enaUe them to stow
The real battletheir vast complements of shells.
power that would be restored to ships, by this emancipation of solid-shot-gims from the obligation to use
shells, consists in the superior range, accuracy, and
penetrating loree of solid-shot-guns, in their superiority
for firing double-shot (Arts. 253, 264), and in the
greater number of guns which vessels so armed would
carry in relation to their tonnage; and the reader,
pursuing the argument briefly stated in the third
edition of this work (Arts. 246 to 248 of that edition),
and given at greater length above, will not £eu1 to
arrive at a just conclusion.

*

" 8*il

8*a^8sait," observes the Comity consul tatif de la
arioe, pp. 49, 50^
rMjrctiles crcux ik oeDt IxHichcs h feu dii liaut en has d'un
soraicnt
infinies
difficile
ct le danpcr
A rviter ; in.nis
vaisscau, Ics prdcrtutions
il ne s'aj^it ici que de quatre ou six canons a bombes, qui, ^tant place's dans la
*'

do domicr (ks

j

bean, reoevnmt lean piojectilea^ sans longs tngets, et qui, ayant one
triNhgrande puissance, n*aun>nt qu*un aii^viaioiinflment peu nombraiuc.**
batterie
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shots that were foiindf sticking in the

sides of line-of-battle ships after actions in the ktte war
has since been used as an argument against the efficiency

of solid shot, and in favour of shells but Simmons, in
his excullunt work on the effects of heavy ordnance,
))|). ()9, 70, attrihutes this most justly to the custom of
doulde and treble sliotting then so general; and the
author lias shown in Art. 254 that this arose in some
cases from carrying a little too far the well-known fact
that by reducing the charge to what is just sutiicient
to produce penetiation through the side of a ship, the
ravaging and splintering effects are increased: these
errors will probably exist no longer ; but however this
may be, if soUd shots have not power to penetrate
imder the circumstances, still less could shells or hollow
:

shots do 80.
310. When it is unavoidably necessaiy to iSll shells on
board ship, the metal fuze should be carefully brushed
and luted before it is put in ; the shell should be filled
by means of a funnel, taking care to insert its orifice
below the screw in the tap of the shell, so that no grains
of powder may get into the thread. To guard the more
effectually against this accident, the female screw in the
tap of the shell should likewise be carefully brushed out
pnrclnnent
before the fuze is introduced, and a washer
or some other material should be placed under the collar
or head of the fuze, that there mav be no contact
betw'een the met<als of the fuze and the shell.
sea-service shells are fixed to wooden bottoms by
straps or bands of tin, or snaked by yams to |^mmets
of rope, to prevent the shell from turning
setting
home; the latter is the more certain expedient, on
account of the tin straps being liable to be broken, or
injured bv damp.
311. Fuzes should be frequently examined to see that
their caps have not become so corroded as to be immoveable, but it must be remarked that ibis can be
safely done only by putting the shell whose fuze is to
be so examined into a gun previously loaded with a
few ounces of powder the range to the front, right

AH
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being dear. The cap may then be screwed
with the instarument proposed by Captain Nott,

a brass wrench supplied for that purpose
instrument

is

used for fixing the

ftize

in,

;

the same
and with-

drawing it from the shell the men who turn the instrument keeping well within it and the shell and, in
the evvAit of the fuze igniting, the shell would be blown
out of the gun.
The examination of percussion fuzes will be still more
perilous, but at the same time more necessary ; for the
deteriorating effects produced by yidssitudes of climate
and temperature, and by sea-damp on the chemical com*
pounds contained in those shells when long stowed in a
ship, have not yet been ascertained. To tamper with sudi
explosive bodies, by opening, examining, renewing, and
replacing them on board of ship, should not be permitted
on any account and there only remains to be tried the
;

;

of firing them against rocks or other resisting
This may not always be convenient or possible,
masses.
and at best will only show whether or not the sliells
fired have been efficient : it will not show that all those
in the ship's store rooms will prove so thereafter ; and
failures not unfrequently occur, even with new made pei^
cossion fuzes.
312. In the experiments of 1853, several 8-inch shells
were found to have struck the object without exploding
some stuck in the side of the hulk ; others passed through
the wood, wdiich was unsound, the shock not having been
sufficient to produce the explosion. An 8 or 1 0-inch sliell
passed through the near-side, and struck an iron bolt on
the oi)])(>site side, yet did not explode, the percussion
fuze being found entire.
Thus those projectiles failed
as sheik, and did not even succeed as shots. Had those
shells whicli. stuck in the sides or lodged in the body of
the hidk been fitted with time fiozes, the eRect of their
explosion would have been the greatest possible. Many

effect

• " An awful exnlosion took place in the Ubomtory at Bocbefori, in 1851, in
pnpating the implements for shell-firing, in which a nmitrc-d'artificieni mod
and a similar accident at Mauvillon, by wliich Wev&k
several men were Killed
seamen gunners perished." VEnquiU FaHementaire, vol. i. p. 328.
;
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of lCoonK>m*8 fuzes were picked up entire and aninjnred
amongst numerous splinters of sneUs after the experiments had been made. The old hulk the York'* was
no doubt very much riddled and ravaged by these experiments but she was not burnt, which she must have
been by even one such sliell as that mentioned, or by
one or two of the shells, having time- fuzes, which were
planted in the " Prince George " in the experiments of
;

1838.
313. It is now of vast im]X)i'tance to the naval service
of this country that a series of experiments should be
undertaken in order to establish, if possible, the following points : Ist. What are the effects produced on the
sides of a ship by firing against them shells with different degrees of velocity ? for example, at short ran^es^
with full chains ; at medium ran^s and with medium
charges; and at long ranges with reduced charges.
2ndly. At what time, and where, would the bursting
3rdlv« At what ranges and with what
take place ?
velocities would the shell expkxie by the concussion
without penetrating at aO into the tunber ? and must
the blow be very slight to have this effect; that is, to
render the shell harmless ? The following faets may
be considered as affording answers to s^nne of the
and may be of use in regulating
above inquiries
the charges of powder in shell-firing against ships.
At 1250 yards, 10 lbs. of ]X)wdcr drove an 8-inch sliell
through one side and lodged it in the fiiither side of a
with 8 lbs. of powline-oi-battle ship at the lower-deck
der an 8-inch shell perforated the first side and rebounded
from the other. At 900 yards, with charges of 8 and
10 lbs. of powder, 8-inch diells passed through the first
At 600 yards, with
side and lodged in the second.
charges of 7 and 8 lbs. of powder, B-inch shells just per^
forated both sides and then dropped. At 600 yards, an
8-iiich shell, witii a charge of 5 lbs. of powder, passed
through the first and lodged in the second side. At 300
yards, with charges of 7 and 8 lbs. of powder, 8-inch
shells perforated both sides and buried themselves in the
butt. With hollow shot, plugged, of oG lbs., and a charge

—

;

;
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of 10 lbs. of powder, at 1250 yards, the shot passed
through the first side and buried itself in the second*
With 12 lb. charges (now abandoned) riiells frequently
burst in the gun, or at its muzzle.
In May, 1853, at the request of the Special Committee
of Artillery Officers, six 32-pouiider shells, and six
8-inch shells, all fitted with Freehurn's coucuission fuzes,
were fired from the " Excellent " at the " York " hulkr,
at 1200 yards distance, when the following results were
obtained : Every shell struck the hulk : of these 10
burst immediately ; one struck an iron knee and broke,

—

and one did not biust. There was no premature explosion ; the trial was therefore very satisfactory, and it was
recommended that some fuzes of the same kind should be
made at the Royal Laboratory, in order to be preserved
there as patterns for future coustructions.
314. It has hithLa to been generally supposed that the
frequent burstin^^ of shells in or near the muzzles of
guns, when impelled by large charges," arose, in comuion
shells, from the dislocation of the composition contiiined
in the fuze, and particularly in short-time fuzes; and
with respect to Shrapnel euiells, in which it is moet
essential that large charges should be used, the premature explosions which frequently take place were
supposed to be due to the same cause. It was to determine this point that a committee was appointed to
make experiments and report upon those failures.
The committee recommended that tlie service chaiges
for spherical case shot should be considerably reduced ;
this measure, having been approved and adopted, has,
by so much, deprived that description of shell-tiring of
the essential eaiise of its efficiency.
But it was surmised
by many, and firmly believed by the author, that those
premature explosions neither arose from dislocations of
the short column of composition in tlie fiize, nor
from the friction of the bullets on the bursting charge
* "In firing; Shrapnel shells from heavy 32-potiiiden and 8-iDch gllxu^
a
charge of fi lbs. is not to be exceedcil, .ukI is the moBt effective that can be
used with these guna with a greater charge the sliells will verj' frequtntly
burst in the gun from the concussion on firing." " KxceUent " Jmtructiotta,
;

—
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contained in the shell, in the interstices between the
for it has been recently' proved that shells with;
out flizes, the taps stopped with iron plugs, explode at
or near the muzzle of the gun when fired with large
charges and the friction of the bullets on the powder
(which is eflfectnally prevented in Captain Boxer's fuzes)
can scarcely be the cause of the explosion, because friction
cannot have had time to produce the heat required

balls

;

to ignite the burstinji;' cliaro^e on the shell issuing from
the gun, although it might do so in the course of, and
near the end of it« llight, irom the grinding of tlie
powder l)y the balls. It may thi'refore be surnn'sed
that the explosion of the shell at the instant of firing
can arise from no other cause than that gunpowder is
explosive by percussion, and that the bursting charge
is exploded by the shock of discharge, just as wlien a
loaded shell is struck by a shot it is exploded, not by a

spark elicited on the previous breaking of the shell, but,
as already stated, by the ignition of its contents contemporaneously with, or instantaneously after, it is broken
by the blow.
The fact, incontestably, is that gunpowder is, in a
considerable and dangerous degree, explosive l)y percussion, concussion, compression, and friction, and
tliough not instantaneously, yet gradually, by even a
To one or other of these latent
small degree of heat.
dangers in gunpowder, and the more easily ignited
compounds for fuze-primings, kc, may be ascribed
the unaccountfible explosions which so frequently
occur in the powder-mill, the laboratory, the fireworkers' manufactory, and in ships, as well as the frequent explosions of ammunition in tumbrels and on the
field waggons, and of which no good account has
been given, because in general all the persons near and
very terrific case of this description
about are killed.
occurred at Portsmouth, in 1851, where a large concourse of nayal and military officers and many other
persons assembled, at the Fire Bam, to witness the
trials of a 10-inch shell, filled with a slow^-burning
composition, which, on being ignited by it8 fuze, should

A
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emit a dense smoke or vapour, having moreover suffoBut instead of burning slowly, the
cating effects.
composition, as soon as ignited, exploded the shell,
scattered its splinters with great force in every direo*
tion, and, besides the casuidties it occasioned to the
bystanders, liad well-nigh put an end to the valuable
life of a gallant and distinguished general officer, one
of the autlior's most valued friends.' After the most
careful investigation, this accident has never been
accounted for, and remains one of numerous instances
of the treacherous character of all such artifices.
It was proved by Le Roi that gunpowder is explosive
by percussion, for this chemist found that a few grains
strewed on an iron anvil, and struck by an iron hammer,
exploded. Jeffers, in the work above quoted, savs, p.
174, that gunpowder likewise explodes by the collision
of iron on brass, brass against orass, copper against
likewise by the shock of
coi)per, though less readily
bronze on copper, iron on marble, iron on lead, and
The latter was abundantly proved in an
lead on lead.
experiment made by Professor Faraday, wno is in possession of a large fragment of a shell containing a
mass of lead formed by the bullets it liad contained,
which were transformed, by the shock of impact, into a
mass of prisms this was made use of to try whether the
;

;

action ot lead on lead would ignite gunpowder ; for this
purpose a small quantity was placed in the hollow of tbe
shell, which, when struck by a leaden bullet, was ignited.
stone shot, of 770 lbs. weight, entered the lower deck
of the "Windsor Castle" in 1807, set fire to some
powder, and produced a terrible explosion, by which 40
men were killed and wounded, and such a panic was

A

some men jumped overboard and were
then, might not the blow of a 32 lb.
shot, fired with a full service charge, and striking a
But
shell at rest, explode the shell by percussion?
whether the shell be broken and its contents ignited
thereupon, or whether it be exploded by its charge on
created

tliat

drowned.

'

Why,

M^or-Qeaeral Simpeoa, Governor of PortAmoath.
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receiving the blow, this at least we know, that such an
ignition of powder may produce, as it did at Sinope, the
most disastrous effects in a ship in action.
The expense of sliell equipment and shell-firinp:, to
the extent to which it has been carried in the British
The cost of every 8-inch shell
navy, is enormous.
6d.
shipped in its box, including the fuase, is
Every 8-inch shell fired costs 17^. 41c?.* The cost
of the fuze for a 10-inch shell is the same as that
for an 8-incb, but the expense of the shell itself is
greater than tliat of an 8-incli, in proportion to tlie
Fully admitting
greater wei^^ht of the larger shell.
the advantages of pivot-gims to steamers and other

and of a limited number of sli<dl-guns for special
there is nothing to ol»jeet to the expense,
though large, of guns, carriages, slides, and appurtenances of tlie former,*' nor to the supply of 8-inch shells
But with respect
for a limited number of shell-guns.
to the vast expense of arming whole decks of lineof-battle and otlier ships with shell-guns ; and of shellfiring from all natures and descriptions of ordnance,
great and growing objections are made, and making
weir way. The vast expense of our shell system consistB not only in providing great numbers of new shellvessels,

8hell-firin<^,

Ac, but, moreover, of constructing
ships and vessels of vastly increased and enormous
magnitudes, capable of carrying sucli heavy armaments
and of providing stowage in their interior for the

guns, shells, fuzes,

*

Cost per Bound of 8-iach Naval SheUfl

fired.

BbeU

.

M«U1

Burslinsc powder, 2 lbs.

Box

.

•

•

•

•

4i

.12
1

Total, including the box

^

•

,

Moonom's

6

5 0
5 10

fose tnd its cap, about
powder at 7<f.

Charf?e, 10 lbs.

Saxes cost about 6i. each

...
;

Boxes,

6-

11

19

3J

inch, 1«. 6d.

The expense of the gun, osrriage, sUde^ and appnrtenanccs
£225
of a 68-pounder gun
176
.
•
Ditto
.
ditto
of a 10-inch txun .
112
.
.
,
Ditto
ditto
of an 8-inch g\in .
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greatly increased complements of shells. For this the
relation formerly existing between the displacement of
ships and the nmnber of guns they are to carry (Arts.
249-252) has been greatly altered, in the construction of new ships, and in re-modellmg those formerly
If General Paixhans, the great orio^nator of
built.
the shell system, is right, and unless the author and
many experienced first-rate naval officers be egregiously
mistaken, fresh expense of no small amount will have
to be incurred merely to undo much that has been
already done.
The author can scarcely doubt that he will be considered by the reader to have established, in the preceding pages, a case of veiy great peril, deserving the most
serious consideration : ^this, at least, is so strongly impressed upon him in the course of the laborious, protracted, and most anxious attention which he ha^ given
to this important subject, that the author feels it impossible
to repress the avowal of his apprehension, now that he is
called upon by the demand for his work to resume liis
Thus he disburthens his mind of the load he
labours.
would liave to bear, and clears his conscience of the
responsibility which, in certain cases, he mi^ht incur,
did he conceal the convictions of In's own mind. The
reader will pronounce whether, in his judgment, a case
of peril to the profession and to the country has, or has
no^ been established in these pages ; and, if the former,
whether by any, and what means, the danger may be
prevented, abated, or avoided.

—
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HIUTART ROCKETS.
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315.
rocket for military purposes consists of an
inflammable composition contained in a cylindrical case
of stout paper or of iron, the head, or anterior part,
having usually the form of a cone, but, occasionally,
that of a hemisphere or paraboloid. The composition
for the cylindrical part consists of nitre, sulphnr and
charcoal, in the following proportions : ^Nitre, 4 lbs. 4
oz. ; sulphur, 12 oz. ; and charcoal, 2 lbs.
When the

—
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used merely for making signals, the licad,
then conical, is filled with a composition for
producing, at the explofiioiiy the stars of light which
rocket

is

which

is

constitute the signal.
rod of wood is attached, at one end, to the base,

A

the neck or choke of the rocket ;* its length being equal
to about 60 times the diameter of the cyhndrical part of
the rocket, and its thickness equal to about half that
diameter. Signal rockets weigh from half a pound to
2 lbs. : the diameter of a one pound rocket is If inch ;
the length of the cylindrical part is 12| inches, and of
the conical part 3^ inches.
The composition is driven into the rocket case till its
density is erjiial to ahout t^^^ce that of gunpowder; but,
in tlie interior, about tlie axis of the case, is left a void
space of a conical form, its hase coinciding with the
neck of the rocket; and, in tin's neck several apertures
are formed for the admission of air
at one of these, in
which is left a piece of quick match, the fire is appli( d to
the composition. The rocket, when about to be fired, is
£tted in a tube, which is attached in a given position, to
a rest ; when, on applying the match, the whole surface
of the conical space is put in a state of slow combustion
and the rocket is propelled : the combustion continues
till the composition is entirely consumed ; the elastic gas
generated by the combustion escaping through the
:

apertures.
316. The propelling power is produced by the expansion of tlie gas generated in the bui ning composition
tlie force thus originated causes a ])resHure, outwards,
against the sides and ends of the rocket but the apertures in the neck allowing the gas to escape there,
(being resisted only by the pressure ol" the atmosphere
at the apertures), tlie pressure against tl lat end is con:

;

sequently less than tluit which is exerted by the gas
against the head, or anterior part of the rocket ; and the
• At first tlio rod wn;? attached to one side of the rocket ; hut this caused
great irro:j;iilaritiea iu the tlight, and the late Sir William Coiigreve jdaced it
in the direction of the axis of the rocket : this diflpoftition in a great measure
nmedied the evil without interfering with the cec^w of the gM.
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between the pressures at the opposite ends is
a resultant force acting against the head during all the
time that the composition is burning tliis constitutes,
therefore, a pressive force by which the rocket moves
onwards with a motion continually accelerated till the
resistance of the air against the head becomes equal to
that force, or till the composition is burnt out (about 20
seconds), when the rocket falls to the ground.
This
action of the gas is quite analogous to that which produces the reoon of a suspended gun, when fired without
shot or wadding.
317. The rod serves to guide the rocket steadily in
its flight, the hiteral resistance of the air about it prein a 1 lb.
venting, in some nicasure, its vil)rations.
rocket, before combustion begins, the common centre of
gravity of the rocket and rod is about 2 feet &om the
head of the former, and about 7 feet from the opposite
extremity of the latter and then the resistance of the
air, in checking the vibrations of the rocket from
diftereiico

;

;

accidental causes, acts with considerable effect, like a
ap})lied at the end of the longer arm of a lever
bTit, in proportion as the composition is burnt out, the
centre of gravity approaches the middle of the length
the resistance of the air is then
of the whole missile
less able to counteract the accidental deviations of the
rocket itself; the head at the same time begins to droop,
and at length the whole comes obliquely to the ground.
It has happened, even, when the angle of elevation was
small, that the w eight of the rocket preponderated so fiur
over that of the rod as to cause the missile to come to
the ground in a direction tending towards the spot from

power

;

whence

it

was

fired.

Signal rockets, whose diameters vary from 1 to 2
inclies, will ascend vertically to a height of 500 or GOO
yards and those whose diameters vary from 2 to 3
inches, to a lieight of 1200 yards.
12-pounder rocket
fired at an elevation of 1G°; and a 6-pounder rocket, at
an elevation of 14^% range about 1200 yai'ds. The
distances at which tlie explosions of rockets have been
seen vary ^rom 40 to 50 miles.
;

A
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318. The use of rockoti; was first introduced into the
militaiT Krvioe by Sir William Conp^ve. This scientific olBoer causecf them to \n} made to serve as shells
or csrcMM; and their weights, for these purposes^
an* 3» 69 12, 24 and 32 {)oands. When fired against
timbcT or earth they penetrate to considerable depths.
12-poiinder rocket, after a range of 1260 yards, .has
ent4*rcd to the depth of 22 feet into earth.
Kvt-ry hlicll-nx'kt't is fitt<'d with a fuze, screwed into
The i'w/.r is an Iniig* as the size of
the biu*»' of the hIh U.
the f»liell will admit of, »«> as to leave suftieient space
lift w. .11 the riid of it and the inner surface of the sliell,
and the end of
f»>r j'Uttin^ in th*- Kui-sting jMjwder
tin- fuz4,* ii* euiijK'd, to serve as a pimido in the insertion
c»f ilie boring bit.
There is a hole in the end or apex of
the filiell, secured by a screw metal plug, for putting in
the bursting powder, and for boring, acoordmo^ to the
diffen Tjt nitj;r» s at which it may be required to burst
The following table shows the dimensions of
tlie shell*
the parts of the rocket which relate to the ibae :

A

;

If the rocket is to be iisi*d as a shot-rocket, the only
to be attended to, is to take care that there is no
pnwd<*r in the shell, and that the plug is secured in the

thiniir

piutr-hole.
If the

iuugu»t

nnket

rangi.',

is

to

l>e

the plug

iii

!i««'d

as a shell-nH-ket, at

to be

tlirt

takcu out, aud the shell
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filled, the fuze left at its full length, and the plug
replaced.
If at the shortest range, the fuze is to he entirely hored
through and the rocket composition hored into, to within
one inch and a half of the top of the cone, in the 24-

pomider rocket, and to within one inch in the 12, 6, and
3-pounder rockets. The distances from the siuHBstce of
the shell to the top of the cone, and from the smr&oe of
the shell to the end of the fuze, and also the length of the
fnze, being fixed and known, the place on the boring bit
at wliich to screw the stopper, whetner for various lengths
len<;t]i of rocket composition to be left over
cone, is easily doterniined; tliese distances are marked
on the brass scales for eacli nature of rocket, and the
length of roeket composition available for boring into,

of fuzes or
tlie

and the lengths of fuze, are
an inch/

also set

ofi',

and subdivided

into tenths of
The following

"

and

elevations,

rules concerning the len^^ths of rocket

may

fiizrs, the ranges
bo useful, though they have not been coutirmed by aa

eztensiTe course of practice :
For 24 i)Ouii(ler rockets if the whole length of the fuse ia left in the shell
of the L'l-|)oiin<ler rocket, it may be expected to bmst at about 3700 yaida,
elevation 47 degrees.
If the whole of the fuie oomposition be bored out, and the rocket composition left entire, the shell may be expected to burst at about 2000 yards,
elevation 27 denrees.
if the rocket composition be bored into, to within 1.6 inch of the top of the
cone, the shell may be expected to burst at about 700 yards, elevation 17
;

de'irees.

For rJ-iHiiiiidor pickets ; if the whole len;^th of fiize l>e Ifff in the shell of
the l2-poiiuder rocket, it may be expected to burst at about 30U0 yards,
eleration 40 degrees.
If the whole of the fuze com]X)8ition be bored out, and the rocket coropoBition left entire, the shell may be expected to bunt at about 1600 yarde^
elevation 20 degrees.

If the locket composition be bored into, to within one inch of tbe top of
the cone, the shell may be expected to bunt at about 420 yards, 10 degveea
elevation.

For 0-pounder rockets ;
tbe 6-pounder rocket, it

37

if

the whole length of fuze be left in the shell of
expected to burst at about 2900 yards,

may be

elevation.
If the whole of the fuze composition ho
(leiirees

lx>re<l ont, an<l the nx'ket corapositiou be left entire, the shell may be expected to burst at about 1100 yards,
elevation 16 degrees.
If the rocket comi>osition be bored into within one inch of the top of the
cone, the shell may be expected to burst at about 420 yards, elevation
10 degrees.
For 8-pounder rocketa ; if the whole length of the fuM ba left in the shell

yi.
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practice given in the Note, above, are suflicicnt to show
the jxreat uncertainty of that j)ractice against tioops in
i\w lield
and to this nncertainty must be added tlie
;

habihty of the sticks to be broken on grazing the
ground, wlien fired at low angles.
The forward motion of a rocket, besides being impeded
by the resistance of the air at the head, is further impeded by the action of j^vity when the missile is fired
at an elevation. Agam, in firing across the wind, the
action of the air upon the stick causes the rocket to come
up more to the wind instead of being driven bodily to
leeward, and the stronger the current of air is, the more
the rocket points towards the quarter from whence the
wind comes. When the rocket is fired against the wind
the range is considerably shortened, and when fired with
the wind, it is lengthened. Thus, in firing across the
wind, some allowance must be made for its eflfects, and
tlie rocket must be pointed by so mucli to leewai d of the
object in firing against the wind, greater elevation than
tliat which the distance re(]uires must be given, and in
firing with the wind, less elevation must be given
but
tlie amount of tliese allowances can only be assumed
a|>proximatively according to an estimate of the strength
of the wind; and therefore the practice must be
;

;

uncertain.

The author has seen suflScient of rocket practice
to convince him of the imcertainty and
inefficiency of that weapon in firing at small objects.
320.

on service

When used against large towns, which can scarcely be
missed, in oraer to set fire to habitations and other
structures formed of combustible materials, rockets may
answer well as incendiary weapons; but they are &r
of the 3-{x)un<lcr rocket, it may be expected to burst at about 1800 yards,
elevation 25 degrees.
If the whole of the fuze composition be bored out, and the rocket composition be left entire, the shell may be expected to burst at about 850 yaids,
elevation 12 decrees.
If the rocket composition be bored into within one indi of tihe top of the
cone, the shell maj 1^ expected to bufst at about 420 yaids, eteTation
8 degrees.
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more formidable

to piiTate dwellings and their unfortunate iiiiuates than destructive of military defences
and the lodgments of the troops. If a rocket strike the
roof of a liouse it will there stick and set it on fire but
it has not })enetrating power to produce any serious
Flushing was set on
effect on the defences of a place.*
fire in many placesi at the bombardment of that place in
1809, but no mark was left of the rockets having done
any material injury either to the defences or the
;

Rockets may be used with considerable
defenders.
advantiige against cavaliyy from the scaring effects of
that blazing projectile upon horses : they may also be
employed efiicaciously against squares or masses of
iniiintry, and in dislodging an enemy from villages or
towns, wliieh could not otherwise be approached by
infantry alone.
At the battle of Leipsic, in 1813, the
British rocket troop under the command of Captain
Bogue, is said to liave rendered essential service ; and
at the passage of the Adour some discharges of rockets
fired across the river checked a French column that was
advancing to attack the lodgment which had been
effected on the right bank of the river by a body of 600
British troops ; but it appears upon the whole that the
efiects produced by these first uses of this apparently
fearful weapon were rather moral than real.
Rockets
may also be fired from ships against troops or towns
with considerable effect as incendiary projectiles ; and
were used as sucli by the French in 1844, against the
cities of Tangier and Suerah ; they have also beau found
very useful for incendiary purposes in Algiers.
The
portability of rockets, when ^reat numbers are to be con-

veyed in countries impracticable for. wheel carriages,
renders them very desirable weapons with troops in the
field, and even with the artillery of an army, to be used
on special occasions, as when guns cannot be brought up.
It must bo remarked that wbat is called a sliot-rockct is one whose shell
not loaded with iK)\vdcr, and which has the top j)lug}:ed. It is therefore
only a thin hollow shot, having consequently comparatively small penetratini;
power, aii'l \s liich, like other boUow ahot, would break to pieoea xm aliiking
any very hard material.
•
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321. Sir William Congreve enthusiastically believed
that his rockets would entirely supersede the use of
artillery in the land service, and many exaggerated
opinions were once entertained of the efliciency of tliat
weapon but these liave long since sobered down to the
idea, now very generally prevalent, that they are only
substitutes for field guns, when these eannot be brought
up they may easily be carried by men or drawn by
horses, and may commence firing upon an enemy before
The most
artillery could be brought into position.
efficient use, however, that can be made of rockets is, as
an incendiary projectile, to set fire to towns or single
;

;

building ; but it may be doubted whether the rocket
system is not carried too far for field service in the organic
zation of rocket troops. These consist of mounted men,
as in the horse-artillery, with a number of carriages for
transporting the rockets and their appurtenances. The
carriages cannot be brought up unless the country in
which they are to act is practicable for them and if so,
would it not be better that a troop consisting of so many
men, carriages, and horses, should have guns rather
than rockets ? According to the present organization of
rocket troops, these very imcertain weapons are made
substitutes for artillery^ whieh the same number of
caniages might transport and the same number of men
might serve. M. Charpentier in his ' Essay on ArtUlery^
p. 199, makes the following very just observation
respecting extreme opinions on the value of rockets:
;

^ Quelques militaires regardent

les

fus^

de guerre

comme des projectiles insignifiants.

D'autres, s*exag^rant
leur puissance destructive, en font une sorte d'invention
infemale, dont ils voudraient, dans des vues philanthropicjues, voir Tusage interdit.
y a erreur de part et
d*autre.
Les fusses incendiaires pen vent avoir un effet
tr^s-utile dans certaines circonstances de la guerre, no
fut-ce (^ue pour porter la deiuorabsation chez reunemi.'**

D

* ** There are milHery men who consider rockets as weapoiii of nnall value
and there are others wlm, e\af^ti:emtinci their destructive powers, consider them
as a sort of inftmal inventiou, the cniplo\ luejit of which they would, from
motives of philaatbropy, interdict. Both imrtics are in error rockets can bo
employed with adTantage in war only as meana of producing diioider among
an enemy*s tro^.'*
:
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Thus in the a£fair at the Adour, in 1812, the French
were certainly very much scared, but not much
hurt; one of them, who was made prisoner, had the
skirts of his coat set on fire by a rocket, and on surrender-

Boldiers

—

ing exclaimed in great consternation " Sacre Dieu j'ai
vingt ans de service et je n'ai jamais vu des armes a feu
!

—

But, continues M. Charpentiei', if
celles-lh."
rockets are powerless against tlie strong materials of sliips
of war, they may be used with gieat efficacy againi>t
places on a sea-coast, to protect landings, and against
crowds there assembled ; and, accordingly, they should

comme

be plentifully supplied to st^m ships, which, having
small draught of water, may approach close to an enemy's
coast and by using these incendiary projectiles compensate advantageously for the small number of guns to
Thus large
w'hich their armament must be limited.
proportions of rockets are issued to steam ships in the
Jj'rench nayy, and even to other vessels.
322. But rockets are dangerous inmates in ships there
is no space to stow them in shell-rooms or magazines, nor
terrific
would it be proper to place them there.
exemplification of the danger of these incendiary bodies,
in ships overmuch provided with weapons of this
description, is given in the subjoined note.* Rocket
firing from ships is a very dangerous practice. The first
rush of back-foe before the rocket starts is capable of
igniting any combustible body upon which the tongues
An expedient, we believe, has been
of the flame act.
proposed, to ])i otect the sliip from this back-fire, but it
does not appear to have been successiul.
:

A

• "A tcrriblo misfortune has occurred to the sliip of the line yalniy,' whilf
at Bca, and in the pas8a;:;c from Torbay to Brest, owing to the iiui'rudeuce of %
guDDer, who bad in bis possession some bozet of rackets, one of wbich
exploded. About five o'clock in the morning; of the 8tl» a tremcndons explosion was heard, like a clap of thunder, on board.
At the same moment the
rap]«l was beaten, minute gims were lired, and orders given to get out the
boats. The shock was so great that the whole of the lights were eztingoisbed
darkness the most complete prevailed ; and the Oiew ran a risk <^ beSAK
Nothins! was heard but the cries and
suffocated by the smoke of the powder.
meanings of the wounded, the greater rart of whom were as if buried under
the timbers. Twenty seamen, whose forms had lost all human api^earance,
were found amongst the mini. Ten of them died iti half an hour after, and it
'J he
is feared that very few can be saved.
Yalmy,' damaged oompleiely in
her inside, is to put into Lrest to be repaired.**
'

*
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When,

to all the other aberrations to which a
we add that the trajectory
which a rocket describes is made up of two portions
produced by very different causes and governed by difierent laws, the very great uncertaintv of rocket practice
will be obvious.
When it first starts from the tulxi the
velocity is so small that it is not snffioient to prevent
the fore part of the rocket from drooping or dipping
below the axis of the tul>e the actual angle of departure
is, therefore, less than that at which the tube is set, and
allowance for the error can only be made by a vague
estimation. As the rocket proceeds its velocity increascR,
and is supposed to be greatest at one third or one half
the range. The common centre of gravity of a rocket
and its stick on starting is situated near the propelling
power, and the vibrations of the rocket during its flight
take place about that point ; this point is, however, continually changing its place in proportion as the com*
position is consumed, and this change causes continual
urregularities in the deviations of the rocket during its
flight.
When the composition is entirely burnt out, the
rocket proceeds under new and very different conditions
so that upon the whole it is utterly impossible
to lay down the trajectory of a rocket, or to obtain
good and sufficient rules for conducting the practice

323.

projectile is subject in itsflight,

;

:

with that arm.
324. A very ingenious method of dispensing with the
stick of the rocket has recently been proposed l)y Mr.
Hale. This consists in causing the rocket to rotate on
its axis during its flight; and, as in the case of an
elongated shot, move steadily with the point fc^remost.

For Ihis purpose, instead of permitting the rush of flame
to escape from the bottom orifice in a line with the axis
of the tube, by which the flame acts directly against the
air, the burning material issues from five orifices made
near the neck, obliquely to the axis of the tube ; the effect
of which is that the body of the rocket is made to rotate
This is certaiidy a very
while it is also j>n)pelled.
ingenious contrivance which may be expected to produce
advantageous results. In the experiments made with

NAVAL QUNNERT.
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modes of directing them have been
by firing them from a small trough formed
of wood in two inclined planes Secondly, from a frame
carrying two portions of rings, wliicli grasp the body of
tlie rocket and retain it in one j)08ition till it has acquired,

these rockets several
tried

:

First,

:

after ignition, sufHcient force to overcome the pres.sure
of a spring below it this force, suddenly releasing the
body from the rings, permits the rocket to escape with a
velocity sufiicient to prevent the usual droop or aip above
mentioned. This droop was supposed to be the canse of
the failures in some previous experiments which had
been made at low angles of elevation without the rings.
Thirdly, the rockets were directed by a circular machine
consisting of three hoops made of iron bars, between
wliicli tlie rocket was introduced; on being ignited, it
proceeded round the circle between tlie bars with
increasing velocity, and escaped at the lower part of the
;

machine

witli force sutlicient to j)revent

any droop as

well as to carry it to a very great distance.
325. These rockets were not recommended by the
select committee, on account chiefly of their liabiUty to
failure at low angles ; but whatever may be their present
defects they appeared to the committee to be capable^
when further miproved, of being made very vatoable

weapons.
Uidess the cause of the lailure of the Hale rocket, when
nsed at low angles, can be removed, it will be of little
and it is in horizontal
use against troops in the field
firing, on plane battle fields, that rockets are most
In other respects also the success of the
formidable.
Hale-rocket may be doubted the stick-rocket continues
its flight, directed by tlie stick, after the composition is
burnt out ; but the Hale-rocket loses its directmg power
as soon as the composition is consumed, because the
rotation then ceases, and nothing can be expected from
the rocket, beyond the distance it has readied when the
composition ceases to bum.
;

:
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OV THB ATTACK OF MABITIMB FOBTRBS8B8.
The most

recent cases of vertical shell-firing
since the termination (1815) of
the general war, are those carried on by the French
erpiadrons which boniharded the fortresses of San Juan
dXUoa in 1838, and Vera Groz in 1839; and these
Bftav be taken as proofs of the nncertaintv of vertical
sh^practioe against casdes or other small places, as
well as of the inabilily of fleets to contend with for^
tr tMmm ami oilier ]X)WL'rful land batteries, unless the
shi|j8 l>e ver\' close to them.
AVhether the attacking
sliijys or squadions should, under any circumstances, be
j»ermitted to a[)proach to such proximity unopposed,
are questions which will be surely solved in the negative,
whenever it may happen that ships, advancing with such
temerity, shall be properly cannonaded^ as soon as they
come within the reacn of well-placed, powerful and
well served long-range guns. Tnis not having been
done at Algiers and Acre, and we may add Navarino,
the daring and success of the operations against those
places have tended to create tlie erroneous notion that
land-sL-rvice liattcries cannot under any circumstances
witiii»tHnd the concentrated fire of shi])s of the line.
327. If, indeed, ships i^e permitted to approacli, Avith
impunity, to measure well their distances from a fortress,
and then dehberatelyopen their fire, the torrent of iron
which they may throw in must be irresistible and overwhelming, particolarlv if the batteries are placed i Jleur
Jtmmt and conseonentljr commanded by the upper decks
of large dupe. Batteries placed nearfy on a level with
the water are fiur more sabject to die fire of ships, and
are much leas formidable to them, than batteries elevated
lornewhat above the sin face of the sea these last commaiid the upp< r deck of a ship by a direct, though
depresis^-^l fire, which wiil penetrate obh<piely into, and
thruugh her sidrs, and jMissibly come out below the \vaterline; whereas shot, even the best directed, from the ship,
will, except such as may chance to enter the embrasures,
or graae tne crest of the parapet, pass over the heads of

which have oocurred

:
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the defenders in the batteiy without doing any material
harm. Shoidd any guns be mounted en barbette^ which
ought never to be the case in sea-batteries intended for
close or flanking defences, they would inevitably be dismounted. No ricochet from a ship can touch a battery
in a commanding position whilst, unless the battery be
situated so liigli that its shot would strike the water und(T
angles exceeding 3 or 3i degrees (Art. 13P see also
Arts. 1 G 0-1 64) y shot ricocheting on the water will strike
the ship.
In the Aide Memo'ire Navale it is stated, p. 404, that
the height of a coast or land battery above the level of
the sea should be from 10 to 15 metres (yards), because
that height will permit the ricochet to take effect as hx
from the battery as about 200 mitres (yards), and will
avoid the effect of the ricochet of shot fired from ships*
decks, which are only from 5 to 6 metres (yards) above
;

;

the water-line.
It is not easy to assign any general ndo for the most
advantageous height of a battery above the level of the
the height
sea, V>ecause that level altei's with the tide
should also depend on the degree of proximity to which
vessels may, from their draught of water, approach to
attack.
It may be stated in general, that all batteries
:

should have some command over the body fired at. The
most favourable situation for a gun battery in the field
service is about one hundredth part of the range above
the ]X)sition of the enemy." But this low command is
sufficient only in firing against troops when the fire of
one battery is directed against another, a more considerahle command is of great importance.
At the siege
of Burgos, in 1812, the l)atteries of the place were 50
feet above the breaching battery, at the distance of 150
yards only ; and their effect was irresistible, the shot
plunging on the very platforms of the besiegers' battery.
M. Sar, in his ' Coura d Etudes MilitaireSy pp, 349,
350, 359, et aeq,^ has treated this subject with great perspicuity and intelligence : his words are to the following
:

Practice Canls by Lieut-Colonel
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—

" The experiments wliicb, at different times, have
been made i^rove that shots ricochet more perfectly on
water than on land and, accordin^j^ to Ga8.sendi, all
ricochets with elevations of 2, 3, and even 4 deg;rees
cause large shots to lose very little of their force." pp.
effect

;

—

348, 340.
"
battery of 10 pieces, served by skilful gunners,
firing in succession, would soon overpower a ship, whatever might be her force, espc^cially if the ^ns are of
higli calibre, or if red-hot shot are projected."
^p. 350.
*^The shot from ships whose decks are 6, 12, or 18
feet aboye the water cannot, in ricocheting, rise up to
the battery, while the latter can enn tloy both a direct
and a ricocheting fire against the whole body of the ship.
On the other hand, only those shots from the ship can
take effect which pass 18 inches above the parapet of the
battery, since the guns in the latter are only so far exposed, and the gim itself covers the head of the man
who points it all tlie rest of the service is performed
behind the parapet. Thus tlie ship, for every 18 feet
length of gunwale, has no otlier object to aim at tlian
the muzzle of a gun presenting only about 2 square feet
of surface, while the battery has before it an oi>ject presenting 2000 square feet of suri'ace, independently of
the masts, ropes, and sails.'*
pj). 350, 351.
328. Land batteries properly placed, well armed and
skilfully served, may open with great effect on an enemy's
ships at great distances, aiid keep up, as tlie latter aj>
proach, a continued and deliberate fire, the effect of which
will become still more formidable in proportion as the
ships are nearer. This fire the ships cannot return but
by their bow guns, until the^ shall have taken their
position for attack ; and durmg all that time they will
have been severely maltreated,*

A

—

;

—

* It reraltt from ezperienoe, that a battery of fbtir heavy guns, well t laced
and served, lias a anperiority over a Tessel even <^ 190 guna.-—^ttfe>Jtffi»oifv
NnvdUy p. 404.
It is generally nilmitted that four guns of the cahbre of 18 or 24, protected
liyawafiaDd proiK^rlv served, aree<]uiva1enttoa8hipof theline; and thatitis
almost impossible to destroy a fort by fire from sliii)s,oven if at anchor.
CtmeUt
TretUise of Naval Ounnery, by William Jcffers, U. S. Navy, page 175.

—
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While ships are approaching, under fire of the heavy
ordnance with which coast batteries should ever be
armed, a few well-directed sheUs, having time-fuzes,

thrown in at suitable distances, to act against the whole
expanse of a ship—masts, sails, and body can scarcely

—

produce very severe dismantling effects, whim
will very much interfere with, and impede the operations
they have yet to execute, before they can oj)en their fire
with any safety or eft'ect and Shrapnel shells well sl\>plied during the operation of furling sails, would be extremely deadly to the crowds of hands tlien aloft.
329. It has, indeed, been observed that steam-tugs
may be used to tow sailing-ships to the positions necessary
for enabling them to attack batteries and fortresses with
the advantages which proximity will give to a fleet or
squadron, and the Prince de Joinville's attack of Tangiera
is quoted as aproof ofwhatsteam may effect by traction.
But if well opposed, this mode of apj^roach would, pepLaps, be more dangerous and mioertain than any other,
from the difficulty of passing a tow-rope, and the probability of its breaking or being cut l)y a shot, besides
the risk of the steam-tug or ship being disabled, as was
the case with the ship the " Christian the Eighth,'' which
occasioned her destruction (see Colonel Stevens's account
of that catastrophe. See also Art. 330, p. 343).
This is a suflicient warning against trusting to traction
by steam-vessek. The application of steam-power for
Imttie purposes should be by propulsion inherent in the
vessel, which should therefore be provided with adequate
locomotive powers.
330. Lord Exmouth, in the Queen Gharlotie," was
allowed to approach and anchor with impunity within
He then opened his
50 yards of the Mole of Algiers
fire, and poured in such a torrent of pn^jectiles as to
silence every gim opposed to him, with the loss of only
8 men killed and 131 wounded.
But the Impregnable,
which was fired upon at 1200 or 1500 yards distance,
had 50 men killed and 138 wounded, attd was greatly
damaged in her material ; thus the ship engaged at a
distance sustained greater loss and damage tmtn tliat
fail

to

;

!
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in close action.
And it appears that only
those ships whicli were very near the enemy silenced
the batteries with whicli tliey were engnp^ed.
The British fleet was permitted to approach Acre almost without any opposition to sound as they advanced,
to buoy the positions which the several ships were to
take up, and then to open a most destructive fire upon
the place, which was very inefficiently returned.
It did not escape the sagacity and vigilance of the
Duke of Wellington, in voting the thanks of the House
of Lords to the admiral, ofhV( rs, and seamen encaged in
that successful operation, that wrong and perilous impressions might oe created as to the abihty of fleets to
contend with fortresses in ^neral ; that the achievement
at Acre was an exceptionid case, and that it would not
be safe or practicable to do the like against fortresses or
land batteries weU armed and skilfully defended. Thus
His Qrace, after expressing his cormal approbation of
the services performea by the navy in the Mediterranean,
and of those who were engaged in this glorious expedition, goes on to say
" He had a little experience in services of this nature,
and he thought it his duty to warn their Lordshi2)s on
this occiision that tliey must not always expect that ships,
however well commanded or <:^allant tlieir seamen might

which fought

;

:

•

were capable of commonly engaging successfully with
stone walls.
" He would repeat that this wjts a singular instance,
in the achievement of which great skill was undoubtedly
manifested ; but which was also connected with peculiar
circumstances, which they could not hope always to occur.
It must not, therefore, be expected, as a matter of course,
that all such attempts in future must necessarily suoceed."»
The victory of Go^nhagen in 1801 was dearly purchased die loss in killed and wounded was fiir greate r,
and the ships more severely damaged^ than in the great
battle of Aboukir, especially in their hulls; most of them
be,

—

*

Hansard's Debates, vol.

Ivi. p.

254.
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had several of their guns rendered useless, whilst the
land batteries were comparatively little damaged.
Bellona"; and " Bussel
The « Agamemnon/
having run aground, occasioned gaps in the British line,
which exposed the van-ships to a greater share of fire
from the eiiemy's land and floating batteries than was
intended on perceiving which the gallant Riou in the
Amazon, with the frigates Blanche and Alcmene, ami
two sloo})s, bravely attacked the Crown batteries, Imt
Bufifered so severely that they were obliged to haul off,
by which they were probably saved from destruction.
If the Crown Prince of Denmark had refused to listen
;

to Nelson's overtures for a cessation of fire,' Nelson couM
neither have withdrawn his crippled ships nor effected
his own retreat, in compliance with the signal of recall,
if he had been disposed to obey it ; for the Crown batteries, which had driven off the frigates, effectually
But the British fleet on that
stojjped that outlet.
occasion was provided witli powerful bomb-ships, which
had tjiken position behind Nelson's line, and whieh continued, throughout the action, to throw thqir shells intt)
Copenhagen, over the ships inline of battle, and might,
if hostilities continued, bomljard, and in great part
This the Crown
destroy, the city on the morrow.
Prince well knew, and to save the capital from the
horrors of a bombardment, ordered the nrc to cease.

The Grown batteries were the great diiBSculties with
which Nelson had to contend to attack Copenhagen
from the south, it was necessary to pass under the fire
of those powerful works, in order to get into tlie King's
Channel, an attempt wdiich was at first meditated, but
afterwards abandoned for the pur[K)se of avoiding their
and the attack was made through the ])assage to
fire
:

;

the north of the Middle Ground, the ships entering*
Channel by the south.
When the
the Royal
crippled state of many of Nelson's ships rendered it

' Tlie

circumstances under which wax was used instead of a wafer, prove
to avoid giving ground for an opinion that the letter was scut

an intention
€ff in haste.
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eiidoavour to withdraw them as soon as
the intricate channel in whicli they liad
gallantly fought, but severely suffered, it was clear that
the Crown batteries, which had not been directly enjraged since the defeat of the frigsttes under the gallant
RioHy and had subsequently been reinforced with fresh
men, would effectually prevent the passage of any ships
through the outlet which those batteries oommandea :
but Nelson was happily extricated from this very painful, and perhaps penlous predicament, by the acceptance
of his overtures for a cessation of fire, or the result of
the battle might have been somewhat different/ However this may have been, this, at least, is certain, that
it would not be prudent, with fleets only, to repeat
such an attempt against fortresses or powerful batteries
armed as all now are, and provided with expert gunners
and skilful bombardiers.
When ( Copenhagen was attacked in 1807, with a large
military force, combined with a powerful fleet, the place
and all its sea defences were first invested on the land
side, then liesieged, bombarded, and captured and thus
the naval objects of the expedition were accomplished
without much difficulty, and with the loss of only 66
killed and 179 wounded in both services.
The loss of
the Danes in killed and wounded in the naval and military operations, external to the city, was much greater:
in the subsequent bombardment, 305 houses were destroyed, many more much injured, and 2000 inhabitants,
men, women, and chUdren, perished : not a man was
hurt in the attacking batteries, but an armed transport,
in which there were nine morters, was blown up by a
mortar-shell fired from the Crown batteries, and by which
the master of the transport, 2 oflicers, and 28 men were
killed and wounded.**
At Navarino tlie combined fleet was permitted to pass
under the guns of commanding and j)owerful batteries
•which, had they opened, as they ought, on the ships of
advisalile to

possible from

;

' James's
^ Jamm's

Naval History, vol. iii. p. 74 ; De laGravttfe,Tol. ii. p. 14 else;.
Kaval Histoiy, vol. iv. p. 290.
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fleet entering in this equivocal if not hostile manner,
wonld have severely crippled these ships before they
could have got into a position to engapre the Turkish fleet.
In 1814 a French 80-gun ship, in attacking at anchor
a 2-gnn battery in the Scheldt, mounting one long
IS-pounder gim and one 5i-inch howitzer, at a distance
of GOO yards, was beaten off witli tlio loss of 41 men
killed and wounded, besides being severely damaged in
her hull. The battery lost only 1 man killed and 2
wounded. No doubt the howitzer shells fired from the
battery contributed greatly to its success, hut shellfiring from a 5ik-inch howitzer, at 600 yards, could
scarcely have penetrated the side of an 80-ffan ship
it must have oeen chiefly by the solid shot of the long
gun that the vessel was so severely damaged as to he in
a sinking state. Tlie ship might, it is said, have Ixjen
sunk or captured liad the position of the battery been
such as to have given it a more oblique command of

a

the ship.
Sir Sidney Smith, in the " Pompee" of 80 guns, with
the "Hydra" of 38 guns, and the "Aurora" of 28 guns,
cannonaded, at 600 or 700 yards distance, a 2-gun battery protected hy a tower ; both batten* and tower heing
placed considerably above the level of the sea. The
two frigates remained under weigh, and occasionaUy
fired at the fort, but without silencing it ; at length the
marines landed in the rear of the battery ; and on their
approach the Serjeant in couiinand of the post inmieThis show^s in principle, though
diately surrendered.
on a small scale, the advantages of a cond)ined attack
by land and sea. The " Pompee," having remained
stationary at anchor, had 35 men killed and wounded,
and received 40 shot in her hull.
In the engagement between the ** Loire " frigate and
a fort armed with 12 lon^ IS-pounders, the fort being
placed in a commanding situation, the disadvantage of
an attack by sea was strongly exemplified ; the defenders
of the fort were so well covered that the frigate*s fire,
though accurately directed, was comparatively ineffectual ; whilst almost every shot from the fort struck and
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penetrated the frigate, so tbat in a veiy few minutes of
this unequal warfare, the ''Loire" sustained considerable
loss (James's History vol. It. p. 135).
The batteries which the " Christian the Eighth" so
indiscreetly engaged, were placed 1 8 feet and 1 2 feet
above the level of the sea. The first was armed witli
two 8-iiich guns (French) and two brass 24-pounder
siege-guns; and the second with four l8-pouiiders.
,

The Danish commander in his ofiieial Report states
much ex|)enditure of ammunition, the

that, finding, after

ships were suft'ering greatly from tlie fire of the most
elevated batteiy, while that of the Christian the Eighth''
and other vessels made no material impression upon it,
he withdrew from his position and
ezclnsiyely
the lower but weaker battery, momiting four 18-pounders.
His ship soon afterwards blew up, having been set on
fire hj snells and red-hot shot fired from the commanding

en^ed

battery.

331.

From

all

that has been said respecting horizontal

the inability
of fleets or squadrons to contend with fortresses and
land batteries, if they are properly armed and their
guns well served, is nmch greater now than it was in
the cases to which we have referred, in the late war.
Nearly half the armament of our ships consists of ordnance neither designed lor, adapted to, nor capable of
encountering heavy-armed land batteries. The smashing effects of hollow shot* of large diameter, and the
ravaging effects of horizon ttil shells on ships, in close
and the closest action, were the objects for w hich shellguns have been so largely introduced into the broadside
But, in the remarkable naval
batteries of our ships.
war in which we are now engaged, there will, to all
appearance, be no fights on the open sea, ship against
shell-firing against ships, it is plain, that

• Hollow shot ought only to l>e used (if ever without Iwing loaded) at very
limited ranges. At such ranges their velocity \» sufficient, their miiuhing
from their Tolnine, yery great ; and they pos8«« that great advaiitage
of heing more readily handleil than the solid shot of equal weight ; but at
considerable ranges, solid ahot are efficieat, where hoUow ebot would be
useless.
SimnianSf p. 28.

efliBOts,
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and fleet against fleet, as of old, bnt attacks of
against fortresses and other powerful land defences.
And we must observe tliat the heavy guns and solid
shot, whose battering and penetrating powders were so
great, and which formerly stood on the lower decks
of our ships, and; the main decks of our fiigates, have
been displaced by ordnance incapable, at any distance,
of contending with fortresses (the reader is requested to
refer to the table of relative penetrations of solid and
hollow shot, Art. 242, p. 224). In fact, the force of
our wooden walls, applied against stone walls, is reduced
to the number of solid-shot guns whicli may yet remain
on the upper decks.* Hollow shot and shells break to
pieces, and soHd shot frequently split, ou Btiiking walls
of granite or scarps of haid stoue.^
ship,

fleets

• It baa been already stated (Art. 209, p. 191) that, since 1888, wheu tlio
42-ponnder ceased to be a naval gun, the largest tolid shot gun in the Britiah
NiaYy is tlie 32-i)Ounder, whilst in other navies p;ini8 of lai>:cr calibre form the

armament

of the lower decks of line-of-battlc .sliij;s. 'J'htis it appears that the
power of our liuc-of-battle i>hip8 in rtspect to solid shot guns is

real battering

it was during the late war, when many of our ships
carried 42-pounders, and, as James states in several places, did good service
with them (the "Britannia" for exain]>lo, vol. i. p. 2()2\ This reduction
in the battering |x)vver of our ships is now further, very materially, diminiafaed
hy displacing solid shot guns oti the lower decks and arming the ships,
wholly, and others chiefly, with 8-inch shell guns.
Tho atlvocates for retaining the 42-j)(»imder in the U. S. Navy argue that
its suixiriority to the 32-pounder. in respect of accuracy, penetration, and the
magnitude of the fractures it maies, is nearly as 2 to 1 ; while^ for Hie aame
weight of battery, the 32-pounder outnumbers the 42-pounder only as 4 to
3 lionco the relative vahu's of tlio 42-]'0under and 32-pounder arc as 8 to 2.
higher ratio than that of the weights of the two natures of shot.
i>
L'efTet des obns centre la ma9onnerie est a jx^u pr^ nul ; ils se brisent
an moment du clioc, ou bien, tir^s a dc tres-petitcs charges, ils ne produiseut

not in general so great ae

many

:

A

Mctz I'l j^eriments^ 1834. Aide Me/iich f\
were obtained from the Experiments of lb39 at
Ordnance Manual, p. 372.
From a summary of experimental practice against a fonr*>foot sqnara

que des impressions
p. 434.

The

Fort Monroe.

trcs-faiblcs.

like results

— U. S.

wrought-iron plate f-inch thic k, fixed against a solid-granite block placed
oblique to the line of fire from a .'>2.]»oundcr of 50 cwt. with solid shot, and
charge 10 lbs., in order to ascertain up to what angle it would deflect, it
neither hollow nor
appears tiiat every shot broke or split into pieces,
(?ee tlw
solid iron round shot will avail for destroying such a hard material.
Table below.) Pcrha|i8 8-inch hollow shot, filled with lead and fire^l fn^ni
C8-pounder guns, with charges increased in the ratio of the weight of the solid
shot of 68 1m. to that of the hollow shot filled with lead, might produce sot&e
Impression on granite. The iron or shell would BO doubt break, but tiui le&d
would not, an^ the velocities being equal, the momentum of the blow woutd

^ns
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Horizontal shells, which have heen shown to he so
destructive when fired from ships, against ships, will he
very generally used, with gi*eater relative advantage,
and more safety to the users, from land batteries, against
ships ; whilst shell firing from ships against batteries,
and with percussion shells in particular, will pioduco
little or no effect cm the material of which the batteries
are formed, whether earth, or blocks of granite, and
still less aii^ainst the personnel ]>r)st'ed behind parapets
whieh cannot, like timber, be peuetiated, ravaged, or

on fire by sliells.
In promuigating these opinions, and giving these
cantions, upon a matter of such vast, and perhaps
immediate importance, the author is naturally desirous
of availing himself of the support of any influential and
competent judgment expressed in other works which
may inspire confidence in his conclusions ; and finding
in a recent publication Eeport on the NaHanal DefeMSts
of the United States some veiy remarkable coincidences
of that description, the author extracts the following
set

—

:

as the new projectiles are concerned, tnese
have, relatively to ships, strengthened forts ; for hollow
shot crumble into fragments, and strike harmless, when

So

he greater

fiir

thaii that of

A

solid

68

shot in the ratio of their reepective

lb,

weights.
Aagtc of the surtae* wllb
Um Ubb of Are.

lOT

.

.

12^4

.

.

ix-flcc lion

Iba.

;

shot broke

„

iri

,

m

8o;

20*

.

.

221

.

•

•

•

.

•

.

•

26*
27*
27*

of lk«

fragmenU.
4"i

Cburg*.

10

2r

,

18*1
21*1

u

»
4

lbs.

10
4

lbs.

;

lbs.

i

„
shot broke into 4 j^ieces
•
,
shot broke into 4 pMOMy and many

small ones

....

IV
21*|

Two rounds were fired at an angle of 30°, formed by the line of fire, with
the surface of a 5j-inch wrought-iron plat^ 4 ft. square^ fixed against a 4 ft.
cube mass of oak, built of siiuared

logs.

The shot broke some pieces went through the plate,
and some deflected.
2Kf Charg!e41bs. The shot broke; one half went through theplato, and
30° Charge 10

Ibe.

;

upset the whole mass of oak
in broken pieces.

;

the other half deflected
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It takes solid shot, and
directed against stone walls.
plenty of them, rapidly discharged and concentrated
upon or near one spot, to batter walls and make
breaches.
On the other hand, a few 8 or K^inch
shells fired from forts at ships, pass through the side of
any line-of-battle ship into the main or lower deck, and,
there exploding amidst the dense crowds at the hatteries, every fragment nudtiplies itself in countless
splinters of wood and iron
or, if a shell enter the
orlop-deck among the men passing the powder, or,
lower still, strike the water-line, large iiTcgular splinters
will be torn out, leaving openings which will defy all
shot-plugs.
Changing tlie scene to a steamer, it has
been said that, compared with a sailing ship, a steamer
;

has man;^ more vulnerable and vital points. No ! diips
armed with hollow-shot ordnance will do well to prefer
contending with something similarly constructed. No
ship or ships can, at this day, lie under a fort liaving
furnaces for heating shot, in addition to its muideiuus
shells."*

The principle laid down in tliis admirable work on
the national defences of the United States is that all
assailable points should be guarded by forts, so as to
Forts can be made imleave the naval forces free.
pregnable against any naval force that could be brought
against them, and are needed for the protection of our
fleets while pre])aring for hostilities on the ocean.
Tbe
government and people of the United States view not
with favour the substitution of floating batteries for
permanent land defences, on account of the perishable
nature of the former, and the inefficient state in which
thej'' may be when sudden danger menaces.
The value
which they might have, if in perfect order at the
Among

*
tbe yarious propositions made for the derence of mval arsenals
ftnd tnaritime places in general, floating batteries made of iron so thick as to

be shot-proof have been recommended ; and, in order to test tbe value of such
oonstmetkiiis, a target, repratentliig tb« fide of an iron floating battery, was
formed with seven tbUdmenee of boilcr-iron, well bolted and riveted together.
shot from a heavy gim passed, without diflficulty, throuf^h the target, and
tore out large fragments.
Itt^wt on the National D^cnccs of the Untied
States, 1852, page 6.
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moment of being wanted,

ceases as soon as the occasion
no longer exists; and their
speedy decay is certain. To leave the defence of harbours and other permanent establishments to temporary
constructions so costly as ships, which are formed of
perishable materials, would he to expend enormous
sums in a manner wliieh would invito? attack by sea.
If we rely for our defence on our naval force, no portion
of it should be permitted to leave our coasts for the protection of our forei^i^n commerce, in the event of an
alarm of war occurring. To employ our active navy,
in whole or in part, for defence, instead of strengthening our fortijfications and raising new ones, would be to
supplant impregnable bulwarks by perishable ones
fixed securily by a changeable one it would be to
expose ourselves to the cmnces of being suddenly left
for a time without adequate defence.
In so doing we
should resign our sense of securily, and our conficfence
of safety ; we should divert our navy from its highest
duty, deprive it of its chief honour and its chief claim
to the respect and support of the people : we should
lose the power of vindicating the national honour and
independence, and of asserting the freedom of the seas.
The navy is not a defensive, but a protecting force.
o32. The attack of fortresses and powerful land batteries with a naval force only, must ever be a hazardous,
and perhaps desperate, undertaking. But if skilfully
combined "svith a military force sufficiently strong to
make good its landing, to invest the place or the batteries
on the land side, to take the defences in reverse, and so
open the way to the attack by sea, the ol)ject of the
But tliis mode of
attack will in general be successful.
proceeding can only be applied when the place to be
attacked occupies a position, insular or otherwise, of
such extent as to admit of being attacked by land as
well as by sea.
In combining militair and naval operations of this
description, the first and main difficulty to be encountered 18 to effect a landing and establish a lodgment on
the enemy's coast, in the face of a large military force,

which

called

them

forth

—

:

318
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which ought always to make the most determined
efforts to oppose a debarkation or prevent a lodgment
for, as iii the assault of a
firom beinp^ made good
solid
breaelj, and in forcing; tlie paasage of a river, if
;

;i

lodgment 1h' once established on the crest of tlie one, or
on the further side of the other, a fulcrum is ol»tiiiiied
which, if skilfully used, and supported with sufficient
means, will ensure the success of the enterprise.
very large army may now be transported witli
great speed and convenience in a very few large steam*
ships to any seat of war, however remote ; but to transfer 1000, 1500, or 2000 men from the transports to the
shore is a work of considerable time, and requires great

A

numbers of

boats, specially constructed, for that pur-

This preparatory operation cannot be attempted
and, therefore,
or executed imder fire from the enemy
the troops intended to force a landing must he embarked

pose.

;

in the hoats which are to take tliOm to the shore, wlii 1st
the transports are anchored at a safe distance. The
success of the operation will mainly depend upon the
natuie of the locality that may be chosen. It should not
be too near to the ibrtress or stronghold to he attacked,
because, in this case, the garrisons of the forts or fortresses might safely co-operate with the force in the
field, to oppose the landing and attack the lodgment
Nor should the point of debarkation be too distant from
the great objective of the expedition, because that would
necessitate a long march to invest the place, and much
difficulty in getting up the siege-train and stores.
If the enemy (exclusive of the force in his garrisons)
is not stronn- in tlie field, it mi«'ht he advantacfcous to
endeavour to seize some capacious hay or inlet capahle
of afibrding shelter to the numerous ships, vessels, and
small craft, and near which a fort might be constructed
to serve as an entrep6t and base of operations ; but
these great objects can rarely be effected immediately
indeed, if the enemy has occupied and strengthened we
localities, and if he is, moreover, strong in the field, it
would not be prudent to attempt a landing there. In
tliis case some point, deemed apparently by the enemy
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of minor importance, should be sought for some promontorv, with a nearly level surface, and remote from
high lands, liaving also water about it of sutlieient de])th
to permit the boats to arrive at the beach, and to enable
bonib-ships, steamers, and gun-boats to cover the advance of the tlotilla containing tlie troo})s, snj)j)ort theii*
landing, and protect the lodgment they may form.
Having thus obt^iined a footings and received such increase of strength as may be deemed neceflsary, including
field-artillery, the whole force should move forward to
meet the enemy in the field, and conquer for itself some
position which may afford shelter to the fleet, and become a tSte de debarquement and base of operations to
the invading army. In forcing the passage of a river^
the operation is undertaken, if possiole, in a sinuoeity
re-entering, with respect to the invaders, and a lodgment is rnkde upon the opposite salient in the enemy s
position
the whole interior of that position is commanded from the points in the possession of the assailants, and consequently the lodgment to be made is
(An Essm/
capable of being supported and ]>rotected.
on the Principles^ cjv?., of Mil ifan/ Bridges, by Gen. Sir
IToward Douglas, Arts. 157, 150, 3rd edit.) In like
manner, in order to obtain a footing on an enemy's
coast, a low level {)romontory or salient should be
chosen, because ships on each side of it may perform
the same office (commanding the opposite ground) as,
in forcing the passage of a river, is performed by the
batteries placed at the two salient points which contain
between them the re-entering sinuosity. The ships are
thus enabled to support the lodgment on the coast and
protect the flanks of the troops which have gained the
shore. To attempt to force a landing in a bay, reverses
these conditions, for the shore of a bay, unless it be ver^
;

extensive, cannot be held, nor even approached, until
both the promontories which contain it are occupied.
332 a. When the Duke of T^llington, then Sir
Arthur Wellesley, invaded Portugal in 1808, it was a
favourite obiect with the ministrv tliat the descent
Wellesley
bliould be made at the mouth of the Tagus,

L
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decided oiherwiae, and made choice of a landing-^laoe
remote from Lisbon, in order to avoid the danger of a
debarkation in face of a large force. He eflFected hie
landing at a part deemed by tlie enemy of minor importance, the mouth of the Moiidego River he moved
forward as soon as he could, fought a genenil action,
gained a complete victory, and obtained possession of
(Napier, History of the War in t/ie PamtmUa,
Lisbon.
:

Book

I.,

ch. 4.)

this description any
mortar-shipsy gun-boats liaving small draught
of water, and flatrbottomed boats for landing the troop,
would be seriously felt.
All the landines of troops in
late war, at
the bcb of an enemy, in the course of
some of which the author served, were conducted in the
following manner.
Tlie troops intended for debarkation being placed in the boats out of fire of the shore,
were directed by signal to form line abreast on points
marked by men-of-war's boat^J, carrying distinguishing
pennants, and containing the naval officers charged wdth
the direction of the several divisions of the flotilla, and
the whole was placed under the superintendence and
command of a naval officer of rank. When the line

332 6. For great opmitions of

want of

we

was formed, the whole moved forward by
easily, the better to

keep in

line, until

signal,

rowing

withim the reach

of musketry from the shore, when orders were ]^ven to
row out. The whole of the operation, from its commencement, was covered by bomb-ships carrying 10 and
13-incli mortars, and these protected the advance of the
troops by firing shells, when necessary, over the line of
boats, in order to reach the beach
a like firing, witii
increased charges, being directed ;i«:;ainst the enemy's
supports in rear of the troops disputing the landing at
the same time gun-boats drawing little water, placed on
the flanks of the operation, scoured the beach upon
which the troops were to land.
Whilst these oper^
tions were being Executed, the fleet of line-of-battle
ships remained at a distance in reserve, tmscatfaed and
ready to take their jpart in the ulterior operation whesi
the proper time arrived.
;

:
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When, in 1801, the l^ritisli army under Sir Ralph
Abercrombie arrived in Aboukir Bay, and the weather,
at first tempestuous, became cahn enough to permit the
troops to land. General Abercrombie, who had liimself
reconnoitred the coast in a small vessel, gave orders for
the first division, consisting of 6000 men, to prepare for
landing early on the following morning (March 8).
preparations could not be made, however, without
attracting the notice of the French ; and these disposed

The

themselves, with a nmaerous force of infantry, cavalry,
and artillery, to prevent the invaders, if possible, from
gaining the shore. The Fury" and the ^ Tartarus*'
homb-vessels, with sloops and gun-boats, were appointed
to protect the landing of the force, and, though they
suffered severely firom the fire of the French, the troops
succeeded, though with difficulty, and onl^ in detached
parties, in making good their landing.
Ihe enemy retired, and, on tlie 21st of the same month, the battle of
Alexandria, in which Sir Kalph Abercrombie fell, took
place.

332
When the place, fortress, or arsenal to be
attacked is covered and protected l)y isolated points
of defence, mutually protecting each other, and when
no previous military operation can be made, those
points or outj)osta should be attacked in detiiil and successively reduced ; after which the fleet may arrive at,
and attack the main position. This must evidently be
a protracted and difficult process even with such means
with ships alone it cannot be efi*ected without severe
loss and damage ; and it should always be remembered,
that many of the attacking ships would be severely
injured, probably disabled, in the attempt, whilst the
enemy's fleet would remain untouched and in reserve.
It would therefore follow, that the attacking fleet must
be exposed to a very disadvantogeous action with the
enemy in the event of the latter subsequently leaving
his place of shelter.
In the Walcheren campaign ill-fated, unfortunate
it was at
expedition! yet in this respect instrnctive
first intended that the fleet, consisting of 10 sail of the

—

—
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should at once force the

and cannonade Flushing.

But

Sir Bichard Strachan very judiciouBlY determined
to remain in the o£Bng until the place should he invested
on the land side, and the hatteries of attack ready to
open. Thus the place, not having^ been invested on the
sea-side, became a tcte to Cadsiuitl, from whence reinforcements to a laro'c amount were sent over to Fiusbino-,

had forced the passiige and interce}>k'd
the water comnnmieation between Cadsand and tliat
town. When all was ready, a powerful and irresistible
combined attack was made upon the place by the naval
and military forces, and it surrendered the next day.
Neither of the forces, however considerable, could have
succeeded singly in redudng the place. No military
force, without tbe co-operation of the fleet, could have
reduced the t^e, which was capable of being supported
to any extent by sea ; and the naval forces, without the
co-operation of the army, would have been cnislied by
the artillery of the place, exclusively directed against

nntil the frigates

them.

Wlien the fortress or arsenal to be attacked is situated
on a coast which may be approached from the open sea
in any direction, steam-ships may avoid the dan^r of a
direct -attarlv, end-on or oblique, by approachmg the
place on either, or perhaps on both sides
and* havinir
gained the proi>er proxii^ty, dear of raking or diagonS
Ire, may range quickly up in parallel order, to attack
the place in line or lines. So, in steam warfare, ship
against ship or fleet against fleet, direct advances upon
the broadside batteries of ships, may, upon the same
principle, be avoided, and the enemy be attacked in
parallel order, by ranginp^ up to him, if tlu' attacking
ships are superior in speed, and forcin<2^ him to {v^hi.
;

But, wlien the fortress, arsenal, or place to be attacked,
only approachable by a narrow and intricate channel^
through which ships can only pass singly, or nearly so,
there can be no manoeuvrin^G; for position. There is no
way of .avoiding being met, first by direct, then oblique,
and ultimately by raking fire from the batteries that
is
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and steam can only perform its
of propulsion into or through the intricacies, and
under flisadvant^igcous and hazardous circ^umstanccR.
St^'ani-sliips mi^^ht, indeed, run past any advanced or
covering" batteries at full speed, without being mucli
damaged but it would be extremely perilous to leave
and, unless the
such forts unsilenced in their rear
daring enterprise should succeed, like Nelson's at Copenhagen, to produce a cessation of hostilities, the fleets
or at least any disabled ships, could never get out again.
However sucoessful a naval attack of a fortress or
arsenal may be, the work of destruction can never be
The sea defences
effectually accomplished by ships.
may be silenced, guns msmounted, j);uapets ruined,
magazines blown up by mortar shells, and habitations
devastated by the cruel process of bombardment ; but no
flubetontial demolition ofthe defences, or material destruction of public works and property, can be effected unless
the damages inflicted by the attacks of ships be followed
up and completed, by having actual poss(\ssion of the
captured place for a sufficient time to ruin it entirely.
No naval operation, however skilfully planned and gallantly executed, can, alone, reap the fruits of its victory.
In the desultoiy operations of small active steamers,
employed, witii their pivot guns, to shell open towns,
roadsteads, harbours, and slender buildings, magazines,
stores, <&c. <&c., or to shell bodies of troops on shore, the
attacking vessels should never anchor, but, ha^•ing
given their end-on fif^, go off at speed to reload, and
prepare to take up the fire in turn with others, whenever they regain a favourable position for a good effect.
To hit a steamer running with s^eed across a line of fire
is no easy matter ; and, when in the end-on position,
she presents but a small target to be hit at a long range.
But the attack of such comparatively insignificant
places by horizontal or howitzer shell-firing, is a very
diiVerent aflair from the regular attacks of f()rniidal)lo
fortresses, naval or niilitiiry stations, or other d(dences

defend the channel

;

office

;

;

solidly constructed,

by the broadside

and

efficiently

batteries

armed and manned,

of hne-of-battle ships, or

2
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from their bombardment by sea-eervioe mortars which
figare in the list (Table XYII.9 Appendix D) of
ordnance in use in the Naval service, though, for using*
them, no bomb-ships exist. There can be no skiniiishing with huge line-of-battle ships. When these are
employed to attack fortresses, they must do so at
anchor, after they shall have attained favourable posiThey then become stations in suihcient proximity.
atill

tionary floatinK batteries, large tarsets to fire at^ and
scaro^y can be missed. This wiU assuredly invite
retrospect to the defence of Gibraltar, and the destmotion of the Spanish floating batteries, by red-hot ibot;
nor will that example be lost on the great power with
which we are now at war. The Russians will, doubtless, have recourse to red-hot shot as well as shells, in
defending their great naval stations.
333. The disuse of mortars in the British navv is
founded upon the belief that sea-serviee howitzers will
supersede tliem in naval bombardmentvS while mortiirs
are retained in the land service, as indispensably necessary in sieges and bombardments, for important piu>
poses which cannot be effected without thraa, whether
the attack be made by land or by sea.
have seen, p. 166, that» in 1851, a range of
4866 yards was obtained with an exoentric shell fired
from a 10-inch gon at an elevation of 28*" ; and that in
1852, p. 168, a range of 5860 yards was obtained with
an elevation of 32° from a new 10-iiieh gun of 110 cwt.
But these
cast for the purpose of those experiments.
great elevations are so trying to the gim (at the round
next after that which produced the maximum range
the gun burst)) and so straining to the ship, unless she
is so well trussed in her framework as to give her
longitudinal strength to bear the pressure of so heavy
a gun placed over a fine bow, or at the stem over a
clean run, that these high elevations cam!iot easily and
;

We

safely be used.*

* Tin's

These guns

has 1x«n amply

vcrifletl

may be

found useful in

by the bursting of one of these gone at

Bboebury Kess, 12th October, 1854.
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towns, roadsteads, open batteries, and troops
but how far they are lit
to supersede mortars in the atUick and bombardment
of large foiiresses and arsenals, is another question. In
there is too
this case small elevation is a disadvantage
much horizontality in the trajectory to produce tlie
crushing effecte of bomb-shells. The shell wants that
tremendous force which can only be acquired by the
descent of mortar-shelk fired at the elevations which
produce their greatest range (42° or 45**), when they
tall with force sofficieiit to penetrate into any building,
and finish their course with the desfcructive effects of a
mine. Shells fired horizontally from any ordnanoe, however useful in shelling places of minor importance, are
not efficient substitutes for mortar-cdiells Tor purposes
of bombardment.
bcnnb-flhip may, without much
ezpoBure, do great damage to an extensive fortress or
arsenal, which, being a large object, ought to be struck
at every discliarge at upwai*ds of 4000 yards, w^hilst
she is a mere speck on the sea at that great distance.
The French moii^irs did good service
( Wardy p. 48.)
the j)owerful
in the attack of Bomarsund by land
effect of the descent of their sliells into the forts was
particularly noticed.
Sir Charles Napier rejx)rts (19th
Aug.) that they never missed, and contributed largely
Then why did not the
to the reduction of the place.
French send some of the Bambardes, which they wisely
retain in their Naval service, to the attack of Cronstadt
and Sevastopol?
In the projected bombardment of
Sevastopol mortar-ships would be of more use than the
Despateh gun-boats, by throwing bomb-shells of 100 lbs.
weight into the arsenal over surrounding heights, which
cover the dockyard from any horizontal firing, and
screen the arseiud from being seen.
334. The dimensions of the vessels now bein^ built
as Despatch-Boats^ each of which is to be armed with two
Lancaster gims of 05 cwt., are, in lengtli 165 feet;
extreme breadth 25 feet their tonnage is 450, and tlieir
draught of water 11 feet 4 inches. They are pri^pelled
by screws, and their horse-power is IGO. , The guns arp
2 A 2

**

flhelling

on shore

'*

at great distances

;

;

A

:

;
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mounted on pivot carriages and slides, in the 1x>dy of the
one abaft, and the other before the ftinnel. In
slii])
;

voyagine:, the guns are housed, longitudinally, in tlie
middle of the deck.* For action on either side, the hlido
carrying the gini is made to traverse upon a rear pivot,
to take up the fighting bolt on the side to be engaged,
and then tm-ned into the position for broadside action.
The ports are suflSciently wide to admit of the guns
being traversed upon their fighting points, to about an
angle of 56** before, or abaft the beam, forming alto-

gemer a sector of 112** on the horizontal plane, upon
which the guns may fire ; so that there remains a sector
of 34** on each side, on which there is no fire, which
leaves a dead sector of 68" a-head and a-stem, upon
which the gims cannot be brought to bear, a defect
which would not be at all compensated by installing
4f inch brass howitzers in the bow ports. The arrangements for turning the guns into their fighting positions
appear to be very complicated. To turn tlic gun into
action,

on either

side, tlie rear bousing*bolt is first dis-

engaged from the socket, and the traversing jdatform
turned upon its front housing-bolt, to take up a rear
turning noint established on the deck, on that side of
the middle line of the ship on which she is to be
engaged, and so placed as to be equi-distant from the
front housing-bolt and the fighting point on that side
:

the former centre being then disengaged, tlie platform is
turned upon tlie rear point, to take up the fighting bolt
in the centre line of the port, when, the rear point being
• It is no longer a secret that rnin-l)oat8 with heavy orihiancc of Lancaster's
oonttruction are to be sent forthwith to the Baltic Sea ; since we read in the
Time» of the 2l8t of August,^*' The * Arrow' ia the first of the despatchboats s« railed, four of which were lately constnicted by Mare and Co., and
The * Arrow,* * Beagle,' * L\ nx,'
two by Messrs. Green, of Blackwall.
and * Snake ' arc by the former, and tlie * Wrangler 'and * Viper * by the
They are eadi of 160 horse-power, nuninting lO-fncn tsoA 8<^h
hktter firm.
I^ncaster^e new oval rifle-gtms and 12-|XHi]ider bnue howit/ors. Thdr great
mmmtcd on pivots amidships, and arc ca]iaMe of tiring on a line
arc
rith'-gimR
with tlie keel on each bow. They are rakish-looking craft, with three masts,
Bcbooner-ri^ed. The 'Arrow* iiaa hem adbt to Portsmouth for the inspeotion of the Jbords of the Adminlty, now it that station, who will make same
experiments with hvr new and peculiar amiamoit to^nuvTOW, in theprsisiiott
of Prinoe Albert, vtho will be on board,"
>
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Thus two
disengaged, tlie gun is ready for action.
operations are required to move either giui from its
Loused position, into that for aetion, and the same
operations, in the reverse, to re-liouse tlie gun. To sliift
the gun from one side of the ship to the other re(piires
therefore four operations
whereas if the rear housingbolt were placed equi-dlstant from the other and from
both fighting points, the gun might be simply turned
into position fcr action on either side, or wheeled on
that centre from one side to the other withont difficully,
;

and

,

in

much

less time.

335. In the Report of experiments recently carried
on at Shoebmy Ness (see Ttmes^ August 5, 1854), it is
stated that ^Lancaster's gun (a 68-ponnder, 10 feet
long and weighing 96 cwt.) projected elongated shells
weighing 88 lbs. at an elevation of 17* to the distance
of 5600 yards, and that none of the shots fell wide or
shoi*t of the target."
The greatest range ohtained on
that oceasiun was only 4500 yards; a charge of 12 Ihs.
instead of IG Ihs. having l)een used, from some (hstiust,
Avu helieve, of the strength of the gim to resist tlie full
charge," ;ind likewise in order to reduce the impulsive
force, which might otherwise liave hroken the shell
but notwithstanding this diminution of charge, one of
the shells broke soon aft^r it lelt the gun. Though
none of the shots fell wide or short of the target at the
long range, none fell very near it. These exjperiments
not having been made, however, for the ordmary purposes of practice, but for particular objects which are
not disclosed, the powers of the gun, and the quality of
'
ihepractice, must not be judged by the above results.
The Lancaster elongated shells are made of wroughtiron, on account of the frequent breakings of cast-iron
shells which took place in the former experiments (Art.
100) ; but it appears, from what is stated in the Tahle,
p. 171, and in the present article, as well as from similar
iiiilures in the trials made on hoard the "Arrow**

Despatch gun-boat at Portsmouth, on Tuesday, August
*

See Appendix H, on the

vooeiit Iniroting of a

Lancwter gun at Shoebaiy Ness*

L
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23y that wroueht-iron shells are likewise extremelv
liable to be brwen by the prodi^ous force wifli whi<m

they are driven through the spirtu of the elliptical bore.
It is moreover a matter of no small difficnlly to make
a wroup^ht'-iron eloncfatcd elliptical shell.
The body,
without tlie bottom, is easily forged and formed; but to
complete the shell, by welding tlie bottom firndy to the
body, is not easily executed, and it apjxiars tliat this is
the main cause of failure. The cost of manufacturing one
of these shells is at present something enormous. Tho
formation of the elliptical bore is likewise a nice and
costly operation, which enhances considerably the price
of the gtm over that of a 68-pomider. Wrought-iron
shells do not^ like those of cast iron, break into many
pieces by the explosion of their bursting charge, bnt
they are apt to open at their weakest parts. Also, the
percussion fuze, l>eiM,fj; at the apex of the shell, would, it
appears, act before the body of the shell is iml>edded in
the material which it is intended to injure or destroy ;
and, when n wrought-iron shell is fired against a hard
body, as granite, the point yields to the blow, and is
blunted or doubled back, by which the impact of the shell
is deadened, and the penetrating power is diminished.
336. It is no doubt a serious, and may be a fieital defect
in the armament of these vessels, that, whether chasing*
or chased, they cannot bring their guns to bear upon the
enemy's ship but by means of the helm, which would
have the effect of losing distance from the vessel pursued,
Fighting-pivots are indecni
or from that pursuing.
established at each of the bow ports but besides the
dilliculty of transporting a gim, which, together with
its carriage and slides, wcipfhs 7 or 8 tons, it is the
opinion of many experienced naval constructors that
the fine and lean bows of these vessels have neither
displacement nor longitudinal stren^h, however well
trussed, to bear that weight, far less to resist the
shock of an elevated discharge of the gun. Sensible of this, an expedient of a novel and somewhat
possibly for
startling character has been proposed
serious emergcucics which cannot otherwise be met
;

—

—
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on the decks, so
that the guns may be turned into positions parallel to the
keel, and so fire arhead over the bows, or a-«tem over
the taffraily as the case may require.
But it is clear
that this cannot be done unless the guns are fired at high
elevations, especially the gim firing arhead, on account
of the rise of the bow of the ship ; and consequently this
expedient is not available when the enemy is near.
The pivot of the foremost gun being about 60 feet from
the l)ow of the vessel, the blast from tlie discharge of the
gun would sweep over all the fore part of the deck a
shot might pass close over the head-rails, without
damage to the ship but it remains to be seen whether
the bulwarks would not be injured or blown down, unless the gun were fired at its higliest elevation, and
whether there would not be much danger of setting
fire to the rigging, hammock-cloths, or sails, though
brailed up or Aurled, by sparks being driven into the
The aftermost gun is about
foldings or other crevices.
viz. to establiflh other fighting points

:

;

100 f^t from the tafiBrail fired
over alT' astern, its
discharge would sweep with equal danger and violence
over the after part of the deck in both cases there
must be no men nor ammunition placed in the way of
those explosions. How then would it be with the
helmsmen ? This expedient for enabling the vessels to
fire a-hcad or a-stern in the line of the keel, cannot be
practised, nor would it be prudent to attempt such
firing in action.
These vessels can therefore only fight
in tlie broadside position
an utter abandonment of the
peculiar advantage's of steamers.
By extreme training
of tlieir guns they might fire at angles of 34° witli the
keel but thev would then expose to the enemy a sur&ce expressed by the area of the broadside, reduced in
the ratio of unity to the sine of 34° or a length of
about 89^ feet (1 1)0 x sin. 34°) and thus would form a
target three ana ,a-half times larger than the area of the
transverse section.
These Despatch-boats are veiy beautiful, fine, and
speedy-looking craft ; but they are greatly overlcMuled,
with respect to their displacement and form, by the
:

—

—

;

;

;

3G0
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enormous weight of their deck-load, which, coDflisting of
two guns, each of i^T) cwt., with their massive carriages
and slides^ cannot be less than 14 tons ! With such a
top-weight thej must roll excessivelj in any sea ; which
wOl interfere much with iheir speed in voyaging, with
their stability in action, and with their safety in a heavy
sea. WIr'u tried, they will, no doubt, confirm the ap{)rehensions wliicli are very generally entertained, that jsuch
lieavy armament will detract greatly from the essential
quality of a despatch-vessel, and make a very had gunboat. Perhaps it may be said that these vessels were not
designed for the ordinary' service of steamers (which in
every case requires that they should be so armed at their
ends as to make what would otherwise be their weak
point their strongest^, but are intended to use the enormous guns with which they are armed for broadside
It were
firing, to batter granite walls at great distances.
much better to make the experiment against a granite
wall, in some actual siege operations by land, than from
the battery of a sliij) at sea. To bit a wall with any projectile fired at 18° of elevation, at the distance of 5000
yards, is a very remote })robabilitv, even when the gun
IS hred on sohd ground ; from a ship the jj^ractice must
be infinitely more at random, when there is any swell
and here we would observe that the deviation to the
right) occasioned by the rotation of the projectile in that
direction, is largely developed in practice m>m the Lancaster gun, \¥ith elongated sheUs (the avera^ amount
of the deviation is 150 feet at 5000 yaras).
This
ought to be allowed for, in proportion, at any range
but the deviations not being constant, they cannot Ix?
accurately estimated
and, as many readers are aj)t to
believe that practice made on shore, or in harbour, may
be taken as a criterion of what it will be at sea, we would
particularly refer to what is stated in Art. 343 on that
But if these vessels were designed, and armed
subject.
with suc'li heavy ordnance, for batterinjr purposes, they
will rather have to serve as stationary floating batteries
than as active steamers to shoot flying ; and therefiire,
instead of being built for speed, they should have been
,

;
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fonned for stability and steadiness. The alternate recoils and running up of guns of such vast weight, on
the sides of vessels of their size and form, must occasion
a rolling motion which will never cease, however still
The motion may be insensible to the eye,
the water.
and yet such as to destroy entirely the accuracy of practice, in which deviations of half a degree in the elevation
will

make

a vast difterenee in the range.

A skilful sea-

man-gunner knows well tliat a rolling motion is more
disturbing to good gunnery than a pitching motion;
that the former does not affect the length of ran^ from
a pivot-gun at bow or stem, though if there is much
of that motion it may occasion lateral deviations ; that
very smaU rolhng motions have great influence on the
range in broadside firing ; and that a swell a-beam, or a
cross sea, produces very little pitching, but a great deal
of rolling motion.
The aberrations in gmmery practice arising from the
floating motions of a ship, anect vertical and norizontal
shell-firing very differently.
If the shell of a mortar
whose f!;reatest range is at 42** of elevation, depart from
the muzzle at any greater or smaller angle, the range is
shorter in both a\ses, and equally so if the error, plus
or minus, be equal but small dilTerences of elevation
are of very little moment in a range of 4200 yards, and
;

tlic shell would scarcelv miss the area on which it is
intended to fall for its horizontal velocity, never very
great, is nearly exhausted, and the velocity of descent is
very great ; but in horizontal shell-firing, errors of tho
same amount taking place above or below the angle of
elevation at which it is intended to fire, produce verygreat differences in the range ^tbere is so much horizontal velocity that the shot passes over large spaces in
very short times ; there is verv little vertical velocity and
less chance of the howitzer shell falling within a given
area 'than a mortar shell, both being subject to the
same amount of disturbance in the intended elevation.
;

—

As

gun-l)oatxS

these vessels are far too large, their

draught of water much too great and, in general, all
our slxips and vessels in the Baltic are disadvant4igeous
;
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Ships drawing from 24 to 27 ieet of
have no bosbesB there; while there is not a

in these respects.
leater

nnmher of small ships to enter creeks or
or to approach the batteries on the ooasfs, without
No doubt it is necessary
getting- frequently aground.
that there should be a fleet consisting of a sufficient
number of line-of-battle ships to prevent the enemy's
fleet from coming out, and to l)eat them, should they
endeavour to disturl) the desultory opemtions of the
squadrons of the allied fleets which may be engaged in
blockading and other detached services; but for this,
huge vessels of great draught of water are rather hurtful
than serviceable. The ships of a fleet, acting in shaUow
seas and intricate channels, imperfecdy surv^^ed, should
be as much as ]3ossible of Ihe same draught of water : if
not, and even if one or two draw some feet of water
more than the others, the operations of the fleet must
be as much iiii])edcd by shallow water, if they are to act

sufficient
inlets,

if all the vessels of the fleet were as deep
water as are the one or two larger ships.
337. The Russian ships of the line
and the same
may be said of those belonging to Denmark and Sweden
do not exceed in drauglit of water 23 English feet
that of our ships is from 25 to 27 feet, and in some still
more. England should always be provided with sliips
suited for service in all seas. Our old 74-gim ships
were just the dass of line-of-batde ships requnred ror
service in the Baltic, but they are now eztinet.*
Beferring to the results of the experiments of tlie
22nd August, at Portsmouth, the author has not found
it necessary to alter a tittle of what he had previously

together, as
in

tlie

—

—

The

eaUaiit and distinguished Vice-Admiral commandinj; the combiDcd
the Baltic nniat now be fecliug the full iorce of what he wrote
192 of his recent publicatkm). After extolling the old 74*0, and
1849
rondomninf; their extinction, he goes on to say, **
seem to have quite
forgotten that there are sucli seas as the North Sea and Baltic, whore small
ships on two or three decks, with a iii;ht dmught of water, are indisiK;nsable.
There am also many places where the Uke qnalifieatioii ia neoenary and I
well recollect that, during the siege of Cadis, we wore obliged to look up all
our old fi4'8, with a li|;]jt draught of water, so that they might lie clear of
the enemy's shelhi. Another thing we seem to have forgotten— that all the
work of the war was done by the 74*a, and that the laige ahipe did not stand
the blockade ao well aa the email ones."
•

m

fleet in

(fee p.

—

We

;
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written ; and has to add the fiict that the rolling- of the
" Arrow *' was excessive, whilst otlier vessels were comj)aratively at rest.
These vessels are universally considered to 1^6 too narrow and crank to carry such a
heavy deck-load. 80 much of their volume is alisorhed
by the engine, that there does not remain suiEcient
available capacity for the stowage of proTiflions and
stores. The gun maintained the character given of it in
Art. 190 for length of range; but the practice, always
uncertain at such distances, was extremely wild and
random^ from the motion of the vessel.
Two shells
broke soon after leaving the ffim, ihns affording additional proof that even wronsnlriron shells cannot be
depended upon ; and, unless wis serious defect can be
efitectuallj remedied, it must be considered a great objection to the adoption of the gun i'or, considering the enormous cost of the shell and the vast expense of the
system, one lost opportunity of obtaining the full cft'ect
of a discharge, from the breaking' of the shell in or near
the gun,
of which so many instances have recently
occurred,
might be productive of the severest disappointments in action. How this defect is to be remedied, appears to be a very difficult and doubtful matter.
But however this may be, the difficulty has not been
overcome, as the late experiments show
and the
Despatch gim-boats, constructed expressly to demolish
the enemy's defences in the Baltic and Black Seas, with
elongated shells of 100 lbs. weight, fired from Lancaster's
elUptical guns, were actually sent to their destinations,
provided, it appears, with only 25 of their own peculiar
oval shells {Tmea^ Oct. 16), on the much-vaunted efficiency of which the whole of tiie Lancaster system depends, but largely supplied with 68-pounder round shot,
with which it is said the Lancaster guns make good
practice
It was not for this that the enormous expense
of the Lancaster svstem has been incurred, or can 1)0
justified
and if there be any truth in all that hits been
said, written, and done, upon the subject of winda^je,
the principles upon which it is regulated, its ainiular
uniformity, the important eonditioTi ot a perfectly cylindrical bore, and the rigorous ooudemuation of any gun
;

—
—

;

!

;
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in which the smallest irregularity in the sor&ce of the
bore can be detected, by the nicest instmmentSy it is
utterly impossible that the anomaly of firing splierical
projectiles from guns having elliptical spiral bores can
fee j)recise ; and this incongruity is therefore repugnant
to science, and absolutely fatal to the Lancaster system,
as applied, to guns.
There never yet was a gun -boat without a powerfiU
gun at the prow, or which could not fire in the direction
of her keel. It was therefore a great mistake to call
these vessels Despatch gtm-bacUs} they are ^teamrvessels
armed and fitted in a novel and peculiar manner, for
experiment ; and much is it to be wished that the experiment, BO far imsatisfactoiv, may in the end be saoC€«sM ; but believing, for the reasons stated, that these
vessels will not altogether realise the expectations which
the public in general are led to entertain of their services as gun-boats, the author deems it his duty thus
I'ully and frankly to state the factfl and reasons which

have led him

to this conclusion.
smaller class of vessels now fittincr out as vnmboats come fully up to the author's nf>tion of what a
good steam gun-boat should be. Their dimensions are
length 100 feet ; extreme breadth 22 feet; depth of hold
7 feet 10 inches; tonnage 212; engines, two of 30
horse power each; draught of water at load-line 6 feet
6 inches ; armament two BS-pounders of 95 cwt. These
vessels are lugger-rigged, without bowsprit ; they are
sufficiently full at each end and abundantly strong to
bear that heavy gun, at either or both ends, for action.
In voyaging, the guns are housed in the middle of
the vessel, and may either be turned into action on the
broadside or at cither end, for which ports are made
at the bow and at the stern.
The only blemish is the
fittings for the dangerous and objectionable project
(Art. 336) of firing the guns from the bod^ of the
vessel " over all," aJiead or a-stern ; and armmg them
with Lancaster guns instead of 68-pounders, before
efficient projectiles congenial to the principles of his
system shall have been produced, and at such a mode*

The
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rate cost aa would justify a general use of them, but
which, confessedly, is not the case at pn^sent.
838. With respect to the Armament of Coast Batteries ; wherever a battery is so placed as to command

long sea-ranges, and, if properly armed, to open its firo
upon an enemy at great distances or, from the nature
of the sinuosities of a coast, to be in a position to
enfilade an enemy's fleet or squadron advancing to the
;

point of attack which that battery is established to
defend, there assuredly should be placed, excludvelj,
in positions which demand the service of guns possessing, in the highest degree, power of range, accural^, and penetmting force, powerful 32-pounderB,
56-ponnders (Monk's), and 68-pounder guns. These
have superseded shell-guns, as pivot-guns in our service; and, in the United States Navy, the new 64pounder unchambered gun has displaced their 8-inch
«hell-gun.
In batteries which do not command long sea-ranges,
which are not in enfilading positions with respect to an
advancing force, and are so situated in the scheme of
defence, as to serve for the Hanking defence of collateral works, or whose seaward range is only open to
distances at which shell-firing may be used with effect,
there shell-guns, or other howitzers, or 68-pounder
carronades, may with advantage be placed.
339. The British shell-guns, as analogous ordnance
to the French canons-obusiers (Art. 215), are well
adapted to the sea-service the British 8 inch-gun of
65 cwt. is superior to the French canon-obusier No. 1
(Art. 224, and Note), and is perhaps the best chambered gun ever produced, here or elsewhere. But, as
has been shown in Art. 218 and the Note, great objections attach to all chambered guns, which, though, in
part, obviated by the expedient of the cork wad (Art.
the defects being inherent in
411), are not removed
Chambers are, liowever, necessary
their construction.
evils in the naval service, in ordnance of such large
calibre as 8 inches and 10 inches because, if their )ores
were cylindrical throughout, they would be too weak
;

—

;

l
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round the seat of the powder to stend the enlcMioii of
even a Terjr diminutiTe charge ; and it woala iherefim
be necessary to fortify an nnchambered grin of that
calibre by casting it at least 30 cwt. heavier than it
now is. But this additional weight, for vessels of equal
" displacement," would disable them for carrying an
equal weight of ordnance without greatly reducing the
numl)er of guns and, in the vessels, there would not
be space, even if they could carry the same number
of the heavier gnn, to stow the additional number of
men required to work such heavy ordnance.
But why impose the evil of chamberod oidnsDce oh
;

the land service? The cork wad musty in that case, be
adopted in the land, as well as the seayServioeyibr without it there would be frequent miss-fires.* Objections
to weight as limited by "displacement/' and want of
Hpac e lor the accommodation of additional men required
for working the guns, do not attach to the land service;
and consequently the question, cleared of those conditions,
iacultieSy

rests

and

solely

upon the comparative merits,
chambered and uncham-

capacities of the

bered gnns, as best adapted to the distinct purposes for
which they were designed the one to fire shells or
hollow shoti within limited distances—the other to fire
solid shot with superior power of range, accoracy, and
penetrating force, at great distances.

—

340. To place in fixed batteries chambered 8-inch
guns, in lieu of unchambered solid-shot guns, on account
of the difference of weight, since neither displacement,
transport by sea, nor conveyance by land enters there
'

**

In 8-inch guns with conical chambers, to insure the reduced cartridge

Wng

homo it is mwt ewentud that spherical cork cartridge tops
6^ inches diameter and 2i deep, shoald be fitted inside Uicw CtfM^iM wImii

set sufliciently

sent on board, withotit which the pms u-Ul frnpii^nUymim'fin^'^Jbnltmdtkm
rrisr and s< rvice of (jreat gmis (tud shrlh.
for On
But no cork or other tapering wads are provided for this ordnance in the
land seryioe (fig. to Art. 411), where tiMre is mon need of thair expedient llwn
in the sea service, because land batteries, which should always have some
t

.I

t

coninmnd over the object or plane in front, are necessarily often placed in such
elevated ]X)8itions for coast defences as to retjuire great depi^ession in tiring at
ukj object upon the pluie of the sea, by ivhich a radnoed cartridge ttonld be
fiur more liable to slide from its place in a conical chamber than in horizontal
firing, and tlicreby occasion miss-fires more frequently than on bowd a
ahip.
AuTnoB.

—
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were a grievous

error, which, mucli
committed, particularly with
respect to 8-inch sliell-^uns of 50 and 52 cwt.
a very
inferior class of that tribe
seeing that more than onetliird of the ordnance ap]>ro|)riated to the armament of
our coast defences are shell-guns, and that so large a
proportion can scarcely be required for shell firing

we

tlie

fear,

question,

may have been

—

—

only.

Extent of range, with the least elevation, the greatest
accuracy at long ranges, and penetrating force, are
pre-eminently required of guns appropriated to batteries, wherever they command long sea-ranges^ or are
in enfilading positions*
No law of gunnery is more clearly demonstrated and
irrefutable inan this that elevation is, inversely, the
exponent of accuracy. No scientific or experienced
artillerist will dispute this, and no practitioner of the
scienoe can deny it, until he shall first have demon*
strated that this well established law is untrue, and
shall cause it to be erased from the codes in which
Robins, Hutton, and all professors of the science of
gunnery liave stereotyped it for our guidance.'
" The gun that makes the greatest range with the
least elevation, and consequently with the greatest
borizontality in the ilight of its shot, is, assuredly, the
most accurate in its practice, and the most destructive
in its efiects. Sea-service howitzers do not possess this
property in so great a decree as solid-«hot ^uns ; for the
former require higher elevations to attain the same
ranges, and accuracy and efiect are sacrificed accordingly," (Monk.)^
that
It appears by Tables Y. and YI., Appendix
the range of a §2-pounder of 56 or 58 cwt. at an elevation of
is very nearly equal to that of a lO-inch gun

—

V

at

•

of

2°,

and about 200 yards more than the range of the

The uncertainty of

ranj^e, for it requires

calivitf vol.

^

ii.

p. 227.

of the solid shot will 1)c much greater, both on acoount of
and because the hollow shot, to obtain (he flame lange^
27.
have greater elevation.—/SfimmofM, ppi

1^6 accuracy

its grsater velocity,

must

considerably with the increase
corresponding increaM of elevatioD. Utraith, Fort^'

strikin.: objects incrnasos
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8-inch gun (65 cwt.) at 1° the raiig-o of the 32-poiii3der
at 2^ is greater tlian that of the 10-inch gun at 3°, and
about equal to that of the 8-inch gun at 3°. Again, the
range of the 32-pounder at 3* is fiilly equal to that of
the 8-inch gun at 4% andoonsiderably greater than that
of the 10-inch gun at 4". At 4** the range of the 32pounder gun is about equal to that of the 10-inch gun
at 6°, and nearly equal to tliat of the 8-inch gun at
;
the range of the 32-ponnder at 5° is very nearly equal
to that of the 8-inch gun at 7% and fully equal to that
of the 10-inch gun at 7°. Again, in more distant firinir,
the 32-pounder of 56 or 58 cwt. at 10°, ranges very
nearly as far as the 8-inch gun at 13°, and quite as far
At 1600 yards the 10-inch
as the lO-inch gun at 14°.
shell-gun would be firing shells or hollow shot at about
5** wim a fuii-service charge of 12 lfas.» the S-inch, at
about 4% whereas the 32-pounder of 56 or 58 cwt., with
a char^ of^ 10 lbs., would be firing solid shot at the
same distance at about 3^. At 2000 yards the elevations
for the 10 and 8 inch guns would be respectively 74**
and 7**, whilst the 32-pounder would be firing its solid
shot at a little more than 5°.
See likewise shell and
shot experiments of 1838, " Excellent" (Art. 262, Note).
The results given in those tables are conclusively in
favour of the 32-pounder of 56 or the new one of 58 cwt.
;

The 56 and 68 pounder guns have a

greater

still

superiority over the shell guns; and, therefore, a
grievous error would be committed in preferring the
latter to the former for the armament of coast batteries
in general.
341, The comparative values of solid and hollow
shot, and consequently of unchanibered and chambered
ordnance, have been well laid down hy Lieut.-ColoiiL-l
Burns, of the Royal Artillery, on his (^ards
excelfor the guidance of the practical artillerist.
lent codes
has the whole tribe of carronades, which at first
were so victorious (Art. 148), disappeared ? because they
are chambered ordnance, which, though capable of firinc:^
solid shot, are incapable of doing so with certainty and
effect, excepting in dose action; and when properly
*

—

'

—

Why
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opposed by solid-shot Runs, at long ranges, were overpowered, and xdtimat^ beaten out of ^e service. It
IS not meant by this to disparage shell-guns by comparing them with carronades, but to show the defects of
chambered ordnance as shot-guns. (Ai*ts. 123, 218.)

The unfortunate selection of chandiertMi instead of
unchanihered ordnance of the same cahbre, in 1812,
cost tlie allied army, under the Duke of Wellington,
nothing less than the failure before Burgos. Had the
so-called 24-pounders, wliich, being chambered, were
only 5ik-incli howitzers, been really 24-pounder guns,
Burgos would have been taken.
It is commonly said that 8-inch shell-guns of 52
cwt. an inferior and inefficient class of shell-guns, of
which vast nmnbers have been provided, but wmch are
rapidly and justlj^ falling into dis&vour and disuse
in the naval service (Art. 215) ^form a large portion
of the siege-train for ser^•ice in the East
not, it is
hoped, to interfere with the usual proportion of the good
old 24-j)oun(ler
a capital siege-gun
but to be used
as howitzers; for they are incapable of serving with
efficiency as battering orelnance (excepting against
earthen works, liowsnuml, vol. i. ])p. K7, US, 270, 28.'i),
or for ricochet liring, with shot
and they are very
In
inconveniently heavy howitzers for siege service.
.siege operations howitzers are not usually required till
the siege is &r advanced ; they are used to ricochet
the covered ways, to shell the places of arms, and when
the place is atout to be assaulted ; for which purposes
less weighty howitzers would be sc^dent.
342. That greater degree of horizontality in the trajectory of a projectile, wliich is produced by superior
velocit}% is still more important in the armament ot coast
batteries, whose s[)liere of action is over the horizontal
surl'iice of the sea, and not over the uneven surface of
land; because there is, throughout the range, more of
parallelism between the plane of operation and the

—

—

;

—

—

;

flight of the projt'etile, in pro})ortioi> as the

tra jectory

partakes of horizontality, that is, in |)roportion as the
gun possesses the power of throwing its shot to the
2 B
u
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The progreatest distance with the least elevation.
hability of striking an object, and, if missing it, the
chance of hitting some other body on the batfle-plain,
either with cannon, rifles, or common mnskets, depends
more on the ungle under which the projectiles strike,
or g'raze the ground than that at which they were
(Art. 2G8.)
Science shows, as stated in
projected.
Article 60, that hollow shots, being less capable tlian
solid shots of retaining their initial velocity, graze at
angles with the ground which exceed those of their
departure in a mnch greater degree than in a solid shot
It shows also, that
fired with the same initial velocity.
the deviation of the hollow shot increases in proportion
to the length of the range, and
greatest at ite ter-

k

mmation.
343. In practice on shore, or in still-water in harbour,
the relative superiority of solid-shot guns may be scjiuewliat obscured )y extreme skill and nicety in target-firing,
to hit a point at a well-ascertained distance, in slow and
deliberate school practice ; but in battle, on the open aea,
where the firing is rapid, the ship in motion, the enemy
not stationary, and the distance not accm^ately known,
and ever vairing, the practice cannot be precise ; and
it must ever be considered that hitting an object nnder
those circumstances is rather a matter of probability
than of certainty and that })robal>ility will be greater or
less, according as the elevation is less or greater.
Irrespective of the superiority of the range of an
unchambered gun, firing solid sliot, over a chambered
shell-gun of the same calibre, firing hollow shot, at the
same elevation ; or the advantage of obtaining the same
range with equal elevation, it must be observed that
the penetrating power of the soUd shot is a matter of
immense importance in coast batteries.
The relative penetrating powers of shot fired from
the under-mentioned heavy ordnance, proposed for the
armament of coast defences, are tabulated a« l)elow by
l

;

Straitli {Fortijlcation, vol.

ii.

p. 226),

chiefly from the

work by Captain Simmons, entitled, A Discussion un the
Present Armament of tlie Navy, The penetratiomi are
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forniula equivalent to the equation for

Two

columns are added from Captain
Simmons' wc^rk (p. 24) to show the velocities of the
32 lbs. solid shot, and the 48 lbs. hollow shot, at the
Art. 79,

farther extremities of the different ranges

Range
In
Taitto.

24-poander
IIVD gUUp
of 42 CWL,
7 ft e Id.
long

32-poiinilfr

Veloclllei.

66-pounder
iron sun,

{iTkn trim

of

.'iT.

J

cwt.,

iu feet

iiuiliuni

per

wiuilage -2U3;
rtuirgr. one-

secoud.

4a-pounder

:

Uiiril

of shot.

mediiun
windage -303

98 cwt.
charge, 16 lbs.

ctutrgc, one-

solid shot,

third of ihol.

ni»"dinm

Vclo.
cities,

in feet

per
leoood.

1200
1500
8000
2500

bowttser,
4S11».

hollow ahot.
chanre 12 Ilw.

wiiulaKi- •12j.

RelstiTe

i:«Utlvc

lit'l.itivo

ItcIatiTo

lielAtive

PoMtntliic

PenetraUag

reoetimtiog

Penetntlng

I'eoetimtliig

Fofve.

500
800
1000

8 Inch or
60-pouiider

60M04
39-055
S9*629
23*027
20*252
9*559
6*SS1

3000

1200
1001

889
783
661
515

418
354

68-302
47*527
36*989
29-080
20*724
12*873
8*287
5*944

85-921
66*846
46*583
37

•(>:(•,

26*699
18*305
10*714

104*120
74*158
59* 598
48 304
35*679
92-896
14*669

POfO0.

1092
877
765
672
562
436
3.')8

310

r)i-i3G

32-983
35*096
19-3(5.5

13*544
8*152
5*494
4*121

The superior penetrating powers of solid shot fired
irom 32, 42, and 56-pounder guns, compared with that
of tlie hollow sliot fired from the best of the 8-ineh shell
gims, at the distances stated in tlie first column, are
quit<i sufHeieiit to estahlisli the great inferiority of the
8-inch shell-gun to 8olid•^8hot guns in this important
respect.

Shell guns should theref ore, only be placed in branches
of coast battenes, forts, or fortresses which have not
ranges open to them on the sea bejrond the limits at
wliicb shell-firing ceases to be efiBcient. The liits of
shells are never so frequent as of shot, and beyond
1200 or 1300 yards shell-firing becomes extremely nncertain, and should therefore give place to guns that
can beist fire solid shot. In some recent experiments
made at Portsmouth, out of 100 rounds of shells fired at
a large Inilk, distant 1200 yards, not less tlian 15 per
K^o solid shot from a 32-pounder would
cent, missed.

have failcil to liit at that distance.
Uncliambered solid-shot guns may, after having
efficiently cannonaded an enemy when distant, take up
2 B 2
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when he

conies within the limits at whirli it
but sliell-gnns cannot open with much
effect^ either with hollow shot or sheik, upon the euciuVv
in veiy distant firinff, and not with more effect than
tmchambeTed guns, when shell-firing commences. They
cannot fire red-hot shot, a defect which should exclude
them fix>m use in coast batteries, ezeent as howitzers.
Simmons, in his excellent work above quoted, concludes the examination of the relative merits of solid
and hollow shot, and therefore of iinchambore<l and
chambered guns, thus: ''It may even be feared tliat,
in introducing hollow shot in hen of solid shot, if |ktsevered in during war, very deplorable rtsuhs will
ensue" (p. 40). In this opinion the author unhesitatingly concurs, and we shall consider it unfortunate if
these sea-service eh a inhered guns are preferred to
unchambered solid-shot guns, in the armament of any
of our coast batteries, which require the superior power
of solid-shot guns for long seaward ranges.
344. In consequence of the bursting of guns at
Gibraltar, and more recently at Malta, in finng hot
shot, the charges have been reduced to three-quarters
of their present amount.
do not see how this is to
prevent such accidents ; but, for other reasons, the
W<m^1 is m«»re
reduction of charge is advatitageous.
rapidly and certainly set on lire by hot simts, wlu n
tii('s»'
]>eiii'trat(' but little, than wlien they lodLrc at
great de[)ths, because in the latter case tin* eru.s]{»^-d
fibres of the timl)er, by their elasticity, close u|h>ii the
shot, and more or less contract the orifice; and the
communication with the external air is not sufliciently
free to excite combustion.
The penetrating power of 'i
red-hot shot is greater than that of a cold shot, fired
with the same charge ; because, by the eximnsion of the
hot shot, the windt^ is diminished. Great care must
therefore be taken so to regulate the charge according
to the distance and dimensions of the IxkIv fired at, iu»
to be sure of causing the hot shot to lodge.
345.
very important error in elas>ifii;iti<>n inu\
shell firing
is

efficient;

We

A

uomenclatme, and one calculated

to

couvcy

wruii^
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notions to the uninitiated, and even to mislead those who
should know better, is frequently ol)serval)]e even in
official docmnents, in which the 8-inch> shell guns are
called 56-pomider8, and sometimes 68-poimder8 ; but
when it is stated that the so-called 56-pomider is a chambered gun, the weight of whose hollow shot is 56 lbs.,
and that no shell gun, with one exception, can fire solid
shot of 68 lbs., also that none do ni-e solid shot, tlio
oiTor of not calling things by their riglit names will be
made manifest." From this error in nomenclature our
8-inch shell gun, called a 56-pounder, led the French
to believe (see UEiKjucte Parlementawe, vol. ii. p. 414,
and Notes tliereon by the author, pp. 14 to 10) that
we had introduced a 56-pounder uncliambered solid-shot
gun into our naval service,'' and this was actually the
reason why the Frencli introduced their 60-pounder as
an equivalent ^nl This they have now withdrawn
from the broadside batteries of their ships to give place
to a greater number of 30-pounders, No. I.
Simmons, throughout his able and very useful work,
calls shell-guns sea-service howitzers.
So are they denominated by iStraitli, vol. ii. p. 220. General Miller
and by that name
brought them forward by that title
they were then, and still are, designated by Monk.
In French, and all other foreign treatises, they are
called simply howitzers.
The author has throughout this work called shellguns chambered gun$^ since, by the introduction of shellfiring from all natures and descriptions of naval ordnance, the former distinction ceased. But without some
such ezplicatiye, that description of ordnance cannot
;

named and classed ; for
Chambered guns are oonfrom wn-chambered guns by definitions

be correctly and
/7wn.<f,

scientifically

simply, they are not.

tradistinguislied

* Thus Guildford batteiy ftt Dover is erroneously believed to be armed
with 56-lKWindcr solid-sbot guns, whereas the ordiWDce im])roperly placed
there nrc 8-inch shell pni!< whicli only fire hollow shot of that weight.
Aasuredly that battciy should be armed with 68-ix)undor guna.
V The amiaiiient of ^e main deck of the <* Indefatigable " ia gtated in a
document of anthentio chaiaoter to oODOSt of 2S 56-pwiMfori, bntibey are
really 8-ioch ehall gima.
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which cannot be mistaken, and must not be violated.
Mortars, howitzers, and slicll-pms, are designated in
terms of their caHbres, expressed in inches and deciinichambered ordnance for sohd shot are contramals
distinguished by beiu^ denominated in terms of the
weight of their solid uioty by poundGi and dedmak or
pounds and ounces.
346, Lest erroneous notions should be entertained by
the student from the use which has been made in the
;

preceding articles of the term command, the author
wishes here to observe tliat it is not an imcommon
error to sTippose that the advantages of command depend
entirely on the hei<^ht of a work or battery above tlie
object against wliirli its fire is directed, as if a shot
would produce, practiailly, a greater elfect against a
work situated on a level below that on which the gun
is mounted than it would against a work on a higher
Such is not the case in any appreciable degree,
level.
and a work is not effectively commanded unless it can
be fired into. But the prevention of this depends not
so much upon the relative heights of the ground as
upon the positions of tlie ])lanes of site, or rather of
defilade,

by which the

reliefs

of the parapet^i are deter-

mined, so that a pkme passing throTigh their crests and
the enemy's fire-arm may be ]\arallei, or nearly sfj, to
the terreplein of the work. Thus, though such terreplein may be considerably lower than the ground on
which the enemy's battery is constructed, it can no more
be seen from the guns in the latter than if the work and
battery were raised on the same horizontal plane.
On the other hand, when the parapets of two works
have equal heights above a horizontal plane passing
through both, the terreplein of either of them would l>e
commanded by the other if it should have a rise towards
the rear; even when two works are formefl on the face
of a slope, the upper one may be commanded by the
lower, snould its terreplein have a greater inclination
to the horizon, than the ground on which both works
are constructed.
The reason why a difference in the vertical heights
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of works gives scaroety any appreciable advantage to
the higher work, and causes as little disadvantage to the
lower, in respect of range, is, that all modem improve-

ments in tlie construction and uses of artillery, having
been introduced to render firing more direct, and consequently more accurate; it fdlows that, within the
comparatively short ranges at which artillery can be so
used, whatever be the relative heights of tlie battery
and the object fired at, there is little difference in the
form of the trajectory of the shot, whether the gun
and object be on an ol)lique or on a horizontal plane,
and there is no significant difference in the elevation
re([nired for gims of equal powers of range, whether the
firing take place £:om below upwards, or the reverse.

POSTSCR IPT.
The

and dustructiou of Bomarsuiul, with little loss, and in a vory
short time, by the skilful manner in which the military and naval forcea cooperated with each other in those operatioiis, are satisfactory illxutrationa
of tlie success which, as stated in Art. 332,
may they ]irovc happy omens
Cxipturc

!

—

p. 347, iuui Art. 332c, p. 33r>,' will usually attend all such \vell-conccrt<Mi
undertakings. The forts were brcuchcil, and the fortress reduced to the necesity of enrrendering, by a few powerful solid-shot guna hmded from the dbipa
Shcll-(;un8 and hollow shot could not have effected
erf the combined flfct.
this, whether lired from the land or from shijw' })att<Ties.
It is no disparac;©ment to the naval forces to assert that they, alone, could Hot have demolished
the defencea of Bomaraond in ao abort a time, and not without mndi dainago
The firing of shot and shells from tlio French and BSiM;liah
to the ships.
ships, at \on^ ranges, caused no serious injury; but tlie breachinfj of the
forts, and the skilful establishment of a breaching battcrv within 400 yarda
of the rear of the fortreaa, rendared all further leBatanoa Win. (^eml Jooea
states, in his official des^mtch, that the interior of tlM place showed that the
fire of the ships did sucli trithn*;: 'oj^ry, that the governor, with so strong a
garrison in a well-casematcd work, and without a breach having been formed,
OQ^ht not to have attrrendered ; hut the batteriea, armed witii d2-poander
Bntiah gan8» being ready to o]>en, and the forta deatroyed, Boniarsund waa
no loncor defensible. The British admiral exercised a wise discretion in not
ejLposiu^ the ships of the combined fleet to the severe damt^^e they would
hftTe auatained by recklessly adraneing under the fire of the enemy's sea-ward
batteries ; and havinc; conducted with admirable skill the whole fleet through
tlie intricacies of the channels leading to the ix)int of attack, .ind arrangctl
with his gallant allies and associates the plan of operations, he did ri^lit to
leave to the land batteriea to do what they ao well and akilfhily accomplished,
and to keep the fleet in reserve, upon the prindpla that the sea-wafd (hmta
of such forts hc'nvi always thicker and stronger than the works, if any, which
enclose them in the rear, should never be attacked in front if by any means
they can be turned and battA.-red iu the reverse. Thus there can be no question

*

In the irtidM to wUcib these fignras

refer,

thcM

nnUi are fUIj pndioalMl.
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that the place was taken by the land at tAck under Marshal Baragiiay <rnilliers,
and by
anil the skilful engineers, General Harry Jones and General Nid
means so ofl'ectual, that, without any other a^isistance from the naval lorces
place
and
that
of
few
their
solid-^ot
guns,
of
inTeeting
the
the
loan
a
of
than
by sea, to prevent succours from being Uirown in, Bomarsund must have fallen.
Authentic information, for the accuracy of which the author vouches, enables
him to state that, with rosix'ct to the eflects of the solid shot i-u the ;;raijito,
with which tlio walls wore faced, the French gMua made no impression on
the blocks when they were struck perpendicnlarly in the middle of their
faces; nor did the shot fired from the more powerful 32-poundcr British
guns split the granite when so struck ; but, when the blocks were hit by
the latter near the edge, or on a joint of the masonry, they were displaced,
tho joints penetrated, tlie wall shaken; and this not'bemg badced with
solid masonry, hwi !illed-in with rubble, the mass was thrown down and a
pr.'icticable breacli formed.
This successful operation is very generally, but
erroneously, stated to have been effected by the lire of the ships, and is
even strongly held up as a proof of what ships can do, and ought to
attempt, alone, elsewhere. But the results of the experimental firing at the
remnant of the fort which, unless the previous tiring of the shij^s during
the attack was absolutely harmless, must liave been somewhat damaged,
and moreover shaken, by the blowing up ol the contiguous ix)rtions, do not
warrant this conclusion, even should the attacking ships be permitted, like
yardg,
the ** Edinburgh," to take up, quietly and coolly, positions within
and then delil>erately commence and continue their firing, without being tired
at 1 (pp. 3a5, 338, at top.) The hriuo; of the " EdiuburKh," at 1060 yards,
was unsatisfactory. 390 shot and shells were fired from the largest and most
jiowerful gims in the British navy (viz. from the I^ncastcr gun of 95 cwt.,
cwt. -and
with an elongated shell of 100 lbs. ; from OS-pounders v(
32-i)ounder8 of 5G cwt., solid-shot guns ; from lO-inch shell guns of b4 cwt.,
with hollow shot of 84 lbs. ; from 8-inch shell guns of Go and 00 cwt., with
boUow shot of 5G lbs.), but did little injury to Ihe work. At 480 yards, 250
shot, shells, and hollow shot were fired
a small breach was formed in the
facing of the outer wall, of extremely bad masonry, and considerable dama^
done to the embrasures and other portions of the wall ; but no decisive resiilt
was obtained no practicablo breach formed by which the work nngbt be
assaulted, taken, and effectually destroyed (p. 3ri3, line 12), although Gloshot
and shells (40,0<m 11, s. of metal) were fired into the ])lace, first at 1C»()0 and
Several casemates had fallen-in, the embrasures not
then at 480 yards.
having been made high enough to admit of giving the guns suffident eleT»tion for very distant firing, in attcmi>ting which tne key-stones were actually
blown out, tlio casemates ruined, and their gims rendered useless.
Ttic
Lanc;\ster shells, of which such high exjx^ctations were entertained, failed,
signally in precision of fire, even at 480 yards, and evidently cannot bo
d( ]>ended upoo, even when fired from a large and steady ship
(pp.
Wiiat then can be expected from those guns and projectiles, at 5000 yarda,
when hred from the side of a crank Despatch gun-boat? (p. 303.) Shell
whetlier iwrcussiou or time fuzed, and hollow shot, broke on striking the
granite (pp. 344^ 345) ; and it was found that perouasion shells could be of
no use in such a case (p. 200, line 1 1 ; p. 813, line 20), whereas time-fuzcd shelU
might produce their effects upon the jx^rsonnel in the interior of tho fort,
entering a casemate through the embrasure, and then ex|»io<ling.
It is of very
great importance that the facta of the case should be rightly understood, lest
wrong notions should induce the attack of more formidable places which do
not admit of military co-o])eratioii, witli ships alone an<l which tlu- author
repeats, now more confidently than ever, would bo a desperate and perilous
;

5W
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IV.

ON THE SEBYICE OF GUNS IN ACTION.

SECTION

—ON THE DETERMINATION OF THE DISTANCES

I.

OF OBJECTS AT SEA.
•

347. Ix all cases of guimery an accurate knowledge
of the distance is of the first importance.
When considerable, it is usually estimated very vaguely ; but the
necessity of knowing it as correctly as possible, at long
ranges, is greater than when the trajectory is nearly
rectilinear, as in short ranges; eleyanon being given
according to the distance, and inaccuracy increasing with
length of range. At considerable distances, also, there
is more leisure and opportunity, as well as greater
necessity, for determinmg those distances with precision, while in closer action all that is required is, to be
certain that the enemy is within point-blank range.
When two vessels are opposed to each other at great
distances, the effect will dejjend almost wholly on tlie
and that vessel which has most
skill of the gunner
correctly estimated its distance from its opponent "svill
do most execution, supposing everytliing else equal.
Let those who may be inclined to disregard such niceties
refer to our actions with the Americans (which will be
more particularly noticed hei eafter), and they will perceive that, in our unsuccessful affairs with them, our
vessels were in general crippled in distant cannonade
before close battk commenced. This is fighting skill
against skill, and shows the absolute necessi^ of attending, minutely, to everything that can contribute to pre;
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Q;v(:',\i

distances.

Vawt IV.

In such trials the

lieroisni will avail little, as

wr

linvt-

s»xn,

most

unK'.->.s

It is not proposed that triLr«»nc>trained to precision.
metricid calculation should be used to detemiinu the
proxiuiifj/ of an enemy who will fairly close for
degree
straightforward battle ; but, should the opponent prefer
to keep off for a time, in order to tr^ the effect of his
guns and his skill at lonpf ninges, the unjx^rtance of what

has been recommended ynth reelect to the training: of
gunners and to the attainment of an accurate knowledge
of the distance at which the fire is to be returned, cannot
the latter is, indeed, the fundamental
be disputed
If the distanc l>e
requisite for efficiency of practice.
only va,<>iiely guessed, sup|X)se within two or tlinv
hundred vards of thu truth, the elevation nmnot l>e ri<rht
;

to eorresjK )fidinu* extents.
The conse<juent error niav
indeed be somewhat corrected, when committed, bv oIk
Bcrvin^: the effect but trying the raiige^ as it is calli-d, is,
in such a case, extremely objectionable
discreditable ta
the system, and consequently injurious in its moral
;

—

effects.

348. Numerous methods have been proposed for
readily estimating distances, and, of these, none appcam
so simple and obvious as making use of the diflerent
angles, subtended, at different distances, by the heiprhtM
(when known) of the masts of the ship whost> di>ta:itv
is desired, the heights and distances In'ing arrangefl in
a table

;

so that

by simply

or
mast (as iscomtiionlv

nieasurinc:. with a sextant

(jUiHliant. the ancrular height «»ra

done in line of sailing, or in chasing, to ascertain whrtluT
the chace be gaining or losing distance), and enterin;j
the column of angles, the corresponding distance nmv
l)e taken out.
Table XXI., Ap|>endix I), at the end of
the work, is one in which the lieights of the different
parts of French ships of war, and of their masts, above
the surface of the water, at load-watermark, are given,
for every rate and chiss of vessel. From these elements
Table ^CXIL, Appendix D, has been formed, in wki^
are given the distances, expressed in English ^^xirds and
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SEA.

corresponding to the angles subtended

by the lieigbt.s from the water-line to the truck of the
mammast, and also to the main-topmast cross-trees the
eye of the obaenrer being 20 feet above the level of the
:

water.
349. It haabeen ascertained from authentic documents,
that the dimensions of the masts of American ships of
War are, in many cases, exactly the same as tliose of
Fn-nch »hiixs of corresponding rates, as expreased in the
tahl<-s
and, in general, tliey are so nearly alike, that
tliis metliod may 1x3 used to estimate distances with
tolerable certainty in acting either against French or
American vessels. It is not, indeed, likely that estaWishcnl dimensions, wliich are in general rigidly observed,
will differ much from the quantities stated in a table
;

which has been formed from oflSdal documents ; if they
nlmuld vary in some cases, the difference cannot be so
nnn h as would create an error of more than a few yards
in the rtMpured distance
and the results w-ill always he
nmch nearer the truth tlian tluMnost practised eye euuld
give at any rate the distances found fnnn tlie tahle
will U* siifHciently correct to produce good practice, if
;

:

all

the other caaentials he well understood.

Every man-of-war should he provided with a table
showing the angles subtended hy the masts of foreign
stiipsof war, with the corresponding distances in English
This' table suould be painted on a board,
feet or yards.
to ttiat the officer observing might take out the dist;inr»r^ hy insj>ectioii
and the author hopes to have it
in Ills jH>wcr to ;riv»\ in another work, the necessary
data for the prartiee of this inetlKxl, with respect to the
;

of the masts of foreign shi|)s of war, in addition
Table XXI.. ApiK udix D, relating to France.
Thia method of oht;iining distances at sea, simply hy
the iiiq>ection of a talde containing the angles subtended
by a mast of known height at different distances, as now
very generally practised in the service, is preferable to
any other when it can be used.
'3jU. Ajiother method which has been recommended
h*M\rijts

to
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Fast 1Y.

bow and stern
the ship, the horizuutal imgles between the line joining the ptaees of the observers and lines drawn from
Tlii.s
those j>laces to some point at the enemy's ship.
method requires either a logarithmic computation, or a
double inspection in a table prepared for the purpose
it consequently presents great ditHcultics when the ships
are under weigh, particularly if one is much before or
almft the beam of the other, and is quite inaDplicable if
one is on the bow or stem of the other ; whereas the
fonner method may be used in all positions of the sliij^s,
provided the height of a ma^it of the enemy's ship be
consists in taking simultaneously, at the
ot*

known.
That method will not, liowever, serve to obtain
the distances of steamers, whicli eitlu r have no masti? or
have them of no regular height. In this case the distance may be determined by making use of the ship's
own mast as a given height, causing an observer aloft
to measure the angle
? J**. ?'
formed by the mast AB, when
vertical, and the line of aght
: ji-^^n
/:
C from the observer to the
enemy's ship at C and then
either computing the re(piired
distixnce
C bv the fornnila
tan. ABC, or obtiiining
If, during the operation,
it by inspection in a table.
the ship should be on a heel^ so that the mast has an
inclinea position as
or
D', the angle of heel
D' (as shown by a pendulum suspended
or
from the centre of a graduated arc) must be taken,
and either subtracted from the observed angle
or added to AD'C, according as the heel is towards
or from tlie enemy's ship (supposed to be on the
beam). The sum is e([ual to the angle E'l)'(\ and the
ditVercnce to tlie angle E D C ; and, by trigonometry,
E C, the required disCOS. B
tan.
C
tance: but the correction for the heel will rarely be
neceesaiy in good iightmg weather.

ABO

.

B

;

^

A

AB

BAD

BA

AD

A

ADO,

AD

AD

ED

=
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In observing the angle C B A or C D A, since the
image of the distant object is that which would be
brought by reflexion to coincide with that which is
the nearest to the observer (a mark on the top or on
the deck^y the parallax of the instrument would noty in
any sensible degree, affect the accuracy of the observed
anffle.*

This, in principle, is nearly the method given in the
Blue Book of H. M. S. " Excellent
which is to observe,
with a Bcxtant, at the cross-trees, the au^-le between
the enemy's water-line and a j)oint verticaLly iniiler tlie
observer.
If tin's obsei'vation could be always made, it
would be indilTerent whether the enemy's sliip were on
the beam, or the bow, or the quarter.

An objection to this method is that, wlien the
not in a vertical position at the time of making
the observation, it is difficult to have on the deck a point
vertically under the observer's eye ; and if the obs^ed
angle is one between a line, as I) G, from the observer
of the mast,
to the distant ship and the direction
it would be necessary, when such ship is not directly on
the beam, to introduce a correction to that observed
Tliis correction could be made either l»y comangle.
]mtation, or l)y means of a subsidiary table, provided the
angle at the foot of the mast between the direction of a
fore-and-aft line on the deck and that of the enemy's
ship be observed at the same time that the angle is
observed on the mast. The formula for the correction
is, by trigonometry, sin. A sin. a=:sin. 0 ; in which h is
the angle of heel^ a the angle between the fore and aft
line and the direction of the enemy's ship, and G the
352.

mast

is

DA

• The parallax of the soxtant is the anfile subtended, at the place of the
object which is seen by reflexion, by a line joining the observer's eye, and the
point in which the produced ray of light inddent on the index glass, in coining
from that olgect, intersects the r;i\ IVi im the object seen through the unquickThis parallax is always '^roater as the
silverod part of the horizon-plass.
object seen by reflexion is nearer to the eye, and as the ubserv c-d angle is less ;
Imt, at no greater distance than 100 yards, and with an oheenred angle aa
small as 10 degrees, the parallax of a common sextant wonld not excoM two
minutes of a degree.
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This is subtractive from, or additive to,
correction.*
the angle observed cm the mast, according as the heehng
of the mast and the enemy's sliip are ou the same or on
contrary sides of the fore and aft hne.
With respect to the method in which the water-h'no
of an enemy's ship is brouglit by reflexion to the foot
of a plumb-line on deck, it would be, perhaps, impossible
to observe the angle with accuracy. But, as the pendulum placed in the main hatchway is usefiil for other
purposes, as in determining the proper instant for firing
guns horizontally, or otherwise, so there is nothing to
prevent tlie employment of tlie instrument for finding
the ansrle of heel in combinalion with the observation of
D C (fig. 32). An objection has been made
the angle
to the method of observing such angle from the mast*
head, when the ship or object is to leeward, on aecoimt
of the top-gallant sail being in the way ; but the topgallant sail may not be set ; if it be, an^ in the way, it
may be clewed up, or the lee-sheet started, apd the clew
hauled-up during the operation.
353. An able and already distingmshed young officer*
has lately proposed an ingenious mode of determining
the distance of steamers, or of ships the heiglits of wliode
muistj;} are not known, by observing from the ci*06S-tree%

A

AB

Let

represent

A

position,
B a fore and tft
and A C the direction of the
enemy's ship let B in be a vertical line lot fall
(rom tlie cross-trees at B to meet a horixontal
plane passing through A and C, and let Bala be

a mast in an inclined

/Q

line on the deck,
:

y /jf
'

../
..••'*

//'

//

,,.***

/*/

r
/

/'

//
Ij

i

/ //

y

j.'i

/

//

i

/

'^^\/
••••Jpj

triangle in a vertical plane passing throiif^ Bfi
represents
pcriK^idicularly to A C.
Then
the ohscrved an^li*, and A B u is the corrcctioa

a

ABC

which

is

represented in the text by

is represented

by A, and

C

;

also

A B«

£ A 0, or its equal, A » a,

«•

If A B ho represented by unity, we have A m =
n=A n;
and bv trigonometry,
sin.
that is, sin. h sin. asgin. 0, as in the test. Thas
the an^'lc A I'tj, or 0, is Amnd and Iviii^ taken
from the oKserved angle A B C, it U-aves the aniilc
n B C. Thus A B cos. C tan. n B C » C, the
required distance.
sin. A;

Am

Am

;

=

^ Captain

A. 'P. Ryder, RiT.
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topnsail yard, or any other convenient perch, the higher
the better, the vertical angle between tlie visible horizon
and the enemy's water-line. T\\g computation, by this
metliod, would be very laborious, recjuirini^ lo<i;aritliins
witb seven places of decimals, but tlie pn^puscr lias i:;iven
a double table from which tlie required distance may ]>o

t^ken by inspection. Tlie chief objection to tbe method
is that the angle subtended, at the obeerver s eye, between
the edge of the horizon and the enemy^s water-line is
very small, being, at 2G30 yards, only 33' 53"; when
land, instead of ^e sea-horizon, is beyond the enemy's
ship, the oheervation mnst be made with a sextant fitted
with an artificial horizon, and consequently would be
liable to great uncertainty.

354. But why might not the following application, in
an oblicpie plane, of Sii* E. liclchers horizontal method,
bo ado}>ted ?
Let two observers, eacli visible from the other, one

B (suppose at tbe cross-trees of a mast), see the preceding figure, and the other at
(suppose on tlie deck)
as far forwarS or aft as possible, take simultaneously
(C being the ship or object whose distance is required)
B, C B A. The length of rope which
the angles C
B, being once measured, may be conis made the base
sidered as constant ; and the required distance
G may
be obtained by the usual process. Or, if half the sum of
the two observed angles at
and B be taken as one of
the angles at the base of the triangle (supposed then to be
isosceles), the distance may be found with sufficient precision, on multiplying tbe lialf lengtb of tbe base by tbe
tangent of an angle equal to that half sum. At tbe dist-ance of 300 vards, tln^ cnor, in tbe most unfavourable
case, would not exceed 4 lect and it becomes less wben
It is easy to see that a table
the distance is greater.
might be made from which the required distances might
be had immediately on inspection.
This method will be better understood by an inspection
of the annexed plate. The maintop-gallantmast nead is
supposed to be the point marked o in figure 33, in the
at

A

A

A

A

A

;
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length of the maintop-gallant back-

stay,* to the point to wliich

it

leads in

tlie

main

cliains.

he made the Imse A 15 and the length of that rope
must be accurately nieasurud the point C (indicated by
the convergence of the hues of observation, A A' and
B B', produced) being the ship or object whose distance
and 15 A C are taken
is required, the angles
simultaneously to the water-line of the ship G, by obOr^ as the lines traced
servers placed at the two points.
in the plate show, the fore-top-mast or fore-top-^llantmast stay may in some cases be more eonveniently med^
the oliservers being placed at the head of the tojvniast
or top-gallant rigging, and on tlie jib-boom respectively.
The exact lengths of these r()]>es may easily be veriHed
by actual measurement, as occasion may require.
The distance of steamers not being determinable by
the method explained in Art. 348, and the heights of
the masts of French sailing ships, though very correcdy
given in Table XXI., Appendix D, being subject to
alteration from time to time, by variations in the immersion of the ship, and other unknown circumstances
and, seeing that no very accurate account of the heights
of masts of other foreign shi})s of war can be obtaiiiid,
be method which proceeds upon an
it is oln iuus that
accurate knowledge of tlie height of a vessel's own
masts, or length of any convenient rope of its rigging,
possesses great advantages over that which depeods

may

;

:

ABC

t

TabLK showing

the T.cnirths of tlie Fore and "Maintopmast and Ti^-^dlaoft
Stays and IJackjstays of English Sliiiis of War.

Linp-of.B*ttle
Ship.

80

CiaiiB.

ft

Frigatoa.

&0 Gaiuk
lit Clan.
ft.

to.

It

to.

ft.

In.

ft

in.

.

136

6

129

8

120

6

84

0

79

6

Maintop Galkai BMlntoj

.

167

0

158

6

147

6

105

0

99

6

Fovvtop Gallant Stay

.

148

0

147

0

137

0

99

0

100

0

Maintopmast BttcksUy

.

.

in.
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upon the asbumed height of the masts of the vessel to
he fintl at.
The metliod proposed by the author (Art. 351) of
using the known iieiglit of a ship's own mast above
the water-line as the base of the triangle by ^vhich the
distance of an enemy^s ship may be computed^ thoiigh

on many oocaresorted to, as when
it IB required to ascertain the distance of a steamer, or
other crafty which has either no masts or su<3h as have
not their heights in accordance with a fixed regulation
or. again, when tlie horizon, from the intervention of
tin- laud, cannot be been.
The difficulties alluded to are
such as may arise from the ship having so much motion
as to render it scarcely practicable to take the angles on
tlie mast and at its foot, as well as the angle of /leel^
nmultaueouslv. In smooth water there can be no difficnhv. In inland sea^, at anchor, in preparing to attack
laiui-batterieBy when it is of importance to determine
the distance of the object from the ship, there seems to
be no other method of obtaining such distance than by
arrme triangulation in which the base is either the leng^tn
fif the ship, as in Sir Kdwanl Belcher's method, or the
height of tlie ship's own mast, as jnoposed by the aui\i*»r.
In suggesting this last met hod it is not intended
the very ingt iiious one j»ropos<'d l>y Ca|)t'» disparage
tain iiyder or that of Sir Ivlward Ik lcher, but merely
to offer a nieana which may be euijdoyed when circumsome

liable to

difficultiefl,

will be of use

aons when other means cannot be

render

flCaneea

it

applicjihle

;

ancl

it

may be

•

observed

that the difficulties indicated would be equally felt in
2^ir Edward Belcher*s method, which is, besides, a] >p1i<
cable only when the olject whose distance is required
u Well on the beam.

^kCnoS

11.

—ON

TUK

POl.NTl.NG

OK NAVAL OIUI.NANCB.

When, without mameuvring,

ships coine fairly
of determining tlie elevadistances of tlie objects does not exist,
2 0

to cloiie action, the neeessit\
tkiii

due

to

tlie
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Superior precision, and rapidity of horizontal fire, will
then determine the affair ; it is important therefore to
consider the best means of laying ordnance readily in
horizontal or point-blank poeitionsy whatever be the
inclination of the vessel.
It very frequently happens
that ordnance cannot be pointed accurately by sifi^ht,
particularly in geiieral actions, on account of the smoke
in which the hulls of tlie contendinci: vessels are usually
enveloped.
In such cases, therefore, it is necessary to
resort to some exjiedient by which each piece of ordnance may be readily laid, and correctly fired, in a horiVarious very ingemous contrivances
zontal direction.
were devised during the late war to regulate generally
the position of ordnance for horizontal fixe; and the
most successful method of doing this was by means of a
pendulum, as practised by the gallant Sir JPhilip Broke
his Majesty s ship " Shannon."

m

356. This ingenious expedient was also practised bv
otHcers, from the example of its distinguished author and it is described in a tract by Caj>tain Pechell, entitled 'Observations on the Defective
p]quipment of Ships' Guns, in a TiCtter addressed to
Tice-Admiral Sir Harry Neale, Bart.,
dated
H.M.S. " SybiUe," Dec. 1st, 1825."
357. The motion pf a large ship, in good engaging weather, is so easj^ and slow, that anything
of a pendulous nature, nicely fitted, on board, wiU
act with considerable accuracy ^witness the marine
barometer.
Tliough, at first sight, there may seem to be grave
objections to an ay)plication of tlie pendulum for this
purpose, on account, of the disturbing efiects of the
otlier gallant

;

—

«

Tlie author's lamontotl friend Sir John rccliell, ^cnt him a copy of this
tract soon alter it was publisheU, iu a letter dated Dec. 12, J826, of which the
"

following 18 an extract
I am wan yoa will apfirove of everything that has
a tendency to briu'^ i^iinncry into fashion. You will perceive I have quoted
your work, and only wish the Admiralty had long since adoptc<1 yotir system,
but it a^jpcars tliey were frightened at the expense something, however, has
lieen sained by you to begin with, aud that is an ample allowaooe of powder
;

and

shot.**
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motion, yet experience has proved (see Artn.
and 3^)7) that the {H.*iiduluin may, with advaiitasre, Ix* used in reirnlatin^ the jK)sition in whieh
ordnance should be laid, with reference to the ang^le of
heely 80 as to produce a fii^e nearly horizontal.
Those,
again, who object to the principle of intnisting to raptains of guns the care of regulating the pointing by tlie
poation of » pendnlnm, can scarcely be aware €ff the
veiiSiTs
3'>S,

.'{51),

bi^ degree of efficiency, intelligence, and practical
dniU to whieh» though not in someient mnnbem, die
whole corps of seamen jj^unners hm been raised by the
Part I.
358. Tlie estal'hslied j>ractice in the BntiKh s'Tvic*?,
with respt^^t to the use of penduhiins, is to iiave one or
two of these instruments pliiced in the square of the
batch way or liatchways in onl( r to denote the inclination of the ship; and general ordera, circtilat^^ \/y
fdgnal or otherwise, direct the elevatioD to be given to
the ke-gons, or the dqyreaBion to die ipeatber-]^i% according as the ship may be engaged, so that, in either
The gmis are
ease, her firing may be horizontaL
ahrays kept in horizontal positions;, and tlie MgbtK at
The
|n>int blank, unless contrary orders ar»^ frivfTi.
t^j htuy: a** the
uj-*-*!
d« pr»"ssion c hock is alwavs to
eli-vation will admit oi it, a^s the aiuih an- then Utm
hah!.- to start <»ut.
This metho<J niay U.- ii^ d vN jth a/j"
enemy, by running d^>>wfi
vantage when afiproachinK
frum the wind, the guns being preparerl for iKjnzontal
firing by the best ncsnUe estiutatioa of w}iat the heel
of the ship may be when brought to the wind*
359. The pendulum is ver>' generally used in the
Fnfock naval service to indicate tlie momi^nt wlien tlie
:%x\ii of the gun becomes horizontal ; and it in jui<tly
f<»?i-'ider«*d so important to deteuiiiiie tliiw with the
mni.^t pre< ision, that the indir-JttionH of the jM-ndnlum
are compar* d with, and eh« ek«-d by me-iiiis of a r< iie' ting
iiJMtrument, so const ruet**<i as to sliow hy the <-*nu<'\'
iutetitution descrii>ed in

^

dence of the

which
tioo,

tlie

reiil

and reliected horiz^jn. tlie inhtant in
gun is horizontal. This couiliiiia-

axis of the

called

L*Uorizon

Balistique,

is

Dn.'ntioned

in

2 r 2
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Freiicli
Bcvi'ial works as an iinix)rtaiit discovery.*
writers oljserve that accui'acy in aiming, and certainty

*

iu liittingy have now beoome matters of the utmost importance in an economical as well as in a professioiinl
sense, on account of the enormous expense of the shell
system.
360. However accurately the distance of* an object
may have been determined, and however well a ship
may be furnished with tables and rules for practice, anu
provided with skill ul and experienced gunners, tlie
firing cannot be efticient unlesa the ordnance be lurnitthed with correct sights.
The only means provided in tlie ordnance ai-senals
during the late war for pointing naval ordnance, were
the quarter-sights engraved on the sides of the baserings, in quarter degrees from point-blank to two or
three degrees. For close, horizontal fire, guns not provided with proper sights (and some such may yet be
required) may oe laid by the point-blank quarter-sight^
with sufficient accuracy, by simply bringing the notches
uj)on the base-ring and nnizzlu to bear upon tlie object
aimed at; the elevation will then be correct, and, m
close action, tlie line will be sunicicntly tnie.
But wlieii
tlic distance is such as to require any elevation, this
method of pointing guns is totally inapplicable to naval
service ; because, unless the line be correctly taken over
the top of the gun at the same time, great errors in
horizontal divergence would be produced.
In land service the line may be taken over the top of the piece^
and the elevation afterwards regulated by the quarter^
sight ; but in naval practice these two operations must
be executed simult^ineoiisly. It is, therefore, a matter
of great im])oi tiinrc in all naval artillery-practice, to
hmIucc these two ojKrations to one, and this can only
be done by the Uingent scale, or some other top-sight
• The reader will fiiit] a <1escription of these cxjK'dient« in
Colonel Pre'aux's
work, *Sur le raiionnage a lionl (ji. l(H>) but im iiuures arc {riven to sliow
The author has not succecdeil in his endeavours to
Ijow tliey are applied.
ttrocure the iostrumenta, but hopes he may have it In hit power to gtve dnw*
angs of them in an Appendix.
'

;
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301. Tn our naval actions of 1812 and 1813 tlie disniisinc: from not havincf
anv rcirulntcMl
si<2:)its or adjustments of this doscrij)tion were sevcrclv
felt
and, had it not been for the intelligence, ability,
and skill of our naval officers, who, by various expedients, suppUed this great defect, the consequences
might have been very serious. The guns of tlie United
States' frigates were fitted in a manner which enabled
them to be fired horizontally, or at any required inclination.
In some cases this was accomplished by the
dispart, in others
tubes placed on the tops of the
guns, and either fixed parallel to the axis or provided
with the means of heing inclined to it so as to givu tothe gun the requisite degree of elevation.
3()2. It was not till niter that war that tlic Huhject of
siglits, and sc;d(.*s of elevation, was taken into serious
consideration In* the juoper authorities in tliis country,
when instruments of various descriptions were devised
to t^ike the line of direction and give the necessary
elevation to the gun at the same time.
To effect this,
top-^hts (Congreve's) Avere first introduced and very
generally used. Moveable sights of different heighte
had been used on board of the Shannon" and Ban
Domingo*' during the war, the only fixture being a
confining sight on the breech, to warn the captain of
the gim to keep his eye down to the level of the notch
on the hase-ring, in line with the other sight. Congreve's sights consisted of tuhes of delicate construction,
fitted, with mathematical and niechanieal nicety, to
minute differences of elevation hut it was soon found
that instnnnents of this descri})tion standing high upon
tlie top of the gun, would, on service, if attaclied to
ris upon tlie quarter-deck, forecastle, and gangss ay,
exposed to damage at every instant by the tail of
rigging, &c., from aloft and, if on the main deck of
line-of-battle ships or ftigates, by the working of the
tacks and sheets in manoeuvring. Another serious objection to fixed top-sights staniSng considerably above
the breech, and for ^^ich the means then in practice
afforded no remedy, was that the lowness of the upper

advantaovs
:

;

;
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of the ports prevented the use of those scales when
a ship might be fightincr her lee-side under pressure of
a smart breeze, lier opponent being so distant as to require considerable elevation to be civen to the guns.
sills

I'ui ther trial that whenever there
swell as to occasion much and rapid motion, any close sight having but a small itpertore through
which to catch a glimpse of the antagonist's ship, as it
passed rapidly into ana across the field of the tube, was
not foond so advantageous as an open sight ; because
the quick motion of a ship giving but a glimpse of Ae
object fired at, without a distinct perception of the ap])r(>ach to coincidence, induced the captain of the gun

It

is

appeared also on

so great

a

IVom the tube, or by keeping liis
prevented him from anticipating the
right instant, which a skilful and experienced guuner
eitlier to t^ike

his eye

eye too long to

it,

ought to seize*
For these reasons all complicated instruments, as
sights, have been abandoned, and the simple tangent
scale, as Ions used in the land service, is now univeimlly
navy.
adopted in
363. The tangent scales, with which all naval guns
For all 32-pounders,
are now fitted, are made of brass.
up to 50 cwt., the scales are graduated to 5®. The 56
or 58 cwt. 32-pounder, length 9 ft. 6 in., admits of the

m

tangent scale being graduated only to 4''. When gi eater
elevations are required than the brass scales can give,
a wooden scale * of the same form is substituted this is
graduated from 4**, or, as the case may be, from 5°, to Gi'
and for still greater elevations, a longer scale is put iu,
which is graduated up to 10^, the greatest 'elevation
which the ports of ships in general admit. If greater
elevation or depression is required than the ]X)rt8 will
admit of, inclined planes placed, in the former case,
under the rear trucks, and in the latter, imder the fore
trucks, will permit about two or three degrees more, of
either, to be given.
;

» Assuredly these ought to be of hrsss likewise: no expense should he
spared in these vtny importsnt instnunents.
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The elevation may he increased beyond that at which
the pfun can come in without its muzzle strikinp: the
upper sill of the ])ort, by placing tliu edge of an inclined
plane beneatli the after axletree, so that in the recoil of
the gun the hinder part of the carriage being forced up
the inclined plane, the muzzle is thereby depressed, and
comes

in without striking.

The elevating screw is coming rapidly into use
in the French naval service for all natures of ordnance
by its means ihe gun is easily elevated or depressed by
364.

one man, whereas the adjustment by means of the coin
requires two handiroikennen per gun and in this way
the elevation is effected by jerks, whereas with the
screw the movement is uniform and gradual. When
;

great changes of elevation are reipiired, it is true that
there is s<^mc loss of time by tlie slow process of the
screw, and I'or this and other reasons it is objected to
but a 2:reat advantaf^-e of tlie screw,
in om* service
particularly in rapid firing, is, that by the very ingenious mode of preventing the screw from turning, the
elevation of the gun is not altered by the firing ; whereas,
in the other mode of adjustment, the coins are displacecl
by the shock of the discharge, so that afi»r being fired
the gun has to be restored to its previous position, the
distance and charge being supposed to remain the same.
The following Table contains the extreme elevations
and depressions of guns, which can be given, without
injuring the ports, on each deck oi diU'erent ships of war
in the British navv
;

:

DeprewloD.

Nature of Guo.

Deck.

*'Feiiioi88

Chablottb."
o

o

/

0
0
30

5
5

30

t

•

*

10
9
9

•

•

9

30

7

12
10

0
0

12
9

0
0

5
6
8

12

0

I^wer

.

•

•

Mi.ldle

.

•

•

Main
Upper

.

7

0
30
30

" Illustrtous."

Lower
Haio
Upper

.|
.

.(

32.Pr8. (9 ft. 6 in. long)
OS-Pre. (9ft. Oin.
)
:\2-Vn. (9 fl. 0 in. , , )
32-rr8. ('8 ft.), forecastle
32-Pr. Carroaades

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

....
.

0

0

7

0
0

3

0
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Elevation. Depression.

Itotiiivof Oon.

" BhtCELLKNT."
o

32-rrs. (9

Lower

6 in.), without in-\

ft.

dined planes
Ditto, with inclintvl j>l;infH
;i2-rr». bO cwt. (y It. iong),1
without inclined planes .
. |
Ditto, with indineii j)li\n.vs
.

Hiddk

.

32-Pr» , 41 cwt. i^b tl.), without
indined pknee .
.
.
. f
Ditto, with inelinedplaiMi .
.
I

32-Pni. (9

ft.

6

in.), witiieat in-

cUneil jtlan»>s

with

Ditto,

(with toggle;*

Lower

8-iiu h

<iuiu,

plane*

inclined

....

60 cwt.

(9

without inclined planes

ft.)

3J-rrs. {7t\. )in.),

bored npl
Guns, wittiout inclined planes f
Ditto, with indioed pkuMt (with

5

13

8

30

10

30

5

45

12

0

6

30

13

0

5

80

14

0

7

30

10

0

4

30

15

80

6

30

12

0

2

15

16

0

4 45

15

0

7

0

16

0

10

30

30

6

0

12

30

7

30

CarrcNUMni

10

0

8

30

11

ao

8

30

.

the deck,

3 ft. 4 in.

Height of axis above
thededi»3tl.l4iii.
(
I

7

will allow)

ft.

Ditto of axis above

I

Ditto, with incline(l*phaiw(with
toggle)

Ditto (amount

\

ti pert, %

in.

j

(Height of axis aboro
thedcGk,3ft.

(

)

iucUued|

without

....

Uppcr

0

30

.

Ditto, with inclined i>luues(with I
toggle)
)

toRglf )
8-iuch Gun,

IltM^ht
I

3U

10

.

•

.

which the

...

365. Although for extreme eleTations and depreanons
the inclined planes may be used, yet it must be observed
that, beyond the elevation which the ports admit, the
siglit can no longer be taken by the tangent scale, nor
by any otber top-sight.
gun can then only be lai«l
by lowerinf]^ the breech to an extent regulated by a
wooden graduated scale, of which one end is placed

A

The

and tripping-line, which we describe for the information of the
an expedient by means of which a trreater degree of depression may be {livcn to a ^in than (lie liei-_'ht of the lower port-siH admits,
without being struck h\ the muzzle of the pin in its recoil, as in fighting the
weather-side in strong breezes. This is efTect^d by placing a wooden |»in {toggle)
vertically under die brooch of the gun, and having one end of a trippinK-liiie
fastened to the centre of the toj;clo, and the other end tied to the breeching*

toggle,

general readN',

is

bolt in the side of

toggle

tlie sliip,

is tripi>ed froui its

so that at the

place,

munle is laiaed saffiGNotty

to

commencement

wheu, by the preiiomlcraucc

oome in dear 01 tne

of the recoil the

ol tlie breech,

the

port-aill.
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upon the carriage, and the elevation is detennined relatively with a mark or qnarternsight on the baae-ring of
the gun in the horizontal plane pas-sinc^ thronp^'li its
axis.*
(Iraduated coins are found to unbvver extiuuicly
well, and are more readily used.
3()().

The following

rules for concentrating", or direct-

fruns towards a given point, arc
extracted from the practice of the " Excellent

the

iuii^

of several

fire

—

hi, oonoeiitratiDg any number of guns on one point at a given
^
distance, the directiona are always taiken from one particular gun.
If tho given point is on the beam, the midship gun is taken a.s a

guide to direct the rest;

*

if

on the bow, the

on the

after gun, and, if

Dimensions of tho Torts, in Euglish measures, for ditlcrcnt natures of
Ordnance, on board of French Sh\\yg of War.

Natures of Uims.

84.

86.
ft.

Width

.

Height

In.

ft.

.

8

3.4 3

.

8

3

2

8.5 2

18.

iB.

12.

in.

ft.

ft.

2.2 2 10.8 2

2 10.8 2

7.2 2

tn.

24.

36.

8.
Id.

ft.

ft.

Id.

18.

In.

ft.

ft.

in.

3.5 3

8.4 8

2.

4.7 2

1.6 3

3.4 3

8.4 3

2.

6.1

4.9

4.9

2.9

2.1

7.2 2

2 10.2

Hdehtoflower
•iUiboTe the
deck
.
.

,

1.6

1

10.4 1

1

1

1

1

'

1

Suits of the

New Model.
I

80, No.l. 80, No. 2.

WiUth

.

Height

.

.

Height of lower
till above the
dnck
.
.

ft.

In,

ft.

tn.

3

3.4

3

2.5

3

2

2 11.4

2.8

2

j-i

0.

16.

12.

30, Long. 30, Short.

30.

ft.

in.

ft.

in.

ft.

In.

2 11.4

3

3.4

3

2.5

J

7.2

3

2

7.2

3

2.

2 11.4

2

4.7

3

2.2

1

8.6

2

2.8

2

1

6.1

1

3.7

ft.

In.

0.

ft.

In.

^ Sinoe fhii article was writlcu the author has reccive<l a very interesting
publication, entitled, *Senutrk$ on the Mean$ of Direeiing the Firet^Hhip^
JJrvi'hiilcs tn Couvergitig Diredhmy by Commander Arthur Jeniinuham, of
Uiborate
til*' I'o\ :\1 Navy, and to whicli the reader is referred for his able and
'

j[in)[>o8itious,

into

which the author regrets he has not space

to enter.
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for that purpose
but as bow
only intended for onasing and bein^
ohased, it is proposed to luso the midship gun as the director in eac h
case, because its training is generally equal both forward and aft,
and the subject will bo rendered more simple. If this method bo
adopted, the midshij) gun will be used in the three follo^^^ng ]visillight-a-beam,'
Extreme tniined
tions
Extreme trained aft,'
forward.'
Concentration should not be attempted for distances
beyond 400 yards, nor ndien lliere is mnch beel : it mi^t be very
useful in close broadside actioin, if an opponent were obsoored by
smoke, on the lower deck, but could be seen from the upper deck
for then a sight or picket over the gun concentrated on would give
the line nf direi tion, and pendulums for each division of the ^ms
below WDuld mark the time for firing,
e. when the ship was upright or it may bo obtained hy the clover instruments invented by
GommanderB Jemingbam and Hoorsom, eacb baving a bar with two
sii^t-yanes, one or wbioh is a tangent sight, tmversing on a
graduated sweep, the guns below being trained and elevated to the
same angles, and fired by signals from the deck, by checking lines,
on tubes fittod for oonveying orders from the quarter-deck to the
decks below.'*

may be used

quarter, the foremost giin

and quarter oonoentration

;

—

*

;

is

'

'

{.

;

3()7.

Wlieii a vessel heels much, or there

is

tion, the concentrated fire of a ship's batteries

any nirn
must he

given simultaneously in broadsides, or by divisions,*
either of which methods is objectionable, and should be
avoided as much as possible. Firing by volleys, in the
naval service in p^urticular, is extremely objectionable^
and is rarely as efficacious as the independent and deliberate firing of one or two well-directed and well-served
guns.
Perhaps, as stated in Colonel Stevens's interesting"
pamphlet,'' it may be doubted whether the somewhat

* Seo Answer to Question No. 103, page 192 : Questions on Naval Giumery,
"ExoeUent."
It was stated, by more than oneeyo-witncss, in several public prints published at the time, that the Christian the Eighth firul by snlvos of broadsides,
or by divisions of guns, and that these salvos^ as indeed evidently was the case,
mostly missed the battery, taking effect on or at the base of the redoubt to tlie
eastward. The author is informed that the mode pursued
to fire the
salvos by a sinij;le word of command, as volleys of infantry wrre formerly in
Thus the moment to fire was not oonfided to the
the British service.
•>

wm

of each gun, its projxjr director.
la refecting on the failure of these eelyoe, the Mitiior re^jMds it as & uiefb]
warning against tlic i)ractice of (lisc]iar;^inj; wIk^Iu broadsides, or divisions of
gnniy at a given instant, by a word or signal of command, wliicb iatally in-
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complicated Kvsteni of concentration may not be carried
too far, and whether it is Hkely to prove as efficient as
the independent and quick firing of guns conducted in
the ordinary manner. The moral, as well as the material, efiect would prol)al)ly be greater if the same number of guns were fired indenendently, according to the
skill and jud^ent of well-trained captains of guns,
who, each seizing the &yourable moment, might spread
destruction throughout the enemy's ship.
368. Naval officers and gunners should he well skilled
in every available expedient for immediate substitution
in all the uncei tain and contingent operations of ^"unnery on service; it may therefore be useful to explain
a metliud uf obtainiiiij^ the elevation recpiired for striking
a ship at a given distance, which may be easily j)ractised should otlier means fail, as by the breaking, or
want of a tangent scale, or some other contingency,
and which may, moreover, be generally useful.
The method of pointing ordnance by tangent-practice, in the manner to be explained, was suggested to
the author by Sir Philip Broke ; and it forms the basis
of the Frencn principle tor regulating elevation, which,
however, by a com^jlicated use of the Tine-of-metal sight,
is extremely objectionable.
The elevation given to a piece of ordnance, at any
range beyond point-blank, is intended to allow for the
space througli which the projectile falls by the action of
Now the vertical space
gravity in the time (^f flight.
through which the projected body, in its flight, descends below the line of aim, is e(|ual to the tangent of
the angle of elevation multiplied by the range or horiThus, supzontal distance of the object from the gun.
above
pose a gun to be at A, at a known height

AA

terferes with the perception of the British

the

seaman, instructed as he uow

is

in

me of the si<;ht8 with which his gun is equipped.

To

the captain of the gun should bo a)n tided the ini| ortant trust of the
trig'-ror-liin", and with it tbf duty to tiro when, his eye being brouglit down to
the horizontal plane of the sights, he judges that they coincide with the
the Daniah Ship of the Line Chrieiian
object.— Account efiU Dettruetion
VJII,,
Cchnel Stevent, J^cyol Jfortitet.

^
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AB

the level of the water, and at a known distance
from a vertical object B'C, as a ship's mast upon which

is a distinct mark 1) (siip[X>se
the main-top), wliose height
D B'D above the level of the

water is known. Then if, from
the experimented or computed
B ranges of shot fired from a particular nature of ordnance,
,
there be taken the corresponding elevationB ; and (BB' being equal to
) with the
ranges and elevations, the heights B'D be computed
trigonometrically by the formula

AA

AB tan. BAD +

B'BsB'D;

a table of such heights, with the corresponding distances
1> (tlic names of the marks D being also expi essed),

A

ni:iy ]»c foriiied

;

from whicli,

l)y inspection,

there

may

taken tlie designation of the ])oint to be aimed at, iu
order tliat tlie sliot may strike the object at tlie waterline, the dispart sight being used so that the line of aim
may he parallel to the axis of the bore of the gun. In
this manner Table XXIII., Appendix D, was formed
for an 8-inch and a 32-pounder gun; the points to be
aimed at being on the hull or masts of French ships of
l)c

two

classes.

B

The

and C, represented in the annexed \)Ute,
ships
are supposed to be of 82 guns, and the distance from
the ship
to the ship B is found to be 030 yards.
This requires that A, in firing at a ship B of that chiss
witli 8-iiicli guns (cliarges 10 lbs.), shoidd aim at a point
about midway l)etween the water-line and the main-top
(see Table XXIIL, Appendix D).
The distance from
the ship
to the ship G, supposed to be 1078 yards,
requires that, with the same gun and charges, the aim
should he taken to I foot below the main-topmast crosstrees, or to points equally high on the other masts. The
masts being thus the aim for the line as well as for the
elevation, will, with this description of practice, be more

A

A
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be wounded or felled, either hv shot which
penetrate the side of the ship witli lulLMjuat^' lurco, or
by shot wliich may chance to be too high to hit the hull.
.*i69. Since, in tlie tal)le, the angles of elevation fire
given as well as the point.s to be aimed at, the gnns
may be elevated, according to the distance of the object,
by the quarter-sights or tangent-scales if preferred. But
the refereiice of the direction of the line of sight, to
points in the object aimed at, has manifestly great advantages over the other method, particularly with persons not trained to the intricacies of elevations ; and
the service of the gans may thus be simply and uniformly conducted by general orders expressmg the point
of aim which should be taken.
The designations of the parts to be aimed at, in ships
of three decks, are not given, because, in firing at such
great bodies, so great a degree of piecision is not required as in firing against single-deck or two-deck
ships; and the tables arranged for the one may be used
for the others with small allowances for the ditiereuces
of height.

likely to

SECTION

III.

— ON

LOCKS AND TUBES FOK NAVAL

ORDNANCE.
.370. Tlie general introduction of flint-locks into the
British naval service resulted from the elHcient firing
of the " Duke," of 98 guns, on a celebrated occasion,
that ship having been previously fully equipped with
gun-locks by her captain, the late Sir Charles Douglas,

who commanded

her from April, 1778, till November,
Formidable,'* as
1781, when he was removed mto the
Captain of the Fleet, in which ship he likewise introduced these and other improvements in naval artillery.
The equipment of the "Duke" with flint-locks to all
her guns was effected in a manner so chamcteristic of
the ardour and energy of that enlightened and scientific
officer, that tlie author trusts he mav be excused for
adverting to it in a brief atatement of facts, which will,
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])erliaps,

he deemed somewhat interesting by the pro-

I'fssioiial

reader.

On Sir Charles Douglas's appointment to the " Duke,'*
he brought before the Admiialty and the Ordnance
several propositions for improving, &cihtating, and
quickening the service of naval ordnance. The cartridges were at that time all made of paper, which
required the operation of worming guns after every
discharge, on account of the lower end of a papercartridge remaining generally at the bottom of the bore
To obviat-e tliis. Sir Cliarles
in a state of ignition.
Douglas proposed that the ciirtridges shoidd be made of
He recommended, and mged repeatedly, tlie
llannel.
full equipment of his ship with flint-locks, by which
the use of the slow-mateh and the powder-horn for
priming might more or less be discontinued ; and as
tin tubes would manifestly be dangerous and highlyobjectionable on the fighting decks of a ship, he recommended that quill-tubes should be substituted for them.
371. Neither of these propositions was immediately
or fully adopted }uq)er-cartridges, the match, and the
priming-horn continued for some years in general use.
It a])pears by oHicird documents" that no locks were siq^Duke" at Plymoutli, where
]>lied during 177S to tlie
she was commissioned in A})ril of that year; hut in the
following year she was furnished, at Portsmouth, with
two locks for 24-pounders, four locks for I2-pounder8,
and two for f' -pounders; total eight locks.^ Yet the
" Duke" was fully equipped with gim-locks in the celebrated victory of the 12th of April, 1782, to which that
ship and the other three-deckers, the Formidable'* and
the Namur/' so greatly contributed. By what means
then had the " Duke," in the previous years, been completed with these important implements?
By Sir
Charles Douglas, out of his own funds and by his own
he bought a sullieient numljer oi common
energies
;

:

musket-locks, which being let into pieces of wood, as
• Hejx)rt of
* Ke|)ort of

tlic Onluance Storckcc-jxr, Dovonport, fttli ]\c. lsr>0,
Mr. U. Stacey, Chief Clerk, Tower, 7th Dec., ltW>0.
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into the stock of a miisket, might then be fastened with
iron wire to the guns/ He purchased flannels sufficient
to make bottoms for paper-cartridges, goose-quills for

and the ingredients necessary

tubes,

to

and prime

fill

them.

On Sir Charles Douglases appointment to be Captain
of the Fleet he was snccetdcd in the conmiand of the
" Duke" by Captain, alter wards Lord Gardner and, in
;

the battle of the ensuing year,*" the quick and ethcient
firing of that ship was so conspicuous and powerful as
to enable the gallant Gardner to widen the gap which
his leaders had made in the enemy's line, and so open
*

The

Bubjoinod

author finds
**

ii

one of the accounts of these dishonementi^ which fha
papers of his honoured Parent

among the

An Agcoumt

of EzpoMSi hf me Incurred for the better use of t])e Cannon of H. M. S.
tho < Dnke,' under tnv oonuund, between the beginning of the yeiur 1780 and the
day of the date hereof.
d,
•»
To 28 left-hand locks ' at 10». Qd^ made by Mr. Sandwell,

of Tower-hill, ifunsniith

To 400
To

.

black flints at 2s.

Itest

.

Grf.

.

pr

•

.

.

hundre^l

14 14

0

0 10

0

......

London

To 1004 pooso-quills for tubes
To spirits of wine to make an iuilammable

.

.

carriage and porterage of said locks aud Ihiita

from

086

To wor&ted

.

for aewing in ditto

4
6

jioste lor the

tope thereof, to keep in Urn powder .
•
To sewin^; silk for tying down and CKOMlng their heade la
keep in »uch paite
•
.
•
«
.
•
To 71 Tarda of flaimel at U. Qd, per yard, for bottona to
]vi])or (-artridges

9

0 15

3

.

.

,

.

•

,

.

•

•

•

•

.

.

0 12

6

42

10

25 11

3

14C

my hand, on board H. M. S. *Dnke^'
ataeo, the i;Uh March, 1781,

GUtcb under

(.Signed)

CiiAiiLKS r>OL(;i.AS."

Tbeee are to certify that the (bregoinf articles are actually in use on board this His
Majeety^e Ship in my dt>p>trtmcnt, in quantity and quality as above-mentioned; and I do
nion orer certify, t*» the Itesi of my knowIe<1i:f nrvi Kdirf (I niyst-lf liaving pun-hase*!
sundry of the said articles for Sir Charles Dougliu-^), that thu charges of the whole thereof
•

**

aia fiuilj

itetifd

Witness

my

haiul,

on boanl H. M.

S. *I>aka^'

at sea, lath March, 1781,

(Signed)

Wm.

iBBLAlRk."

An

analytical and t&ctical account of that celebrated and remarkable
battle, 12th of April, 1782, will he found in the author's work entitled 'l^aval
£v(.ititinns,' in whicli the mancpuTie by which that great Tictory was gained
t>

i& fully described.

Boone, 1832,

wm

* The loeka
made to be placed on the left aide of the Teat, in order, it wooM
appear, not to interfere with the stationing of the men in the exercise or manunl, the mao
eenree the vent being alwaya on the right, and be who liree on the left of the gun.

who
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memorable victory.
the question of the locks, by
l«earintr down all farther op|H.ibition to the introduction
of improve menu which tht- { prejudices of the time deemed
usek^ss and mmeoe^sary rednements ;' but that hattle
baTiug likewise put an end to the maritime part of the
war, no measnreB for the snpply of locks to naval ordnance appear to have been taken till 1790, when brass
locks'* of a new pattern were providedy and continued
in genml nse throughout the bte war. These no doubt
oontribnted greatly to the effidency of our practice, to
the accuracy and rapidity of which all French authors
attril)ute the superiority of our gunnery in the actions
and battles of the early part of the war, the French not
having adopted locks till 1800.
372. The flint-locks of the pattern of 1700 remained
in general use till 1818, when the double-flinted lock,
likewise adopted by the French, of the author's invention,
a drawing of which was given in the former editions of
this work, was ordered for general use in the navy«^
the

Tliat

*

for

gl »rioii> day

to pass to a

settle<i

The *Dake,'

oonuoMuided by SirCSMiksBoaglaft, w9M always conaidrred
ordered and best regulated ships of the fleet, consisting of forty
sail of the line (17S0); and, alt}ioui:b strong prejudice and attachment to «.«M
customs [)revented* the general adoption of tliat excellent system of naval
gunnery (locks, quill titbM, flannel outnd^es, &c.) of whtdi SirCbarieswas the
sole inventor, it was found to answer so well by Captain Gardner, who had so
prcat .1 share on the 12th of A) ril, 1782, that it afterwards Ix^cnmc universally
adopted in the u&vy .*'—A(imi i al Lord Saumarez^s Naml EvviutiofiK, p. 4R.
^ The adoption of a doublc-flinted lock of the author's invention was conimuniGaled to him in % letter of which the following is a oo^

<mc of the

l^est

—Haying snhmitted

" Sm,

« Ofliue ofOnbanm,

Jaa. 16, 1818.

Board of Ordnance your letter, dated the
ir)th instant, requesting to be infonne*! of the ]irooeedings which liave taken
place in consequence of your letter of the bth November last, resj^.-cting the
cannon locks of yoiur invention, I have the hononr, in reply, to acquaint you
tliat a copy of your said lett( r,
well as the observations wliich amaii] anicd
it, ha« l)ecn transnn'ttod to tlic Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, and
that, on a subscijuent communication whicli has l-een had witli their lu5rds]iij»s
on the suljc'ct, it has been decided that the nrovision of locks for sea-servictj
ordnance now in nse shovdd be disocmtinueo, and those of your invention
to the

gradually intn>ducx<l into tlie service.
•* Witli rcsj ect to the measure of appropriating your
locks to land-sfTvico
ordnance, as su^estcd in your letter dated the 12th ^September last, 1 am to
Inform you the Board have not signifled their orders on that subject.
*•

1 have the honour, &c.,

(Signed)

'•CUood

Sir

Howard Douglas,

W. GumtK.

liart."
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Having thus been the means of introducing improved
cannon locks into the naval service, and strongly convinced of the very great importance of applying locks to
hnid service artillery, whether field, siege or <^arris()n,
the author addressed to the Master (reneral, and Koaid
of Orduauce, a recomnieiidation to that effect in the
same; paper in which ho proposed the improved doiil)lei>ut the
flinted locks for general adoption in the navy.
Board of Ordnance not having, as the reader will perall

ceive, in their letter dated January 16^ 1818, come to
any decision on that proposition, in conveying to the

author their approval oi the other, he resolved to
endeavour to procure support in the prosecution of his
plan by consulting officers of greater experience and
authority, and, in Uke event of th^ir judgment coinciding
with his, to press the subject on the reconsideration of
He
the Board with all the energy in his power.
accordingly transmitted a copy of his proposition to his
friend and associate the late Sir Alexander
Dickson, an olhcer eminently qualified by his great
ex])erieiice, knowledge, and talent to prononne** antlioritatively upon all matters connect^^d with artillery service, and received in reply the letter printed in the
subjoined note/
ji-allaiit

*
*'

««

ViilflBcleuiti» SOlIi April,

1818.

Mt dbab Sib Howabd,—^ving

fully cotiHidcred the matter, I feel much
wisli, in beint; able to state tliat yofir pKH

pleasure, in compliance with your
fur the more extended use of locks coincide in the most esseuUal poiLts
own iUeaa on the subject.
with
The use of locks with heavy ordnance, particularly in the operations of a

[xmis

my

very great advanta^^cs for by the emf)loymeiit of slow-match
tb.e fire ia frequently retarded, and nothin;; can Ik- more dangerous than
1 have seen several very shocking accidents
lighted portfires in a battery.
occasioned by the nse of fhem, owing to the want of presence of mind of the
gimner having the portfire lighted in his hand at the moment of a slicll falling
near him. In the sieges T have directed 1 have ever prevented, as niiicli ns in
jx)wer, the use of jortfirca ; but Ciudad iiodrigo was tlio only operation hi
which I was folly sncoessftil in this respect; and it was to the help of about
sixteen or twenty naval gun-locks, in addition to the slow-matrh used, tl at I
was indebted for the vigorous fire kej»t up in that attack. I trust in future,
siege, presents

;

only

my

therefore, that in all siege equipments each niece of ordnance will be supplied
with a lock, the nse of which, under every cirenmstsnoe, except in heavy rain,
would supersede the portfire, which in the very contineil situation of ft land
battery, and where much powder is in circuhition, is so dangerous.
**
In the operation of defence, albu, the siiiuo arguments, in a great dugrec,

2

D
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Supported by that distino-iiisbed ofllcer, the author's
proposition received tavouvable consideration, and would
then have been carried into elYect bad not financial luid
other considerations rendered it inexpedient to provide
Tlius the
forthwith the necessary sn]^ply of locks.

measure remained in a state of suspension, until at length
the discovery of the percussion principle, and its application to fowling pieces, indicated that all flint-locks
would ere long be superseded by percussion locks and
This having been effected, the author, in
tubes.
1817 ^under a still
IS.")!, reverted to bis proposition of
importance,
or it may
greater
tbe
of
conviction
stronger
well 'be said, of tbe more pressing necessity of tliis
measure in tbe present improved state of artillery
science and gunnery practice, than when be firet wrote.
This equipment is so forcibly urged in Sir Alexander
Dickson's letter with respect to field and siege artillery,

—

that nothing need, or could be said, to add to the weight
of that testimony, whilst much that has been stated in
the course of this work on the vast importance of the
motion,
percussion lock and tube, in firing at ships
applies strongly to the necessity of providing these
means of procm-ing a more instantaneous explosion to
all guns in coast batteries, wbicb, though at rest tbeniships
selves, will have to fire at moving objects,

m

—

hold good in favour of locks
and in all night firing.

;

and they are truly valuahle in coast

^

batteries,

•*
With resix'ct to their bcini: ajiplicd to artillery in the field, 1 am convinced
that, with a tuW- such as you <lescrilv, locks would be of infinite .sorvi(N? with
field guns In ordinary duties, such as reviews, tiringexercises, and saluted, and
in all real serrioe, when nol too doeely engaged. The effect of tbe lock being
gu^ciently certain in these situations, the saving of jxDrtfires would lx> frreat,
and there would Ikj far less risk when in action amongst ripe com, dry j;r.iss
in villages, or amongst houses j for the setting tire to a country more generally

from cutting the portfire than from the discharge.
** In condudinff* I have to observe that I do not mean to resolve the question
merely into one of economy, as I deem it on most occasions an effectual simplification* of uiaua\ivre by saving the troublo of continually lighting and cutting
]x)rtlircs, at the same time affording the means of firing witb oelenty at moving

arises

objects.
*'

« Colonel

Sir

I remain,

my

dear Sir Howard, <kc. S:c.
" A. BicKsov.
(Sigued)

Howard DougUa, Baru
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advancing, in continued change of distance and position,
to that proximity which tliey must attain to attack

—

^

with effect, and particularly in
firing at steam- vessels, running at full speed across the
line of fire of a battery, instead of stopping to engage it
in its strongest direction. In this case coast battery guns
will be required to " shoot flying" (Art. 383), but they
will have little chance of hitting active steamers at considerable distances, unless, in aiming the gun, allowance
be made for the distance the steamer moves in tlie time
elapsed hetween the firing of the gun and tlie shot
batteries or fortresses

strikiiic;'

the object

;

in fact, unless the action of the lock

so quick as to produce the

most instantaneous
the cliances of hitting in such
sliooting will be very remote.
373. This important manner of igniting the charge
was first attempted by fixing the lock to the ventfield out of the w^ay of the explosion from the vent.
For this purpose it was necessary to make the tube of
a rectangular form, so that one part might receive the
percussion of the cock, and the other part convey
This construction was found,
ignition to the charge.
however, to be so sluggish as not to accomplish the
great desideratum in naval grmnery, which is, that
the firing of the charf^o and the actual delivery of the
shot from the gun shall take place ascpiickly as possible
after pulling tlie trigger-line, in order that there may
be little time for any alteration to take place, from the
motion of the ship, in the aim of the gun. Thus it was

and tube be

possible

discharge,

*

necessary to devise some means by which the hammer,
after having struck fairly upon the head of the tube
placed in me vent, shomd instantaneously slip or be
drawn aside, so as to be out of the way of the explosion
through the vent. Various modes of effecting this have
been devised in the British and in other naval services,
but llie most efficient and simple implement of this
nature is that which was invented by an American
named Hidden, and patented in 1842.* The hummer
*

U.

Naval Percussion
Inspector of Ordnanoe.

Ordnance Memoranda.
S. Nayy,

AitUUnt

Lodn, Ij

Lieut.

VMg/ten,

2 D 2
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was, however, modified and improved so as to Ik* ntronger,
better suited to the locks in use in thin country, hy
Colonel Dundas, Inspector of Artillciy, to wlioin tlie

and

service

is

so nnicli indcl»tcd for his

management of that

important department, to which he was appointed in
1830.
(fig. 35), which ig of wrought iron
The hammer
of good quality, is
fixed into a block or
ioint of gon^etel
D7 means of a pin
Oy and a dot is

A

mim

in the hammer to
admit of a ]>aek mo-

hamnitT
ow n gn^vity U|)on tlie vent
on the lanyard Ji C being pulled, when, being lil)ei-atcxi
from the larger part of the slot in which it is made to
turn, it instantly shifts or passes away by the continued
tion.
falls

Tilt*

by

its

action of the lanyard, which pulls it ^ni its first ixmtion directly over the vent, as sho\vn by the black lineis
at A' in the figore. The weight of the liammer is Zh
374. This lock, though extremely ingenious and atl*
vantageons from the simplicity of the contrivance by
which the hammer, having ]>erformed its office, is dra\*Ti
back fnnii the top of the vent by the .sune force wLi' h
causes it to strike tlie tube, is not so (pii»'k in its :i< '. .ii
as it nn'ght he if the motion were prodiuvjl by a spriniTThe hammer, ;us will be jHTceived in the figun*. has a
considerable space to pass through ere it.s face strike tbo
tube at 6. The motion has to be generated by the pull
of a line, which clianges its direction by passing nMuni
a small axis ; and, having a very small le%*orage at the
beginning of the motion, it requires a strong and continued pull to produce a smart blow and instantly draw
the hammer back. This lock requires a much stronger
ierk than the common sprint flint-locks. The hammer
nas to beat down the hcM of the tube, and if the pull is
not strong and continued the tube is not exploded.
It
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nine times out of
from notliavinp^ exploded, to he defective, will act, on repeating the trial, with a stronger
jerk, which shows the failure to have arisen from the
c&fitoin of the gun not having pulled with su£Scient
foinul in exercise that, in

t4.*n, tulK'>; >:TipjM)se(l,

force.

upon

It appears, therefore, that a lock oonBtnicted
this principle, with respect to the slot, in which

hammer may be made to act by means of a spring
instead of a pull, would be very advantageous, the
strength of a spring fully sufficient to produce the dejnred effect l>eing constant.
The author is aware of the
oljcction that may be made to this suggestion, that
uprings are liable to break, and of the serious consequences of snch a failure in close critical action, nor is

the

he prepared to show in what mode precisely the substitotion of a spring for a jerk or pull given by hand may
be effected ; but having considered it luUy, he throws
out this observation, believing that many of his readers
will be attracted to the subject, and that their ingenuity
will enable them to devise a lock in which the above
uit-Thod of giving it an iinnn 'iliate escape from the vortex
of the vent, may Ik- combintd with th(i action of a spring.
The construction ought to be such that, if the spring
pliould fail, tiie

may become

hannner thus detached from

tlic

spring

subject to the direct action of the trigger^

tine.

On the rapidity of the action of tlie tubes the promptitude of the deUvery of the shot greatly depends. Hence
the smallest reduction of the time elapsed between the
striking of the lock and the actual exit of the shot, is of
mfcf moment in naval gunnery ; and every means which
may contribute in the slightest degree to an approxiniatir>n towards the c()ntem[M traneous action of the lock
and the tnlx-, cannot l>e too in»K-h attended to.
in tlie French loj'ks (fig. oG), the hannner A
over the lock, but tlu re is no mechanical arrangoand the fluid
ui' iit for removing or droAving it aside
which escapes by the vent throws the hammer back
with violence ui>on tlie snj)port or crutch €, which has a
le^heni cushion to break the blow. The whcde is of
37.').

(alls

;
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gun-metal, with the exception of the centre-pin, the ring^

through
which the lanyard passes, and

bolt d,
Fig. 86.

the sHding-baa' a.

The

last

is

in-

tended to cover
the head of the
tube from rain or
the spray of the
sea, until just be*
fore the hammer
Fnndi Gun-lock.
can strike it the
cover is drawn away by the action of the dog b on the
rack c. The total \vei<^ht of the lock is 74 lbs.
376. In the first percussion-lock w hich was used in
the United States' service, the cock struck directlv over
the vent, and being instantly thrown upwards, it was
retained in a position dear of the blast from the vent.
:

It struck on a percussion-patch, and there was nothing
between the cartridge and the fulminating powder. It
js siud that powder had been ignited by the stroke when
enveloped in seven folds of flannel, and even through
seven cartridges inclosing the charge, in a 32-pounder
gun. The action of this lock \vas instiintaneous and if
it had stood the work well, it would liave been con;

perhaps, the best percussion spring-lock that
has been produced but it was found that the mode of
getting the cock out of the way, by causing it to be
thrown violently upw^ards, did not stand repeated firingSy
and was otherwise liable to considerable oojections. In
a subsequent contrivance the cock, instantly on striking,
was thrown aside bj the expansion of a epring acting
horizontally, which in the act of cocking had been comThe author has witnessed numerous exercises
pressed.
ill which the activity and eflSciency of this lock were
proved, and it is believed to be still in use in the navy
of the United States.
377. Tlie cannon lock, lately used in the naval service
x>f Holland, consists of a hammer acted upon by the pull
sidered,

;
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the trnnslntion of the author's

Naval iiuiiniTV,* l>y Captain Gobius of tlie Dutch
Xavy (now Duputy-Ministor of Marim ), wliich, bv tlie
addition of foot-notes and other matter, has been adapted
to the piu^pose, it appears that the cannon lock now
iiBe<i in that navy (see fig. 1, plate III., Gobius s transhtion) is exactly of the same pattern as the French lock.
lock of a diTOrent construction has since been introduced for trial in Holland. It is placed on one side, and
somewhat above the vent percussion-patch, and has a
*

A

brass tulje directed oblirpu'ly to the vent, so that the
explosion of the percussion tube is thrown obliipiely into
the vent, from wliich it is, liowevcr, so far distant tliat
the rush of fire from the vent ])asses clear of the tube.
Thettc icM-ks act with ^eat quickness and force; and the
captain of the frigate in whicli the effects were exliibited
at Portsmouth in 1850, said they very rarely missed.
378. TheDutchlockresembles very nearly that which
has been in general use for some years in the Austrian
naval service ; but the action of the hammer is produced,
in the Au>triaii lock, by a spring.
The lock is placed
on one side just clear of the veut, but in a plaue inclined
from the vertical. Thus the cock acts in tliat ])lane
tj|»on a tul^' which is place<l in a bole in tlie bottoui of
tbe pan of the lock, aud enters with e([ual obliquity into
the vent, which is enlarged a little to tlie right.
The
kick ads, as tbe author has repeatedly witnessed, with
activity and certainty.

Zldl In the Danish navy tbe action of the hammer is
produced by hand (see fig. 31, pi. XII., * Danish Naval
Gwfmery^ by Cantain Michelson, an instructive and im*
but the mode in which the trigger-line
jiortnnt work)
nermitii the actiou to be quicker than in
i.« Uiinb- to ;ict
the Hnglish lock.
Some very interesting ex])eriments were made
at iiombay in lb*44 and IS 15, on a ])roposition made
by Major Jacob of the Bombay Artillery, to apply
;

nippIeN and percussion-caps to land and sea servi( e cu dnuftoe in the same manner as they are applied to other

firawma.
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Want of space, which compek the atiihor to omit or
abridge much other interesting matter, prerentB him
from giving to this proposition that attention which it
mei'its
but the delivery of the sliot from the gun following almost instantaneously upon the striking of the
lock, is a matter of such extreme import;ince in the
service of naval gimnery, and th<^ reports of the military
and naval committees on the trials miule at Bombay of
Major Jacob's proposition citify so strongly the edvan*
respect to
tage of the nipple and the peroussioii-cap
quickness of firing, that the author deems it right Driefljr
to notice those tnaJs.
The nipples used in the enieriments were of Ae flat
kind, raised about 1 of an incn above the line of sight
of the gun, %vith a vent only large enough to admit a
6-p()uncki gun-bit and priming- wire, and were ma^le
with a screw end about i an inch long and i an in<*b in
diameter, to screw into the vent of the gun. Taj ^ «>ntaining various (quantities of fulminate were usixi, viz.
;

m

•

l.SSgraliwof fblmioatetwr S

4

1,

ft

5

tloMi

|

8.888

I

u.ni

J

All the rounds £rom both pieces were fired withuot
the cartridge l)eing pricked we should not, however*
recommend the pricking being discontinued, for even
with perfectly efficient caps, we think pricking desirable
as a vroof of the eartndge being hanui but mis prooeas
was oispensed with purposely to test the power of the
caps in firing the charge through the serge hag.
tins rt><nih
r^o instance of a cap flfjhuf occurred
was, no doubt, attributable to thesu|>erior quality 4>f ihe
copper used and the fact is stated in order to remove
:

:

;

danger li^um the huge charge of
Eliminate used in each cap.
The Committee expressed a decided opinicm that Maji>r
Jacob's proix)8ition had been verified by e^cpiiiment,
and that the introduction of ^x^rcussion cape to heax-vand light ordnance (for the land-service at least) will

any

ap]>n']iension of
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use of matches, portfires, tTil>es, priming
whicli will result ecoiiumv, l)oth as
to expense and space, while there will be gain as to
rapidity and oertainty of fire, andy at the same time,
much of the danger attending the ordinary mode of
firing guns hy priming powder will be avoided.
su|mts*-(1o the

|H)\vder,

^c, from

BcK>BT or TBK SracuL Naval Committee

021

PEScamas Gun

Gaps.

—

^We have the honour to report, in compliance with your
Sib,
otden, dated 20th February, 1845, that we aBBembled in oommittee
fat variont periods^, an l Ij.ive tried the ezporimcnta rofeixed to us
for report on the nipple and percussion cap, filled with 3, 4^ 5, and

6 grainx

'<t*

detonating compoRition.

<^UT li^t c'X|H*riiuont was tried with a 32-poiiii<k'r 0.6 iron gun
of 3t>cwt., charge of jH>wdur 10 lbs., fitted on a truvoisin*; carriji^o
and hlide, on board the Honourable Compiny's bhip Hastings,*
widi a ateel nipple fitted in the Tent and an Americaniiammerlock,
**

2.

'

Three hundred rounds were then fired, one half with powder only,
the remainder with ahot, with the view of proving whether the
n'T T'l'^ would Vk- injured in quiek firing in .1 hard eonte.sted action;
ih" firing wan in riuiek tiiiio. and tlio
became ro heated as to
r» ndor it refjuinito tu ctiwo tiring
the nipplu and vent were not in
;

the leant dogreo injure<l«
8. The 2nd eiqperiment wae with a 24-pomider hiraas gunhuwitaer, fitted on a land-carriage, with the steel nipple fitted in
One liunared roundi^,
the vent and the American hammer lock.
with the full Rors'ice charge, wero tlion fired with round shot in
4(UK*k time, and we f(>un<l we eonltl tiro five rounds a minute; tho
**

exj-

riiii«

reader

it

nt pruvcMl that though tlie gun Ixcame lieated so as to
requihite to cease firing, the nipple, on being taken out

aad examined, was Iband nnuijnnid.
** 4. The 3rd experiment was with the 82-poimder 9.6 iron
ffssk
of 66cwt., with cnargCH of J, i, and J tlio shot's weight, and with
percoiwion caps,

filled

i>"»rn|i-«siti«.n, f<»rt)ie

with

puqx^iM*

4, 5, and <> grains of detonating
]irnving under various eirfumstances

^i,

<»f

in th<' naval h«'rvi( t-, win n we found that (djip« r caps,
grains of fulmiiuiting eompositiou, fired the charge in cadi

th' ir v:ilu«'

wirh

case when the vent was even wet from having water poured liko
the tptmy of the sea over it.
**
*rhe 4th experiment has Ikcu with pcn ussion cape that
hare hf'fn kejtt on lioard tho 'Hastings* during tlic wet scaAon,
ander th*- intiuenco of dump nir, for iho ]>ui-]>os<c of diHcovoring
wh*-:her the sea air will, under onlinarx" eir< uiiistanees, injure,
bxtta diiuip, tlie composition, an<l render the ui^ts unscrviccablo.
6.
therefore lx.'j^, after a careful scries of experiments, to
ivpoft that we deem the invention by Major Jacob of great service,
beg Isavs to reoommend the adoption of it for all guns on the

&

Wo

sM
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upper

and

declcfl of vesBels of war, for all guns fitted finr boat flervioo*
for field piecee that are fitted for the Indian navy.**

381. The experiments made at Bombay on Major
and are
Jacob's propositions are extremely interest in
No doubt many
"Worthy of prosecution in this conntrv.
objections and difficulties stand in the way, sucli as interfering with tlie sii^ht, reducing: tlie diameter of the
vent, and counter-sinking the nipple into the gun. No
32-pounder gun fired in the ordinary way is S)und serviceable after 250 rounds have been fired from it
whereas it appears, by the reports of experiments with
steel nipples and percussion-caps, that, after 300 ronndii
were fired from an iron 32-ponnder gun of 56 cwt., witli
10 lbs. charges, the vent of the gxm remained uninjured,
though the nipple was counter-sunk oidy ,^ of an inch,
and consecpiently occupied a very small portion of the
channel of the vent.

—ON THE PRACTICE OF FIRING AT SEA.

SECTION IV.

382. In the practice of naval gtmnery

it is

most par*
charge

ticularly important that the actual delivery of the

from the cylinder of the piece should follow as instantaneously as possible the action of the lock

; for whilst the
object aimed at is continually changing its relative position, the direction of the gun is varying so rapidly that
if the medium which is to convey ignition to the charge
act not very smartly, the elevation of tlie sliot's (leparture may be two or three degrees above or ]>elow
that at which the gun was pointed when the trigm r

pulled.
The lutture, quality, and care of tubes and
Erinimg, therefore, are considerations which may justly
e reckoned as most particularly aiTecting the e&dency
of practice ; and the most minute difierences that can he
detected, by the nicest means, in the progress of explosion, should be allowed decisive weight in judging
and selecting the medium to be used. For suppose a
vessel, in action, be rolling eight degrees, performing
each roll in about four seconds of time when the nature
or condition of the tube and priming is defective or bad^

was

:
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very frequently happen that an interval of one
second of time» and sometimes considerably more, will
take place between the pnlling of the trigger-line and
the discharge of the piece ; and in that time the elevation of the gun would alter two degrees
With any
it will

!

uncertain or sluggish action of this nature, therefore, it
is useless to expect mucli accuracy of effect, even with
the best trained men, and with ail other means perfect.
(Arts. 372, 373.)
383. In everv case, wlien there is much motion (and
there will be a great deal more in steam-propelled, than
in sailing ships), the shot will not be delivered from the
cylinder till its direction is altered, more or less, from
that in which the piece was pointed when the trigger
was pulled. It is therefore not only vastly important to
use tnosB means that are best calculated to produce the
most instantaneous discharge possible, but also to consider which direction, and what particular part of a
vessel^s motions, are most favourable for firing the ordnance with the greatest prospect of effect whether to
fire on the weather or lee-roll,
and at what particular
ptao:e or crisis of the motion.
These are very important,
but very dillicult questions, on wliich the author would
rather invite discussion than pronounce any positive doctrine.
He will, however, state his o[)inion, noticing at
the same time what may be advanced against it.
steam-propelled vessel, whether with paddles or a
screw, being agitated by rolling and pitching motions^
and oflten, as in a cross sea, b^' both combined, accompanied also by sudden and violent jerks, will, much
more than a sailing-vessel, tiv the skill and tact of the
gmmer ; in whom, both for shot and shell firing, is required tiie greatest promptitude of perception, -wmLe the
utmost intensity in the action of the lock, and vivacity
in the action of the tul)e, are no less necessary.
swift
steamer may run across a line of fire, and, in ])assing,
use her broadside guns with effect, herself unliarnied.
Going at the rate of 11 or 12 knots an hour, a steamer
from 150 to 200 feet lon^o: will run her own length in
from 9 to 12 seconds. The time of iiight of an 8-inch

—

—

A

A
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shell or shot^ fired at a lan^ of 2725 yards, being 12
seconds, a shot correctly aimed at the steamer's dow
would, by the time it reaches the point aimed at, strike
astern of her.
steamer acting end-on is a more steady
mark to fire at, but a mncli smaller target to hit, and
therefore tlie gininerv should he still moio accurate.
This importiuit subject will be resumed hereafter in the

A

work on Steam Warfare.
384. In close action, in smooth water, it is not perhaps material whether the ordnance be fired with or
against the roll, provided the captains of ^nns judge
correctly how much their pieces should be pomted above
or below the part intendea to be hit ; but when there is
much swell, it is bv no means indifferent wliicli of these

•

motions sliould be preferred, nor wliat modificatioTjs
should be adun'tted for j^articular cases, in any general
maxim tliat may be established on tins sul)ject; and this
we shall now endeavour to show. The rule generally
laid down for observance in action is to fire when the
vessel is nearest on an even keel ^that is, upright ; and
always to prefer a falling side.
385. To deal with considerations respecting the rolling motions only, we shall suppose the vessel to have
the wind on tlie beam; for if hauled U])on a wind, the
motion would be cr^mpoundcd of rolling and pitchinir,

—

by the vessel lavini:,' across the swell. Now a vessel
under sail, with the wind as described, is nearest upright
at or near the end of the roll to windward.
Were it not
for the action of the wind on the sails, she would be upright when she comes to the top of a wave ; but this is
not the case in a smart breeze, because it requires some
degree of counteracting power from the swell, as the
vessel sinks upon a wave, to compensate for the heel
occasioned bv the wind.
In a heavv swell, liowever, a
vessel will roll to windward considerably beyond the
upright position but, in stating a case ])roper for action,
should not sup])0se the sea to be so rough as to make
the vessel incline much to windward. Now a vessel
brought to that momentary pause which takes place on
the termination of the weather-roU, just b^ore she
;

we
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coming

wave, must be in the hollow or trough of a sea ; and in
such a position will have a less commanding view, and
jurife of her enemy, tlian if he were seen fix)m the top of
a wave. This preliminary oheervation may, j^erhaps, be
considered sufficient to show that the maxim of firing
when the vessel is on an even keel should not be too
generally or absolutely enforced and having submitted
:

tius,

we may

procee<l to consider the important (piestiou

—

n sult^ naturally from it wliether it is most advantageous to tire with a rising or with a falling si(l(\
that is, lighting
vessel engaging to leeward
380.
her weather side, must be in the trougli of a sea when
the side engaged begins to rise; and wliilst it is rising
she must be performing a lee-roU. The disadvantage
of firing from the hollow between two waves having
already been shown in the preceding article, the inexpe«ii« ncy of firing at the Ikylnnin^ of the rising motion
i« ais<> proved, for the one ensues immediately from the
other; an<l a very matiiial objection to tlie practice of
tiring darui'j any l>art of tlie rising motion comes from
thii
that the lee-slope of a wave being always moro
almipi or steep than t ne weather side, the change which
takes place in a vesBeFs position in making a lee-roll,
aooelented and increased by the action of the wind, is
much more rapid than in rolling to windward; and
cr»ns*xjiiently the direction, or elevation, of the ordnance,
will in this case be much more (piickly and considerably
<iihturb<*<l in firing with the ising than the falling motion.
that

—

A

—

l

It

ap|)oars,

therefore,

that

in

fighting

tln^

wcjithcr-

we shouhl prefer to fire at tiic pause innnediately
before tlie commencement of the declining motion* or

si<le,

weatberHToU (miless the vessel heel so considerably as to
incar danger from the increased action of the recoil),
liecause toe ship being then on the top of a wave, will
eomrosnd a better view of the enemv, and the declining
motion will be operating to lessen the slope in the direction of the recoil.
387. hv fighting to windward, some of these argume&ts are rcveiBca. The dcciiaing motion of the side
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engaged is tben a lee-lurch, and at the conunenoement
of that motion the vessel must be in the trough of the
We sliould therefore so far modify tlie maxim
sea.
ah'eady suggested as to fire at tlie end of the falling
motion of the fighting or lee-side, when the vessel eomes
to the top of a wave, so that the actual discharge may
not take place after the pause which attends the change
of motion.
388, But modifications, governed by various circum^If, in the
stancesy should be made in all such maxims.
first case (fighting the weather-side), a ship be heeling
under the iMuenoe of a strong breeze, her guns, fired
at the commencement of the declining motion, or at the
pause which precedes it, will rush in with sucli violence,
iVom the inclination of the deck heing in the direction
of the recoil, that the hreechings and ring-bolts will freq^uently be incapable of resisting so severe a shock, particularly when the guns are loaded with two shot ; and
in such cases, consequently, the ordnance should not be
fired till the declining motion be partly performed : thus
observing in principle, the maxim to prefer firing with
a feJling side. The rule is so far modified in practice,
that in fighting the weather guns they should be laid so
that they should bear upon the opponent when the ship
comes up to within 1° of the extreme of the weatherroll
and, in fighting the lee guns, to lay them so that
they shall bear when the ship has made a portion of
about 1° of the lee-roll from its commencement.
In
both cases this insures that the roll of the ship is suffi*
cient to bring the gmis to bear at a time when the
rapidity of the rolling motion has been reduced by the
action of the wind ; and also that the guns are laid more
nearly parallel to the plane of the deck ^an important
point which has not been sufficiently considered. When
guns are much depressed, relatively with the plane of
the deck, it requires very great experience and tact on
the part of the ca|)tain of the gun to fire it accui ately at
for unless he be a very tall man
the proper moment
he cannot look over the gim, at the full extent of the
trigger-line, when the breech is much elevated ; and if

—

;

—

;
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the gin is fired at this great depression, with respect to
the plane of tiie deck, he is endangered by the rapid
and heavy recoil, and great strains are moreover occasioned to tlie breechings and bolts.
Again, wlien the lee-guns have much elevation, with
re.s})(H't to the plane of tlie deck, a somewhat similar inconvenience is experienced, thongh in reverse order, by
the captain of the gnn having to bring his eye down
almost to the level of the deck to look over the gun;
and when it i& fixed in that position, the recoil being np
the very great inclination oi the deck, may not be suthcient of itself to bring the gun sufficiently inbowrd for
loading.
For these reasons the modification suggested at p. 239,
in the second edition of this work, in fighting tne leeguns, is made general, namely, to fire at the end instead
of the commencement of the declining motion, although
the vessel must then be nearly in the trough or hollow

between two waves; for it very seldom hapjjens to a
ship, and particularly a large ship carrying her metal
high, to be in action in so heavy a sea as not to have a
fair view" of her opponent under such circumstances.
389. It may not be improper here to remark that the
breechings of naval ordnance, in frigates particularly,
are in general considered too weak
and as those on
the gun-deck are soon damaged by being continually
wet, it is very essential always to have spare breechings
ready fitted, and to exercise the people fi:^quently to
shift them quickly. Garronades shoula always be fitted
for action with second breechings. (See Art. 121.) Tn
the " Shannon " the preventer-oreechings were rea\ ed
through lioles in the timbers, and toggled on the outside
and to relieve the ring-bolts and breechings,
cliocks of timber were ])laced underneath the hinder
;

when fighting the weather-side, so as
them nearly to a horizontal plane when the vessel

part of the slides,
to
'

lift

This liaving

hoexi rocenfly represented, it is

now establishc<l

that all 8-inch

guns and carrouades shall have 9-indh rope for breochings, and all 32-pounder
guns and carronades 8-inch, breechings. The breechiug-loups have all been
ealniSBd Mooidingly.
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was heeling

or 8^
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fitted, ruu in
run out and
til is species .of ordnance, such precjiutions should
invariahly be adopted. If a fftm break loose, it may be
rendered serviceable again in a few minutes ; but should
a earronade break its breeching, or draw a ring-bolt, it
is very apt to turn over, or split its slide to j)ieee8.
In
firinG: carronades with two shot, these precautions ai e

vnth
with

7^

less violence,

Carronades thus

and are more

easily

;

absolutely indispensable; for although this sjxcies of
ordnance is not calculated to discharge two projectiles,
in common, and double shotting is forbidden, yet on very
special occasions, when within a few yards of an enemy,

double cliarges may be used with great effect, either
composed of round and grape or case shot, or of two
round shot, according to the circumstances of the action.
Thus, in fighting to leeward of an enemy, the inclination
of his sliij) will expose its deck so much to the effects* of
grape or case shot, that the double charge should consist of one or the other.
In fighting to windward, on
the contrary, the weather-side of an enemy heeling ofi',
will he so much exposed below the ordinary water-line
as to invite the use of two round shot, wnilst tlie declination of her deck covers or defilades her people from
grape or case. Thus modifications in any TnaTttna^ as
to the most favourable moment for firing, shoidd also
be governed by the motion and position of the enemy's
vessel.

390. It appears to follow, from what has been
advanced, that balls intended to take effect upon the
Indl of an enemy, should rather be discharged with a
tailing than with a rising side ; but that such pieces as
may be appointed specially to act against the masta and
rigging, should, on the contrary, be fired witii the rising
motion, the aim bein^ taken low.
391. In close critioal action, the great object should
undoubtedly be to hit the enemy's bull. For this purpose, it is better that the ])ointing of the guns should
rather be calculated to take etfeet low, oji the body, than
to aim high, and missing the body, to hit the rigging.
This is pai'ticularly desirable in actions between car-
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ronade-armed vessels, or ships armed with fihell-guns,
because the magnitudes of tlieir shot are so great in
proportion to the scantling of the ships, that few body
blows are required to drive the crews of the vessels
struck to their pumps. One or two lai^ shot, moreover, takine effect below the wate]>line, and perhaps
perforating both sides of a small vessel, will, in general,
either force her to surrender or send her to tlie hottom,
though she may not have sustained any other material
damage or any loss of men. Such an injury is much
likely to be occiisioned hy firing with a falling
than with a rising side. On the other hand, a ball
taking effect high, can oidy injine the rigging or a
mast, and, if the latter, not with much effect; for a
mast, woiuided aloft, will be more likely to stand, than
if the like wound were inflicted by a shot which had
previously perforated the ship's side at the upper deck,
it is a great waste of means, therefore, to apply roundshot of large calibre, or shells, to the remote chances of
destroying rigging, which, branching out from one
trunk or stem, may be more effectually felled by a blow
otherwise destructive at the same time. The intention
of horizontal firing should, indeed, never be lost sight
Wlien vessels are once fairly engaged in close
of.
action, which can only terminate in defeat or victory,
the main object should be to sweep the opponent's deck
Before the contending ships
as effectually as possible.
are in such j)r()ximity, is the pro])er time to try what
skill and precision can effect upon the enemy's masts
and riffging; and vessels fitted with long guns, and
manned with expert gunners, will always do well to

more

make

previous trials of their arms and qualities; then,

with good, circumspect management, close action will
gin with advantage ; and the author, from
not &n to
his knowledge of the effects of cannon shot, considers
himself justified in concluding that a vessel, equipped in
the
a proper manner, and possessing gunners trained
way he proposes, cannot fail in tearing to pieces, in ten
minutes, any opponent who, not pcjssessing superior
advautagea iu skill or force, is unable to prevent it.
2 K

m
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392. Some of the actions between British and American sloops affoixl some veir instructive iUustrations on
In the action between the
this important question.
« Hornet" and the
Peacock^" the decisive importance
of a few bodj wounds was unhappily too strongly disThe American sliip was a good deal injured
played.
ill her rigging, though comparatively little damaged in
but the British sloo]) was forced to suiTCudur
tlie litlll
entirely in conse({uence of liaviiig been hulled so low,
and slie sank a
that tlie shot-lioles could not be got at
;

;

lew miimtes

after,

having been obliged to yield

to this

circumstance only
The " Avon" was brought to the painful necessity of
Wasp/' from being reduced to a sinkstriking to the
ing state by body wounds ; and went down immediately after the last of her brave crew were removed.
In this affair the American' first crippled the Avon's"
rigging, with dismantling shot from long guns, and
then aimed at her hull witli fatal sTiccess. The " Wasp"
does not appear to have been materially injured for
she escaped from a vessel (the
Castilian"), in a short
cliase that took place, before she was recalled by the
Avon s'' signal of distress.
In these two actions it is clear that the fire of the
British vessels was thrown too high, and that the ordnance of their opponents were expressly and carefully
aimed at, and took effect chiefly in, the hulL The
inferior effect of our fire may partly have arisen
«uch em,™ in carronade pra^^ as^ave already hem
noticed but it may be suspected to liave arisen, chiellv,
from not having chosen the most advantageous nioiiieiit
for firing; and this we shall be better able to show,
by reviewing the action between the " Frolic" and the
" Wasp."
fatal

;

bm

;

393. This affair will be found to support very
strongly what has been said against the measure of
The contending veaseb
firing with the rising motion.
were pretty nearly matched in armament; out the
Frohc** went into action under the serious disadvantage of having her mainyard sprung, and useless. The
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the wind, came down and enii^aged the
winilward, oa the port side, and consequently tuught her lee side against the weather side of
tiltliritish sloop.
The American was considerably
injured in her ng^'ng early in the action, and also
received a few shot in the hull ; but much more serious
dama^re and severe loss were sustained by the " Frolic."
This dift'erence of eft'ect mnv tairlv Idc ascribetl, in a
pTeat detri*<^'^\ to th(» erij>])hMl state in whieli om' sloop
l)ut we cannot hesitate to allow,
CJiiumeneed tin* action
that it niav also have arisen frcnn the eirenmstance of
^her motion being much more rapid and violent than
that of the ' Wasp,' " as has been remarked by a very
Bnt tlie "rapid motion" which so
int<'lli;^-ent writer."
much disturbed the direction of her fire, appears to
have been occasioned by the quick dips of lee-lurches
fi»r she fired with* a rising side, and, as there was a
)it»avv swell, this motion must have very rapidly distuiiH^d tlie pointin;:: of her ordnance, whatever was her
trim.
That the Americans di<l not fire with the risinir
motion, we know from the parties themselves
that
thev could not fire in the 1h>11ow of tlie sea, in such a
pwell,*is evident ; and that they did not fire in the leeInn! is clear £rom the admitted fact, that the sliip
Wled her carronade muzzles to the water's edge we
therefore infer, with certainty, that she fired, in
pfiieraL from the top of the sea towards the termination
of the falling motion.
Tliat the British sloop fired with
**

Wasp'*

**Fr«>Ii<

"

liaviiiti"

to

;

;

i

:

the risinor
an-i»unts

motion

is

also

however

whieli,

certain

—

so

is

it

exairir<'r.nted

in

stated

in

regard

to

and cr»mparative loss, aie nniiapj)ily true in
and the explanation of this alTair,
main feature

ffn ne-th
tii»*

;

from authority, so far as
states
l-'

it iclates to rapidity of motion,
a cause of error which every seaman knows must

LTeater in a lee-lurch

than in a weather-roll.

any truth or accuracy in these remarks,
this case illustrates, very forcibly, wbat has been ofiered
whether it is most
^Ifun the
imjiortant question
if there Ijo

—

*
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Occurrvuci's,*
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to fire witli a rising", or with a falliiif::
Avon" and
and, together with the losses of the
" Peacock," snow, that this reasoning a[)plies particularly to cases of fight between small vessels.
close review of these operations shows clearly, that
the Americans prefer to fire with the falling motion
and from what has been said above (Arts. 389, 390)
we may fairly conclude that this circamstance had considerable influence in producing the results which we
have been considering.
394. Wlien it is expedient to aim partially at tlie
rigging, one or more guns, conveniently placed, and
fitted expressly for such purposes, should he named fur
Tlie
this service specially, and loaded accordingly.
main-deck guns cannot be elevated sufficiently to effect
this, when tlie enemy*8 ship is close ; and, since case ot
grape-shot firom carronades scatter so much as to be
very inefficient, ships should always be provided with
at least one piece of^ ordnance on each side of the quarter-deck and forecastle, fitted for this important purpose,
lhass fir Id-howitzers, mounted on carriages made
to allow of great elevation, are now provided
and they
are also fitted for hoat-service, iis well as to be used tor
Dismantling guns should be capable of
field-service.
being elevated to 30° at least; so that the enemy's

advantageous
side

;

A

;

main-top may be under the command of a poweml
of case-shot at close quarters.* Guns thus mounted
may be fired, en barbette, over the barricades or gangways, and easily brought to bear upon an enemy dong^
side, or laying across either stern or bow.
In the
fire

position of the

Cleopatra,''

when

she suffered so mucli

from tlie " Milan," and of the " Phad)e" when she was
so annoyed l)y the
Didon," l)efore Ca])tain Baker gcdlautly captured« this last, the quarter-deck d-pounders of

Ic tir "a (Uhndtn- ; mais ce tir, fort incertain, <nii fait i^tnlre
boulets et qui est uue des plus gravtis errours de uos demieren
gnerrefl) est aujourdliui presque oompUteiDeDt abuidonn^.
doit #tn
II
employ^ que sur Tordre exprte du commandunt du vaittseau. Ce tir a>asist6
k visor de nianiere a frappor an trt^in/acro, principalenient oolai du mit ds
"

'*

11

y a aussi

prcsque tous

misaiae.*'

les

InUructUm sur

m

Ic

Canonnaye a

liord,

— i*pf

Ai/y.
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tlirisc
hliips niig-ht have bc'me v^hh. ease upon the
enemy's tops, when no other guns but the stem-chasers
could be used.
Abj in such positions as these, all broadside
beoome useless, mips* crews should be exercised to form
themselves, rapidly, upon the deck, boats, and booms,
when called for smalMrm duties. If, quicUr ranging:
themselves thiL<, tliey he instantly supplied witli anus,
the enemy may HK>n \je driven frc»m their t<»ps ; and
siil-Jiiin*^'- the tire from thence is a lavourable preliminary to the as8auh In- Ixwirding.
395. The best method of opix)sing the enemy's to|>
men is to have a few expert marksmen similarly posted ;
snd for tliis service tlie quickly loaded rifle -muskets,
with cvlindro-eonical shot (Appendix A), will be highly
advantageous ; but, at close quarters, ordinary case shot,
or large charges of musket baUs, may be used with
great effect from the elevating guns ; and for this
purpfise some r(»iin<ls ot" this nature of cliarge should
always
kept ready for any pi« ee tliat may have the
l^etfi op|M»rtunity of usiuor them with effect.
3f^b. Uismauthiig rig^^iug, and carrying away spars,
are more likely to be effected when it blows fresh than
in light airs.
Canying away a stay, or a few shrouds,
or wounding a mast or spar, in a strong breeze, may
occasion a serious crash, which in a light wind woul^
not ensue.
With respect to sails, in moderate breezes
the jK-rfo rat ions of slioi leave only small holes; but in
stnmjr winds a sail frerpn ntly splits upwards, as far as
the reef-hands at least, as s(K»n as it is pel forated.
3J*7. Wliether pursuing or pursued, the only chance
<^»f stopping an enemy is In* hi inging
down some of his
hgyring ; it is therefore most important to consider the
K-t nM>de of effeeting this.
The random aim of a
wliole broadside battery will be much less likely to
accomplish it than the cool and careful use of one wellMTTeci gun. Hauling-up, or bearing away, to rake a
Sying, or a piirsm'ng enemy, always produces a very
nindom vr>llev ; for as the chanL'"c of course must occa-

gmm

sion

much

loss of distance,

it is

nccessiiry to

perform

it
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SO quickly that the eflFect is seldom good, the distance,
or raii<j:ts filtcM'in^ vcrv niiicli before the vessel cuiiies to
a position j)r(»i)er for opeiiiii*:: lier broadside fire. This
alteration of jxjsitioii briii,i;"s with it a great and uukiiowii alteration in the ship's inclination
consiHiuently
a considerable cliange in the elevation at which the
ordnance may have been laid, and which there is not
time to correct. It is almost incredible, indeed, how
Uttle effect is produced by this sort of raking fire; and
the observation requires therefore to be supported by
In a certain action, a 74-gun ship bore up across
facts.
the stern of an 84, to rake her, at a cal)le'.s length disThe 7i
ta!iee, in moderate weather and sniootli water.
had been n])on a wind, and not having, ])erha])s. allimcl
for the all el ation of elevation that would take place alter
bearing u|), not one shot took effect
proof of what
may be effected against the personnel of a ship by yawing,
and giving a close raking fire of wellnlirected grape, was
gallantly show n by the
Inconstant,** commanded by
late Admiral (then Captain) Freemantle, who,
keeping in the wake of a nne-of-battle ship, gave a
raking fire of grape with tremendous eflect upon her
people, wdio were very much exposed in striving to
clear the wi eck of her topmasts^, which had been carried
away by an overpress of sail.
398. The attack of the American squadron under
Commodore Rogers, on the Helvidera," Captain Byron,
furnishes a strong proof of the inefficacy of volleys of
;

!

A

^e

raking fire with round shot* Captain Byron, seeing
the squadron bearing down upon nim in a suspicions
manner, and having reason to expect that war had been
declared, very ]>ruaently ke]it away also
he gradually
made sail, and a ehase ensued, during which the IVsich nt," outsailing her consorts, came up with the Bri:

tish frigate.

The " President commenced the attack ])y firing a
heavy bow-gun, by w hich nine men in the "Belvidera**
were killed or woimded and by continuing to fire from
;

single guns, deliberately aimed, without altering the
ship's course, she did much further damage to the chase.
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But when, gaining further on the British frigate, the
"P^reddent" yawed and gave her broadside vollejr
(which was several times repeated), she did the Belvidera" no further damage beyond cutting a brace or two,
and wounding a few spars! Our frigate answered
these attacks deliberately, with her stem and quarter
guns, with such effect tliat the "President" (havin,<j: liad
a ,2:un hurst) sulVercd more than her expected victim;
and the steady and determined manner in which Ca}>
tain Byi'on C()n(hieted both his deience and In's retreat,
reflects on him immortid honour, and on liis ciew a full
share of credit. These facts serve to show how nnieh
more may be executed hy cool, deliberate aim, with
single guns, in the hands of well-trained gunners, than
by repeated random volleys of whole broadside bat-

having time-fuzes, and spherical casebe used with great advantage for dismantling
purposes, at very considerable distances, in chasing any
vessel and the moral effect produced by the bursting
ot a shell is so scaring to a non-combatant vessel, a
teries!

shot,

Shells,

may
;

merchant-ship,

i)irate,

or slaver, that

it

will rarely fail

in brinf:^inf^-^> such a chase.
In the cTiase of the " l*resident," and tiie action which
ensued between her and the " Endymion," some of the

best ^un-praetice ever effected by British seamen was
This ojieration also affords matter for redisplayed.
mark as to the effect of dismantling,^ fire in chasinp^.
The " Endymion's** sails were completely torn to pieces,
cut, by the American
One of these shot cut away twelve
dismantling-shot.
of fourteen cloths of the "Endvmion's" foresail, and
stripped it almost entirely from the yard.*
399. So great a proportion of an enemy's side is
opened by the large ports of a carronade battery (4 feet

and her spars and rigging much

•

** Endyuiion's " bails, was
disninntlin^-shot wliicli tore the
feet long, fastened by ringof four or tivc irou bars, each about txvo
These difmantliug-sbot w. re liki wise used in other
ring.

The Amcricnn

ci)nii»f«eti

htaas to a strong
"ConstitMiiou •'), but will. l.ttU- orno
actioQB OiH between the "Java*' and
\>c dej>ended on ; aud thereTlu- n\'-ht is so irro-uiiir tl>:it they cftunot
cITcet.
greatly preamble.
fore round shot^ which may fell a mast, are
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in width and more in height), that gi-ape, or case-sliot,
Beldom fail to commit great execution from entering
these large ports, as wdl as from cutting the rigging.
GaseHsliot for 32-pounder8, being composed only of 8 oz«
balls, have not power to do much mischief against the
matirid of an enemy, and should therefore onfy be used,
in good opportunities, specially against the personnel;
but gi'ape-shot may be used in certain proportions from
heavy guns, in any close action, beaiuse tliey are capalde
Threeof committing infinite ravages against both.
pound iron balls, of which there are nine in 32-puundur
grape, will penetrate the enemy's barricade defences on
the upper deck, and though they cannot penetrate a

£y any direct wound bring it down, yet they
can break chain-plates, cut shrouds or stays, nowever
thick, and from the number of such chances, will be
very likely, in a strong breeze, to dismast the enemy.
But it appears, from a close analysis of tlie report.s of
the damages sustained hy II. M.S. " Sliannon " and the
United States' frigate " Chesapeake" in action witli each
other (Art. 254), that very few grape-shot passed tlirough
the side of either ship below the barricades of the quarter-deck and forecastle ; whereas there were no less than
80 penetrations of grapenshot into the '^Chesapeake"
through the bulwams of the forecastle and quarterdecks, which must have produced very &tal effects upon
the people stationed there. Nor can the small penetration of grape-shot into the more s<jlid partij of the
** Chesapeake "
only from 3 tx) 5 inches be easily acmast, or

—

—

It may therefore he surmised that the
counted for.
upper-deck guns of the " Shannon," chiefly carronades,
were overloaded by jmtting grape-shot over the round
shot, which, with a charge of only 2 lbs. 10 oz,, ma^
have caused the trifling penetration.
However this
may -be, the facts recorded in these instructive reports
may create a doubt whether, in general, a double*loculing
of round-shot and ^rape should be preferred to doubleshotting all the mam and lower deck guns of a ship, in
close aeticjn, also wlietlier the practice of loading alternate guns with round-shot and grape should not be
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such guns loaded with two round

shots.

400.

The

firii^ of Shrapnel shells, like that of other

may he used with great advantage
from ships against troops on shore (Art. 257), or agjiinst
vessels crowded with men on their upper decks, at distances far beyond the eftective ranges of grape or casesliot, and in general, wherever the /K'j'sonnel of any ship
But tlie service
or battery may be seen, and reached.
shells with time rozes,

charges for sj)]ierical ciise-shot being necessarily smaller
than for other shells, on account of their inabi hty, being
thinner, to stand large charges (for which reason tho»6
for heavy g^uns have recently been considt^rably reduced), the penetrating power, whether of the bullets
or the splinters of the shells, is so inconsiderahle that
this description of projectile is not calculated to produce
any effect on the more solid parts of a ship. If the fuze
he too long, the shell of the n>herical case would most
likely hreak on striking and, should it explode in a
ship, would be far less destructive, from the smallness of
for these
the bursting charge, than the connnon sliell
reasons, s{)herical case-shot is of little use in naval actions, and is supplied chieiiy fur boat-service and the
;

;

ship's field-guns.

401. Shiapnel sliells, to be effective, re<piire to be
from guus as direct as possible at the body agiinst
wliich they are used ; that is, with full service charges,
and the least elevation which the case may admit but
this projectile cannot he employed with any useful effect
from howitzers at very great elevations, or from morfired

;

tars ; for the hullets, released from a shell which hursts
at a considerahle altitude in the dedining portion of a
very elevated trajectory, will strike the plane helow with
very little horizontal force, and fall to the ground with

approaching, more or less,
"terminal velocity" due to bullets of that size
and density. The circumstances are similar to those in
M. Carnot^s project of vertical fire with musket bullets,
the effectii of which that celebrated engineer very much
over estimated (see Art. 78, NoU?) in his system of

very

limite<l vertical velocity,

to the
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defence, by disregardiDg the effects of the resistanoe of
the air.
402. The first employment of shells fired .direct from
long guns at bodies of troops at considerable distanoesy
was at the meniunible defence of Gibrahar in 1781.
Uriiikwatrr's Siege of Gibraltar,' 4tli ed. p. 1('»7.
In tiring from Icitteries placed high on the rock, from
wliicli the whole interior of the l)e.sieger8' trend > and
batteries could he seen, round shot tired from ht^ivy
guns would evidently liave been a wat^teiid and inefi'eetual practice against the workmen and troops thus exposed to the direct^ though depressed, fire of the fortress.
The distance being too great for grape or case-shot,
howitzer sheUs were tried ; but shells fired directly from
howitzers bad neither accuracy nor force sufficient to
take full advantage of tlie conimand which tlie hatterit^s
]»o>s( smmI over till' works nii the isthnnis Ixlow.
The
chaigvs l>cing small, the projectile velocity of the sliclls,
at the monit'Tit of bursting, was not sutbcient to impt l
n ward with the force required to prothe fragment*}
duce the desired effect, wliilst the great bursting charges
which the shells contidned occasioned very great dispersions of their splinters. Guns were therefore substituted
for howitzers, and 5^inch shells fired from long 24poimders, with as larpre charges as the shells could resist.
Die effects were ])rodigious the fragments ol" the shells
were driven forward with far greater force— the dl?-] version was less, on aecoinit of the great [)reponderanee *)f
*

i«

t"(

—

—

and the etiects upon the troojjs
the |)rojectile yeloeity
and working parties in the enemy's trenches and bati<<s were extremely destructive.
t<
1

This remarkable instance of the efficacy of direct
shell-firing attracted the notice of all artillerists.

The

conditions of this description of practice are materially
different, as has been already explained (Art. 263),
from that of shells whose effects depend wholly u]>on
their ex}»losive force; hut the few fragments into which
common shells are hroken usuallv 1.') or 10 forminfr
what may he termed n cjjarge of langrage, consisting
of a few irregular lumps of iron are neither suited in

—

—

—
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form, nor capable in number^ of producing any very
extensive effms upon large bodies of troops. The late
Major-General Shrapnel had the ability and sagacify to
perceive that, under tmch circumstances, the effects of
direct shell-firing mi^i^lit be prodigiously increased by
filliii^L;,- tlie shells witli musket or
carbine bullets, eiilarjL^iu«;' the charges in j)rop<)rtion, and reducing the bui sting
charge to a quantity just sulUcient to break tlie shell
with as little scattering effect as pOvSsible u}><)n the bullets

;

and to that able and distiiiguisbed oDicer, theredue the credit of the invention which has ren-

fore, is

dered his name so justly celebrated.
403 Numerous reports having been recently received,
from all out-stations where practice is carried on with
sphei ical casenshot &om heavy guns, to the effect that
the shells, in nearly all cases, burst in the guns when
fired with the service charges, and tliis having been
attributed to defects in the fuzes, a series of experiments
were made in 1850 to ascertain the real cause of this
premature ex]ilosion.
The experiments were made from an 8-incb shell-gun,
a .'>2-pounder gnn, and a 24-pounder gun, with the full
service chaiges of 10 ll>s. for the two ibrnier and 8 lbs.
.

1'he result was, that the sliells were infor the latter.
The same results
variablv destroved within the guns.
took place when the shells were filled in the ordinary
way with musket balls and bursting powder, but without
The charges were
fuzes^ the fuzedioles being plugged.
then reduced to 8 11)8. for the 8-inch gun and 32-pounder,
and to 6 lbs. for the 24-pounder, when a large proportion of the shells fired burst in the guns as before. The
charges were then further reduced to 6 lbs. and 5 lbs.
with fuzes fixed, when it was found that the shells resisted the concussion of discharge and burst at the
proper time also, that the penetrations of the bullets
were ethcient at the ranges tried, viz., 950 yards from
the S2-jKnnuler and 24-pounder guns, and 1100 yards
from the 8-inch shell-gun; and these charges have been
cstaldished accordingly foi- sphci ical case-shot from all
;

ordnance of those natures and descriptions.
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sliell,

in

too thin to ^vitllstand the necessiiy

were too

o;reat for the

purpose;

to the etheaey of spherictil

case that

chartres, not that these

for
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the shell should be moving with great horizontal velocity at the moment of bursting: it may therefore be
doubted whether the evil sho\\Ti in these experiments
might not be better remedied by increasing the thickness of the shell, maintaining the original service
char^res, than by depriving this important and useful
projt-etile of so much of iti> power.
In an extensive course of ex])erinients carried on in
1852 with Shrapnel shells, it was ascertained that the
frequent failures of the practice hy the |»reniature hursting of the sliells, are not occasioned hy the coucussiou of
discharge, but that tlie ignition of the bursting charge
also arises from the friction of the balls on one another
and against the interior surface of the shell, the powder
being mixed with the bullets. In order to avoid this
evil, it was ]'r( >{)oeed by Captain Siemen, of the Hanoverian Artillerv, to cement the halls in one mass hy
pourinir

among them

licpiid sul]>hur

or ]ilaster of Paris,

a cylindrical space being left near the fuze for the hmst-

ing powder and the method appears to have ansAvered
But, in 18o2, Captain Boxer prothe imrpose well.
posed that the balls in the shell should be completely
separated from the bursting powder by means of a
wrought-iron plate, or diaphn^gm, in the shell. This
construction was found to succeed admirably ; for, in
an experimental trial at Shoebury Ness, 119 8-inch
shells and 70 24-poimder shells were fired, with 5J-inch
fu'/cs and with the service cliai ^e of powder, without a
single premature ex]>losion
and, in a trial at J^hoidnu'V
Ness, with shells whicli liad 1m en long in store at AVchjIwich (the halls being taken out, the shells cleaned and
refilled with balls), of 656 shells projected, only 37 burst
prematurely.
It results from tiiis important discovery, and the results of the experiments made with the Boxer fiizes,
tliat the reduction of charges recommended by the com;

:
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mittee of 1860, and then adopted, should he forthwith
abandoned, in order to restore to Shrapnul sliells tlie
power of which, by that reduction, they were deprived ;
and tlius enable field artillery, if }>roperly n.sed, to maintain the relative snj)eriority of that arm to tlie inij)r<)ved
muskets now so generally adopted in Euro))ean armies.
This will not, however, be by Shrapnel shells fired from
(impounders ; these have neither capacity nor power for
an efficient use of that destructive projectile ; but 9 or
12-pounder guns, making good use of Shrapnel shells,
will fully maintain their superiorily over any muskets.
404. Kange tables, with spherical casenshot from
guns, not having been formed for the naval service, the
author inserts a table, XXIY., Appendix D, abstracted
from practice made on board the ^ Excellent,*' of the
ranges with 7.9-inch, 6.76-inch, and 6.177-inch spherical
case-shells fired from 8-inch (68-pounder) 42 and 32pounder carronades, and with r)^-incli spherical sliells
fired from a 24-pounder field howitzer, and the 5i-inch
new <2;un for boats. Taldes XXV. and XXYI., Appendix D, arc eomjjiled from Lieiit.-( \)lonel Jhn-ns' practicecards, published by authority, which contain the most
exact and recent directions for conducting this and all
other land-service practice.
405. In dose action, rapidity of fire is of the most
decisive importance, provided accuracy be not sacrificed
proportion as we increase the quantity of
to it; for,
increase our force.
fire with equal precision, we in
In close battle, when it is scarcely possible to miss, the
vessd that can soonest reload her ordnance, and give
her second broadside, supposing both ships to have
opened their fire nearly at the same time, must have a
The power
prodigious advantage over her opponent.
of doing this witli etficacy, as well as raj)idity, can only
be acquired by the constant practice of every minute
detail relating to the manual exercise and to the pointing of the orcbiance.
40G. Quick firing depends greatly upon the manual
strength of the gun*s crew to perform the necessary
operations, and particularly that of running the gun

m
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But it appears that, in
out in the least possible time.
some classes of ships, the number of tackk*-riien atVurJed
bv tlie total .strenirth of the sliip's company, has not
»iiimeiisuratelv witli tlie creat weii^lit
l)een increased
of ordnance intruduccd into the naval service. There is
no g-reat difl'erence between the number of men formiDg
a Bhip*8 crew in our service and the number forming a
crew in the French navy on the peace establishment
but, on the war establishment^ a French crew is superior
in number to an English crew; and the sea-going ship,
the squadrons of evolution, &c., of the French, are, with
respect to the number of men, on the war establishment.
<•<

There is no ditliculty in running guns out, liowever
heavy they may he, in a jsliip which is perfectly <>r
nearly upright, with the regulated gun-crews, aided hy
the improved mechanical contrivances which have been
adopted for this purpose. But these means do not altogether suffice in all the varieties and contingencies of
In fighting on the weather side, in a strong
service.
breeze, even* with fuU complements of guns^-crews, great
difficulty is experienced, and much time lost, in running
the gun up the inclined plane which the deck then
forms; and, if this be so under ordinary circumstances,
liuw much greater must he the ditliculty and loss of time
in battle, when casualties liappeiu from men being killed
or disabled, or wlien firemen, saii-trimmers, boarders, dT.,
The deficiency of men is very much
are called away
felt in heavy-armed frigjites and in other vessels; and
it has acooroingly been found necessary to increase the
power of the gun-tackles by a double block at the tail
as well as at the head ; but this is attended with a projtortional loss of time in nmning the gun up; and,
thonizh the time thus lost may be little, yet so gi'eat is
the; impoi tance of (juick fil ing, that every eflbrt |>ossihle
should be made to expedite the oj)erations of loudin*^
and running up the gun. The French havi' only a
!

single

l

407.

of the tackle (see Art. 411).
attention paid to every expedient that

ilock at the tail

The great

can contribute in the slightest degree to qmck firing is
very apparent in all recent French publications on naval
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gumiery, and in tlie regulations for tlie manual exercise
" In all
of their naval artillery (see Art. 424, et seq,),
artillery battles," wiites

De

la Gravi^re, vol.

ii.

p. 236,

" nothing can dispense, or be allowed to interfere, witli
the attainment of the utmost precision and rapidity of
fire;*' and this maxim is enforced with the greatest
weight in the Avertissement (p. 8) to the ^ Exerdces
des Bouches h feu en um^e dans la Marine.
408. In the first edition of this work the author recommended that, in reloadinjT: guns on any occasion in
which rapidity of firing is ot the utmost importance, the
cartiidge, shot, and wad sliuuld he set liome at one
does not ap])ear that there is any other
than tliat which arises from
the ball being apt to roll on the tie of the cartridge and
thiLs become jaomied in the gun.
Such an accident,
how ever, may easily be prevented l)y cutting the tie
shoii; off", or by fastening it round the body of the cartridge. j(For the French method see p. 459.)
The reduction in the time of loading by such means may
appear trifling, but, in dose action, the issue of a battfe
depends so much upon the rapidity with which the first
few rounds are fired, that it is justifiable and even
necessary to resort to any expedient, the effect of which
cannot be detrimental, while its success may ensure
opL-ration."
(•I'ji'ctiou

It

to this practice

victory.

400. Soon after the French translati(m of the first
tliis work appeared, experiments were made
in Fraiu-e to ascertain wliether la charge slmulfaiu'e, as
it was caHed, could be adopted with perfect safety, and
with the advantage, which the autlior of this work proposed, ot loading and consequently firing with greater
rapidity than in the usual wa^.
In a subsequent pul)lication (1845), M. Charpentier, the translator of the
* Naval
Gunnery,' gives the results of the extensive
trials of that method, made in the French fleet under
edition of

* ThiB method of loading axi^curs to liave been pmctised on cue or two
occaaoDs during the lato war.
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the directions of Admiral LaJaude, in 1840, extracts of
in the subjoined note.'
410. The Frenchy like us, have had much experience
of the inoonveniences and diiHculties in loading chambered guns, and have found it necessaiy to make a
material alteration in the dimensions of the chambers
before they could succeed in executing la charge sunultande with the canon-obusier of 80 No. 1, of 1842,
which is their principal shell-gun.
When the canons-obusiers were first introduced, each
was furnished with two mmmers, haviii*;- Leads of
different diameters, one to set home the cartrid<re into
the ehaniber, the other with a hollow in the runinierliead to cover the fuze in |)usliin<:; home tlie shell, a wad
haviui^ previously, by a distinct ()])erati()n, been ]»ut
over the cartridge
and, to avoid the necessity of using
the worm after every two or three rounds, a small worm
was lodged in the end of the sponge, imbedded in the
wool, by which means the sponging and worming might
be performed by the same operation after every discharge. Next> to obviate the necessity of putting a
wad over the cartridge, in order to keep it in its place
before the shot was put in, trials were made of wooden

which are given

;

" On i\ essaye dc fairf usa^e do jarjonsses allon^ees ; et apres avoir con8tat6 que la dituiuutiuu de leur diamctrc u'excrcait aucune influence dofavorable
aar les port^es, on a pounuivi lea Mtais, afin de a'assurer qu^elles ae prtteient
^galement bien a I'ezdoiition de la chari^e simultau^
" Oil a tird 40 coups avec le canon-obusier de 3<), en pratiqiiant les diff^rents
genres de tir qui twuvcnt Htc ex^cutds dans un combat la eareousse s'est
oonstarament rendae au fond de la ohambre, sans qu'il ait 6l6 nioessaire de
;

refouler.
" Kn ex[>^rimGntant avec

un canon-obusifr de 22 centimetres, Xo. 1, n)odile
1842 (Art. 220), on a ^galoment tir^ 40 coups, dont les vin^ prcuiicrs a la
k. 50 (6 lbs. 12 oz.), sans ^pronver aucune difficult^ ; poor les
vin-^t autres coupe, lee gargouaaes etaieat de la oontenanoo de 2 kilognumnes

char>^ de 3
(4 lbs.

(>|

oz.).

** DaoB oette serie, la charge s'est arrdt<^ des le second coup, au raccordemenl de l*tme avec la chambre, et cettc circonstauce ayant 4t4 attribu^ a ce
que la ^'arj^ousse e'tait encore trop courte, on y a rem^i^ cn fomiant un tampon

avec I'excedant dc la li.;ature, an lieu de labattie cet exo^dant, ainai que cela
Cet exiiedient a r^ussi.
** Ennn, la cliar^e siinultan^ s'est parfaitement
bien exdcut^e avoc le
canon-obusier de 0 m. 22, No. 2."— (Art. 220.)— (See p. 78, Sectimt on Xa
Charge tmulUude Ue$ Bouehe$ h/tu, in the Eaaai of M. Cbarpentier.)
86 pratioue.
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made of

tin of different
reduced cartridges,
clianiher that would otherwise he

were attached

to the

the space in tlie
But neither of these exjx'dients having heen
found to answer, the wads were suppressed, and the
cartridges elongated* suiiicieutly to occupy the whole
length of the chamber, as ezp&ined in the Note on
See also Charpentier, E'^mi sur le Materiel
Art. 217.
de VArtilierie^ p. 79, and the *Aide Memoire NavaUJ^

to

fill

left void.

^

By this contriyance, simultaneous loading has succeeded
perfecdy with canons-obusiers without the aid of the
small-headed rammer (see Charpentier, p. 346 ; also,
in the present work, Art. 428, p. 464 (Locul), and Art.
432). Cartridges of this formation were likew ise adopted
for carroiiades, and all other chambered ordnance, with
this difference only, that, as the chambers of carronades
are hemisphericid at bottom, so their cartridges terminate in that form.
411. The method of simultaneous loading proposed
by the author (see the first edition, Art. 192), and
adopted in the French navy in 1840, having lately
attracted the notice of naval oliicers in this country,
orders were issued in 1851 to make trials of that sysExcellent," and to report me
S.
tem on board H.
results*

Much

mode of
With 8-inch

prejudice existed at first against this

and many evils were anticipated.
chamteredgunsit was found necessary to

loading,

resort to

some

* " La tonne des gargousses ordin&ires ne permcttait pas la charge simulinn^e jTOtir Ics pieces chambr^es, mais tine rorrnff nouvclle doiiiu^e a cea
cargousMcs a rciuhi cette charge {)ossible, et la mOuie m6tliode a dH s apjili^uer
a ]a charge dcs pit^cea obunbraeB." Ex«rcie9$ de$ JBaueha d/eu (fe la MariM,
Avertissementy p. 8.
Cuum-obuaier de 0.22 (8.67 inches) :—
*>

Clmrgp.

No.

I.

No. 9

.

lbs.

uz.

.

7

.

4
6

11.5
6.G

9.9

Diameter of Flof.

Length of CdrtridgB.

Incbas.

Inctiefl.

4.69
5.48

10.24
9.06
9.81

4.73
4.99

8.27
7.88

OuMQ-clnuier do dO ^—

4
8

6.6
6.9

2

F
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sucli expedient as tbat described in the notes p. 98, to
ensure the reduced cartridge being properly set home
This has
in the chamber simultaneously with the shot.
been efifectually accomplished by placing a cork wad a
(fig. 37) in the top of ever^ reduced cartridge, of a
height sufficient, together with about half the shot, to
occupy the whole length of the chamber, upon the principle stated in Art. 123, Note b, instead of putting a
grummet wad over the reduced cartridge to keep it in
its place, as heretofore practised on board the " Excellent" (see Note a, in the article just quoted), so that the
shot on receiving the blow of the rammer-head may
cause the cartridge, with the cork wad, to spring into its
place in the chamber.
Fig. 37.

412. After repeated trials with guns of all calibres,
from the 10-inch gun to the 6-pounder, with single and
double shot, and with shells, no objection whatever was
whilst the advantages to be gained are
experienced
important by obtaining greater rapidity of fire, and a
considerable saving in labour, by ramming the whole
charge home at one operation.
These results were forwarded to the squadron of evolution for further trials under all the circumstances of
service, and particularly when there was much motion.
Such objections or inconveniences, as were found to
exist with respect to the chambered guns, were readily
and the Lords of the Admiralty having witobviated
nessed the success of the experiments made on board
;

;

the " Excellent," directed " simultaneous loading"
established tliroughout the fleet.

to be
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only disadvantage arising from the adoption of

this expedient is that the bulk of the reduced cartridges,

mad oonaequently

the space required for stowage,

is

as

ereat as for those which contain the full service char^
but thia is so trifling an inconvenience compared with
the magnitude of the evil overoomo, that it is not
wortliy of consideration in ships armed witli a limited
niimlK-r of shell-^-iiiis, according to regidation, and does
not amoiuit, we believe, to more than the hulk of two or
three ammunition cases in a line-of-hattle ship.
413. in this manner simultaneous loading is as easily
practiaed with chambered, as witli other guns, and the
importance of this method of loading may be stated
thum ^that in whatever k portion the operation of
loading may be qmckenea, in the same proportion is
the actual force of the broadside battery practically

—

iucreased, as if

i

it

consisted of a greater

number of

gUIlf.

414. The 10 and 8-inch guns were introduccMl into
Navy confessedly as analogous ginis to the
French canons-obusiers, and being like them designed
principally for ahell-firing and provided accordingly,
were Uien denominated shell-gnns/' But all natures
mnd deaoiiptions of naval ordnance being now provided
for ahell-ming, this nominal distinction has ceased to
exist, and those guns should now be contradistinguished
fr« »ni others, hv their inherent distinctive characteristic
chambered guns."
415. Seeing tliat gi'cat inconveniences have been
ex|>eneno<'d both in tlie French and Ihitisli sn vi^-es
and it may be added in all others from the iliiliculties
which the contraction of the chamber, of whatever
formt presents to the operations of loading; and that
inma having no chambers may be loaded with perfect
facility, simplicity, and rapidity, without the aid of any
•dventitious expedient, it may well be asked how far
it is necessary, convenient, and advantageous, or the
n-vt-rs*', that the guns tVnm ^\bie]l shells are to be fired
and wlu tber (be trunealed eune,
frlioiiM 1«* cliami'ercd
which we alone have adopted, is the U»st form of
2 F 2
th** British

—

;
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—

chambers for guns designed for horizontal firing as no
doubt it is for mortars ? (Art. 123.)
416. Much has been written, many elaborate investigations made, and experiments tried, with chambers of
all forms and shapes, conical, qrlindrical, spherical, and
with some of these forms reversed to ascertain in
which description of chamber the impulsive force of the
powder acts with the greatest effect against the proThe antfcor
jectile, and consequently upon the range.'
has carefully and fully consulted all the more important
works and documents which treat of this subject, and
referred to the experiments which were made at AYoolwich (in 1787-9) and elsewhere and has no hesitation
in coming to tlie conclusion at which Dr. Hutton
that, however mathematical speculations may
arrived,
show a preference to one form over another, it is found
that form is very immaterial, and that in practice the
chief point to he observed is to have a chafliher of a
size just sufficient to contain the charge of powder, and
no more, so that the projectile may always be in contact
;

;

witli the powder.'* *

417. To fulfil, completely, this impoiiant condition,
obvious that part of the chamber the whole, as
appears in Fig. 37, p. 434, being, notwithstanding the
introduction of the cork wad, too long might vdih
advantage be removed.
Chambers cannot be wholly
dispensed with in guns of such high calibre as those of
8 inches and upwards, without augmenting considerably
the weight of the gun, and increasing the guns* crews
on already crowded decks, and without incurring fresh
diiliculties in using reduced charges in bores of that
diameter; but it does not follow that the existing

—

it is

—

* Though it he agreed that chambers of a spherical form, or in the fonn of
a pear, cause the pfreatcst effects to be prtxlnced with a ^ivtn charge, yet the
difficulties which tliey give rise to, botli with rcB|^ct to the formation of the
fire-arm itself and that of tlie charge (los muiiiiious), have iDdaced artillerisU
to make the chambers oyUndiioal to all howitien and to moat morlan.
Chambers in the form of truncated zones are disadvantageous on account <lf
Tmile F.Uimntaire <V Artilleriey by Dt?cker.
the form of the cartridges.
k Dr. Hutton.
See, in particular, the article Chamber*, in hia
Philo-

—

'

•ophical Diotkmaiy.*

kjiu^
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chambers should not be reduced in capacity and length.
Although, by the employment of cartridges with wads,
the stowage-room of filled ammunition, in boxes, is in
no ship increased by more than that which is necessary
for six cases, yet every ship must take a certain proportion of spare wads of cork or light wood, for filling and
completing the regulated number of reduced cartridges
make up for those that have been expended and it
will hkewise be necessary to provide supplies of these
to

;

wads

and

home

or abroad.
Is
actual experiment, whether the chamber of the 8-inch gun of 65
cwt. might not be sufficiently shortened to fulfil the
conditions specified in Art. 416, and so render the cork
This would reduce the
or any other wad unnecessary ?
chamber to a form and capacity which, on the one
hand, would satisfy the objections to the suppression of
the chamber, and effectually remove the evil arising
from the chamber being, as at present, too long.
418. It appears by Fig. 37, p. 434, that a space of
about 3 inches would be left void between the projectile
and the reduced cartridge, were not the cork wad, as
represented by the dotted lines, inserted in the head of
If, therefore, the bore were continued
the cartridge.
cylindrically 3 inches further than at present (Fig. 38,

it

in all arsenals

stations at

not, therefore, desirable to ascertain,

by

c

sec also Plate II. Fig.

14), the conical part to

com-

mence where the cylinder produced from A to B ends,
the depths cut away at B and C would only be 0.225
Digitized
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incli each,

Pak

IY.

the quantity dimmiehing in proportion

to the convorprence of the sides of tlie old and new
cone, the total (juantity of metal to be removed ^vuuld Ik3

35^ cubic inches, and the weight only 9 lbs. G ozs., and
would admit of the projectile bein^ in
contact with the powder contained in a reduced cartridge.
419. The inconvenience which principally accompanies chambered ordnance is, that the capacity of the
chamber, which is calculated for exacdy receiving a
charge, is too great to be filled when a reduced chaige
this small quantity

M

Now the proportion of the lengtli to Ae
of a chamber having the form of a conic
frustum ha^ not yet been determined and it ap]>ears
to tli(' author that no established principle in guiinerv
would be inlringed, but rather benefit would be gainttl,
by shortening tlie chaml>er8 of our 8-inch guns of 65
owt.y and even those of 50 cwt., to the extent requisite
for adapting them to the reduced charges. The expedient used by the French artillerists to overcome the
inconvenience of the cvlindrical chambers in their shellguns, when reduced diarges are used, or when simultaneous loading is practised, is to make all tlieir cartridges of the length of the chamber nearly (Art. 410,
Note b), and the areas of the transverse sections proNow, although
portional to the weights of the charges.
it is stated by M. Charpentier, in his £s8ai above
Sioted (Art. 409, Xot( ), from some experiments^ that
e diminution of the diameters of cartridges, the
charges being equal, had no influence on the ranges;
yet from other experiments which have been made in
fVance, as well as elsewhere, it has been found that, in
projecting both solid and hollow shot, with equal
charges, the cartridge which has the greatest diauu tor
gives to the shot the greatest initial velocity' (Art.
is

introduced.

mean diameter

;

It ap]x?ar8 from various publications, and from the facts state<l in the
several (Mirts of this work, that chambered ordnance are losing favour as weU
lo tlie French land lervioe as in that of the navy ; it is pronoaed* to abdiih
tbo fi«Id serfioe howitaer, and anbrtitota 12-poiinder gnna withoat dbanbcn*

• Voarmn, SjrtteM d'Artilkrie de Ckm]>u£ ne de Loui»-Napoleoo Bonaparte, Pi^idat
d•UI^pabl^1le(llov]bBIlmortlMFmcb),|«rlf.FafA 1851. (SwAppcadkB.)

iju,^

jd by
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It would be preferable, therefore, to shorten the
154).
chambers of our 5-inch gons sa£Giciently (about 3
inches) to permit the projectile to be in contact with
the cartridge when a reduced charge is employed, and
thus enable the expansive force of the powder to exert

the greatest effect ; while the gentle contraction of the
cliamber at the place where it unites with tlie cylindrical bore would permit a cartridge contair)ino; a full
charge to lie witliout derangement in the chamber and
the adjoining part of the bore.
The shorteninc: of the chamber would be advantageous in another respect in firing single shot or
shells with reduced charges, and particularly in £ring
double shot, when greater charges than 5 lbs. cannot
be used, the unoccupied part of the chase being about
half n calibre longer with the diminished than with the
usual chamber, the projectile would be acted upon by
the charge during a longer time under the guu&nce of
the bore, and thus both the initial velocity would be increased and the direction of the fire more correct.
420. The 8-inch gun of 65 cwt. possesses, as has been
shown in Art. 246, prodigious strength in resisting the
extraordinary charges with which it was tried d outrance, and which far surpassed anything that could
have been expected or designed it may, therefore,
well admit of the abstraction of so small a quantity of
metal as that of 9 lbs. If it should appear on trial,
however, that the removal of this small quantity of
metal would so far weaken the gun as to be inadmissible in existing ^ns, that alteration might at least be
made prospectively in any new gun that may be reqxured, by adding to tiie thickness of metal in that
part of the gun as much as is taken from within. How
far this partial removal of the evil arising fix>m tiie
chamber l>eing too long can be carried in the lighter
8-inch guns is a question which actual experiment only
can answer ; but, however this may be, if the shortening
:

;

as equally adapted to fire either 'shot or sbells, and to admit of for earier
loadug and quicker firing, to %vliich the French attacht moat juitlji as muoh
importanoe in military as in naval actiona.
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of the chamber of the 8-inch gtm of 65 cwt. can be
effected with safety and advantage, considering that
tliis p^iin enters so much more largely than the ughter
8-iiicli guuR into the armament of our ships and vessels,*
there can be no reason why that advantaf]^e slioulJ not
be taken, although it may not be procm*able in the
lighter

guns of that cla^.

SBOTION

v.—ON THB MANUAL

BXEBOISE OF NAVAL
ARTILLBRT.

421. Although, for the reasons stated hereafter (Art
423), it is not the author s intention to insert in tins work
the regulated mannal for the exercise and service of naval
ordnance in the British service in general, as taught on
board the Excellent,'* he cannot altogether omit to notice
a most valuable addition which that important Gunnery
School contributes to the security of the country and
the efficiency of the navy, in instructing the men of the
Coast Guard and of tlie Preventive Service, in the exercise and i^i actiee of Naval Gunnery, whether employed
in manning our coast batteries or our ships.
The Coast Guard in Great Britain and Ireland consists
of about 3300 men, the Preventive Service of about
560, These men are all trained and practised to the
exercise and use of naval artillery in the following
manner. One inteUigent man of the Coast Guard from
each district, and a certain number from tlie vessels employed in tlie Preventive Service, are gJent to Portsmouth, wliere a hulk is appropriated specially for their

aeeonimodation and instruction, distinct from tlie establishment of H.M.S. the "Excellent;" and these men are
carefully instnicted in the

gun

exercise

and

practice,

according to the instructions taught in the ^^£xoellenV'
and established in the Boyal Navy.
When complete in their course of instmction, and
well trained to the practice, these men return to thdr
respective districts, and there instruct and train by
*

See Parliamentary Paper, No. 228.
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men belonging to the districts
being established in convenient localities, and
the ammnnition, projectiles, and stores being liberally
provided by the Government. Thus all the men of the
Const (xiiard are drilled to precisely tlie same exercise
as the men in the " Excellent," and re a certain numher
Many of these men having served
of shot every year.
in ships and vessels of war, are moreover possessed of
some knowledge of naval p:nnnery as practised at sea.
The men of the Boat Brigade are drilled to gun-boat
service by instructors from the "Excellent;" they are also
made to practise targetrfiring from the fixed land batte-

degrees the whole of the
batteries

All the men
thus trained are inspected periodically by an officer
highly capable of judging of their proficiency/
reserve of seamen or sea-faring men trained to the
gons has thus been created at small expense ; and these
men, though belonging to a civil department, would, no
doubt, enter the naval service in case of any emergency.
Tlieir places would immediately he filled by other men,
who would he trained in like manner; and these, like
their predecessors, w^ould be available in time of need
for the naval service.
422. Orders for Manual Exercise for the Boat Brigade
and Coast Guard.

ries established in the principal arsenals.

A

On coming

to the gun, 1 and 2 see the lixxkB fixed and fit for ii0e»
vents clear, sights a^jveted to the distance required ; they worm»
sponge, load, and ran out without further ordens.

At

the

word

opens the tnbo-box with his
his right, and primes " Prime."

No.

1

—

Prime"
left

At the word

hand, takes out a tube with

**PcitU,"

No. 1 retires to the fall extent of the trigger-line, leaning well over
on his right Imee, keeping his left foot clear of the recoil. 'The
handspiko-men pick up their handspikes, keeping them clear of the
brackets ; the rest of the Nos., with the exception of 2, double in

•

By Commander Jemingham, R.N. (who was moisted

the Bpcdal purpose), aasistod also
instructon.

to that ihip for

by gunnen sent tiom tha " ExcelleDt ** as
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to the sido-tacklo falls
assist handspite-men.

—

*'

Pasv

With heavy guns

Point."

At the word "

it.

2 and 11

Elemte**

the handspiko-mon place their handspikes on the steps of the
camage, under tlie breechinp;, and mise the gnn off the coin 2
Hte])8 in witli liis left f(M»t in a line with the gnn, kee]iiiig; the ri^ht
clear of the recoil, and withdrawn the coin to the fall extent
lumdspike-men lower the gon slowly and steadily. At the word
*' WeU,** 2 forces hi the coin, and when he feels tiie wei^t of Ae
Doa\ti " to the handspike-ment spnngmgnp
gun, gives the w( »i d
to Uie safety position on the right ** Elevate."
;

—

At the word

*^Ready,"

No. 2 steps up to the right of the gun, clear of the rear axletree,
cocks the lock with his left hand, and retiree ; the rig^ rear man
attends the train tackle.

At the word

Fire,^

with a snitahlo jerk, springing np to the safety position
Fire."
on the loft. Handspike-men ground their handspikes.
No.

1

fires

At the word ^^SkpUm Fm^,"
No. 1 makes np the trigger-lme hand orer hand, and lays it aeroas
the neck-ring, forces in a "Vent-plug with his left hand, keepinij; his
thunih on it, and his fingers extended along the vent-fieldj he half
Stop the vent."
cocks the lock with his right hand.

At the word "J^hami,"
the Kos. man the train tacUe, except 1, and 8, and 4, who
overhanl flie side-tackles. When the gim is in, I gives the word
all

"WelL"

"Rnnm."
At

the word

**

Sponge"

Kos. 3 and 4 step inside the breeching together, 3 with his right
leg, 4 with his left; C faces outwards {Uid takes up the 8i>ongi»,
with his right hand over and left hand under, and gives it to 4,
who receives it in the same manner, /otcm it hard horns to At hotkm
of the }>f>re iu tico motions, gives it two round turns, withdraws it hand
over hand, gives it two smart t4ij>K under the muzzle, and htjs it
quietly aeroNs tlie hreeching; while the qp<mge is withdrawing, 6
takes up the rammer.
Sponge."

At the word

"Zooif,'*

No. 8 receives the cartridge fiom the powder-man placing inboard)
and enters it seam sideways and bottom first, to uie full extent of
his aim; 5 gi^M shot and wad to 3, who enters them 4 receives
the rammer from 6, with his right hand under and left over, and,
assisted l»y 3, forces all h(mio together, hand t>ver liand, giving
them two smart blows; they then quit the rammer while 1 j>ricks
the cartridge, to ascei-tain that it iw home, and gives notice to 4.
;
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No. 3 fikWB the stdp^s side 4 Hprings the Tammer, and Uiys it quietly
aoTOW the breeching; 6 retuniB it, 3 and 4 step out togeuier, 5
and 6 thiow the dde^^uskle-fiUls to the rear. ** Load."
;

At

tho

word "

JRun

oiUt*'

No8. man the side tacklcn except the right rear man, who
attends the tiain^acUe, and 1, who heeps the gun hearing on the
When the gim is out, 5 and 6 coil down the side-tackleobject.
«< Run out."
&1J8.
all the

At the word " Extreme

7>'am, Muzzle to the liujld or Left''

Nos. 3 and 6, or 4 and G, Khift the Bide-tacklo to the bolt of the
next port ; 6 keeps tho bpongo, rammer, and worm in a line with
the gun ; right rear man the train tackle ; handspike-men assist
with their handspikes.

At tho word

Sqitare the

Gun"

Nos. 4 and 6, or 3 and 5, shift the side-tiicklo to tho quarter-! >olt,
6 keeps the sponge, rammer, and worm in a line with the gun
right rear man the train^taokle ; handspike-men assist with their
handspikeB 1 looks out till the dispart is on with tho centre of
Well I Muzzle to the right or left."
the port, and gives the word
;

The dektS/or fighting

both

/SScfeff.

Nos. 1, 3, and 4 never leave their guns. 1 primes as the gun
goes out, ti^ng care not to cock the lock till the muzzle is dear
of the port Rill, and not to fire till the side-taokle-&llB are coiled
down. After tho order *'Fire," he gives the word "Run in,"

when

tho rest of the Nos. fall in to the truin-tackk'.s of the {j^ins
and at tlio order " i^ponge and Load," he Hteps up to
;
the right of the gun clear of the rear axletrce, and gives sponge and
rammer to 4, at the same time serving the vent. 8 receives tho
cartridge from the powder-man, provides and enters shot and wad.
The rest of tho Nos. fall into tho train-tackles of tho <;nins on tlieir
After the first round, they j^o from the train-tackles of tho
right.
gxms they have run in, to the side-tackles of the \xnn^ to he run
out, taking up their places as at their own guiib, and reumin at
in.
those gons imtil they are again
all

on their

left

nm

Worck of Command for fvjhting

—

Man

lx)th

Sides,

both sides"—'* Prime" " Point"—*' Muzzlo to tho right"
Elevate "—** Keadv "—" L<>ft puis "—
"Muzzle to the left
" Fire"-—** Sponge and load"—" Fire"—" Sponge and loiid"
" liun
ont**—" Fire*-«»« Sponge and load**—" Ron out*
" Fire*'—" Cease

—

**

—

—

firing."

the word " Secure" (if out-hoard),
word " Elevate," takes out the coin, and places the
narts of tho train-t^ukle under the cascablo 2 unhooks and ovornanls the traan4ackle ; 8 and 4 pnt in tiie tompion, haul np the
half-port, secure the side-tackles, and hook the train-tackle to the

At

No.

1

j^ives tho

;
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8i(le-tauklo-])()lt,s
5 and 0 asKist 3 and 4 in lianling-taut ami
Becuring Bid&-tackle» roar men 8oizo tho broechiug, itationaiy
powdflMnan ivliu'iis tho powdor, snd thd oztni ono bwbIm thd dodt
;

;

At

the word

*'

Secure^ (if in-board).

pives the word " Elevate," takes out the coin, places the bed,
sees the <^nn laid square l>etween tho hoiising-bolts, and that all
the numbers ])orforni their duties correctly ; 2 prepares the tniintackle and superintends bousing taut the frappings under 1 3 and
4 put in the tompion and pass the muzzle-lashing ; 5 and 6 render
the breechmg through the oUneh, olap on the qiiarter«eisingm paa
the frapping-tnrna ready for housing, and prepare the aide-tacklee
for finpping and seooring; stationary- powder-man letwnB the
powder; extra powdeHnan awahe the dedc

No.

1

;

12
StAttonary Powder-mao.

SUtioiury Powder-maa.
SlatioDary IV
Bxtnt PowdcMDiii*

Man
Left Guns

3 remains 3

both Sidks.

5 becomes 4

7, 6 ; 9, 5 ; 11,2; 13, 7 ; 1 renuuns
;
Right Guna: 4 remains 4} 6 becomes 3; 8, 6} 10,5} 12,2; 2, L
:

;

L

Nun WoBDa of OomiAirD.
Prime.

I

Point,

I

Fire.

Load.

|

Utof the VeaU

Hun

Elevate.

Rrndf.
oat.

;cl

by

Google
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423. All British naval officers are either in poflsession
or may readily procure, the code of instructions for
the manual exercise of naval ordnance in their own
feervice.
It wc^uld tliereforc be superfluous, and might
of,

be objectionable, to publisli instructions which are so
well taught and generally circulated but comparatively
few naval oflicers are in possession of the French system
of exercise, and it is a sage maxim that officers should
be well acquainted with the manual and practical
systems of other naval powers : the author tnerefore
inserts the French Exercise, translated into English,
;

that British officers may exactly know the present state
of French naval gunnery, and, comparing it with the
" Exercise " published in the first edition of this work,
trace the progrt^ss which lias been made in tbat impoilaiit
branch of pmctical gunnery since the termination of the
late war.
Thus they may observe the objects to which
the more recent improvements in the French exercise
have been directed and they will not fail to remark,
that the principal of these is rapidity in loading and
;

firing*

424. Exercise of the great guns in use In the French
navy.*

The great attention g^von of late years to Naval Gnimeiy has led
to iiHcful ami important modifications, both in the fittiBgp and alaa
in the maiiiu'r of workinp; and loading the guns.
These iiiodilications liave rendered the hmt exereise, puhlished in
1834, anti<iiiatt d, although of recent date, and it has become necessary to re-arrange it.
The principal improreiaeiitB ia the fittings are the elevsticm eig^

• Translated from * Les Exerciccs des Bouches k Feu en usage dans li
Marine.
l^ublished by authority of the Ministro de ]a Marine et dtt
'

Colonies.

Want of space for the insertion of the new matter which rec<;nt ijni»roTein gunnery have rendered necessary, withoat increesing too mnch the
hulk of tlie Ixx^k, has induced the author to make some retrenchments in the
He
Pa^^er on tlie French Gun Exercise Avliich was jiiven in the third edition.
has done so by leaving out merelv tlic details ol the motions executed l»y tb«
ini{x>rtsDt
men in the perfonnence of their several duties. All the moie

mente

—

matters, whicli constitute the OOUrse of general iustnictioii ^loading, pointing!,
and firing, with the stowage and the supply of aounuiiitioD, have beea
retained.
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gnwntiiflt wads.
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tabes, stop coins,

and

split

The eleration sights have given to tho pointing an accuracy, a
facility, and a quickness, which it never had heforo.
It is tnio that
in close action, when the vision is obscured by smoko, tin* ]>on(ifi.t
of this sight is diminished, although it still gives a good indication
but the advantage is restored when, {h>m the distance of the objuct,
the fire is slow, and the smoke is blown away by the breese.
The peroossion hammer, the oonstniction of which is so solid and
the use so siniplo, and the detonating tubes, have replaced with
great twl vantage flint locks and tho ordinary tubes.
With percussion locks and tub«'S has disapjK'ari'd tho use of the
powder-horn, which caused accidents and delayed tlie priming. Tho
fire is instantaneous, and accidents to the lock are more rare and
easier to be repaired.
The match is only used as a stand-l^.
The stop-ooiaa which are used in ooast batteries are also an im]X)rtant improvement
they are easily workc^l.
The iron crow
(/'mce), which was so cumbrous, which caused wounds, and wore
,*

:

out the deckij,

The

is

almost laid aside.

grummet wad, from whioh a pieoe of abont

split

0.8 of

an

inch is cut out, has the great advantage of rendering easy the
simultaneous loading of the whole charge, and also tj\kes up little
room on board. However, the use of junk wads is not altogether
explodr d but they are used only in exceptional cases, whioh will
be indicated.
These alterations in the fittings of ordnance have, of course,
brought out others in the loading, pointing, and firing.
In working the guns there is a great tendency to too much rapidity.
That tendency is blameable, since precipitancy leads to
inaccuracy. Now it must be remarked that,
working guns, two
distinct features exist, viz., loading and pointinjj;.
One of these, the pointing," cannot be done with too much care
and method: the captain of the gun should be all oalmness and
;

m

attonticn*
The other,

*'tho loading," on tho contrary, oannot be done too
to accidents to the gun or crew.
clear that, other things being equal, the advantage in action

quickly,
It is

if it

do not lead

and, should it happen that, fn^m
to the quickest loader
the proximity of the ships, pointing is only an accessary, it is
evident that the day would be gained by those that were trained to
the quickest loading.
These considerations appear decisive and some trials have lately
been undertaken, from the results of which their correctness has

would bo

;

;

been established.
The " pointing," then, should bo slow, careful, and metho€|||cal.
The <* loading^ should be done as quickly as possible.
It is with this view that we employ two loaden^ and the introduction of the vhob (harge at once.
The assistance of two loaders in spoDging, loading, and xanuning
home, makes it quick and sure.
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The form of the ordinary cartridge did not allow of the simultar
noous loading in chanibtred gims but that difficulty ha« be^
:

obviated by a new form, which allows of the aame "iftt^o^ of
loading in chuml»ered and other guns.
From the pixicediug we Bee what ought to be the view proposed
in this publication*
To prove all the modifications introduced into tlie ezeroise, and to
give c-lear forms to the teaching of the pointing ; also all the knowledge which so important a branch of the exercise merits.
Also to adopt and teach all methods UKofiil to quicken the fire,
which experience has sanctioned. In the detail, it h.i« Ix'en tried to
keep as much as possible to the old form, the words of which arc
already in men's memories. In new matter it has been endeavoured
to asBumlate it as mnoh as possible to Hie old.
It has been also an object to expunge a great deal of naelesn
verbiage* which has only been hitherto preserved by fi>roe of
habit.
Ever^'thiug, not l>eing exactly in the exercise, has been put in
the notes, as wjus done in the fonjier editions.
Lastly, to comj)lete as muck as jiobsiblo what ought to Ik? the
course of instmetioa of a seaman gonner, all the scattered fragments

have been reimited in a manual, and submitted to the Minuter of
Marine.

A Table of the Numbeb of Mbn for the difltrent Oum is tibt Fbbpck Kavt.
QUNS.
D>ilywttoioftlieM«D.

ae-yr. and

30-rr.

and

StieUOoDof

18-Pr, la-Pr.

•ndSbeU

•

St.

Giptaiii of

Um Qan

PowdorMaa
Total

.

.

1

1

1

1

1

IS

10

8

6

s

.

•

I

1

1

1

1

.

.

14

la

10

8

4

EXEBCISE.

CUarkig for Actimu

425. The guns on each deck are divided into two divisioDB^eadi
commanded by an officer; and each of these divisions is subdivided
into two sections, commanded by officers or midshipmen.
The clearing for action is denoted, according to oircmnstanoeBv

by—

\

The ordinary beat of drum
The quick beat and
The 'gentele."
;
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The ordinary beat denotes tliat there will be only a himiile exeron one siae only, and that it will be on Hiat deok and on that
aide where the drum ia heal
The quick beat, on the contrary, denotoa that the exeroiae wUl.he
general, when hatchways are covered, magazines opened, wings
lighted, magazine and fiiissjigt^ men at their stations, pumps rigged,

ciie,

stores provided,

and gunn

ca«t loose

The **g^niMle" denotes

on both

sides.

that every preparation whatsoever for

hatUe ahmild he taken.

At

tAe Ordinary Beat.

The crews

repair to their g^ms on the side where the drum is beat»
and place themselves according to the quarter bill. (The guns are
supposed to be loaded and secured ontlx)ard, jus in harbour if they
should be housed or secured outboard for sea, they will be cast
loose immediately.)
;

426. The aocompanying plate (Fig. 42) illufitrates
very distinctly the mode practised in the French navy
of passing up by hand, and through scuttles opened in
the decks, the cartridge-cases for the supply of tlie
ordnance in the several fighting decks, and of returning
the empty cases to the magazine.
The frames for
receiving the cartridges are not placed in the scuttles
until the crew are CiiUed to quarters, hut are kej)t on
the fighting decks the scuttle is, till then, closed with a
tompioD. The man below, placed on the orlop deck,
receives the cartric^e-case from the magazine, and keeps
it in readiness to place it in the frame above, as soon as
the preceding cartridge is taken out. The man on the
middle or main deck, according as the ship may be a
three or a two-decker, is, in like manner, always prepared to slip a case into the frame over his head for the
supply of the main deck, or upper deck. The man
above is represented as putting an empty case into the
canvas hose, down which they slide through all the decks
to the orlop.
The process shown by the drawing is for
the supply of the upper deck and for the return of empty
Each deck is supplied in like
cartridge-cases from it.
manner by a separate arrangement, and the same
method is adopted in ships of all classes.
:

2 o
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Illustration of the

on

tiMMvof

Past IT.

French mode of handing ap Cartrk^ for tlie supply of the Battcriea
to tkc
afinM«te SUp^ul «f Ntoniiv th« cmptjr Onrlri^B*

Omm

Orlop.
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At Tas Oabsa J^ravide the tStares."
1^ 1st and lst^\ men tnm the ship's side place the sponge

2nd and 2/uf| andTsmmeronihc deck-beads inboard, the
sponge inside next tbe gun. Sponge cap off. Let down half ]>ort8,
provide match tub, s-vvub, fire-bucket, and lantern. The 2nd man
from the Hhip'b side, on tlu> left of tlic gun, provides shot and wads,
3n/ o/w/ 3ni' take the hundwpikes, place them on the steps
4th and 4^A | of the carriage
raise the hreech, so that the
captain of the gun can draw out the wads and train tackle (if tliey
are kept inside the carriage), and place bed and coin. The handspikes are then placed on tlie deck, tlio thick end towards the ship*s
I

;

The

Nus. attend to the side tackles.
on die Left hooks the train tackle, the single block tO
tlie ring-bolt in the dock, the donble block to the train-loop.
7%$ Sth Man on the Might puts on
apron, and provides seizings,
rags, &c., which are kept in a cartridge-case.
Tlw last Man on the right of the 2nd gun of each section provides
(and lights if tiring is ordered) the mutch ])Iaced in the tub of the
section.
At guns of 36-pounders the <ith man assists the />th.
sufi&cient number of powder-horns filled are kept in the magazines
side.

The 5th

s<inie

Man

A

ready

fear

handing up

required.

if

lit Powdsrmian provides his ease, and, if firing is ordered, goes
to the screens for a full case.
TTie Captain of tlw Gun provides tube-box: thumb-stall, or ventplug, and prim inp;- wire attached to his tube-b(jx he places his gun
in the best position for filing, and overlooks his gun's crew.
;

Ncs. at a

Own manning

one sOs,

1

1

2
3

2
3

4

4

5

6
6

6
Chief

Piovider.

At

,

^

^piick beat

of dnm.

As* soon as the orews are assembled on the side ordered to be
manned, the officer commanding the battoiy gives the order •* Provide stores for both sides," when the men on the right of the gun
turn to the left, and go over to the opposite gun. The sponger
becomes the captain.
The men to the left of the gun and the powder-man remain with
men from the ship's side pass to the
the captain. The Ist and
n^t of the gun ; ihe 3rd, 4th, and Mli remain on the left.

2^

*

These are

men on

opposite sides of

tlie

gim.

2 a 2
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—

Then at each Gun
Men do what in pre.soribcd, iu manning one side only« by
the l8t and 2nd men from tho sliip's Kidc.
Tlie 2iui Men do what is prescribud, in manning one side onl^-,
by the 8id and 4th men from the ship's side, and hook also ue
TTie 1st

train-^acfcle.

TU

Capimn provides his tnbe-box, and

all the artiolee

oxdered in

manning one side only.
As Hooii aK the provisional captain

the

(or that of the opposite *^nn)
ha« tiuished everything at his gun, he rejoins his proper gun, and
every one resximefi hia propter iio, ; the 5th man on the right puu
on Ins apron.
The 5th men on the left, remaining with their proper captains,
^
proyide as foUow :

—

5th

Man

which

on the

left

of

thg

IH OtM of

lighted if requisite.
ryfh Man on tlie Ifft of tlie 2nd Gun.
are plat ed in the rear of the centre
already there.
is

mA

&o(kmi.—The match*

—Vent-bits and worm, which
gun

of each section, if not

—

NoTB. The dismoonting-geaTf spare otiriages, and t spare
breeching fbr each section, oiuj^t to be ready on the lower deckt
or orlop.
Boarding weapons are provided and inspected by their owners.
bth Man on t/ie Uft if tlie 3>ti Gnn.
Boxes containing musket
and pistol cartridges, which are placed ready for distribution to

—

hoarders.
2nd-iiMiiters of each BaUery take their bags, which are prepared
beforehand ; passage-men ta^e their screens and funnels, and place
them in the hatohways which have been' shipped by carpenters and

caulkers.

NoTK.

—

If clearing for action

by

night, the ports will all

be

opened together, and only by the express order of the officer of tlio
Imttery ; the half ports must never be lowered in this case without
orders.

The " Genh-aUr
The "G('n6rulo" comjirises all arrangements for battle, both as
to manujuvriug and working the guns.
Ah soc)n as it is bvat the
orewB renah* to their guns, on the aide indicated, cast them louse,
provide tneir stores, according to the orders, and as laid down in
the general exorcise.
If clearing for action at night, the hammocks sre stowed in the
nettings by the men stationed in t(>])s sail-trimmers make all their
anaugements for action the masters of the different departmcntH
see that the stores for replacing wounded spars, ropes,
are in
tlieir proper places.
Mustering.
;

;

Mustering is dono at each gun at the same time. The captainB
report to the officers of sections, who see every Uxiug correct, and
report to the officer of the battery.
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Point:*

428, The captain of tlie gnu xaises Ids Big^t to ike notch indicated by the officer, and aoooiding to the chaige which he Imowa to
Ihj in the gun.
Then he pkoes himself to Uio right of the train
and

tackle, left foot flat
out, left
coin.

advan(><Ml.

hand upon the base

ring,

knee bent, right leg

stretclH

cl

and the right hand grasping the

The 3rd men from the nhip'g side, aided by the 4th for heavy
guns (24 and upwards), take the huidspikeB, phice them on the
steps of the oamage, and raise or lower the breech, at Ibe order of
the captain, until the gun in in the proper line— that is to say,

when the line of sight in directed
much as possible Ti|>on the
point which one ought to sec, when the ship is in her mean of
rolling, or the middle of her roll.
IVlten, dutiii^ Uie roll^ tJie jMAtU of
aijkt passea <u muck o&ow ob bthw the o^^.)
If the pointing is

yerj

obli(j[ue,

he commences 1^ throwing the

gun forward

or aft unlu nearly in the ri^t direction.
Then gets
his correct elevation, and waits for the seoond motion to cozreot
his pointing.

^ Fire,*'

—In two

motion9,

—The d^ptain of the gun waits

until the motion of the
ship brings the object on with the points of his sight; when it is
nearly on he gives a signal, then fires bv pulling strongly the
trigger-line.
At the signal from tlie captain, the Nos. in cliarge of
tlie aide tackle-lallH throw them down clear of the trucks ; handSike^nen ground their handspikes; all the other Nos., except
ose next the ship's side, go quieUy to the train tackle, and draw
*
the gun in to a taut breeching.
The Nos. next the ship's side take the stop-coins and chock tbe
trucks {IS soon as the carriage is clear of tlie port; the captain
1st Motion.

makes up his trigger-line and half-cocks his
The left rear-man chokes the luff of the

lock.
train tackle

the other
;
Nos. close np.
Note. In firing, when there is no danger of the gun running
out again, the stop-coins may be attended by the 2nd men from the
ship's side; the 1st Nos. can then jump in quickly to sponge, and
the 2nd man on i]w. right is sooner ready to ]»ass the K])onge.
2ud Miftion. The 3rd men on the right and left, aidctl by the 4th
for heavy guns, take the handspikes, raise or lower the breech for
the captain to place the gun in the best position for loading.
The other Nos. coil down side and tzain tackle-foils, the handspikes are grounded, and every one resomes his former position.

—

—

**

Stop the

venty sponge,

mid

cjive

the raunuer:''

—

Mothn. The captain of the gun takes the priming-wire in his
right hand, and forces it into the vent to see if it is clear.
He
then serves the vent with his left thmnb imtil the g>m is loaded.
\st
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it,

it off to 8oe if the charge is liome until iKe loaders ha^e
ar uf the muzzle.
'J'lie loader and sponger step to the imizzle, i>«a.s.sing over the
the 2nd man from the right gives the
breec hing and nide taekle
8])niiLi;e to the sponger, whicli lie forces into the piece, and then the
laiuiiier is placed between the loader and sponger, the staff resting

not taJdng
retired

clt

;

on the port and the head on the deck, touchuig the lbr&4TiidL
2nd Motkn, ^The sponger, aided by the loader, tana the sponge

—

at the bott>om of the l)ore, so aa to make use .dso of
he then
the worm, which is let into the centre of the spt^np^ liea<l
withdraws it, turning it round continually, and gives it several
and
then
gives
iV'c,
it to the 2ud man
blows to throw otf any dirt,
on the right he then t<ike« the rammer with his left hand.
the
priming-wire
into
the vent to see if it
The captain introduces
ia clear; if not, he gives the word " sponge," and the 2nd man on
The oi^^rfam
the right gives the sponge again to the sponger.
serves the vent again.
The right rear-man wipes the hammer and inspects the pponge
and nimrnt'r-head the side tackle-faiiii are passed to the two leiirmou, who lay them on the deck.

several times

;

;

;

Loadr
The loader makes a

half-face to the left, receives the cartridge
whieh he enters lH)ttom first he then enters

from the powder-man,
Huocessively shot and wad, whieh are given to him by the 2nd sum
on the left, who resumes his place.
The sponger during this nrevents, if necessary, the charge from
falling, by placing his right nand before tlw mnnue.
As soon as the charge is introdnoed, the sponger and loader foroe
it home to the bottom of the bore hj anooessive motions with the
mmmer at the full extent of th9 arm, pressing strongly against it
;

the 8]>onger makes sure that it is home by the leng:th
at the last
of the rammer, and notifies it to the captain by striking against the
Ho stretches his right arm out, his left hand
fare of the piece.
upon the muzzle, ready to ram home ; the loader places himself
a similar position.
As soon as the powder^nan has given his cartridge he goes for
another, carrying his case under the left arm, having hu lig^t
hand on the Ud.
;

m

" Ram Home:*
The sponger and loader give two blows, the loader then returns
to his place

next man,

;

the sptmger withdniws
places it on the deck

who

niinmer, gives it to the
the sponger then resumes

tlie
;

his place.

As soon

as this is done the captain pricks the cartridge with one
he sees that it is not home, he gives the crder ** ram
home
and the h]H)nger and- loader ram home again.
At the same time the left roar-man places the handspike in the
square ring, r«>ady for the captain to keep the gun square in the
y>oj-t whilst nninin^ out, goes to the train tackle, unehokes the luH*,
takes the fall in his hand ready to ease away in iimuing out.

thrust

;

if
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Tlie right leftMnaa andllie noit No. to the left reax^maa give the
side tackle-£Ekll to the other mem.
The sponger and loader see that the stopKxmiB are easy to disengage.
If tlio oxorciBo continiios, it is resumed from the flooond ozder
after ** prick the cartridge."

**Eun Out:*

—

m

MoOon. ^The oaptam of the gun takee the baadnrake
his
laft hand, ready to dixeot the gon aqnaie in tho port.
Tne sponger
and loader take away the stop-coins and place them in theur Tear,
then they lift the breeching to keep it clear.
2nd Motion. The captain gives a signal with his right hand to
run out square in the port. As soon as it is done, the 4th man on
the left nnahipa the handspike and places it on the deck.
The
Cttptain primes and keeps the giin out }>y placing the side tackle*
they are held by the 2nd men on each side.
fidls over the button
Note. It would save time to place tho tTil>e in the vent as soon
but in action, it must be loft to the
as the cartridge is pricked
intelligence of the captain of the gun to prime at any time before
1st

—

;

—

;

ilie

gon

is

out

429. Notes on the different Orders

at

the

Gnn

Exercise.

On

Prime:*

the onp of the tabe should be piessed close
down on the vent patch, so that the blow of the
should be
efficacious, and that it should not miss fire.
It is essential that

If

percussion tubes are not at luind, or

if

the lock

is

broken,

tlio

priming is done by a powder-horn, which ia slung over the shoulder
from left to right.
The oaptain takes the powder-horn in his right hand, hia little
finger on the trigger, and introduces powder into the vent with hia
priming-wire the vent is filled, and a small train laid before the
vent, and well braised to eosore itB being ignited by the mafcoh.
;

On « Pmntr
given by the captain of the ship.
oroera, or if thm is
no officer near him, his own intelligence must supply the want.
To give the proper elevation, he shonld know what ohaxge, both
of powder and shot, is in the gun.
"NV^hen the captain of the gun wants the breech raised, ho places
his left liand on the base ring and so long as his fingers are raised,
the 1^06. raiae the breech. When he lowm his fingers, tthe breech
is lowered also, hat slowlj^ snd steadily, so that the captain may
follow easily the line of at^^ and thrust home the coin when tlie

The distance of the object

If the captabi of the

is

^on haa not veoeived any

;

elevation is correct.
If the ]X)inting should bo so oblique as to render it necessary to
^ve the direction before the elevation, the captain places hia loft
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haud upon the button, and indioates wiHi his ri^^t how he widifiB
The qniokneBB and falneM of hk motloiiB
When the direction is good* he
indioat^ more or lefis training.
hnngfi his right hand to the button and holds it horizontaL
takes
the
trigger-line the Nos. pres« the
captain
As soon as the
handspikes ag-ainst the brackets, and train to the right or left,
according to onlers given with the left hand, holding the ann out
at full length; when the object is on, he reversott hia haud, the
palm towards the deok.
The signal ready" is made by raisiiig the left arm: l^is
which is preparatory to firing, the signal hemg to let fall qaioUy
the left arm—ought only to be done the very moment before palling
the trigger-lino, so as not to require again the hiindspikes, which,
ihe ouriage moved.

are raised perpendicularly to be clear of the carnage*

JUUetfor ptmtinff.
detail of the exaroise gives a general idea of the roles
]K>inting; hut in action many things may occur to modify them.
There are different modes of pointing, whioh are designated

The

of

bj

the following expressions
Horizontal fire, with the gun in the centre of the port,
£ii Mle.
Gun in the centre of the port, but the axis out of the
Dii'ect.
horiaontal line aooording to tine distance.
ObUmm. ^When in pointing it is neoonsmy to throw the hreec^
towards the bow or stem,
Point for channg," or
order ls>
Point for retreating," to express that the gnn should he extreme
:

—
—
—

me

trained.

—

En plein hoL^. When you point so as to hit the hull of your enemy
near the mainmast.
For the Watei^ine. To point so as to hit the water-line. It is of
advantage, in this mode ^firing, to avail yonxself of tiie enemy's
rolling nom yon.
There is also firing to dismast, but this very nnoertain practice,
which causes nearly every shot to be thrown away, and which was
one of the gravest errors of onr last war, is now almost entirely
exploded.
It ought only to be done at the express order of the captain of
the ship. In this firing you should point at the fore catharpins

—

prinoipallv.

Firing

is called direct

when the

shot strikes the object wiHioat

any previous
It 18

This

graze.
called
ricochet "

last,

'*

which

is

when it strikes the water before the object*
sometimes very advantageous, should be prin*

cipally use<l in smootli water.
Raking fire is when the shot ranges from stem to stem, or vice versd.
Diagonal firing is when the shot takes the direotion from oat4iead
to qnarter.
Tkie captain of tlio gun must bear in mind that in direct firing he
must first get his elevation, and then correct his line of direction.
In oblique firing he must got the line of his object nearly on, then
his correct elevation, and, lastly, correct his line of direction.
If
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were not done in oblique firmg, ono part would derange the

other.

When

fho ship is xoUing much, the gun is laid, as near as posthe deck, and then you wait untU the motion brings
the object on with the points of your sight.
If, on the rontrarv, the rolh'n*!; is moderate, ami the vessel heeling,
sible, jpanllel to

the captain places his gun for the main heel occajsioned I'vthe action
of the wind on the saihj, to which the ship would titmdily lieel if it
was not thrown out by the combined action of sea and wind.
When doable-shotted, yon must point higher as the range is de*
crcjised.
If the tangents do not give the elevation for double shot, the intelligence of the captain of the gun will supply it.
The captain must also look out for yawing, but, as this is slow
and uncertain, he must not wait as when rollimr; and he must not
hesitate to point his gun forward or aft, to get his object on at the
earliest moment.
If the sea is smoo^, jon fire when you roll towards your enemy,
rather than from him, so as to preserve the ehanco of ricochets.
In exorcise, the captains of guns ouglit always to point at some
object, and follow it through rolling and yawing.

The captain

of the gun ought never to fire if his object is not on,
To fire at random is to
the side-tacklo falls are not clear.
wa.ste stores, heat the gun, fatigue the crew, make smoke, and lose
time uselessly. Ho ought never t(j fire if not sure of his aim.
To ignite the tube, the hammer ought to strike itall npon the oup
to make sure of this, the captain mnst hold the trigger-line extended, his hand in a line wiui the hammer, and poll stnmi^y and
without jerking.
If the tnln.' miss tiro, it is changed; but if it bums priming without communicating with the cartridge, he must not prime again
until the smoke has ceased.
To do so he comes up to the left of
the gnn, and then rectifies his pointing before he fires. If any
particles of fire have fidlen on the deck they are eztingnished wim

or

if

a Bwab.
the ship be dismasted, and a portion of sails or rigging hanging
fixed, for fear of setting hre to
the ship.
Billette's** tnbe, which is fixed in the Tent with a
In nsmg
hook, the captain, after having attached to it the trigger>line, goes
to the rear, clear of the recoil, he holds the trigger-line slack, and
fires with a strong jerk, as if he wished to break a line fast at one
of its extremities.
At the moment when the captain lowers his left arm which he
If

over the guns, they should not be

held out, the Nos. let go quickly the side-taclde-fidls : if the water
smooth, and lee guns manned, they may be let go at the signal

is

ready."
It is impossible to haul through the slack <>f the trnin-tackle sufficiently quick on the recoil of the gun ; therefore, at the word.
*•
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** ready," the left rear-man takee all parta in hia hands, and, wHen
the gun is fired, all the Noe. go smaruy to run it in. The sponger
and loader hold the stop-coins ready to oatch the fore tmcka.
If the sliip is rolling so that the gun might nin ont again, the
ri<;-ht n arman ought to nipper the train-taokie with hiB hands whilst
the left roar-man cliokcs the luff.
To enable the 8top-€oius to he easily withdrawn, they should
only be put under the tracks by a gmall part of theur breadth and

obliquely.
**

Stop the Vent, Spotige'*

If the ea]>tain of the

to the nearest ofiicer,

ing

gnu cannot

who

causes

clear the vent, he gives notice

it to

be cleared by the

men

carry-

drills.

It is TCiy important to serve the -vent well, to stifle anj air and
extinguish any fire which might remain in the bore and ignite Ihe
newly-introduced cartridge. This is of the greatest consequence
and no matter how quick the firing may be, the captain munt never
cease to stop the vent as long as the loaders are beloro the gun.
Most accidents may be traced to this source.
Note. On board some ships a vent-plug, which leaves the captain
at liberty, has heea nsed with advantage ; bat it ought to be made
with the greatest exactness, for if badly made it would be dangerous
to use it, as the compression of air in the gon, on introducing the
charge, would Mow it «nit.
The sponger must pay attention not to strike the sponge against
the l>ottom of the bore, so as to break the worm and render it

—

useless.

The sponging should be done with great care, so as to withdraw
anything superfluous, and clean the bore. Whenever the sponge
cannot draw out the bottoms of the old cartridges, a wonn most
be used.
Ta|)]>ing the sponge on the muzzle ought never to last longer than
whilst the captain
liness of the

is

a.scertaining that the vent

sponge ought never

is

clear.

The

clean-

to stop the loading of the gun.

As the exercise directs, it is the duty of the right rear-man to
examine and clean sponge and rammer.
It is during this mc^ion that the gun should be re&eshed if necessary with this view the sponge is sprinkled by hand before it
:

is

put into the gun.

VVnu'Ti there is so much sea as to cause the ports to Ix^ lowered as
soon as the gun is fired, tlie muzzle is laid fair for the scuttle, so
as to allow the sponge to be passed tlirough it.
If two ships are veiy dose, and there is not room to use staff
sponges, rope ones must be used.
It so rarely happens that it is necessary to sponge or even to ram
home a second time with the common gun, that in these exceptional
cases the order may be given vivd voce,

in giving the cartridge tu the loader the powder-man holds
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box opou the shortetit time po88ible, to be ual'e fjom the £Lic of the
neightmuring gtms.
When a caitriilge in found burst in the case it must not be taken
out for fear of spilling the powder. In this case it ia returned to
the magazine, ami notice given of the accident.
the

If

eartri(lji:e l»urst«

in the }»ore, so

Ji*i

to leave a train of

powder

gun, a junk wad in used to acrape up tlie powder.
The bottom of tlie cartridge most be entered first, bo that that
part of it whicb projeotB beyond the ligature may not hinder t^e
cartridge from going home in the bore, or leave pieces on fii e.
Since the adoption of the cliarges of and
it ifi UNtdesH to bleed
tlie cartridges: tho object of doing this, whieh waw not to Htrain
tlie gim, and to make more Hpliuters, hati been carried out by the
in

tlie

J

new charges.
To fitcilitate the

J

,

simnltaneoas loading, that part of the cartrid^

beyond tho ligature should be

cut' to

two inches, and made up in

the form of a cockade, so that tho ball in going home ahould not
jam against the end of the cartridge.
No more than ono shot should bo used, without expres.s orders
from tho officer of the battery. If round and grape are used, the
latter dioiild be entered Uut: in this caae a jnnk wad ahonld be
used.
The wad is always the last, and only one is used, no matter how
many projeotiles. A wad is never placed on the cartridge, as it
diniinishea the range, augments the recoil, and makes the loading
longer.

In the Navy two kinds of wads are used. The split grummet
wad, which has a section of about >8 of an inch cat out to render its
introduction easier, makes it easy to load simultaneously, and keeps
homo in the bore very well, acting as a wedge between the bore
and the shot. It in also very handy to stow away.
The jnnk wad is very easily put out oi i'onn on board, and it
often rct^uircs beating and rolling before it can be entered. It renders the simtdtaneous loading difficult, if not impossible. It ought
only to be used when, the cartridge being broken, it is necessaiy
to scrape up the powder along the bore use when the gun is likely
to remain loaded for some time, as with this wad it wouhl be easy
to draw tlie cartridge out without bursting it; but in tliiw ease the
wad should bo rammed home upon the cartridge, to keep oif the
:

shot

if

rolling about in the gun.

grummet wads be exhausted, they are easily replaeed by a
simple piece of rope, of a size equal to a grummet wad.
If

If the shot wilt not go into the gun, it is put on one side to be
cleaned.
If it jams in the gim, it miuit not be forced, but drawn
out: this is done by raising the breech and knocking the muzzle
against the portsill, or by using the scoop.
The marks on the rammer i£ould be known by night as by day.
They are made for the middle charge at i, and the sponger must
judge of the difference aooording to the charge used.

To avoid bursting the gun, no space shoidd remain between the
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and shot; so that ilie sponger should look corefnllj to
the mark.
In l^ing for another cartridge the powder-man should pass along
tlio side which is not engnged, keeping his case always caxefully
cartridge

shut.

Ton should not ram home too stroufl^y on the chaxge, as powder
rednoed to dust ignites more slowly miai in graias, uid gives less
range.

There is also more danger of driving the bottom of the cartridge
into the chamber, which might be dangerous to the succeeding
cartridge.
captain of the gnn must run his gun out square in the port,
and so that the half-ports may 1m? shipped
but if the pointing is likely to ha oblique for some
if necessary'
time, he must run out the gmi on that bearing, taking care to leave
room for sponging, Ao.
work together, rnnning out hand over hand, and
The
not bj jerks. The left rear-msn attends the train-taokle, which he
keeps in his hand, easing the gun out, so as not to go too sboni^y
against the ship's side, which would start the eharcro.
There is another mode of e^ising the gun out, no matter how
heavy the rolling, which is by taking a turn with the fall round all
parts, which causes more friction.
It is in that case attended by
Doth reaivmen—the left reai^man to ease away, and the right to aee

The

to facilitate the pointing,
;

nnmhm

the

&U dear.

430.

To

leave one

dde and man the

other.

The third man on the right gives the apron to the captain, who
places it on the breech, and causes cacti side-tackle fall to be
He leaves whatever is iiecessarv* on the button.
bracketed.
Numbers on the right of the gun face to the left. Those on the
Captain and powder-man make a half-turn.
left face to the right.
431.

One

side being

manned,

" To man

:

man

the other also.

—

oven guns, if the starboard side is manned of
the port side is manned leave their tiiln'-lxix on the
the right rearman leaves also his apron with small gear.

Tlio captains of

odd guns,
button

to

both sided"

if

—

Nora.—The inms are nxunbered firom forwaid.
tne ri^t and left, ready to go to

Men &ce to

the oorrseponding

gun on the other side.
The three first numbers on the right of the guns which remain
ikce to the left, and the first man on the left faces to the right.
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432. Exercise of tlie Sliell-Guiis of 22 Centimetres
and of 16 Centimetres (30).

(80),

In loading with hollow shot, the shell-gim of 80 is worked in the
h» that of 22 centimetres; and it is only with solid
shot that 8imultancoiLB loading would be used.
In every oaao.
honiispherical cartrirlges should V>c snp])lied.
To obviate the inconvcnicTice of tbes<' cartridfi^eH, and to seek for
means to execute the bimultaaeou8 loadiug with the bhell-gun of
30, whether with solid shot or shell, it hu been ordered to make
trials of ordinaiy cartridges with flat bottoms and elongated with
diminished diameters.
These trials have shown that, with these cartridges so modified,
simultaneous loading may be done either with shot or shell. In
consei^uenco, that mode of loading and the ordinary exorcise may
be confonned to, whether loading with shot or shell.
If {pn^pe is used, a oylindrioal wad should be placed between the
*
cartndge and grape.

same manner

433. Observations on Fighting both Sides.
during independent

If,

side^, the captains

firing,

who remain

the order
at their

is

given to

man

both

guns send immediately

men to the gun on the ri^t ; the man on the left passes the
sponge rammer to the right, and the captain oontinnes his fiie with

their
this

man

as sponger.

The

auxiliaries go to their stations, at the
sponger is lx?come captain.

guns at which the

The captains and crews of the guns wliich are left go as soon as
relieved to the opposite guns ; they do this whether tine guns left
are loaded or not.
Firing on both sides being generally independent* it seldom happens that the guns are being loaded at the same time, so that the
powdeiman is able to supply both.
434. Exercise of the Shell-gun of 22 Centimetres
and that of 16 Centimetres (G.3 in., or 30 Uv.)
mounted on a Naval Carriage using Shell.
(8.(i6 in.),

—

" Pointr
The captain

raises his sight to the degree ordered

by the

officer,

and according to the charge which he knows to Ix) in the gun
then he places himself to the right of the truin-tuckle, left foot
advanced and fls;t, knee bent, right Ic^ stretched out, the IdEt hand
on the base ring, and the right grasping the coin.
The third men, aided by the fourth for guns of heavy calibre,
take the handspikes, place them on the steps of the cnrriage, and
raise or lower the breech, according to the orders of the captain,
until he has got his proper elevation ; tliat is, when the line of
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m^t m directed as mrnsh aa poerible upon tiiat point, wliich one
ought to see when the ship ie in the mean poritfton of her rolling.
If the pointing should be very oblique, ho commences by training
to the right or loft, until

lio

has nearly got

Fourth Order.
The captain

—

direction ;
his pointing.

hi.s rij^lit

then gets his correct elevation, and waits to

rectify'

he

Fire.**

the object on 'vnih the
nearly ou ho gives notice, then lires
with a atitrng puU and without' jerka. At this eignal tlie men let
go the ride-taclde ftUa, handapike-men ground l£eir handspikea.
All the Nos. except the loader and sponger go to the train tacdde,
and run it in to a taut breeching.
The loader and sponger take the stop coins, and choclc the trucks
as soon as the carriage is clear of the port ; the captain makes up

points of his

-waita until the

tsight.

motion

l)rinf!;s

When

his trigger line.

The

left

rear-man chokes the luff of the train tackle ; all the Nos.

close up, flkcing the gun.

Step the vmt--''--qHmge-'prqHire

The captain examinea the Tent with

to load

with

ML'*

his priming-wire to aee

He then etope the vent with his left thumb until
the gun is loaded, not taking it off even to prick the cartridge,
before the loatlers are clear of the nnizzle.
The sponger and loader step to tlie muzzle, pfis.sing over breeching an<l Hide tackles ; the 2nd uiau ou the right gives the sponge to
the sponger, who finoea it into the bore ;
£id man then takes
the rammer with a flat head, and lays it between tlie sponger and
loader, the rammer head toudiing the fore aade-trae, and
staff
resting on the port sill.
The sponger, aided by the loader, turns the sponge several timef;
in the bottom of the bore, so as to use the womi
he tlien withdniws it, still tuniing it round, and gives it a few taj»s on the
muzzle, to knock off any particles of dirt ; he tlien gives it back to
the 2nd man, and takes the rammer.
The captain introduces the priming-wire into the vent, to see if
it is clear
if not, the sponger sponges again, the captaui stopping
the vent all the time.
Tlio right rear-man cleans the hanmior, and examines sponge and
rammer ; the side tackle-ialls are passed along.

if it ia clear.

me

&e

;

;

**Load:*

The Ist man on the left faces half-round, and takes the cartridge
from the powder-man, and enters it bottom first the loader and
;

sponger tbsn press it home to the bottom of the bore bj succesriTe
motions at the fiill length of the arm ; the sponger makes sure that
it is home by the length of the rammer, and gives notice to the
captain by striking on the gun; he then stretches out liis arm,
and, aided by the loader in the same position, remains ready for
ramming home.
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The j^wder-man goes
under hu left arm.

for another cartridge,

*•

4G3
keeping the case

Ram home**

The sponger and loader give the cartridge two blows, ami let go
the rammer ; the captain ascertains that the cartridge in home if
it 18 not, ho makeB the negiiAnre sign to ram home again
if it is
home, he makes the affimiAtiTe Biffn, and the rammer, with the flat
head, is passed to the 2nd man ^is man takes the hoUow-headcd
rammer m his left hand, ready to pass it to tlie sponger. During
;

;

;

this time the Ist

sheil-hox,

man on

and gives

it to

the left stoops down, talcos oif the lid of the
the 2iid man, who ])laces it behind him.

Load with %keU and wadJ*
The sponger and loader lift the shell from the box, and place it
in the bore, wooden bottom first the 2nd man itikm vwaj uie box,
and places it behind him he takes up a wad.
The sponger nncapa the fiuse hy tearing oS a strap upon which
:

;

the cover is pasted.
The loader plaoee the wad on the shell, and pats his left hand
before the mnme.
Note. The loaders should be most oarefiil not to knock the fnse
against the muzzle, so as to expose the shell to Imn^t.
As soon as the shell and wad are introdnced, the 2nd man on
the right gives the hollow-headed rammer to the sponger, who,
assisted by the loader, presses it home strongly to the bottom of
the bore.
The sponger ascertains that it is home by the length of the
rammer, and gives notice to the captain by striking on the gun
the loader and sponger then remain ready, with arms stretched

—

out, to

ram home.

Mam homeJ*
The sponger and loader ram home with two blows the loader
thpn returns to his place. The sponger \vithdraws the r?unmer,
and gives it to the 2nd man on the right, who lays it on tlie deck.
As soon as this is done the captain pricks the cartridge with a
thrust of the priming-wire.
At the same time the left rear^nan
;

places the handroike in the iron rin^, goes to the tnin4aokle,
imoliokes the Inn, tnkes the &11 in his hands, ready to ease the

gun o\if.
The right rear-man, and the last man but one on the left, stretch
along the side-tackle falls. The loader and sponger ascertain that
the stop-coins can be easily removed,

435. Observations on the Exerase of the Shell-gun
of 22, and of 30 Centimetres.
of 22 centim., mounted on the modified naval carprovided with two handspikes and a roller lever diri'ctor.
work it, the lever is shipped in the train-loop, and the rear of

The
riage,

To

sliell-gTin

is
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the carriage is lifted up by wel|^iiiig down upon it ; the two handspikes are also used agaiuBt the oaniage to train the g^.
The shell ought to he entered two or three inches into the bore
before it is uncapped.
If by accident the fuze should ignite before it is entered, there
would bo time enough to throw the shell overboard, an the fuzo
bums nearly a minute l>efore it coTinimnicates with the charge.
If the fuze should ignite when the shell is in the bore, the loader
and sponger step oatside, and tiie oaptain places himself in a line
with the men on the right of the gun.*
If the shell will not enter, it most he retnmed to the shellrooni.
It is

not proper to keep guns loaded with shell, as there are

means of dmwing them out

no

again.

It ^nll not do to fire double shell, as one, and sometimes both,
burst at the muzzle.
When loadinff with ease-shot, the 2nd and 3rd men on the left
place it, like ue shell, nnder the mnasle, so as to he handy for
Joadingt

Bam home:*
happens sometimes in shell-guns of large calibre that the
cartridge is not home, because of the difference between the
diameter of tlio chamber and the diameter of the l>ore the flatheaded rammer should not be withdrawn until the captain is qoite
sure that the cartridge is home.
The negative sign is made hy holding the priming-wire perpendioular orer the Tent-field.
The affirmatire sign is made bj moying the priming-wire smartly
It

;

to the right.

The shell-gun of 30, mounted on the naval carriage, and the
ordinary' gun of 30, loaded with shell, are worked as the shell-gun
of 80, with this exception, that the right rear-man has nothing to
do with placing the shell the left rear-man only goes for the hhcli,
:

and takes back the empty box.
Also when firing shot firom the shell-gan of 80, the common
exercise and simnUaneous loading will he need.
It is aasomed
that cartridges with spherical bottoms are supplied, in which case
the hollow-headed rammer only would be uned.
If the shell-gun of 30 were mounted on the carriage called
** Rommo," the pointing
being done by screw, would be done am

mentioned underneath.
The other orders remain the same nearly.

• No one who roads this and the previous paasaizc, and the various cautions
given in the ro;;nlations for coiuhictinji shell tinui; in tlie British
v
r^rta. 272, 274, li75, &c.), cuu I'ail to perceive at a glauce that a strong pnmd
faeie case of danger to the nwra stands confessed ; and it is quite clear that
those dangers must, as General Paixhans most justly obsfnroi in hm letter
(Art. 3(>5), 1m3 nndti)>liod in proportion «8 those trvacheroiis weapoiit are
accumulated on the decks of a ship.
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his tangent to the height ordered

hy

tiie

and according to the charge which he knows to be in the
gun then he places himself to the right of the tnin-tackle, left
foot advanced and flat, left hand on the boao riag> and the right
hand on the handle of the tscrew.
The 3rd man on the right also seizes the handle of the screw to
assist in pointing, which is done by getting the line of sight in the
mme manner as with common guns.
If the pointing is Tevy obliqne, the captain piooeeds as with

officer,
;

common

guns.

takes his trigp;er-liue, and acts as witli common
Tin.' 4th man on the left ships the lever director
guns.
then,
aided by the 4th man on tlie right, moves the gun to the right or
left until the captain has got hisline of sight.
As soon as tne pointing is done the captain gives the word
ready,'* when the 4 th man on the right nnstdps the lever director
and keeps it clear of the trucks.
Tlie captain

;

436. Exercise ou both Sidea, with the Shell-guns of

80 and 30.
Two

auxiliaries mtist

that of 80.

be added for the gnn of 80, and one for

They are necessary to bring up

shells.

Mm both ndes:'
At this order, the captains who leave their guns deposit their
gear on the button, as in the ordinary exercise.
The Nos. go over to their guns ; the auxiliaries go to the gun of
Uie provisional captain, as 2nd and 3rd men on the left.

437. Shell-Hooms.

The

shell-rooms are placed below the orlop decks, before the

wine-room.

They are secured against fire and damp, with the same care and
in the same manner as the powder magazine.
The bulk-heads which Keparate them from the main hold, which
tanks, should be cased with iron plates.
This
are not flanked
mode of casing will be applied to all small ships.
The shell-room should oe capable of holding its complement of
This is easily determined by the number of sheUs and the
shells.
cubical contents of the hoxcK.
KoTK. A new mode of stowing shells is being tried at tlio present time in a frigate at Rochcfort. It is that they should no lunger
be stowed in boxes. There are compartments, as in the limbers of
howitsers, which unship, and in which the shells are stowed so as
to lake as little room as possible. This is very advantageous, as
the boxes are suppressed and the number of shells doubled without
increasing the shell-room. This mode is now indispcnsablo aftor

—

2
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Paw

the incroaso in the number of slioll-gona in ahips.
may be kept in the wing? or in the orlop.

IY,

Ezerciauig ahelli

438, System of M. le Capitaine do Yaisaeau Lugeol,
of stowing Powder, Shells, and Shot.

M. Lugcol having published an excellent pamphlet on the stowi^
of powder, ahelle, and shot, this system has been followed in til
new ships, and in many of the old ones.
Shd IjK'hrrs. JShot are kept on board in too great numbers to be
In frigates, as in line-of-battle shijw, the
all placed in the lockers.
In consequence, they are
first thinp; is dryness, and next position.
BO constructed that when tho vessel ia i-olling no water can got into
them &om the hold.
Before the shot are placed in the locken they should be robbed
lightly with giease, which should bo renewed every three months.
Every kind of shot should have its separate locker, also one exIn some Bhips
pressly for hollow shot or shells loaded with sand.
this may be placed between tho chain-pump wells and the pump
This i]('])ends up(m how far the main-batehway is l>efore the
well.
mainmast, but the flooring should be raised so as to bo clear of the
water in the hold. It should be well oanlked and payed.
Ftnt SheU-room, From the pnmp-well, in the space between it
and the old wine-room hatchway, commodious looken have been
built to contain a great part of the shells in their boxes. The doors
of these lockers open in tho wings, and the pafwinp; of tho shells is
e^ily arranged either up the main-hatchway or that of the wine-

—

—

room.

—

Second Shell-roam. Against tho '* sac tl terre^^ before the powder
TnagMtine, looiken 70 centimetres deep are made, which do net interfere with the bins in which the wine is kept, as the tap is always
clear.

If these lockers are not sufficient, they may be lengthened on
each side before the biscuit lockers.
All these lockers or magazines open upon that part of the wing
or platform which passes Ixjfore them from one side to the other, so
aa to facilitate the passing up of the shells.

439.

Powder Magazines.

The

batteries are divided into
each supplied from the scuttle on
All powder being made up into

two parts
it>i

own

—sections or

divisions,

side.

good cartridg« s, shut up in metal
cases ilt nnifoim &nensions, there is nothing to prevent the conplete imifonnity of magazines.
The lower planking is well supported as usual. The stanchions
shore up tho orlop beams so strongly that the stanchions in m\^ships may l>o removed this is advanta^ous, as it increases the
room and regularity of stowage.
I*art of tho large stanchions in midships on tho orlop and other
decks are not touched.
:
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The magAzmes are well caulked and payed ; but aa diyiwuti and
the working uf the shm open the eeams, gpreat oare ehonld be taken
to solder the aheets of copper which strengthen the lower half of
the wagaainee. Tina opention lenderB it poosihle to drown the
maj^azino if necessary.
It beinj5 supposed that the vapour arising from the perspiration
of the men may Ix; injurious to the cartridges, openings are made
in the *• sacs d t^ri-e,'' in the form of the letter V, so that the exterior

should not correspond with the interior.
Each opening is covered with a sheet of copper pierced with
holes, and protected hj a trap to intercept draoghts in case of a
storm.

The magazines should be placed as low as possible, to increase
the chance of security when fighting to leeward in a strong breeze,
or with a land wind against a iort tiling rod-hot shot. It is thought
that the erown of the maganne shoiud be placed finom 80 centimtoes to 1 mitre below the orlop deck. At this distance, under
the planking of the orlop, there is in each magazine a solid piece
of timlx)r extending over the whole surface. Tlieso timl)ers are
covered with iron plates instead of lead, because it is better for the
vegetables which are stowed in bulk upon them.
In frigates, vegetables are not stowed there, but the gunner's
spare stores.
Between the crown and the deck the space is measnred so as to
stow in frigates 5 tier of cases, and in line-of-battle ships 0.
A plank is placed for a man to stand on, so that botli in frigates
and line-of-battle sliips there shall only be 4 cases above the plank,
which enables a man to reach the cases.
In lino-of- battle ships the upper ca.ses should bo used up first.
As soon as they are empty tlie magiizine becomes like that of a
frigate ; and it is not necessary to displace the plank, becanse nndemeatli it is stowed powder of an inferior qnality and boat's
ammunition.
It has been thought necessary to separate the handing-rooms,
under the magazine ])assage, from the entrance to the magazines
they have been placed in the angles of the magazine, taking up tho
rie of 4 cases. These '* guerites" are entered by scuttles cut in
:

orlop deck.

There ong^t to be as many passages as there are

batteries to

supply: these passages are placed, in frigates, at the foremost
angles, and in Ime-of-battle ships at the four angles.
It remains to see how the passing up powder can be done without
error or confusion.
Wlien there aie in one battery two different calibres, viz. guns
cf 30 and shell gims, these last are always the fewest ; consequently
if their cases passed throng the same scuttle as those of the guns*
they would interfere with the latter, because they would remain
too long on the stands.
There must be, then, in eacli deck two
scuttles, and a third for the sleeye or wind-sail for the empty cases.
(Fig. 42, p. 460.)
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This arrangement

two

tile

is

made on each deck, forward and

scuttles the foremost

dieU-gons.

one ought

to

Pabt

1Y.

aft.

^

be appropriated

to

Of

—

Thus it is very simple ^the powdeMaaa finds always at his proper
scuttle the full case wat he is in want oil
This distinction, so important in the passage of the powder, is
not necessary in the maj^azincs the cartridg^o-cases of g^ns an<l
shell-guns enter and paws out by tlie jm8sa<;e appropriated to cadi
battery.
All chance of confusion is avoided by giving to the cai>t«
of shell-guus a paitioiilar mark, which is easily recognised hj the
men in uie magazine, and also those in the orlop who place tiwni
on their stands.
The marks are made in white paint ; and, to be easily kno\^Ti in
the dark, they have a line with Imots according to the battei7fi>r
which they are destined.
As every batters' has its special passage, the cartridges for each
:

battery should be stowed near

The passage
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

its

own

passage

:

at the after starboard angle for the lower deck.
after port angle
middle deck.

foremost starboard angle
foremost port angle

main-deck.

upper deck.

The lighting of the magazines leaves nothing to be required. With
a lamp corresponding to the direction of each inner " coursive'*
pialf deck)* the lenticular glasses heing placed in the exterior snd
interior of the bulk-heads, there is no daoffer in placing the lamps
of the foremost magamnes in the " cambuse (store-room), and those
of the after magasme in the handing-rooms.

SECTION yi.

—ON GUNPOWDER AND OUN COTTON.

440. Great errors in the practice of gunnery arise
from those diminutions in the strength of powder, which
invariably result from any absorption of moisture. Naval
ammunition, being particularly liable to be thus injured^
should be protected with specif care and precaution
from the influence of those pernicious damps to which
continually exposed.
sure way of discovering whether a ship's
maf^azine be damp or not is to observe the indications of
an hvii^rometer. In default of a proper instrument of
this kind, soak a sponge in a solution of salt of tartar,
or common salt and water, and then let the sponge be
well dried and weighed ; on placing it in the magazine,
it is

The only

if the latter

be damp, the sponge will become heavier.
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441. The most eft'ectual method of protecting gun{K>wder from damp is to keep it in close vessels with airtight covers
copper cases have accordingly been proTided for this important }Hirpose ; aad aU grmpowderi
whether in bulk or made np in flannel cartridges, is
stowed in metal-lined cases or barrels, each case containing 120 lbs., and each bain l 90 lbs.
The top is
removed bv means of a kev, and the bnn<x-hole underneath is made air-tiglit, with a tubing cornj)osed of beeswax and tallow. No expense should be spared in proTiding a supply of these vessels sufficient ibr a state of
war ; for so long as gunpowder is exposed to suffer great
and unknown mses of strength, all attempts to attain
moch accuracT in jpractice, will, in cases of protracted
;

serrice, be defeated.

442. No degree of care, however, can altogether preserve naval ammunition from receiving some degree of
injury by exposure to marine damps l)ecanse a quantity
kept ready
»uflfici« iit for immediate use must alw.'iys be
for serving out, and consequently unpacked from the
doee Tessek ; and in the exigencies of service in remote
regions, ammunition of doubtf ul quality may be procured
from stations which may not have been recently supplied ; or it may be necessary to use powder obtained
from the capture of an enemy's magazines or vessels.
It would appear, therefore, to be desirable that vessels,
fsent on di>tant and protracted service, should be provid»'d with means by which to ascertain the condition
otherwise shij»s
and stn-ngtb of tlieir ammunition
«tore<i al»road, or that mav have l>ern lonu^ at sea without
;

;

having their powder examined and tried by competent
permns at oronance stations, may l^e exposed to go into
action with ammunition, apparently in good condition,
Imt so deteriorated in strong as to produce very disastrous consequences. This, it may fairly be suspected,
has very frequently occurred perhaps much more freIt must,
nuentlv and wriouslv than we are aware of.
;

ind« d. Iiave be« n from sueb circumstances, tliat, at
difTm-nt times, an inferior degree of strengtli has,
without reason, been ascribed to Euglitih powder.
«
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443. If the condition and strenp^tli of nnval ammuwere to be ascertained by actual experiment, tVom
time to time, by the proper authorities in the ship to
which it belongs, commanders would no longer be exposed to make the mortifying discovery of the weakneas
of their ammunition in the important moment of
service-practice.
Provided with the means of doing this
previously, officers would either be enabled to report
the damaged or unserviceable state of their gunpowder
or, knowing its condition, endeavour to procure a supply
of better quality, if their own could not be restored to
It is requisite, thereserviceable efficiency by drying.
fore, that naval officers, and particularly master-gunners
of ships, should be qualified to judge correctly of the
condition of their gunpowder hj inspection, and be
taught to conduct those expenments by which its
strength may be ascertainedf. For these important
reasons, instruction on this subject is considered indispensable in tlie course of training established at the
depots of naval amnimiition.
444. The only infahihle test of the goodness of gunpowder is experiment ; but there are certain appearanoea
and indications by which an estimate of its quality may
nition

be formed.

Gunpowder should be of uniform colour, approaching
to that of slate. The particles should be perfectly
granulated, free from cohesion, and should admit of
being readily poured from one vessel into another ; if
otherwise, it may be concluded, either that the ]X)wder
has been imperfectly glazed, or that it is damp.
Gunpowder should l )e devoid of smell if it have a disagreeable odour, it may arise from a practice which the
author believes is not uncommon that of heating the
nitre excessively, for the purpose of diying it the more
effectually.
By this process a portion of tibe nitre may
be decomposed ; if so, potash,* instead of nitrate of
:

—

*
it is

Nitnte of potash may be fomrad by the bett bfling cweleuly applied, but
doubtful whether pure or free

potub

is

;

it requires

at least a dull red

hesty if not more, for that purpose.
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will form a part of the powder.
Nitrate of
potaab, it is trae, must be veiy highly heated, in order
to produce potash ; but when overSieated in the prooeBs
of nirion, too laiffe a portion of nitrate is converted into
jMitash, and this last, oeing very deliquescent, is not so
efficient as undecomposed nitre.
To ascertain whether
the nitre has been decomposed to the degree of evolving
p»ta,sh, dissolve some of the powder in pure, or rain
water, and add a solution of silver to that of the powder.
If a black precipitate be formed, it may be concluded
that sulphnret of potash exists in the powder.
It is possible, however, that the nitre may have been
partly decomposed by having been over-heated, and
consequently that the powder will be liable to become
damp, from the deliquescent nature of the potasli,
altlioii^li no snlphuret of p()ta,sh may liave been formed.
44:'). (Tnn[>owder will very readily attract moisture
from the air, if manufactured with nitre contiiining
deliuuescent salts, such as impure common salt : if tliis
be the case, a solution of silver, added to one of the
powder, in pure water, will give a white curdly precipi*
If an impurity of this nature be found to exist, or
tate.
if powder, though originally composed of well-purified
ineredients, should once become so damp from the
intbience of sea-water as to increase its weight beyond
the <jnaiitity allowed in the proof, no dej)endeiiee can be
plae» d on the rpialitv of the powder; for sea-water contains so large a (piaiitity of delicpieHcent wdt, that, as in
the preceding case, although the powder may frequently
pot'i>]i,

'

h'

(fried,

and sometimes appear not

to be

damp, yet

it

will re-attract moisture from a moiKt atmospliere as often
as exposed to it. Pure common salt is not deliquescent
when salt deliquesces it is a proof that it contains
The deliquescence of different
muriate of magnesia.
winiples of nitre depends u|K)n the rouirli nitre lia\ ing
e'»ntain''d impure eomnioii nait, and that in the process

whoK- of tin* (leli(iuescent saltn have not
It is by no means unconunon to adulthat is, with impure
terate crude nitre with common
Nitrate and muriate of lime, and nitrate of mag^*
iMh.
of retining.

been

tli<'

se{xii*atcd.

—
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deliquescent salts biU well-made gunJer does not get dani]) l)y exposure to air, at least
not so much as to deteriorate it— the glazing and the
other ingredients prevent^ or correct the hygrometric
property of pure cnarooal.
In powder which, however, has become damp^ large
lumps are formed. If the injury he not very considerable, these concretionB may be reduced by drying, rab>
bing, and loosening but gunpowder thus affected, never
altogether regains its lost force.
446. Dampness in powder of good manufacture does
not, in general, arise, as is commonly supposed, from
Pure nitre is not in the
the nitre attracting moisture.
shghtest degree deUquescent, it is not even hygrometric,
nesia, are also

;

p()\\

;

whereas charcoal, particularly when newly made, imbibes
aqueous vapour with such avidity, that a piece of perf^stly dr^ and well-made charcoal, exposea to the action
of the air for a week, will increase in weight about 14
or 15 per cent., and the matter absorbed consists principally of acjucous yapour.
Thus powder of the best
quality is liable to become damp from a circumst?.nce
which cannot be prevented by any degree of care in preparing the ingredients, and which can only be avoided

oy effectually excluding the atmospheric air. It has
been thought right to state these circumstances, for the
purpose of showing to the members of the profession the
vast importance ofa general adoption of air-tight veaaels
for stowing naval ammunition ; and it may be added,
that they should be introduced by degrees into all
powder magazines.
447. It will not, in general
perhaps never fall to
the share of naval officers to restore damaged gunpowder,
by drying it in large quantities by artificial heat : it
may, however, become necessary for them to do so occasionally in small quantities.
But whatever be the improbabilities of naval officers or gunners being called
upon to superintend or conduct such a process, it is
proper they should know the precautions uiat ought to
be observed.
In drying gunpowder that may have become damp,

—

—
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eat care should be taken to regulate properly the
fi
egree of heat applied to the process
for there are
several temperatures, considerably less than that re(piired to explode the mixtm'c, which are nevertheless
capable of injuring it extremely,
if the heat to which
it is exposed be above 140° of Fahrenheit, the snlphur
will begin to rise in vapour.
At about 240° of Fahrenheit the sulphur will melt, without igniting the nitre,
the uniformity of the granulation will then be destroyed,
and a number of small knotty lumps formed. These
;

e£fects

upon the sulphur may

easily be

shown by

scat-

tering a few grains ofgunpowder upon a plate of metal
heated unequally.
The grains that fall upon parts
much heated will inst^intly explode. In other parts the
small, blue, lambent flame of the sulphur will be seen to
rise and subside without exploding the mixture.
still
less degree of heat will cause the sulphur to melt and
sublime, and a certain interior degree of temperature
will also cause it to volatilize.
The degree of heat used in the stoves for drying

A

gunpowder, should not, therefore, be above

140*^

of

Fahrenheit.

When gunpowder has become utterly unfit for service,
the nitre may be separated by putting it into vessels
containing water, by which the nitre will be readily
dissolved, and may then be crystallized by evaporation.
448. The strength of gunpowder has been so much
increased of late years, that tables of ranges, formed
before the commencement of the war (1703-1815), ;ire
no longer considered correct rules for practice. This improvement in the strength of ammumtion is principally
owing to the process of charring wood for the manufacture of gunpowder, in iron cyhnders, ^hence the term
cylinder pawaer.
The wood, properly seasoned and prepared, is put into cast-iron cylinders, placed horizontally
over stoves, and the front openings closely stopped.
Heat is then applied when the pyroligneous acid passes
over, and inflaunnable gases are evolved through tubes
The gas
inserted in the back pai*ts of the vessels.
the acid lic^uor colis generally suffered to escape

—

;

—
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lected in caaks

—and the carbon

left
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pure in the iron

retorts.

449. Lav a drachm or two of powder on a piece of
writing-paper, and fire the heap by means of a
red-hot iron wire : if the flame ascend quickly, with a
good report, leavin|f the paper free from white specks,
and do not bum it into holes, the goodness of the
ingredients, and proper manufacture of the powder,
may be safely inferred.*
When good gunpowder is blasted upon a clean plate
of copper, no tracks of foulness should be left.
Gunpowder exposed for seventeen or eighteen days
to the mfluence of the atmosphere should not increase
materially in weight. One hundred pounds of powder
should not absorb more than 12 oz* If it increase in
weight more than 1 per cent., it is a proof that deli*
quesoent salt abounds in a degree which should waiiant
the condemnation of the powder.
450. The modes of examining merchant's powder
The colour should
are, by eye, by hand, and by ladle.
be dark purple ; that of a brown colour is of bad
If the powder be soft or tender in grain to
quality.
tlie touch, or dusty, or if a cubic foot weigh less than
55 lbs., the powder is rejected : if the grain be hard,
clean, and good, and the powder pass the trial for
specific gravity, it is then proved^ fay three rounds
being fired in the EprouYetto mortar, and if it pass
wit) respect to range, it is then put into a box perforated witli holes for not less than twenty-one days,
having been ])reviously weighed, and it is again
weighed on being taken out. Three rounds are afterwards fired with 8-iach solid balls from a mortar, and a
mean of the ranges is compared with that of three
rounds fired with the original sample, 5 per cent, less

dean

I

than Waltham Abbey Gbvernment powder bein^ al"
lowed. If it pass in range on this occasion, ^ flashing
on copper plates is the last proof.
• Observations on the iVraniifactoie
Mills.

and Ftoofo of Qunpowden, by B. Coie-

man, of the Boyal Powder
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461. To prove tlie strength of large grain or common
powder, 2 oz. are fired from 8-inch Gomer mortars, at
an angle of 45% placed on stone beds, and so fixed as
not to recoil.
These mortars are loaded with shot
weighing 68 lbs. ; and the avei-age of such ranges, with
the Government powder of Waltham Abbey, is 250 feet.
Powder made of common pit charcoal will only project such a bally nnder the same circmnstances, about
220 feet. Powder that has been re-stoved will only
produce a ntnge of from 107 to 117 feet under like circumstances. These ftcts show the yast reductions in

and the great loss of accuracy, wln'cli invariably
and irremediably attend any deterioration in that fnllproof condition of gunpowder upon which all rules of
force,

practice are formed.

A

musket charged with 2 drachms of fine-grained, or
musket-powder, should drive a steel bullet through 16
or 16 half-inch elm boards, placed 1 of an inch from
each other, the first board being set at 40 inches from
the muzzle of the musket; but with re-stoved gunpowder the buDet will only perforate from 9 to 12 of
the boards.

The quality of larfit -<;ralii powder is ascertained like
that of the mercliiuit"s powder, by its general appearance, its firnmess, glazing, unifonnity of grain, and
density.
Tlie weight of a cubic foot of Government
gunpowder must be 58 lbs. The process of " flashing
quahty of the gunpow der.
are placed on a copper-plate, and fired
with a red-hot iron to see that no residue or foulness be
is

also used to ascertain the

About 3 drachms

lefi;.

462.
fcc. is

The

powder for muskets,
same manner as the large-grain

quality of fine-grained

tested in the

cannon-powder ; and its strength proved by firing 2-oz,
charges from tlie half-pounder gim Eprouvette.
13ut the proofs of gunj)owder by range, in the manner
stated, require means which can only be found at tlie
priTicipal Ordnance establishments at home
tliev cannot
be resorted to by the navy on most foreign stations, and
are not always to be had on home service.
:
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453. To practise with the Eprouvette, charge it with
a small quantity of loose powder, l)y means of a ladle.
Baise the muzzle by pushing the piece forward, and
press the powder lightly together with a rammer-head ;
then set the index, by pressmg the limb in oontact with
the head of the frame, and note the division pointed out.
The piece should be primed with a thread of quick-

match, and fired by a port-fire. After the Eprouvette
has made freely it« first recoil, the vibrations should be
gi-adually stopped, taking care not to touch the index
The division pointed out on the quadrant
or its limb.
will then show the effect of the charge and tlie strength
of the powder may be estimated l)y comparing the extent
of the vibration with that which is known to be due to
powder of proof streng^.
The vibrating Eprouvette being fired with 2 oz. of
powder, the iaaex should describe an arc of recoil of
26" with proof powder ; and with re-etoved and all other
descriptions of powder, not less than 24°.
;

ON GUN-COTTON.
454. In 1846 some experiments were made in Paris
with the recently-invented ^un-cotton, in a musket sosended from a horizontal axis similarly to the gun-penS
ulum or ,eprouvette ; and the foUowing is a table in
English denominations of the initial velocities obtained
with different charges of the cotton, the charges being
80 pressed that their lengths might be nearly proportional to their weights
:

In Troy Gnins.

16.44
30.89
4G.33
61.78
77.22

In Fett.

497
1035
1348
lolio

1700

On comparing these velocities with those which were
observed to result from equal charges of gunpowder, it
was found that 77.22 grains of gun-cotton produced an
effect on a musket-ball equal to that of about halt an
kjiu^ jcl
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ounce of common gmipowder and from some experiments made by M. Arago, the lorce of the cotton appeared to be about three times as strong as that of gunpowder.
The report is said to have been strong, but leas
fatiguing to the ear than that of gunpowder there was
no appearance of smoke, a short flame only being seen
After each fire there was
at the mouth of the piece.
left in the bore a quantity of condensed vapour of water,
with a little carbon ; and unless the bore was cleaned
after each firing, the velocity was sensibly diminished.
It may be observed here that the successive increments 01 velocity arising from the successive increases
of 1 gramme (.035 oz.) in the charge, form a regular
This law is peculiar to the gundecreasing series.
cotton, and seems to result from the regularity of its
chemical transformation : common gunpowder, Ijeing an
imperfect compound, does not exhibit such regularity.
In firing against a plate of cast-iron at the distance of
15 yards, wim a charge equal to 4.6 grains troy of gunpowder, the leaden ball was compresi^ as much as naif
while an equal eflect was produced by
its diameter
0.76 grains only of gun-cotton.
Experiments with gun-cotton have been carried on
and from these it was found that the
at Washington
initial velocitv of a ball whose diameter was 5.69 inches,
and weight 24.33 lbs., with a windage equal to 0.135
inch, and a charge of cotton equal to 1 lb., was 1080
feet; with a charge of 2 lbs. the initial velocity was
mui£et-barrel loaded with 120 grains of
1413 feet.
cotton, and carrying one ball, with a wad, burst at the
;

:

;

;

A

breech.
455. In order to ascertain the relative force of gunpowder and gun-cotton for mining operations, the
French experimenters caused a hole to be bored in a
piece of rock having the form of a prism, and placed in
tiie hole was tamped, and
it 4*6 ounces of gunpowder
the charge being mred, the rock was spht by the explosion in tw^o lines at right angles to one another
thus dividing the mass into four equal fragments.
;

A
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mmilar piece of rock^ of the same raze nearly, being
bored, and the hole charged with 1.66 ounces only of
gun-cotton, the explosion split the rock in one line, dividing it into two neiirly equul parts, thus producing
the eilect of nearly three times the quantity of gunpowder.
466. The following circumstances, from the second
report of Major Mordecai on his experiments at Washington in the years 1845, 1847, ana 1848, for the purpose of determining the fitness of gun-cotton as a substitute for gunpowder in the mihtary servicse, will be
read with interest
1. Explosive cotton burns at 380° Fahr., therefore it
will not set fire to gunpowder when burnt in a loose
:

state

over

it.

The projectile force of explosive

cotton, with modemusket or cannon, is equal to that of
about twice its weight of the best gnnpowder.
3. When compressed by hard ramming, as in filling
2.

rate charges, in a

burns slowly.
the absorption of moisture its force is rapidly
diminished, but the force is restored bv drvinof.
6. Its bursting effect is much greater than that of
gunpowder, on which account it is well adapted for
mining operations.
a fuze,
4.

it

By

The

principal residua of its combustion are water
of a gim would
: therefore the barrel
be soon corroded if not cleaned after firing.
7. In consequence of tlie quickness and intensity of
its action when ignited, it cannot be used with safety in
tlie present fire-arms.
accident on service, such as the insertion of
8.
two charges before firing, would cause the bursting of
6.

and nitrous acid

An

the barrd ; and it is probable that the like efiect would
take place with the regular service charges if several
times repeated.
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SEA.

V.

ON THE TACTICS OF SINGLE ACTIONS AT SEA, ^VITI^ OBSERVATIONS ON SOME NAVAL OPKILVTIOXS llETWEEN THE
SHIPS OF QIIEAT BRITAIN

AND

TIU:

UNITED STATES.

457. AiiTHOUon the alliance between steam and wind in
the propulsion of ships of war, whether the two motive
powers act in combination to produce the tactical evolutions of a fleets or whether steam-power is merely an
auxiliary to tliat of wind in the movement of a single
ship (called bv the French in this case bdtimeiit mixte),
will no doubt make a great revolution in the modes of
maritime war a subject whicli will be treated by the
author in a fortlicoming work on Steam Warfare ; yet,
as has been well observed in a recent publication,*
sailingHships, particularly frigates, in seas remote from
Europe, will probably for many years have to contend
in the ordinary maimer, and according to the principles
of the existing tactics for sailing-vessels. On this account the author purposes to repeat, with some corrections, what he had stated in the former editions of this
work concerning the tactics of single ships, with the observations he bad made on some naval actions which had
taken place during the late wai* between Great Britain
and the United States.
review of the tactics of some of our naval
458.
actions with the United States will be found to yield
many useful deductions in support of much that has
been advanced in the course of this work.
The reasons which have induced the author to attempt
a review of these important occurrences, are to show
that the United States' commanders so circumspectly

—

A

Note par

le Priooe

de JomviUe.
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and cautiously adapted their tactics to the superior
powers of their armament^ that even when opposed to
very inferior numbers and quality of ordnance, they
would

ap23roacli, nor 2)eriiiit us to join in close
they had gained some decisive advantage
from the superior faculties of their long guns in distant
cannonade, and from the intrepid, uncircumspect, and
often very exposed approach of assfulants who had long
been accustomed to contemn all manoeuvring^ and who
onl^ considered how to rush soonest into yard-ann
Such, unquestionably, was the character of
action.
The uncircumspect gallantry of our
these proceedings.
coninianders led our slii|)s, unguardedly, into snarefl
which wary caution had spread and in point of fact
our vessels were, in ahnost every instance, so crippled
in distant cannonade, from encountering rashly the
serious disadvantage of making direct attacks under the
powerful fire of wliole broadside batteries, that all thoee
close actions which terminated un&vourably to us may
fidrly be considered to have been fought imder very disadvantageous tactical circumstances, even had the force
of the contending sliips been equally matched.
459. in the action between the 'Olacedoniaii " and
the " United States," the American frigate avoided close
Captain
action for a full hour after fire commenced.
iieitlier

battle, until

;

states, " that from the enemy keeping two points
wind, the British frigate was not enabled to get
so dose to her as was desired ; and that it was not tQI
after an hour's cannonade, when the enemy backed and
came to the wind, that close battle commenced.'' This
shows that Commodore Decanter's plan of operation was
to keep at long-shot distance for some time, to try the

Garden

off the

—

to avail himself of tlie
effect of relative p)recision of fire
superiority of his long 24:-pounder8 over the IS-pounders
"
and by edging away irom the
of the " Macedonian

—

British frigate, which gallantly attempted to dose directly

from the windward,

to

prolone a preliminary operation

How

in his own favour.
far he succeeded is
shown by the opinion of the court-martial, **that the
* Macedonian
was very materially damaged before close
so

much

'
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statbs.-

to the

cora-

the
well known.
As a display of courage, the cliaracter of the service and of tlie country was nobly upheld; but it would be deceiving ourselves were we to
admit that the comparative expertaess of the crews in
gunnery was equally satisfactory. The author s object
being to piess home the absolute necessity of training
to expert practice master-gunners, their crews, and captains of guns, he supports his opinion of the vast national
importance of such a measure hy strong, impartial, and
Now taking the difference
imreserv^ed appeals to facts.
of effect, as stated by Captain Garden, we must draw this
that the comparative loss in killed and
conclusion
wounded (104 to 12), togi^ther with the dreadful account
be gives of the condition of his own ship, whilst he
admits that " the enemy's vessel was comparatively in
good order/' must have arisen from inferiority in gunnery, as well as inferiority in force. That our frigate
should be captured was not at all surprising, considering
the great odds against her ; and the comparative ravaees
in ttie two vesseb indicate the disadvantages imder
which this gallant officer was compelled to engage.
460. Let us apply to these and other actions what has
been said (Arts. 131, 133, and 147) on the comparative
the qualities of long 24])()wers of long and short gims

plet<.4y crip}jle(l,

event

:

is

—

:

])<)imders,

and

their decisive superiority in such distant

preliminary operations as those with which the Americans introduced, and will continue to connnence, close
Do not such facts exact, abaohUelyy the timely
action.
preparation of means and quaUties necessary to attain
the most minute precision for distant cannonade, in
which superior training is, in fietct, superior power ; but
which cannot he suffidentiy acquired in our present
system ? Do not these and the &ct8 mentioned in Arts.
145, 140, incontrovertibly support the reasoning (Arts.
31)1, 302) as to the vast advantages that may be reaped
in distant cannonade with powerful guns, directed with
cverv resourcti of refined, minute cx])edient, to gain accuracy ? The action between the "Java" and "Ck)n-
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'*
was also a very gallant display of that undaunted resolution which carried the British frigate
but this
forwiii cl to dare lier antat^onist to close action
was not a veiy favourable method of juininpf in battle
with a cautioiLs enemy, wlio knew well the advantages
he might reap by opposing circumspect caution to the
open audacity of his too bold aasailant.
461. So much dt'ijends upon the way in which a vessel
is approached, or brought to action, that the anUior finds
it impcesible to avoid making a few obeervationB upon
the tactics of single actions, more particnlarly as it appears, from a close and attentive study of the niariccuvres
of tlie Americjin vessels, in actiijn with ours, that the
tactics of those operations were not matters of chance,
nor of individual detennination, but a general predetermined plan of operation, expressly calculated to procure
those advantages which our resolute, straightforward,
but not very prudent methods of attack were expected

stiiution

;

to present.

In entering on this part of his subject, the author is
not without apprehension that he may be considered
as touching unnecessarily upon a professional question
rather foreign to the subject he lias undert-aken, and
quite beyond his powers
but, to bespeak indulgence
for iina obtrusion, he must submit that an essay on the
service-practice of Naval Gunnery, according to the
view the author has taken, and to the plan he has*fbllowed, is so inseparably connected with tactics that he
cannot properly avoid touching upon them, notwithstanding bis ii^ility to treat the miportant subject as
;

it

deserves.

462,

The form

of action which, in tactical circum-

most unfavonral)le to us, is the attack
from the windward. Of this character were the actions
in which the
Macedonian** and Java" were captured*
The serious disadvantagetxf running down directly upon
stances, has been

an enemy

to leeward, to engage him in dose battle, is
so obvious that we can only consider such a plan of
operation to have been adopted from the unguarded
confidence inspired by the intoxication of glory in our
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naval warfare, which had taught

ii.s
to despise all maand to consider ciicumspection
Guided hy such sentiments, it appears
as unneccssiiry.
to have become an established maxim of tlie profession,
that whenever an enemy can be attacked, the only
method worthy of our flag is to come at onoe to the
point ; and, in the emphatic terms of the seamen, to
seize the bull by the horns but this metaphor implies
that the exdtea animal rushes also to meet the foe
whereas, in the actions above referred to, we have seen
that the opposite party was perfectly aware that such a
mode of attack would be adopted, and were so coolly
and cautiously prepared to receive and prolonpf it, that
this plan of approach, hold and dignified though it be,
mav fairlv be considered to have contributed very mate-

na^uvriiig" for position,

:

rially to the great loss of British blood, if not to tliat of
the material trophies nr)w so proudly exhibited. If this
be so, there is abundant reason mr endeavouring to
bring back that respect for manoeuvring for position
whjdi was formerly entertained in the profession, and
which is particularly necessary in attacking from the
windward ; and 490 to regulate audacity by scientific circumspection, as to know when it is necessary to blind
the bull, before it is [irudent to attempt to seize him.
Borrowing an established maxim from tlie tactics of land
operations to support this admonition, let it be well
remembered that he is considered the best officer who
effects most by manoeuvre.
463. There is this fundamental difference, however,
between naval and military, tactics^ that great advantages belong to the offensive operations of well-constituted and well*commanded armies, whereas in naval
operations the point of attack is so undisguised that, if
the defensive operation be well managed, the attacking
force must be exposed to great and often decisive effect
That generous intrepidity,
previously to close action.
therelbi'e, which belongs to the commonest person of
our nation, and which disdains anything that can be
called foul play, should, when opposed to an enemy, intelligent, cautious, and, in force, geaerally superior, be
2 I 2
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Rome circumspection

the very word

stiirtles tlie

—

Circumspection
author as lie writes it down
and it may convey a similar shock to the feelings of
those who may read this, and who may also have
contemned circumspection in all such cases; but the
observation is introduced with such support £rom facts,
to show that our resolution, courage, and want of circumspection, have materially contributed to the sue*
cesses of a wary enemy, and therefore the author
ventures to repeat the admonition. The stigma which
rash men might attach to a prudent observance of circumspection, in the mode of 'bringing on close action
with a vessel of superior or equal force, sliould not deter
our officers from acting with that discretion which will
lead, upon even terms, to a close terminal struggle, in
which their native courage will be free from the obli^
But, to reconcile this to the noble
tions of caution.
spirits of our glorious navy, without wounding them by
any implication, the author will endeavour to show how
this contempt of manceuvring for position has been
promoted, and wliy this error ought to have been corIn doing this he avails
rected in some late affairs.
himself^ with infinite satisfaction, of the supporting
observations of Sir Philip Broke, the distinguished captain of the " Shannon" (to whom the author is greatly
indebted for information npon many professional points),
some of which are given nearly in his own words.
464. In a great many of the single actions of the
late French war (1794-1814), the enemy thought of
and, in bringing on a running
nothing hut escape
iight, he de})rived himself of thos(» advantages which a
ship may reap by coolly awaiting her enemy's approach,
witn appropriate manoeuvre of sail and helm. By such
a measure the enemy gave us all that British valour
desired an opportuniiy of coming at once to dose
action without nrevious loss, as soon as our vessel could
Thus all scientific mac(jme up with her antagonist.
nceuvre hrcame superlhious, and under such circimi!

!

;

—

was |)roperly disregarded.
That the intrepidity of our ancient naval commanded

fiiances
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had giTen them Ukewise a dislike of refined manoeuvre,
Tenr evident in the pag^es of our naval history ; but

18

this disregard of all caution in approach to action is
only a cliai-acter of the time, arising out of peculiar

circumstances, and slioiild now yield to considerations
different nature.
of a vurv
»
most accomplished oilieers, wlio commanded ships
at the beginning of the war arising from the French
Revolution of 1793, not only displayed more caution in
preparing their ships for action than was subsequently
used in a more triumphant period of the naval war, but
also held in high respect all scientific manoeuvring, with
a view to gain the most favourable position for action.
That this iAT>' the professional feelin^^ is well known
now is the conse«juence of tliat cleteriothat it is not
ration in the European navies aheady noticed (Art. o),
which first led us to relax our warlike circumspection,
and then taught us to contemn it entirely.
465. Our modem ships of war, particularly frigates,
mre not perhaps so well calculated for manoeuvring as
the dd-nshioned ships were, being so much slower in
turning, on account of their flat futtock and great
len^h but any system of manoeuvring was hardly ever
thought of in latter times, and indeed would seldom
liave been appropriate, sure as we were that if we could
only outsail the enemy, we should he able to bring him
Under
to close action on very advantageous terms.
sQch circmnstances it would have been absurd, and
jurtly injurious to a commander's character, to have
atlemi^ted any manoeuvring for advanta^us position,
the most scientific way, when it was in his
even
power to lay his enemy alongside without dif^icrdty.
For there is always some danger in l)racing and trimming sails, and particularly in ])acking tlu-ni, aftrr ships
have exchanged a few wellHlin'<'ted rounds, and aro
under each other s fire. Euga^^d in such manoeuvres,
should a chance shot have cripple<l the assailant, the
ose the enemy would have made of thi- accident would
liAve been to escape, in which case a British commander
would justly have been severely reprimanded for losing

Om

m

;

m
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which the courage and ability
and seamen would have ensured had they

tlieories a victory

his odicers

been led at once to an abrupt, impetuous attack. Thus,
in our war&re with European navies, the escape of an
enemy after we had brought him to action was felt fay
us as a defeat, and indeed the enemy boasted of it as a
These circumstances and considerations seem
victorv.
to justify, and oven to demand, a bold and nncircunispect approach to that critical position in which, though
we might be disabled ourselves, we were generally certain of preventing the enemy from leaving us, having
him so much under our fire tiiat any refit would be imThus stood the case, as it regarded single
possible*
actions in general, during the French war; but when
we come to meet an enemy so much nearer our own
stamp of character, and whose warlike navy (so long
as

it

is

inferior in proportion to his mercantile navy)

must be well manned, and who will try, in most classes
of iiis ships, to keep some advantage of size and armament, if such an enemy seek to join science to his
other advantages, we must be prepared to answer him
in his way when we cannot have our own.
466. In the tactic of the action between the
Ouerriire '* and
Constitution," there was a good deal of
manoeuTring, yet the general courses of the two ships
gradually converged towards each other in a degree
which admitted of at least an hour's occasional Ginnonade before close action commenced. The wind was
fresh from the north.
When the vessels first distinguished each other, the " Guerriere'' was to leeward^
close hauled upon the starboard tack, the American on
the weather-beam, standing S.S.W. The " Guerriere'*
opened her fire first (which it is said fell short), and
soon afterwards the American opened his battery^azid
continued to fire ocoasionally as he came down. When
lie began to draw near the " Guerriere,'' the British
This
frigate several times wore to avoid being raked.

—

jjrudent counter-manoeuvre, to avoid a serious disadN'an-

tage, operated against closing,

not take place

till

which accordingly

did

about an hour aft»r the action had
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THE "GUERRIEBB" AND "CONSTITUTION."
Thus, from the time the

oommenced.

fire

opeued

467
till

dofle battle began, the veaselsy steering free, kept up a
running fight upon courses gradually converging

mtof

towwrds each other. Various veiy untoi¥ard circumstanoea conspired to termmate this affiur in an unfortunate manner. Our frigate was very short of hands
ht.*r powder, it uiay tairly he asserti'd, from the testimony of the American coiniuaTidcr, wlio savs that lier
shot fell short," was deterioratt'd l)y loiio- keeping and
damp (Art. 442). Several of her guns and ciirronades
broke loose, owing to the perished condition of their
breechings (Art. 389), and the decayed state of the
tambers through which the long bolts passed. The
annamenti in guns (28 k>ng 18-pounders), was veiy inferior to the 30 long 24-pounders opposed to her.
The
Lmk of the mizen-mast hy a chance carronade shot, and
its unlucky fall to windward, threw the ship up in the
wind in a Hin<rular manner; and her other masts, which
fell :9H)U afterwards, had been crippled previously by
atresi of sail and decay. These untoward circumstances
are quite sufficient to account for the capture of the
frigatei and to show, indeed, the imponDility of preserving her« notwithstanding the gallantry with which
WIS definided; but diey are not sufiBdent to account
ibr tke forest disparity of loss in Hlled and wounded, viz.,
It' tlie author is at all correct in what he lias
7?S to 14.
M-iUm] in A lis, 307, 398, respecting the inrredlhly trilling
-fr«n't usual V pHHiuced bv random hroadside vollevs,
^ven in sudden changes of position, he would say that^
in wearing several times to avoid being raked, and in
exchanging broadsides in such rapid and continued
mhenAooB of position, and consequent elevation of her

he

J

ordnance, the ** Guerritoe*s*^ fire was much more harm*
less than it would have been had she given it in a more
steady px^itiun.
467. It appears tliat the most advantageous way in
which a vessel to Iccward can receive a direct attack,
and bring on close action, with an enemy coming down
the wind for this j^urpose, is to come to the wind her-

mU^ and

there wait,

making as

little

way

as possible.
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whilst the ofifensive movement is in progress. This
opinion requires some introductory explanations*
If two shipSy
and B, Fig. 43, move at an equal
rate, upon courses equally inddned to each other, they
will ajDproach gradually upon equal termsi and come
If the two
close to each other, when arrived at G.

A

Flg.43.

vessels be equal in force and quality of crew, an acfaon
brought on in. this way would be alike favourable to
both but if either should possess any superior power
of guns, sucli as might induce her commander to prefer
commencing with distant cannonade, and approximate
;

gradually to close battle, then it is evident that the
otlier vessel should vary its plan of operation, to defeat
the purpose which the enemy has in view, and which is
soon perceptible in his actions.
According to the well-known principle of chasing to
leeward, the course should be so regulated that the
chase always bear on the same point of the compass.
J£ she be found to draw ahead, the chaser must naul
more up ; if the chase draw aft, the pursuer must keep
more away. Applying this to Fig. 43, the more
draws aft, that is, the slower he goes, the more direct
must be A's approach, according to this principle of
chasing. Now suppose B, instead of standi ng-on raj)idly
in the line B C converging gradually to A's course, were
to remain as stationary as possible, keeping her broad(whom we
side turned towards A, it is evident that
suppose desirous of coming to close action) cannot ap*

B

A
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under the fire of B without ol)viouH disatlvanmove^ on the h'ne 15 C,
con.sequently the kIowcf
the more inclined to tliat hnc nnist be the course of A*s
D, and the more he will be exposed to a
advance, as
be so cirraking fire in coming down. If the ship
])ioach
iii'^v

;

A

cumspect as to come down on a

line

A
A E, out of range,

B

should not, upon any account, stand-on to meet him,
the relative force of the shi^ demand circomspection
on the part of B ; for doing this would be acting exactly
wishes, as is evident by such a movein ihe manner
ment &lling in with his plan of attack. But if come
D within ranp^e, then B should foldown in any line
low him with liis broadside steadily bcarinp^, as F, and
in this way sliould not ol)jL'ct to come to closie action,
the previous advanta<^e having been his.
E, Fig. 44,
468. If, having moved upon the line
if

A

A

A

•

A

Fig. 44.

A

should como to tlie wind at E
out of range, the ship
on the same tack as B, and there wait, ]> sliould tlien
run up to close action, and raking A's stern, as at 0,
should
engage him to leeward, if he will permit. If
^decline this, and bear up, as F, Fiff. 45, to avoid being
may either do so too, and engage him going
raked,

A

B

Fig. 45.
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free, as at

Vast V.

P, on even terms, or stand-on, and, crossing

bis stern at

D, keep his wind, and manoeuvre

If A, having come
Bhotdd haul up at

dow^

A

afresli.

A

out of range,
2, Fig. 46, on ihe contrary tack.
in the line

Fig. 46.

At

,

B, if he is desirous of close action, should inuiiediately
keep
wear, or tack, and stand-on slowly, as B 2. If
liis wind, B should wait for him, and thus engage to
attempt to bear up,
leeward upon equal terms : but if
acioes B's^rnTto lake him in passing to leeward, then
may either bear up to avoid being raked, and thus,
as in Fig. 45, engage
dose, going free ; or waiving
Shanthisi accept dose batde upon
s terms, as die
non" did the Chesapeake.'* To execute this, B should
not reduce his sail, but by keeping the maintopsail to
the mast, and the others shaking, or, when off the wind,
by bracing-by as flat as possible, just keep the vessel
under the influence of her helm, and no more.
4G!). But it may be said, a cautious, intelligent enemy,
attacking fiom the windward, will come down aV^ait B's
line of £re, i?'ig. 47, as the
Chesapeake" did upon the

A

A

B

A

A

Fig. 47.

n

P
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Shannon,'* and, when nearly in his wake, either
to windward, or pass to leeward, as he may clioose,
if
will wait for him, or if
outsail B*
But whether
the action is to be thus fought or not, will neither depend upon B's sailing nor upon A's pleasure, if
manoeuvre properly for if he nave any reason for not
desiring kucIi a plan of action, and sliould not think
pro})er to give
an opj)ortunity of raking his stern, in
parsing to engage liim to leeward, he slioukl tack or
wear at a convenient time, and stiind-on slowly tlie
other way. Thus if
1, laying
1, Fig. 48, peroeiving

up

A

B

B

;

A

A

B

Fig. 48.

XL

:as

a course to run down into his wake,
wear in time, and stand on as B 2,
towards
2 ; and this mancBuvre will bring the case
exactly to that which has been considered in Figs. 43,
44, 46. If B 1, neglecting or waiving this, stand-on,
and let A .1 get close in his wake, then A 1 may bear
lip, and, raking B Va stern, engage hiiu to leeward.
This is an oln'ious advantage wliich the "Chesapeake"
might liave availed himself of (as Sir Philip Broke
admits) instead of ranging up to windward of the
" Shannon
and it is one which, had it heen taken,
would most probably have gained some previous advantage.
There is no way in which B 1, having permitted
1 to come dose in his wake^ can now avoid sustaining
to leeward, shape

B

1 should tack or

A

A
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A

1 should try to rake
some previous disadvantage, if
his stern.
For if B 1 tack to avoid it, he will first expose his stem,
Fig. 49, to be raked ; ^be will be

—

Fig. 49.

Beverely punished wliilst in stays by a fire in p^reat part
diagonal, if he hang in stavs he will be utterly dvetroyed and in coming round upon the other tack ho
may fall oif, nearly end-on towaros 2, as at 3. No
good officer, indeed, would attempt sach a method of
avoiding bein^ raked; and if, on the contrary,
bear
up, as
2, Fig. 50, to prevent this, her opponent

—

;

A

B

B

B

A

Fig. 50.

may luff-to, and rake him before B can get away, and
then manoeuvre for fresh advantage.
Now if, on the contrary, B should have tacked, as
suggested in Art. 4G8, and stand-on towards A, as B 2,
Figs. 48 and 51, then, if the offensive movement be
continued within range, B should deaden his way as

much

as possible, and open his fire upon
down, keeping his broadside, as at B 3, B

A

coming

4, steadily
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A

A

2,
3,
bearing, and thus follow the movement of
gradusJlyy till both shipH come close ; and thus again
could have no objection to dose
tiie oommander of
action, the previous advantage having been his.

B

Fig. 51.

At

B
470. If this reasoning be correct, the best way for a
vessel B, Fig. 52, to leeward, to receive an attack with
circumspection, from a vessel A, to windward, is, never

A

come down

but having tacked
;
slowly till
approach within
B's fire, from which time B should keep as stationary
as possible. Supposing the vessels to be of nearly equal
force, it may oe assumed that
has no intention of
to let

in time, as

B

into his trakf

A

2, stiind-on

A

but after he is once brought to the
4, it is evident he cttnnot approach nearer to
rition
manoeuvring thus without receiving a mass of fire
which he cannot return. If he shape his course to cross
B's bows, the countep-manoBUvre which B should a])ply
is not velocity, hut gradual change of position, in steady
broadside bearing, with as little way as })ossil)le, following A*a bow witli the broa(lsi<le, so long as he tries to
an attempt which can only be contiimed
cross l^'s bow,
till
come close to the wind on the larboard tack and
here again there would be no objection to bring on
close action in this way, the previous advantage having
been to B. If, in thus rounding-to, the vessels should
avoiding action

;

A

A

—

;
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of each other,

to B, as K, F, Fiir.
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l)e in a position favourahle
the manoeuvre liave heen pro-

will

perly aud steadily cjcecuted ; and thia will bring

on a

character of combat (boardinp ) which we always desire.
These mancjeuvres will, at all events, refuse to
the
opportunities of which we have supposed him to be
desirous, viz., previous distant cannonade on his own
terms; and therefore it appears that this method of
manceuvring, in receiving an attock from the windward,
is favourable for ships which are not at liberty to receive battle under any disadyantageous tactical circimi-

A

stances.
is quite aware that there may be
well as facilities in executing these manoeuvres that will require uiudilications, and in some cases
perhaps abandonments, in the theories he has endeavoured to suggest. But many of thosQ cases which
^

471.

The author

difficulties as
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demand iiKKlifieations, or which present facih'ties, liave
been noticed in the several articles (391 to 308
indnave) which relate to distant practice, close battle,
nddng fire, dismantling shot, &c. There are, however,
some general considerations which it will always be
aeoensiy to keep in mind, with strict application to the
munediate case, oy which the experienced commander
wiD not tail t-o be correctly guided. From the improved
o)n>tnieti()n of our .ships in (juality of sjiiling, they are
net s<» well calculated to manceuvre ([uickly as our old
^iiij»s were.
In a considerable breeze it is extremely
diiiicult to rnoiierate their velocity, when nearly before
the wind, by bracing^.
This rendei s it Very difficult
to keqp a free course for any particular bearing of the
gms, without either going too fifust to preserve that
bearing, or yawing frequently.
In li]£5ng-to, also, our
long ships are very slow and in executing it run over a
great ssjKiee of water ; so that in the smoke of a broadside
uiaoharged in this act, there is great risk of a ship getting a-biick, and Injing obliged to box-ojf'; or of losing
her bead-way, and remaining for a considerable time in
already

;

thk position, which is fcmbly termed being in irons.
To get her out of this awkward position the ship must
be jmrfo^, by backing the head-«dls. This exposes her
to the dianoe of making a strong stem-board (particularly with the fore-sail set), and will, at all events, throw
her loner out-of-hand In fore she recovers head-wav ; and
yanls arc to Ije braced round, |)erhaps under
Belnrc any maneeuvre is
the giiUH of a closing enemy.
attempted, therefore, the actual position of the contending ships, the state of the sea and weather, should
be oomdered, and experience consulted, as to the time
the ship may take to tack or wear, compared with the
difltence the enemy may run in that time, or the time
required for the enemy to make whatever counteriiiana-uvre niav seem to suit the ease, and the eonsef]ii«'nt putiitiuuti to which the two ships will thus be
fhfii hejivy

brought.
*^

Macedonian" and the
472. The action between the
United States** wa8,in tactical circumstances, of a nature
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from those cases which have been considered
The British frigate was to windin Arts. 4(57 et seq.
different

ward, and ran

^:i^allantly

directly

down upon

the

Ame-

rican ; hut in doing this was so severely damaged that
the tipper deck was almost entirely disabled by the
rn Icing fire of the
United States,'' then kjdng steadily
to leeward.
^
In the action

between the "Java" and the "Constitu-

tion/* the British frigate was to windward. The American Tessel tacked and stood away free soon after she was

At 11 A.M. the "Java" hauled up, bringing
the wind on the port quarter. At 1 50 p.m. the Juva
shortened sail, bore down upon the "Constitution's"
quarter, and received her first two broadsides, which did
The British frigate
little or no damage to the "Java."
then luffed-to on the American's weather-beam, almost
touching, gave her first broadside, which killed and
woimded between forty and fifty of her people ; bat from
the total inexperience in gunnery of the crew of the
Java," she appears to have seldom hit her opponent
afterwards. In manceuvring, the British frigate was well
handled, and obtained positions which, had they Wen
as elTeetually taken advantage of by good gunnery as
they were conceived and executed with great nautical
skill, must have produced a veiy dift'ereut result from
that which unhappily ensued. The "Java" passed at one
time under the stem of the " Constitution" so close, thai
her ensign almost touched, when the latter put her helm
up and made sail, upon which the " Java" mstantly put
lier helm down, passed up close under the stern of the
" Constitution," and got again on her weather-ijii.nrter.
Soon after this the "Java" lost the head of her bows]>rit,
and became much damaged from the lire of her opponent when it was determined, as a last hope, to board
the "Constitution," and the "Java" bore up for that purpose. Whilst doing so, the head of her )owsprit actually
rubbed along the quarter of the " Constitution," wkidn
brought the "Java" up in the wind ; and in this poaticMD
she remained for upwards of an hour, a mark for anA
target practice. The " Constitution" at length came under
discovered.

;

1
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the broadside of the " Java," when, finding her fire far
from being silenced, tlie American frigate made sail,
and went out of action for an hour, leaving the " Java "
with her mainmast only standing, with the weather-half
of her main-yard broken aloft, which she soon afterwards
rolled away,
top^llant-mast wasrigi^^ed as a jnryforemast, and a stay-sail set, forward, in the vain liope

A

" Constitution," seeing this
and took a position right
a-liead of the ''Java."
Fnrtlier resistance would liave
been unavailing, and the Java " accordingly struck her
colours.
It ifi impossible to pass from the relation of
this action, in which so mucli nautical skill and gallantry
to p't l)efore the

wind.

The

attcnint, rt'turned to the figlit,

were unavailingly displayed by Captain Henry Lamwho fell inortally wounded by a musket-ball fired
from one of the tops,* and by her first lieutenant,
H. D. Chads, without noticing, as a remarkable and
interesting incident in the career of Rear-Admiral Chads,
that he was, by his great merits, placed in a situation
which if sufHcient extension and permanency be given
to the corps of seamen-gunners to meet the wants and
bert,

—

exigencies of the service (Arts. 27, 32)— will efiectually
tlie recurrence of disasters arising from such a
cause, by the zeal, experience, and practical skill with
which tins distinguished officer directed and superintended the important institution over which he presided,
for teaching the science and improving the practice of
gunnery in the British navy. But it is painful to reflect
that, after twenty years of labour devoted to this most

prevent

important duty by Rear-Admiral Chads and his distinguished predecessor, Sir Thomas Hastings, the estabHshment of the " Excellent" is still so limited as only to
Lave produced about 2000 men (pialified to serve as
captains of guns, with no reserve of well-trained gunners ready in cases of emergency (Arts. 32, 36),
473. In this action there was, on the side of the
British frigate, excess of gaUantry, but very little cir»

•

This

may

well he associatcil -with tlio fate of Ncls<^n in uri^ini;
what ia stated in Apiicndix A, on the introUuction of tho improved ritio
and musket into the Naval service.
fatal case

2

K
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; and it is melancholy to reflect that each
giUantry should have terminated so disastrously. If the
ritish fripfate had manoeuvred, the " Constitution
would not have run awav. It« connniinder mi<rht have
hesitated to mo«'t the manceuvre, and
lairlv in close
battle
he would probably have waited to see whuthcr
or not the British commander woul<l be so incautious as
to approach liim, knowing well that Hueh a step would
operate in his favour. If our frigate had run down

ciimspection

j<

:

astern, the American would either have tacked or
waited ; if not, he had fled, and we had triumphed : but

—

we had been mare

cautious, he would nave Ix^en
appears, therefore, that battle sliouhl first
lia\'e been offered upon equal terms, by coniniL'neing tlie
ordinarv manceuvre of runninii: down in the wake.
If

no

kss

^if

so.

It

the British frigate, represented by

A, Fig.

53, declining

Fig. 53.

A

this, had brought-to, as at
2, tlic American, B, faiKnr*
ing her rather shy, would certainly, after some time«
have approached. This he probably would have done
by tacking, as at B 2, and standing dose upon the
starboard tack into A*s wake, and thence tacking
towards her, as at B 3. Now, if B tack in A's wake, B
cannot go to windward of A, nor rake lum, t-xc-t-pt
partially, by lufiing-up in the wind, or by kei^pixig
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away, both of

wliicli

AND "CONSTITUTION.
would

be

inefficient volleys (Arts. 397, 308).

staud-on, as at

B

i,

to tack also, as at

and

Fig. 54,

windward of A's wake, then

499

random and very
But if B shoufd

tack, as at

B

A 2, because

2, to

A

it would

be advisa1)le for
hj acting thus, may

Fig. 54.

be suspected of an intention of crossing A's stei-n, to
rake liiui before be engage him close to leeward, as at
D. Now if A tack, it is evident that u})on this course
also he will go to windward of B; and if B proceed to
B 3, A 3 may lav across his bows and rake him. This
B will not, of course, suflfer and to prevent it, must
either wear or tack again.
If he tack and there wait,
as at B 4,
ma^r run up alongside, and engage him to
windward at C, in dose action ; or, crossing Ks stem,
fight him to leeward, as at E ; in either of which cases
will accomplish, by previous manoeuvre, the very
nature of action which he had offered at first, but which
B then declined. If, from the position B 2, Fig. 54, B
keep away, as B 2, Fig. 55, when he sees that A has
(being still
tacked, as at A 2, Figs. 54 and 55, then
either out of range or at very random distance) should
wear round in engage B, going free, if he goes away as
B 4 ; but if B try to cross As bows, he should wear
round gradually, deadening his way as much as may he
;

A

A

A

2

K 2
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Fig. 55.

A

necessary to keep his broadside bearing upon 6, as
5,
0,
7 ; and thus have no objection to close action,
either by hauling up, as
7, and waiting for B, or by
standinc^n,
8, and crossing B*s bows to rake him.
474. The action between the
Shanncn '* and the
" Chesapeake*^ reflects npon the victors immortal honour,
and no discredit on the vanquished. Its characteristics
are, tliat tliough the enemy did not, as usual, commence
ivith distant cannonade, yet lie was su far circuTiis])eet in
his a]>]>roac]i, as not to liave been pre-cxposed to tlie
" Sliannon's " fire, having come down astern, and only
received the fire of the British frigate's after-main -deck
gun and quarter-deck carronade before he opened liis
own fire. The rapidity and precision of the Shannon s "
fire were irresistiDle ;
^the enemy was beaten in eleven

A

A

A

A

—

minutes!*
* It is not easy to account for the facts stated in the report given in the
notes to Art. 254, re8|)ecting the deficient powers of penetration of the
18-poiinder solitl shot fired from H. "M. frigate "Shannon" into tlu- "ChessIt api^ears hy tliat Rojjort, which was made from an actual surrey,
j)oake.**
that sixteen 18-ix>und shot did not perforate, hut only peuctrated, some 4, 5,
others 8 and 10 indies ; and that, of the shot which passed throng^,
and 6,
the greater number were 32-ponnder carronade shot. Some unexpected circnmstnncos with resjKHit to relative ]X)sition may jx-rhaps account t'nr this.
It is
stated in James's 'Naval History,' vol. vi. p. 201, that the Captain of the
** Chesapeake," finding he was ranging
too tar a-head, bronght his ship so
sharp to the wind in attemptino; to deaden her way, that she lay, in confloqnence, for some time with hor stern nnd quarter exposed to her opp^ment's
hroadside, the " Shannon's " aftermost guns tiring diagonally into tho *' Chesa-

nd
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combat, however,

it
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must be

that an error in principle was connnitted on
both sides. The " Shannon " gave the " Chesapeake "
o])sei ve(l

a great advantage in permitting her to approach as she
did.
The "Chesapeake" committed an error in not
taking advantage of it as she might have done ; for the
American frigate mighty when near, having considerable way, suddenlv have put her helm ujp, and raked tiie
" Shannon " by her stem, and then either hauled off,
or, coming up again, engaged the "81i;iiinon" to leeward. To fViiijitrate the o})L'ration of being raked by
the stern, wliich tlie "Shannon" had every tactical
autlioritv to beheve was the American's intention, the
" Shannon " should have kept away or tacked as soon
as she saw such a course sliaping towards her ; but these
manoeuvres would have brought on a running, and
perhaps a less decisive fight.
The captain of the
" Shannon," under the peculiar circumstances of the
case, abiding by the terms of the defiance he had sent
to the captain of the " Chesapeake/*' resolved to offer
the advantage which his position presented, and not to
appear to shrink from the contest he had long sought.
" 'Twa« vain to seek retreat, and vain to fear;
Uimaelf had challenged, and the ibe drew near.**

The

gallant foe disdained to avail himself of the

peako;" and that (p. 202) the "Chesapeake" makingi it would appear, a
stemboftrd, fell with her quarter upon the " Shannon's " side, juHt hefore her
8tarl>oard main-chains, and hooked with her quarter port Uie fluke of the
" Sliannou's " anchor stowed over the cliest-trcc. These chanjics of position

—

—

may be considered as illustrations ul' what has been said (Art. 105) that
naval actions are subject to sodden and unforeseen mntattoos in the positions
of the contending vessels, in consequence of which one of them may suddenly
ho cxi)0scd to oMitint", <lia'^onal, or rakin;^ firo, and thus require that the loads
of metal, and chamt h of j-owder, should be varied so as to iusure penetration
The peneinto and through the enemy's ship, however she may be stntck.
trating power adequate to this end, in every position of the opponent^ should
never be sacrificed to the practice of nsin'^ only the l»>ad and eluirge, which
may l>e barely sunieient for j enetiat in'j; in dinct I roadRide action. May not
inattention to this important rule have been omitted in the ) practice on board
the ** Shannon ?** It appears moreover tiiat the shot fired from the *' CbesM
penke " were likewise deficient in jK-nctrating power.
" James's * Isavil llistory,* vol. vi. p. 199.
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advantage which his bold oi^poneut ofiered, and
may be said,

for each it

But open be our fight, and bold each blow
no conquest from a noble foe."

I steal

The captured frip^ate was taken tu Halifax, and theie
luT irallant ca])tain, killed in tlie action, was buried with
military lionours, Lis funeral attended by the civil authorities, the troops in garrison, and the surviving officers
of the " Shanncm, " with the exception of her victorious
chief, who was severelj wounded in the fight.
•*

Tho stone

And

shall tell the vanquish'd liero's name.
distant ages learn tho yictor's fame."
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APPENDIX.
(A.)
ON RIFLE MUSKETS.
TiiE oommon, and the rifle musket are weapons of whtdi
use has not hitherto been made in the British navy ; but
the latter, in its present improved state, is l)orome of such import-

(1.)

sufficient

ance, that in all j)r()bal)ility it will henceforth be very jrenerally
used in the naval as well as the land service, and will become a
An account of the new nniskets
matter of <freat public interest.
for projectin«i: dontratcd rltlc-shot of various forms (see Arts. 175,
17('»,

177)

will

therefore be deserving of

special notice iu the

present work.
(2.) Naval history funiishes many melancholy proofs of the
danger which is incurred of setting fire to the sails and rigging of
a ship in action by firing muskets nrom the tops ; and Neuon was
so well conyinced of the reality of sudi danger, that he forbade the
Victory " in the action of Trafalgar. The
practice on board the
destruction of the " Alcide " and *' L'Orient ** on former oocasionsy and of the " Achilla " and
Redoubtable " * in that engagement, prove that his apprehension of such a catastrophe was well
founded but it is remarlvable that a shot fired irom the rigging
of the " Redoubtable *' inflicted on this country the severest loss it
the death of the trallant Admiral himself
ever sustained in battle
A\'e refer to these facts, and nii^'^ht quote numerous instances on
record, of ships in aetion being burnt or disabled by an indiscreet
and reckless firin<r of nuisketrj' from aloft, amon<?st the sails; and
we Would stron^^ly ur«;e the necessity of prescrihinn- by regulation
the circumstances under which, only, musketry >1i(jii1(1 be used on
board ship, the extent to which it should be adopted, the positions
;

—

mth respect to the sails, and the direction of the
wind ; we would also urge that every precaution possible should
be taken to avoid this danger, the most fonnidable that can
happen to a ship in aetion.
of the marksmen

.').)
The new rifle muskets are wholly indebted to the adoption
of the elongated projectile for their efficiency and celebrity ; nor
have the instruments from which they are projected any other
(

'

DolaQravittra.

TiBOslated by the Uon. Captain Plimket.

Sec Art. 300,
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merit than that of facility and quickness in loading.
Klontratcd
shot possess the properties of heini^ Icr-;^ resisted bv the air, luiviiior
lonfjer rang-es and frreater penetratin;: power than >])licrical proIn accordance with tlieso views,
jectiles of the siinie diameter.
it is proposed to give a short acccunit of the circumstances which
led to the introduction of the elongated shot in the French army,
and to cxj)lain the several modes by vshich it has been proposed
to force the shot into the rifle state in the sc\cral musket.-> aiid
carbines that have since been constructed ; also to describe more
particularly the several im|noTemeDts that bave been made up ta
the jment time in that description of rifle miuket which has Deen
adopted in the British service.
(4) It is a remarlcable &ct» that the use of the rifle as a miUtary arm was abandoned by the French in the early campaigns of
; * and it was not revived in the service
the Revolutionary
Restoration/' when it was brought forward by M.
till after the
Delvigne in the novel form which bears his name.
To obviate the difficulty and loss of time in loading ordinary
rifles, by forcing the ball into the barrel by repeated blows of the
ramrod or a mallet, on account of which the use of that arm had
so long been suspended, M. Delvigne proi)osed that the bullet
should have sufficient windage to enter ireely into the barrel, in
order that, when stopped by the contraction of the chamber \»ith
which this arm was furnished, it might be forced to expand and
enter into the grooves, on receiving a few smart blows ; thus, the
piece being tired, the bullet would come out a forced, or rifle ball,
without having been forced in.
But this ingenious contrivance was not found to answer. The
edge of the chamber on which the ball lodged not boinir opposite
to the direction of the blow, did not forma sufficient sujtjKirt upon
which to flatten the ball when struck by the ramrod, and thus
cause the bullet to expand ; whilst portions of the charge of
j)owder, previously poured in, having lodged on the contraction,
cushioned and still further impeded the expansion of the shot
and as, obviously, no patch could be used, the grooves were liaUe
to eet foul, and to become leaded, to an eiitenl which by no means
ooiud be eftotiially obviated.
(5.) To remedy this defect. Colonel Thouvenin proposed in
1828 to suppress the chamber, and substitute a cylindrical tige

War

• Fav^, * Des Nouvellc« Carabines, ct do leur Emploi,' p. 3.
Tarui, lfc47.
In 1793, a very small pnmber of French light infantry wtoe anoaed with eamInnea ray^cs, loaded in the ordlDary way by forcing the ball with a mallet
but, us the French armies in the cnrnj^aipTis of (hat year ^vere little lairtiliarixtd
e b^nlVxit nily tmiiiHi
"with arms of this coDipliciiteil desci iitliun, and could nut
to their usee, the rifle ^as given up and during lljc wliole ot ti:e wars of tL«
Republic and of the £mpii« was not thonght of.
l

;
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or pillar of stocl (C, Fij?. 50, p. 506), screwed into the breech in
the centre of the barrel, so that the bullet, when stopped by, and
resting upon the
side struck,

flat end of tlic pillar, directly opposite to the
might more easily be flattened and lorced to enter the

grooves.

a

(6.)

But here another defect

larj^-e

purtion of the centre of

ajtjx'arcd.
tlie

l)arrel,

Tlie

and

])illar occuj)yiii«j^

tlie cliarire

l)einn;-

the main force of
the powder, instead of takinj^- ell'ect in the axis of tlie piece, and
on the centre of the projectile, acted only on the spherical j)ortion
of the bullet which lies over this annular chamber, and thus the
hall receiving obliquely the impulse of the charge, was i)ropelled
])laced in the

annular space which surrounds

it,

with diminiwed force.
{De la Creation et de VEmptoi de la
Foree Armee, pp. 44, 45, i^aris, 1848.) The next improvement,
which was proposed by M. Delvlgne, was to make the bottom of
the projectile a flat surface ; the body cylindrical, and to terminate it in front with a conical point (A, Fig. 56, p. 50(i),
thus diminishing the resistance of the air comparatively with
that experienced by a solid of the same diameter having a
hemispherical end.
The form of the projectile was, therefore,
an approximation to that of Newtons solid of least resistance.
(Art. 175.)
(7.) \\ hile eng'a<rt'd in the ecnupiest of Algiers, a French army
of one hundred thousand men was lonti: kept in check Ity the
nomadic inliahitants of that country, a people ill armed and (piite
destitute of military organization.
Favoured by their power of
rapid movement, the Arab horsemen, keeping themselves at a
distance, directed against their opponents, who were deficient in
cavalry, a destructive fire of matchlocks, and immediately retired
beyond the range of the muskets carried by the European mfimtry,

solid columns, encumbered with artillery and baggage, were
unable to follow with sufficient rapidity. The necessity of arming
the Frendi infinntry with weapons capable of afibrding, with considerable precinon of fire, a more extennvc range than could be
and ten
obtained from common muskets, was immediately felt
battalions of chasseurs (infantry), which were organized in lS4n,

whose

;

were anued with the pillar-breech

ritle

nuisket.

(I)elvigne, Iff la

Creation et <l' rEiii}>U>i de la Force Armce^ pp. 14, 1;'), 1(), 45.)
It is probable that the circumstances above mentioned drew the
attt'ntion of military men in general to improvements in the ninsket
and rifle. In I84i a patent was obtained by Captain Tamisier
for his method of giving steadiness to the flight of cylindro-conical
shot, by cutting three sharp circular grooves, each 0.28 inch deep^
on the cylindrical part of the shot, bv which the resistance of the
air behind the centre of gravity of the projectile being increased,
the axis of rotation was kept more steadily in the direction of the
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tcajector}' ; the grooves l)riii«( to this projectile what the feathers
are to the arrow, and the s^tick to the rocket."
(8.) The following is a brief account of the French PillarBreech Musket, with its latest improTementa :
Fig. 5«.

** The pillar-brecch musket is loaded at the muzslc
with a leaden ]>roiectile of tlie fomi shown at A, in
iliis projectile is o.O,')? in, dinnn-ter,
Fi^;. 50 annexed
of the musket
and weighs 728 grains. The barrel, li
is 34 inches long, rifled with four grooves, and has an
elevating scale or sight 3f inches nigh ; the tipe * or
pillar, (', is screwed into the face of the lirwcbpin.
drachnis of powd« r, is
The cartridge, containin.;
made of strougjwiper, which is tied round the projectile
at the groove D, near its base.
" In loading, the soldier breaks the cartridge, when
the ]»owdrr falls into the s]iacc, F F. round the I'illar,
and he throws away tlie pai>er of the upjier j>art of the
cartridge ; the ball, which is nearly of the same dia>
meter as the Lore of the piece, is then made to rest
the inl, 1',
Avith its flat end on tlie lu ad of the i)illar
of tho rammer being countersunk of the same fomi as
the point of the ball, the soldier gives three or four
smart blows upon the latter, which, being snpi^irted
by the pillar, is shortened in length and widened in
diameter, so as to force the lead and pa]'er ronml it
;

'

;

<

into the grooves of the ritle.
The point of the l^all is
held in the axis of the barrel
the head of the
rammer, which is so nenrk' of the- same -diameter as
sensible
vari:.tion
in the ]Kisitioii 4>f
the bore, that no
when lired, the ]'rojectik" is
the ball can take |>lace
constrained to follow the grooves of the riilc, and iLe
paper ]>rotects the barrel from being leaded."

m

:

(9.) This nietlioil of forciii«r the ^hoX into
the rltlcd state has been ado])tod by the Aiistriaiis and some of tlie .-mailer Gemian .-t.ito
and the French Chasseurs d'Orleans are still
armed with the earabine-a-tige. The method
;

of forcing tlie shot into the moves of the
rifle has also heen adopted in this countiy hw
Mr. Lancaster, in his pillar-breech rifle, whicJh
is much used by sportsmen, and was pni]»
* Some veiy interesting experiments have recently
been made with rockets without sticks, a rotatory luotion on their axes iK-ing given by making the oritu* s
out of which the intlamed aud compressed comu^ition
rushes, oblique to the axis instead of directs By this
oontrivanco the rotatory and ]>n>].clling powers are
comltined
and so long as the former continues, the
;

rocket will proceed in the direction of the Iraji-ctorv,
at right aniiles nearly to the plauo of rotaiiou.
(Art. 324.)
]
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by him for adoption in the military serrioe ; the length of his
musket is 2 feet 8 inches, the charge of powder 2^ drachms, and
the weight of his cylindro-conoidai shot 710 grains (troy). The
grooves, of which there arc four, are straight to the extent of 18
mches from the breech ; they, then, take a spiral form, gradually
increasing to the muzzle (gainh}(f tund), making a quarter of a
turn from its commencement: this, it was pre^nmed, would <^nvc to
the projectile great accuracy of flight, with the least recoil ; but it
the advantajres of Xhi^ ffainhui tfrht in
appears that, whatever may

W

firing a spherical bullet or a conical pickrt (an
it is

American

j)racticc),

totally inapplicabh* to a cylindro-conoidai shut for reaiions ably

stated by Lieut.-Col. the lion. Alexander Gordon, in his pamphlet
entitled
Remarka on Ndtional /h ft >n'>\' Appendix, p. 32.
(10.) But the pillar-breech musket having been found incon'

venient in cleaning, the chamber round the stem becoming soon
the pillar liable to be broken, and, after firing some
rounds, the operation of ramming down so fati^in^ to the men
as to make
unsteady in tSking aim, M. Mime, preyioudy
distinguished as a zealous and able adTocate for re^
^.
storing the rifle to the service in an improved form,
fouled,

mem

proposed to suppress the tige, and substitute for it
an uon cup, b (Fig. 57), put into the wider end of
a conical hollow, a, made m the shot this cup being
:

forced further in by the explosion of the charge,
causes the hollow cylindrical portion of the shot to
expand and fix itself in the grooves, so that the
shot becomes forced at the moment of discharge."
slip of cartridfjc-paper is wovnid twice round the
cylindrical part of the ]»rojiH-tlle, so that, as the
latter does not become forced or rifled till the
charge is fired, it fits so tightly to the barrel as to

i

be free from any motion which would be caused by
the carriage of the rifle on a march, or by its being

I

A

handled before the shot

^^Sl

/•

1

[

:

j

1

is flred.

The

reader will perceive that, unless the cup b (Fig. 57) be
driTen, by the first action of the explosion of the charge, so far
into the conical space in which it is ])laced, as to cause the lead to
enter into the grooves of the rifle before the shot moves, there will
be no rotation ^the paper wrapt round the shot not sufficing for

—

this purpose.

In the experiments of 1850 it was found that the hollow part,
of the Mime cylindro-conical shot was very frequently separated
• This is the cxijcdicnt for lorcing the shot, so well «lescribtHl in an article
on rifle shooting
Ceylon, which appeared in the * Times ' of the 29fch of
March, 1861, and which the nufider of that article will pcroeivo is the 'lAm\6
method.

m
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by the force with which the cup was
driven into the hollow ])art of the <hot, and somethnes remained so
firmly fixed in the barrel tliat it could not be extracted ; but in the
more recent trials with shot made by compressioD and with better
entirely from the eoiilcal part

lead DO such failure occurred.
(11.) The pinciple of placing and igniting the cliai]ge In fimt
of the projcctde by means of a needle, was patented in England
by Abraham Mosar on the 15th of December, 1831 ; his musket
was submitted to the Board of Ordnance for trial in 1834, but the
method of loading, namely, at the munle, was yeiy complicated
and the inyentor not having pecuniary means sufficient to improYe
and carry out his invention, no trials were made. While efforts
were being made in France to augment the power and accuracy
of small arras, loaded at the muzzle as already described, >£
Dreyse, of Sommerda, in Thuringia, was led to try wliether the
inconvenience of ramming down and flattening the shot might not
be gt)t rid of by loading the barrel at the breech an old project
(see Art. '227 ); and he suggested a plan for this purpose, which
has been ado})tcd to a «_Teat extent in the Prus^sian army.
(12.) The Frusi^ian rifled musket for firing cylindro-conical shot
zundnaddgewehr," from tlie i«rnition of the charire
is designated
being ])roduccd by passin<r a needle throu^'^h the cartridge, to
strike the percussion powder placed in tlie wooden bottom, nr
Tlie following is a descripsj/iegel, ;is shown in 1 i;^.
Ption of tlie musket, which is loaded at the breech :

—

A

•*
The barrel, A, which is 34 inches long, is rifled with four grooves, and
has a *hauRse* or sijiht adapted to distances of n<^x^ metres; it is screwed into
tlie chamber, pro[>erly so
the end of a strong open giiider or channel, 13 li
called, is bored out from behind, eonically in a slight «lcgree, so that when ibe
cartridge is placed in it, the shoulder, C I), of the hall shall meet and be
stojip'Al by the projections or ribs of the ritlin;^, the body of the shot being of
sutTRicnt (lianictor to fill tlio full depth of the grooves.
Inside of the giiider
slides an iron tul)o, K E, wilii a strong 'hebel' or handle, h\ attached, and
having at the front end a space, G O, of about 1| inch in length. In the
middle of tliis s|.ai is a * tige' or pillar, H, which, instead of being solid, liko
that of the pi liar- breech musket, is pierced with a small hole in its entire
length, and through this itasscs the needle, N, which is to ignite the charge :
the steel tigc is screwed from behind into a solid plate of iron, J J, leii in the
tube E E ; and this plate it is which (like the breech-pin of the ordinarymusket) receives the whole reactionary force of the charge, behind the plate,
.1 .1, tliere is a second tube of iron (which could not Ik- slmwn in the drawing)
having a double catch-sprin-j; attached, and carrying within it a small inner
K, (Fig. o'J,) having two nrojecting rings, L L, (Figs. 58, 59,)
tube of iron,
on one moiety of its length, and a spiml spring, M M, sliiling on the other
Thmu-jli the tube K K, passes the needle, N N X X, whicli is a thin
half.
ointed at the end, wliich is to
steel wire aU>ut 'OA inch diameter, bluntly
ignite the charge at the other end it is screwed into a brass head, O, and this
again screws into the inner tube, which carries the spiral spring, llie trig;:er,
which is of n joculiar f(»nn, and has a bolt movement in firing, could not be
shown iutelligibly iu the diagram. It has a knuckle-catch, so thai, when
:

i'

K

j

;
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pressed down, it admits of tbe whole mechanism of the tube, E E, beinj; drawn
out fnMii beliin.l, when tlic parts can hr taken to pieces, cleaned, and ]ait
together again by the soldier in a few minutes, there hcini; no pins whatever
and no screw, except that by wbidi
Fig. 69.
Fig. 58.
the needle is oonnected with the
inner tube.
0
"The shot for the 'needle-prime'
musket is of the form shown by the
dotted linoi in the upper part of
Fig. 60, and weighs 437^ ^jjains,
or exactly one ounce avijirdupois ;
its diameter at the shoulder is .032

Underneath the shot is the
in.
•spie^^el' or bottom, of equal diameter, formed of woo<l, covered with
brown paper and hard rolled, with
a hollow at the npper end to receive
the lower cud of the ball beneath
it is a snjall cup (P, FIlt. 58), to
contain the igniting cuinpusition,
which is pressed hard by mecha;

nical

means. The cartrid<:;e is made
somewhat tbicker than

of ])aper

tliat used in our service ; a small
square piece is first pressed by the
hand against one end of the wooden

/brmer, and this constitutes tlic end
another oblong j)iece is
or bottom
pasted on the edge of one side and
one end, and rolled once round the
farmery the pasted end being pressed
close and flat round the nottoni

K

;

;

when

dry, the iiowder (62 grains,

or about 2i drachms) is first put
in; after which the spicgel with the
jiiriini n<T cnniposition is placeddownwards upon the powder, and then
the shot. The paper is tied round
the point of the shot, and its end
This end of the
is cut off smooth.
cartridge is dipped into melted
tallow as far as the shoulder (C D)
of the pnvjectile.
'*

is

N

At the lower part of the barrel
sliding tulxi through which

tlie

passes the needle for igniting the

charge: this tube is ca]mble of
being moved backwards or forwards
in the barrel, near the breech, by
means of a pin or handle in its side,
which passes through a perforation
«milar to a bayonet notch in the
When the tul o
side of the barrel.
is drawn as lar as the i)erforatiou
will allow towards the stock, there is

formed an open chamber iKtween its
•extremity and the nearest extremity

Of

o
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the charge is intitodiioed into
; and, by means of this chamber,
the barrel.
The tube is then pressed forward till its eztiemity, wbich is in
tlu! I'orm of a rrustum of a cone, is in contact w itli tlio rear extremity of the
this extreuiitv havin.: the lurm of a liollow cone to receive the end of
barrel
thu tube : the pin, or'handle, being then turned round in the notch, the tube
In this state the needle
is, as it were, locked in close contact with the barrel.
in the tul>e is in connection with the trigger of the lock, and the musket is

of the harrol

;

ready for l)eing lircd.""

(13.) The escape of gas at the jum^tion of the chamber and
barrel is considered by all, as a great objection to the needleprime musket : it is stated that the point of the igniting needle
soon becomes furred, so that it is ditlicult, and, after a time, imThe Prussians, however,
possible to draw it back by the thumb.
appear to be quite confident of the superiority of the latter over
other rifle muskets ; their Government is said to have caused
()0,(X)0 stand of these arms to be executed, and, at least, half as
many more are ordered. Their fusiliers, who are armed with the

have also a short sword, with a cross hilt
ground and, lyiuir dow n, they use the hilt
as a rest lor the purjiose of taking a steady aim.
In 1850 some experiments were made at Woolwich, under the
direction of tlie Committee on Small Arms, when it was found
that in tlie operation of opening and closintr the breech, by withdrawing to load, and replacing when loaded, the bolt (which acti>
in a manner resembling that of fixing the bayonet) recjuircd a
great deal of manual strength, particularly when ihe piece got
heated and foul. Also, while attend! n» tlic experiments of 18M>,
at Woolwich, the author was very muiSi struck with an important
objection in the very apparent escape of gas from the breech*
This defect increased to such a decree in continued firing, eren
with a new piece, that the flash indicating a copious escape of sas
became very apparent, and was at length sensibly felt in ^e See
of the man who fired, and the soldier on his left. The escape of
gas will evidently be nuich greater in long protracted firing, from
9ie effects of friction both upon the bolt and the barrel. The
escape of iras takes place chiefly from the left side of the breech
whicn indicates an imperfection in the contact between the chamber and the barrel on that side, arising from the want of central
or direct support for the tube which carries the charge, when it is
pre>sed up to the top of the chand)er, in order to close the breech,
Tliis defect in the contact,
previously to the musket being hred.
needle-j)rinie nuisket,

this they })lant in the

;

" Tlie use of carl)ines Idach-d at
the Ijreech
(ieneral Th'jnond.
The (leiieral proj osts, witli

foruieil three?,

ami even

live deej)

— the

is

much recommendtHl bv

tlieni,

to

employ infantry

men bein^ not exixjsed to
when the mnslets aie loaded wX

front rank

the fire of those in the rear, which is the case
the niu/./.h by the men raising the right hand to the head in iiiing the
ramrod. (1*. <>.)
,
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apparently goes on increasing during the re))etiti()ns of the firing.
It is po:?sil»le that tlic evil may be remedied by giving to the
lower part of tlie barrel the form of a hollow frustum of a cone,
and to the u])per part of the tuhe carrying*- the ehar^zc a eorr(»&pondin<r form, so that, in elosinir up the tuk; to the barrel, the
contact of the conical surfaces may be sufficiently close to nrevent
the escape ot g-as.
l?y this construction, even in the event of
thcac surfaces beino;' in part worn away by friction, it will be possible, by pressing the tube still closer to the barrel^ to preserve
the accuracy of me oontaet
(14.) The advantage of placing the compoeilion above the gunpowder is supposed to be, that it secures the ignition of the uniole
chai^. The mode of producing ignition by placing the percussion powder in the body of the cartridge is. however, very objectionable.
If the cap put on the nipple of an ordinary lock should
another may be instantly put on ; if ignition fail to be produced in the Prussian cartridge, it must be withdrawn bodily, and
it

becomes useless till made up afresh.
Another very si'rious objection to

that the fulminatinjr conipositi<m
in

barrels,

beiiiy^

cartridires so

made up

packed with the

is,

cartridires

wag-^ons, or other recej)tacles for nnisket

tinn!)rils,

these should be entered by shot, infallibly
explode, and cause the whole to be blown up.
The ordinary caps
are capable of being stowed in small bulk by themselves.

ammunition, would,

if

(15.) It has been reported that many of the Pmssiau needleprime rifles taken bv the Danes in the late engagements (1850)
were Ibund to have oecome defectiye ; but the auUior learns from
an authentic source, his informant bein^ a Danish officer of distinction, that no arms of this description were captured by the
Danes, the small anns taken being either common muskets or
rifles of the ordinary kin l loaded at the muzzle; but the^ fired
conical shot with remarkable efiect* It requires only an inspec-

* Tn the Banish oflRctal report of the battle of Idstedt, on the 25tii of July,
1850, it is 8tatfil tluit "The enemy's skirmishers, tinder cover of a linl:*-,
It
fired with jioiiitnl lialls (si)ihkit'j' In), at a dii^tancc of 100 an<l loO yards.
was in vain that a couple ot" guns threw j^rcnadcs at a short range among tlie
three
vain
body
of
cavalry
in
that
a
the
made
several
skirmishtra ; it was
attacks ; in Tain it was endeavoured to bring up the infantry from OIh rstolk,
which was now in flanics, while a ti('rco cii;„':i'.r('nient was goini 'Hi in it tVoni
iii less tlian an hour we snlTcied a
the lionse windows and in the Htrcci.s.
great loss. The brave General Schleppegrell iell, mortally wounded, during
one of the attacks ; the chef of his staff, Lieat.-Col. Bulow, was severely
wounded the commander of the battery, Capt, Ba.,'f^e8en, was made i)risoner,
and two ot" his fjnns taken by the enemy. Several other olTicerj^ were al.so
killed, and among thuni Lieutenant Carsteusen, while endeavouring to rescuo
Capt. Baggescn, with about 70 subalterns and privates : at least 90 horses were
killed or taken.—(In what manner the pointed balls were forced, is not stated.
:
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page 509, to be convinoed that, whatever be
merits in otlier respects, the needle-primo musket is too complicated and delicate an arm for general service.
nC).)
very serious disadvantage arising from the use of
cylindro-oonical shot is the excn >s of their weight above that of
a common musket-ball, on which arcount the already overloaded
soldier must carry a greater weight of ammunition in an equal
immber of rounds, or the number of rounds must be diminished,
and either of thes(^ results would be very prejudicial. So (^uirkly
may the new ritle-nmskets bo loaded, tliat a soldier may tire away
all his ammunition in a very few minutes, which soldiei*s are prniic
and unless additional and extrato do as (luirkly as they can
ordinary measures be ado])ted for rej)lenishing in the tield, and
in action, the speedily exhausted cartridge boxes, the rifleman
may, in a protracted action, be left lontj in a state iu which he
can neither annoy the enemy, nor defend himself.
(17.) It is, no doubt, in some respects, an important advantage
tion of the figure,
its

A

;

in the Prussian rifles, that they may be loaded more quickly- than
the ordinary musket or rifle; but bere, too, we affree with M.
Fave {l>e8 jShuveUet Carabmea^ etc., p. 40), that ri& actions are
ffenerall^ decided, not by^ mere rapidity dS fire, bat by each soldier taking time to use his arm in the most efficient manner posAlthough, as has been already stated, the use of the rifle
sible.
was suspended in the Frendi armies throughout the whole of the
S»neral war (1794-1815), yet the French in&ntry, armed wiUi
e common musket, were well trained to act en tiraiUeur^ and
showed great aptitude for that kind of service, in which a mere
militia

much

or

new

levied troops, in

many

drcumstanoesi render as

service as veteran soldiers.

(18.)

The

infantry of the line,

and

liirht

infantry in the

French

service, are identical, excepting a slight difference in their uni-

form ; they carry the same nature of arm, and are trained nearly
in the same way, thout^h the regiments of li<rbt iufantrj- are more
particularly employed iu the service of the advanced posts.
The
companies of voltigeurs of the infantry are armed with a nuisket
by 0"* .054 (2 inches) than that of the other com})ani<'s.
only troops armed with the c<u'abine a dye are the ten batta
A\'e observe, too, that 1 rench
lions of Chasseurs d Orh'ans.
writers, iu thscussing the comj)arative merits of the musket an<l
the ritie, appeal, as well they may, to the well-directed and wellsustained rollinjr fire of British musketry of the line, which, ^ls
sh(»rt('r

The

M Fave

states

(j).

41 j, gave us the

\

ictory in battle

:

therefore,

nor their cx.ict fonn ;j:ivc'n, in the rejiort l»ut tlio autlior lias .asccrtain(i] from
authority at Copenhagen, May 3, Ibol, that they were cylindro-couical, fired
Ironi carabines raydea, a tige.)
;
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we should be very
efficiency

cart'ful

by any very

not to

613

compromise that established

p:(»mTal or extensive adoption

of the

new

arms, according to a theory, the effects of which have been tried
A French
only in circumstances which cannot exist on service."
Mriti r admits tlie efficiency of our rifle firing, and states that, at
the battle of
aterloo, almost all the officers of the First
Regiment of Infantry of the Line, including the colonel himself,
were wounded hj nfle balls, or, as the colonel called them,
oflioers' halls, because the English troops, as he supposed, directed
thehr fire at the officers without regardbg the private soldiera^
(19.) Public attention having been excited by M. Fave*s inas well as by the
teresting work, ^Lcs Xoinrllrs Carabines
efficient use made of tlie carabine a ti(/c by the Chasseurs d'Orleans in Algiers, and by the adoption of its rival, the needle-prime
musket, by the Prussian government, expcriTnents with muskets
of the latter construction, which had V)een made in England from
foreign patterns, were, in 1850, carried on in this country, in
order to compare them with the Hriti>h regulation-musket and the
It was ])roposed to ascerBritish rifle airrying the belted ball.
tain the relative merits of tho^e anns, and particularly to discover
whether the method of loading at the breech, as in the needleprime musket, considered under all aspects, could be adopted
with advantage in the British service. The results of these experiments showed that the Prussian needle-prime musket was by
far the quickest in loading and firing. The English regulationthird, and the
mudcet came next, Lam^ater^s pllar-breech

W

w

The following is one of the miiiHTous sj ccial occasions, related in Najticr'a
History, on wliicli the Briti.sh musket and IjiiUet, in good and ;:allaut haiulA,
proved their ellicacy at cousiderable distances, even ajiainst artillery.
Combat
lOth {flheember^ 1818.—** The practice of the guns, well
directed at first, would have been murderous if the musketry from thecliurchyard }ia<l not made the f;Tinners withdraw their pieces a little behind the ridpe,
which caused their tire to be too high. The (Jeueral (Kempt), thinking the
distance too great (it was hetween 850 and 400 yards), was inclined to stop
this fire ; but the moment it lulletl, the French gunnere pushed their pieces
forwards again, and knocked down ei;j;ht men in an instant, 'the small arms
then recommenced, and the tire of the French guns was again too high. The
French worn in lika manner kept at bay by Uie riflemai in the village and
mansion-house, and by the 52na on the ridge adjoining.** Napier^ vol. Ti«

of^

p. 382.
* ** Je crois ne pas me tromper en disant que si l*on voulait se donner la
peine de fouiller dans les cartons du Minist^re do la Guerre, on y trouverait
un rapport important dc M. Ic Colonel Lcbeau, du premier regiment d'infanteric de limine. On y lirait qu'a la bataille de ^Vaterloo presquc tous les ofFiciers
de ce r<^ginient et le colonel lui-nu'me furetit bkssi-s \ :\r des ballcs de fusils
raye's, par des balles que M. Lebcau appelait des balles d'officiera, car les ritiemen Anglais qni tiraient sur son regiment, d^ignant le common des soldats,
avaient vis^ les oflRciers, et, comme vous voyez, ne les avaient pas manqu^."
Diacown de M, Arogo h la Chamhrt des heput^ Juin, 1889.

—
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English regulation-rifle the slowest

;

that the hits, in

Aft. A.

60 rounds

fired at a tar;^t 6 feet aquaie at the distanoe of 150 yards, were,
respectively, in the order in which the arms have been already

named, 40, 29, 50, and 30

and lastly, that the average percentage of hits at ditferent ranges up to GOO yards, were, in the
same order, 33, 25, 35, and 37 ; but, for the reasons already
stated, muskets loaded at the breech were condenuKul as arms for
general si'rvice in the tiuld, however useful tliey might be in the
hands of a few expert men for special purposes.
(20.) Good patterns havin«r been obtained of the Delvic^ie
carabine a tige, the French and the Belgian Minie rifles, exjK^riments were made at Woolwich in 1^551 with these three arms
;

and with Lancaster's pillar-breech rifle, in order to test their
a target G feet square, at 400 yards
distance.
The results of these experimenta were ooondered to
have 80 fuUy established the peculiar advantages of M. Mune'a
method of quidk loading, and rardng the shot into the rifled state,
this country of a large supply of what
that the manufisusture
haa been called the rej^ulation Mhai^ musket was ordered.
The Ibrm of its projectile^ which ia simply conoidal, la given in
Fig. 61 annexed.
relative merits in tiring at

m

Flg;tl.

(21.) His Grace the late Duke of Wellington was stronfrly in
favuur of the leaden bullet for line firing, and he objected to a
reduction of the calibre of the musket consequently, on account
of the weight of the elongated shot proposed being greater than
that of the usual spherical bullet, there remained no alteraative
but either to overload the soldier by the weight of 60 rounds of
ammunition, or to reduce the number of shot carried by him.
In
order therefore to conciliate the Duke, it was made a n^nilation
by the Board of Ordnance that the lifini^ muskets shoufi be ao
constructed as to be as easily loaded with a round bullet of one
ounce weight as with its own ammunition, so that either description of shot might be used, as circumstances might require, for
line and rifle firing^.
It soon appeared, however, that the fulfilment of this condition was impracticahje, and that the attempt
;
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fate of cndeavDurs to ac(onipllsh two purposes essentially diH'erent by one and the same means attempts
which generally result in the failure of both.
(22.) The only mode in which elongated shot can he employed
wiuiout either increasb^ the weight of the ammunition carried
hy the soldier or reducing the nmnher (60) of rounds in his
pouch, is to dimimsh the calibre of the fire-arm, so that the elongated shot may not be heavier than the regulation bullet. With
a view to effect this object most conveniently, the Master-General
of the Ordnance?, Viscount llardinge, invited some of the principal gun-makers of England to submit pattern muskets, in the
hopes of obtaining a lighter and more efficient ami with a smaller
bore.
The following makers ciccordingly preparctl, and sent in,
muskets for trial Mr. Purday, Mr. \Vestley Kichards, Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Wilkinson, and ^^r. Greener: Mr. Lovell, the inspector of small arms, also prepared a new musket at the government
manufactory.
(23.) The following table of details (see p. 516) respecting the
regulation Mmi^ rifle, and those of more recent pattern which
haTe been made the subjects of experimental trials, is both important and interesting. {Bemarki on NaiUoml Bdence^ hy LieutCoL the Hon. A. Gordon, and
Handbook of Jneld Service, by
Capt Lefroy, RA., F.Il.S.)
(24.) The nrojectiles for all the muskets in the table are
conoidal or cylindro-conoidal. Mr. \Vilkinson*8 projectile is cast
solid, and hiis two deep grooves romid the lower part.
It is intended to be used without paper or patch of any kind, the two
grooves being merely tilled with grease and the method of loading is the same as that which is now in use with the ritie regiments
of the service, the powder being made up in a small cartridge
by itself, and put into tlu' barrel before taking the ball out of the
The muzzle of the barrel has been countersunk, so
ball-pouch.
as to receive the ball before it is rammed down, which is a great
oouTenience. The grooves are of a spiral form, having one turn
in 6 ft 6 in. Mr. rurda) s projectile is cylindro-conoidal, with
a belt round the lower part : one of the two kinds of projectile
has the simple Minie cavity, and the other has a cavity with a
plug, which is driven into the cavity by the force of the fired
powder. The grooyes have the character of the increasing spiral
they commence with one turn in 6 ft., and end with one turn in
4 ft. 9 in. Mr. Lovell's heavy shot (No. 1) made excellent
shooting at all distances, but the difficulty of loading, and the
great weight of the shot, renders it unfit for troops of tlie line.
Even with a strong wooden rammer it was sometimes difficult to
The lighter shot (No. 2) made very good
drive the shot home.
shooting up to 400 yards ; but sometimes, after firing a dozen

—

—

A

;
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it became uncertain, and the difficulty of loading was as
great as with the heavier ball. The grooves are regular spirals
wMth one turn in 6 ft. 6 in.
The grooves of the Brunswick rifle
have one turn in 2 ft G in.
Mr. Lancaster, who invented the ordnance with an elliptical
bore, spirally formed, as described in Art. 190, and the pillarbreech rifle (Art (8)), proposed also a natme of musket having
a bore of a mmilar kind. No grooyes are cut in the interior sur&ce
of the barrel ; but, in a transverse section, the bore has the form
of an ellipse of small excentricity and it is freed * at the breech
the projectile is cylindro-conoidal, with a circular base, and, when
heated by the fired gunpowder, it expands so far as to take a
form corresponding to the elliptical section of the bore. The
bore, being a continuous spiral, fulfils the object of nrooves, and
causes the shot, in passing along it, to acquire a rotatory motion on
its axis.
The t^piral is not uniform in its whole length, but has
what is called by the Americans a <j(nnin<j tiviM or (in incnaHwij
spind.
The advantages of this rifle are supposed to be, greater
accuracy of practice, less recoil than other muskets have, and no
tendency to cause the rifle to turn over sideways.
In November of last year (1853) experiments were made at
the school of musketry at Hytne, under the direction of Colonel
Hay, for the purpose of trying ibe accuracy of Mr. Lancaster's
musket ; and the result was, that, in firing twenty rounds at an
iron target 6 feet square, at the distance of 600 yards, all the 20
shot hit the target ; of these, 10 struck above, and 10 below the
centre ; 11 struck on the right hand and 9 on the left.
Five of these muskets were tried at Hythe against the Enfield
musket with a smooth, elliptical bore ; and, after a prolonged
trial, the Enfield rifle was found decidedly inferior to that of Mr.
Lancaster as regards accuracy of shooting, and its shot xfrrpped^
ortener in the barrel.
Further trials were made at \\ oolwich, at
Enfield, and at llytlie, in December, 1853, with I^mcaster's musket
having an elliptical bore, an increasing spiral, and being freed at
the breech ; this was in order to compare its shooting with that of
an Enfield rifle with three grooves, having a uniform spiral with one

shots,

—

* To be freed at the breech signifies that the bore is made larger there
an
tiiaa in Uie anterior part of the oarrel : the tenn is aleo used to
enlai^ement of the grooves at the same place. The Americans enlnr«:;c in
this manner the whole of the barrel uj) to within IJ inch of the nnizzle

mote

English guumakers only as far as 2 or 3 iuchcs from the breech. The object
the operation of Tasuning home. Kot mnch value ia attached
to the construction in tbia country : it maybe advantageous for the American
and the lile may he snid of the
rifles, whicli carry pmaller phot than onrs
American practice of increasing the twist of the spiral grooves towards the
muzzle*
^ To stripj 8i)eaking of shot, aSgnifies to pasB OfQt of the hanel without

is to fadlftate

;

IxMSOOiing

Tiil(Bd.
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torn in 6 feet 6 inches, and an equal bore thrcMighoul, 0*577 indi
diameter : the object being, apparently, to simplify rifles, if possible, by dispensmg with the inereatmg mpiral and the freed
breech. The report of these trials was in mcrar of the £nfidd
rifle, Lancaster's musket having evinced a strong tendency to
strip: and at the longer ranges this defect was very marked.
The cause of it has not been satisfiactorily ascertained, but it is
presumed to he in part owing to the wax which entered into the
this may have caused some of the paper of
lubricating material
the cartridge to adhoiv to tlie bore about the greater diameter,
and thus render the bore nearly circular. It was decided then to
adopt tlie throe-<rrooved rifles and it is said that a great number
of tlieni have been, or are now beinjr made.
The painintr twist i^ considered objectionable, in offering to the
shot's pru«j^re>s a resistance continually incruasintr, while the .-hoi
itself is subjected to a continually increasing l\)rce of inipuls-iuii.
projectile is sot in motion gradually, and should attain its
;

;

A

greatest velocity just bet'ure quitting the muzzle; there is consequently a tendency of the shot to yield to the increasing force of
the powder, and pass directly out of the barrel without following
the spiral. Should, however, the prmectile, which is in part cylindrical, follow a twiet of the gaming aind, it will still be subject to
a continual change of fi^re during its passage along the bote;

^

it may even be said that the rear end
the shot is bebg
twisted while the front is passing out of the muz^.
advantage derived from the absence of grooves is that dieie are no

and

An

edges to be worn away by working the ramrod, and a smooth
The
bore is less likely to become foul than one with grooves.
plug-bullet used by Mr. Lancaster does not appear suitable for
military purposes; generally the plug is driven too far into the
lead during the ma&ng up of the cartridge ; and it is desirable
that bullets f(nr milita^ service should be of solid lead, without

cup or plug.

An

oV)jecti()n to

to the I-^ntield
(3:^

Mr. Lancaster's musket, and

rifle ot"

inches lonj^ and

this

applies also

requires a slender cartridfre
inch diameter), which, when made up with

1853,

is,

that

it

the heavy projectile, is liable to become torn at the neck, so that
the powder, in part at least, escapes : this objection exists in
a greater dcfiree, in the Minie rifle, the projectile of the latter
being heavier than that of either Lanca?ter's or the Enfield rifle.

The

paper, moreover, being stilF, does not always expand after it
has been compressed in the act of l)iting off* the end in consequence of which the powder is not readily poured into the
barrel, and much of it is often thrown away with the paper.
The argument in fiivour of an uneven number of grooves for a
rifle, as in Mr. Wilkinson's and the Enfield rifle, over an even
number of grooves is apparently very soimd : the Imdi in the
;
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former kind being opposite the grooves in the barrel, instead of
tiie grooves bemg opposite to eeoi other, as in the latter kind of
rifle ; the expanded lead is thereby more eflectually pressed into
the iprooTes, and the projectile consequently acquires a more steady
rotation on
(25.)

in

its

its axis.

The

great

chief objection to the new Minie rifle-musket connsts
get fouled, and, as it would appear, the

liability to

ffrooTes partially leaded, after firing a number of rounds, more or
less, so as to render it sometimes impossible to force the shot into
and down the barrel. This difficulty apjiears to liave been foreseen

by Colonel Gordon,

since, in his })amphlet (Appendix, p. 18), he
expresses regret that the bore of the new ritle had not been made
a few thousandths of an inch lar^j^er ; he states that, after firinga few rounds, the shot jams in the barrel, and cannot be forced
down to its place ; and as all the jNIinie rifles and their ammunition, with which our forces iu the East are armed, are exactly

of the dimensions assigned to the Rmdation
table page 516, it may be apprehended that

Maa4 rifle in
thu

the

difficulty in

loading will be experienced on senrioe, as it unquestionably is to
a great extent in practice at home.
(26.) To remedy this objection, laeut-Colonel Hay, who now
ably superintends the establishment for training soldiers in the use
of the Minie musket, proposes to diminish the diameter of the shot
by .005 inch (Fig. 62) : this small quantity, Colonel Hay has, after
ng.<t.

Iran

Cup for

Bullet.

ftafum^
nnlMMl Hmj.
bjr

^-

Inn

r»ip of

Kcpiilttiion

MiDi^ r.tiUH.

—

trials, found suflBcient to prevent jamming-, and permit the
shot to he in contact with the surface of the bore when the arms
are in any position whatever; it also allows the musket to bo
Colonel
loaded quickly when repeated firing- InM^nnes necessary.
Hay's pro]K)Sition havinpr been approved, ammunition of that size

many

was' sii|)plied for further
first

That which was
the school.
but, subsequently, the cartridges

in

trial

seat succeeded admirably

;
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loaded too easily. On esaminadon, the paper was found to bave
been reduced both in thickness and quantity compared with that
with which the former cartridges were made. This evil, however*
was easily remedied. Colonel Hay has likewise introduced an
important improvement in the shape of the culot or cup, and in
the figure of the cavity into which it is forced on the firing of the
The reader will perceive, on referring to Fig. 57 (page
charge.
507), that the cavity a in the Minie shot bias the form of a
frustum of a cone, while that of tlie cup 6 is a hemisphere
now
all who have examined the shot picked up after hanng struck an
iron target or penetrated into earth, find that the hemispherical
cup is very liaWe to he canted or turned instead of being forced
tlie lead of the shot is not driven
directly into the hollow space
For this evil (^olonel Hay
equably into the grooves of the rifle.
has proposi'd a remedy, in giving both to the culot and the cavity
in the shot conoidal forms (see Fig. 62), by which means the former
must, by the force of the powder, proceed directly forward in the
hollow space, and thus uuiformly expand the lower part of the shot,
:

:

in the bore.

(27.) The fouling of the Minie rifle-musket arises, probably, in
part from an adhesion of the lead rubbed off from the shot during
Its passage along the bore, and in nart from the paper between the
powder and the shot being charrea on the explosion of the gunpowder, and leaving a deposit adhering to the barrel : whatever
oe the cause, unless the cartridge be well ffreased, it becomes impossible, after firing a few- rounds, to get uie diot into and down
the barrel
It h;is happened that soldiers, finding that the shot has jammed
in the barrel, have endeavoured to force it down by striking the
ramrod with heavy stonea The inconvenience and loss which
must be sustained in such a case may be easily conceived, when
troops armed with the Minie rifle only, having fired away each
man ten or fifteen rounds of his ammunition, are compelled to
stand inactive while an enemy is advancing against them for the
purpos(* of brin<rlnf; on a close and decisive action.
It is remarked
that the Minie rifle does not so soon become foul when loaded in
a vertical, as when loaded in a horizontal position, the rifleman
The Minie rifle is, however, too long to be convelying down.
niently loaded in this last position.
The bullet proposed by
Colonel Hay has suflicient windage, before it is forced, to allow
the loadin^r to be efl'ected even thougli the grease may have been

rubbed

The

off

from the

c^irtridge.

exercise for loading with blank cartridge

is perforuied with
the Mini^ rifle as with the ordinary musket,
the soldier bites off
the end and jiuts the cartridge into the musket, as in the usual

—

method ; but in shot^firin^ we end must be l^tten off imd the
cartridge reversed in loading, otherwise the cartridge will stid In
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the barrel, and the musket will be rendered useless during the rest
of an action. To prevent this from occurrin^r on the battle tield,
throiu^h the nervous excitement which during an action mu£t
be fdt even by yetenui soldiera, but in a higbmr degree by audi
as have never before been under fire, the loading motions with
blank cartridges have now been asmmOated to those with shot
cartridges; so that the soldier will be habituated to perform, in
both cases, the reversion of the cartridge after having poured in
the powder.
(28.) A great inconvenience attending the use of the Minie
rifle is, that every eartridiTfe employed must be carefully greased,
in order, by lubricatin<r the barrel at every dis<'harge, to prevent
it from Ix'coniin^' so foul aa to be unserviceable after a few rounds
have been lired. It is well remarked by Lieut. -(Jol. Gordon,
in his useful pamphlet above quoted, (Appendix, p. 8), that it is
doubtful whether or not a scddier would grea.«?e even the rounds
which he carries in his pouch, and that it would be scarcely possible for him to i^rease those which he might receive, on a second
or third supply, £iring a protracted action, or on a suddcoi demand
for ammumtion in case or a disturbance of the peace, or of troops
landing in an enemy's country. Greased cartridffes could not,
certainly, be kept in store without being deteriorated by vermin or
by the effects ot climate ; unless, inde^ some method could be
found of j)reparing paper with an unctuous matter, which should
be ca])able oi resisting the effects of heat and moisture and the
attacks of vermin, and which should remain for months in a state
The jrreased cnrtridires which were sent to India for
fit for use.
trial with the Minie riiie were, on their arrival, found to be totally
unserviceable.
(29. ) The followinrr table (exhibits the ranges, to the first nfrazo,
of the dilterent kinds of new nmsket^;, in comparison witli the niuffc
of the regulation Minic nmsket. The experiments on which the
table is rormed were carried on at £nfiela during the summer of

1852.

The muskets were
above the ground.

fired horizontally at

a height of 4
Ydi.

The RmlatioD Minitf mmket
Hr.WiUdn8on*8 musket (naked

shot)

(onrtriil-o)

.

...

Mr. i'uriiay's muaket, with the iilug ball

Mr. LoTeU*8 musket. No.
No.
The Brunswick musket
Mr. Laiicaster'.s musket
^,

or heavy shot
2, or light shot
1,

.

.

.
.

177
185
172
IbO
190
ITH
173

VM

ft.

in.

ft.

1

7

0

3.3

1

5^

2

4
5

0
1

7i in.

^

0 2^
O 11

The aufrles of elevation whieh should he friven to the several
arms, in order that the projectiles may attain ditferent ranges, from
100 yards to lUUO yards, are as follow
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Laticuter.

^

1

Rcnlatioo

WUkioMO.

1B14.

Yardt.

-

*

Light

xTmecuw.

PrqJecUie.

e

o

e

c

o

t

100

0

14

0

14

0

11

0

14

0

15

0

8

300
300
400
500
600

0

39

0

38

0 36

0

36

0 40

0

0

53
22

0

47

0

0

0

84
54

-6

1

35

3

57
17
31

0

1

52
18

51

49
9
84

23

o
A*

0

o

s

2
3

29
44
81

1
I

o

7<>0

5

:\

800
1000

25

3

4

• •

(30.)

The following

1
1

1

1

1 47
IxTCgokr*

2

26

1

Imgolar.

2
2

32

•

8

60

• •

• •

• •

4 16

• •

• •

• •

table, kindly

on the aubject of the rifle practice

3

• •

41

communicated by Colonel Hay,
shows the compafatiTe

at II ythe,

aioemacy of shooting at different distances, with the common
the
percussion mnsket of 1842 and the rifle musket of l^'nl
lormer carrviii<r a spherical bullet, and the latter the regulation
;

Minie shot (a rylindro-conoidal projectile). Twenty men fired
ten rounds each, 5 in file tiring and 5 in volley firing, against a
target 0 feet high and 20 feet hroad, equal to a front of 1 1 file
The uiubketb were 4 ft G in. from the
of mfantry, or 22 mea
ground.

ftniiwliiii

Mwkeu 1842.

Rntar emit la As

mtu.

ToUL

OtDtrs.

PcrCenL

Yardu.

100

7

48

94

149

74,5

200

3

20

62

85

42.5

300

4

9

17

32

16.

400

3

• •

7

9

4.5

mail Bite Mnfeit, mi.
Namber

DtttanoM.

Miri^ft.

of Hits in the

BIta.

(Ml.

(Mm.

*

TotaL

Vanls.

100

10

68

111

189

94.5

300

9

47

104

160

80.

300

6

83.

73

110

85.

400

ft

89

71

105

58.5
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Colonel Hay remarks that the shot firom the common musket,
which missed the target, fell firom 20 to 50 feet wide of it,
whereas the Minio shot wliich missed fell within 2 or .H feet only
taro^et.
The same officer, in a letter to tlic author,
observes that, with careful training, soldiers of the line may be
made to put half their shot into such a target at 400 yards, and
two-thirds at 300 yards.
at llythe, practice was made with the reguSept. 17th,
lation Miuie musket by four men, each of whom tired ten rounds,
at distances from the target varying from 700 to 200 yards. The
target was 16 feet long and 6 feet hi^h. The men advanced in
skirmishinff order, according to regmation; fired kneeling^ and
exercised Uieir own judgment respecting their distances firom the
object Of the 40 rounds fired, o hits took place in the bull'seye, 16 in the central part (a circle 6 feet diameter) and four
tleyond, but very near the central part ; in all 28 hits, and 12
Of the hits, 18 were below the centre and 10 above, 16
ausseSb
were on the right and 12 on the left. The wind was blowing
The same day similar
strongly, and the atmosphere was cloudy.
practice was made by four men with the musket having an elliptical bore, at the same distances from the tcirget, the men advancing
Of 40 rounds fired 0 hits took
in skirmishing order, and kneeling.
place in the bull's-eye, 22 in the centre circle, and 6 beyond it
Of the hits, 25 were below the
six shots only missed the target.
centre, and 9 above ; 15 on tne right, and 19 on the left.
(31^ In August, 1852, two muskets were made at the Boyal
Manufactory at Enfield, in which were embodied the imnrovements and alterations suggested by the experience obtained auring
the course of the trials with the experimental arms, and which, it
was hoped, would posseas the necessary requirements of a miHtaiy
weapon on the Minie system.
The musket, including the bayonet, to weigh about 9 lbs. 3 oz.
and the bore decided upon was .577 inch ; the barrel to be, in
It was to have
length, 3 feet 3 inches ; and its weight 4 lbs. 6 oz.
three f^ooves, each a constant spiral of 1 turn in 6 feet G inches.
The ramrod to have a swell near the head the bayonet to be

of the

;

fixed

a

by means of the locking-ring, and the lock to be made with

swivel.

One (jf the muskets was to be made with a block-sight for 100
yards, and two leaves, for 100 and 200 yards, in addition to the
This was proposed for troops of the line, militia, &;c.
block-sight.

The other was to be
modification of Mr.

maae with a

block-si^ht (as befi>re), and a
Richards's sight, calculated for use up to
This was proposed for the Rifles and the picked men

W.

800 Tarda

of other corps.

Mr. Fritdiett, a gumnaker of London, was requested

to adapt to
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the bore of this musket a j)rojectile without cup or plutr, of a pattern
had recently been trying with great success.

(Fig. ^3), which he

A

1
'c

!

Ik
1

i>

i*

!

V.
•

(

H

The

rrz

»

ahootiiig of tbeee moBketa, with this buUet, at distances

op

800 jardfl^ was found to he snperior
tried, when loaded according to the

to any that had yet heen
usual Mini^ style, with
greased cartridges, reversing the bullet They were also tried
with the same bullet as before, made up into cartridges, loading
without reversiiiji. like the old sj)herical ball. The snooting was

to

good, but the barrels fouled immediately abpve the
powder for about 2 inches, piobably from the ungmsed paper,
between the jH)wder and the greased bullet, being cnarrcd on the
explosion of the gunpowder and leavinjr a slight deposit adhering
In the Minie system the o^reased
to that part of the barrel
paper around the bullet lies close above the powder and lubricates

tolerably

the entire barrel at every shot.
The experiments alluded to in the foreiroinor remarks were
ordered by Lord Hardingre for the purpose of obtaininfr, if possible, a lighter and a better musket than that in use by the army
Mlien he Ixrame Master-General of the Ordnance in 1851 : his
preileeesjiors at the Horse (iuards and the Onlnance Office having
previou^ly saiictione<i the change of system from that ul* a smcwth
tx)re with spherical balls to that of Captain Minie, viz., a rifled
barrel with greased expanding bullets and the cartridge reversed
to
making howerer, with this change, no abatement of the
be carried by the soldier, but, on the contrary, a slight additioo
for although the weight oif the musket Itself was slightly- reduced*
the increued weight of the Mini^ buUet caused an increase of
about half a pound in the total weight of the musket, with €0
rounds of ammunition.
The object of the Master-General of the Ordnance, in the ex-

wei^

periments alK)ve alluded to, was to obtain the best rifled musket
which could be constructed, on the system which had already
received the sanction of the military authorities; and such a
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musket has now, it is presumed, been obtained. The new rifled
musket possesses the following advantages :
1.
saving in weight of Mout 3 lbs. for every soldier has been

A

effected, althouffh the

new

bullet itself is

30

grains heavier than

the old sphericu ball.
2.
3.
4.

The 60 rounds for each man have been retained.
The strength of the musket has been very much increased.
The accuracy of shooting, of a musket whidi only costs

(without bayonet) about 21. 10s., has been improved, so that at a
distance of 300 yards a good marksman can generally hit a buUV
eye with a six-inch radius.
5. The manufjicture of the projectile has been very much j^implified, the Minie bullet originally adopted with tlic Minie muskets
having been altered from an inconvenient tnrni, and a compound
of lead and iron, retjuiring great care in the preparation, to a
simple form of lead only.
o. An incUrect advantage of the new rifled musket is, that any
of the improvements which are constantly being made in the form
and composition of elongated projectiles
be more easily
adapted to a barrel of this diameter than to one of the former

wm

size.

This being the state of the case, it now rests with the military
authorities to decide how far the Mini^ system can with safety be
adopted by the army.
The improvements which have been suggested in the pattern
of the musket, viz., the swivel lock, locking-ring for the bayonet,
bands instead of loops and pins, &c., are, if found to be advantageous, equally applicable to the old smooth-bore musket as to
those made for the new Minie system.
(32.) In liS52 Colonel Le Couteur, commandant of the militia
in Guernsey, instituted a very important course of experiments
to detennine the relative penetrating powers of musket-shot of

The arms employed were: the Regulation
percussion musket, the Brunswick rifle, and the Regulation Minid
rifle.
The projectiles were : the spherical ounce-ball, the belted
bullet, the Mini^ shot, with and without the cup, and a sharp
The objects
conoidal shot proposed by Colonel Le Couteur.
fired at were a box of 3-ineh deal filled with fine sand saturated
with water, and a hogshead also filled with sand saturated with
water.
The penetrations of spherical shot, both from percussion muskets
and the Brunswick rifle, were very small ; the shot, after passing
through the front of the box, entering to the depths of 2 and 4
inches only in the sand; while the Minie shot and Colonel Le
Couteur's sharper projectile, after piercing the front of the box,

di^rent natures.

entered to depths, the meau of which was about 10 inches, into
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the advautage being ratlier on the side of the lastmentioned shot.
In the Bame year some experiments were made at Woolwich for
a like pm-poae with the belted Begulatioa shot and Colonel Le
Couteiur's oonoidal shot, both kinds being fired from the Brunswick rifle, also with Lancaster's ellipeoidal shot fired from the
barrel with elliptical -spiral bore.
The target, which was at
dO yards from the musue of the musket, consisted of seferal halfinch elm planks saturated with watt^r and placed one
apart The following Table exhibits the results of the experiments:
;

mA

peuetmal.
Clolonel

The

Lo Couteur's shaq) conoidal

kill

...

belted rci^uUtion round ball

Colonel Le Couteur*s ball

•

.

.

.

11
9

13 (stock in the 14 tb).

The

belted regulation ball
Colonel Le Couteur's ball
The belted ball
Ditto
Lanci»ter*s elliptical ball and rifle
ditto
Ditto
Colonel Le r'otit4Jur'8 smooth conoidal ball
Lancaster's elliptical ball and rifle
Colonel Le Coateiir*B smooth ball

9
12

9
9
9
10
.

.

(hit

a knot).

13
10
11

Colonel Le Couteur observes that sharply -pointed balls have
the greatest ])o\ver of penetration ; but the points being destructive of the paper, when made into cartridges, they have been laid
If a wad could be applied to cover the point, he conceives
aside.
penetFatin§^ power ; and
that they would exceed all other shot
would be canable of sinking a boat, on its apjproach for the purpose
of a hostile landing. The following experiments show thai this
opinion is not destitute of probability :
At 500 yards' distance, three shot fired from the long four*
grooyed rifle musket buried themselves in a 3-inch oak target ; at
700 yards, one ball passed througli a 3-inch deal tai^'t, and was
flattened on the iron at the back ; at 800 yards the shot buried
itself in a 3-inch elm target ; and at 900 yards one ball buried
itself in a 3-inch deal target.
It may, hence, be presumed that a
volley of such shot fired by fifty men against a boat, at the distance
of 500 yards, would sink her.
(33.) The elevations requisite to attain given ranges vary much
in ditferent arms
frequently the siglit-mark for 8(K> yards will U»

m

:

correct for one musket, and afibrd
another.
musket which projects a heavier

A

elevation to attain the

same range

;

a range of UUO yards
biill

but the

requires a
five

little

Ibr

more

natures of Govern-
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ment maskets require

leas

than 6 degrees, to enable them to send

their shot to the distance of
In order to ascertain the

made by
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1000 yaras.
number and extent of the

ricochets

from the Regulation rifle just mentioned, the
axis of the tire-arm was placed in a horizontal position, 5 feet
above the piaue of the sear^hore. The grazes were as follow
j^hots fired

SvBibsr of QnMi*

Extont of the Intt^rvals
between the Graset,
in Yards
.
.
.

2

1
Yds.

ft.

150

0

3

4

5

6

7

6

151

39

25

17

9

10

!n.

I

{

11

7

13

(firom the Jtest.

DirtMMofthtlMtOnMfipomtlMjBMC «> 403

jdi. Oft. llio.

The oonTictioii of this offioer is that men who have heen taught
to fire oonical shot from rifle-muskets with elevating sights oujeht
to drive any troops not similarly armed out of tiie field (in any
open country) at distances between 200 and 800 yards ; that is,
before men using the old round ball with common muskets could
render their arms available;
(34.) In 1853 a committee appointed by Major-General Love,
Couteur was the president, caused some
and of which C'olonel
experiments to be made in order to try the relative merits of the
followinfT natures of small-arms
sea-service musket, 30-inch barrel, rifled with three grooves ;
musket, 3i)-inch barrel, rifled also with three grooves
sea-service musket, 30-inch barrel, rifled with four grooves ;
musket, 3U-inch barrel, rifled also with four grooves ;
Also tiie new Kegulatiim Mini^ rifle.
From these experiments, in which 100 rounds were fired from
each of the four mrst kind of muskets, Uie men firing from a rest,
it resulted that the number of hits and the number of misses
respectively, were very nearly equal: the means, In 100 rounds,
were 74f hits, and 25^ misses (nearly as 3 to 1). In 50 rounds
of the new regulation Minie rifle, Uiere were 26 hits and 24
misses : from which it would seem that this arm is inferior in
accuracy of tire to either of the others, except, perhaps, the seaservice musket The long four-grooved musket appeared to be the
most advantageous in tlii;^ res|>ect.
Tlie wind, which was high at the time the experimental trials
were made, appeared to atFect the balls in proportion to it^
strength, and to the distiince of the sliot from the musket
beyond 400 yards the lateral deflection was from 10 to 50 feet
to leeward oi the Una of aint
Similar experiments were carried on with tiie four first kinds
:

A
A

A

A
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of musket, 300 rounds being fired from each, and the men
firing from the shoulder ; the means, in 100 rounds, were 54iV
From these it would appear that the
missesL
hits, and 45
advantage was in favour of the longer musket, the numhcr of hits
being, to those made by the shorter musket, in the ratio of 9 to 7,
nearly : other experiments have, however, shown that the practice
from a barrel 2 feet G inches long was quite as good as that from
one of 3 feet 3 inches. On comparing the shooting from a re?^t
with that from the sliuulder, it was found, 100 rounds being tired
in each of the two wavs, that a column of men con^istins: of 13
files in frout,

would receive

7

and 54 from the

U hits from the rests,

shoulder.

Colonel Le Couteur observes that some Minie shot which had
ranged from 1)20 to 1051 yards, and had fallen into the sea,
which was then from 20 to 30 feet deep, were picked up on the
sands at low water, scarcely altered in form by their impact ou
the sea
(35.) lin within the last twenty vears no siyH was considered
necessary for a common musket, the stud at the muzzle being
sufficient for the

purpose of taking aim.

When

percussion

arms

were first introduced, a fixed block-oght for 120 yards was
adopted; and when the Rifie Brigade was supplied with twogroOTcd rifles, a block -sight for 200 yards and a leaf for 300
Whilst the order, in 1651,
yards were affixed to the fire-arm.
for constructing 28,000 stand of Minie muskets was being executed, a very serious defect in the sighting was discovered.* The

The Committee appuiuted

*

to report on the eiTects of conical ammuaitioQ
from oommon serrioe-musketo rifled, reoommeiidecl tbat tiie acule of
commence at 100 yards, aud not at lioO yards, as in the new
Jiini^ musket, as they considore*! that, otherwise, the tiring would lio t(x> hi^:h
in close action: tlicv i>ro]x>sod, also, to have foldiiiu' sijlits up to o* k:» yards,
these would be more rciidily bhiltcd, for ditlereut dibtauccs, than the »licie
fired

sights should

in the long sight.
In a letter accompanying the r< <Mt. the Committee stated the relatire
number of hits ]xt cent, in shot fin d irom a common serYioe-mnsket rifled,
and a common musket, as in the loliowiug table :
)

Nmnlicr «r Hits per Cmt.
1

DiiUnoB.

PodtloDof the

StMoTTaivet.

With

the

Klfle.

•

200

6

il.

square

\

\

300
500
1000
1300

•

12

fl.

9

ft.

•

square
square

3dA.b/21fl.

At the dioolder,!

29
8 or 9

« •

78
59
82

• •

4»

a Kest
»

.

.

tnlDdM.

thp

59

without a Rest./

With

With

Cummoa M lukeu

0
• •
• •

• •

3 to 4|

2ito3i

H
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lowest, or fixed siirbt,

was so placed as to g^re a
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ranfjc of 200 j ards,
mstcvul of which it was
with an elevation of about
;

raiifr^'

;

V

found to \)e a Hue of metjil ran/s^',
hence the heiirht of the trajectory al)ove the line of sight wjls such

VM) yards distance, shot aimed directly at a mark by the
stnick, on an averatre of many rounds, 2 ft. 0 in.
•boTf the p<>int ainn d at.
The only remedy for this dc^fect in
s'lrHtinir wa^s to explain to the soldier the error in the siixhtinfj of
his »ea|KJii, and direct him, whenever his enemy advanced witliin
^'X) yartl?, to aim lower and lower, up to a certain point, when the
deviation was j^Tcatest, and then reverse the process.
As soon as
tiiii defect became known to Lord llardinge, then Master-General
ti tlie Drdoance, the subject was referred to the select committee,
ud tile error was rectified by adapting the fixed sight to 100
Tards, and carryii^ oo, firom that poin^ the system of sights as
th.it.

at

fi\eii

siirht

Bov wtsMiihpd
At jraent it

and

pliested

is

proposed to fiimish every musket with

delicate sight

;

and those

a com-

sights which have been

ibaritted for trial are, chiefly, in accordance with the pattern
adopted for the 28,000 muskets which were ordered for the army
in 1^52 :
they are subject to some st^rlous defects.
The
pmllel sides become, in use, slightly collapsed, and thus lose
their power of supporting the transverse slider containing the
notch ; the slider consequently falls down by the concussion produced at ever\' shot ; and, l)efore firing again, tlie soldier has to
rp-adjust it : besides this, the under |)art of the retaining spring,
which M>on jrets foul, cannot l)e cleaned.
The sij^dit proposed
by Mr. Richards. apjM'ars, however, <'us far a^j can be jntlire*! at
piv^«-rit, to 1h' fn e i'rum the^e delects.
{lUnmrliM
JSatmuU

m

JU^Uiicf^
(iiO.)

Qtfket

A|)|>t*ndix, p. 10.)

The
ha.-;

force refpilnd to

Ikm-ii «''ti

erident that, in
soldier
lije

mated

the exercis4'

must be divrrted

precision of

at

hi.s

tire

fmm
nuL>t

draw the

trli^trer

of

iui

ortlinary

U'tween 10 and 2H lbs. and it is
of this force, the allmtion of tiie
;

tlie «»hject
Ix'

aimed

at

;

consi'nut iitly

^rn atly diminished, or entirely

In order to remedy this evil, Lieutenant Harris, of
Ao^al 3larines, invented what is called a circular trigger,
by whidi the force required to throw down the hammer is
This is accomplished by making the acting
fvcatly reduced.
sarfim of the trin^er in the form of an excentric circular
aie, wfaidi, on pu^ig the lever or cock, causes that lever to
ride gradually, as if it moved on a circuhur inclined planei
The mechanical power thus obtained is that which not only
Mmita the exercise of a smaller eifort in drawing the triggiT,
allows the force to be employed without a j0rk: the
man or less gradual development of the moving power depends
destroyed.

the

M

2

M
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on the less or greater excentricity of the curvilinear indined
plane.
(37.) From the previous statement it appears that the armament of the British military force is now in a very unsettled
and complicated condition, there beinj^ now in the hands of the
British soldiers the old reo^lation musket with the round bullet
the old reirulation rifle musket with the belted ball ; the new
regulation Minii? musket, and the new Enfield small-lK)re musket; but in what proportion these anns are borne by our troops
in the East, the author cannot say.
Tiie question of annamcut
bein^ undecided when the troops embarked, some regiments were
tbe regulataoa smooth-bore
provided willi two sets of arms,
musket and the Minie rifle mudiet; other corps were armed,
some wholly with the old musket, and some with the Minie
musket ; in other corps, with both the new and the old arms in
certain proportions, requiring vast quantities of their appropriate
ammunition in the artillery stores, and great complications in the
arran^ments for the supply in the field. To avoid as much as
possible these complications, great care has been taken of late
years to introduce uniformity of calibre and simplification in
ammunition, both in the navy and the army.
Uniformity of
icalibre, ani simplification in the supply of ammunition, is also the
ruling principle of the Emperor Louis Napoleon's new system of
In the British service, uniformity
field artillery (see Appendix B).
and simplification are objects in the accomplishment of which great
Are we prej^red to sacrifice the value of the
dilhculty exista
vast quantities of small-arm ammunition in the numerous military
stations which our troops oci upy in all jmrts of the world, and
send thither supplies of the new ammunition to replace the old ?
Or must we supply all our military stations with both the new and
How a refjiinent, a brigade, or an army,
old ammunition ?
having a nnxed armament, is to be supplied with different sets of
ammunition in the field, is a question of vast importance and
difficulty, which the present state of the armament of our land
But the question of a mixed armament
forces necessarily raises.
of muskets is still more important, when we consider the eflSscts it
may produce upon the efficiency of any corps so armed ; for if
rifles oe required in the position which the corps armed whh both
is required to act, they would require to be wholly armed with
The use of the loqg<rifles ; if not there should be no rifles.
ranged rifles commences where that of the regulation musket
ceases ; and the use of the musket begins where rifles sure not
required, and may even be detrimental, as in line firing, whiek
may best be accomplished with a spherical bullet and a smooth
banel.
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OXNSBAL OBSERVATIONS ON RIPLED MUSKETS.
we fully admit the vast importance of the

(38.) Whilst

rifle-

arm, wc must be permitted to doubt the correctness of the opinion, that it will prevent artillery from keeping
the field. Shrapnel shells will, undoubtedly, still prove an overpowering antagonist of infantry acting in swarms, en tirailleur^
the manner in which it is proposed to employ infantry armed

musket as a

special

m

with

long-ranf^e

ririe-nmskets.

One

of the

hrst

occasions in

which the author ohserved the effects of Shrapnel shells on service, was that in which they were fired from a light O-pounder
at a erun, which, at l^lvina, in 1809, had been broiiglit uj), by the
French, at a dist^mce of 1400 yards, to support their skirmishers,
when wamdy opposed by our advanced posts.
The first shell
knocked down more than one-half of the men about the gun."
The 8-poimder ^un (French) cannot stand against the carabiniers,
who, beyond 6So or 700 vards, struck the gunners without a
sinc^ ball of grapeshot readiing them. B^mcnd, p. 192.
^eld artillery, 9 and 12-pounder guns in paracular, placed
far beyond the reach of even the most random range of tibese
rifles, may, by means of Shrapnel shells, pour upon swarms of
skirmishers, musket bullets which, after having described in the
shell a trajectory of 800 or 900 yards, and then being dispersed
by the bursting of the shell, will produce an effect as d(»structive

gun cliar<;ed with common case-shot at a distance of 300 or
400 yards and an important improvement in a short-range fuze,

as a

;

well adapted to the service of spherical case-shot, has lately been
made by an artillery oflicer of great talent and promise.

Under the powerful e fleet of Shrapnel shells, together with
the menaces aud charges of cavalry, clouds of infantry, acting //
tirailleur, will either be compelled to rally into masses, or to
retire upon their supporting bodies, columns or lines, when round
shot wul exercise its wonted power, and thus the battle will
become general in the ordinary wa^. The three great arms,
artillery, cavalry, and infantry combined, will act according to
and the general who, according to the
thdr distinctive foculties
proposed scheme, had hoped, by infantry armed with riflemuskets, to drive artillery out of the field, and overpower inftntry
and cavalry in a general skinnish, will only commit the serious
<

;

error of bringing on
*

Si,

comme nous

a general action under circumstances highly
Tavoiis dit,

lea

comliattants s'ecartcQt les uns dcs
a moins hemnn de lancer un

oUunem^

les tronpes aont plus
on
ait tine graudc force, que d*eD lanoer
force moindre,
C'est jionr c^la que nous penaons

antreo, et

mobile qui

un grand nomhre
que

case-shot^ acquierent, daus i'utat actuel dea cbosea,

one I'Milerie est natmellemeiit amen^ k tonmer
fkv^ Dei KtuveBM CkmMnM, fto., p. 47.

los

un

a vi e

une

Shntpncls (spherical

interSt particulier, et

sea tftndea

2

do co cOt^.**—

M

2
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diaadTantageous to himself ; nnoea ooiiiiiuuider» forced to fight
in a manner dtflerent from that wluch he had intended, and Ibr
iriiich he had prepared, is always, as has heen well said, more
than half heaten. The opponent foIIoMring up with all his arms
the adwBntagcs which well oombined movemcntB must produce,
the army which should rely upon the random range of the new
rifles would be penetrated, thrown into confusion, and even driven
off the tield.
(39.) Now, whatever be the power of range, to the first graze,
which the French and Prussian rifles are siud to possess, it need
scarcely be repeated that uncertainty increases in proportion as
And
great elevations are used, that is, as the raiitrc increa^^s.
admitting that the trajectories of these projectiles are more true
than those of others, yet the chance of hitting ohjecto must necesdlmiuish in proportion as the descending branch of a
t>iirlly
In all cases of
trajtvtor}' approaches the vertical direction.
gunnery the invat object is to have the path of the shot as uearly
horizontal a* possible.
The shot employed with the French musket being heavier than
that which has been generally used hitherto, will necessarily have
a greater angle of descent, particularly at long ranges ; and it is
rightly obsenred by M. Fa?^ that the diot will meet an object of
determined maj^fuitude, as a man, only in a very smaU portion of
This drcumstanoe is highly disadvantageous in war
its path.*
practice, which requires that the shot should meet as many ul)ject8
as possible ; and, obriously, this can only be the case when tiie
path of the shot is nearly horizontal.
(40.) In practice, with the Minie rifle as at present made, it is
feund that the elevation necessary to obtain a range of 1000
yards is not above 5 degrees : theory indicates that it should be
6 degrees ; and the len^& of the ti^nt for that range has hitherto

The trajectoiy, in this case
to that indication.
(see Art. 2r.8, Note, and Fig. 19, PI. IL), acquires its greatest
elevation at about 600 yards» and it is there about 150 feet aboTO
been adapted

\K>m la pnituiiie car, la IviUt? tornloiit
ne j»c\it n-namtrer \m but d'mie hauuur
det«>riniuee, ua homuie |iar exemple, auc dans udc moindrc eteodue de son
parocmri. Ainsi k one gnmcle disumoe, Mftoeoui i InsdiflBdle
k spprtcit
qu*uue (X'tiu?, la in erne ern ur d^^ipreciatiun aura uue iDflueooe Vx-auooap ptiM
nuisiblfi daoa la ptrntique Ue i* guerre,"
Fave, JJt* SouvUUm CarabmeB^ Stc^
p. 33.
L*efiet des
La iustesfie de tir d^j«id l}eaucoup sur la trajectoire.
bouches a feu 8ur un champ de bataille de'pendrait beaucoup de leor chance
de toucher le Imt din^'teraent. L'anglc d'mcidence int^ue 1 eaucoup sur la
chance d'atteindre si cot an.:lc est jt tit, U- projectile jourra toucher, daas
uue grande partie de sou paroours, un but tleve ; s'il est grand, le c«>utraure
•nift Uea."—Ammmmi Sjfdeme (TArtaUne, 1861, edited 1)j FaTe, pp. 28, 29.
•

k

'*

II rt snlt»' ilr

tcrre sous

un

IJi

iin fait imix>rtant

;

aii-le j»lus irran«l,

—

:
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the horizontal plane passing through the axis of the piece, at the
mozsle. But however this may be, whether 5 degrees or 8 decrees,
the angle of descent upon which more than on the an^e of
d^ation the effect upon the battle plane depends f Art 342^ is so
great, that the shot would pass over the head of a man placed a
tew yards in front of the mrthest extremity of the range, and
the secondary cflect, by ricochet, would be small and uncertain.
AVith an rlevation of 5 degrees the shot is said to make good
.ricot lit'ts
but the «rrazcs, instead of being in the direction of
the j)revi()ns flip"ht, would, in eonsequonce of tlu* ehmcated form
of the shot, 1)0 (Art 18.'^) greatly and irregularly deflected.
(41.) Oti a plane surface the graze of a musket or ritl<' bullet
of a spherical form is remarkably true, and as straiglitf*tr\vanl as
if traced with a ruler, as the author has often witnessed ; and a
ery large portion of the men struck in action in the field are so
by bullets which had previously grazed. On this account the
well-known caution to ^ level low " rather than high, is enjoined
but when ranges of the extent above mentioned are required, the
caution must Be reversed. It is justly observed by M. Fave that
general actions, particuthe ricochet holds an important place
larly in a plane country, ^noe it serves to obviate the errors which
may be committed in the appreciation of distances ; but any shot,
when fired with a considerable elevation, and cylindro-conical
pn)jectiles even when fired at low elevations, the first on account
of the a!)ruj)tness of the angle of descent, and the other, either
from not rebounding or from the deflection or irregularity of the
graze occasioned by the figure and rotation of the shot on striking
the ground, must be nearly inefi'ectual when directed against
troops in line.
The trajectory of a shot from a common musket or Minie rifle,
in a range of 4X)0 yards, is not above 11 or 12 feet high at the
highest point ; it has therefore so much horixontality as to command a large portion of the surface of the plane or field over
whidi it files, and, if correctly aimed, can scaraely fail to come in
contact with some of the masses or persons acting upon that plane*
(42.^ It has been said by a French writer (Fav^, Dea NouveUe$
Carabines, &c., p. 45^ that the increase in the range of small-arms
tends to diminish the influence and to weaken the action of
cavalry ; and that writer suggests the re-examination of a question
often controverted, whether it would not be ]x)?sible to train
cavalry to act dismounted, at least as tirailleurs, and, in that case,
to arm them with the new muskets ; it is projwsed, in fact, to
restore the long-disused system of mounted ritiemen.*

—

—

;

m

•

MouuUid riflemen

are universally condemnu<l, excepting for desultorj' Ber-

luch as that in the Ute war against the Kaflira at the Cape of Good
Hope, and agatnst hordes of Arabs in Algien : to retun to this organisation
vice,
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(43.) The opinion that the Minie rifle is capable, with unerring
certainty, of picking off the artillerymen, and thus of silencing
field-battery, has led to the eztraordiDary and ill-judged
expedient of arming artillerynien with the Mim^ carbine^ in order
that they may protect themsielveB afiainst infimftiy armed with that
r^. No doubt riflemen will, as Eeretofim, be pnabed forward,
wheneyer this can be done, ht the purpose of taking off the
Captain (Mry was»
officers directing and men serving the guns.
by a rifleman who had crept forward unobserved, shot through
the forehead at the battle uf V^imiero, while in the act of laying a
gun ; and a battery of artillery may be attacked by a sudden rush
of cavalry whenever it may appear to be not properly supported
and protected by troops. If rifles arc required to protect artillery
against riflemen, they should be in the hands of riflemen ; but to
allow artillerjTnen, under any circumstances whatever, to lay
down the sponge and take up the rifle is subversive of the object
and the attention of artillerymen
for which they were orfranized
should never be diverted trdin their ])r(t}xT arm. When so |x>sted
as to see and be able to reach tlie enemy's lines or masses of
troops, the artillery should fire upon those troops, but it should
never turn its fire upon g-uns brought up to attack it artillery
should never fire upon artillery except when the eneinv's troops
are screened from its fire, and its own troops are expost'd to that
of tlie enemy's artillery.
Should artillery be attacked by the
enemy's ritiemen, it ^hould have recourse to spherical-case shot
but, if the circumstances of the case should be such that sphericalcase shot, improved as it now is, does not accomplish the end, then
bodies of riflemen should be employed to do Ibr the artillery what
the latter cannot do for itself— repel those of the enemy. In all
cases, when artillery is attacked hy riflemen, it is with a view of
the object ibr whidi it has
drawinff the fire of the artillery
been j^aced in position; and this attempt diould be oouiiter->
acted either bvthe fire of the protecting troops, or by that of aonie
battery brought up firom the reserve.
In a letter lately received from the seat of war in the East, it is
staled that the nfles used fay the Russians at the battle of the
Alma were of good construction ; they are said to have beea
finmed with two grooves^ and to have carried solid conoidal ahots»
each weighing 7()7 grains, equivalent in weight to a spherical
bullet of 9 to the pound; consequently much heavier tnan the
English regulation ^^inie shot. The annexed cut, fig. 64, is an
exact representation of one of these projectiles : they are flat at

any

;

:

mm

in England, by transforming some of our yeomanry corps into mounted ritiemen, should not be aaoctumed ; Ibr suchaoombiiiation must xcsolt
msking
bftd csvtliy sad wono riflsiiMO.

m
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the hase, and have projections at the sides to oorrespood to the
they are not hol^n"oove8 of the musKct^
Fig. 64.
fowed, and, of courso, have neither cup nor
;

plu^. The ^rreat weii^ht of these mi^iles is
verv objectioiiahle the h (Idlers who carried
tliein must have Uvii much distressed by the
loads in their pouches, or these must have
contained a smaller numln'r of sliot than are
carried in the field by Kuglich or Ireuch
;

•oldiers.

The

Russian missile

is

more pointed than

the English Minie shot ; and, no part being
cyliodrical, it mnit be liaUe to irregular
1
Mofenenti in the beirel ; and, oonEii^uently,
to iMtradinniw in its flight. It has the designation of a Mini^
hot, m term now geaenXij^ but improperly, applied to all
elongated diot for mnsketiy, smce they differ firom one another
both in weight and form. The issue of the recent actions on
tbe Danube, as well as that whidi has just now taken phioe
on the Afana, may be considered as a strong confirmation of
the argument used by the author in Art (38), p. 531, in oppoto the opnuon that the new rifle muskets will become the
of compellincr artillery to quit the field, of paralyzing the
of caTatrv, and of reducinrr general actions to combats of
The battle uf the Alma has proTed that the three
artdlery, cavalry (thoujrli of thes«» there were lamentably
and infantry, if duly combined, will still prevail in action

few
over the must extensive employment of
).

rifle

musketry.

had been at this time in a state of peace, the
have added t<> the almve irKntorical notice of the new
rifled nuiskets for projectini: elonffated ijhot a more |x;irticular
examination of thes*' arms with n'>pect to their relative merits,
with an inquiry into the extent U) which they mitrht 1h' adopted
but Ikmii*; at war with
for the annanjent of the British infantry
a triirantic power, and in circumstances which may hrinir forward
an extensive emphiynient <»f these anns by the eneni\ as w< ll as
If the r<)untr\'

author

niii'^lit

:

by the Hriti-h

troo|>s

and

tiieir

alKu's,

the relative etliciency of the

sev.Tal aniL-^ will, probably, be detennined by the most sure of all
(iil^rlhle tests—experience in actual warfare.
On this account

proper to postpone the practical inferences wbidi be htf deduced from the preceding statements
and with wbicb be, at one timei intended lo hafe tenninated this
the author has thought

Appendix.
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( B. )

THE EMFEEOE LOUIS NAPOLEON'S NEW SYSTEM OF FIELD
ARTILLEEY*
Simplicity, mobility, and efficiency are the great objects sought
to be obtained in the various chants which have been introduced
in the orn^anisation and aeryice oi field artilleiy daring tEe last
four hundred years.
Until the time of Gribeauval, annies in the field wore emlwirrassed in their niovementvS by prodigious trains of ordnance of all
natures and descriptions, from the 4S to the 4-pounder g^vu,
besides a variety of howitzers, for sie^re operations as well ?^ for
field service, for

both of which services the like natures of artil-

lery were employed.

Grlljeauval separated

priated

to

field

the former 12, 8,

from siege artillery, and approand 4-pounder guns and Cnmch

nowitsera.

In 1792, and tiinnighout the war, the field arlillery of Fnmoe
consisted of 4, 8, and 12-pounder guns, 6-inch howitierB, and in
some campaigns (particularly in Italy) of 8-inch mortars.
In 1827 the 4-pounder having been abolished, the field equipment was reduced to the 8 and 12-pounder guns, to which were

added howitzers of 15 and 16 centimeties

calibre (5.9

and 6.3

inches).

To sim])1ifv the appropriation still further, the new system provides for tlic ultimate abolition ol" the 8-pounder ^ni (very nearly
equivalent to t)ur *.t-j)ounder), and the retention of only one piece
tield service, viz., a 12-pounder unchambered gun,
which may at pleasure be used eitlier to tire shot or shells, and
which M. I'ave therefore designates a canon-obusier.^
Exclusive
of the batteries composed of those guns, there are reserve batteries of howitzers of 15 and 16 centimetres attached to the parks
or reaems of aitiUay, ready at band to be brougfal up whm

of ordnance for

"

Tlin

Captain
of

the

l

I'nncrnr X.'nxileon*s New System of Field Arfillerv.
F(Htc<l hy
ave.
Translated into En;4li.sli by C'aplnin Williaui Hamilton Cox
Artillery.
Tarker, Furuivall, and Co., Military Library,

Ivoyal

Whitehall

The }^un dcscril^ed in M. Fav(f's pamphlet is considered in England to be
a howitzer. It is however, in fact, an nnehambered 12-jx)nnder gun of
reduced weight, from which, in addition to round aud case shot, shells are
The leader wUl keq»
to be fired, and ie, th6fefoTO» osUed a caaoa-obusier.
this in mind, wherever the new gun is so mentioned. ^Adtbob.
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needful, and especially for the attack of posts or otber field
defences.
The simplitication is to be effected first, by reducinfr the cbarnfe
of the new 12-p()under gun for solid shot from a tliird to a fourth

—

of the weight of the shot
secondly, by reducing the weight of the
gun in the same proportion as the char«re and thirdly, by
mounting the gun on the present 8-pounder caiTiage and, whilst
new 12-pounders are prejmring, the existing 8-pounders are ordered
to be bored up to the calibre of 12-iK)unders, and thus immediately made available as sucb.
Shells are to be fired with a
reduced charge, to be detemnined bv experiment, but wldch shall
be jmaterthan that with which shells are fired finom howitzers.
Field artillery, at the present period, consbts of two descriptions
of
carriages, firar sorts or ordnance, and eight kinds of
prmectile.*
;

;

;

^n

The new

system of

field artillery consists

riage, one description of ordnance,
fore

it

abolishes one

{ixin

(the

Mt)untain

Artillery).

Thereand five
being already employed for
projectiles.

carriage, three sorts of ordnance,

12-pounder

projectiles

of only one gun car-

and three

They

shell

are

about

to

adopt,

in

France,

spherical case shot, in imitation of the artillery of sevtM*al Euro-

pean a)untries, which would introduce four new projectiles into
their former system, but would add only one to the proposed
system so that they will really suppress, by their project, nine
;

projectiles of difierent kinds in the service of tiieir held artillery.

The advantage of range, of aoeoracy, and of penetration, which
the 12-pounder has over gam of smaller calibre, will give to the
Frendi catteries
six of those guns a decided superiority over
those of the former system, oonnsting of one 12-pounder and
fire 8-pounder8.
The ruling principle upon which this simplification proceeds is
so much in pomt with obserrations made in several parts of this
work, on the comparatiye merits and demerits of unchambered and
chambered ordnance, of guns and howitzers for sea and laud
service (Art 'd'.V.) et seq.), that the author cites with much satisfaction the followin^r }Kissage from the Emperor ^iapoleon s very
able and interesting work:
" There is an essential advantajre in the proposed system to which
we call the attention of all scientihc men, viz., the jwwer of tiring
at will, eitlier round shot or shells, from all the pieces, for it has
the efl^ct of tripling the actual power of a battery as regards
hollow projectiles, or of increasing by one-third the e&ct as
regards soud shot At present a Mtttery composed of four guns

d

*

iiound shot and canister for guus, and shells and canister for howitzers.
by tite Thuuiator,

—Noie
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thiiigs: it either makes use
alternately of the four first and the two second, or it fires these
In the first case, the eflfect of its fire is conpieces together.
sidemhly reduced in the second, it is acknowledged that one

and two howiUcrs does one of two

;

tlie

two

" In

is

sacrificed to the other.

where tlie round shot is advantageous, the shell is lesB
ivrm ; for this reason foreign powers have batteries
entirely composed of howitzera
•*
W'e shall employ, it is true, hollow projectiles of a smaller
size than are now used from howitzers, but we shall fire them
from guns with greater charges, and we hope to obtain superior
We are, besides, certain to have for the same weight of
accuracy.
metal a greater number of splinters.*'*
is delenmned, oonThe weight of the new 12*poaiider
fonnably to the IMiciple No. 1, by reducing the wdgfat (880
Idlo., or I7i cwi) of the old gun, in proportion to the ^iunuti<m
of the chaige finom one-tlurd to one-fourth ;^ the weight of the
new gun is therefore fixed at 660 Idlo., or 13 cwt very neaily.
The ki^eths of the reinforces are the same as in the 8-poimder»
but the length of the bore is less by 254 millim. (10 inches) thtti
that of the old 12-pounder; that length is sdll 14.6 ealihres,
therefore this reduction of the charge will not cause any Tety
material diminution in the initial velocity of the shot
Extensive experiments, of which the programme is civen in the
work above quoted (p. 35), were made in 1850 at Meta, Strasbourg, Toulouse, and Vincennes, with two new and one old
l2-})ounder gun, one 8-poundcr umu, a howitzer of 10 cent, and a
howitzer of 15 cent, to determine the comparative precision of
practice, the effects of the projectiles, and the strength of the
so,

fact

nW

and

mm

carriaijres.

The sevenU Reports

made at the four principal
hanng been digested and compared,

of the trials

artillery schools or stations

the loliowiug results were announced

L
The

shell-ofim, firing

:

Aeeuraci/ of Fare,

12-pounder round shot with a charge of a

fourth of its weight, has put a greater numWr of shots jn^r cent,
into the target at all ranges than the present 12-pounder gun,
excc})t at that of OOO metres, where they are equal.
** The shell-«run has put, taking the average of the five distances,

48 per

cent, into the

target, the

1

2-jx)under

gun has put

in

-16,

• Th«> Fni|>ofor Xaix)leon'8 New System of Field Artilleiy.
'fimdsted by
Capt. \V. 11. Cox, R.A., pp. 27, 28.
* The charge of the former guo was 2 kilo., or 4.4 Ibe. i aud lhat of Uie zievr
gun is 1.5 kilo., or 3.8 lbs.
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18 an adTuitage of 1 in
ibr the ahell-gan ; at the
of 900 metres, the shell-gun had 33 and the 12-pounder gun 38
per cent.
'^The shell-gun has put, at all distances, more shots in the
target than the 8-poundcr gun.
" The average on all the ranges is 48 per cent with the shell*
gun, and 40 per cent, with the 8-pounder gun ; that is to say, an

that

advantatro of one-tifth for the shell-«run.
At the distance of IH)0
metres, the shell -<run has put in 33 per cent, and the 8-pounder
only 28 ; the diti'erence is 5 in 28 that is an advantage amounting
;

to between oue-tiftii
II.

With respect

and

one-sixth, for the shell-gun.

averages of the resulU are

to ahell practice, the

stated as follow

"The

shells of

12 cent. (4.73 ia)

—

a charge of 1.225
struck the target in a nuich greater proportion
than tlie shells of II) cent, and 15 cent (0.3 in. and 5.i> in.), with
the small charge (0.75 kilo, or 1.6 lbs.).
The proportion of shells
fired with

kilo. (2.(^9 lbs.)

of 16 cent and 15 cent, that struck the target, when fired with the
small charge, is not, at any distance, equal to half that of those of
12 cent, excepting the sheila of 16 cent at 500 metres (550 yards
nearly).
«<It is also to he remarked that at 900 metres (980 wds) the
howitzer of 15 cent, out of 60 rounds with the small cnaige, has
not put one into the target, while at this distance the dieU-gun
put in 33 per cent The shell-gun, taking an average of the enect
at all the distances, has put 41) per cent of shells into the tai;^^
which is a greater proportion than for any other jnece fired during
the experiments.
" The proportion per cent that struck the target from the howitzer
of 15 cent., with the large charge, at ranges of 800 and 900 metres, is much less than from the shell-gun at the same distance.
"The howitzer of 16 cent., with the large charge, at the same
ranges, is a little sujKTior to the shell-gun at 800 metres it gives
38 rounds per cent through the tiirgct, the shell-gim has 35
rounds at the same distance at 900 metres the proportion is 36
per cent for the first, and 85 per cent for the sheU^gim. It will
be seen by the preceding table that the slight superiority of aocttracy for the howitzer of 16 cent is only applicable to a Terr small
number of rounds, as a battery of reserre canies only 26 shells of
16 cent to be fired with the large charge.**
;

;

III. Frntittratian

<if

the

Pn^eetUu,

penetratioos of solid shot in wdl-rammed earth,
The
firom experiments at the four stations, were as follow.

The average
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penetrations in

tlie

B,

given in ])oun(ls aToirdupois, the diHtencen in yardB^

clinr^'os are

and

App.

fvcf.

DtotanoM.

Churge.

Nfttarc of Ordoaoce.

Penetration.

Feeu
l2*p<Nnidir

gnu

8-pouDdcr gun

New

The

.

.

.

.

12-pr. shell-gun

.

5.2

4.8

82

8.7

82

4,46

8.8

82

4.69

avera^-e j)enetrations of shells into well-rammed earth,
nt tlio tour station;*, wtTe as follow:

from

experiment^
Mature

uf Uriiiiaiict*.

1

tbtaiicos.

Charge*.

Ppnetratlons.

Charge*.

Itw.

Feet.

Um.

8.38
3.67
5.86

1.65
1.65

87

8.8
8.8

108

3.3

54
87
108

2.2
2.2

.3.08

3.U

l.l
1.1

2.2

4.8

1.1

2.7
2.7

2.75
4.26
2.1

54
12-potuklerguD.
.|

8-poun(ler

gun

.

.|

87
Kewl2-poiuidersbell* J

gnu

•

•

.1

•

108
216

2.7

Penetnttoas.

Faeu
3.r,

4.t>2

2.9
8.57

No shells were broken by the explosion on leaving the gmi, or
from ricocheting on the ground, but some of the shells of 12 cent,
broke in the earth at the short rangea
IV.

"The
and

()1)0

Common

case,,

or canister shot.

practice with case shot took place at ranfres of 440, 550,
yards it wjis s<itisfactory as far as regards accuracy, and
:

was good in proportion to the number of balls. The
howitzer of 15 cent throws, with a charge of 2.2 lbs., case-shot
weighing nearly 26.5 lbs. The 12-pounder
containing 70 balls,
case-shot weighs 22 lbs., and it should be adopted.
There
would, perhaps, be some advantage in filling the 12-pounder case
with tiie baUs belonging to the S-pounder, of which it would conare led to beliere that, in giving the
tain a greater number.
proposed system three case shot per box, each weighing from 10
to 11 kilognimines (22 to 24 lbs ), it would have a sunerioritj
over the present system, as regards the firing of case shot
the

eti'ect

—

'

We

V.

"The recoils varied much

Recoil,

but those of the new shell-gun, when
fired with solid shot, shells, and case shot, were within the limits
of tlie recoils of the ordnance at present in use.'*
;
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the Carriages.

luado to determine this point were made by firing
the pieces at angles of 5 and 10' with the plane on which the
carriage was placed.
The carriages have all resisted well the
practice which was carried on to determine the accuracy of tiring.
At three of the stations the canria^s sufiered no damase except
what was considered slight and accidentfld. At tiie fov^ station,
however, the howitzer of 15 cent caused considerahle damage to
its carriage, apparentiy from a want of harmony in the construction of the piece and carriage.
On tiie whole it is concluded that,
with respect to this point, the proposed system has the advantage
over the present system."
trials

VII. Comparative

powers of the propoted
synterm ofjield ordnance.

batU'riu</

and jtre^ent

" In making this comparison, with regard to the effect produced
by the ordnance in firing solid shot against any obstacles, let it be
supposed that they fire at a range of i)00 metres (980 yards)
agamst a wall 3 metres (3} yards) high and 30 metres (33 yards
nearly) long
then, by calculation, it is found that, if the inociny
;

a solid shot from the old 12-pounder be represented by 1,
that from the new 12-pounder shell-gun will be 0.1)5, and that
from the 8-poundcr 0.53. The former 12-poundcr battery will
ezerdse a moving force represented by 'the number of shots that
The new shefi-gun battery will exert a
strike, that is, bv 276.
force represented by the number of shots that strike, multiplied
by 0.95 ; that is to say, by 233.
" The 8-pounder battery of division will exert a force represented
by the numoer of shots that strike, multiplied by 0.53 ; that is to
say, 123.
'* The shell-gun batter)^ of division will exert a moving force represented by the number of rounds striking, multiplied by 0.95

fofce'^ of

that

is

**

If

and

five

calculate the movhi(/ force for one battery of reserve

batteries of division of the two systems,

we

find tlie inovlug

the six batteries of the present system represented l)y ^91,
that of the six batteries of the })ropused system by 105a.

force

and

to siiy, 165,

we then

(if

The

difference is 167, tliat

is,

nearly oue-tifth in favour of the

proposed system.
^ If we make a similar comparison as to

tiie eflfects

that would be

• MoTing force (force vive^ vis viva) of a 1)(m1\ in motion is the wholo mechanical effect which it will prcxhioe in being broutjht to a state of reaty no
regard beintx had to the time in wl.i( li the effect is i rcHluml, and it varies
Ikotti by
Ute velocity,
with the weight of the body multi^iud by the »iuure
tJte Translator.

^

—
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produced by ahelb at 900 metres, we find that the object would
been atruck by 19 iheUa of 16 cent, thrown with the large
charge, and 31 ahella of the same calibre with the small charge
such is ti^e effisct of a 12-pounder battery of resenre. But the
shell-gun battery of resenre would have struck the object with 245

12 cent, that is, nearly five tames as many rounda.
WhatCTer may be the proportion between the nunrmg force of

shells of
**

these projectiles, the shells of 12 cent haye such a superiority in
ptnnt of accuracy, that the adiantage must genmlly remain with

them.

" The 8-pounder battery of division would strike the object with
shells of 15 cent, with the large charge, and 4 witli the smalL
The shell-gun battery of division would have struck with 174
shells, that is, 12 times more.
" Six batteries of the present system would strike the object with
120 shells, that is, l\) shells of 1(] cent fired with the large charge,
31 shells of IG cent with the small charge, 50 shells of 15 cent
with the large charge, and 20 shells of 15 cent with the small

10

charge.

proposed system would
12 cent., that is, 9 times more.
*' The advantages of the proposed system would not always be
exactly the same at all distances, nor under all circumstances, but
what we have just said will give some idea of its supericrity at
may add that at greater ranges uie moving
900 metres.
force of the shot from the shell-gun will approacm nearer to that
of the shot from the 12-pounder, and will increase more and more
above that bom the 8-pounder gun ; therefore the superioritf of
Ihe fire with round shot from Uie proposed ^stem as regards
At 500 metres tbe Aot
tncvinff forc^ would go on increasing.
from the shell-gun and the shot from the 8-pounder have the same
Telocity ; therefore at this distance the moving forces are in proportion to their weights, that is to say, of 1.5 to L
From thenoe
the advantage of the first over the second increases as the distance.
"The 276 shells of 16 cent of the present 1 2-pounder battery of
reserve give 5796 splinters, of which 46i)2 weig^ more than Oil
kilogrammes (3 J ounces)."
The 744 shells of 12 cent of the shell-gun batten,' of reserve give
12,648 splinters, of which 10,416 weigh more than 0.1 kilo-

••The

six correspondinof batteries of the

strike the object with

1115

shells of

We

grammes.
The 300

shells of

division fjive

6600

15 cent, of the present 8-pounder lottery of
which 5700 weigh more than 0.1

splinters, of

kilogrammes.

The 528

shells of the shell-gun

battery of division irive

8976

which 73U2 weigh more than 0.1 kilograuunes.
that experience has proved all the superiority, as to acco-

splinters, of

Now
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mey^ of the

shell of 12 cent, it is established that many more of
the splinters will be e£feetiTe at the point of ezplorion, as it must
generally be nearer the olject.

The new 12-poimder gun having been adopted

in the

French

senace, an experiment was made in the spring of the present
year, 1854, in France, to determine its powers in breaching the
revetments of fortresses.
For this purpose, four of these pieces of
ordnance wen* j)lacod in battery in the covered-way of Fort Valerien at the distance of about 30 yards from the cscar}), which is
32 feet high. The artillery v,iis pointed so as, by its fire, to
make, with solid shot, a horizontal groove 8 feet deep, without
entirely piercing the revetment, the shots fired being at length
arrested on striking those which had previously lodged in the
groove : two Tertical grooves were afterwards in a similar manner
cut in the wall, and the mass between these was then brought
down, by salvos of shot. After firing 850 rounds, a breach IS
yards broad was made, but not being practicable for a column of
troops, 250 rounds of shells were fired mto the breach, by which it
was rnidered completely practicable. It was remarked that the
masonry, which had been standing ten yean, was not perfectly
dry in the interior of the walL
*• In the French service ^e different descriptions of ordnance
still retain their old designations ; that is to say, guns are distinfished by the weight of the shot in lbs. ; but ordnance for throwing hollow projectiles are designated by the diameter of the
The only exception to this
projectile, expressed in centimetres.
IS the mountain howitzer, which is generally called the 12-pounder
howitzer, from being of the siime calibre as the 12-puunder gun
but its shell is called a shell of 1:^ cent
The new measures have been adopted for aftOleiy anee 1S39,
the millimetre being taken for unity.
^Tlie French fidd guns are somewhat longer than the British
the 12-pounder, weigmnff 17i cwt, is about 7 feet 2 inches in
cwt., is a little more than 6 feet;
length; the 8-pounder, oi
the howitzer of 16 cent is 6 feet 2 inches ; that of 15 cent is

IH

5

feet 7 inches.

"The

lengths of the corresponding guns in the British service

are, 12-pounder, 6 feet 6 inches; 9-pounder, 6 feet; 32-])ounder
inches.
howitzer, 5 feet 3 inches; 24 pounder howitzer, 4 feet

"The

French 12-pounder mountain howitzer weighs about 2
is 2 feet lU inches long.
"The ixnn carriages and waggons now in the French service have
all been introduced since 1827, and are copied from the English
but they consist of only two varieties. 1: or instance, there are
only two sorts of field-gun carriage, one for the 12-pounder gun
ana howitier of 16 cent., the other for the 8-poundor and howitzer
CwL, and
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of 15 cent

and two

;

Air.

and only one diameter of wheel, one pattern

axle-trees,

for all

kinds

of

field-gun

a

Hiuher

carriages and

waggonsw

"The

ammunition waggon {caisson a muyiitwti) is the same for
of field artillery ; a spare wheel is carried hdiiod
it on a sort of axletree arm, wnere our rear foot-board is placed.
**The store wa^^on {chariot de batterie) conveys tools, spare
arddes, and matenids necessary for making repairs.
«« The * eharwt de Pare* is d^tined to carry reserve ammonitioD.
*^The pole is retained in the draught in preference to the
British system of shaft for all carriages.
**Two sorts of j)rojectile, viz., round shot and common case or
canister, are fired m>m guns shells and case firom howitzers ; both
shot and shells have wooden bottoms; the round shot is attoched

all descriptions

;

to die cartridge {^artawche h boiUet) ; the shells and common case
are separate.
"Two charjres are employed for howitzers, a large char;je of 4th
the weight of the shell, and a small charge of /jth ; a small charj:e
carried for every shell, but ouly a few large ones, as they are
supposed to injure the carriage.
" The shells are packed in the boxes with the fuzes fixed, and
is

the burstin^r diarires in them ; the fuzes are calculated so as to explode the shell at the extremity of its flight.

have wooden ends (taniiKm) that
charge is sutiicicutly long to till up the vacant part
of tJie chamber.
**A 12-pounder battery in the French service has thirty carriages,
Tia., four guns, two howitzers, three ammunition waggons fiv each
piece, two spare gun carriages, two store waggons, and two forges,
" An 8-pound^ hattery has also thirty carnages, viz., four guns,
two howitzers, two ammunition waggons for eadi piece, two eput
gun carnages, two store waggons^ two foiges, and six small'^ni
ammunition waggons.
" The proportion of artillery with an army in the field is from 1
to 3 pieces to 1000 men, according to the nature of the countn.
twcHthirds of which are guns, one-third howitzers ; one-siitii of
the whole are heavy guns.
"From two-thirds to three-fourths of the whole quantity of artillery is intended to be with the divisions of the army, and firom

•*The

cartridjres for howitzers

;

for the small

one-third to one-fourth in reserve

;

the quantities of ammunition

for each piece, in round numbers, are

and 200 more

200 rounds with

the

bstteij*

in the reserve,

" Six horses an; the allowance for guns

and waggons, and

four

for spare carriages."
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The British

Field artillery, as at present organized (1854), ocmof the following natures and deacnptiona of ordnance :

sists

Common Cms.

Spherical C*se.

LaQgUa.

Om.

CaUbre.

i

FiUed.

Ft.

lbs.

ox.

lU.

or.

Idght 6-pr.

5

6

3.668

1

9-potmder.

6

13*

4.2

3

16

4.68

4

12*

6-72

2

8 21

4.58

1

4 10 13^

Rakoes

of

12-poiinder)

medium

66

6

8

No. of jW«1ght of

Filled.

B«lls.

lbs.

5

7^

27

y

8

li

41

13

10 13}

63

Ballx.

ox.

in.

howitnr /

4

8.6

3

9.2

4

nail.

oz.

41

41

5

16 14

41

H

2^

)

H U
howitacrj

Wach

128

19

8

140

3

63

11

9

84

2

FiKLD Guns,

Light 6-Po(jnder.

MUflhoC
Letter on
Elevation.

lUnge.

Tank.

PB

]|
2

2i
24
21

8

H
4
44i

In Tenthn.

2fi()
3».>o

1

Fuse

400
500
600
650
700
7.'>0

Elevation.

Denreei.
1

B
C

D
E

.2

.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9

800
850

1.0

9'H)

1.1

950
1000*
1050
1100
1150
1200
1250
1300
1350
1400

1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6

1

*

71

H

1.7

io\

1.8
1.9

11
iij
12|

9.0

Fran

To

Yftrds.

Ynrdn.

380
570
720
845
955
1060
1160
1255
1345
1430
1510
1585
1655
1720
1780
1835
1885
1953
1980

640
800

2025

ElevatJoo.

Bauge.

Degree*.

Yards.

100
125
150
175
200
225
350
275

9:i0
104.'.

1145
1240

1880
1415
1500

2

1580
1655
1725
1785
1840
1890
1940
1980
2020
2055
9090

m

* In conformity with well established usage and technical exactitude,
stated above (p. 648) with respect to the FieliGh service, and in p. 374, in the
British service, as ^s'elI as in all others, the author has oslled 24 and 12 pounder
howitsers— 5^ and 4| inch howitzers.

2
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iUuges of Field Qjom-^^oniMued.
9-POUNDER.
SpfanfcalCMa.
Range.
>

1

n
11
It
2

i
3

To

1

6

Tards.

Y*nl».

r>eg.

Yards.

Of.

920
1060
1180
1290
1390
14S0
1570
1655
1740
1820

PB

150
175
200
225
250
275
300

9
10

640
800
930
1050
1160
1260
1360
1455
1550
1640
1725
1805
1885
I960
2030
2095

10|

216.'

Den.

50(»

I)

.4

1!

600
700

£

.5
.6

si

775
850
925
1000
1050
1100
1150
1200

.

4

.8
.9

1.0
1.1

1.3
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
.8

1

51

P
7

8

MbOXOX
Solid

SboU

i

Krr«n

&

Taids. In tcntbc.
B .2
300
C .3
400

d

3gm

i

Qpherical

X
I

i
1

u
14

7
6

5
7
6
5

1

«
«

Peg.

5

el

4

i
Yaida.

500
500
500
600
600
600

1895
1965
2035
2100
2160
22152275

13-POUllDSB.

BioodML

OonuMn Caae.

Om0.

•

•

•a

w

e

I

I

Yanb.

300
400
500
600
700
775
850
92a
1000
1050

In.

B
C

D
E

.2

.3
.4
.5

H
n

.6
.7
.8
.9

1.0
1.1
.2

11 (>0

1

1150
1200

1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

7'

H

n

Fran

To

YanU.

Yards.

660
820
960
1080
1195
1305
1415
1 520
1620
1720
1815
1905
1990
2070
2140
2200

960
1110
1230
1340
1445
1545
1645
1740
1830
1920
2005
2085
2160
2230
2290
2340

a

PB
\
f
1

u

i

J

Yards.

Os.

150
175
200
220

250
275
300

6

5

A
TaMa.

H
1

400
40O
500
500
600
600
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of F IK 1,1) IIOWITZEBB.

5^ Inch Howitzer.

1
Charge.

Yards.

.1

30*

•H

350
400
450
500
550
600
650
700
750
800
850
900
950
1000
1025

8

Yards.

In.

250

Yardit.

450
500
550

.'i

irH>

(jOO

.74

650
700
750
800
850
900
950
1000
1050
1100

.8

1

.^

1150
1175
1200

.3

.3^
.4
.5

.^
.7

.9

.9i

41

IllOil

1

U

u
If
2

2*

175
200
225
250
275

300
325
350
375
400

•

1
1

>

I

Ox.

Deff

6
9
8
10

74

400

9
74

500

11

»>

lU

5i

12
14
9
12

5

600

1 lb.

^1
^1

1 '-'5

HOWITUB.

2n

2
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A

6.3 inch howitzer has been adopted in the service, and is
be associated with the medium 12-|)ounder in batteries of pobut is not inchided in the above category on account of
sition
the threat discrepancies in the ranges resulting from the peculiar
services cis at Shoeburyness, for three successive years, for which
reason the printed tables of the Howitzer have not yet been
completed.
to

;

On

VIII.

tJie

new Oryanization of

The new Byatem

the Personnel of
Field Artillery.

for the simplificatioii of the

tlie

French

French Field

Artillery, as described in the preyious pages, required correqiond-

ing moQificatioDB in the ordonnanoes of 1829, 1833, w ith respect
to the personnely in order to simplify it, and adapt it to the new
organization of the materiel.
This important proposition was first
referred to the consideration of a select committee of Artillery
officers; and having been recommended by them, and approved
by the minister of war, was carried into effect by decree of the

That new orijanization we are now to explain.
During the wars of the Revolution and of the Empire, the personnel of the Field iVrtillerj' was divided into Foot Artillery, Horse
Artillery and Train-d'Artillerie, from which latter were taken the
horses and drivers appropriated to the draught of the gun and
other carriages ; the Drivers being a distinct corps, clad in a ditl'erent
uniform, and paid separately from the gunners, are without any
training as gunners, which might qualify them to supply the place

Emperor.

of artiUeiry-men killed or wounded in actioa
In 1829 the Train-d'Artillerie was re-formed into a new
composed of Canonniers-conducteurs (Gunner-driyers), who^ beddes
their special duties in the management and dri^inff of horsesy were
trained suAciently as Canonnier-^errans, to enaue them, in caae
of need, to replace gunners kors de combat.
Detachments or squadrons ofthe corps of Canonniers-conducteurs,
required to horse the gun, and other carriages of batteries of
Horse or Foot Artillery, were permanently incorporated in those
bodies
and the train-<rartillerie, reduced by so much, approto the batpriated to the general services of the park of artillery
teries which move with it, to the transport of stores and provisions,
to horse the reserves of every description, and likewise the carriages of the Pontoon Train.
Great advantages resulted from these arrangements, ])articularly
with respect to the Horse Artillery ; and, by a subsequent impnnement, to the batteries of Foot Artiller}', by adapting the carriages
to carry, when needful, the artillerymen attached to the st'r\ice
of the guns, by which that lar^e portion of Field Artillery, called

com

;

—
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has been created ; thus placing at the disposal
of a o^eneral officer possessing a competent knowledge of the
powers and freiioral uses of artillery a qualification which it is
essential, and even indispensable, that all general and staff officers
should have acquired,* a new branch of that arm, capable of
moving, without fatigue to the Gunners, with as much celerity as
Cavalry or any Infantry-, and capable of being used, according to
circumstances, in combination with troops of the other arms, with
promntitude and effect, whether in position or in the performance
ofdefeDnve or oflenuTe movements.
But the oiganization, and composition of the Regiments of
ArtiUery, still remained in a verf aefective and complicated stata
The whole artillery force was cUvided into regiments, each consisting of three hatteries of Horse ArtiUery ; six batteries mont^es,
and seven batteries of foot besides a sufficient number of squadrons of the Train-d*Artillerie to hone the various carriages belonging to the Horse Artillery, and mounted batteries of each
regiment.
Thus the organization of 1833, whilst it remedied some of the
inconveniences of the jjrevions system, created others scarcely less
serious. All the hatteries on a peace establishment to which horses
were attached were either Horse, or mounted Artillery ; while none
batterie9 mmrtees,

—

—

;

were attached

to the

I oot Artillery

— the one being very

frec^uently

A

* Thia is well provided for in the Frenoh service.
large proportion of
the officers of the permanent stafif— the corps d*<^tat major— is takcu from the
artillery
and no officer is apix)inted to that corps withoiu having obtained a
competent knowledge of that branch of the military art, by having gone through
a regular course of uutmetion at l*£oole Sp^ale d'ArtiUerie at Mets. There
is no exclusion of artillery officers from the command of armiea, divisions, or
brif:a<le8, and we cannot ad(h>ce l>ettcr evidence of the importance attached to
this qualihcatioQ in France, than by quoting the following emphatic jiassage
from the well*known work of a very distinguished artillery offioer, himself a
proof, nmongat many others, of the vast advantages which the French hare
so l:\r<r( ly experienced in employing officera of the artillery in the command
of armies
" Non que je pr^tcnde qu'un g^n^ral d*arm^ doive s'apj^esantir sur lea
details de rartillerie ; maia il fimC
moina, qn'il en connaissc en grand la
tli^^ric ot les principes, et surtout auMl ne soit pas expose, faute de jx)uvoir
jn<:er <los ressourrcs ou des besoina de oette arme, a lui doimer dea oidrea ou
;

:

ou inexecutables."
Qu'on ne diae pas pour dispenser im g^n^ral d'ann^ de savoir au moine
manier Tartillerie en grand, le jour de bataille, comme je I'exige ici, qu'il
suflit (\uo dans toute afTaire de quel(ju'im|>ortance il se concerto avec le g(^n«^ral

inutiles

dc rartillerie. tie concerter avec le chef <rune arme, suppose qu'on counaivse
la taotiqne de cette arme ; sans <|uoi o*eat le concert de l*aveng1e que lliomme
^clair^ conduit: or riiomme ^lair^ ose-t-il toujours conduire cclui qui ne Teat
pas, ct qui nc pout iii le juger, ni le disculper ai le oonaeil donn^ ne r^uaiit

jma?"

L'Esi>imiss€f p. 87.
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converted into the other, as at present with us, for a coun^e of
exercise and practice in the field, or for other requirements. Thus,
for the exigences of war, it frequently became necessary to convert
a considerable number of batteries of foot Into mounted bBttmi,
and to resolve into Foot Artillery^ those that had been moonted

so that this liability of the one to beoome the other, rendered it
neoessary to give to the officers and under-offioeri, of both, a cobspetoit knowledge of the care, tnining and managing of hones;
which knowledge was no longer reouired when the battery ceased to
be mounted. In 1 8 3 8 six mounted batteries were transformed into
as many permanent foot batteries for service in Algiers, and in
1848 eighteen new foot batteries were formed for the service of the
interior.

To remedy the great inconveniences arising from those changes
and tiuotuations, the new org'anization of the personnel was formed
on the principle, that there shouUl he as many distinct regiments
of artillery, a^ tliere
These specialities are
1.

are specialities in the

modes

of

service:

:

Artiller\' destined
to mamruvre and move with
wherever, from the celerity and facility of their move-

Horse

cavalr)', or

may ]ye found useful.
Mounted Batteries destined

ments, they
2.

dirisions or brigades of infautr)'

at

hand as reserves.
Foot Artillary

Si.

batieries of reserve

to

move and manoeuvre

on the

tield

with

of battle, or to be kept

for the general service of the paries, and fiir
it ; for the reserve howitior

which move with

; and for the serrioe of aege and other trains.
These three distinct services, instead of bemg, as heretofine,
united in the same regiment, are by the new qrstem resolved into
three several elements, by a homogeneous organization which
admits of the attention of the officers and soldiers of each qncisl
branch of the arm being exclusively devoted to the improvement
and efficiency of that particular portion to which they are penns-

batteries

nently attached.
In conformity with these principles, the pemmnel of the artilkiy
is divided into distinct regiments, via.

5 roghnoitB of
1

„

7

M

4

„

1 cadni de

foot artillery,

of artillery ]X)nt<>nnicr8,
of mounted artillery,

of hone artillery,
dtfpftt, iiiout6.

Each retjiment of Foot Artillery consists of a regimental
and of ai'tillerymen sufficient to man

staff

12 batteries of foot artillery,
6
of park artillery,
„
1 cadre dt d^pdt, mont^.
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of Artillery Pontonniers oonsiBtfi of

Staff,

12 companies of gunner-pontoimiers,
of giuiter-ariTenaaddnH]£^thofie%
4
„
I oadre d« dtfpdt, moot^

Each Ngiment of Mounted

Artillery^

Staff,

16 mounted batteries,
1 cadie de dtfp6t» monU.

Each regiment of Horse

Artillery,

Staff,

8 batteries,
1 cadre de d^pAt, mont^.

Thus the

total

(Maidi, 1854)

nifmberof batteries on the pcesent establishment

is

eofootbfttlefies,
12 onmpanies of gimncr-pontoniden^
of gunner-driven,
34

105 mounted batteries.
32 horee artillery batteries,
17 csdrsB de dtfp6t.
Total 2G0 batteries, companies, and cuJrta.

The

comparative powers of French and British Field Artillery,

anterior to the alterations recently introduced into

the French

being now very greatly changed, a few practical observations on the effects which those alterations produce on the relative
powers of tlie new French system and ours as it exists, are offered,
M'ith a view to inquire how far it is expedient to imitate in any
degree the principles upon which the new French system is
estabUshed.
The range of the new French 12-pounder, reduced In weight
from 17^ cwt to 13 cwt, which is yesY nearly the weight of the
British 9-pounder, with a maximum cnarge of one-fourth of the
weight of the shot, is inferior to the ran^ of that gun with a service-charge of oufr-third the weight of its shot ; because, though
the charges of one-fourth of the former, and one-third of the latter
The moshot, are equal, tlie weights projected are as 4 to 3.
mentum of the 12-pounder snot will, however, be greater than
that of the U-pounder, firtMl with the same charge, in the ratio
of their respective weights
and tlie penetrating and battering
powers lie likewise in favour of the new French 12-pounder.
The 8-pounder, bored up to the cahbre of 12, will no longer
be a match, in any respect, for the British 9-pounder. If, as
has been proposed, the British 9 -pounder were l)ored up to the
sj'stem,

;
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its

e<^uivalent, the

and, relatively with the reduced powers of the

new French 12-poundcr, and of the bored-up 8-pounder, the
^tidi system ta Fiehl artillery is comparatively raised the

—

from inferiority, to supenority oyer the French
12-pounder, and the French 8-pounder, bored up to 12f is no
longer a match, in range, for that gun. The French 12-pounder
has greater capacity for firing shells; but when shell-firing is
required, special batteries of howitzers should be employed.
Mixed armaments in the same battery, and consequently compliT\ie author niliy concations of ammunition, should be avoided.
that in a mixed
curs with what is so well stated above, page 538
battery of guns and howitzers, the functions, efiSM^tSi and powers of
one of the two are sacrificed to the other.
British 9-pomidery

—

With

respect to the ne\v organization of the personnel of the
and their reasons for having abandoned tlie
former system, there may l>e fcmnd perhaps something worthy of
imitation. That some such inconveniences as those which induced
that change, must have been experienced in our present practice
of appropriating by temporary arrangements portions of one vast

French

artillery,

universiil corps to the various duties of artillery, may be inferred
from the various propositions that have been made to divide our
establishment of artUlerv into its main branches garrison artil-

—

field artillery, horse artilleryy and gunner
driTers--«9 the French have done expressly to avoid the evils of
one universal system.
When the British artiUery oondsted of only four battalionsi and
the system of field artilleiy was in a very simple and defective
condition (1792^, when there were no -field batteries, hut pairs of
battalion guns, drawn by teams of contract horses driven by hired
drivers, no horse artillery, and when the general duties of artilieiymen were far less multifarious and intricate than they are now, it
was ])erhaps possible to train all artillerymen to a degree of capability which might enable them to perform either of those special
duties, to which they might be posted, in the comparatively rude
manner of that time. But now, with one vast corps, consisting of
12,000 or 13,000 men, and with the present greatly improved
condition of field and otlior artillery, the requirements of the
service appear to have outgrown that system.
It would K' easy
to show% for instance, that the frequent conversions of a battery of
foot artillery, unhorsed, into a field battery to which horses are

lery, foot artillery,
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attached, and ihe reverse ; the donstant tranBformation of the one
into the other far ezerciae and drill, for the purpose
instructing
artillerymen to discharge dther, or all of their duties, including
these of riding and driying, must render the men less expert in
those duties tnan if they remained permanently attached to the

^

special service in whicfar they had been made perfect.
Tliis
routine system is iindos^irable, inconvenient, and ohjecUonable in
peace ; it must evidently be more so in a state of war ; and, though
this may not appear in the condition of the artillery sent to tne
East, from the admirable manner in which it was fitted for service,
yet it may be sus})ected that its efficiency has been obtained at
some siicritice of the effective state of the corps from which the
draughts have been made ; and that, in the prosecution of the war
upon a large scale, the iuconveuieuce of one geueral system will
be severely felt.
The author ia well aware of the diflBculties that beset this
question, and that much ma^- be said on both ndes ; yet it does
appear to him that something in the direction of uie French
system of the penonnel might be done to avoid at least some of
tne inconveniences of having but one genmi, instead of several
special branches, of the artillery corps.
The French system of mounting the gunners on the carriages,
in every movement, whatever the movement may be, as re^jularly
a? horse artillerymen monnt their horses, in mantruvriiitr with
troops, is attended with jj^rcat advantages.
have our mounted
batteries likewise, but tlie men are not carried on the waggons,

We

excepting on special occasions, when sonit* ijrcat object is to be
attained by a movement which would exhaust the artillerymen
did they march on foot.
The main consideration in the marches
and movements of artillery ia to ppare as much as possible the
horses, by not overloading the carnages, and thus increasing the
draught, in moving across a country, by the greater penetration
of the wheels into soft ground. Acccnrdmg to the French system,
the waggon that carries the artillerymen must always be in close
attendance on the gun, and is brought up with it for action ; it is,
in consequence, equally exposed to the fire of the enemy.
The system of mounted batteries is not new. The Austrians
we had our car-brigades fifty years
had their Wurst waggon
ago.
In both, the gunners were mounted on tlie carriages in all
movements ; but, in our present field batteries, the ^nuiners are
never mounted on the bodies of the wairgons or on the limbers
of both gini and waggon, except on special occasions, when great
objects are at stake, in order to get up batteries for action with
their gunners fresh and unfatigued, when that can be done without
;

overworking the horsesi The wagons are never brou^t up with
the gun into action, but are left, if posnble, out of sight, under
shelter of any slope or hollow ground, immediately in the rear.
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In the French service the
with us

bridpre

department
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is

attached to the

assig^ned to the engineers

this, perhaps,
:
Both corpn arc hijrbly competent to the charcjo
immaterial.
but it is very material that the ixjuipages of the pontoon train
should bo permanently and efficiently equipped with horses and
drivers, other than artillery soldiers, Ix'fore tfiey are required for
service in the field; and, irom this not haviiin- been done, serious
disadvantages and difficulties must have been exjK'rienccd, when,
as in the camp at Chobham, artlller)- horses driven by artillery
gunners were taken from the field batteries.
The French Train-d" Artillerie resembles, in many respects, the
corps of Gunner-Drivers which we had during the late war for
the general uses of the park, and ftr the Btamce of batteries of
Foot Artillery ; the Horse ArtiUoy haYing* incorporated with eadi
troop, drivers sufficient for the draught horses of all the carriages
hdonging to it
At the conclusion of the war, the whole of the CSnnner-Driver
Corps in the British service was reduced ; not even a eadbe or
nucleus was retained ; and the very ezpennve, and, as we shall now
in war find, objectionable and inconvenient esqiedient was adf^ited,
of making well-trained gunners, of whom we have by no means
sufficient, lay down the sponge and the rammer, and take up the
rein and the whip.
yery reasonable apology for the adoption of this temporary
expedient appeared in the difficidty there would otherw ise be in
providing drivers for field artillerj- in the colonies
and the
measure was adopted accordinirly in the British Artiller)-, as one
of economy and necessity in time of peac e.
In order to carr\' out

artillery

;

it is

is

A

:

it would have Wen nect'.-*>ary that all
gunners should be taught to ride and drive, so that they might
have been taken promiscuously from their ])<irticular duties for tht*
but the practical working of tlie
purj)ose of acting as drivers
measure consists in assigning that service to men who had been
accustomed fiom youth to the management of horses ; and who,
in other reqiects, were the least qualified for the duty
ffannersL
Thus, in every hattery, there exbts a practiced distinction Between
those who perform the important duties of eunners and tiiose who
execute the secondary service of driTers^ which strongly indicalw
the necessity of making the distinction
duties systematic
The full complement of gunners to a 9-pounder field kittery,
consisting of 6 guns at 8 men for each, is 48 : each gpm being drawn
hy three pairs of horses, each of the six ammunition waggons hj
two pairs of horses, and the other six carriages by the like number,
42 gunners are appropriated to the duties of drivers in every battery,
so that there are nearly as many artillerymen acting as drivers as
of those serving the fruns.
Taking into account the number of
batteries now horsed for active service in the held, at home and

this arran<,'-enient effectually

;

d
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abniad, and for the various sorvicos of the park of artillery, as
well
for jxintooiw and brld«;e equipments, for which no special
proTUion is made, we see that a very lar<xe portion of artillerymen
are abstracted from their special duties, to act as drivers.
Whenerer, therefore, artillerymen are required, as at present,
for KarriKm, field, and ooaat battery aenrice at home, and for all
artillery services hi the colonies, and for the war in which we are
engaced, a lai|B;e portion of well-trsined gunners nay be immediacy made aTailafafe by abandoning this objectionable system,
and revertin^r to tiie institution of a special corps of GunnerDrivers,
The race of jxist^boys is not yet extinct, and there
would be no difficulty
obtaining in a very short time any
wimbcr of young actiTe men of light weight, habituated in
various ways to the management oi horses, and who would
soon l)ecorae expert militar)^ drivers ; whereas, if the present
pjstem remain in force, the whole corps will have to l>e augm«'ut«HU not so much on account of want of innnicrs,
for thrn'
art* nearly as many of these employed as drivers as iu serving
the truns,
hut to train recruits to serve in both capacities, at the
sacrifice of much time and cost.
The Fn'nch manage this matter much better. They train
drivers to act when neediiil as gunners, nut gunners to act as
drivers
and a>»uredly they are right
for besides that more
bfinscs are di»iibled than drivers, in action, and that some of
these soon become available, they fill up vacancies in the higher
and more important class of soldiers from an inferior class,
iiistrad of ahstausting from the effidency of the artillery corps in
seneral, and more especially from the service of the guns in the
by calling upon artillerymen to act in the inferior capacity.
The comparative advantages of having, or not having, a special
eorpa cq pospd of drivers and draught-horses for the service of
batteries, and of the Park in general also Squip^^ mUUalrcs
far the transport of prorisions, ammunition, baggage, and medical
more^ ; hospital conveyance and ambulances for the wounded, as in
the French service, may be perhaps painfully contrasted with the
smous consequences of the utter want of such establishments in
In the course of our dear iMmirht exjierienoe
the British m»r\'ic<».

m

—

—

:

:

Md,

Md

m

;

durinir the late war, after stni£rL'linir with many ditficulties, we
e\pcneiiee«| ttie necessity of creating and well providing for all
had then mu extensive corps of
th*-^' iui|M)rtant scnices.
we had also our wairL^on corps for the transjiort
tniuner-drivrrs

We

:

our ambulance and h(»spital conveyance our statiNot a nucleus of these existed
bridire department.
wbpn. suddenly, we were cau<rht in a [xilitu al .^to^a, and forced into
a mlifhtv war, ver> inadeijuately jmivided with the means which
are absolutely indispensable to enable an army to take the field.
of ha{fira</c

oorjis,

;

;

and mir
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ABSTRACT OF THE FRE^XH NAVY.

Thb following Table

exhibito the number of ships and vessels in
the sailing and steam navies of France in 1851 : it is extracted
from the *£tat G^n^al de la Marine' for that year, and tnm
other authentic sources of information.

Sailinq Navy.

Being

Afloat.

Shi^is of the line of the four classes

25

Frigntes of the three claaMS
Corvettes of the two cl
Brigs of the two cUuMes

87
30
44
43
32

Small vessels
Transports

built.

21
.

,

.

.

19
5

4

Stbam Navt.
Ships of

tl)o line,

with screws

Friptes (460 to tioO H. l\)
Batimens mixtes

....
•

.

«

1
20
4
27
57

Corvettes
Steam Packets

5
8

The decrease in the number of ships of the line in the FroiK h
navy, compared with those of which it has been composed in all
tiroes since France became a great naval power, and the large
disproportion between the number of line-of-battle ships and ottar
vessels shown in the preceding return, were circumstances not
fortuitous, but the result of a deliberate and long-considered
change of system in future naval operations. While relaxing so
much of their wonted exertions in constructing ships of the unCi
the French have greatly increased the numb^ of their firigales,
corvettes, and smdler vessels, and have created an extensive
steam navy.
What that change of system was to meet may be gathered
from vnrioiis works published at that time. It was tho adoption
of a desultory system of naval warfare, as recommended to Napoleon in mOb by his Minister of Marine, Admiral Decres,* by
out numerous small active squadrons, or quick-siiilinij
R('ii<lintr
tri'xatis and otbor vessi»ls singly, to act ajjainst our couunm'o,
and the remote possessions of our wi(l(»ly extended empire, to
attract thither as nuich of our naval force as uu«rht he mjuired
to protect and defend those possessions ; and taking advantage of
•

Thiers' History of the Consulate

and Empire,

vol, v. pp.

464-486.
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our coasts and trade in
the narrow seas.
Tliis was acted upon, after the defeat off Trafalgar, with a consideralile di'iiree of success in the Eastern seas,* the Mediterranean,'' and elsewhere ; and France, with a verj' much increased
force of frigates, corvettes, and small vessels, and a steani navv of
upwards of 100 ships and vessels, possessed the means of renaering that system more formidable than heretofore : we lunre seen
that a desnltoiy, corsair-like system of naval warfiune has recently
been urged by an illustrious personage'' and other professional
men*^ in France, in preference to acting in large fleets, and fighting general actions with a nav}- which experience has long shown
they could not defeat. This, in fiact, is tne origin and essence of
the Paixhans' system.
Tn the Notes on *
Enqiu'te Parlrmrvfarre ftvr la Sitiiatim et
V Organisation des Services de la Marine Militaire,' it is stated
this divci*sion, to act vigorously against

James's N.ival History, vol. iv. p. 213 vol. v. pp. 19, 146.
James's Naval History, vol. v. pp. 4, 7, et mj. Gautheaume's Squadron.
** By the plan which 1 sfaall derelope by and bye, we could act efficiently
against her ooOuneTce, spread over the wliole surface of the seas
Wo should possess, at all j-oints of the f;li>hc, divisions of frii^ntes read}' to
follow in the steps of those glorious wpiadrons which so nohly struggled for
the country in the Indian seas : they would sail around our colonies around
tboM sew points seized on the distant ooean by oar thoughtful poli<^, destined
to senre as a basis for their opeiations, as well as to become the asylum of our
"

;

*

—

*

;

privateeiB.**
** It is an inoontestable fitct, that although during twenty years tiie war of
squadron against srpiadron was almost always against ui^ the exertions of our
Towards the end of the
privateers were almost ever crowned with success.
Empire divisions of frigates sailing from our portii with the mission of skimming the sea, without oompromising themseWes uselessly against an enemy
superior in number, have inflicted considerable losses on the En<;lish commerce harassing their commerce is touching the vital jiriTiciples of England
'tis teariug their heartstrings," .,,.*• To attain this end Frauce might
In the
establish well-organised privateers in all the quarters of the globe.
Channel and in the Mediterranean this service might be well granted to
steam vessels those which are eniployc<l as j»ackets during j cacc would fonn,
from their extreme swiftness, excellent privateers in time of war!" I'n'ncr <lc
Parker's Military Library, WhiteJwnviRe: translation by W. I'eake,
;

:

1844.
"J'ai dit plus haut qu'il nous iraportait de recherchcr comment une
Marine numeriiiuniv iit int6rieure pouvait soutenir uue lutte iue'gale. Je ne
conuais jwint d'autres moyens d'atteiudre ce but que ceux que je vieus d'indiquer. Armer & Tavanoe, fairs pen pour faire bien, ne point nous pr6occuper
du nombre des navires que nous enverrons ik la mer, mais de la manii re dont
De la Graviere, Guerres M<iri(iiius, torn. ii. p. 2G<).
ils s'y prison teront."
"Les Americains out, dans cette guerre (1812), moutre beaucoup d'habilct^
C*est h. nous quMl appaftient de juger avec impartiality
et de T^lntion
ces 6v6nements maritimcs \ ro\) cxploit^s peut-^trc j'ar un orgiieil national que
Ton est tent^ d'ezcuser." De la Uravi^re, (hterre* Mwritim«9, torn. ii. p. 273.
ball,
*

—
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did of Fehniarv, ISdl, it was caurried
mimher of shipa of the line afloat, which Vy
the decree of 1846 was fixed at 24, ahould he mcreaaed to 90,
and always in a condition fit for immediate aerrioe ; some to form
the squaaron or squadrons of evolution, a considerable number in
Commiasim de Port, and all the rest ready to be immediately
armed and manned. It was likewise carried that the squadron or

that, in the mtthig of the

unaniiDoiialy that the

squadrons of evolution should consist of 10 sail of the line, either
acting together or in separate squadrons, with a certain number
of frigates and war-steamers as circumstances niiju:ht require.
It was likewise decreed that no more ships of 100 guns should
be built, for that their force in number of fzuns, compared with
that of the 90-gun ship on two decks, and with that of three-<ieck
shi])s, is not proportioned to the difference of expen.-c between the
[)() and the 100-gun ship, nor to the difference of cobt between the
latter and a ship of the first class.
In the sitting of the 7th of February, 1851, it was decided
unanimously tliat steam propulsion, by tlie screw, should be applied as soon as oossible to all linc-of-battle ships ; that, of the
27 ships then afloat, snch only should undergo Uie neoeaaaiy
alteration and transformation as were in so g<(wd a stale as not
to require rqMurs exceeding |} degrees towards completion ; that^
of the rest, 13 should remain sailinff Teasels, thm age and condition heing such that the expense of transformation would not be
compensated by their ultenor services; that these, therelbfe,
should be fitted for, and continued to he used for service in pesoe,
whilst new vessels, adapted to screw propulsion, should he CODstructed, to attain the number of 30, fixed by the Commission.
It was accordingly resolved, that of the ships of the line afloat,
12 should be imm^iately adapted to receive moteur* ^ tupeHf
(screw propellei*s).

The number

of vessels en rh/oifn r

dm

the stocks)

is

proposed

reduced to 15 and, in cont'ormity with the decree of the
7th of July, 1H51, "that steam propulsion should be applied to
all ships of the line," it was decided that the 15 en ehfinti'T
should undergo the necessary transfomiation, as has been done
with respect to the *'Turenne," at Rochfort, laid down in 182f7,
It was likewise decided that the 15 vessels in course of construction should severally be so far advanced as to be brought for-

to be

;

ward

for launchmg in succession, at tiie rate of, at least, two in
every year in neace ; hut at the same time to hrinff the greater
numtar to such a state of advancement as to he able to pnfide
much mote rapidly for any m*eat exigency.
1. The
Austerlitz" and the
Jean Bart," ships of the third
dasB now heing constructed, and which were to be lauocbed in
1851.
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class, which has been just
2. The " Charlemagne," third
launched, and which is provided with a steam engine : lastly, the
steamer ** Napoleon," now being armed at Toulon.
The fleet would then be, proTifiionan^, oomposed of 13 sailing
ships, 16 auxiliary screw shius, and 1 ship of superior power.
in the atting of the 12lh tif February, 18al, it was resoWed
unanimously that 20 frigates of the first daas should he fitted for,
and provided with steam power a grcmde vUe$9e; others transfonne<l into batments mixUs (auxiliary screws), giving sufficient
nieed " pour escortor les navires rapidesqui pourraient transporter
des troupes de debarquement."
In the liitting of the 7th of March it was resolved uiianhnously
that the corvette force should consist of 50, and that steam propulsion, a grande i'ift\m', should he ap])lietl as soon as possible to
vessels of that class
that sailing transports for the conveyance of
troops should he abolished
and that twenty steam-propelled
transports of large size, each ade(^uate to carry 1000 men, should
be provided to ^t rid of the difficulty, uncertaiDty, and risk of
taking and keeping in tow, under fire, transports containing troops
;

;

The Napoleon" was len|^hened at Toulon, in order to increase her displacement sufficiently for the additional weight slu;
would have to carry, without prejudice to the conditions on which
speed depends. She has eight boilers, and her engines work up
She carries coal sufficient for ten days'
to 1500 liorse power.
steaming at full speed ; and, in her trial voyage from Toulon to
This vessel has answered adAjaccio, her speed was 12 knots.
mirably, and IS the type on which others will be constructed.
The groat use of these vast ships is defined to he to escort cuuvois
a vapeur steam transports) conveying troops, with all their material of war, and protect their debarkation against any force
whether on the sea or on the coast. (Report of J^. Dam, toI. ii.
(

—

p. 141.)

The French nayy

is

at present (1854) composed as follows

:

Sailing Navv.
Ships of the Line,

9 of 120 guns, carrying
14 of 100 „
„
13 of 00
„
„
11 from 86 to 82 guns, oanying .*

1,080 guns.
1,400
„
1,710
„

•

.

.

914

„

6,096 guns.

Total 68 ships.
Frigatea,

42 from 60 to 60 guns, oanying

16

firam

46 to 40

Total 58 frigates.

„

„

.

.

.

.

2,28G gons.

670

„

3955 gons.
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CcrveUeB,

89

fma 80

to

U gnus, canyiiig
Brigt,

868 gima.

Sdwmen, ami OtMen.
1,066 gont.

101 from 20 to 4 gnus, canyiDg
TnuiSjfort Corvettis, Lighterf^

<ftc.

tODS.
39, carrying together 788 guns, and measuring 18,500

Stbam Natt.
8 Ships of the Liiie» 20 Frigates, 80 GoiTettes, sad 64 Ayibob, Tsprasen^
s power of 28,71)0 liovses.
In the above return are induded aeTeral ships still on tiie
stocks.

The
present

following decree, issued in 1849, will &lly explain the
armament of the French navy.

In the

name

of the French People,

Thk President of the RKiTBi.ic,
On tlje Ik'port of the Minister

of the Marine

and Colonies, taking into

consideration the deliberstkm of the Connca on Naval Works, dated
April 4, 1849 ; also the delihemtioii of the Council on Naval AfGstr%

dated June

18^1, 1849,
Aar.

1.

\m as

ships hereafter indicited shall henoeibrth

The Annsmeiit of the
follows

of the First Class.
22 ceDtimetra, No. 1 ; 6 50-pr. guiw
30-pr. guns. No. 1
6 hwriUMn of 23 on^ N«. S ; 88 SO^pr. guns, No. 2
84 90^, guns, No. 3
Bht'iys

Lmr Dock

.

.

MkUiloDeck.
UaiD Deck .

.
.

''li:;::!!;"^^*}

4 howitzers

22

of

« »o^. •«-.

32
.

.

•

•

*
Tota)

34
94

_i!
•

.

.

112

of the Second Class.
4 howitzers of 22 cen.. No. 1 ; 6 dO-pr. guns;* 22 30-pr.
guns. No. 1
6 howitacn of 28 oa., No. 8} 88 80^. gOM, Ne. 8 . .
»S7ji;xs

Lowor Deck

.

.

Main Deck

.

.

as

M
90

Total

50-j-.r. trims have sinro U^n withdrawn from the broadside batteries of lir»e->fship* and Irieates, in confunuity with the distribution in the " EnquSte i'arleoKoFor the dimension:^, weight, te. of
telK,*' and replaen hj 30-pr. gani. No. 1.
'
•f-vi—
navfil ordinince, and the range*, C0Bl|lanil with thoM of Britiih naval

The

biittle

<

—

Fmch

XVIII. and XX. Appendii D.
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Ships of the TJiird Class
Lower Deck

.

.

4

Main Dock

.

.

6 bowitMn of 82

howitzera of 22 cen^ No. 1
guns, No. 1

OM^ No.

661
Model).

emw.

6 50-pr. guna

;

;

20 30-pr.

2; 26 SO-pr. gmu^ No. 2

•

•

»

«".»••»

'"qs::;^^}

82

Total
iihips of the

qiurd Class (Old Model, called Model of 86).

Lower Deck .
4 howitzers of 22 cen.f No. 1 j 26 30-pr. g^ns. No. 1
.
Main Deck . . 4 liowitKfB of 22 cou. No. 2 ; 28 30-pr. guns, No. 2
Foreoistle and I to
xt
^
*
Quarter Deck/ ^®

•

•

.

.

.

Hain Deck

.

80

ShipBifihe Four^ Chm (New liodOy,
howitzers of 22 cen^ No. 1; 4 50-pr. guns; 4 80^.

.

4

.

4 bowitzen of 82

'

28

guns, No. 1
Forecastle

Olid

oa

)

.

^^P''

Quarter Deck/

oan.,

No. 2

26 30-pr. guns, No. 2

;

a
^o- *
8^' k

.

.

•

•

•

.

.

.

'*SS£S2*}

4 howitzers of '^2
30 long IH-pr. guns

W

30-pr.

Clan ( Old Modd, edOed
No. 1

24

.

;

.

.

S6-pottiide»

•

.

.

•

28

30

M

g»^N,.*

70

Frigates of the Firtt Cla».
oen.. No. 1 ; 2 50-pr. guns

8 bowltien of 22

;

26

30-inr.

80

gnna, No. 1

*"S5irD^}

2!
74

74).

...........

ccn..

•Total

Main Dedc

8Q
%a

;

Total

8h^ ^ am FowrGi
Lnwrr Deck
Jiiaia Deck

30
82
^a

Total

Lower Deck

80
82

aSO-pr. gini..No.l5l8 80-F.goo..Ho.8

....

80
50

Total

Hazes.

Uatn Ded:

.

.

'"'o^Dik}

2 howitzers of 22
guns, No. 1

cen.,

2 30-pr. guns. No.

1

No. 1

;

2 50-pr. guna; 24 30-pr.

28
;

20 30-pr. guns, No. 8

....

50

Total

Main Deck

.

.

Frigates cf the Beeond Clatt,
8 kowHzers of 22 oo.. No. 8; 3 50-pr. gnsa; 84 80-pr.
28

guns, No. 2

^^'S^ISikl

a

g««» No.

1

}

16 30.pr. guna, No.

4

....

.

.

%';^^crDL}

18

46

Total

Main Deck

22

Frigates of the Third Class (Kcic Modd).
oen.; 2 50-pr. guns ; 22 30-pr. guns,

2 howitien of 82
No. 2

aJW-F.g«».No.l, 12 80.F.g«».No.4

86

....

14

40

Total

2 o
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1 SO-pr. gana, or 2 hoiriinn of 8S en., V*. 9; and 84
pr. goas.

^^''^SSi'Sik}

QUiniTEBT.

.••

No. 2

2 aO-pr. gOM, No. 1

8

i

30i»r. gun.. No.

86

Tutal

Corvettes

Main Dedc

.

.

{New Modd^.

S howltMn of 8S oen,, No. S; S
80^. gam. No. 8

"^"i^}

14

SO-pr. guns, No. 2

•

»so^.r-.K..i

^°5S«2»Dik} «

18

J
20

Total

CorveHa h

SO
10

4

barbette

{New Model).

80-pr.giini,No.2; l4a(Hpr,goitt,No.8

Brigs of the First Ckus

(New

'°Q^"SiiL} l'^^^-F'P^No.4
Abt.

.

.

ToUl

16

Tol«l

IS

Model).

2.

The artillery of the other ships of the fleet wQl remain as was detemUned
by the oidonnanoee of ihe let Feb. 1837, and the 22iui Not. 1846.
Axs*

The

3«

deerae of Ibe SOth July, 1848, romuiui in fone.

Abt.

4.

The Minister of the Marine end Colonies

ii

ohaigBd with the exeeation of

this decree.

Done at Fans, at the Elysde-l^ational, the 27tb
(Signed)

The

Ifinister of the

of July, 1849.

L. N. BoiTAPAsra.

UaHne and CdiaaeB,
(Signed)

Y. Tbaot.

idea of haviiit^ an inclined plane to turn alxjut a lonThe
gitudinal axis, for the puq)08e of giving motion to a ship in the
water, is due to Daniel Beraouilli, who investigated the subject
first

in a Mhn&ire presented to tiie French Academy in 1753 ; and
from the principle there enunciated has arisen, by suooeanve deTelopmentBy the powoifbl agent now so much employed in the warlike and oommenaal navies of Europe.

Down to the yeat 1845 shipa of war drew comparatiyely little
advantage from steam as a moving power, the paddle-wheels till
then used preventing the broadsides of the ships from receiving
the armament which would place them on an equality, in this reIn the summer of 1850 the French
spect, with sailing vessels.
launched at Toulon their first great steam-ship of war, the Na*

TheM

four pieoM of ordaaaoe

an pkoed at tho middlo of tho aide.
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a screw wilih four Tanes, whose pitch
92 guns or obusiers. The screw, which
is wholly under water, can be detached from the machinery, and,
without raising it out of the water, the liii pel ling power of the
steam may be exchanged for that of the wmd in the sails, the
resistance opposed by the screw in this state to the motion of
ihe ship being inconsiderable also, the disturbance produced in
the water by the revolutions of the screw i? found to have no
effect on the action of the rudder.
The power of the engine is
computed to be equal to that of 'JOG horses, and the maximum
velocity attained by the ship, when impelled by steam, is 13i knots
per hour. The " Napoleon" was found capable of towing three
ships at once, one or them a three-decker, at the rate of more

poleoD
IS

10

it is

yards,

propelled by

and

it carries

;

than 5 knots per hour. By experiment it wa^j ascertained that, at
each revolution of the screw, the ship advanced about 9^ yards
(From the Rapport to the Academie des Sdences,
(8.6 metres).
by Baxon Oiailes Dupia)
In England, the screw was first applied to ships of war in 1841
and the '* Rattler," whidi was built at Sheemess, and launched
in 1843, was fundshed with that means of propulsion.

—

The following account of the Russian navy at the present time
cannot but be interesting.
The Russian Naval force in the Black Sea, in May, 1854,
consisted

of—

Line-of-DattU ships— Ci of 120 guns each, and 8 of 84 guna each.
Friyates
7 carrying from 44 to GO gnns each.
Corvettes
5 carrying from lb to 20 guns each.
Brigs 12 carrying from 12 to 18 guna each.
Schooners 8 carrying from 8 to 16 guns each.
Cuttrrs
7 carrying from 10 to 12 gnns each.
ateaiJiers
2b varying irom 40 to 400-liorse jjower.
Besides Chtn-hoai»j Transports^ ftc.

—
—
—
—
—

—

It is reported that

4

sail of the line

are now being built and

fitted for screws.

In the Baltic the Russians have at present in an efficient state
about 20 line-of-battle ships, two of which carry 120 guns, and
two 112 guns each ; the rest are 84 and 74-gun ships thev hare
ax frigates of 44 guns, with five brigs and corvettes of 20 fauB
eaxh.
All these are sailmg ships, and they have, besides,
schooners^ tranmrts, and luggers^ with about fifty gun-boats.
The steam navy
the Baltic consists of ten paddle-wheel vessels
eanyinff from 6 to 16 guns each, and varying in power firom 200
;

m

to

450

horses.

Kussian ships are not only well provided with shells, in
the use of which their gunners are highly efficient, but are like-

The

2 0 2
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wise heavily armed with solid shot ; and in the affair at Sinope
they fired with great eflfect both 68 and 42-pounder solid s-hui,
many of which were |ncked up on that coast The largest solid
the d2-poiuider, whidi is abool
shot gun in the British navy
eauiyalent to the dO-ponnder,-the seneral gun in the armaiBeal
or Frendi ships of war (the use of the d6-pounder hannfr been
abolished br a reflation, in ships of the new model), while oar
8-inch shell-gun is superior to the canon-obusier of 80 : but of
what avail are 32-pounder shot and 8-inch shrlls a^inst the 4Spounder and 68-pounder solid shot of the Russian ships» or against
the heavy ordnance of the Russian batteries, whose parapets of

b

stone will cause

hoUow shot

to

fly

in pieces before

them ?
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(

(

E.

)

Arr.«K.

)

Copjj of th' l^i'ospcctm compiled hy Sir S. J. Pcchell from
Ndval Gunnery^ for the Eiftahliifluncnt on Board the
the
Excellent^' asi stated in his Letters to the Author^ NuU^
9, 10, Fart i., and in t/ie Text, p. 10.
'

TiiEiu Lordships having had under their conijideration the propriety and expediency -of establishing a permanent corps of seamen to acfc as Captains of Guns, as well as a depdt fat tbe
instruction of the omoers and seamen of His Maiesty's Navy in

the theory and practice of Naval Gunnery, at which a nninmn
system slull be observed and communicated throughout the Navy,
liave directed, with a view to the formatbn of such Establishment,
that a proportion of intelligent, young, and active seamen shall be
engaged for five or seven years, renewable at their expiration, with
an increase of pay attacked to each consecutive le-engagement,
from which the important situation of Master Gunners, Gunners'
Mates, and Yeomen of the Powder-room shall hereafter be selected,
to instruct the officers and i^cainen on board such ships as they
may Ik* appointed to, in the various duties at the guns, in consideration of wliich they will lie allowed 2s. ]ht month, in addition
to any other ratinir they may Ix^ deemed qualiticd to till, and will
be advanced ueeorcling to merit and the degree of attention paid
to their duty, which, if zealously ix'riormed, will entitle them to
aspire to the important situations before mentioned, as well as
that of Boatswain.
Their Lordships have therefore directed the " Excellent," with
her present fittings (already placed in a ntuation where practiea
may be carried on with shot without risk of injury to any individuals), to be established as a sixth rate, irith a complement of
200 men, and appointed Ckptain
to the command
of her.
The following instructions are sent for your guidance and that
in the execution of these duties :
of Captain
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WWlipiCfllrll §•
CaDtain .
Lieutenauta
Surgeon .

Puner

1

4
1

•

I

•

AanBtant-SuTgeon

Midshipmen

1

.

15

.

.

Clerk

Warrant

1

3

ofiicers

Ship*8 cook

1

Cook's mate

I

.

Cortvntpr'a i^wiw

2
•*

•

Armourer

1

•

X1
1

Captain*! servants

.

2

1

Gun-room

,

2
2

4

•

OlvIk'WrJf

•

•

fiofsof
flMOoiilOUi

ditto

Micishipuu'ii's

Warrant
Viirsor*s

Marines

]>ertli •

8

oifioers* ditto

1

steward
.

.

1

• Indndtnc 1

.

Seamen gunners

U6

.

oflloer

of

oommiwloned
immiwloncd caeen»aad
aiiriTAtos.

190

As

10

establishment of the officers and crew of the '* ExLieutenant, three non-commissioned officers, and two
privates of the Marine Artillerj' are included in her complement
of Marines, it is intended that the theoretical instruction required
for the officers and seamen-gunners should be furnished by them,
and you will take care that every &cUity and anistaiice be given
them to insure the performance of this duty, the most material
points of which are uie names of the difoent parts of a gun and
carriage, the diq>art in terms of lineal magnitude and in degrees,
bow taken, what constitutes point blank and what line of metal
range, windiu;e» the errors and loss of force attending it, the
importance of preserving shot from rusty the tlieory of the most
material eifects of different charges of powder applied to practice,
with a single shot, also with a plurality of balls, showing how
these affect accuracy, jxMietration, and splinters ; to qualify them
to judge of the condition of gunpowder by inspection ; to ascertain
its quality by the ordinary tests and trials, as well as by actual
proof, these being very indispensable qualifications; to instruct
them also in the laboratory works re(iulred for
* Ubor»fory woika bethe naval service,** such as making rockets for
'I;"iK«'r>.a'*. ought to b«
,
1
il.
J
simials, nlling tubes, new primmg them and uugut vu lOiore.
fiUing cartridges, precautions in airing and
drying powder, care and inspection of locks, choice of flints^ cor*
in the

cellent," a

,

red mode of fitting than^

•

•

I'lK'

&c.
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Afp. B.

You are to understand fhat it is the intention of their Lordships
from His Majesty's ships in ordinary, and also
that die
from the ahips in commission when they can he spared, diould
assemble on board the Elxoellenty" in diviaone of sudi numbers
as the Commander may deem oouTenient, to carry on (assisted
by the Marine Artillery already embarked in her) the fullest
experiments as to the power and ranges of the various natures of
sea-ordnance from point blank to the highest elevation the ports
of the "Excellent" will admit of (or as may be safely tried without danger of the shot reaching the shore be\'ond the mud-banks),
also the ranges at similar elevations with diffxTcnt reduced chaiges
of powder, likewise the ditference in tlie ranges
c Tw^o shots «re«»m^
when two shots are introduced instead of one,*"
to
ought
be used fir
M
^
and
such cases to observe and note dow n tiie
Mfetr MMi effoct
apparent divcroronce of both sliots from the
Als(3, it it c<ui be tried with siifcty, tlie raiiirc and
direct line.
force ut" tj^rape and c^inister shot; and, in short, cwry experiment
of such descri})tii)n which Nvill tend to give the gunners and others
who may attend such practice the most perfect knowleds"C of the
exact powers uf each nature of gun in every manner in which it

Gunnm

,

can be

To

m
.

,

,

1.1

^

tried.
fiualitate these

experiments their Lordships consider that

Beacons may be fixed in the mud at di£ferent measured distances
from the ship, say at etery hundred or evoy two hundred
yards, or at such other d istances as may be found most convenient

At the same
going forward

tiuK^

that the above-mentioned experiments .ire

be the duty of the Captain and of the
Lieutenants to assist him, to endeavour to ascertain the comparative value of the several descriptioDs of sights for cannosi
which have been submitted by various individuals, some of every
kind of which the Board of Ordnance has been desired to cause
Excellent."
to be put on board the
It is .also their Lordships' intention that the efficiency of the
improved tuhe l)oxes, powrler flasks, and all other iinjilcnicnts of
every deserij)tion eoniu'ctcd with sea-gunnerj' practice, shouhl be
proved, as far as may l>e done, on board the "Excellent, and
Captjiin
is to consider it an important piirt of his duty
to rept)rt impartially his opinion on all the implements in question,
and to submit lor their Lordships' consideration any alteration of
any of them deemed likely to prove advantageous by himself or
anv of the officers assisting him in conducting the duties hereby
it

will

'

ordered.

The Captain is also to make knowB to dieur Lordsfaipe any
improvements he may have been informed ci, &ihat in guns
themselves, or in the mode of mounting, or fitting, or fating
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them, or of tlio implements for scrvinjSf them which may not
have been furnished by the Ordnance Depart-

ment

to the "ExceUent,'^ in order that they
niav cause them to be also suppUed for trial

aQQ

report.^

Another material branch of the duty of Captain
be to perfect the gunners and

wDl

who may

attend on board
the
Excellent'' for that purpose, in the established exercise or
serN-ice of the guns, to the end that each of them may ftilly understand and be able to explain the object of every movement ordered
that they may likewise understand perfectly the principle of the
sights, moveable targets, and everything used in gun practice,
all others

or real service.

eitlier for exercise

All these points, after being fully considered and tried in the
various exercises and practice to be (hiily car- ^ a roRisur to
kopt
^-^v^^ried forward, are to be fullv rei)ortcil ui)t)n to
nionts, that Iho ..inniaiiJr
V
to
tneir J.ortlships, ni order that they may give inK <>fli..r may imdirectit)ns for the general
ach)j)tion of that «xilnd rii?uur^io"«^
system which shall be found and admitted, ^Irl^*^'"'i2^7S!Sj'Jto.
ik?'

\

•

i

I

'

•

1

1

•

(

/»»>!.•

upon
__

. •

fiill

and

feir

trial,

to

answer best in

_

« miiaiMa lUtof th>

pwiwn under uttlradloii*

practice.*

It is further to be understood that any ships in commission, the
Captains of which are desurous of 8endin|^ any portion of their
officers, captains of guns, or others of theur crews, to attend the
practice or exercise on board the
Excellent," to gain instruction
on any of the points detailed, are to be at liberty to do so, and it
is to be an essential part of the duty of Captain
and
the Lieutenants to give every useful information to persons so sent
for instruction, and to advance them on tht* points mo.<t useful for
them to understand, to ^uch extent as the short time they can
probably be spared will admit.
Their Tj)r(lsliip> have reque>ted the Board of Ordnance to give
instnictions to their otticers to render every assistance in forwarding the objects of these instructions, and to supply such quantities
of annuunition or other articles as may from time tt) time be
recpured by (Japtain
and approved by you for the purposes above detailed.
Captain
is to be assisted in conducting these duties
by the officer of Marine Artillery to the utmost of his abilities,
and the latter officer is to be directed to obey whatever directions
he may receive from Captain
or the Lieutenants for

the objects stated whilst on this service.
Their Lordships desire that you si^nd a copy of this letter to
that he may be fully apprised of the duties he
Captain
,
is to execute, directing him to govern himself and those placed

under him accordingly.

And you

are also to g^ve such further
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Afr.X.

and aaaMtance as joa may deem neoeavy or adfkaUe
more perfect aooompUmient of the olj^da ezplatiied ; and
to make a weeidv icioni ta
you are to cause Captain
you of each day's transactions and practioe» notinfr tne number
directions

for the

and descriptions of persons attendini? on board
um eaco day ; to woico also IS to be added any
SSurS^'Tv^n'^oT^J remarks the Captain may deem it rijErht to offer
man. luxoniing to bi« relative to the occurrences or details : and tho«c
merit ami proOclcncy on
compteUM hit 'njt^ weekly returns are to iK regularlv tran^Tn:!!^^
...

.

cation,

fonnded upon

.

,

MM

ttMnStoS

to (be

by you

to

me

for

their

Lordsiiips'

iu^urm*

**"

ation.'
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armament OF THE

BRITISH KAVY.

(F.

001

)

AKMAHENT OF THE BRITISH NAYT.*
{DatedJiUy, lb48.)

FM
T
TLw»v
UecK
iiOWer

" CaUdania '*

Sates.

1.
Deck
Middle Ti

Class.*

/

B'inch fjims, 05 cwt., 9 feet.
24 32-prs. of 5G cwt., \)\ feet.

/

4 8-inch guns, 65 cwt., 9
30 32.pr8.
60 „ 9

^

.

.

...

42
46

84 82 „
MainBeck
Quarter Deck and/ 6 32 „
Foncaatle

.

.

MiddleDeck

.

Complement of men, 1000.

g\ins.

" Boyal Frederick "

Boies.

T.«^iwv
Deck
Lower

H

.

82 82 „

42

8 32 „
16 32 „

45
26

and/
.\

.

•

•

•

•

•

»>

>•

t>

8

it

8* n

99

6

n
n

(/mm, 1854.)

RoTAL ALBEsx'a" Abmambiit.

UfiperDeck

tt

Complemokt of men, 980.

1 16 gune.

Middle Deck

faet.

H

IB^'

•

Qoftrter Deck
Foiecaatle

**

Class.

S 8-inch guns, 65 cwt., 9
22 32.prs.
56 ft
65 >t 9
.{
06 n
/

MainDeok.

*

„
„
8f „

8

„

„
\ 14 82-pr. oanonadee, 17 cwt.

.

120

Fint

feet.

9
56
90,,
ft
42 f,,f 8
42 tt 8
•5 »» 10

32-pw,
32

o
6

t •

0
0

} t

0

99

83
«»«t»
32
24

,,
1

1

1 99

Total 121 guns.

Abxambit vob Boats.

„

/

..

24-inr.

18 cwt. 9 gUM.

Bma OvinuM
Guns

.

6

6 „

1

, f

The Mamber of Shells.
8-iiich ruled

34
18
34
13

....

500fthell«.

500
70
empty

Shrapnd.

70
30

80

M

Ditto.

* Thit lUktt not Intradiufld at eontalninf a comet •tetanwDt of the present armamf^f of the British Nary, but to prove what is stiUed in this work (pp. 307, 308)
oncerning the vast Increase in the number of »hell-gun» now employed, and the great
extent to which the eheU-nyrtem i» now eaniat in oar na?al errico.
^
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" Princess Charlotte

Second Hates.

Middle Deck

.

^un-.

2*

•{

...

Main Deck
30 32 „
Qunrtor Deck andf
6 32 „
Forecastle

.

.\

10 32

8etimd£ate9.

Clogs,

«

..

32

„
„

45

9

..

6^ „

„

17 cwt,

CkHnploDMit of men, 860.

Bodne^'' Ckut.

/ ^®

fi-inch gUlM,

05 cwt., 0

^

8-inch guus,

C.o

/

Main Daek

'*

pr. carronades,

101 gona.

r^w^r TWMk

Ait. F.

Quarter Dedc and/ 2 8-jneh guns, 52
ForacasUe
.
.1 24 32-pra.
42

„

feet.

9

»»

8

„

8

„
„

9 „
8 „

92 guns.
Seccfiid Jiatt

Quarter Dock audf
Forecastle

.

.\

s.

2

" J//uV,u " Class.

S-inch gons, 85

24 32-pre.

42

90 guns.
BeeondBatea,

Lower Deck

.

Main Deck.•

.
•

*A9ia^ CUm,

^^"^^^."^l^

\

i
-l

„t o^''^'^^^^
28 32-pr8.
48
Quarter Deck auUf
6 32 „
42
Forecasae
.
.1 16 32-pr. oarrooades,

n
„
„

^

n

8
8

„

„

17 cwt.

84 gona.
Second Jul fm.

^'

Sujterh*' Class.

Quarter Deck and\
Forecaatlo

.

./

•^-l^"-

42

,

8

,

80 gmis.
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Apt. F.

Main Deck

^

I

.

.

.

S-inch

gUM, 05

cwt., 9 feet.

,\

-

"

.{

Quarter Deck andf
Forecastle

603

" BeSimpiUm*' Cbm,

7%ird Baiet,

Lower Deck

BRITISH NAVY.

6 32

42

„

„

8

„

10 82-pr. Garronadei^ 17 owt.
78 goDa.
" Agincourt

3%<rd ^o<c«.

Tmm>
liower DiiAk
ueoK

/
.

MainDeck.

.

.

Quarter Deck and r
Foracaatle

.

.1

22

**

S^iis,

^
32-i.rs.

C7a«».

05 cwt., 9 feel,
66 „ 9i „

28 82 ^
42 „ 8 »
4 82 «
42 „ 8 „
12 32-pr. Garronadei^ 17 cwt.
72 ^uas.

Third PaU»»

^^^^
MainDeck,
Quarter

**Bo9eawen** Clou.

•

IVck

Forecastle

.

.{

^

a.ulj
.

^^^^

I

g ^

42

,
»

8
"

53 „
*»
*^

J

.
»

70gun8.

—

All linc-of-battlc ships of the Ist, 2ntl, anil Grd rates, have 2
Note,
24-i)Oundcr brass liowitzers, V,\ cwt., and 2 12-^ ounder howitzers, lij^ht, Oewt.,
for boat service ; oud 1 0-^uudcr light brui>ji guu fur boat itcrvice and short
practice.

Fmtrth Boies,

**Jja<g"

Lower Beck

MainDeck

Chm,far Block Sh^
.

Quarter Deck andf
.

66ewt, 9|feet.
42
8 «
4 50 „
87 „ 10 »
4 lO-iucb-guna, 86 „ 9 ft. 4 in.

.1

66 guns.
Ibyrlft

auxUiary BUomfower

26 42-pia.
22 32 «

.

...

Forecastle

vriih

BoUt,

Complement of men, 600.

Vtmon ** CUm.

(8

8-inoh sona, 66 cwt., 0 feet.
Mam Dock
.
.| 20 32.prs.
56 „ 9.J „
Quarter Deck andf 4 8-inch guns, 65 „
9 „
IB
45
Forecastle
32-prs.
.
.(
„ 8| „
xM

i\

\

.

50 gnna.

Complement of men, 500.
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FMPrth Bates.

**

PtnUand *• CUm,

S-incli
M^Deck. . .i 228 82.pit.
4 32
QnarCer Beok andi
FcieoMtle • .( IG 32

/

mr^t. rv^-L.

50

Fomik JIlafM.

giius.

^Amtgomli*

Quarter Dock andf
Forecastle

.

.1

App. F.

iiuus, 60c\vt.,

60
46
26

^
„
„

8

10

ft.

in.

8fcet.
8| «

6 „

Complement of men, 450.

OMxiUairf/

Steam-power Screw,

2 08 „
16 32

46 gong.

95
32

„ 10

„

„

6^ „

Ckmiplflmflntof ineii,460.

—

All ships of the 4tli and 6tli rates have, for their l>oata' anuaments,
Note.
2 12-pouuder heavy howitzers, lOcwt. ; and 2 12 |K)under howitzers, light^
of 6cwt., with 1 light 6-pQiiiider bmss gmi for boats and thort pncUoo.

JfyihSaiet,

'^rji;^'

r"'} i«

" Fijue'' CloM.

«-

40gQnt.
Fifth Hates.

Main Deck

.

.

"

.{J
2u
(

Quarter Dedk andf
Eoreeaaftle

•

A

«

-

»

OomplaiiieDtortMo,860.

Madagascar "

Class,

|-i;;ch gnns, au.vt., 8

32-prs.

4i>

«

ft
i

45 „ 8;
4 82
12 82-pr. oanooades, 17 owt.

44 guns.

loin.

leet.

„

Complement of men, 320.

F^Baiet, ^ Metielamee^ 0km,
MainDeck

<

Quarter Dedk and
Foieeaatle

•

.

^

8-indi gona, 62 cwt, 8 feet

4r>
4 32 ^
„
8i ,
4 32 „
39 „
7j „
10 32-pr. carronades, 17 cwi.

42 gons.
Fifth Bates.

ComplflnMnt of men, 810.

" Castor "

Class.

4 8-inch guns, 60 cwt., 8 ft. 10 in.
•
.
jg g^.^^^ **"^66 „ 91 feet.
Qoarter Deck and/ 2 82
60 » 9 „
Foffecaatle
26 « 6 »
.
. t 12 82
»

if.tM iwir
MainDeek

1

86 guns.

Complement

of men, 330.
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lyih BaU,

**

Seme

Amphion,** auxiliary

NAVY

(300-Aorse potver),

M.iBD«k.
Quarter Deck andf
ForecMile
.
.(

2 08

95
25

8 82 „

^ guns.
**

Itaiet.

Euroiut " Okut, 8,

„ 10
6
„

„

„

Complement of men, 880.

Omrd Sh^

{BSO-hom powtr).

Main Deck. . • 20 42-pn.
Quarter Deck and; 2 5C „
Fofeoastle

4

•

66ewt., 9| feet
87 „ 10 „
2 10-inobgimB,86 ^
9ft4in.

Complement of men, 820.

24 guns.

VeM*'

SiaUhBaiei.

Main
i;ecK
Mam Dfirlt

f

•

•

^^^^

^

^2 ^"^'^ ^

40 „
42 „
26

le 32.pra.
2 32
Quarter Deck and)

ForecaaUe

-j

4

.

^ ^2 „

IVineomahe " {Bedveed 46)

Sixih Baiea.

.

.

«
„
„

Cfoff.

.{'Ut^^UT'tu

Quarter Dock andf
Forecastle

7i

H
6

CSomplement of men, 240.

26 gone.

Main Deck.

Oatt.

.(

2 50

87
25

»

4 32 „

„

„

Gomplement of men* 240.

24 guns.

"AnmnJ*

BiaeihBaie,

„ 10
„ 6

B€dueed4e,

26 82-pn., 60 cwt, 9 feet.
Complement of men, 240.
Sixth Kate.

Main Twv
MainDe<A
Qtiarter

i
•

Deck

•

•{

.

.

**

Curofoa:*

^0 32-prs.
2 32 „

2

8-iiicb

24 guna*
Sixth Baie,

AHin
Mam

Deck
i^eck

Quarter

•

.

.

Complement of men, 230.

^'Brittiant."
f
.|

Deck and/

Forecastle

40 cwt., 7' feet.
60 „ 9 „
guus, 52 „
8 „

.\

^
32-pr».

2 56 „
2 32 „

20 gnne.

Bedueed42.

8^ 60
87
25

^
„
„

»

®

9
10
6

^
„
„

Complement of men, 280.

GUNNERY.

600

"Hamnnah.**

Sixth Hate,
iff.:» TWir
jum
iiecit

I
.

.

Quarter Deck and;
Poracastle

,\

.

6

Quartei Deck

.

10 ss-pw.
1 56-pr.

2 d2-pra.

Note.

—Tlicsc

classes

have

ikcond-dau Sixth

^^^^

Main Deck

87

.

.{

„

Complemeiit of men, 230.

armaments 2 12-pounder bniss

light

Itutes.

„ 10

gun

for short practice.

Andromache'''' Class,

^f^-pr- howitzers, 3fi
.

^
»

Jleduee44A,

for their hoats'

6 cwt, and 1 6-poimder

light,

«

CompleiKcnt of men, 230.

1 60-pr.

.

feet,

60 „ 9
87 „ 10
50 „ 9

19 gnus.
howitien,

Beduced 42,

JkedaluM*

Jtaie.

Apr. F.

8-inch guns, 52 cwt., 8

19 gana.
Sixth

•

cwt.

16 32-pr8.
Quarter Deck andr 2 32 „
I

Forecastle

.

.\

25 „
45 „
6 d2-pr. carronades, 17 cwt.

2G guns.

Second-dan Sixth Bate»,

Main Deck.

.

J
I

Quarter Deck

.

5^cwt., 8

I

.

•

Quarter Deck

.

.{

.

.

2

^

.

/

.

.J

Quarter Deck

.

•

Jlaiet,

"

-

&i.\tli

rates

„

81

„

of men, 195.

Ckm,

Bajiknt

52 cwt,' 8 feet
^
g ,
50 » ^ »

Cknnpleinentof men, 175.

North Star,"

^

'^^

Gomplemeni of men, 175.

have 2 12-pr. light howitaers

Hterod-Cta-

feet.

10 32-pr. carronades, 17 cwt.
4 32-pr. carronades, 17 cwt.

22 guns.
Sccond-elass

i\

3o.p„, •^"^42

2 32 „

Seeond-dau Sixth

„

Complement

8-incih guns,

18 guns.

DOCK
Main
Alam Deck

40
45

2 32 „

.

Second-tiata Sixth Baltet,

Deck

CWsrpso ** Clam,

.^'Iff^
14 32-prB.

18 guns.

w„Mam

Counjlcnient of Uicn, lUo.
*<

for their boats.

30o«^t-. 7J feet.

Boduocd 28.

.{

18 guns.

CJomplement of men, 146*
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Complemeut of men, 130.

16 guns.

»

»

10 3i

Zo

„

g-i'^ '
.{

12 guns.

«Cv™t"
Uygnet

Class

i
.j

/

vwonvuB viw>|

„

6

'

„

^
Oomplcment of nMO, 130.

2 32-pw., 82 cwt,

feet

682„«5, 6»
8 guns.

« Aien
AUri«* i^iMi.
PIam

If

Compkmentof nin, 180.

12 gom.
" ChUdert- ClMt

V

GomplenMnt of men, 130.

14 guns.

I

607

Complomcnt

of men, 80.

2 32-i.rR., 25
6 32-pr.cftrroosdea, ITcwt.
cwt., 6 (oet.

8 gone.

GomplenMnt of men, 80.

8

ComplemaDt of nMn» 80.

gona.

^ j^pj

Cftrronadee,

10

cwrt.

6 gum.

GomplenMnt of men, 65.

8 gnni.

GomplenMnt of men, 66.

8

Complement of men, CO.

AllllMMcbiMtorYemelfhnTel

gtins.

12-pr. howitier for boftt%

liglit,

6 owt.
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FLOATING BATTERIES COVERED WITH

IliON

PLATES.

The

project of oorering shim with iron plates, in order to render them proof against artillery (Art 164, Note), was suggested
many years since by Colonrl, now General Paixhans, in his work
entitled NouveUe Force Maritime^ Na 19.
The Comite Consul*
tatif de la Marine at that time, having caused the weight of an
iron covering, and the capability of ships to bear the load, to be
calculated, found that such armour could not be applied to lineof-battle ships of the lowest class, to frigates, nor to smaller vesres|)ect to shij)s with

three decks, the Cuniite stated

sels.

\\'itli

in its

Rej)ort that the jrreat displacement of these

them

would enable

to bear the requisite weitrht, provided the quautity of artil-

lery on the upj)er decks were diminished
and observed that the
expense was estimated at 000,000 francs (25,000^.) for each ship
The inquiry led, however, to no attempt in France to etdroMB
ships of war, and the project was apjiarently abandoned as im;

practicable.

On referring to the note at the foot of page 346, it will be
seen that a proposal for constructing floating batteries of iron so
thick as to be shot-proof, was entertained by the United States'
Government in or berare the year 1852, and ttiat the feasibility of
the proposition was made the object of an experiment ; the result
of this beinir unfavourable, the project fell to the ground.
It
would seem, however, that the streugth of wrouglit-iron iu a solid
mass is far greater than that of iron of equal thiekuess, but fonned
of lamin;e (;ls was the ease iu the American experiment), however
During the montlis of Sepfinnly these may be bolted together.
tembi»r and October, l^ol, some experiment* were c<irried on at
Portsmouth, in order to try the capability of wrought-irou slabs to
resist the impact of solid and hollow shot, and
following arc
the results : the target was a section of a frigate covered with
wrougfat-iron plates, 4^ inches thick, and the projectiles employed
were d2-pounder and 68-pounder solid shots, and 9-incn and
10-inch hollow shots*
At 400 yards, the 32-pound solid shot,
and the 10-inch and 8-inch hollow shot, merely indented the
target to the depths respectively of H, 2^, and 1 inch; but the
68-pound solid shot, being tired with Iti lbs. of jiowder, jx'netrated
These were always split at the bolt-holes, which were
the |>lates.

m

about one foot asunder

;

and

iu consequence, it

was recommended
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tluit tlu\v

drawn

should

lu* Ixtrt'd

a- tar apart as }H)>sihk\
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Tiic conclusion

experiments was, tliat 4V-iiieh iron phites, applied
as a coverlni^ to ships wonld L'"ive prut 'etion. dnrinfj an action,
Iruni the

against J^-inch and

lO-ineh hollovs >hot, and ag.anst 32-pouiidcr

solid shot, but very little against solid shot of (58 lbs.

The

project of covering ships with plates of iron has recently

been adopted in this country :

it was, at fiist, intended to cover
with slabs of iron 4tk inches thick, only the bows of steamers, it
bein^ supposed that, in the use of their bow pivot-guns, the heads
merely of the vessels would be presented to the enemy. The
weight of an in)n covering 4 ^ inches thick, applied to the bows of
a screw-propelled ship of 1074 tons, the covering extending 36
feet from the head along each bow, and from the deck to 2 feet
Ixdow the load-water line, is found to be 10 tons, n(Mrly
and
this would surely be an enormous burthen, in addition to that
which alnvidy loads the bows of a steani-ves-el.
From the public journals we learn that an armament is now
being prepared to o])erate against the Russians in the Baltic, at
the opening of the spring canipaiL'"n n»»xt year, consisting, it is
saitl, of forty tloatlng batteries, wlu»>e di't ks and si(h»s are to be
covered with iron plates of such thickne.-s as to render thcni ])roof
against either shells or solid shot, and thi'y are to be armed with
twelve Lancaster guns.*
They are about 1500 tons burden, flatbottomed, with round stem and stem, 180 feet extreme len^tii, 56
in width, and 20 in depth, each being propelled by horizontal
endues of 200-hor8e power. They have two decks, the upper
bem^ bomb-proof, 8 inches thick, and the lower the fighting deck.
The batteries are perfectly encased with upwards of 700 tons of
wrought-iron slabs, each Slab 4 inches thick, 12 inches broad, and
14 feet in length.
If the figures in the above extract be correct, the enormous
weight of iron casing, together with that of the heavy amiamtMit
will render it scarcely ]iossible, in these vessels, to s<itisfy the
With such an
necessiiry conditions of buoyancy and stability.
innneiisc top-weight, a great counteracting wciirht of hriHdfit will
be requisite, but lor this there is neither sutlicieut displacement
;

• Floating hatteries expressly built for suc\i i«arix>8e8 as these sbotild
assuredly be anned with tbe most ofticicnt and uncrrinu' Itatk-riu?: <;tnis. Tlio
slicll-iruii.
6S-i <'U!bl» r %\\r\ of 9r)C\vt. 5s infinilt ly prcforaMe to the Laiicuitcr
for, ihouijli not chamlxnd acconlini; to llie Lancasilcr system, it is iuUndcd
agaioHt
efficient
so
be
bowever,
can,
shells
No
against
ships.
shcll-firinj:
for
stone walls as solid shot of tbe same dianiclor, and tbc least cflicioni of nil
Tlcrr is no evidence eitlicr exi^rinrc sIk'IIs armrd witli pvrcnssion fn/.cs.
lucntdl or roal, n itaiidy none in the trials laiulu durin.4 the present war, that
can warrant the prcltrcuce given to these guns ami their peculiar shells in the
armament of vessels specially designed for battering granite walls.
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and as the metacentre must be very near the
:
centre at' gnkTity, the equilibrium caaiM>t but be greatly eodangered.
Tru^-o pertectly rfa!-bi»ttomed floating batteries, re:?<^iiibliii<i the
:ion ol a liir^e ship, cut by a horizontal phuic ?uuie fet-t
up[vr
belv.w the wator-liiio, and havine" little hold of the water, will Ik;

nor depth of hold

much

auv ?well. as to be ver\' unfavourable to £ro<xi
.ituruable precision is required.
utnn
By
IKuamii^^ the times of the \ibratiou of floating bodies vary , as
the depth of the vertical sectioa below the plane of floatation
and nothing but aTery deep&be kedcan coanteract the tcDdeiicy
of theae meek to ibifow aU the undnlations of an agitated fluia.
But to give them fidbe keds would add to thar drai^tof water,
and so Titiate tibe sdieme.
The ^pe, dimenBuoa, displaoementy caang with sholFpioof
iron plates^ and the armament of these floating batfeerie8| fbim
altogether a reiy difficult afiair, which d<x^ nut ap|)ear to have
been foDj examined before it was adopted. The idea of making
the decks shell-pfooC by mnering them with iron slabs 8 inches
thu'k. is, we fimi. given up ; and oak beams are substituted for
bn^ keu in by shells fired from mortiie irvva : but these would
tars, ai d woitld Ik* jieiietrated by a plunging tire of solid shot,

Si>

atfei'ted in

puiir.iTN. \viiere the

K

from

Nor

Uttterie;>

luivinor

considerable elevation above the seii-leveL

4i inches thick, be proof against C'lS-joiinder
or **4-p».>under solid s-hot, with which it appears the Kussians are
plentifully fwovided ; and, uidess the timbers of these vessels are
enormoiLrly ti ick. such heavy shots will not only punch holes in
the in.*!., but 111 .y ai?*j nuvke great breaches
tlie woi^ien sides,
by liieir prod ...ous biillering power.' It is not probable that a
Russian fortresiS can be efTectually destroyed by such, or any other
kind of floating battery. Hub ean only lie done after a land-army
shall lave obtained oopcanion of the plaee ; and if it is meant to
p
attempt tfie rednctioQ of a BoBsan IbrtieEs with sodi vesseb
alone, the author can cmly rder to what he has already stated
in Aii. 332, 332 c, pp. 347, 353.
upon that
will iron

>labs,

m

sul^

*

^ffcnr^

the iMTSftl l«tteriii|Hr«ii in ase in ancient wart&re to have
v 5<:v mcu, each exertin? a foice of 70 Ibe^, the
inxlr.cxHl by il.-'r a.*;, t:. if it wtre u:cived at the late of 1 f«x>t |ir M.-c»nd,
3.'.*'*".
wor.lii K' n ;n.s. :.:.
I v
The n.^n^f n:t:tr> of a "^-{ uii '( r si ot,

been

momntam

I

•

•

moviiii; with a vcl city of

wouKl be re|>icMiiled by

1

v

feet

jer secouJ, c^iiiuated in iuic luauueft

lOCl^OIN).
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE LANCASTER GUNS.

The

author has ever entertained an opinion that Mr. Lancastor's
bored gun is a dangerous piece of ordnance.
Tlio
reader will find, on referring to Art& 190 and 335, that, in the
earliest trials of that gun, the shells broke to pieces on leaving it
and the author felt confident that if, with the maximum charge
and an elevation of 18^, there were propelled irom the gun
solid shot or shells so strong as not to break, a great risk of
the gun bursting would be incurred This opinion has been
verified by the results of the experimental trials recently carried
on at Shoebury Ness, of which an account has been received while
this sheet is in type, one of Lancaster's GS-poundor p^uns having
burst wliile firing one of its peculiar shells, thou^rh a reduced
charije of 12 lbs., instead of H) lbs. of powder (the niaxinnim
charp'), was employed.
The fragments were thrown to considerable distances; but, lia})pily, no one was injured, the lirin^'^ p'H'ty
having, from sonic distrust of the fjuu's strcnfjrth (see Art. o.')5),
been placed under cover: had it heen otherwise a fatal catastrophe must have ensued, as in the bursting of the guns at Malta
and Gibraltar (pp. 291, 292). It was observed that the vent had
become much enlarged ; but this circumstance, as well as the;
reduced charge cm])loyed, must be considered as having diminished the dan^r of the gun bursting. This accident, together
with those which have since occurred on service, can only be
ascribed to the peculiar formation of the bore, which causes the
shot, in forcing its way throuirli, to exert a i;reat strain on tlu? gun.
In a former experiment a shell stuck in the bore while the gun
was being loaded (p. 172); and it is easy to conceive, therefore,
in which case, if the shell
that a shell might stick in ^ing out
do not break, the gun must inevitably burst.
To the vast force with whicli the ])rojtM'tile rubs and strikes
elliptlcall^

;

against the surface of the bore, while following the spiral turn,
and thus acquiring the properties of a rifle-shot, may be attributed
the frequent breaking of the projectile, even when made of
wrought iron.
It requires much iiabitual skill or knack in serving
the jnm, to introduce and set the shell home, through the tuniing
of the bore, and it is not unlikely that, in some instances, the
bursting of the Lancaster guns may be occasioned by the oval ball
leaving a space between it and the gunpowder, or by getting fixed

2 R 2
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the gain by change of position wliilst it i? beinnr propelled
Without the utmost care in loadiiiL'", these
guns mu?t be liable to burst at every round, and the tiring niu?t
The stronsrt^st irun bursts readily if the Kill l)e
]h» very slow.
obstructed in its j)rotrress when near the muzzle, which, no doubt,
wa^ the cause ot the burstin^^ of one of the Lanciister »runs near

in

throufrli the oval bore.

W

ith respect to leaden shots fired from
the muzzle at Sevastopol.
the I^iucaster eUiptic<dly-bored muskets, no such accident can
luippen witli them ; but, as has been shown in p. 517, they often
9trip, or pasB straight out of the barrel, widch must happen when,
flame, thcv change their form ana do not
being bested in
Iron shots are incapable
follow the winding of the spinu bore.
dianging their fonn, and must, therefore, either foUow the
The withdrawal of the
rairal bore, or cause the gun to borrt.
Lancaster elliptically-bored guns from the '^Pdter" gunboat at

&

Portsmouth, and firom the Despatch-gunboats ** Arrow" and
**
fieagle " at Sevastopol, and the judicious order to arm all the
new gnn4ioats with the 68-pounder guns of 1>5 cwt., are neoeasaxy
consequences of the very unfavourable reports which were made
of those guns at Bomarsund, as being deficient in precision, and
not to be depcMidcd on (p. 376, line 16 from bottitni), corroborated,
as tht^se reports have been, from very hiirh autliority on the spot^
of the very bad practice made by the I^nca?ter ^uns at loCK)
yanls at Si'vastopol in the land batteries, and tlie fact that two of
In firing into the town they an* said to have done
them burst
trreat damaire to the place, when loaded with their own jK'culiar
shells : but few of these havinu lx*en supplied, the oval iums
have IxHMi chictly u^ed in firing round projectiles, shot and shells,
grajK* and canister-shot, all of which would have been more
ethciently and appropriately used from 68-pounder guns.
So
confident were the expectations entertuned of the alleged powers
and the assmned precision of the Lancaster guns to destroy any
works at a distance of 5000 or 6000 yards, that it is actually
intended to rebne 68-pounder8 and 8-uich shell guns into the
This transfmuition must weaken them
elHptical spiral form I
so much, that the dan^r of bursting, to which elliptically bored
guns tire already so liable, will be greatly increased: it will
undoubtedly spoil a capital 8*inch gun, and make a ver\- bad and
dangerous elliptical howitzer; beouise, being chambered, it ia
incapable of receiring the large charges requisite to produce the
long range, In which, together with tlicir alleged superior precision
in distant firing, the peculiar merits of the Lancaster guns were
supposed to consist these were, in fact, the sole n^asons for which
Thou'ih executed at
they were introiluccd into the naval service.
enormous cost, and ecjuipjuNl with their peculiar shells, thrv have
fiuUni to accouiplish ou bervicc the special purposes for which they
!

—

;
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They cannot, as has been proved, resist the charge
nor stand the h'lL^h elevation (18 ) necessary to produce
the vaunted rauf^e of /)l'»0() yards; they are ])rovc(l to be defective
in precisiou in distant tiring, and even at short ranjics
and they
have been withdrawn from the Des])atch and other gun-boats.
No other uses that can be made of that particular gun, whether it
be to fire spherical shot from its elliptically spiral Iwre (pp. 363,
364) or, witn itd own projectiles, to oomlMird towns, can redeem
it from the verdict which men
adence in general pronounce
^that they hare fiuled to accomplish the great objects for which
expresdy they were made. The bombardment of towns can be
more efllectiially accomplished by mortars (p. 301) of equal weight,*
projecting mucn heavier shells with equal bursting charges,producing very nearly equal ranges.
It is no doubt a i^reat desideratum to obtain for the cannon
the advantages which the nmsket has derived from elongated
projectiles
but the author believes that this may be obtained by
some vastlv better, safer, and far cheaper method, than by firiiij)^
from an elliptically-bored gun elongated shells, manufacture<l of
wroujifht iron, at a cost of twenty pounds each, and which nevertheless frequently break when tired (Art. 335, p. 357, and Art.
337, p. 303;.
were designed.
lbs.),

;

—

md

;

• The aiitlior learns, with
satisfaction, that mortar-ships aro at lon^'th
prepariu;; for service, in accordance with what is stited in Articles 104, 195,
and in p. 3G1, and Arts. 333, 3o5. Twenty mortar-ships should have been

soDt with onr fleets to the Baltio tad Blaok Seas. It is stated in the public
journals {Morniiuj Chronich, Dec. 9th) that these iiiort.nr-ships nre to be
arme<l with 13-inch mortars slnng by tlie trunnions to iron rutls movin.: \\\m>x\
aa iron sliaft of 9 inches iu diameter, in such manner that bv their pendulous
weight they may remain timlisturhed by the motion of ue veesel, and be
find, with certainty, at any elevation, whatcvc r be the pitching or rolling;;
old artill< rists of (lie late war remember Congreve's
motion of the ship
suspended mortar, or liowitzor, for it was either, accordingly as it might bo
placed in the 8lin<;s ; all such contrivances failed, and the author cannot help
the result with respect to
expressing his entire conviction that such will
theye suspended mortars
neither tlic iron rods, nor the shaft or centering on
which they turn, can resist the pro<li;;ious shock occasioned by the explosion
of a charge of 20 lbs. of powder ; and if any such failure do take place, it
cannot but be most serious and perhaps fatal to the »hip.
The author takes this opixirtunity of correctinji; an error of the ]"»ress in
paL^c
Art. -20(1, line 1, in whidi for tlie word "cast" read "forged."
The gun therein describeil was of wrought iron, made to replace the monster
which, as stated in Art. 206, burst with such fatal effect on board the
8. ship " Princeton ;" this was made likewise of wrought iron, not for;^ed
in the solid and then lx)red out, hut, ho believes, by weldin;^ bars of wrought
iron together, and fortifying them with strong hooi>s of that material.
!
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ON THE NAVAL AND MILITA&T OPJ^RAXIONS IN THE ELACK SKA.
Tin: battle of the Alma, and the powerful attacks >ul»<MjUi'ni]y
made by the Hus:<ians in the field, to^jetlier with tlie viirnn«u."»
defence of

8<.?va:?topul

itself,

thouirh in even* conflict

crowned the heroic exertions of the

allie«l

siictx'?;.

armies, have

s<j

iui^

ll»iniicd

the ranks of these that their commandera have been comj)t'ilt."ii lu
suspend all active operations till reinforcements in truupft and

materials sufficient to warrant the prosecution of ulterior neasum
shall be Tecei?ed.
The awful eflEects of the late storm, moreomv
by causing the loss of the Teasels containing ammunition and
stores^ of which the troops b^in to feel the want, have brtnurbt
the armies to a very distressing and efen perilous condition. The
Yalour, constancy, physical endurance and heroism of the Freack
and British troops cannot be too highly estimated ; and it may
be permitted the author to enter into an examination couceming
the causes of a failure whicli htis so errievously di«app«Miit»fl tlx*
san^^uine expectations which the public had been led to cnli rtaiu
of rapid and complete success iu the Expedition to which this
Appentlix relates.
The author would not have presununl to make this inijiortant
matter the subject of a sj)Ocial publication, but iiavinjj Uvn ii>formcd by his bookseller that the work in which he liad lon^
previously treated of naval gunnery was out of print, and that it
was much in demand, he could not avoid undertaking a new edilioiL
In so doing he felt himself bound to bring down to iSbe lamim
time all that relates to naval operations, whether of tela akma, or
in combination with land forces ; and this he has done aaaidit
much severe domestic afllliction. Findinir, after the most mature
deliberation, that he should be compelled, by bis convictiom, lo
treat a part of his subject in a manner which would conflict wry
much with the prevmlmg opinion that the war would lie bronirhi to
a s|H»edy atid succcs>fid tennination by our vast and noble fle« t»
alone; com iiiccd that this ex|K»ctatli>n would W' disjippointtNl. .iihI
that the country would be involved in a war by laiul witii a

were little pri'|wiretl, he Ci»uUl
than conclude this work bv re statin<j his fonner cc»ttvictions and his apprchen>ions, the ju-tiiess of which he liaj>, dunnjf
the contiuuaucc of the strife, found uu occasion tu doubt, aau
colossiil military |>ower for whicii wt»

do no

less
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which he has distinctly avowed as often as hb opinion was asked,
throughout the operations of the present year. In proof that these
are no ex post facto opinions, the author may appeal to the very
numerous peraous, of every rank and station, to whom he imparted his apprc}iensioii, and stated Ii'ks opinion ; this he did with
a d(»<^reo of hardihood from which, in other circumstances, he
would have shrunk, but having stated in Art. 332 that attacks
of maritime fortresses by a judicious co-operation of military
and naval forces arc crenorally successfid, he feels hound to sliow
wliy, with sucli an army and navy, this <^reat operation should
have so far failed. Tiie actual publication of liis observations he
has however reserved till this moment, wlien they can produce no
discouraging ctfeets upon the oj)erations of tiio })rcsent campaign
and, by showing past errors, they may tend to provide for a
happier result in that which is to come.
At the beginning of the year lSb4. there remained little hope
that the peace of Europe would be preserved, and it was soon
afterwards judged necessary to send a British army to the East,
By great exertions
in order to co-operate with one from France.
upwards of 20,000 troops, iniantry and cavalry, were shipped
and sent off ; the guns, military stores, and provisions were to be
few fielddespatched in proportion as they could be collected.
batteries only, am>rding, on an average, scarcely one gun for
every thousand men, were sent Gunner-drivers and horses for
the train, waggons to carry ammunition, spring-carts for the sick
or wounded, sappers and miners with tlieir intrenching tools, and
bridge equipments, with all the other indispensidile requisites for
an army in the field, were scantily supplied, and some were
;

A

altogether wantinir.
Thus, on a small peace establishment, the country was caught
There existed
in a political storm and involved in a mighty war.
some good regiments of infantry and a few over-ofheered squadrons
they could not be called regiments of well-appointed cavalry ;

—

—

but all were totally unprovided with the means necessary for
enabling them forthwith to take and keep the field. In this state
a military foroe, constituting nearly the whole of our effective
strength, was despatched with wonderful promptitude to the contemplated seat of war; but, lacking the establishments which
should have given it vitality, it is not .surprising that it was not
prepared to enter on a campaign till the season propitious for
military operations was near its terminatioa
These deficiencies and disabilities cannot, however, with any
nor
justice be charged to the ])resent Government of tlie eountr}
could they be provided at the eleventh hour by any administrative
,

talent on the part of the

new Department of

W ar.

The

evils

were

too deeply seated to be removed ou a t>uddeu; all that zeal,
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energyt and ability could accomplish has been doni' hy the
Governni(nit to repair the evils, and supply the deficiencies whirh
resulted from the persistence of Parliament at, and ever ainoe tbr
conclusion of, the late war, in measures dictated by a reckleai
spirit of economy to aholi^li or reduce the militar}' e^^taMi^lnnonts
of the rountry, as if war were never again to overtake tlio r ar ioii.
All the t'stalilisliiHCTits whicli are indi8|>ensable to enable tbi* army
to tiike the tiekl, ot" wliich we row in vain lament the want, bad to
For this much time nui>t iict-esrbe restored and reor<»'ani>o<l.
sarily be lost, and precious opjuirtunitics In* let ?-lip, ere Kn'jland can collect ;nnl organise iier ne;.dcctcd niilitiir}' n'M»ure«^-,
and be again pre^uired to buckle on her armour and exert the
pleuitude of her nulitary strength, whether for defending her ovb
territories or to resbt aggreaaioDS dnreded against tliose of bcr
allies.

The

author feels himself justified in making public the abore
because they are consonant witii what he has written*

reflections,

published, and on some occaaionB spoken, since the termiNow
nation of the late war up to the preeent eventful period.
that the evil predicted has overtaken us, it is ho|H d that the
country will take warning and l)ecome oonrinoed tliat something
more than mnnerieal streiiL'^th and personal bravery is n^uir* d to
render an army ethclcnt in the field and that a nation wlii«-li luid
so nejzleeted her military establishments as to have j)ennittcd hrr
army to tall into such a state of inethciency tor immediate ser\:iv,
could scarcely Ix' ccinited uj»on as a niilitar} |Miwer t^pable of
Inmu diatelv
promptly taking ])art in a ureat terrilonal war. and
;

^ustainiug aud vindicating the lofty tone which, without reticvtiiig
upon our very limited military means, the Government of thai

country so nobly assumed, and the spirit of the natioo so cvne>
rously and congeniaUy re-echoed, at the bfcakiiig out of tlm
great war.
Under these Tcry disadTantageous and inauspiciooa rirf
stances, witli res|)ect to the small amount of our efiective malif*
tary force, and the late period of the season at which it was
so nur equipped as to be able to take the field, the allied army,
deeply impn\£rnated with the seeds of disease, and, luid it even
lK»en ni an ethcient sanitar)' state, not numericallv strong enough,
particularly in cavalrj', to ensure success, entcnMl (»n the ar\ltK>us
service in which it is now en^jaired. the object bein*; to U'sieg«»,
capture, and de^itroy the great fortress aud uavnl aiwoal of
Sevastopol.
lliere never was a cast^ in s^hich a siege require<l to l»e midertaken with greater reganl to the n-lative strength of the lH>iet:»Hl

and besieging armies, and
their siege artillery

—never

to the quantity as well as qualit) of

one in which a great auperiunt^ uf
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the investing
over the forces forming the garrison of the
place was so imperative.
In estimating the amount of force required to besiege and capture Sevastopol, re gard should have
been had to the important fact that, in its iocail character ns a
military position, that town is a vast fortress situated on bortli
sidc^j of a lonj^- harbour resembling a very broad river, and of
which the northern side, occupied by the citadel, is elevated above
the southern part.
The plnce belongs therefore to the category
ot" a fortress (liviclod into two portions by an unfordahk' river," in
.which case tin* divisions of the investinj^ corp^ would 1)0 })n^vciited
from niutnally asslstiiiir each other. To 'mwA such a place there
is rcfpiired an army twice as stroiiq- as would suthce if no such
obstruction to interconnnunication and mutual support exist4?d.
lu this ciise also, the enemy keeping the lield with a numerous
army of observation, a strong and very extensive line of circumvallation

would be necessary.

With respect to the means of defence, with which it is well
known that Sevastopol was plentifully provided, Here is a vast

—

naval arsenal alroM^ well fortified, and ci^Mible, from the time
of being menaced with an attack, of beinff greatly strengthened
iu its works and its garrison
it possessed enormous
quantities
of ordnance and ammuuition, which had been accumulated in its
magaxines; and, exclusive of the artillerymen attached to the
ordnance of the place, it had the power ot drawing from the fleet
in th(» harbour vast numbers of wcU-tralucd naval ^runners, all of
whoui could b<^ rcudenMl available tor manning the artillery during
the progress of the siege.
No operation in war may be depended upon with so much certainty as the sieire of a fortress, provided it be undertaken with
but no measure is so
sufficient means and be skilfully conducted
disiistrous as the undertaking of a siege, as was the ease with that
of Burgos, at which the author served, in 1812,'' without the requisite
strength in men and materials. The attacking force should be sufficiently numerous to invest the plaoe on every aooesnhle side, so
that nothing may be able to get in or out, and it should be equal in
amount to about five, and never less than three, times the ffarrison
there should be, moreover, iu the field a covering army, of which a
large portion should be cavalry, in order to protect the operations
of the siege, and prevent them from being interrupted by an army
:

*

**

I'ne placo partacr<^o par

une

rivifere iion giK^aLlo

forces j)Our son investisscinciit qii'inic

j

laco antoiir

tic

f

\i.:c le

lainiello

double plus do
dcs

comnmni-

catious facilcii jk rniettcnt a tou^ Ics coip^ qui en luiiiieDt I'invciitis^ciiiciJt de
s'entrc-seoourir pn)ini)tement.**
Boasmara, Bsmi GSniral de Fcfii^ctUion,

—

liv.

chap.
Xapior,

i.

ii. |).

«!.").

History of tbo reniusular War,' vol. iv. p. 47U,
lb., vol. V. i>. aou.
'
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of obearvation, which the enemy ma^f bring up while they are
bein^ carried ovi. The allied army in the Crimea found itself
manifestly inadequate to the accomplishment of the object in riew,
and even the victory on the Alma rendered it still less able to
The
compete with the overwhelming power of its opponents
allied commanders were then compelled to come to a determiution on which side, the northern or the southern, Sevastopol
The
should be attacked on both at once they could not act.
northern side is strongly fortified ; the Russians held a formidable
position on the Belbec river, and no shelter for the ships could be
afforded on tliat part of the coast ; there was no place, in fart,
:

convenient for landin^r the siege -train, or for establi.-hinf: a ^eeurt•
point of eoniniimiration between the anny and the fleet, which at
that late sea.^^on could not be exj)ected lonL'' to lie at anchor on
On tliesi^ aecounts it was ])ronipt]y determined to
the open sea.
abandon tlie precarious base of operations north of Si>va-tt)pol ;
and to turn the enemy's positions on tlu* Belbee and the northern
heiirlits, by a flank march to the south, in order to establish in
iialaklava Bay a new base, from which the attack might be made
on the southern heights.
To invade the (Mmeay an integral portion of the Rnanan em*
pire, and lay siege to Sevastopol at that late period of the season,
and, as has been already obeeryed, with an army deeply impregnated with the seeds of disease, was, in the opinion of the author,
a desperate and dangerous operation, undertaken, it is said,
contrary to the judgment of an eminent engineer, whose opinion
should have ruled, bnt who, when that dctermi nation was
taken, did all in his power to meet the difficulties of the
case by recommending, as a matter of neoeasi^, to abandon
the base north of Sevastojiol, whose communications with the sea
had at that late period of the year become ])recarious, and
to seize n])on some bay south of the place, in which a seeure
a change of position which, under the
base might be established
dlrtieulties in wliieli the allied army was placed from insulHciency
of force, was apparently the best measure that could Ik* adopted
under such circumstances ; and this very critical movement was

—

and successfully accomplished by a
of the whole anny.

gallantly

march

somewhat hazardous

however, mucli to be regretted that, firom want of sufficient
should have been necessary to abandon the line of ouerations by which the place was at first approached, and on wnich,
at the Alma, the army covering Sevastopol in that direction waa
The battle was a brilliant deed of arms, most honourdefeated.
able to the allies ; but, in consec^uence of the change of plan, it
must be aUowed that, except in its moral effects, it was fraitleee,
and in some important respects disadvantageous. In laying aiege
It

is,

force,

it
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to Sevastopol, it may safielylic asserted, that the most advantageous point of attack was the northern side ; there the ground
is most elevated, and the large octagonal work on its summit is
its citadel and the key of the place.
This taken, the Telegraph
and Wasp batteries on the nortiiern lieitrht.s, Fort Coustantine and
the forts below, being commanded and attacked in reverse, must
have soon fallen ; while tlic town, docks, art^enal, and barracks
on the south side of the liarbour would be at tlie mercy of the
allies, who, l)y the tire of their batteries, might hav(* entirely
destroyed them all
whereas, l)y attaekinir the plarc from tlie
south, the enemy holding the northern heifjhts, altliougli the
works on the cre.-^t of the southern heights should be breached and
taken, the town, the body of the place, with its docks and arsenals,
will not be teuable by the besiegers till the great work on the
northern side, and all its defensive dependencies, shall have heen
taken ; and these, no doubt, will he ffready strengthened before
the allies are in a condition to direct their attacks against them.
The flank march of the whole army to the south abandoned at
once to the enemy a perfectly free communication between the
place to be besieged and his army of observation in the field,
and left open their line of operation from their base at Perekop
it disclosed the alarming fact that, firom want of sufhcient force,
Sevtistopol could not be invested on every side
that the most
advantiigcous point of attack was not to be attacked, but turned ;
that the enemy's communication with the strongest portion of
the town, its citadel, its keep, and the key of the whole position,
;

;

Wtis

to

be

left

open

to

him

;

and

that,

instead

of be.-ie<?ing

Sevastopol, the allied army was only to attack an intrenched }>osition on the S(juthern heights, suj)])orto(l in its rear by the strongest
feature and moi^t formidable works ol the place, and oj)en to receive succour or reinforcements to any extent ; also that the attack

of the place was to be carried on without a covering army, disfrom the besieguig force, to protect it from being disturbed
in its operations by the enemy in the field, who was thus left in
direct taid immediate commumcation with a tete which be might
support with all his force. The flank march of the whole army to
the south was therefore an error in stratesical science, imposed
of necessity upon the allied conmianders by want of numerical
strength to render the attack of Sev.istopol safe and successful
and such error can only he justified h\ the; absolute inability of
the army to fulfil the conditions on whwU the siege of a fortress
with a large army of observation in the field can be successful.
Had the allied army Ix'en strong enough to follow up its success
on the Alma l>y the occupation of Duwankoi and Khuton, or
IJakehi Sarai, and to invest the place on the north with a large
reserve force which assuredly should have been at hard, by

tinct
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attacking and carrying the small intrenched camp recentiy established by the Russians to prevent a landing being made good at
the mouth of the Belbec river, the state of affidra ra the Crimea
However formidmisfat at this tone have been very different
able the defences of tiiat camp may be, seaward, it might
easily have been taken by land, while & P*<t of the allied
moved round and gained possession of Bslaklava so as to open
its port to the fleet, the latter having on board a sufficient
reserve to invest the place on tl at side also.
To this it may
be saidy we sent to toe intended seat of war the whole of our
This unhappily
effective militnr)- force, and could do no more.
is true ; but if, as the author has always thought, and is now nndeniable,
our all " wa> clearly insufficient to do our j>art to
eti'ect the purjxjst^'s in view, all that can be said is, that so
an operation should not have Ikxmi undertaken until ample means
had lx*en provided, and not on any account at so late a peri(Hl of
But, moreover, if tlie u hole of our ven limited means
the vciir.
\v;is not sufficient to enable us to provide a eontlnu:ent adequate, in
the stipulated proportior.s, to funn with (tur allies an army sufficiently stronjr to cuter on a ijreat territorial war in an enemy's
country with any fair prospect of success, how was it then
and,
till too late
^with respect to reinforcements ?
WTiere were <mr
reserves? No such operatka dKrald ever be undertaken without
large reserves either at hand or inmiediatefy forthoooiiog.
Much
it mav be feared that those about to be demitidied from England,
or collected from our stations in the Mediterranean, will not be
available during this campaign to do more than fill up the gaps
which pestilence and war have made and are still making in the
ranks of the allied army. And as to the campaign of 1855
Not the driblets which we are now sending out, and chiefly of
newlj-ndsed men, will suflfice: 20<),(X)0 men at least will be
required to retrieve our affiurs in the Crimea, and to carry <m
the war.
The very first principle in strate<ric«al science is to keep a
n^treat open in the event of a failure in the object of an op- raanother is not to lUKhTtake any military' measure without
tion
well considering both tlie un?uecessfui and the successful issue.
No thouffht a])|H^ars, in the present instance, to have bt^cn l>estowcd on either <tf tlu^e nijixiuis complete and spetnly success
was deemed certain: that Stnastopol was doomed to fall no one
seeiKod to doubt, and failure in this object was pronounced
impo^c>ibie.
The sad disappointment is now attributed to causes
which, it is said, could not nave been Ibreaeen ^the strength of the
place, its abundant means of defence, and the determined resistanoe
optH)sed by the Russian forces: yet all ibis should have been
anticipated; it was, in fiuit, foretold by the author, whose con-

moe

—

—

;

:

—
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were founded on what military science and experience
have taught him respecting an enterprise attempted in such
circomstances.
The rollowing extracts from a work published by
the author in 1819, will serve to show what, at Tarious tunes
^ce the invention of gunpowder, have been tlie consequences of
attempting to besiege fortified places with insufficient means
'^VVhen Beauvais was besieged by (.'harles the Bold, in 1472,
the place not being completely invested, succours were thrown
into it, and the kinfr, who diiscovered his error when it was too
('Observations on the
late, was obliged to raise the sieire."
Principles of
Motives, Errors, and Tendency of M. Caniot's
Defence,"* by General Sir 11. I)oui»la.s, London, LsiU, p. 7i.>.)
The like error was committed, and tlie like re»nlt followed, when
Haarlem was besicL'^ed by the Spaniards in 1573. (76. p. 80.)
**^^'hen, in 1()74, M. Uabenhaupt, with an army of 11,000 men,
besieged Grave, in which there was a garrison of 4000 men, the
sorties from the place were so frequent, that, according to M.
Quincy, in his * Mittoire MUUaire de Louis XIV.y vol. i. p. 387,
it was difficult to' pronounce whether M, Babenhaupt was the
assailant or the defender ; a drcumstance which proves that an
eifor had been committed in undertaking the siege with so small
a force." {lb. p. 157 et seq.)
The investing force required to attack such a place as Grave,
should not be less than 21,000 men. The proportion n quired for
camp and other duties cannot well be less than one-tenth of the
whole army, which for 11,000 men, at three reliefs, is 33(X) men
the strength of the working parties, ;it tliree reliefs, is 3()00
there would remain, therefore, only 4100 nu n as the guard of the
trenches, which, at three reliefs, would furnish only 1''><')I) men to
oppose the sorti(»s and these were no doubt maile with 3000
men. In this calculation no allowance is ni;ide for sickiicss or
casualties
and all the duty is su])posod to be perfornn d \\\x\\
three reliefs, which no troops could support except for a very shoit

mictions

:

;

;

;

;

time and in fine weather.
Numerous other instances of failures arising from this error
mav be found in military history, nor is it necessary to
&r
back. In the year 1854 the Ruauans attacked Silistria without
having invested it, and tried to carry the place by assault, but
were repulsed with great loss. Omar Pacha succeeded in throwing reinforcements into the fortress, with assurances that he
would speedily come to its relie£ The Russians made another
desperate assault, hoping to take it befm it should be relie\ed
but the Turks, strengthened by the reinforcements thrown in,
repulsed the attack, and the Thissians were C(mipelled to raise
the siege, with a loss of 10,000 men, who had fallen duriog the
forty days that it had lasted.

^
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thdr

before Sevastopol have endured

service in the trenches, is a miracle in war.
The
force fur guarding the trenches cannot be regulated by any proportional part of the strength of the garrison, for the place not
labours,

and

but this we know, that the
Deing invested, that cannot be known
the lines wore very nearly half the efiective stren^[th
of the division that furnished them ; and that a very large portion
of tho.s(» who so heroically repulsed the attack of the 53i of November, had just left their night's duty in the trenches.
The force required for guardlnir tlie trenches should imt be less
than thrce-fourtlis of the strength of the garrison and unless this
proportion be o])serveil, tlie operations an<l works of the sic«je will
^continually exjxjsed to l)e disturbed or destroyed by the H)rties.
Frequent sorties from a besieged ])lace arc strongly conilenmed,*
particularly in the early stages of the attack, when its works are
because even if partially successful, the loss of one
yet distant
man in a place completely invested, b more serious to the besieged
than six or seven would be to the besiegers. But when the garrison is strong, and the besieemg army inadequate to the enterprise (which is the case in the attack of Sevastopol, it not being
mvested), this maxim is reversed: the loss of one man to the
allied army was far more serious to it than a much greater loss
to the defenders of a position which might be strenMhened to
any extent commensurate with its force iu the field. Under these
circumstances the Russians did right to make frequent sorties,
and to resort to operations of active defence which they could not
In these attacks, though
have done had the place been invested.
;

men on duty in

;

;

most gallantly repulsed, the

allied

army

lias

sustained far grciiter

than in prosecuting the operations of the sieL'"e and this is a
penalty paid in precious blood, for having undertaken a siege with
means so inadequate as to invite, and admit of, as we see, those
rctuiii'x oiYm.sif'x. which mider usual circumstauces are as conloss

:

demnable as impracticable.
Nothing coultl justify the attack

of Sevastopol at that late pt^riod

it by a coup-de-main
and
and urged on accordingly, is clear
from the general tone of the organs of public opinion, which at tlie
oommeneement,and throughout the operations the war,committed
the serious error of underrating the rorce and power, of our enemy,
The author knew that the
and of exaggerating our own.
reports of the place having been taken could not be true, and did
all in his power to discr^t statements which raised the expecta-

of the year but the certainty of taking
that this

was

;

Ixjlieved possible,

m

tions of the people of

to

occanon the most
•

VaubAn, Traits do

tiiis

bitter

country to the highest pitch,
disappointment

thereaf^

la Bdrciuw des Tlaccs, p. 100, Foissac'a Edition.
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The southern heights may be crowned by our batteries, but
lodgments formed on the face of the slupc descending towards the
town, docks, and arsenal would be so much exposed to the fire of
the laige octagonal work and of all the batteries which, no doubt,
have been established on the opposite side, that the occupation of
the place appears to be utterly impracticable without first reducing
the works on the northern side; and to effect this will require
another sie<^e
sucli is the necessary consequence of having
attack I'd the })lace at the wrong side
:

—

!

Viewed strategically, the operation of laying siege to Sevasto])ol
commenced inauspicit)usly
the place is not invested, its conimunications with the country, with the army in the licld, and with
iU hixse are free succours and snpplies to any anionnt can be
:

;

thrown

or taken ont ; the defensive force in the place
direct communication with the offensive force in the held.
in,

is

in

The

besiegers know not what force they are fighting.
The Russian
army of observation may one day be inereaaed
large draughts
from a yerv strong garrison ; and assaults which, against a garrison
greatly reduced in number, and inaccessible to any external support,

would be followed by the surrender or capture of the place, will
the event of the garrison being strengthened from without
whilst even if the assault of the breaches that may be made by the
allies on the outworks of the southern side be successful, this would
lead to no such result as would follow w hen lodgments are made,
or breaches opened on the rampartj* of the body of a place inaccessible to relief, and from which there is no escape.
Snch a place need not and will not capitnlate, attacked as it is,
however successful that attack may be. The garrison eainiot be
captured since, after making the most determined resistance, it njay
fiul in

;

northern heights, or it may evacuate the place
itself with the army already in the field, after
having rendered the town uninhabitable, and destroyed all the
warlike stores it contains.
The bombardment of the 17th October satisfied, to some extent,
the desire of the commanders, officers, and seamen of the fleets to
have an active Aare in the kboim and dangers of the attack of
Sevastopol, and to mtitify popular clamour against the reserved
position in which &e Admirals wisely kept then* fleets, as at
Bomarsund; but that l)ombardment contrinntid nothing to the
The co-operation t)f the fleet could only
reduction of the place.
be useful as a diversion in favour of the land attack, when the
army should be prcpaied to assault the enemy's position at the
same time ; bnt under existing circumstances it could produce no
such effect, and the severe damage and loss sustained by the ships
jind their gallant crews was very iuadeciuately compensated by
retire

the

to

altogether,

the

little

and unite

injury tiiey iuiiicted

on the enemy's

forts

and seaward
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which not being faced with granite, a|^)eared to be
uan at Bomarsund. The safety of the
whole operation depends reiy materially on the presence of the
find
fleets, rad on their ability to keep the sea, aa we shall
hereailer.
The ships were greatly short of ^ns and of hands.
The entrance to the harlxmr wa? l>l(»cked up by the sunken
the Heet:? engraucd could
ships, so that the lotteries which
neither l>e approaelied sufficiently near, nor turned by fnrciiig' an
entrance.
The etFects produced by the ships on the stone forts
were far from justifyin^r an opinion that tlie tleet could ha\<»
attacked the place with any prosjHM*t of reducinor it. had not land
forces h 'en emj)loyed (Art. 3.*i2c, p. 3^>2): it shows nither that
an attack made by the fleet alone on the seaward batterit -, bowever gallant and successful it might have l^een in damag^ii.^' some
of the defences, and dismounting some of the guns, would haTc
prodaced no results eommeiisurate with the losses sustained ; the
slups would baTe been vastly more cripided than they were in
tiie attack which actually took place, ana diere can be no doubt
that some ships would naye been entirely destroyed and many
disabled. The severe effects produced by the Telegraph batteries
and the Wasp Fort, by their plunging fire, owing to their elevation, and the vtTy little damage they sustained by the fire of the
ships, may well be cited as a practical illustration of what is
command " which coast batteries should
stated in Art 327 on the
have over the sur&ce of the sea.
The French ships were drawn up in line agtiinst the fort? on
the
the south side of the harbour, and ])artly across its mouth
British ships were in line opposite the fni-ts on the north side;
and the Turkish shij).- were drawn up bt tue^'u them. Tiie ships
nuich t/ndcrJiamhd, in consequence of no less than 4(><)0
were
seamen and marines having been landed from the tleet to r<»rve at
the siejie, tiiat the galUmt Admiral would not aUow ain men to
Ih itannia " but his -tatf,
be exposed on tlie upper deck of the
signal-men, &c., and walki'd his jKJop, dietatlntr >ignals tor
During
the arrangement of the ships in the order of battle.
the action a shell from one of the enemy's batteries exploded
dose to him.
It was a dead calm, and great difficulty was
experienced, as well as time lost, in moving the heavy sailing
batteries^

more severely damaged

;

Hne-of-battle ships, by steamers lashed to their odes.
This
mode of propulsion was preferred to traction or towing, in order
to protect the steamer firom the danger of being crinpled by the
enemy's fire ; but in avoiding the danger incidental to towing,
other diflliculties were incurred, which, together, show tliat, as
stated in Art. 320, no vessels should be employed in attacking
land batteries but such as possess steam power inlierent in themselves: for it took an hour to turn the "Britannia" into the
proper position to advance after her anchor liad been weighed
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Notwithstanding the diversion caused by

the fire of the
land batteries, considerable loss, according to Admiral
Dundas's Report, was sustained by the British shij)s Ix^sides the
damage to thdr bulls from shells and red-hot shot, the masts,
yards, and rigging were, more or leas, cat away.
The dama^ sustained by the combined fleets was caused
chiefly by the Russian shells, which were fitted with time-fuzes,
as those were which they used in the affiur at Sinope (Art 302,
ppi 294, 29G>
The " Albion " received several shelis close to the
water-lbe ; three entered her cockpit, and she was once or twice
on fire. The * Retribution " and the " London " liad their mainbesiegers'

;

masts shot away, and being on fire, were obliged to be hauled off
" Queen " also was forced to withdraw, a red-hot shot
having
set fire to her.
The " Agamemnon " lay near Fort Constantine,
and in consequence suffered severely. The French ships appear
also to have suffered greatly.
The "Ville de Pans," while
enrraii-ing the Quarantine Batter)', received a shell which blew
away part of her poo])-deck, and killed and wounded a great
number of men. These facts, extracted from the general reports
of damages, are sufficient to show that the shells fired by the
Russians were fitted with time-luzes. Shells which struck jpenctrated into the riiips, and then exploded ; and others which
exploded over the bIuimb without striking, could only be timefinked shells.
Percussion fiizes could not burst tneir shells
without hitting a sufficiently resisting part of the ship to cause
explosion ; nor could they explode after having penetrated. It is
therefore evident that a great error will be committed if we per-

The

in preferring percussion to time-fiizes in shell-firing agiunst
ships;* against forts they are ntteriy useless; and the result of
this bombardment fully be^rs out what has been constantly
asserted by the author.
(See Art. 302, p. 2J)6.)
It is stated that, to the last moment, the Russian gims (upwards
of 300j kept up their tire.
The effect produced on the masonry
works is said to have l)een very small the archings of two casemated embrasures were shaken, and these have been since
repaired.
From Admiral Ilamelin's despatch to the French
Government, it appears that, after the firing from the French ships
had continued about an hour and a half, that of the Russian
batteries opposed to them slackened, and the Quarantine Battery
sist

:

was siloicea On the British side, we learn that towards dusk
the Russians returned to their guns, and that these batteries
•

The author

learns from letters written by a naval officer of high rank,

artillery officer, who were present in the action on board
a liDe-of-battle-ship, that the observations contained in Art. 828, n, 337, <Ht
the si'voro etTects of shell firing with tinic-fnzod shells ujwn ship^ were
reoiarkably verified in the attack of the Russian forts at iSevastoi)ol.

and a distinguished

2 s
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opened their fire with considerable eftect upon the allied fleet. In
consequence of the little impression made, apparently, on the forts,
when darkness was cominfj on, the fleets retired to their anchoracre.
The loss sustained by the Russians is not yet known their
artiHerynien were several times driven from tlielr ^xms, many of
whieh were dismounted, but as often they resumed their staticms:
thev appear to have served their ^runs well, and fired bar-shot,
rockets, red-hot shot (Art 300, p. 291), and shells with great
;

precision.

The

observations which the author has frequently had occaon tlie saljecl of tin expe^tion to liie Onmea, are
fully borne out by all that haa taken place since the siege <^
Sevastopol commenced. In order to understand the actual state
of ibe belligerent armies^ it is necessary to observe thi^ on tiie
side attacked, the town is fortified with a double eneemU of ear^
works recently constructed, terminating on the east at the head of
the inner harbour, from whence a strong redan line extends nortbwestward, and ends on the careening bay. lliis line encloses the
docks, and the camp of that part of the Russian army which is in
immediate co-operation with the garrison of the town.
The besieging army occn])ies a develo])mont of not less than
twelve miles the Freneh, British, and Turkish troops extending
firom Streletska Bay on the west, to the river Cheniaya on the
east, and crossin<2^ the Balaklava and Woronzoff roads.
The
only ground on which tb(^ a])proaehes can be carried on, is an
open philn al>out 2200 yards hroail, between two ravines, one of
whieh leads to the Quarantine bay, and the other to the inner
harlx)ur, w hieh forms the eastern side of Sevastopol.
Stretching
across this plain, at 1300 yards from the outer line of the nimpiirts of the place, the first parallel has been formed ; the sec4jud
parallel ia scarcely 400 yards in advance
the first
chain of batteries extending over a line four mika in length
forms a sort of coantervallation, which is within 600 yards of
be ramparts of the town and tbe fortifications of tiie entrenched
camp; and several of these batteries are armed with the heayiest
ordnance.
The presence of a Russian army of observation in tiie field has
rendered it necessary to form a chain of redoubts and batteries^
which constitute a line of drcumvallation : these are nearly faar
miles distant from the works of the town ; and immemately
beyond them took place tlie actions of the 25th of October and
the 5tli of November, in which British gallantry was displayed
under ver>' unfavourable circumstances.
The task assirrned to the besieoring' army Is precisely that of
attaeklnjir a strt>n«j:ly intrenched camp in eonnectitm with a powerful fortress, which is open to receive supplies to an unlimited
sion to malce

—

A

d
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The allied anny is, in fact, situated between two
armies, each apparently as nunicrous as itself; and it has to contend with the most serious difficulties from the nature of the
ppound, which is such as scarcely to admit of trenches being dug
its works are incessiintly exposed to tlie fire of a powerful
in it
artillery in the mas>iv(; casemated towers of the ])lafc, and to tlie
numerous batteries estahlished on the recently constructed lines
by which these points of defence arc now covered and connected,
and harassed continually by tlu^ j)owerful army in its rear while
the brunt of action has to he borne by the I'rcnch and Knirlisli
troops, who can place little dependence on their Turkish allies.
amount

:

;

After two months of open trenches, the besiegers have
not even amYed within tne distance at which a practicable
breach can be made in the works of the place ; and, even were
such breach effected, they would only be at the point of commencing the most difficult and most murderous part of the attack
the passage of the ditch and
in advance of the third parallel
the ascent of the ramparts. Nothin;? less than continuing the
approaches to the counterscarp, and laying the whole length of
the two lines of rampart in ruins^ will lulow an assault to be
made with any rational hope of success, more particularly if there
should be loop-holed- walls and stone casemates in the ditches.
Ihit, should the rocky nature of the jiround jmnent the continuance of the approaches by sap, and an assault he attempted, it is
"|)lain that an innnense loss, as at Hadajos, nmst be su->tained
the
troops marchinir over a fjrcat extent of open ground, will i)e
opposed in front and Hank by the tire from all the works of the
])lacc
and should the remains of the weakened and disordered
columns arrive at the ditch, they would have to attempt the ])a*sa«io
under a deadly fire of musketry and incendiaiy missiles, as well
as of the artillery from the flanking^works of the fortress, all of
which, it appears, have been vastly improved, extended, and
strengthened since this protracted aese commenced, and especially
whilst active operations against the mace have been suspended, or
prosecuted with little vigour : all this is independent of the resistance which would be made by the tmops of the garrison,
strengthened as those troops would then be by the army encamped
Nor does it appear that a successful assault of
within the lines.
those outworks would enable the allied armies to take and occupy

—

:

;

the town, nor o])en

port to the ships of the com])ined fleet,
on the northern side shall have
been taken likewise. Thus only can the fortress and arsenal of
Sevjistopol, and all it contains, be captured.
arc taught by a high authority,* and the precept is fully
until th(»

tlie

connnanding

iK)sition

We
'

iiouijuiard,

Dcs

(Jamiis

Hdranchtu sous ka

J'laccs,

chap,

vii. p.

224,
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by what is now ])a.-6ing before SevastojK)!, tliat the
most t'Hectual mode of retanlinn- tlic operations of a siejxe, as well
as of rendering them diliicult and suiguinary for the l>esie^ing
anny, is to have the place so strongly garrisoned that the defendilliistratod

ers may l>e able to make iVecpient sorties (retours offctii<ijV)^ and
to be, moreover, in innnediate connection or to have secure eommunicatious with a strongly entrenched camp. This is precisely

the state of Sevastopol, which serves as a grand Ute to the
northern position with its citadel and numerous other woriu ; the
whole hemg open towards the rear, by which reinforcements and
supplies to any amount may airive along the great road from
Perekop.
Very different is the condition of the Russians at Sevastopol
from that of the Austrian army at Ulm, in 1805 that city being
in a position which admitted of being surrounded by the French,
and far distant from the army which should have supported it,
was compelled to surrender. Rather may their circumstances be
compared to those of the Austrians at (J)lnuitz, in 1758, when
(hi that
that city was besieged by tlie army of Frederick II.
occasion General Thierheim connected the detached forts about
the j)lace by works of earth, so as to convert the city into a
strongly retrenched camp, by which the ])lace was enabled to hold
out till the king was obliged to retire from it (Jontinf, ch. x.).
The state of the allies before Sevastopol is nearly similar to
that of Najxtleon I. when, in 17U6, he besieged Mantua.
That
great general, finding himself in danger of being immediately
surrounded by the two armies which were advancing to relieve
the ^lace, did not hesitate to raise the siege, abandoning even
He threw his whole force on each of the
his siege artillery.
Austrian armies in succession, and, in defeating them, he struck
the decisive blow which rendered him master of the north of
Italy, (t/bmmi, ch. zxx.)
Active operations against the entrenched position on the southern
heights of Sevastopol having been suspended, the safety of the
allied army through the winter is become a matter of painful inAfter an unopposed landing, most skilfully and gallantly
terest.
conducted by Rear-Admiral Sir Edmund Lyons, under the orders
of the Vice-Admiral Commanding in Chief, in the manner practised at Aboukir in isOl (Art. 332, p. 347 cf i^erj.^, and a senet*
of brilliant exploits in the field, in a few short weeks the allied
army, disappointed in its expectations of speedy and complete
snccess, finds itself shut up and besieged in a cit^ ciesac in the
remotest corner of Europe; while large jxrrtions of the fleets
are to be employed throughout the winter, in a stormy sea and at
all risks, in conveying to the beleaguered trooj)s succours of the
:

/

first

necessity,

and

in

which service so many ships have been
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Here the whole of the

already lost
last

man, must remain, depending
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British armV) ahnost to the

for every article of subsistence

and warlike

stores, as well as of shelter from the inclemency of the
on supplies sent from France or England.
Whatever may he done to provide for the safety, comfort, and

weatiher,

repose of the

army throughout the

for the

The

fleet.

enemy than

winter, there can be no rest
ships will hare to encounter a more formidable

that which

menaces the land army, in having at

all

risks to force their way through a stormy sea, which cannot be
navigated with safety at this sea-son, in order to convey to the

imprisoned troops the

supj)lies without

compeUed
the Wockades

perish, or he

whieh they must inevit.ihly
enemy. As it hap-

to [surrender to the

the war with France, so may
shall he eonipelled by
tleet^s
the weather to f^et as far from the land as })osriible, or run for
shelter to remote harbours of refu*^e, opportunities will offer,

pened

It

in

hap}>eu

long before

in

this.

tlic

durini^

W hen

combined

the

fleetis

can

resume their stations on

the coast, for the Russian steam-ships, of which there are many
yet unhurt in Sevastopol, to pounce suddenly upon Tessels freighted
with succour, as thev attempt to approach Balaklaya.Bay. This
bay is small, its ancnora^ is had, and, from what happened to
the ill-frited ^ Prince,*' it is evident that it is not easily accessible
thus serious interruptions will take place in the arrival of supplies
to the allied ariiiy oy the only line of communication with their
remote bases in France and England. Those persons are seriously mistaken who assert tliat the command of tin* sea by the
fleets of Ennfland and France will alwavs enable the allies to convey reinforcements and sn])]ilies of every description to their
res])ective armies in the Crimea with "^reati'r promptitude tliaii
but unless the allied
Itussia ciin send troops there by land
admirals be endowed with power to "ride the whirlwind and
direct the storm," the contrary, duri no- the tempestuous mouths of
of this too ample
winter, will be found to be the fiu-t ;
evidence has been afibrded iu the fearful wrecks which haye
lately taken place on the coasts of the Black Sea.
It may indeed
be feared that reinferoementB will readi the enemy in the Crimea,
by land, with greater certainty than they can be supplied to the
allies by sea from England or France, when snow and frost shall
haye rendered steppes at present impassable with wheel-carriages,
easily and rapidly traversed by slcys and ^h dges.
Whenever the allied army shall, happily, be w ell furnished with
provisions, stores, and comforts of every description ; w henever it
shall be strongly reinforced, and re-equipped with all the means
necessary to enable it to resume onensive operations horses
And beasts of burthen can s<'areely be expected to sm'vivc the
those operations must be
winter, from want of forage and shelter
:

—

—

—
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conducted in a manner very different from that which has ended bj
If it be true,
placing the army In its present perilous predicament.
as undoubtedly it is, that the capital error lay in invadinir the
Crimea with so small a force, and in bcsicffinfr a stronfrly-f\)rtitied
place without havinfj previously invested it. a force adequate to the
hut no «jrreat('r force
retrieval of those errors should he sent out
should ho si'iit to the southern side of Seva>tojH)l than would be
sufficient to render the position at ])resent occuj)ie(l hy the allies
rather it would seem that a force sutlicient ^}>ecially
quite secure
to invest an«l attack the town on the northern side should Ik* sent
jMijjatoria .-hould be secured
it was useless as a base point
out.
wiien the attack, of ISevastopol by the north side was abandoned, but
it will be highly advantageous should an attack on that side hereafter take place ; and effectual means should be taken to prevent
the enemy from communicating with Sevifttopol by the line from
Perekop. No siese should ever be undertaken in any seat of war
till the enemy in &e field shall have been defeated, and oompleldy
driven back by the covering army of the besiegers, so that the
operations of the siege may be carried on undisturbedly.
This
might have been done by the allies, had the descent on the Crimea
been made at an earlier season, with a force larger and better provided with the means of more effect ually carrying out the object
of the expedition.
An army of 70,000 men, of such troops as
those of the allies have proved themselves to be, might, as the
Duke of Wellington said of his anuy in Spain, " have gone anywhere and (lone anythinsr." It woukl be a great error to land
all the force that niav he provided for carrvinir on the war in the
Crimea, in 1855, at Halaklava and stratt^iiieal ci)mhinati()ns very
diti'erent from those recently ni.ule must be formed for the operations of the coming year; hut upon this subject, the author, for
obvious reasons, declines to enter.
On contemplating the nature of the fortifications about Sevastopol, it may not be out of place to remark, that an experiment is
now being tried for the solution of the problem conoeniing the
means of eqoali«ng the powers of attackmg and defending fortified places.
Since the invention of gunpowder, the superiority
has always been in favour of the besiegers; for, whatever be
the resources of the garrison in men and materials, they mustultimately be exhausted; but by placing the artillery of the
fortress chiefly in casemates of masonry, according to the principles of Montalemhert and the latest engineers of Germany,
instead of mounting it on ramparts of earth, as in the systems of
the French schools, it is supposed by some that the advantage
will, as in ancient times, be turned in favour of the defenders.
Hitherto no opportunity has existed of bringing this question to
the test of experiment
:

:

:

;
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